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ComponentWare
Object-oriented computing has failed. But component
software, such as Visual Basic's custom controls,
is succeeding. Here's why.
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make it easy to get the PC you want,
rid ready to go to work.
ValuePoint Mini-Tower '.
With room to grow.

Soft Select preinstalled software lets
you hit the ground running.

•8expansion slots, 6bays

We can preinstall many of your favorite

Practically all multimedia applications —

•VES, Local Bus Video

applications, then thoroughly test and
optimize them — all for only a$10 flat fee.

and more and more regular software titles
— are available in CD-ROM format. This

When your new ValuePoint arrives, just

internal ISA interface version has a
300KB/Sec maxi-

•Pentium'-upgradable
•IBM Enhanced 101-Key Keyboard and
IBM Mouse

Add aCD-ROM drive and find out
what you've been missing.

•DOS and Windows preinstalled

plug it in and go. Of course, we also gi‘c
you the diskettes, manuals and documen-

• 1NIB Video Memory

tation. Installing software doesa get any

data transfer rate

•Choose your IBM Color Monitor: 14L8.

easier — or faster.

with multi-session

14-V (add $100 to base model price),
15V (add $250), 17V (add $670)
433DX/T
486DX/33M Ilz,t 340MB HD, 4N111 RAM
14L8 (
IBM CT...11)i Lease: $79/m0.**) $2.219*
450DX2/T
i486DX2/50MI Ii. 340MB HD,8MB RAM
14 L8

(IBM Crcdit

$92/mo.) $2,569*

CD-ROM technology,
Here's just asampling of
IBM Soft Select applications.
Lui/Jor our lakt5/ additiouà
Microsofte Office (WIN)

ISA Internal CD-ROM Drive

Microsoft PowerPointe (WIN)
WinFaem Pro (WIN)
IBM VoicelypeTM Control (WIN)

i4861/X2/66M11z, 527N11311D,8MII RAM
141.8

(1I3M (:n.111( Lease: $112/ma)

for you at the factory so it's ready to go
when your IBM ValuePoint arrives.

(32G2961)

WordPerfect® (DOS)

466DX2/T

Photo CDTm compatibility. We can install it

Borland Ouattro Pro" (WIN)

i4861/X2/66M117- 424MI3 HD. 8M BRAM
(IBM Crcdit Lc:Ise:Sh)7han) $2,989"

including full Kodak ®

Intuit Quicken 'm (WIN)

466DX2/T
14L8

mum sustained

$245*

White Lake -June Budget
jeme
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Africa:
Total Annual Precipitation and
Average Annual Temperature
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72
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Cape Town

26

660

63

17

Harare

30

760

64

19

77

25

Calm

I

229

Kinshasa

60

1,524

Nairobi

36

914

Yauntigie

60

1.524

s

64

18

75

24

Borland

marr
$1,259

Paradox

Instant Gratification. W(

priced right al

What's new? The "V" series borderless,

ValuePoint Si.

ValuePoint DeskTop.

energy-saving monitors.' And

Conserve space and money.

The modern-day workhorse.

Soft Select preinstalled software.

•3expansion slots, 3bays

•5expansion slots. 5bays

You want it all, right now. (That's O.K.,
people expect more from IBM.) For instance
you want the latest dazzling monitors.

•\ESA Local Bus Video

•VESA Local Bus \ideo

•l'entium'-upgradable (except 425SX/Si)

•Pentitim`-upgradable
•111\1 Enhanced 101-Key Keyboard and

•I
I Basic 101-Key Keyboard and
IBM Mouse

«

IBM Mouse

So we created the new "V" series monitors

•DOS and Windows preinstalled

•I
)0S and Windows preinstalled

with asharp. borderless image. And they're
so energy-efficient they've qualified for an

•512KB Video Memory
•Choose your IBM Color Monitor: 141,8.

•1MB Video Memory

EPA Energy Star rating.'
You said. "Installing software takes up too

•Choose your IBM Color Monitor: 14L8.

14V (add $100 to base model price).

14

15V (add $250), 17V (add $670)

15V (add $250). 17V (add $670)

(add $100 to base model price).

much time." So now we can do it for you at

425SX/Si

425SX/D

the factory with Soft Select. We test and

i486SX/25MHz, 120M1311D, 4MB RAM
14L8 (113M Credit lease: $45/tuo. ** ) $1.259*

i486SX/25MHz.212M13 HD. 4M BRAM

433DX/Si

433DX/D

486DX/33MHz,t 120MB 11D, 4MB RAM

486DX/33MHz, 212MB HD, 4MB RAM

141.8

14L8

optimize each application to work on your
particular PC. And we give you customized configurations, plus the quality
and support you expect from the world's
largest computer company.
So go ahead, be demanding. We're ready for
anything. Call us now.

(F13N1 Credit 1
ea.': $59/mo.) $1.639 *

We're putting the personal
in personal computing.

(IBNI Cirdit I

433DX/Si
486DX/33MHz.,t 212MB 11D, 4MB RAM

450DX2/D

14L8

141,8

(1I3M Cn-dit Lease: $63/mo.) $1,749*

$69/rno.) $1.939 *

i486DX2/50M11z. :340MB HD, 4M13 RAM
(113M Credit Lease: $81/nto.) $2,259 6

i486DX2/66MIL 212M13 11D, 4MB RAM

466DX2/D
i486DX2/66MHz. 340NIB HD. 8N113 RAM

14L8

141,8

466DX2/Si

IBM PC Direct

14L8 (111NI Credit lease: $57/mo.**) $1.589 *

(113M Cn•dit lease: $77/mo.) $2,149 *

(113M Credit lease: $99/mo.) $2.769*
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Think faster.
John Craig
PC Consultant
At IBM PC DirectTm,
we'll help you
configure an
IBM ThinkPad
that's just your
speed. You'll be
surprised how
many options are
available. Ask
about them.

Hey, you there —the one running at
warp speed —this is for you. Slow
down and catch aglimpse of one of
the fastest notebook PCs around.
The IBM ThinkPad ® 750Cs.
It has an i486r*SL/33MHz processor with an 8KB internal cache to
get those high-powered applications
really cranking There's acrystal-clear
9.5" diagonal measurement dual scan
color display so you can do less squinting
and more doing And there's astandard fullsize keyboard and integrated TrackPoint 11'
pointing device for convenience (and control)
that's second to none.
The ThinkPad 750Cs even reconfigures
faster. Just lift the hood (a hinged keyboardg)
to pop in available quick-change hard drives
and floppy drives. Special power management
features mean you don't have to exit your
application to change batteries on the fly.
And the weight of the ThinkPad 750Cs won't
slow you down, either. It's asleek 6.2 pounds.
batteries and all.

IBM PC Direct
We're putting the personal
in personal computing.

Go ahead and find the time

IBM PC

Direct to order. And while you're on the line,
ask us about an array of options to help you
think even faster stilL
The IBM ThinkPad 750Cs.
order yours from IBM PC Direct,
get to the phone pronto!
•i486SL/33MHz processor with 8KB
internal cache
•4MB RAM
•170MB Removable Hard Drive
•3.5" 2.88MB Removable Floppy Drive
•PCMCIA slots
•9.5" dual scan color display
•Full-size keyboard with integrated
TrackPoint II
•Audio input/output jacks
•113" x8.3" x2.0"
•6.2 lbs with battery pack
•IBM DOS, Introductory Demo and
Prodigy*preinstalled
•3-year international traveler's warranty'

We'll configure any of our newest Value Point' PCs
the way you like. See the next page now!
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With HelpWare, you're covered by the
best support people in the business.
We're behind you every step of the way.

Our automated fax line is always available

Sal il Mama,

IBM HelpWare goes beyond ValuePoint's

and if you have amodem, you can access
our 24-hour online bulletin board.

Specialist

one-year warranty and our 30-day, hasslefree moneyback guarantee.' HelpWare is
tech support people who are always there
when you need them, 24 hours aday, 7
days aweek. They're trained to answer
practically any question, from how to set up
your system to solving hardware problems
that may occur.

HelpCenter ®

HelpWare also includes one year of free
onsite service, provided by thousands
of dedicated IBM service reps at hundreds of locations nationwide. They
make house calls anywhere in the US.,
no matter how remote.' And we have the
largest parts inventory in the business, to
help reduce downtime even further.
In short, HelpWare is the most comprehensive support you can get.

Our newest monitors are even easier
on your eyes. Not to mention your
electric bill.
Who says you can't have it both ways? These
advanced high-resolution monitors deliver a
brighter, bolder, crisper, bord en
image
that's flicker free.
But when you're not using them they'll
automatically power down' to miserly energy
consumption levels. When you resume work,
just touch akey or the mouse and they'll
power up instantly, right where you left off.

The "V" series: for new systems and
upgrades, too.
Cross-platform compatibility is built in.
You can plug it right into almost any IBMcompatible system and run most popular software. These monitors are available in 14", 15"
and 17" screen sizes.
So see the light. And save energy.

Complimentary!
Its the latest edition of
the IBM PC Direct
catalog. ValuePoints,
ThinkPads, printers,
monitors, multimedia, software,
and more. To get your copy,
call IBM PC DIRECT today.

Call IBM PC Direct today.
IBM PC Direct is available to customers nthe U.S and Pueno Rico only For customers outside ol these areas, please contact your local IBM Sales Representative for more information
1BM PC DIRECT prices only The offerings prices and products are subject to change or
withdrawal without prior notice. Products you acquire may not be counted under any existing
Voldme Purchase Agreement The same offerings and products may be available through
IBM Authorized Remarketers. Remarkeler prices may vary. Shipping and handling charges
are extra. **IBM Credit Lease prices are quoted or 36-month terms. Lease rates quoted are
good through 6/30/94 after which ume rates are subject lo change without notice Lease
available to qualified commercial customers only Some 4860X/33MHz processoss may
be manufactured by IBM. 1 2 The energy saving circuitry nactivated by the signals sent
sum system units that suppod the SESO DPMS proposal. a'degradable with Intel's future
OkerDrive . processor based on Pentium technology. 4. Copies st warranty and 30-day
mcneyback guarantee information available through IBM and IBM Authorized Dealers.
Please call 18(M 426-2968 for details regarding IBM's rnoneyback guarantee and limited
warranty 5At no additional charge during warranty period. Onsite sewice available
Monday-Friday Bum-hem in your time zone. 6. International traveler's warranty service
available in countries where ThinkPad is sold. IBM, ThinkPact Mini-Tower. HelpCenter
and HelpWare are registered trademaiks. and TrackPoint II. ValuePoint and Soil Select are
trademarks ol International Business Machines Corporation All other brands and product
names are registered trademarks, trademarks or sewice marks of their respective holders.
PC Direct is atrademark of Ziff Communications Company and is used by IBM under license.
©1994 International Business Machetes Corporation

To order:
111 800 426-7420
Sam-10pm M-F, EDT
egliegg
9am-5pm Sat., EDT
Purchase order available for qualifying customers.

YOU'LL LIKE
NEW MICROSOFT
ACCESS 2.0
WHETHER YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR
Adatabase OR A

'Rebate offer: Licensed uurs of Microsoft Access x
-id Microsoft Office 4.0 °slater qualify for DO rebate upon acquiring Micro,oft Access 2.0 (129 upgrade SRP). Licensed users of Office Professional, Office Standard, Wool, Microsoft Excel, PowerPoine, or 6,11
Office Professional includes: Microsoft Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, and aworkstanon license for Mail (Mail server and software acquired uparately). In the 50 United States,
(800) 370-8996, Dept. CN3. For info only: In Canada, call (800) 563

ai

They say you can't be all things

Then fasten your seat belts.
Microsoft Access packs speed,

to all people. But one database
comes really close: new Microsoft

power, and control. Helping data-

Access* database management

base developers quickly create

system 2.0. The first relational data-

sophisticated database applications.

event model for added control and
flexibility similar to Microsoft'
-1

This Wizard creams command button.
What do you want to happen when
this button gets preeeed?
Select acategory, end then eelect the
action you want. Click the Next button
to continue.
When outon is pressed
C.11.90(91S
Close Form
Prat Form
Retest',Form Dam
ropty Form PO.
0
,
10 Form r,!.,

The fact is, Microsoft Access

base for everyone.

has something for everyone. Or
Fe3

This Wizard links your data to I OK
aMicrosoft Word document,
so that you can print form
I
, Col
onc
letters or address envelopes.

I

What do you want the Wizard to do?
Link your data to an existing
Microsoft Word document.
C Çreete anew document and then link
the data to it.
After it launches Microsoft Word, the
Wizard can:
Open Microsoft Word Help on how to
complete your mail merge.

r

Mail Merge Wizard works directly will,
Microsoft Word to place your selected data
into the document of your choice.

If you need adatabase with a
small "d," you've found it. Microsoft

more precisely, alot for everyone.
Like new Rushmore query
optimization, atechnology that
makes queries lightning fast. So

Microsoft Access even makes

Like Table Wizard, afeature

it easy to tap into any current data-

that takes you step-by-step through

base you have, from Paradox* to

table setup and design.

Microsoft SQL Server.
You can also count on unlimit-

Like Query Wizard, ahelpful
assistant who walks you through

can create tables, make forms, and

the steps of finding your data.

Want that capital "D" variety?

Visual Basic* programming system.

you get your data quicker.

Access is easy to use. So easy, you
print reports right from the start.

UP...L.1 C ]
Add fully functional buttons to aform using
the Button Wizard. Microsoft Access does all the
work of writing the code behind the button.

ed no-charge product support
With OfficeLinks,
send data directly to
Microsoft Excel
using theAnalyze It
toolbar button.

In fact, thanks to IntelliSense&'
technology, aMicrosoft Office
feature, many of your

by phone (toll charges may apply).

routine tasks will be auto-

And for as little as $99* for an

matic. And your complex upgrade or $359* for the Office
tasks become much easier.

Professional upgrade, Microsoft

Of course, wh enyou 'reready to Access couldn't be more, well, acceseFor80a0r:rse01-le89es967Dmeep,to. crNto
venture beyond the basics,
Micro soft Access is ,to o, order,
l
sib1e
With tools that help yo
develop powerful database applications. Including
engine-level validation guar
anteed t
o keep y
our data safe.
And aprogramMing language

featuring an

Microsoft Office

ess qualify for 40 rebate upon acquiring Office Professional 4.3 (399 upgrade SRI'). Plus applicable sales tax. Reseller prices may vary. Offer good until August 31,1994 and only in the SO United States. (0) 1994 Microsoft Corp. All rights reserved. Microsoft
nisi& the 50 United Stares &Canada, call your local Microsoft subsidiary or (206)936-8661. Microsoft, Microsoft Access, PowerPoint, Visual Basic and the VAndows logo are registered trademarks and IntelliSense and Rushmore are trademarks of Microsoft Corp.
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Cover Story

Reviews

VOL.19, NC3.5

News &Views
DIGITAL. SIGNAL PROCESSING

The Engines to Make Multimedia
Mainstream
22
As industry groups seek to standardize
software programming interfaces, DSPs
may hold the key to bringing voice,
video, and telephony to low-cost PCs.

PROGRAMMING

46

Componentware
BY JON UDELL Component software, as exemplified by
Visual Basic's custom controls, is succeeding where objectoriented computing has failed.
Object Wars-52

NETWORK OPERATING

sys. rums

LANtastic 6.0 Creates Peer
Pressure

26

Peer LANs have evolved from limitedfunction packages to full-featured systems
that integrate into enterprise LANs.

Features
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

57

Extensible Software Systems

BY DICK POUNTAIN AND CLEMENS SZYPERSKI New programming tools are needed to develop software systems that can be easily
extended with new modules.

INTERNET
COM M UN 'CATIONS

Front Ends Ease Internet
Access

Subtyping or Subclassing?-58

30

A number of companies are releasing
software designed to make accessing the
Internet easier.

Inheritance or Delegation?-60

INFORMATION PROCESS INO

The Computerized Patient Record
67
BY scoTr WALLACE Computerized patient records will improve
health care and reduce costs.
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ADAPTIVE COMPUTING
MULTIMEDIA

Adapting GUI Software for the
Blind Is No Easy Task

33

Desktop Data Conferencing

81

BY ANDREW W. DAVIS A new breed of multifunction DSPbased peripherals makes data conferencing inevitable and lays the
groundwork for personal videoconferencing.

The widespread adoption of graphical
applications adds awhole new set of
challenges for applications developers
and visually impaired users.
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The High Cost of Videoconferencing-82
DSPs and the PC Mainstream-84

PDAS

Motorola's Envoy First to Run
Magic Cap

34

Despite initial disappointing results in
the area of PDAs, companies continue to
develop hand-held, communicationscentric computing devices.

State of the Art
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

Wireless Gets Real

90

BY DAVID A. HARVEY AND RICHARD SANTALESA
Buoyed by new products, services, and access standards, wide-area
wireless communications is ready for prime time.

PR ¡UK; RAMMI NCI TRENDS

CAD Gets Objective

38

PCSes Are Coming-94

CAD software vendors are beginning to
exploit new technologies such as objectoriented programming and OLE 2.0.
OPERATING SYSTEMS

Apple's and Microsoft's System
Software Road Map

46

Apple recently divulged new
information on plans for its Mac
operating system.
NEW PRODUCTS

What's New

220

Sparcbook 3ships with the Solaris OS;
Face to Face provides real-time crossplatform document conferencing for
PCs and Macs; and more.

4
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Universal Wireless LANs

99

BY CEES LINKS,
WIM DIEPSTRATEN
AND VIC HAYES
The IEEE brings order to the
chaotic world cd wireless LANs by
agreeing upan afoundation
protocol for media access.
The Evolution of aStandard-102

Opinions
Pournelle:
Crash, Bang—Quake

PRINTER

C'00.41M UNICATIONS

122

E-Mail from Afar

149

Printer at Work

205

BY HOWARD EGLOWSTEIN AND BEN SMITH

BY ED PERRATORE The first At Work laser printer,

BY JERRY POURNELLE Jerry

Lotus cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail provide the
necessary E-mail tools for communicating with
offices in far-flung locations. We liked both user
interfaces, but cc:Mail is easier on the administrator.

Lexmark's WinWriter 600 provides good
performance and an excellent user interface.

survives an earthquake, installs
aLAN server, and gives out more
User's Choice Awards.

E-Mall in Your Pocket-124

Big-Screen Stars

Can PC E-Mail Be the Wrong Choice?-126

BY STEVE APIKI Capable 21-inch monitors from

NETWORKS

Nanao and Nokia push resolution to aflicker-free
1600 by 1200 pixels. Both can support an 80-Hz
refresh rate if you've got the right graphics card.

133

Without Peer

r)ISpI.Ay TECHNOLOGY

Books and CD-Ft0Ms:
Entertaining Math Models ....41

157

BY RICK COOK. LAMONT WOOD.
DAVE VISLOSKY, AND BEN SMITH

Mathematical modeling, CD-ROM
databases, computer ethics, and
3-D graphics libraries.

BY BARRY NANCE Zenith Data Systems' new

$999 Z-Stor Personal Server is adedicated file server
that makes sense for small workgroups. Bundled
with Novell's Personal NetWare, it almost installs
itself on Ethernet LANs.

COMMUNICATIONS

161

SITcomm Is Serious

Commentary:
The Introversion
of America

BY TOM THOMPSON Apple Events support is one

reason Thompson finds Aladdin Systems' SITcomm
astandout among Mac communications packages.

137

Poet in Motion

BY RICK GREHAN Poet 2.1 is atrue object-oriented
database that also includes all the features of afullblown multiuser database: compound indexes,
locks, even multilevel transactions. Grehan explains
how programmers can use the same structures of
C++ code to support the database.
VOICE R ECOGNITION

145

Desktop Dictation

BY STANFORD DIEHL The IBM Personal Dictation

System brings computer-based dictation services
to amainstream corporate audience. With its support
of voice input of system commands and its
sophisticated dictation application, the system
can support text entry in afully "hands-free"
environment. Its accuracy and ease of use make the
system viable for general business correspondence.

communities on the Internet taking
PRINTERS

the place of neighborhood
communities?

Lab Report:
Head to Head: 71 Printers

164

Editorial

BY scurr HIGOS AND CHANDRIKA MYSORE

BY DENNIS ALLEN

Best for General Business-166

The data superhighway, the "real"

Letters

How We Tested-168
Best for Workgroups-169

Reader Survey

Best for CAD and DTP-171
Best for Draft Quality-175
Best for Listings and Forms-177

READER SERVICE

Honorable Mentions-178

Editorial Index by Company
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers

Dubious Achievements-178

Index to Advertisers by
Product Category
Inquiry Reply Cards:

FONT- M A PPI N

;

at afont-matching system based on
visual characteristics.

193

BY RALPH E. GRISWOLD Icon does

string and structure processing and
numerical computation.

you talk to the world.
Speaking the Same Language-118

N E.TWOR KIN( ;

Beyond DOS:
IPX and NetBIOS for OS/2 ...201
BY BARRY NANCE Over-the-wire

message passing with NetBIOS
and IPX in an OS/2 environment.

COVER IMAGE: JOHN CORBITT G 1994

274

231

PROGRAM LISTINGS
From BIX: Join "listings/frombyte94"
and select the appropriate subarea (i.e.,
"may94").
From the UUNET:ftp to ftp.uu.net, log
on as "anonymous," and enter your user
ID as your password. Type
"cd/published/byte" and type "DIR."
Files appear in subdirectories by month.
From the BYTE BBS at 1200-9600 bps:
Dial (603)924-9820 and follow the
instructions at the prompt.

PI2C3( :RA NI N11 N( ;

the world. It could change the way

712

Mail Order
Hardware/Software Showcase
Buyer's Mart

Under the Hood:
The Panose Typeface-Matching
System
181

Some Assembly Required:
The Icon Programming
Language

216

2121

BUYER'S GUIDE

BY SCOTT BOGGAN AND
MICHAEL DE LAURENTIS A look

BY PETER WAYNER

156

Best for Color-173

AtiloOdOirmikdoie

Telescript provides the glue that
lets personal communicators access

18

reasons for technical-support calls,
and environmental concern.

As We Went to Press-166

Hands On

113

10

We use our PC and Mac printer tests to choose the
best of today's laser, ink-jet, dot-matrix, and color
printers for six important business applications.

Learning to Listen-146

Agents Away

278

BY TOM R. HALFHILL Are virtual

PROGRAMMING
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RIE Topic Index
This page presents the articles in
this issue according to computing
platform.

Index
OS/2
Desktop Dictation

145

The IBM Personal Dictation System

DOS/WINDOWS

brings computer-based dictation ser-

CAD Gets Objective

38

vices to the OS/2 desktop. The package
supports voice control of the OS/2 inter-

A modular Windows-based develop-

face as well as asophisticated dictation

ment tool, Cadkey Object Developer

application. Its accuracy and ease of use

provides an object-oriented environment

make the system viable for general busi-

in which to create CAD applications.

ness correspondence.

FoxPro 2.6 Targets dBase IV

IPX and NetBIOS for OS/2...201

The Icon Programming
Language

Adaptive computing

193

Originally started on Unix, this highlevel general-purpose programming language now runs on avariety of
platforms. All implementations, includdomain.

NEIWORKS

Nance demonstrates that programming
IPX and NetBIOS in an OS/2 environ-

Now that Artisoft has licensed Novell's

DOS and Windows goes head-to-head

26

ment isn't as difficult as you might

NetWare Core Protocol, LANtastic 6.0

think.

can access file and print services from

Apple's and Microsoft's System

Pournelle: Crash, Bang-

ented groupware features will compete

Software Road Map

Quake

NetWare networks. And its object-ori-

205

What to expect down the road from

Jerry offers some guidelines to help you

Microsoft's new operating systems.

decide whether or not to make the

E-Mail from Afar

122

PC-based E-mail systems from Lotus
and Microsoft can tie large organiza-

Server 3.0 Advanced in Chaos Manor,
and announces the rest of the User's

connections to other mail systems.

Without Peer

133

90

Two-way wireless communications in
the form of analog cellular, RF packet
technology will shape the future of enwhere, anytime access to E-mail, information services, and LAN-based

Apple's and Microsoft's System
Software Road Map
40

resources.

Apple reveals new details of its system

Universal Wireless LANs

Zenith Data Systems inexpensively pro-

software strategy.

The DFWMAC protocol promises to

The bundled Novell Personal NetWare
software gets along with Windows for
Workgroups.

122

Here's afeature-by-feature comparison
of the two LAN-based packages that
command the lion's share of the E-mail

Poet in Motion

137

market: Lotus's cc:Mail and Microsoft
Mail.

Poet 2.1 is atrue object-oriented database that also includes all the features
of afull-blown multiuser database:
compound indexes, locks, even multilevel transactions. Grehan evaluates the
personal edition of Poet for Windows,
which requires either Microsoft Visual
C++, Borland C++, or Symantec C++.

Printer at Work

149

Lexmark's WinWriter 600-dpi laser
printer puts Microsoft's At Work Printing Software to good use.

Big-Screen Stars

viding acommon access protocol for
wireless LAN systems. It supports both
ad hoc wireless LANs and aformally
structured wireless LAN environment.

113

161

A latecomer to the terminal-emulation
market, Aladdin Systems' SITcomm offers unique features that give it ahefty
competitive advantage. Support for

quests, and preferences into an intelligent program that is sent across the network-aspires to be the centerpiece of
the global interactive network.

E-Mail from Afar

feature.

122

If you're looking for away of communi-

Lab Report: Head to Head:
71 Printers
164
Our standard suite of Mac-based printer
of laser, dot-matrix, ink-jet, and color

cating with remote offices without the
expense of installing wide-area network
services, one of these LAN-based

with a2I-inch monitor from Nanao or

133

applications.

sonal Server blurs the distinction be-

Nokia. CAD users will appreciate 1600-

tween peer-to-peer and client-server

by 1200-pixel resolution at an eye-

LANs. Bundled with Novell's Personal

color printers to determine their rankings for high-end business and professional applications.
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UNIX

NetWare, it's adedicated file server for

122

While both Lotus's cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail support clients running
DOS, Windows, the Mac, and OS/2,
cc:Mail now adds Solaris to the list of
clients that it supports.

46

Data acquisition

156

Databases

38, 40, 137

DSPs

22, 23, 81
171

E-mail

122

Ethernet

133, 205

Font mapping

187
30, 33

Information processing

67
30, 122

IPX

201

Magic Cap

34, I13

Monitors

I57

Multimedia

8I
201

Networks

26, 67, 90, 99,

113, 122, 133, 201, 205
00P

46, 57, 137

OS/2

145, 201, 205
46

PDAs

34, 90, 113

Printers

149, 164

Programming

38, 46,57,

137, 187,193, 201

Zenith Data Systems' $999 Z-Stor Per-

E-Mall from Afar

30, 34,

Component software

E-mail packages may be for you.

Without Peer

tests on laser, dot-matrix, ink-jet, and

46, 57

OpenDoc

high-level Apple Events is one such

environment for six key business

This month we ran our PC-based printer

COM

that lets you bundle your messages, re-

printers work best in aMacintosh

Lab Report: Head to Head:
71 Printers
164

38,157, 171

NetBIOS

Agents Away

Push screen resolution to new frontiers

saving 80-Hz refresh rate.

CAD

Telescript-a communications language

SITcomm Is Serious

tests reveal which of the current crop

157

99

bridge the interoperability gap by pro-

E-Mail from Afar

46

Internet

The $999 Z-Stor Personal Server from
vides peer-to-peer Ethernet LANs with
the reliability of adedicated file server.

C++

GUIs

terprise computing by enabling any-

MACINTOSH

41

DTP

data, and cellular digital packet data

Choice Award winners.

tions together with support for multiple
platforms, remote users, and gateway

toe-to-toe with Windows for Workgroups 3.11.

Wireless Gets Real

switch to OS/2, installs OS/2 LAN

Books

81,113, 122, 161, 278

with Borland's dBase IV.

40

149

Communications

Microsoft's latest version of FoxPro for

40

At Work

ing the source code, are in the public

LANtastic 6.0 Creates Peer
Pressure

Market

33

Servers
SOM

133, 205
46, 57

SQL

201

Telescript

I13

small workgroups.

IPX and NetBIOS for OS/2...201
Nance provides an over-the-wire delivery system for SQL statements that
works equally well through either
NetBIOS or IPX.

VBX

46

Videoconferencing

8I

Voice recognition
Wireless

81,

145

90, 99, I13

230 Megabyte
Floppy?
3.5" Magneto Optical Drive
230 Megabyte

It's the same size as a
3.5" floppy diskette. It's as fast as most hard
disk drives. And you can write, erase and rewrite over four million times.
But it's no floppy! It's Pinnacle's new Tahoe 230 Portable 3.5" Optical Hard
Drive with 230 Megabytes of removable optical storage.
The Tahoe' 230 is the most versatile storage device
available today.
It's a perfect
solution for both
portable and
desktop
computing.

SCSI PORT

PARALLEL PORT

You can store it all as your main storage device, your secondary
storage drive, or for backup and archival.

Optical Drive

$1199.00

The Pinnacle Tahoe' 230 is the ultimate in unlimited
storage. For more information or to order call:

Travel Case
&Battery Pack

$199.00

800.553.7070

Optical Media

$69.00
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19 TECHNOLOGY • IRVINE, CA 92718, USA • (800) 553-7070 • INT'L (714) 727-3300 • FAX (714) 727-1913
Trademarks: Tahoe230of Pinnacle Micro, Inc. All trademarks and registered marks ta their respective owners.
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TO HELP DEPLOY 66
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES,
MOTOROLA EMPLOYS
FIMMEMAKER.

on

Missions don't get much more critical than this. Motorola°is currently

Ore, .11.1,

developing

the IRIDIUM— System, amassive cellular communications system involving acon-

FrameMaker 4

stellation

of 66 satellites orbiting the earth. Equally critical is the massive amount

fdocumentation required to get the IRIDIUM System off the ground. And natur-

ally, Motorola selected the best tool for the job: FrameMaker.

FrameMaker delivers exactly what

Motorola needs for all their hardware and software documentation. The ability to easily integrate text,
01931 Fume 1
.
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charts and graphics in long, structured formats. On-line document distribution with hypertext capabilities for fast and easy access to technical information. And multiplatforrn capabilities for file compatibility
across the PCs, Macintoshes, and UNIX workstations on site, as well as remote access from systems
all over the world.
Ext.

Now imagine what FrameMaker can do for your business. Call 1-800-U4-FRAME

603 today for our comprehensive Guide To Document Publishing with FrameMaker 4. And see

what FrameMaker can accomplish with your mission critical documents.
Circle 91 on Inquiry Card.

Frame

Editorial Dennis Allen

The Entertainment Factor
Developments in
the entertainment
industry are strong
indicators of just
what lies ahead
for the enterprisecomputing world
Computer technology for the next 30 years will be driven
by the entertainment industry. That's what Ed McCracken, the CEO of Silicon Graphics, said at the recent
PC Forum—the who's who meeting of the computer industry. This was no news flash to the other computer
company CEOs, presidents, vice presidents, and strategists
attending the forum: Consumers in the pursuit of entertainment will spend enough money to make investments
in certain technology areas worthwhile.
Sure, McCracken has avested interest in saying what
he did. After all, it was his computers that created the
dinosaurs of Jurassic Park. It is also Silicon Graphics
that is transferring its considerable graphics capabilities
to build a64-bit computer (call it againe, if you will)
with Nintendo. It is also Silicon Graphics that is working
with Lucas Films to move Hollywood out of the film
("linear storage," as the folks at MCA call it) business into
all-digital movie productions. McCracken also spoke of
virtual reality theme parks in which his company will
play amajor role. According to McCracken, Silicon
Graphics even supplies an employee to play "video keyboard" for Grateful Dead concerts. So, yes, it's fair to say
that he has avested interest in following and promoting
the entertainment industry.
That fact, however, doesn't make him any less right.
Again to use McCracken's view, it's not business that
has driven technology for the last 30 years—it's been
the military. Had it not been for the military and its interest in the space program, would we ever have seen
mass-produced microprocessors? The fact of the matter
is that the arrangement hasn't been so bad. While the
military subsidies paid for certain R&D of large, expensive technologies, the PC industry rolled out bits and
pieces of those technologies—more often than not with
notable improvements—first to individuals and later to the
business enterprise.
While the PC industry likes to take credit for having invented everything, it has not invented so much as it has
borrowed. Or to put it another way, it has not invented so
much as it has scrounged around among the leftovers of
so
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government-subsidized research. But the net result has
been good. We have more desktop and enterprise-wide
computing power and functionality than ever before.
So just what does it mean that entertainment will now
drive technology? In some ways, not much. New technologies will come about, and the PC industry will move
them to the desktop to solve problems in the enterprise.
On the other hand, it's amatter of focus. There are certain
technologies that the entertainment industry seeks to exploit, and it is in those areas that we can expect rapid
outgrowths to the desktop.
Clearly, the target technologies for entertainment are
video, sound, user interfaces, and communications (aka,
the data highway). That's not news either. But the probability that aNintendo game or adigital set-top box running something like Prodigy TV (a proposed marriage of
information and regular TV broadcasts) or even an amusement theme park will be the first to produce usable fullmotion, 3-D images with beautiful sound and virtual reality interfaces is significant. You ought to be watching
those developments so you can predict how those technologies will work on the desktop in the enterprise.
Consider Michael Crichton's new book, Disclosure,
which takes place in the high-tech industry and uses virtual reality as ameans for the hero to explore corporate
databases in an effort to solve his problems. In the book,
the characters walk on special mats and wear special
glasses to wander through the corridors of networked
computers to find virtual file cabinets, open virtual file
drawers, and leaf through virtual file folders. An interesting way to explore adatabase, to be sure, but according to McCracken, that scenario in Disclosure (an excellent book, by the way) is alot closer to becoming real
than you might think.
But long before we can tiptoe through our databases,
that kind of technology will be astaple for entertainment. Likewise, the first widespread use of videoconferencing may be on aTV set while people play games
with folks in other parts of the world. None of this makes
the technology any less sophisticated or less important to
enterprise computing, but if we watch closely, we just
might be able to predict the future. III

DENNIS ALLEN, EDITOR IN CHIEF
(dallen@bix.com)
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state-of-the-art C++ atures PC Week, Jan. 1994
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The world chooses Borland C++
for its 18/32-bit standard!
And since

Experts agree! There's only one

latest ANSI C++ features, such as

C++ that makes moving to 32-bit

reusable templates and robust

OWL 2.0 is

development asnap. It's Borland®

exception handling. You want

platform-

C++ 4.0 and it's the world-standard

speed? PC Week says, "Borland's

indepen-

16- and 32-bit compiler.

compile-link speed. .. was about

dent, the

twice that of Visual C++ 1.5."

code you

"... it shows Borland's
attention to developer's
needs." computer shopper, Feb

1994

And getting started is easy too.

32-bit Windows. That's code with

will create your application for you.

the future built in. Get Borland

You simply plug together high-

C++ 4.0 and get ahead start on

functionality components—like

tomorrow's projects today.

Borland C++ gives you asingle

SpeedBarse editors and status

Integrated Development Environ-

lines—from OWL 2.0. Perhaps

ment to target DOS, Windows, NT

that's why Software Development

and Chicago platforms. There's a
Project Manager that will build

create will run today on 16-bit and

The AppExpert and ClassExpert

I
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90-day, money-back guarantee!

ISee your dealer or call now, I
magazine proclaims, "Anything that
I1-800-336-6464, ext. 8310 I
MFC can do, OWL can do better."

L

In Canada, call 1-800-461-3327.

16- and 32-bit versions simultaneously, and aTargetExpert to make

Borland

switching between platforms as
easy as clicking amouse. Plus you

Power made easy

get acompiler that includes the
Copyright
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1994 Borland International, Inc. All rights reserved. All Borland product names are trademarks of Borland International, Inc. BI 6587
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COLORADO

TAPE

BACKUP

Over 3 T
ilion Copies Shipped!
i
And Now....
Introducing Colorado Backup for Windows 2.0
ibe
EASIEST
way to
DOWS

Tape Backup and Archival software from Colorado
Memory Systems, the leader in tape backup solutions

S

ince 1990, Colorado Memory Systems has shipped
over 3million copies of our popular Colorado
Backup' software. Now, we bring you new

Colorado Backup for Windows" 2.0, which supports
all Colorado Tape Backup Drives from 120 MB to
4GB through acommon, easy-to-use interface.
+ Powerful features include drag-and-drop
simplicity, reliable background operation,
automatic -unattended backup, disk grooming,
broad network compatibility, aTape Library to
help you locate lost or archived files quickly,
file re-direction and open file handling.
+ Explore Colorado Backup for
Windows 2.0 and the complete
line of Colorado Tape Backup
Solutions today.

Jumbo Internal Tape Backup System
Jumbo 500 AVAILABLE EARLY 1994
• 255 MB native/)00 MB compressed capacity

Better Backup.

IMUM o • Up to 9.3 MB/minute backup speed

7=771
1
-

• Includes software, minicartridge and more
Jumbo 250
• 125 MB native/250 MB compressed capacity
• Up to 9.3 MB/minute backup speed
• Includes software and more
Jumbo 120
• 60 MB native/120 MB compressed capacity
• Up to 4.7 MB/minute backup speed
• Includes software and more

G

IVEN THE VALUE OF YOUR DATA,
you'd better back it up. And there's no
better backup than Colorado Tape Backup.
With capacities from 120 MB* up to 4GB* and
dozens of industry awards,
Colorado Tape Backup Solutions
are the world's Number

G4

Colorado Backup for
Windows 2.0 supports
all Colorado Tape
Backup drives through
acommon, easy-touse interl'ace.

Jumbo Trakker External Parallel Port System
Jumbo Trakker 250
• Parallel port interface
• 125 MB native/250 MB compressed capacity
• Up to 8MB/minute backup speed
• Includes software and more
Jumbo Trakker 120
• Parallel port interface
• 60 MB native/120 MB compressed capacity

One backup systems.
Beyond all the
Megabytes and

• Up to 4MB/minute backup speed
• Includes software and more

Megahertz that you get
out of your system,
it's the data in it that's
ultimately your most

PowerTape & PowerDAT

s
',.1.

1
1
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valuable asset.
Whether your data is on an
80 MB notebook or a4GB server,
you need to protect your data
every step of the way. Colorado

High Capacity Systems

PowerDAT Series 6000
• 2Gigabyte native/4 GB compressed capacity
• Backs up 300 MB as fast as 30 minutes
• Includes software, data cartridge and more
• Optional Cheyenne ARCserve for PowerDAr

1111111111111111\

PowerTape Series 4000
• 2Gigabyte native/4 GB compressed capacity
• Up to 18 MB/minute backup speed
• Includes software, data cartridge and more
• Optional Cheyenne ARCserve for PowerTape

tape backup is the easiest and most
reliable way to do it. And Colorado is

PowerTape Series 2400

recommended by editors, resellers and end users
more than all other backup systems combined.
Explore Colorado Tape Backup Solutions today

• 1.2 GB native/2.4 GB compressed capacity
• Up to 18 MB/minute backup speed
• Includes software and more
• Optional Cheyenne ARCserve for PowerTape —

and see what you've been missing.

PowerTape Series 1100
ANIMIlle

• QIC compatible
• 525 MB native/1.05 GB compressed capacity
• Up to 12 MB/minute backup speed
• Includes software and more

•Caputv ten data commas

«Operates at native capacity C 1994 Colorado *meet.Systems All righta reserved.

Call for more information and FREE literature

1_800_451_0897
&tension 750
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FAST RELIEF FOR
PROJECT MANAGE nExr
STRESS, BIG OR SMALL.

Project
Scheduler 6
for Windows
In the real world of project management, the only constant is change.
Managers are faced with coordinating
more activities in less time, with tighter
budgets, and workgroups spread out
across the building and around the
world. So what can managers at all
levels of experience count on to keep
them up to date and in control— Project
Scheduler 6for Windows!
Unlike many software programs
that claim to be easy to use, Project
Scheduler 6for Windows really is, and
the experts agree. According to arecent
Info World review; "Project
Scheduler's interface is ajoy to
use...Scitor understands how people
use project management software."'
But Project Scheduler 6offers
managers more than just relief from
occasional project stress.
"Project Scheduler 6surpasses
Microsoft Project and CA SuperProject —in addition to challenging
many high end packages." wrote
InfoWorld. 2

Easy to learn and use
project management
software
Fast project organization
Multi-project environments
Advanced modeling
and analysis
Flexible reporting

Scitor

151 Corporation

III

Sophisticated modeling features, like
the Advanced Resource Tracking
Spreadsheet (ARTS)", let you evaluate
resource costs and usage on aperiod by
period basis using afamiliar spreadsheet
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format. Evaluating
"what-if' scenarBefore you make aproject
ios is also abreeze management software decision,
call for this free executive
with Project
summary.
Scheduler's
Call
415-570-7700
ability to perform
multiple undo/redos in seconds.
Our software's built-in objectoriented report writer provides extraordinary flexibility and covenience.
And as the first project management
software to share information with
other ODBC-compliant applications, it
even helps build greater reporting and
data management efficiency throughout the enterprise.
So, as Windows Magazine recently
put it "If you're seeking aWindows
project management product that
does it all and then some, Project
Scheduler 6fills the bill."

Scitor

Corporation

0 1994, Scitor Corporation. 393 Vintage Park Drive, Suite 140, Foster City, CA 94404. Tel. 415-570-7700. In Canada, call 9C5-840-5493. Project Scheduler 6, ARTS, and the Scitor name are trademarks of Scitor Corporahon.
Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. 'InloWarld, August 9, 1993. 'InloWorld, January 3, 1994. 'Windows Magazine, November 1993.
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lowest price
for power."
-PC World, February 1994
We give you more and more...for less
Check out the options. We offer you
and less! PC World agrees.They awarded
award-winning, Intel verified systems
ZEUS the January, February and March
with many upgrade paths. Choose
1994 Best Buy awards for our 486DX2-66!
from one of our money-saving packPC World reported the system tested was
ages (many ready to ship the same day
"a powerful Best Buy that has exceptional appeal for
you order) or custom configure asystem
both performance and budget buyers."
to your exact needs.
There's more. PC World went on to say the 486 sysThe value doesn't stop with your system.
tem is "the best all around value we've seen;" Why?
Many companies talk about service. At ZEUS, our
Because we provide our customers with the latest techcustomers do the talking. ZEUS has
nological advancements at the best possible price. In
won more PC Magazine Readers'
fact, we lowered prices on most of our 486 Local Bus Choice for Service & Reliability
Upgradable configurations—and we now offer the
awards than any other company—
options of the new Intel 486DX4 microprocessor runfive in all! And we were the first
ning at 75MHz or 100MHz.
company to provide our customers with
And all 486 Upgradables
24-hour, toll-free technical support—
are 100% compatible with
every day You receive the best service
every major network operat"PROS:
and support in the business.
It runs with
ing system on the market,
Excellent
Plus all 486 Upgradables include a
NetWare
including Novell NetWare. It's
Performance,
One Year Limited Warranty, 30-Day
abreeze to get connected!
design, and support; Money Back Guarantee and Express
Others will be green with envy. In
low price.
Parts Replacement.
addition to high-performance and lower
Feature for feature, no one gives you
CONS:
prices, all 486 Upgradables are now "green:'
more than ZEUS. At any price, anyNone!'
Support the environment by saving energy
where. ZEUS continues to be the best
...and conserving energy means areal
—PC World, Feb 94
value. Call your Systems Consultant
savings for you and your business.
now at 800-554-5226.
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PACKAGE 4

PACKAGE 3

PACKAGE 2

PACKAGE 1
486SX-25
Lease $50/month

$1195

486SX-25
Lease $59/month

$1395

486SX-25
Lease $65/month

$1795

486SX-25
Lease $79/month

$2195

486DX-33
Lease $59/month

$1395

486DX-33
Lease S58/month

$1595

486DX-33
Lease $72/month

$1995

486DX-33
Lease $87/month

$2395

486DX2-50
Lease $63/month

$1495

486DX2-50
Lease $61/month

$1695

486DX2-50
Lease $76/month

$2095

486DX2-50
Lease $90/month

$2495

486DX2-66
Lease $58/month

$1595

486DX2-66
Lease $65/month

$1795

486DX2-66
Lease $79/month

$2195

486DX2-66
Lease $94/month

$2595

486DX4-75
Lease $65/month

$1795

486DX4-75
Lease $72/month

$1995

486DX4-75
Lease $87/month

$2395

486DX4-75
Lease $101/month

$2795

486DX4-100
Lease $72/month

$1995

486DX4-100
Lease $79/month

$2195

486DX4-100
Lease $94/month

$2595

486DX4-100
Lease $108/month

$2995

•Intel Verified: for the Pentium"'
OverDrive Processor
•2MB high-speed RAM
•107MB local bus hard drive
w/32K cache
•as" 1.44MB floppy drive
•Diamond SpeedStar Pro
Windows-accelerated local
bus video with 1MB RAM
mi 14" 1024 NI SVGA color
monitor, .28mm dot pitch
•On-board SCSI socket
•Two VESA local bus, five 16-bit
and one 8-bit expansion slots
•Six-bay desktop w/2 cooling fans
•101-key space-saving keyboard
•EPA Energy Star compliant
•MS-DOS 6.2

•Intel Verified: for the PentiumOverDrive Processor
•4MB high-speed RAM
•214MB local bus hard drive
w/32K cache
•3.5" 1.44MB floppy drive
•Diamond SpeedStar Pro
Windows-accelerated local
bus video with 1MB RAM
•14 ,, 1024 NI SVGA color
monitor, .28mm dot pitch
•On-board SCSI socket
•Two VESA local bus, five 16-bit
and one 8-bit expansion slots
•Six-bay desktop w/2 cooling fans
•101-key space-saving keyboard
•EPA Energy Star compliant
•MS-DOS 6.2, Windows for Workgroups 3.11, Microsoft Mouse

•Intel Verified: for the Pentium"'
OverDrive" Processor
•SMB high-speed RAM
•426MB local bus hard drive
w/128K cache
•2X CD-ROM, 3.5" 1.44MB FDD
•Diamond SpeedStar Pro
Windows-accelerated local
bus video with 1MB RAM
•w 1024 NI SVGA color
monitor, .28mm dot pitch
•On-board SCSI socket
•Two VESA local bus, five 16-bit
and one 8-bit expansion slots
•Six-bay desktop w/2 cooling fans
•101-key space-saving keyboard
•EPA Energy Star compliant
•MS-DOS 6.2, Windows for Workgroups an, Microsoft Mouse
•Choice of Lotus Application

•Intel Verified: for the Pentium"
OverDrive" Processor
•I6MB high-speed RAM
•528MB local bus hard drive
w/256K cache
•2X CD-ROM, 15" 1.44MB FDD
•Diamond SpeedStar Pro
Windows-accelerated local
bus video with 1MB RAM
•14" 1024 NI SVGA color
monitor, .28mm dot pitch
•On-board SCSI socket
•Two VESA local bus, five 16-bit
and one 8-bit expansion slots
•Six-bay desktop w/2 cooling fans
3'101-key space-saving keyboard
•EPA Energy Star compliant
•MS-DOS 6.2, Windows for Mbrkgroups 3.11, Microsoft Mouse
•Choice of Lotus Application

FAVORITE OPTIONS
426MB to 528MB HDD UPGRADE
10-BAY VERTICAL CASE
ADAPTEC 6360 SCSI CONTROLLER CHIP
96/48/24 V.42 bis SEND/RECEIVE FAX MODEM
DIAMOND VIPER VIDEO CARD
with 1MB VRAM: $149
15-INCH SVGA MONITOR UPGRADE

$95
$95
$49
$49

with 2MB VRAM: $249
$95

LOTUS SMARTSUITE UPGRADE
Five Windows applications in one boxl
$299
COMPLETE MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE
2X, multisession MPC2 CD-ROM,
16-bit sound card, stereo speakers
$299
If your system includes aCD-ROM drive,
upgrade with asound card and speakers
$14s
Many other affordable upgrades and options available. Call for details!

Fax Orders: 800-362-1205 or 612-362-1205. Phone Orders: GovernCALL NOW TOLL FREE
ment: 800-245-2449, Outside US. and Canada: 612-362-1212. Purchase
Orders, MasterCard, VISA, Am Ex, Discover, Z-Card s
, '' COD and
affordable leasing programs. Open 24 Hours aDay, 365 Days aYear!
24
HOURS
A
DAY
INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
Purchase orders are subject to approval. Koinesn leasing programs available. Lease prices based on a36.month lease: le. purchase option All trices, specifications and availability are subject to chamte withoor notice; call to confirm these and warranty detaiLs. Prima& not

800-554-5226 ZEOS

include shippiruu Novell companbility ODeveloper Tested Only Novell malno no warrantno with respect to this product. The Energy Star embern dues not represent PIA endorsement of any moduct or servat. All pmducts mal compony names are trademarks or remstered
trademarks of their respedive holders Intel Inside is atrademark uf Intel *rpuration. ZEOS Oaregistered trademark; Z.Card and *mows Nrsv! are registered servicernarks of ZEOS International Ltd 01994 ZEDS Interamenal Ltd. 1301 Industrial Blvd, Minneapolis: MN
55413 USA. ZEOS is apublicly traded company (NASDAQ symbol: ZEOSi.
UPGR-BYT.9405
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Letters
Super Highway Construction Details
Your March cover story "Building the
Data Highway" was extensive and broadbased, with agood balance between background, current issues, and future potential.
Iam deeply involved with these issues
here at the University of Montana, and all
too often, folks writing about the Internet
don't have aclue.
Thomas Morarre
Lolo, Montana

Our discussion of the Internet
has spawned many inquiries
on how to access it. O'Reilly
& Associates ((707) 8290515) sells Internet-In-A-Box.
The National Center for Supercomputing (NCSA, (217)
244-3473) is the source for
Mosaic. Both products provide an easy-to-access front
end to the Internet.—Eds.

wes—

Los Alamos, NM

The point we wanted to make
was that adding asite to atestbed like Nectar could be acItruen
al
complished by establishing a
link to an ATM switch. Adding
asite to CASA involves establishing a
link to one other site in the network We
did not intend to imply that the propagation delay was unique to CASA or aflaw
in the test-bed, but rather that it was
what CASA intended to study.—Eds.

parture" from other point-and-click GUIs,
much less original. The Home Desk by Russel Lyon, alaunching pad from HyperCard
to other applications, looks quite similar.
Annemarie Timmerman
Pittsburgh, PA

You aren't the only one to notice the visual similarity between General Magic's
Magic Cap and Apple's HyperCard. We
noticed it, too, as did Andy Herzfeld and
Bill Atkinson, early Mac and HyperCard
pioneers who were among the founders
of General Magic and are now developers of Magic Cap. But Magic Cap is
original in its elimination of the distinction (central to most other operating systems) among files, applications, and objects.—Andy Reinhardt and Tom Halfhill
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The ATM Forum User Network Interface
Specification (3.0) does not support multicast service addresses but does support
point-to-multipoint virtual channel connections. These point-to-multipoint circuits let you transmit data and reach
multiple parties, but you must know all
recipients' addresses when you establish
the connections. In multicasting, you
only need to know asingle address, and
that server will know the others. The
ATM Forum intends to support multicasting in its next revision.—Eds.

Imust comment on the idea of supplying
universal data-highway access by creating "a public trust fund into which all
providers pay and from which subsidies
are drawn." Icannot subscribe to, nor support, any type of arrangement where politicians have access to moneys in apublic
trust fund. Social Security was asimilar
type of setup until politicians squandered
MAY 1994

At the Los Alamos National Laboratory,
we read your article on the data highway
with great interest, as we are working on
the CASA Gigabit Testbed. But CASA is
not apoint-to-point switchless network.
The SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) lines connect to switches, with many
computers on each switch. The article also
implies that propagation delays
are unique to the CASA network. One goal of our research
is to hide these delays.
Stephen Tenbrink

CONSTRUCTION

Fore Systems, Pittsburgh, PA

BYTE

Erik Ohrnberger
Rochester Hills, MI

The Data Highway

Overall, Ithought the data-highway article
was timely and useful. But Imust take exception to your comment, "ATM also
doesn't now support multicasting, which
means that all transactions are point-topoint." Fore Systems' switches provide
point-to-multipoint communication in an
efficient manner, not requiring multiple
point-to-point links to accomplish this task.
Tony Mason

MS

it, leaving us with the crippled program
no one trusts or relies on.

Liquid-Cooled PCs. ..The Next Dumb Thing?
The article "Liquid-Cooled PCs: The Next
Hot Thing?" (News & Views, February)
leaves me totally dumbfounded. Does depletion of the ozone layer dwindle into insignificance when compared to the need
to cheaply cool aPentium chip? So much
for green PCs. What's the next project—
using whale oil as alubricant?
Norm MacLeod
St. Jean -sur-Richelieu, Quebec City, Canada

Technical Support—We Hit aNerve
Your report on the increase in technicalsupport calls (News & Views, March) ignores the real reasons: product defects and
lousy or incorrect documentation. If computer firms want to know why technical
support is expensive and customers are
angry, they ought to look at the slop they
euphemistically call documentation.
Joel Amkraut
Los Angeles, CA

This is an excellent point, but it doesn't
contradict the findings of the Help Desk
Institute. As the survey notes, major reasons for the decrease in support calls are
recurring problems being solved and better customer training, both of which imply that the offending products did not
work in the first place or were not intuitive.—Dave Andrews

Magic Cap: Radical or What?
General Magic's Magic Cap (News &
Views, February) is hardly a"radical de-

The Do/ch Pentium portable computer
uses Fluorinert, achemically inactive
fluid, in its liquid heat sink. It does not
conduct electricity or harm the earth's
ozone layer.—Eds.

FIXES
Due to aprinter error, the first line of the
caption on page 193 in the April issue
Roundup was masked. The first line should
have read: "Action's time management
controls are centered around its bar-style
time line, where each object in a...."
In the March issue (page 66), the location
for Hybrid Networks ((408) 725-3262) is
incorrect. It is located in Cupertino, CA.
The February Lab Report (page 162) said
the EISA bus has a33-MHz operating
speed; instead, it has a33-MBps data transfer rate. The operating speed is the same as
that of an ISA bus (8.33 MHz), but its
wider bandwidth increases the data transfer rate by afactor of 4.31

Microsoft* Windows- for
Workgroups 3.11 is fast. Very fast.
In fact it might be more appro-

makes searching for files and load-

Microsoft At Work' fax technol-

ing Windows up to 100% faster:

ogy and super-fast networking that

You'll be happy to hear that this

works with Novell' NetWare*,

priate to call it Microsoft Windows

new version of Windows can be

Windows NT-and other standards,

GTI. Because, for local disk ac-

used by everyone, whether you're

Windows for Workgroups 3.11 is an

cess, it's now up to 150% faster than

stand-alone, networked, or dialing

essential upgrade for any Windows

Windows 3.1 operating system.

into your office from the road.

3.1 user. But there's only one way

This added speed, powered by 32-

Windows for Workgroups just in-

to experience this speed and power.

bit technology from our "Chicago"

stalls what you need and you're

Drive it.

project, means applications can be

off to the races.

loaded at twice the speed. It also

Packed with new features like

Microsoft

"Performance figures may vary depending on configuration. Ziff-Davis WinBench" speed tests were average performance runs (100 being baseline avg.) based on aZenith Those 425 LnrIntel 80386-based computer
and an 80846-based computer (both uncompressed and compressed disk volumes used) with 4MB RAM, 200MB hard disk 512 cache and IDE disk controller. Test was run using MS-DOS' 6.2. Test not verified by Ziff-Davis. (e) 1994 Microsoft
Corporation. All rights reserved. Micitwoft and MS-DOS arc registered trademarks and Windows, Windows NT and Microsoft At Work are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Novell and NetWare are registered trademarks of
Novell Corp. In the SO United States, call (800)426-9400. Customers in Canada, call (800).563-9048; outside the 50 United States and Canada, call your local Microsoft subsidiary or (206) 936-8661.
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A powerful new vision of programming.TM
Break the barrier. Extend the boundaries.

Free yourself from the limits of what procedural

programming can accomplish. Get out of the code
mode and into the VisualAge.
Client/server 00P from IBM.
The ability to rapidly develop industrialstrength, object-oriented client/server applications
breaks through with VisualAge, IBM's powerful

iir ner
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new object-oriented visual programming tool. You
can get the job done in the OS/2® workstation
environment, with support for Windows" coming
soon. Working individually or in teams, you can
produce scalable client/server applications without rewriting yesterday's programs. And you can
do it with amazing speed.
VisualAge provides access for DB2/2TM in
the base product, as well as optional access to
other IBM and non-IBM databases, and access to
avariety of remote applications and network

Recycle, don't rewrite.
VisualAge supports development
approaches that reward code reuse, so you don't
have to spend time writing code you've already
written. It gives you prebuilt, standard-compliant

enables development of multimedia applications

objects to get you started, intuitive graphical user
interface tools, and the added flexibility of a
completely integrated Smalltalk object-oriented

and doesn't require acommunications programmer for networking applications.

base. And it supports rapid prototyping and
iterative development.

protocols such as TCP/IP and GIGS OS/2.TM It

IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and VisualAge, DB2/2 and CICS OS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. ©1994 IBM Corp.
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VisualAge is so extensible, you can even
write your own add-ons. It provides an open
architecture, it's System Object Model-enabled,
and it's based on industry standards.
See VisualAge for yourself. Call 1800
3-IBM-0S2 (in Canada,! 800 465-7999, ext.
657) to order or to receive aVisualAge demonstration diskette. We'll show you how easy it is to
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make the barriers come tumbling down.

Multiple sel

For ademonstration diskette,
call 1800 3-IBM-0S2.
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News&Views
DIGITAL

SIGNAL

PROCESSINC;

The Engines to Make
Multimedia Mainstream
As industry groups seek to standardize software programming interfaces, digital signal
processing may hold the key to bringing voice, video, and telephony to low-cost PCs

DAVE ANDREWS

D

ue to their ability to rapidly process repetitive arithmetic, programmable DSPs (digital signal processors) can enable PCs to perform avariety of functions—fax and data modems to speech recognition to applying special effects to images. Because aDSP is optimized for
processing certain functions related to speech recognition or digital video, it can
serve as an efficient complement to ageneral-purpose CPU. But alack of
standards has inhibited mass acceptance of DSPs in low-end computers. Now,
two efforts are under way to define software architectures that will let software
developers incorporate signal computing in their applications without having
to know the intricacies of different underlying DSP architectures.

General-Purpose DSP Market (worldwide)
1993 Actual
Office $15

1997 Forecast

Military $27

Office $61

Industrial $32

Military $91
Idustrial $120

-Instrumentation $34

Instrumentation $126

Consumer $67

Consumer $377

Computer $122
Computer $618
Communications $1,100

Communications $431

Total: $728 million
Source: Forward Concepts (Tempe, AZ)
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Total: $2.493 billion
In millions of dollars

One effort is being driven by
Microsoft, which has defined
asoftware architecture for Windows that will insulate hardware and software developers
from having to know the nitty-gritty details of aspecific
DSP. A group within the IMA
(Interactive Multimedia Association) is driving asecond effort that hopes to establish a
broad standard that encompasses Windows, the Mac,
OS/2, Unix, and other platforms. The companies in this
group are Apple, AT&T, IBM,
Intennetrics, and Microsoft.
Motorola (Austin, TX) has
already released PC Media, a
development platform for hardware and software developers
who want to get an early start
on developing multimedia solutions for Windows that replace several single-application add-in cards. Microsoft
says it will release adevelopment kit this year that will let
DSP manufacturers develop
drivers that will let their chips
work with applications written
to the company's DSP software
architecture
Microsoft also says it is developing aDSP resource manager, which will be available
at about the same time as
Chicago, the next version of
Windows. Microsoft's DSP
software architecture will interoperate with DSP kernels
from AT&T, IBM, and Spectron Microsystems. The IMA
was expected to release its API
in April and development tools
early next year. Microsoft says
it is working with and will support the efforts of the IMA.
If astandard emerges that
many hardware and software
developers support, end users
will benefit by having multimedia-capable PCs that are less
expensive than those available
today. Because aprogrammable DSP can act concurrently
as amodem, sound card, or
other peripheral, you don't
have to buy aseparate card for
each function.
If DSPs become standard,
software developers will be
more inclined to support them
in their programs. Spreadsheets
that can "read" columns of
numbers as you compare them

to apaper backup, word processors that can send files over
amodem from within adocument, and databases that you
can update by speaking into a
microphone are just afew examples of applications that will
become more prominent.
Blake Irving, product manager for Microsoft's audio
product unit, agrees that developers were not shielded
from the specific intricacies of
individual DSP platforms offered by companies such as
Analog Devices, IBM, Motorola, TI, and others. Making
an application work with each
platform means extra work for
the developer. PC hardware
vendors faced asimilar problem: What if nobody writes applications for the DSP we include on our motherboard?
However, not everyone
thinks that dedicated DSPs are
required to add signal computing. For example, Apple's new
Power Macs, unlike its Centris
660AV and Quadra 840AV, do

not have DSPs beMicrosoft's DSP Windows Interface
cause the PowerPC
The applications developer incorporates DSP functionality
601 chip instruction
Application
by writing to standard Windows APIs.
set includes the ba—
sic signal-processAPIs
ing multiply-accu(multimedia, telephony, messaging)
The APIs interface through adevice driver that calls the
mulate operation,
Microsoft DSP resource manager.
Device drivers
allowing it to oper(wave, telephony service provider)
ate as aDSP.
'err—
Including funcThe DSP resource manager allocates DSP resources and
controls DSP tasks. The DSP driver manages PC-to-DSP
tionality in the CPU
DSP resource manager
communications. A DSP driver provides the interface
allows for alowerinterface and DSP driver
between the resource manager and the DSP real-time
kernel (e.g., SPDX).
costing system, be+SO
cause manufacturThe DSP real-time kernel resides on and interacts with the
ers don't have to
DSP real-time kernel
DSP hardware.
add the extra DSP
The programmable DSP can act as amodem, telephone,
chip. Others are not
DSP hardware and I/0 devices
sound synthesizer, or other device.
so sure about that
strategy, however,
platforms with or without a
CA), which develops DSPnoting that today's hottest
DSP chip," says Dave McLean,
based products for the Mac,
processors will be consumed
manager of Mwave product
agrees. "People buy aPowerby tomorrow's ambitious softPC system for performance. If marketing and business develware. "Software DSPs Idon't
the first thing you do is load a opment at IBM. "Our virtual
believe are powerful enough,"
signal-processing strategy ac[DSP] function that brings the
Microsoft's Irving says. "Hiscomplishes that." Whether it's
PowerPC to its knees, you're
tory has shown that software
in the DSP or in the CPU itnot getting the performance."
has an infinite capacity to eat
self, however, signal comput"Software
developers
want
up CPU cycles."
ing will change the way you
the ability to run their applicaJoe Burke, president of Speccompute.
tions on signal-processing PC
tral Innovations (San Jose,
-

Ti's Breakthrough DSP
D

evelopers and analysts are raving over
a new DSP (digital signal processor)

controllers, a DMA controller with a 64-bit
DRAM interface, and 50 KB of SRAM (stat-

that shatters speed records and brings an
unprecedented level of performance to the

ic RAM). Using a0.5-micron CMOS process,
it incorporates 4 million transistors—about

desktop. The highly integrated chip from
Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX) will begin

30 percent more than a Pentium micro-

appearing early next year in products ranging from high-end video-capture boards and
image processors to videoconferencing systems. It's so fast that it leaves powerful
RISC chips in the dust and opens the door
to applications that weren't practical be-

processor. The MVP is sampling now, and TI
says full production will begin early next
year. At an expected cost of $300 to $400
in 10,000-unit quantities, this powerful chip
won't likely begin showing up on commodity PCs anytime soon, however.
Because the MVP is fully programmable
and supports MIMO (multiple-instruction/
multiple-data) throughput, it can be applied

cal engineering at the University of Washington (Seattle), has been working with prototypes of the chip since 1990. He is developing an MVP-based high-end multimedia
board that plugs into aVL-Bus slot. Future
versions will support PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect). The board, to be sold
under a nonexclusive license by Precision
Digital Images (Redmond, WA), performs
audio/video processing, JPEG/MPEG encoding, and P*64 compression for videoconferencing. Kim says his single MVP board
replaces the equivalent of eight DSP boards
costing $30,000; PDI expects to sell it for

fore, such as portable fingerprint recognizers
and on-the-fly digital filtering of video frames.
TI says the TMS 320080, which is better
known as the MVP (multimedia video pro-

to industry-standard compression algorithms
such as JPEG (for still images), MPEG (for

about $10,000. Kim says aconvolution filter performed on a512- by 512-pixel video

cessor), executes 2 billion operations per
second, about 10 times the performance

motion video), and H.261 (for videoconferencing), as well as to proprietary schemes.

frame that took four seconds to execute on

of previous single-chip DSPs. "It's probably
an order of magnitude faster than any other

An integrated transfer controller supports

onds on the MVP.

off-chip DRAM, VRAM (video RAM), and

"Researchers all over the country are go-

DSP," says Gerry Kaufhold, principal analyst for ThorKa Research—TRIMM ((602)

SRAM with 400 MBps of I/O bandwidth.
Developers say the MVP can do things
that now require expensive workstations or

ing to feel like they died and went to heaven
when they get hold of this thing," says DSP

820-9112), aresearch and consulting firm
focused on multimedia. Another ThorKa analyst, Rick Sizemore, refers to the chip as
"the god of DSPs."
The MVP achieves its breakthrough per-

analyst Will Strauss, president of Forward

multiple boards with numerous DSPs. For

Concepts (Tempe, AZ). "Every laboratory in

example, Printrak (Anaheim, CA), which
makes fingerprint-recognition systems, is
working on an MVP-based recognizer that

the country is going to want one of these

gration and aunique microarchitecture. On

replaces 28 DSP boards with asingle board
that's portable enough to be installed in a

asingle chip, it integrates four 64-bit DSPs,
a32-bit RISC CPU with an FPU, dual video

police cruiser.
Dr. Yongmin Kim, a professor of electri-

formance with a combination of high inte-

a486-based PC requires only 19 millisec-

for voice recognition, high-end audio/video
processing, and what have you. Of course,
the military is going to love it, because
there's nothing else better for radar and
sonar processing."
—Tom R. Halfhill
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The new HP
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optional.
nt high-quality black
white or color wherever
you want to work.
Hewlett-Packard presents the DeskJet
printer that doesn't require adesk.
The HP DeskJet 310 is small and light
enough to let you print anywhere. At
the office, at home or on the road. And
it gives you sharp, 300-dpi print quality,
in black & white or color.
The HP DeskJet 310 costs only $379:'•
yet it comes loaded with 84 typeface,
size and style combinations, along
with anew lightweight, multi-voltage
power adapter. It prints portrait and
landscape on plain paper, transparencies or labels, and it uses HP's own
inkjet technology for clear, crisp output at up to three pages per minute.
If that's not enough for you, awhole
family of optional accessories is available, including acolor kit for just $49,
and amulti-page sheet feeder for easier
desktop printing.
HP has managed to fit everything you
could want into alittle printer package.
To see for yourself, look in the Yellow
Pages, or call 1-800-552-8500, Ext.
7858 for the name of the HP dealer
nearest you:
_

eiemposomujigitimpre.....

DeskJet Printers
Make it happen.
HEWLETT'
PACKARD
'Suggested ti.S. list ',rice. l.. Canada call l-800..38'i-381.i7,
Ext. 78.5S. 01993
,
Howlett-Paiicanl Company rE12320
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LANtastic 6.0 Creates Peer Pressure
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P

eer-to-peer LANs have
evolved from limitedfunction packages into full-featured systems. While they offer
numerous features for small
and medium installations, peerto-peer networks also easily
and seamlessly integrate into
existing enterprise-wide LANs.
A case in point: Artisoft's
LANtastic 6.0 ($119 per node;
(602) 670-7100). The latest incarnation of this popular peerto-peer LAN is packed with a
raft of improvements and new
features that challenge fullfledged server-based LANs on
nearly everything except price.
LANtastic 6.0 ups the ante, furthering intense competition in
the peer-to-peer arena.
Among the new features in
LANtastic 6.0, the package's
universal client will cause the
most eyebrow-raising in corporate installations. A LANtastic 6.0 workstation can connect as aclient to virtually any
server-based network operating system. For the huge installed base of NetWare users,
Artisoft has licensed Novell's
NCP (NetWare Core Protocol).
This lets LANtastic 6.0 access
file and print services from any
NetWare 2.x, 3.x, or 4.x network. LANtastic 6.0 also supports SMB technology, giving
26
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it access to Microsoft's Windows for Workgroups, Windows NT, and LAN Manager,
as well as IBM's LAN Server.
Stan Schatt, LAN services
director at Computer Intelligence/InfoCorp (La Jolla, CA),
expects the "million users of
NetWare 2.x who've been
abandoned by Novell" to be the
most immediate customer base
for LANtastic 6.0. Artisoft has
also come to the conclusion
that certain users will want
more. Artisoft says it will ship
a32-bit server-based network
operating system later this year
(see "Artisoft and Novell in
Technology Partnership").
LANtastic 6.0's ace in the
hole is Artisoft Exchange, what
the company calls an "objectoriented groupware system."
In this arena, Artisoft is going
head-to-head with the groupware features of Windows for
Workgroups 3.11, which include mail, scheduling, and fax
support for the still-evolving
Microsoft At Work standard.
LANtastic 6.0 includes fullfeatured mail and scheduling,
as well as message forwarding
to pagers. Artisoft has announced that it will also offer
future gateway products that
allow connections to Novell
MHS, MCI Mail, and server-

to-server connections.
Realizing that not all LANs
require all features, the product has modular server components that let system administrators pick and choose the
features they need. Small installations can eschew advanced security or the extensive network management.
LANtastic 6.0 is being positioned by Artisoft as aflagship product, between the entry-level Simply LANtastic and
the upcoming server-based
package. With the next versions of Windows and OS/2
expected to have built-in peerto-peer networking, InfoCorp's
Schatt says that "operating-system companies will be Artisoft's biggest threat," but he
adds that Artisoft has a"bright
future." But in this era of parsimonious budgets, the low
cost of peer-to-peer LANs is
nearly irresistible.

In round 1of the Microsoft.
Stac compression lawsuit,
Microsoft was ordered to pay
Stac Electronics $120 million
for infringing on datacompression patents in the
companies' patent and tradesecret dispute. In March,
Microsoft began shipping MSDOS 6.21, anew version that
does not have the DoubleSpace
disk-compression feature. Stac
also had to pay Microsoft
$13.6 million for misappropriating trade secrets. Both
companies say they will appeal.
Modular Windows, the Tandy
VIS's operating system, is a
product no longer, according to
aspokesperson for Microsoft;
ft began and will end with the
Tandy VIS. The representative,
however, said that much of
what the industry saw in the
VIS-bound software may yet appear in TV cable boxes. As for
the VIS, the home-based entertainment system is still available through the Tandy catalog, along with about 75 titles
out of the originally promised
100. You can still buy one at a
Radio Shack retail outlet, but
several outlets we surveyed
said the unit is apoor seller.

—Stan Miastkowski

Artisoft and Novell in
Technology Partnership
O

nthe face of it, there's hardly amore unlikely pairing tha n
Novell, the undisputed champion of corporate and enterprise

computing, and Artisoft, which produces LANtastic, the popular
SOHO (small office/home office) LAN. Nevertheless, the two
companies have jointly announced that Artisoft is licensing NetWare 4.01 and NCP (NetWare Core Protocol).
Artisoft officials say the company wanted to provide its approximately 2 million users with a32-bit, dedicated-server network operating system without having to develop that software from
scratch. Artisoft will use NetWare 4.01 as the core of its 32-bit
network operating system. The company hopes to release in
June an integrated program that installs aversion of NetWare
4.01 over aLANtastic peer-to-peer network. The server product
will have the look and feel of LANtastic, Artisoft says, and will
scale down certain NetWare features (e.g., the LANtastic version
will not support full global directory services).

Artisoft will be selling the 32-bit server and aLANtastic NLM
(NetWare loadable module) as apackage deal. The package will
not be bundled with LANtastic 6.0.
—Alexis Tannenbaum

Highlights

WATCOM -SQL for Windows is ahigh-performance
SQL database engine for Windows applications. The package includes
everything required to begin using WATCOM SQL immediately from many popular
Windows applications, supporting interfaces ranging from ODBC and DDE to the Windows
clipboard. Everything necessary fur application development in C/C+ +(using compilers from
WATCOM, Microsoft or Borland) is also included.

Installation in Under 10 Minutes

The easy installation and setup reduce
the time and expense traditionally required by client/server technology. Further, WATCOM SQL lets
you achieve high performance results right out of tie package without the need for performance
setup and tuning by expert personnel.

Performance and Reliability WATCOM SQL's cost-based query optimizer
and efficient data representation combine to deliver high performance. Transaction processing and
declarative referential integrity protect the consistency of your data. The client/server architecture
reduces network traffic, resulting in increased performance for your multi-user applications.

Scalable SQL for Now and the Future WATCOM SQL applications
can be designed to run without change in environments ranging from standalone PCs to large multiuser networks. The 32-bit WATCOM SQL Network Server Edition unleashes the power of 386/486
PCs to deliver high performance for large networks with many client.

The Best Value in SQL Database Engines WATCOM NSQL

for Windows has asuggested retail price of $795* but for alimited time you can get it at the
introductory price of only $395*. Even better, as aregistered user of WATCOM SQL you'll be able
to get acopy of the 6-user Network ServerEdition for only $99* (Suggested retail price: $795*).

Royalty-Free Runtime for only $99 * As aregistered user you can get
royalty-free runtime support for just $99*, enabling you to distribute our standalone single-user
runtime SQL database engine with your applications royalty-free.

WAT-g,--0
--M

1-800-265-4555

ODBC Level 2support
Built-in declarative referential
and entity integrity
Visual Basic Interface
• Bi-directional, scrollable, updatable cursos
• Row-level locking
• ANSI SQL and IBM SAA compatible
• Full transaction processing support with checkpoint log
and forward transaction log
• Multiple simultaneous application connections
• Symmetric multi-threading of concurrent requests
• Import data from popular file formats including DBF
• Automatic use of expanded and extended memory to
improve performance
• Static and dynamic embedded SQL interface for use with
WATCOM's 16 and 32-bit C/C+ +compilers, and other
popular C/C+ +compilers

Also available:
WATCOM SQL Developer's Edition for DOS
Complete Client/Server Development Tools Package for
DOS including Standalone Single-user SQL Database
Engine. Enables development and deployment of single-user
standalone applications, and development of applications for
use with the WATCOM SQL Network Server Edition.

WATCOM -SQL Network Server Edition
High-performance Multi-user SQL Database Server
for PC LANs. Supports multiple concurrent DOS or
Windows clients in anetwork environment.

The Leader in Development Tools
WATCOM, 415 Phillip Street Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N2L 3X2. Telephone: (519) 886-3700, Fax. (519) 747-4971. *Prices do ncc include freight and taxes where applicable. Authorized de:ilers may sel fdr less.
wArciam, and the Lightning Device are :radernalLs of WATCOMInterndonal Corporation. Other trademarks are the properties of tneir respective owners. Copyright 1993 WATCOM International Corporation.
CIrcle 154 on Inquiry Card.
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THE T
480OCT.
Fasten your seatbelt and enjoy portable multimedia computing in
high gear. Race through your number-crunching and graphics-intensive applications on the scorching 75MHz
IntelDX4 processor. Load all you want into the massive 500MB hard drive. Enjoy the thrust of an integrated

T4800CT FEATURES:
•75MHz IntelDX4", 3.3 volt processor, 16K cache
•9.5" dia. color SVGA TFT-LCD active matrix display
•503MB HDD
•8MB RAM expandable to 24MB
•Two PCMC1A slots (16m and 5mm)

•VL Local-Bus video
•Integrated graphics accelerator
•.WAV Audio
•Audio jacks: Headphone/Speaker and
Microphone
•6.9 lk

•NiMH battery for extended life
•3.5" 1.44MB floppy disk drive
•Ballpoint" Mouse with QuickPon"
•Pre-installed software: DOS, Windows for Workgroup
Windows Sound System', Run Time and Video for
Windows, and Indeo" video

OPEN 'ER UP.
Enjoy SVGA graphics, presented in 256 simultaneous colors on Toshiba's
vivid 9.5" diagonal color TFT-LCD active matrix display.
'
Ill
Dock in the optional Desk StationIV
for instant connection to your
monitor, full-size
keyboard, printer,
and network.
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The T-Plan
service program provides
bumper-to-bumper protection
for years to come.

The built-in
microphone allows you to
make voice annotations.
Use the microphone jack
for higher quality
recordings.

Dual PCMCIA expansion slots—
Type ll and an oversized Type Ill—
can mn simultaneously to give you
almost limitless flexibility.
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500MB

Now you
can keep full multimedia files on
your portable.

+

Use the LCD status bar as your dashboard to monitor battery usage,
AutoResume, disk drive activity, e-mail, and more.
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\

t•
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The integrated sound system
and speaker, plus port for
•
external headphones or
speakers, let you present loud and car.

graphics accelerator, VL Local-Bus video, Indeo video, and full audio capabilities. Give the most dazzling
presentations wherever your work takes you. With all this power, plus PCMCIA flexibility, you'll be ready for
wherever the future takes computing. See how it feels. Call 1-800-457-7777 for the dealer nearest you.
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
C 1994 Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. All products indicated by trademark symbols are trademarked and/or registered by their respective companies.
The Intel Inside and Indeo video logos are trademarks of Intel Corporation.
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Front Ends Ease Internet Access
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tseems like sacrilege, but it
was just amatter of time. A
number of companies are releasing software designed to
make it easy to access the Internet. The flood of new Internet users are clamoring for
software that simplifies connections. While on-line services like CompuServe strive
to improve both their interfaces
and their Internet access, several companies have rushed to
fill the void. Some combine access to several on-line services,
while others are designed specifically for the Internet. A few
have entered the dial-up Internet market after developing
front ends for dedicated (not
dial-up) Internet connections.
America Online and Prodigy
already provide graphical navigation programs that work
with their own on-line services.
Other companies have written
graphical front ends. One of
these is Pipeline (New York,
NY, (212) 267-3636), whose
Pipeline for Windows (a version for the Mac is slated to
ship this month) works with the
company's own Internet service. (Several other Internet
providers have licensed Pipeline to front-end their Internet
services.)
Pipeline offers point-and30
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Pipeline's
picklists let
users sift
through lists and
descriptions of
news groups.
Promising
discussions can
be grouped into
folders. Asearch
function helps
you locate
specific topics.

click navigation through the
complexities of news group access, as well as other advantages. Pipeline lets you multitask downloads and supports
real-time chats and games and
other activities through its fast
PinkSlip protocol. News group
subscriptions are selected from
apicklist. You can combine
groups in folders that you
name. When you open the
folder, the program automatically picks up the appropriate

headers, which identify new
thread topics. If you want to
read the messages, you tell it
to go back and get all the
threads (i.e., aseries of posted
messages that usually relate to
aparticular topic).
Programs like CyberCorp's
(Atlanta, GA, (404) 424-6240)
Cyberdesk treat the Internet as
another on-line service and
function as acommunications
package with extremely powerful built-in scripts. The idea is
that even though the various
on-line services are separate,
users prefer to control all their
communications in one application. All mail and news
group messages are retrieved
for the user to read off-line.
Topic headers are delivered
back to the user's desktop, and
the user selects the threads that
should be downloaded.
WinGopher Complete, from
Notis Systems ((708) 8660159), can work through a
LAN connection or dial-up
connection using SLIP (Serial
Line Internet Protocol) or PPP

(Point-to-Point Protocol). Icons
show what's available without
requiring you to remember specific locations, and the interface shields users from the intricacies of veronica, archie,
gopher, and WAIS.
The above is not acomprehensive listing of graphical
front ends for the Internet. A
few other products include Internet-In-A-Box (see the April
BYTE, page 257), Mosaic,
Cello for Windows, and Viola
for X Window System. MKS
((519) 884-2251) is developing agraphical front end called
Internet Anywhere.
In the past, users downloaded their Internet utilities as
they became available, updating individual setups as often
as new programs were uploaded. Many new users, however, will be content to treat
their Internet front end like any
other piece of software and
wait for improvements and revisions to show up in the next
version of the package.
—Angela Gunn

On-line Access to the Internet
How much Internet access do the major on-line services offer their subscribers? Delphi and BIX
led the way in providing an array of options, but the other services are starting to catch up.
America Online ((703) 448-8700)

provides E-

CompuServe plans to add additional Internet

mail, Usenet, WAIS (Wide Area Information Ser-

access services throughout the

and gopher access. No charge. (At
press time, America Online was in beta testing

Delphi ((617) 491 -3393)

vice)

of its Internet access services.)

BIX ((617) 491-3393) offers arange of Internet services, including E-mail, ftp and
archie, gopher, tel net, and Usenet access. The first 10 MB of Internet mail each
month is free; a$1 per 100 MB surcharge may
be added for high-volume accounts, at BIX's
discretion.
CompuServe ((614) 457-8600) has E-mail access via gateway. Standard rates to read,
download, or send Internet messages are 15
cents for the first 7500 characters and 5cents
for each additional block of 2500 characters.

year.

offers

full access to

Internet services, including Email, IRC (Inter-

Relay Chat), news groups, gopher, tel ne t, ftp, and gateway access to popular Internet utilities like archi e, WAIS, WWW
(World Wide Web), and veronica. Access is
$3 per month over standard connect rates.
net

GEnie ((301) 251-6415) has E-mail access
via gateway. No charge.

Prodigy ((914) 448 -8000) has E-mail access
access to another
on-line service, the Imagination Network,
through its GamePoint gateway.) Prodigy
charges 10 cents for each Internet message
sent or received.
via gateway. (It also offers
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For DOS, Windows, and OS/2
Your needs for new devices and increased data storage capacities are constantly growing.
That's why you need software that will not only connect these peripherals, but will also
have advanced features and applications to improve their performance.

Connect aVariety of Devices to your Computer
•Connect up to seven SCSI devices to asingle host adapter
•No need to purchase different drivers every time you attach anew peripheral or change operating environments
• Includes drivers for the following SCSI devices:
SCSI hard drives
CD-ROM drives
CD-ROM writers
Rewritable drives

WORM drives
Multi-function drives
Floptical drives
Printers (SCSI-2)

Scanners (TWAIN-compliant)
Removable drives
PC Notebooks

DAT tape drives
QIC tape drives
8MM tape drives

More Uses for your CD-ROM Drive
•Support for multisession and Kodak Photo CD
•Corel Photo CD lab for the conversion of PCD images

Pee."

e

•CD-ROM writer software lets you use arecordable CD-ROM writer to create customized CD-ROMs

Pe'

More Control over your Devices

"i'eesherlk

•Diagnostic utilities let you configure SCSI device parameters, check media, and thoroughly test devices
•System and media browser books let you examine your computer's hardware, operating system and CDs
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Sound Features are Added to your Computer
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• CD Audio player features an advanced interface, multiple player triodes, database utilities,
CD-Digital Audio recording and aWAV file conversion utility to record and save sound clips
•WAV File Editor, an OLE application, lets you edit and modify WAV and VOC files

Backup Software
•Backup data to tape, optical, floppy and network drives, and SCSI and non-SCSI hard drives
•Support for tape carry-over, "drag and drop" functionality, double buffering and multi-tasking

Easy to Use
• Simply type Install". New devices added later are automatically configured and recognized on boot up
•Advanced features eliminate complex configurations, tricky installations, and confusing command functions

Works with Virtually all Host Adapters
Includes ASPI drivers for over 30 popular host adapters, and supports various models of SCSI host adapters from:
Always Technology, Acculogic, Adaptec, American Megatrends, Buslogic, CMD, Creative Labs, DPT, DTC,
Future Domain, IBM, Media Vision, New Media, Practical Enhanced Logic, Qlogic, Rancho Technology,
Smart &Friendly and Ultrastor.
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Ask for our
free monthly
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Products List

Corporate, Government
and Education Services
Contact the Egghead Account
Representative for your state at:
AL, M. HI, IA, KS, KY. LA. MS, MT. NC, NO, NE, NM, NV. OK, SC. SO, TN. WV. WY
1.800.347-5400
CT. MA. ME. NH. NY, RI. VT 1-800-359-9519
AX, ID, OR. WA 1.800-726.3447
IL. IN, MI, MO. WI 1-800-688-3447
AZ. CO. UT: 1.000.659.3447
DE, NJ. OH. PA,1-800-8249490
FL. GA 1-800-745-3447
DC, MD, VA 1-800-786-4344
CareISCSI Yr.°, 2
N CA 1-800-786-3447
MN 1.800.326-2574
S CA. 1.800-487-4340
TX 1800 767-6242
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And for your Novell NetWare File Server ...
CoreISCSI NETWORK MANAGER
• Connect Jukeboxes, CD-ROM, Multifunction, WORM and Rewritable drives to your File Server
• Complete Data Protection and Improved Network Performance at atraction of the Cost
•Includes CoreIRAID, so you can customize RAID level 4and 5arrays
•Easily integrate any manufacturer's hardware, eliminating the need for expensive hardware arrays
•Hot-swap and hot-standby features eliminate server downtime while replacing failed drives
•Uses only one drive for fault tolerance, leaving more hard disk space available for data
•All utilities are completely menu-driven and status screens let you easily troubleshoot problems
• Faster CD-ROM Drive Access from the Server
•High-performance CD-ROM server software uses hard drive caching to speed up the access
time when multiple users are using asingle CD-ROM drive
•User requests are sent simultaneously to both the user and the cache

Cco..

• Increase Storage Capacities with Advanced Jukebox Support
•Optical jukeboxes are transparently integrated with NetWare file servers, so the jukebox
simply appears as an extension to the network volume
•Can map aparticular directory to aspecific cartridge, providing improved data management
Circle 78 on Inquiry Card.
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Weekdays 8am to llpm
Weekends 10am to 7pm (ET)
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D4100INL
•
•
./ 486DX4, 100 MHz
•
,/ Upgradable to Intel'
•
Pentium' technology
•
./16KB Li cache
•
/256KB WriteBack L2 cache
•
./ 8MB RAM, max: 64MB
•
/4 16-bit ISA, 132-bit
•
VL bus slot
•
/Fast, cost-effective
•
upgrade to PCI
•
/440MB (12ms) IDE
•
hard disk
•
/5drive bays
•
./ Local bus IDE controller
•
/Local bus graphics
•
accelerator,1MB
•
/15" FST-NI color
•
monitor, LR
•
/3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
•
▪Lexmark - PS/2"-style
•
101-key keyboard
/MS-DOS' 6.2, Windows - 3.1, •
•
mouse
•
$2,529
•
•
•

RIGHT NOW.

T4100INL MINITOWER

1540MB (12ms) IDE
hard disk
/716-bit ISA, 132-bit
VL bus slot
/6drive bays
,/ 2X Multisession CD-ROM

$2,859

(Add just $200 for 16bit sound card, speakers and choice
of CD 5-packs. Call for details.)

WHENEVER.
Why AMBRA.

IBM TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
TOLL FREE, 24 HOURS,
7DAYS AWEEK!
OPTIONAL
IBM ONSITE SERVICE:
ONLY $29 FOR 1YEAR!

AMBRA

CUSTOM CONFIGURATION
AT NO EXTRA SERVICE
COST!
30-DAY MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE,
1-YEAR LIMITED
WARRANTY!

•
•
•

Offerings may differ in Canada. 2 $29 for first year. Please call for further details. Onsite service may not be available in certain
locations. Please call for details regarding AMBRA's money-back guarantee and limited warranty. Return shipping and
insurance are the responsibility of the customer. 4 Dell and Gateway numbers reported in PC Magazine, 12/7/93. AMBRA
results independently tested 1/31/94.

D410011VL:100 MHz 486. FIRST UPGRADABLE LOCAL BUS.

CPU PERFORMANCE
SOO

VESA local bus, easily
upgradable to PCI: The VESA
advantage now. Plus the option
to change to PCI quickly and
cost-effectively later.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOM

100 MHz DX4 CPU: Inters
fastest 486! Upgradable to
•
Pentium technology tomorrow. •
Nearly 50% speedier than
DX2 66 MHz processors today.

16KB Li cache: Twice as
much as provided by DX2 66
CPUs — teamed with 256KB L2
WriteBack for abig payoff in
processor performance!
e

•

•

•

*Enhanced 110: Local bus graphics
,• accelerator gives you an extra edge
of speed for graphics apps! *Local
bus IDE controller makes disk
read/writes happen fast! *Buffered
serial ports improve modem
performance under Windows!

•
•Also available: DX2 66 MHz
AMBRA I/VL models that
outperform the competition! ,

•

•
•
•
Toll-free IBM technical support Call on the experts any hour, any day.
Including Sundays! (Try calling Gateway 2000."support on Sunday, and
you'll find nobody home.)

AMBRA Gateway Dell Dimension
4661/VI. DX2/66V XPS DX2/66
WINSTONES

61.1

43.4

53.3

DOSMark

7682

590.7

7302

14.6

2.7

11.5

Graphics WmMarks

•
•

1 800 i00

3390

AMBRA :
e
1-800-200-3390

a •
•

in Canada,' 1-800-363-0066, at. 3390
ert

Weekdays 8am to 11 pm
Weekends 10am to 7pm (ET)

•

•

GET A LOT OF EXTRA

DP60IPCI

/Pentium processor, 60 MHz
/256KB 12 cache
/8MB RAM, max: 128MB
/4 ISA, 2PCI, 1ISA/PCI slot
/440MB (12ms) IDE
hard disk
/6drive bays
/Fast PCI IDE controller
PCI graphics accelerator, 21ffl
/14" SVGA color monitor, LR
/3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
Lexmark PS/2-style 101-key
keyboard
‘,/ MS-DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1,
mouse

$2,580 (With 540MB hard
disk, add $80. With 15" FST-NI
monitor, add $119.)
with PCI Diamond
Viper video

FOR A FEW EXTRA

16MB RAM
/540MB (12ms) IDE
hard disk
/2MB VRAM
,/ 15" FST-NI color
monitor, LR

$3,389

DP60E/VL (EISA/VESA)

/Pentium processor, 60 MHz
/256KB 12 cache
/ 16MB RAM
/540MB SCSI hard disk
/14" SVGA color monitor, LR
VESA graphics accelerator,
2MB \AM

$3,779

•

Why AMBRA.
IBM TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
TOLL FREE, 24 HOURS,
7DAYS AWEEK!
OPTIONAL
IBM ONSITE SERVICE:
ONLY $29 FOR 1YEAR!
CUSTOM CONFIGURATION
AT NO EXTRA SERVICE
COST!
30-DAY MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE,
1-YEAR LIMITED
WARRANTY!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMBRA
Offerings ,gay differ in Canada. 2 329 for first year. Please call for further details. Onsite service may not be available in certain
locations. Please call for details regarding AMBRAS money-back guarantee and limited warranty. Return shipping and
insurance are the responsibility of the customer. 4 Winbench 3.11.

PENTIUM AND PCI TECHNOLOGY. WITH ALL THE PLUSES.
AMBRA superior value on
Pentium: Compare our Pentium • e •
processor-based desktop to a
model from Gateway, point for
point. At AMBRA, your money
buys more!

— .... .....

elk --

...... DP60/PCI

P5-60

16MB

16MB

.•SIMM SOCKETS FREE

2

0

HARD DISK DRIVE

540MB

540MB

DISK DRIVE INTERFACE

PCI IDE

PCI IDE

MEMORY

Extra room for memory: e ee
Gateway uses up all 4SIMM
sockets (4 x4MB). Our 2free
S1MM sockets (we use 2x8MB)
let you easily expand.

GATEWAY

e

VIDEO ACCELERATOR

PCI •••..........

VIDEO RAM

2MB

2MB

15" FST

15" FST

IBM Lexmark

AnyKey.

2X

2X

200 W

145 w

MONITOR
.KEYBOARD
•
CD-ROM
•
•
•
•
•
•
101-key IBM keyboard: •
It's the classic IBM keyboard
with all the qualities (especially
the tactile feedback!) that PC
users everywhere prefer.

..

POWER SUPPLY

e

90 million WinMarks;
if you like: Upgrade from
•our fast PCI accelerator to
asuperfast PCI Matrox
MGA II+. It's agreat option
for graphics power users!

e

We just have to ask: Why
would anyone put a145-watt
power supply on aPentium
•technology system?

ee

24-HR, 7-DAY SUPPORT
Dow Jones

SERVICE PROVIDER

$3,297

PRICE (as of 3/7/94)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

i'd 6'el"eeditil0

••.$3,295

•
IBM onsite service:
In case aproblem arises, who would you like to see come
through the door? A mere $29 buys you ayear of coverage from IBM.

$3 297
•
•
•
•

1A800A20(Pe3390

AMBRA

MONEY AND SPACE SUPERSAVERS

S450DXA

50 MHz
1-800-200-3390 ://486DX2,
128KB L2 cache, max: 256KB
/ 4MB RAM
/ 316-bit ISA slots
=.7=
/ 240MB (15ms) IDE hard disk
In Canada; 1-800-363-0066, Ext. 3390

Weekdays Sam to llpm
Weekends 10am to 7pm (El')

AMBRA DESKTOPS AND
MINITOWERS FEATURE:

D466DXA
e486DX2, 66 MHz

/ Intel' Pentium- upgradability
/ 3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
Lexmark" PS/2"-style 101-key
keyboard
/ MS-DOS° 6.2, Windows'" 3.1,
mouse

/ 128KB L2 cache, max: 256KB
/ 4MB RAM, max: 36MB
/ 516-bit ISA slots
1 340MB (15ms) IDE hard disk
/ 3drive bays
/ 5drive bays
/ 32-bit IDE controller
/ 32-bit IDE controller
•
/ 32-bit graphics accelerator, 1MB / 32-bit graphics accelerator,
• / 14" SVGA color monitor, LR
1MB
• $1,595
/14" SVGA color monitor, LR
•
$1,739 (Add $50 for minitower)

CALL

OPTIONS INCLUDE:

15" FBI-NI color monitor: $399
/ 17" FST-NI color monitor: $740
/ 2.4/9.6 kbps data/fax modem: $85
/ 14.4 kbps data/fax modem: $169
/ 250MB tape backup unit: $169

•

NOW!

D4661/VL

FAST AND UPGRADABLE IX SYSTEMS
D410011VL

PENTIUMIPCI TECH

,/ 486DX2 66 MHz
/ 256KB WriteBack 12 cache
/8MB RAM, max: 64MB
/416-bit ISA, 132-bit VL bus slot
1 Easy upgrade to PCI
1440MB (12ms) IDE hard disk
,/ 5drive bays
/ Local bus IDE controller
/ Local bus graphics accelerator, 1MB
1 15" PSI-NI color monitor, LR

486DX4 100 MHz
/16KB Li cache
/ 256KB WriteBack 12 cache
/8MB RAM, max: 64MB
/ 416-bit ISA, 132-bit VL bus slot
/ Easy upgrade to PCI
440IvIB (12ms) IDE hard disk
/ 5drive bays
/ Local bus IDE controller
/ Local bus graphics accelerator, 1MB
/15" FST-NI color monitor, LR

/ Pentium processor, 60 MHz
/256KB 12 cache
/8MB RAM, max: 128MB
/4ISA, 2PCI, 1ISA/PCI slot
/440MB (12ms) IDE hard disk
/6drive bays
/ Fast PCI IDE controller
PCI graphics accelerator, 2MB
/ 14" SVGA color monitor, LR

$2,219

minitower

1 716-bit ISA, 132-bit VL bus slot
/ 6drive bays
/ 2X Multisession CD-ROM

$2,469

DP60IPCI

$2,529

$2,580

with Diamond Viper

minitower

/ 16MB RAM
/ 540MB (12ms) IDE hard disk / 540MB (12ms) IDE hard disk
PCI Diamond Viper graphics
/ 716-bit ISA, 132-bit VL bus slot
/ 6drive bays
accelerator, 2MB VRAM
/ 2X Multisession CD-ROM
/ 15" 1.1-NI color monitor, LR

$3,389

$2,859

LIGHTWEIGHT, HIGH-POWERED NOTEBOOKS

•
•
•
•

•
•

SN425C

N450T

$1,899

486DX2, 50 MHz
/ 8MB RAM, max: 12MB
/ 3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
/ 200MB hard disk
/9.5" TV!' active matrix
color screen
/ 1PCMCIA slot, Type III
/ 86-key keyboard
/ Integrated 16mm trackball
/ MS -DOS, Windows 3.1
/Carrying case
/6.6 lbs, including battery

486SX, SL -Enhanced, 25 MHz
/4MB RAM, max: 20MB
1 170MB removable hard disk
/ 7.8" STN color screen
/ 1PCMCIA slot, Type II
‘,e 86-key keyboard
/ Integrated 16nun trackball
/ Suspend/Resume
/ MS-DOS, Windows 3.1
/Slipcase
/ 4lbs, including battery

$3,899

SN "ROAD WARRIOR": $386
PCMCIA 2.4/9.6 kbps data/fax
modem, extra battery, battery
charger, carrying case

SN "QUICK DOCK": $404
/ Port replicator, 14" SVGA color
monitor, full-size keyboard
N "INSTANT OFFICE": $927
/ Docking station, 15" FBI-NI
color monitor, full-size keyboard
N "TRAVELER": $288
PCMCIA 2.4/9.6 kbps data/fax
modem, extra battery

Why AMBRA.
IBM TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
TOLL FREE, 24 HOURS,
7DAYS AWEEK!
OPTIONAL
IBM ONSITE SERVICE:
ONLY $29 FOR 1YEAR!

AMBRA

OPTIONAL EXECUTIVE
WARRANTY FOR
NOTEBOOKS
CUSTOM CONFIGURATION
AT NO EXTRA SERVICE
COST!

12er800A200A3390
10fferings

30-DAY MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE,
1-YEAR LIMITED
WARRANTY!'

may differ in Canada. 2 529 for first year, desktops and towers. Please call for further details. Onsite service may not be
available in certain locations. 3 Please call for details regarding Executive warranty. 4 Please call for details regarding AMBRA's moneyback guarantee and limited warranty. Return shipping and insurance are the responsibility of the customer.
1994 AMBRA Computer Corporation. AMBRA is atrademark of !CPI Ltd. and used under license therefrom. The AMBRA logo and
logotype are trademarks of AMBRA Computer Corporation. IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation. Intel is aregistered trademark and Pentium is atrademark of Intel Corporation. Lexmark is atrademark of
Lexmark International, Inc. MS-DOS is aregistered trademark and Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. All other product
names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Offerings, prices and products are subject to change
without prior notice. Prices do not include shipping.
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Adapting GUI Software for the Blind Is No Easy Task
T

he use of GUIs among
blind computer users is increasing, for better or worse.
According to the Royal National Institute for the Blind
(London, U.K.), 82 percent of
the software firms surveyed in
Europe and the U.S. see the
use of GUIs increasing among
blind users. "The blind are
being guided down agraphical path as text-based applications become scarcer and
scarcer," says Dave Kostyshyn, president of Syntha-Voice (Stoney Creek,
Ontario, Canada), developer of the first speech
program for Windows for
blind users.
This widespread adoption of graphical applications adds awhole new set of
challenges for applications developers and visually impaired
users. The World Institute on
Disability (Oakland, CA) estimates that between 400,000
and 500,000 people in the U.S.
cannot see well enough to use a
monitor without depending on
speech synthesis or some other
alternative output, such as
braille.
GUI platforms rely on spatial and pictorial representations to convey information,
which makes them much more
difficult to use for many blind
users than text-only applications, according to Kostyshyn.
To make aGUI-based word
processor or other type of program accessible to ablind user,
developers of speech-synthesis programs must verbalize information about the interface
(including buttons, menus, and
text associated with graphical
objects) and the application itself (including cursor position,
font style and color, dialog
boxes, and graphical images).
Luckily for companies that
need to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act,

enabling technologies at Sun
Microsystems Laboratories
(Mountain View, CA). According to Johnson, DACX is
creating solutions that will let
developers target several different Unix platforms
when they develop for
30%
one platform.
30% now produce
In addition, the Comonly GUI-based software
mission of the European Communities
has funded GUIB
(Graphical User
Interfaces for
Blind People),
which is ex82% of the software houses
ploring the
see the use of GUIs increasing
following output technologies: speech,
braille, and audio. Those involved in the
readers like Window Bridge
GUM project are working to
from Syntha-Voice ((905) 662ensure that new platforms are
0565) and ProTalk from Bideveloped with the needs of
olink Computer Research and
disabled people in mind.
Development (North VancouAlthough GUI-based platver, British Columbia, Canaforms are becoming more acda, (604) 984-4099). IBM has
developed Screen Reader/2, a cessible, Syntha-Voice's Kostyshyn notes that the next wave
speech-access program for
of operating systems will offer
OS/2 that lets the blind use
anew set of challenges. For exDOS, OS/2, and Windows applications with the aid of ample, when Microsoft unveils
its new version of Windows
speech and braille output.
with its overhauled interface,
A previously inaccessible
speech-reader programs will
platform for the disabled, Unix
have to be modified as well.
and its GUIs, is starting to atThe process of adapting GUI
tract developers. Several are
platforms will be further comworking on asuite of adaptive
plicated by the expected inproducts for Unix, ranging
crease in the number of 3-D apfrom speech programs for the
plications. Ronald Morford, a
blind to keyboard-enhancement
blind programmer and presiutilities for persons with modent of Automated Functions
tor disabilities. The Disability
(Arlington, VA), says, "The
Access Committee for X, or
translation of 3-D graphics
DACX, is creating operatingscreens into braille or speech
system-level hooks to make it
output is aformidable task for
easier to develop speech- and
the programmer and asomebraille-access systems for vitimes steep learning curve for
sually impaired users.
the blind user." Challenges like
"We want to make the workthese add awhole new set of
station environment friendly to
dimensions for developers of
adaptive developers by creatadaptive products.
ing device-independent tools,"
—Joe Lazzaro
says Earl Johnson, manager of

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES

93% produce some
GUI-based software

%gló

72 %ot those producing
text-based software
have plans to convert to GUIs

more GUIs are being adapted
for the blind with speech,
braille, and magnification systems. Although not always
easy to use with all applications, this new generation of
graphics-based adaptive hardware and software lets the visually impaired use Mac, OS/2,
Windows, and other GUI platforms. At the 1993 Closing the
Gap conference, which is often described as "the Comdex
of the adaptive-computing industry," many new assistive devices were introduced.
The Mac was the first GUIbased platform to become accessible for the blind, thanks
to Berkeley Systems' Outspoken speech software. (For information on other adaptive
products, see "Computers for
the Disabled," June 1993
BYTE.) Due to the overall success of Windows 3.1, users can
pick from awide variety of
Windows-based adaptive hardware and software products.
The newest Windows speech
package to enter the market,
WinVision from Artic Technologies (Troy, MI, (313) 5887370) joins Windows screen

MAY 1994
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News &Views
Motorola Envoy

PDAS

Motorola's Envoy First to Run Magic Cap
I

nannouncing the hand-held
Envoy, Motorola is the first
company to release details
about ahand-held computer designed specifically to run General Magic's Magic Cap operating system. With built-in
modems for wired and wireless communications, bundled
clients for on-line services, and
asoftware environment built
around communications, Motorola aims to correct one of
the most commonly cited failings of Apple's Newton MessagePad, its lack of communications capabilities.
However, in other key areas
the Envoy, which is expected
to ship this summer, is still an
early iteration of the ideal
portable communicator. At
7.25 by 5.75 by 1.2 inches, it's
bigger than a MessagePad,
making it too large to put in a
coat pocket. It weighs 1.6
pounds (725 grams)— 25 percent more than the 580-g MessagePad 110 and nearly two-

and-a-half times more than a use handwriting recognition.
Hewlett-Packard HP 100LX.
But, he adds, without an opIt's intended for data, not voice
tional external keyboard, the
communications, so it doesn't
Envoy has limited usefulness
substitute for acellular phone.
for E-mail and document creBut the biggest problem is its
ation, which he believes are the
$1500 list price.
key applications for customers
In relative terms, of course,
most likely to buy it. "To me,
the Envoy's $1500 price is imthe Envoy is adevice not for
pressively low for what you get
creating data but for manipu(see summary box). But given
lating it," he says. This poses a
the MessagePad's mediocre
marketing dilemma. Whereas
sales at less than half the price,
the Simon from IBM and Bellthe Envoy may remain aniche
South, which combines acelproduct for the foreseeable fulular phone with basic address
ture. Small volumes lead to
book and scheduling functions,
tepid developer response,
is not meant as adesktop rewhich constrains availability
placement, the Envoy has to
of applications.
compete against subnotebooks,
Andy Seybold, editor of the
yet in text-processing applicaMobile Computing Report and
tions it suffers by comparison.
an analyst of the mobile-comAs for the price, Seybold ofputing market, praises the Enfers the classic analysis: "If
voy for what it has achieved,
something is very, very useful
especially the integration of
to people, price is anonissue.
communications into applicaBut I'm not sure this version
tions. Seybold also likes the
[of the Envoy] is useful enough
Magic Cap user interface, esto make price irrelevant."
pecially the fact that it doesn't
—Andy Reinhardt

Forecasts of Personal-Productivity Devices
(Units in thousands, U.S. only.)

5000

ID

Personal communicator

4000

3000

2000

1000

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Source: Link Resources (New York. NY)
link Resources la New York City—based consulting and research fino)
forecasts a45.7 percent compound annual growth rate for personalproductivity devices, including organizers, personal agents, personal
communicators, intelligent electronic books, electronic notepads, and
entertainment products. Personal communicators will account for nearly
half these sales by 1998.
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modem. It also has two PCMCIA
slots•$1500 price
• 16-MHz 32-bit 68349 "Dragon"
processor
• 1MB of RAM, 4 MB of ROM
•9600/2400-bps fax modem
• 19.2-Kbps Ardis wireless data
modem
•Two PCMCIA Type II slots
•3 by 4.5-inch monochrome
nonbacklit LCD, 480- by 320pixel resolution
•IRDA-compatible infrared
transceiver
•Bundled applications: America
Online, eShop, AT&T PersonaLink,
Radiohlail, Intuit, Pea Ware

on low-cost (under $500) consumer-computing devices designed for anywhere,
anytime network access. And Compaq,
Motorola, and Toshiba have announced

the MessagePad 110. The MessagePad
110, which sells for $599, is ahalf-inch
narrower than the MessagePad 100 and
supports deferred handwriting recogni-

their intentions to develop products for
Microsoft's WinPad, which is the code

tion, letting you scribble notes for later

name for afuture operating system for

conversion. Apple also beefed up the sys-

hand-held devices. Other companies are

tem RAM to 1 MB. 'l think this new version reinforces Apple's commitment to
this technology," says Barry Owen, editor

reevaluating strategies—Eo's next PDA
will likely more closely resemble asmart
cellular phone.

in chief of Intelligent Newton (San Francisco, CA). "There will be many more mani-

o

Motorola's $1500 Envoy includes a
built-in fax modem and awireless

PDA Companies: We've Only Just Begun
Apple has released aslimmer, less expensive, and more capable Newton PDA,

6000

Unlike the Newton MessagePad,

Mike French, project director at Link Re-

festations of this platform." Apple also
plans to beef up the Newton's communi-

sources, estimates that Apple's sales of
the MessagePad in the product's second
four months were only 25 percent of its

cations abilities by supporting two-way

first four months (20,000 versus 80,000

wireless data-communications services.
More PDA competitors will soon enter

units). But his company forecasts an up-

the field. Hewlett-Packard and Novell have

ket and as large corporations complete pilot projects for specialized applications.

invested in Geoworks (Berkeley, CA). The
three companies say they will collaborate

beat market, as new PDAs reach the mar-

—D. A.
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all-in-one input device for entering
graphics, text and commands that's compatible with all your applications.
We now introduce and include
ultra-light/ultra-thin tablet, cordless electronic pen and recognition software for
our \I Handwriter Recognition

VERSION 1.5
I
NCLUDES:

System version 4.0, NI
\\ SVGA support and \ \\ mouse-replacement driver for DOS. And as an incentive for

NEW YPad note-taker, ›. I\\

you to take us up on our satisfaction-or-

Handwriter Recognition System soft-

your-money-back offer, this $600 value
you really getting paid enough to suffer?
56% of all OSHA reported injuries are
RS!, or Repetitive Stress Illnesses. The
recommended physical therapy for wrist
and tendon problems is making afist.

ULTIMAIE
S
ECURITY: YOUR
S
IGNATURE

Kind of like you'd do holding apen. Pen
to your computer keyboard. And to

Crossword puzzles (and away to get
more), an ultra-thin/ultra-light tablet

Windows are an outstanding value at
$600. But to encourage you to order ...

Why try to remember all those

tures you already know, moving text,

different passwords — and changing

spellchecking, pointing and clicking will

them periodically — when Handwriter

make your pen the ultimate keyboard

for Windows comes with signature-veri-

complement.

fication security built into ascreen saver?
People may by to trace your signature,
but it's virtually impossible for them to
Michelangelo didn't create his

duplicate the stroke dynamics you used

Sistine Chapel masterpiece with aball

to write it. Signature-verification securi-

peen hammer. Why constrain your own

ty makes aHandwriter the ultimate

creativity with amouse? Handwriter lets

complement to your keyboard, especially

rang in arigid, cramped poi-

you draw or ;race with ease and works

in environments where many people

non using the mouse? Are

perfectly with your graphics software.

have potential access to work areas.

Tired of hurting, sit-

Microsoft Pen Extensions for Windows,
ascreen saver with Signature Verification,

YPad and the new Handwriter for

your life.

Highlighting, changing words with ges-

THERAPIST

mouse-replacement driver for DOS,

cordless electronic pen. Priced separately,

document-creating time editing.

PWSICAL

ware, NE \\, SVGA support, NEW

that plugs into your serial port, and a

computing is avery healthy complement

You spend at least 80% of your

THE ULTIIvIAIE

NEC
Samsung
Seiko
Tech.
Toshiba
and others

Handwriter
M

your desktop computer. Also included is

Gestures are special pen sire
that perform specific editing
functions, such as the cut
for deleting selected ted.
Gestures are special pen strokes
that perform specific editing
fuitctions,I

99

Jur previous version is aworldwide
bestseller. CIC now includes the new
Handwriter Recognizer version 4.0, which
is more robwt, faster, and allows natural
writing.

our \I YPad note-taker with our

THE ULTIMAI E
EDITING TOOL

rt
i
ng

COMPANIES OFFERING CIC
R
ECOGNMON T
ECHNOLOGY:
APPIenaPol
AT&T
Dauphin
Fujitsu
IBM
MicroSlaie

cess of Handwriter•for Windows, the

can be yours for an S.R.P. of only $399.

ish

weve ever seen.

THis $600 VALUE
HAS AS
UGGESIED
P
RICE OF$399
F
ROM YOUR
COMPUTER
DEALER OR
Dnuacr F
ROM GIG
Call 800-888-9242 ext 5031
415-802-7888 from outside the U.S.
Or FAX 415-802-7777

OCommunication Intelligence Corporation

c
Tc.

01990 by CIC. Flandoriter. Hands/titer Recognition System and YPad are trademarks ot Communication intelligence Corporation. AO other trademarks acknordedged.

NASDAQ/NMS CIC!

TRI3A

THIS IS THE Q INL
R EALTIME O PERATING SYSTEM...

Embedded Window
Manager
Network Manager
Process

Manager

P1003.1 P1003.4

e

ke.

THE OS OF CHOICE
FOR EMBEDDED SYSTEMS.

SO IS THIS.

101111111111i

WATCOM ANSI C
WATCOM C++

POSIX 1003.2
Utilities

RCS
Profiler

Multimedia X
Window Server

Debugger

Motif or
OPEN LOOK

GUI Application Builder

QNX Window
Server

NFS

Embedded Window
Server

RPC
Socket Manager

MS-Windows 3.1

Ethernet

FDDI

it

Network
Manager

Token Ring

Device I/O

Mr
•

D/A

POSIX Filesystem
Manager

Serial

SCSI disk

DOS Filesystem
Manager

Parallel

Mouse

Digital I/O
A/D

Data Acquisition
Manager

STD32 bus LAN

Console

Excel

DOS Runtime
Manager

Arcnet

MS-Mail
WordPerfect

SCSI tape

ISO 9660 CD-ROM
Filesystem Manager

Device
Manager
P1003.1

SCSI CD-ROM

Process Manager
P1003 1 P1003.4

Touchscreen
Pen/Tablet

THE OS OF CHOICE FOR ANY SYSTEM.
THE CHOICE IS YOURS, MODULE BY MODULE.

W E W ORK IN R EAL T IME.'

1-800-363-9001
(EXT. 201)

QNX S OFTWARE S YSTEMS LTD.

175 T ERENCE M ATTHEWS C RESCENT, K ANATA, O NTARIO, C ANADA

QNX Software Syshens Ltd. 1994. QNX Is a nestered trademark of QNX Software Systems Ltd.

K2 M

1W 8

T EL:613-591-0931 • FAX:613-591-3579

All other tnylemarks and registered tradanadcs belong to thtdr respective milers.
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CODE TALK

CAD Gets Objective

RICK GREHAN
InfoModeler Gets the Message to the Customer
If you've ever been involved in the construction of alarge-scale database
system, you know the hazards. In my experience, such hazards always
revolved around properly determining what should go into the database, figuring out how it all hooked together, and making sure you
didn't miss a relationship or data item. Usually, Icould avoid these
hazards if Icould show the client the database structure and get verification that my proposal not only captured all the data, but that the tables were correctly related. Of course, this worked only if Icould keep
the client from falling asleep as Ioutlined the database structure.
Things would have gone more smoothly had InfoModeler been avail-
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able then.
The data-modeling methodology of InfoModeler (prices range from
$795 to $1495) is based on the object-role-modeling paradigm rather

CadkeY's Object Developer lets you develop CAD applications that integrate with
other Windows programs ria customizable interfaces, OLE 2.0, and multiple
documents-

R

ather than overloading
their programs with new
features, afew CAD software
vendors are looking at the underlying architecture of CAD
and exploiting new technologies, such as 00P (object-oriented programming) and OLE
2.0.
Cadkey (Windsor, CT, (203)
298-8888), best known for its
namesake mechanical CAD
program, has developed the
Cadkey Object Developer
(CODe), which is afully object-oriented framework for developing CAD applications.
Other CAD vendors are embarking on similar development paths: Autodesk will
make AutoCAD more modular over the next several releases of that program, and Visual CADD (Seattle, WA) is
developing a2-D CAD program that will support visual
programming languages and
OLE 2.0 for release sometime
this summer.
CODe is designed and optimized for Microsoft Windows,
including the Win32s, NT, and
Chicago versions. CODe's architects took full advantage of
Windows. They used visual
BYTE MAY 1994

than the more well-known entity-relationship paradigm. The latter captures database information at alower level (the logical level), where you
have to create entities (members of adatabase), assign attributes, de-

programming languages and
incorporated MFC (Microsoft
Foundation Classes) and
OLE 2.0 in the product.
An essential feature of
CODe, which starts at
$495, is that it is modular
in nature. The program includes ageometric modeler,
asolids modeler, math libraries, and agraphics pipeline. Each component is a
module that can be plugged in
or unplugged, as the developer
wishes.
Similarly, developers who
require more than the simple
file-based storage included
with the first version of CODe
can opt to use Object Design's
ObjectStore client/server database.
It may seem odd that atraditional CAD vendor would
want to sell adevelopment tool
rather than an end-user program. But in many cases, AutoCAD serves only as aCAD
engine that supports specialized applications ranging from
process piping to apparel design. CODe offers the developers of these applications a
powerful, modular engine.
—Ewan Yams

termine which tables those entities inhabit, and build relationships between the tables.
In object-role modeling, much of this
work occurs naturally as you construct
facts about the information in your database (it's automatic with InfoModeler).
You determine what objects will be in your
database (e.g., employees, dates, and addresses) and what roles those objects play
Asymetriz's lidoModeler lets
you describe your database
application using everyday
business terminology.

(e.g., employees live at addresses and are
hired on certain dates). You collect these
facts and hand them to InfoModeler. It

passes back a recipe for your database, complete with which items
are in what tables, descriptions of constraints, relationships via foreign
keys, and even the code necessary to build the tables.
InfoModeler's structure for implementing object-role modeling is
Asymetrix's FORML (Formal Object Role Modeling Language), which
incorporates both graphical and text "languages" for describing a
database. The graphical notation is composed primarily of object types
(represented by ellipses) connected to one another through predicates
(represented by rectangles). Graphical models easily map to sentences
in FORML's text language, and although the syntax is necessarily strict,
you can nevertheless build natural English sentences such as: "Employee lives in city." A database neophyte can therefore examine a
database definition written in this language and stand a reasonable
chance of being able to understand it and to spot art en-or in the design.
—Rick Grehan

INTRODUCING THE STACKABLE,
REMOVABLE, SUPER-CAPACITY,
DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEM
Removability Each disk module can be removed from the
stack without uncabling or disconnecting power to the stack,
so you can lock up your valuable data or take it with you.

MICRODISK modular disk
subsystems. Each module contains agenuine Micropolis disk
drive, power supply and cooling fan.
Super-Capacity — modules are
available in 1, 1.7, 2or 3gigabyte increments depending on
the model drive selected.

MICRODISK subsystems are
designed for use with Macintosh
or PC compatible systems. Also
available are special AV model? that optimize performance
for audio/video applications.

Patented Interlocking
Design adds disk storage without the unsightly cabling mess.
Power and data cables are integral to each module so you'll
only need one power and one
SCSI connection for an entire
stack. The interlocking modules
stack for easy capacity upgrade.

Built For Reliability
Micropolis disk drives feature a
five year warranty. All other
components have athree year
warranty.

twebone

Performance Plus drives feature 5400 rpm speed and a10ms
average seek time for superior
performance. Fast SCSI-2 with
advanced caching techniques
and Tagged Command Queuing
provide dramatically increased
throughput.

Ask for MICRODISK by
name, it's the original stacking,
removable disk drive subsystem. For the name of the
reseUer nearest you, call toll
free l-800-395-3748.

MICRODISK LT
TRANSFER
RATE

MODEL
NUMBER

FORMATTED
CAPACITY

1050'

1.0 GB

10 MB/Sec max

1760'

1.7 GB

10 MB/Sec max

2100'

2.1 GB

10 MB/Sec max

3020'

3.0 GB

10 MB/Sec max

AV models have slightly lower formatted capacities.
Specify for MAC or PC compatible.

MICRODISK subsystem storage modules can be stacked
four to seven modules high depending on model.

MICROKILIS
logo,,and faun, .tri •

otoperty of

their respective owners
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FoxPro 2.6 Targets dBase IV Market
IMor several years, each new
version of Microsoft's
FoxPro has set new standards
for speed among PC databases. At the same time, FoxPro
has been quietly leading the
way in terms of cross-platform
interoperability. It was one of
the first DOS databases to offer
afully mouse-driven windowing interface, along with some
innovative enhancements to the
stalwart "when" and "valid"
operators to make applications
event-driven. The Windows
version was fully compatible
with the DOS version. And
FoxPro 2.5 for the Mac is providing serious competition to
ACI US's 4th Dimension and
Blyth Software's Omnis 7.
Nevertheless, Borland's
dBase IV dominates the installed base for Xbase databases. With FoxPro 2.6, Microsoft
hopes to lure dBase users with

Both the DOS and
Windows versions

Catalog Manager -Sample

acombination of dBase compatibility, usability features,
and packaging. Unix and Mac
680x0 and PowerPC versions
should follow this summer.
(Borland say ;it will release
dBase for Wit dows in June.)
New dBas IV—like extensions to the ,'oxPro language
should make most dBase applications rur as is. Last year's
Migration Ki is replaced with
AutoMigrate which converts
forms and reports to FoxPro
format automatically when applications run.
FoxPro 2.6 offers wizards,
which help you quickly do
common tasks, to users who
might be intimidated by the
complexities of creating applications. Technically advanced
users can bypass wizards and
work with the sophisticated
Power Tools (e.g., Screen
Builder and Project Manager).

r
-
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'

of FoxPro 2.6
include the
Catalog Manager,
which acts as a
home base for
designing or
launching tables,
reports, and
queries.
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Separate add-on packages like the SQL ConMootomp
•
nectivity Kit and the
ninon emm I.
Distribution Kit are now
packaged together as FoxPro
one-to-many forms without
Professional for $695. The base
special utilities, and applicapackage ($495) will sell for
tions produced by those utili$99 through June 30.
ties are still hard to customize.
Many of FoxPro's persistent
But the price of FoxPro's speed
annoyances are still present in
and power has always meant
the preliminary version Iused.
some sacrifice in accessibility
It's still difficult to put record
by less sophisticated users.
navigation into forms or build
—Mark Heftier
,

APPLE'S AND MICROSOFT'S SYSTEM SOFTWARE ROAD MAP

A

Me recently divulged new details of its system software
strategy for the next few years. This summer, System 7.5
will introduce such features as multithreading ;drag-and-drop
editing; QuickDraw GX (an improved graphics engine for both
screen rendering and printing); MacTCP (the first in aseries of
Open Transport network protocols to be integrated into the Mac
OS as AppleTalk is); ascriptable Finder, winch allows macros
and applications to automate file management tasks on the Mac
Desktop; automatic file synchronization between mobile and
desktop systems; built-in DOS file compatibility; and contextsensitive help.
Conspicuously missing from System 7.5 are preemptive
multitasking (System 7is limited to cooperative multitasking)
and memory protection (which keeps programs from interfering
with each other in amultitasking environment). In contrast,
both of those features and multithreading are expected to
appear in Chicago, the next release of Windows 3.x. Accenting
to Apple's road map, Mac users must wait until the release of
an operating system code-named Gershwin in 1996 to get true
preemptive multitasking (05/2 2.1 already provides preemptive
multitasking, multithreading, and memory protection).
Gershwin will also introduce ahardware-abstraction layer.
This layer abstracts upper-level operating-system services from
the underlying hardware, allowing easier cross-platform
portability. Another notable feature of Gershwin will be an
entirely new GUI, but Apple is tight-lipped on details. Copland
is Apple's intermediate step to Gershwin. Among other things,
Copland will offer memory protection and amicrokernel
architecture. Until the hardware-abstraction layer is added in
Gershwin, however, the microkernel will contribute fit& to
Copland's portability.
—T. R. H.
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1993

1994

1995

1996

Apple
Syrian 7Pro

System 7.5

"Copland"

Merdrafir"

•PonnorTalk
(Apple Open Collaborative
Enorinmment)
•AppieSaipt
•PlainTalk
(voice recognition)
•Quicklime 1.6
•DOS file I/0

•Multithreading
•Drag and drop
•QuickDraw GX
•loilacTCP
•Intelligent help
•Sainted Fonder
•Fie inichronnation
•680s0 and PowerPC

•Microkened
•Memory protection
•New 1/0 architecture
•Odd«
•Active assistance
•More wedded

•Pilmutive

Microsoft Windows NT
3.1 (Ported° Iffindows)
"Daytona•"
•Preemptive
nwititasking
•Multithreading
•Memory protection
•Symmetric
noultiprocessing
•C2-level security
•NT Me Systent
•FLAL
•80r86, 64000, Alpha

•Sider memory
fowled
•New TCP/P,
1PYJSPX stacks
•PowerPC
•°Pea& support

"Cad"
•DIsbilided OS
•Object Fie System
•New GUI

Microsoft Windows for Workgroups 3.11
(80036 Widows)
"Chicago"
•Peer Netirestin
•32-hlt mewed drivers
ad Me system
•Remote access
•Bdt-io far
•hoprosed NetWare
integration

•Preemptive seditasking
•fildbIlireeding
•32-bd cœmmaerits
•New GUI
•01JE 2.0 slopped
•Ping and play
•Platfonn-indepeemmt
eetworking

•Niql lbardeereedaugee layer)
•1110,0gerd
aseldreee
•Advanced graphics
•New GUI

With our Object Database,
All the Pieces Come Together.

Comparing Object Oriented and
Relational Design Methodologies
Feature

POET ODBMS

Relational RDBMS

Database Model

User Application Separate Database

Model
Model Required
Compare POET
Smoothly. Easily. That's the
C++ Integration
Total
with the relational
beauty of POET, the ObjectAt Object Level Must Write Code
Database
Operations
design methodology
Oriented Database System for
Reduced
you're using now.
Introductory C++. It's simply amore effiComplex Object
Excellent
Performance
For alimited time,
cient way to work, and yields
Offer
you can get the
finished applications that
POET Personal Edition 2.1 for Windows for just
outperform relational applica$299. Or, call toll free to request arevealing white
tions in both productivity and performance.
paper that compares the two methodologies and
What's the secret of Object Oriented Database
programming? The POET ODBMS works with aone- includes testimonials from key POET installed
clients. You'll find that POET is the solution to your
step approach, seamlessly integrating into your application by storing your C++ objects in the database. By application design puzzles.
contrast, the relational approach forces you to design
Call 1-800-950-8845
and maintain separate application and database models and then write lots of code to tie them together.
So POET is more direct. More logical. And far more
Software
productive.

$299

POET

Circle 179 on Inquiry Card.
"This introductory offer is good through June 30, 1994. tPOET applications are portable, at source and database level across all these popular platforms:
Windows, OS/2, Macintosh, Windows NT, UNIX (Sun, &Icon Graphics, IBM), NEXTSTEP 486 and Novell (NLM)
POET Software Co. 4633 Old honsides Dr., Suite 110, Santa Clara, CA 95054 TEL: (408) 970-4640 FAX: (408) 970-4630
D: POET Software (+49-40-609 90 18); F: LCI (+334-34 65 77 77); NI.: Protools Software (+31-20-645 50 23); S: Duke
Systems (+46-8-703 27 81); UK: Silicon River (+44-81-317 77 77); Australia: Microway (+61-3-580 1333).

ore
HOT BUTTON:
Our renowned
TrackPoirrt IF" cursorpointing device lets
you leave your mouse
at the house.

EASY ADD -UNS:
PCMCIA cards
make adding LAN
connectivity, a
modem or additional
memory easy!

YOUR NAME HERE:
You can order
a tree ID plate
that personalizes
your ThinkPad.

IBMe PC Direct'm has ThinkPads with more of what you want, and less of what you don't: More features
and power. Less size and weight! The ThinkPadn" 500 is asleek 3.4 pounds. Yet, it packs enough high-speed
horsepower to let you take your most sophisticated desktop applications on the road.
Now —want to carry off color with ease? Then call us about the ThinkPad 350C. You get a9.2" backlit,
256-color, passive-matrix LCD display. There's plenty of power for your current needs. And ample space to
upgrade for more. All in an easy-to-take 5.7-pound package. Both of these lightweights get the heavyweight
backing of IBM's HelpWare'', including a30-day moneyback guarantee and around-the-clock telephone
assistance.' You'll find them at IBM PC Direct. To order these, or any of our other critically acclaimed IBM
ThinkPads, call now.

ThinkPad 500
•486SL C2, 50/25MHz processor
with 16KB internal cache
•4MB RAM/85M8 hard drive
•10.1"w x7.5"d x1.6 1 /
3.4 lbs. with battery pack
•7.4" monochrome passive-matrix
LCD display, 64 grey scales
•81-key keyboard w/integrated TrackPoint il
•PCMCIA slot
•IBM DOS preinstalled
•1-year international traveler's warranty'
(IBM Credit Lease
$1,699 * $61/mo.
)

—
IBM PC Direct prices only. The offerings, prices and products are subject to change or withdrawal without atior notice. Products you acquire may not be counted under any existing Volume Purchase Agreement. The same offsings and pmdirs nay be availaple through iBM, Authorize Fiemarketirs.
flemarketer prices may vary Shipping and handling charges extra. 'IBM Credit Lease Price, quoted for 36-month terms. Lease rates quoted are good through 6/30/04, after which time rates are subject to change without nouce. ,_eate availabe tn qualified commercial customers only fAt no add renal
charge during warranty. ThinkPad 500, ThinkPad 350C and ThinkPad 350 are manulactured in U.S. IBM, Thkffead and HelpWare are registered trademarks and EasySery and Trackpoint ll are trademarks of International Business Mauhires Carp. ?C Direct is dtniderrer 01 ZIff Cernmotations Company

ortable.
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Options
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ThinkPad 350C (color)
•486SL, 25MHz processor
with 8KB internal cache
•4MB RAM/250MB hard drive,
3.5° 1.44MB diskette drive
•11.7w x8.3"d x20"h/5.7 lbs. with battery pack
•9.2" STN backlit LCD, 256-color display
•Full-size keyboard w/integrated TrackPoint II
•PCMCIA slot
•IBM DOS preinstalled
•1-year iernational tiaveler's warranty 2

$2,699
and is used by IBM under license.

* (IBM Credit Lease
$97iino. — )

ThinkPad 350

IBM PC Direct

•486SL, 25MHz processor
with 8KB internal cache
•4MB RAM/125MB hard drive,
3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
•11.7w x8.3"d x1.9"h/5.2 lbs. with battery pack
•9.5" monochrome STN backlit LCD display, 64 grey scales
•Full-size keyboard w/integrated TrackPcint II
•PCMCIA slot
•IBM DOS preinstalled
•1-year international traveler's warranty'

$1,899

* (IBM Credit Lease
$68/md.**)

"994 Interneonal Business Maciines Corporation. rWarranty and 30-day guarantee information available through IBM and IBM Authorized Deaers. Please call

1800 426-2968 or details reeardilq IBMS moneyeack guarantee ai dl mild warranty Copies ethe ter-ns of IBMS moneyback guarantee and limited warranty available upon request
traveler's warranty service atWlable in countries where ThmliPad rs mIc. City-In Repair and Thillead EasySere available in Its

2 Irternational

We're putting the personal
in personal computing.

Order Now!

1800 426-7423
8am-1 Opm M-F, EDT; 9am-5pm Sat., EDT.
.----,
0.0001

Purchase orders..-L "ilable for
qualifying customers.
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est Value!.
-"-22;111aniiii 'KFC packs qu ite a lot into this $495
product. The 15-Inch CA 1507 offers
resolutions as high as 1280 by 1024
coupi, iiONITOR
pixels at 60 Hz noninterlaced.... The
tor provides afull set of image-adjustment
including pincushion, image rotation, and

BESTVAILIE SIMESS
GENERA:. BU

rmanagement. It uses the VESA DPMS power
logement control signals to meet Energy Star
uirements."
he CA1507 offers controls that let you adjust
age ,ize and position. correct image tilt and
-boning. recall factory mode settings, and
épower down delay interval.... Its imagescore was well above average?'
Magazine, January 1994

Recommendation
KFC CA 1507, recipient of the
Energy Star, offers afull range of
adjustment controls. This monitor
lies with the DPMS power
•
ement standards suggested by
VESA and will work with any
-compliant computer.'
Digest, November 1993 -

new green monitors
me less than 1.5 Watts
when inactive, and less than
20 Watts when on stand-by.
tole average of 85-100 Watts for an
nary monitor, each KFC monitor contributes
substantially to agreener environment. And
you're not just sharing the contribution, you're
also saving money.

ùe Runner-up for Spreadsheet & Gra
tin BYTE Magazine's January 1994 BYT
d1.1507 (picture not shown) was aw
al Bustness
•
olor Monitor" by BY7'
/NSTL Lab Report.
II products and brand mimes are registered trademarks of their respective companies.

kit
1.800.2.KFLUSA
KFC USA, INC.
1575 Sunflower Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Tel: (714) 546-0336 •Fax: (714) 546-0315
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Entertaining Math Models
RICK COOK

PHONE BOOKS

▪ fthe two-volume Reality Rules sounds
• like gang graffiti, the content is an entertaining but useful graduate-level course in
mathematical models—how they work and
why they fail. Like all good teaching, these
books are lucid and thought-provoking. Like
great teaching, they also entertain while showing the world from anew perspective.
Perhaps the most off-putting thing about this work is the table of contents.
John Casti includes every trendy topic, from catastrophe theory and cellular automata to genetic programming and sociobiology. And, just to keep modelers humble, he tops it off with achapter on the theories of knowledge, citing Kuhn,
Sapir-Whorf, Godel, and other members of the currently fashionable pantheon.
In spite of the apparent grab-bag contents, Reality Rules is not another "fluff 'n
stuff" popularization. All these fields relate very directly to the business of building good models. Catastrophe theory, Casti says, is useful "in giving us adeeper understanding of what does and doesn't count in the analysis of aparticular system."
That statement comes after asolid introduction to catastrophe theory, an examination of how to use it in constructing models, and several pages of acase study
showing its use to analyze the growth and collapse of budworm populations.
Casti may take you on the scenic route, but he never loses sight of his destination.
For Casti, models are dynamic systems, and model making is the process of
mapping reality (or the interesting parts thereof) onto adynamic system. Ultimately, he says, the success of the model depends on the appropriateness of the
dynamic system chosen and the fidelity of the mapping. Casti assumes his readers understand vector notation and have aworking knowledge of calculus and matrices. Even without that, most of the work is comprehensible, although the more
of the math you understand, the more you will profit
from the books.
REALITY RULES: PICTURING
The style, like the math, is easy and informal. Casti is
THE WORLD IN MATHEMATICS,
never afraid to substitute aparaphrase where aformal
VOL LTHE FUNDAMENTALS,
VOL 2: THE FRONTIER
definition or complete proof is unnecessary. If you do
computer modeling, these books will save your bacon
John L. Casti
Wiley-Interscience
one day. Meanwhile, they will make you think and enISBN 0-471-57021-4 and
tertain you to boot. •
0471-57798-7

Rick Cook uses computer models to help him write science fiction. You can contact him on BDC as "rcook."

$35 each

ETHICS AND COMPUTERS
COMPUTER ETHICS: CAUTIONARY TALES AND ETHICAL DILEMMAS IN COMPUTING,
2d ed., by Tom Forester and Perry Morrison MIT Press, ISBN 0-262-56073-9, $14.95

sit OK to copy your friend's game onto your machine? Is it just afunny
• prank when someone has infiltrated acompany's computer system leaving a
smiley face on every screen? Obvious questions like these, and some not-soobvious computer dilemmas, are not answered, but rather discussed in the revised
edition of Computer Ethics.
Perhaps by becoming aware of the often negative results caused by computer

SELECTPHONE

Pro CD, Inc., 8 Doaks Lane,

Marblehead, MA 01945, (617) 631-9200, $299

BUSINESS AMERICA ON DISC

American

Business Information, Inc., 5711 South 86th Cir.,
Omaha, NE 68127, (402) 593-4500, $7500 ayear

A

tyour fingertips (well, actually on four
CD-ROMs), you can have 72 million
U.S. residential listings and 8million business listings. SelectPhone from Pro CD is
available for $299. The residential listings
give the full address and phone number, and
you can search by name, city, state, ZIP code,
street address, and phone number. The business listings include the SIC (standard industrial code) classification and business
heading and number of employees. You're
not limited to what you can print or export.
Searching and sorting is rapid. (For $149,
Pro CD also has DirectPhone, which can be
searched by name only.)
The database is created by shipping all
10,000 phone books printed in the U.S. to
Beijing, where 250 clerks keyboard in the
names, with updates produced quarterly. The
results can be alittle spotty. Major firms were
missing. In the case of Egghead Software,
there were only 62 entries, and the "number
of employees" field rarely seemed reliable.
And Iwondered what those Chinese clerks
thought about the "pet cemetery" business
heading, especially as several West Virginia
exterminators were included.
The main competitor is Business America on Disc from American Business Information. It lists businesses only, but it additionally includes the name of the boss and
credit information. But you lease the disc,
and for $7500 ayear, you're limited to retrieving 20,000 business profiles. For the budget-conscious, the firm also offers The Eleven
Million Businesses Phone Directory for $79.
You can search by name, city, state, ZIP code,
and phone number, but you can retrieve only
the name and phone number. Keyboarding
and verification, however, are done in-house.
—Lamont Wood
Lamont Wood is afreelance writer living in San
Antonio, Texas. You can contact him on DIX as
"lwood."
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C:

hacking, invasion of private E-mail messages, viruses, software
theft, and computer failures, society will no longer tolerate such
abuse and misuse of computer systems. As the authors contend,
"this book is amodest contribution to this task."
—Dave Vislosky

C: C:
See DOS Networking
in aWhole New Light.

BATTLE OF 3-D SPACE LIBRARIES
OPENGL REFERENCE MANUAL by the OpenGL Architecture Review

MultiLink For WindOWSTM may clearly be the answer
you're looking for. Employing Microsoft Windows'
DOS-Box technology, MultiLink For Windows provides smooth networking of 1to 32 DOS-based user
consoles (local or remote) in tandem with a Windows-based host computer. And you may see your
PC investment in a whole new light, too. Put older
PCs to work as terminals with the ML'WTerm program included in MLW. With prices starting at just
$189 for the two-user version, MLW is avery bright
choice indeed. To find out how MultiLink For Windows can help illuminate your DOS networking standards, call Robertson-Caruso & Associates today at
(404) 512-0600 or Fax (404) 396-6628.

m

Board

Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0-201-63276-4, $32.95

OPENGL PROGRAMMING GUIDE by the OpenGL Architecture
Review Board

Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0-201-63274-8, $34.95

PEXLIB: A REFERENCE MANUAL by Mark
Graff

PTR Prentice-Hall, ISBN 0-13-176066-1, S34

PEXLIB: A TUTORIAL by Paula Womack nut

of the leading 3-D graphics libraries
Two
are PEX and OpenGL. PEX, as Paula

•ink .

211

Copy Protection'
•

WIBU-BOX:
The smallest is the Winn rl
s
/The new WIBU e-BOX is the smallest ASIC based Dongle.

V New Features like Limit Counter or Remote-Programming.l
V Available for [PT, COM, for (E)ISA slots and on PCMCIA. I
V Protection for DOS, Windows and networks without
of OS/2 ® ,Win32s, Windows - NT.

W1BU-

Order your

evaluation

I

•

package
today!
ma ma
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BYTE

WIBU-SYSTEMS GmbH
Rueppurrer Strasse 54
D-76137 Karlsruhe, Germany
Phone: +49-721/376357
FAX:
+49-721/377455
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Womack describes it, is a3-D extension to
the X Window System. OpenGL is not quite
the equivalent; it is less focused on client/
server communications than on graphics effects. OpenGL comes
from Silicon Graphics and, like PEX, is freely available as aset
of libraries. (What isn't free is the hardware that is optimized
for either of these libraries or implementations of these libraries
for specific hardware. But that's another story.)
These books don't provide acomparison with any other 3-D
graphics libraries or how they might or might not functionally
overlap and perhaps interplay between applications and systems
(a radical idea!). What you get is atunnel view of 3-D graphics.
But then, by the time you buy any of these
texts, you will already have decided which
3-D graphics direction you will concentrate on. Be it PEX or OpenGL, these books
are essential. You will need both the tutorial/guide and the reference manual.
The tutorial/guides are loaded with programming examples that show the concepts
of their respective graphics library. Both
include asmall portfolio of art that was created using the library, as well as diagrams
of the visual concepts that are related to the program's functional concepts. The OpenGL Programming Guide spends more
pages discussing the concepts than does PEXlib: A Tutorial,
which is more restricted to the view of aspecialist programmer.
What is amazing in all these volumes is how little graphics is
used to illustrate the information. When you consider that the
subject is graphics, you'd expect that every concept—whether it
be 3-D rendering attributes, or even the rationale behind various data structures, data-object binding, and client/server protocols—would be illustrated by adynamic image. This is not so.
The reason is that the subject matter is geared to the applications-programming level, not to the applications-using level. One
thing is clear: Programming 3-D graphics is far more complex and
time-consuming than taking apiece of paper and apencil and
rendering the image that is in your mind. MI
—Ben Smith

PEXlib

requiring source code modification.

Rufuropce Manual

Prentice-Hall, ISBN 0-13-15843-7, $42

For Windows

4/ Support

CipenGL

in USA and Canada please contact:
Southwind International Inc.
R O. Box 308, Brookeville, MD 20833
Phone: (301) 570-3497
FAX:
(301) 570-4773
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New DESOviee v2 adds Xterminal ca ability and
nmote computing power to your 386 orTheller PC
p

No longer are the best specialized Unix programs available only to
workstation users and those with XTerminals,
DESQview/X' breaks down the barriers within your enterprise,
allowing everyone access to the best computers for
each task—whether 384 484 Pentium® or
workstations like Sun® SPARCstations, HP® 9000s or
IBM® RS/6000s—they are all accessible to each user
DESQview/X provides amultitasking PC
environment with both local and remote XClient
and XServer capability. And it allows concurrent
execution of both DOS text and MS Windows®
programs. Plu.s. it allows these DOS and Windows
programs—unmodified—to be converted into X
Clients for use by any Xworkstation.
It's true multi-platform interopembility.

programs remotely on any workstation in the network So there's
never acompromise when the task calls for more computing power
than the user has on his or her desk Similarly, users can take
advantage of faster PCs on the network for tasks
that require extra power And for tasks that might
tie up auser's own desktop unit—like along data
base sort—DESQview/X allows users to send the
task to an under-utilized PC (or printer)
anywhere on the network
When you consider that a386 PC with as little
as 4MB RAM and a40IvIB hard disk can run

Each authorized PC on the network can run

DESQview/X, purchasing XWindow terminals is
no longer economically practical.
DESQview/X: the power of enterprise-wide
computing from the pioneer in multitasking.

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 314-4219
Quarterdeck International Ltd., B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire Co. Dublin, Ireland Tel.(353) (1) 284-1444 Fax: (353) (1) 284-4380
01994 Quarterdeck Office Systerns. Trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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by MetaWare, Inc.

CA-REALIZER for
Windows & OS/2

NEW RELEASE! High C/C++ version 3.1.

by Computer Associates

MetaWare High

C/C++

MetaWare

MetaWare's 32-bit compiler. is shipping.
Includes a 32-bit source-level debugger,
and a 32-bit Application Developer's
Kit for Windows. The "Incremental

a-

Strengths" feature enables gradual
migration from C to C++ one block at a time. High C/C++ provides optional ANSI conformance, eight levels of global optimiza
tion and a full implementation of C++ templates.
List: $795

Ours: $669

FAXcetera #:

1590-0008

Defines a new generation of development
tools that handles the mechanics of eventdriven programming, message passing,
process sharing and other complexities
behind the scenes. Combines a structured
superset of BASIC extended to access
Windows and OS/2 objects and resources, a visual development
tool and Programmable Application Tools. CA-Reali7Pr will help
you create spreadsheets, charts, text editors, animation, graphics tablets and user-friendly forms from tools that can be created
and manipulated by simple commands.
List:

tglidOwSRIAKER

LIEMMMICOMIll

WindowsMAKER
Professional 5.5

'"ke

by Blue Sky Software
This award-winning product offers more

eCA-REALIZER

$295

Ours: $79

PRODUCT

FAXcetera #:

OF

1004-0008

THE

Microsoft Visual Basic 3.0
and ODK

functionality & ease-of-use than any other

by Microsoft Corporation

tool. Create full-featured Windows
Applications: MDI, Toolbars, Status bars.

The Professional version of Visual Bas
3.0 now includes the Office Developer' .

Templates. On-line Help. Graphical 3D

Kit (ODK). Using OLE 2.0 Automation,

buttons, Edit During Preview & much more. TrueCoder" technology ensures that user code is 100% preserved during code

desktop applications become collections
of programmable objects—powerful

regeneration. Supports ANSI C. MFC C++, OWL C++ & more.

reusable components developers can use to create custom -

Uses

SwitchltTM

Code Generation Modules for generating code

for specific platforms, allowing migration between languages.
C++ libraries & platforms. Highly recommended!
List: $995

Ours:

$875

FAXcetera #: 2602-0003

applications. There are more than 200 pre-built components in
MS Office Professional alone! Nothing helps you solve development problems faster than Visual Basic! Buy now, Visual Basic
and ODK.
List:

s

: $339

c-tree Plus°

object-Menu

by FairCom

by Lifeboat Publishing

DOS • WINDOWS • NT • UNIX • OS/2 •

object-Menu is the way to quickly

SUN • RS6000 • HP9000 • MAC • gNx •

create powerful object-oriented applications. Built-in aesthetics make it

BANYAN • SCO. This well known, highly
portable data management package has
become established as the tool of choice for
commercial development. Offering unprece-

1269-0040

easy to create interface styling such
FAI RCOM °
rem 1979

dented data control, programmers may
choose from direct low level access, ISAM level convenience, or
SQL access with the FairCom Server. Single User. MultiUser. or
Client/Server, ANSI Standard.
List: $595
Ours: $505
FAXcetera #: 1381-0008
Call Programmer's Paradise* Italia for special pricing in Europe.

Blinker 3.0

as Windows. Motif, or your own custom design. Portability to DOS. Windows/NT and OS/2 enables
you to offer your product to multiple target markets with a
single engineering effort. And, object-Menu's intuitive architecture. straightforward methodology and Visual Design tool actually speed GUI development to allow you more time to focus on
your application.
DOS or Windows

List:

$299

Ours:

$269

Professional
List:
FAX. lira #: 2088-0003

$699

Ours:

$599

A Windows linker, a royalty-free 286 DOS

Symantec C++
Professional 6.1
by Symantec

extender and an award-winning DOS

The

dynamic overlay linker in one easy-to-use
product. The only way to create programs
which run in both real and protected mode

enhances product stability and relia-

by Blink Inc.

DOS. Comparable with most programming
languages. Blinker 3.0 creates memory
efficient programs for DOS or Windows in seconds.
List: $299

FAXcetera 0:

Ours: $269

FAXcetera #:

2534-0001

new

version

6.1

not

only

bility but also brings new features that
6.0 customers asked for. Now you get:
full template debugging; improved hierarchical project manager;
customizable color-syntax highlighting: & enhanced 32-bit support with 32-bit MFC 2.0 on the CD-ROM. So don't wait. Try
Symantec C++ 6.1 and find out why the critics are raving about
this new breakthrough in programming systems.
Competitive Upgrade for Borland or Microsoft customers $189.
List: $499
Comp. Upg.
List: $199
FAXcetera #: 2132-0038

Ours: $299
Ours: $189

Des

Pegramnier's Paradise
Italia
PFIZe. 33992:24-A8800 -1166003593

ri
F
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Distinct TCP/IP for Windows

Doc-To-Help

by Distinct Corporation

by WexTech Systems
The world's best documentation and help-

Includes Windows Sockets. This award win-

authoring tool just got better, and now
supports all Windows 3.1 features. New

ning product is the professional program-

features of version 1.5 include an interac-

Windows environment. Windows Sockets,

tive help window editor, an interactive help

Berkeley Sockets Kernel, ONC RPC/XDR.

macro editor, support for segmented
hypergraphics and the ability to import

Telnet. FTP and NetWin are the smallest and
fastest DLLs. Supports SLIP or PPP concurrently with Ethernet
or Token Ring. 100% DLL. 128 concurrent sockets. Extensive

existing help source files and convert them

language support. The best TCP/IP solution available today!

into documentation.
List: $295

Ours:

co

mer's choice for TCP/IP connectivity in the

$236

FAXcetera #:

1000-1901

Standard Ed.
Professional Ed.

List: $495
List: $695

Visual Ed.

List:

Ours: $446
Ours:
Ours:

$195

6625
$179

o

FAXcetera #: 2994-0003

WATCOM'" SQL for Windows
by WATCOM

RoboHELP® 2.6
by Blue Sky Software

wArcorsem

RoboHELP' 2.6, the best-selling Help

single-user SQL database server. WATCOM

Authoring Tool for Windows & Windows N.
offers full document to Help system conver-

SQL for Windows allows you to develop and

sion & vice versa. Turns Word for Windows

deploy single-user standalone applications,

into a fully functional hypertext authoring

and to develop applications for use within

system capable of producing Windows Help

the WATCOM

files as easily as it does plain text. Fill in

SQL for Windows is a complete
client/server DBMS including a standalone

SQL

Network Server Edition.

Help Authoring Tool

WATCOM SQL for Windows includes support for the

the actual Help text when prompted.

Microsoft Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) standard for

RoboHELP takes care of generating the RTF, HPJ & H files. Link

database applications.

tester allows you to simulate your design before you compile
Full support of Word 2.0 & Word 6.0, & all features in the

List:

$395

Ours:

$299

FAX, etera #:

1683-0013

Windows Help Engine, such as macros, secondary windows,
multiple hotspot graphics.
List:

NEW THIS MONTH

Windows. For the first time ever.
BASIC programmers can create a true Windows EXE, DLL, or

on your computer system, so that you can

VBX. The GFA-BASIC Compiler paves the way for BASIC and "C"

find any file, instantly, whether from a
word processor. database or spreadsheet.
So, type what you want to find. and
Personal Assistant will locate every file in the computer containing those words. ReferencePoint Royalty Free SDK for DOS,
available

FAXcetera #:

from

programmers to start writing fast, robust Windows applications
quickly. Benchmarks place the new Compiler at 25-50% faster
than C or C++. The GFA-Basic Compiler ships with OFTLINK
from SLR.
List:

$395

Mwave - Developers Toolkit
Bundle

What once was multiple products and toolsets
is now bundled in one multimedia PC addIn card and Toolkit. The Mwave
WindSurfer Communications Adapter is
a "works out of the box" data/FAX modem,
sound, voice messaging & telephone answering card with application software. It is bundled with the Mwave Developers Toolkit
so you can build software that takes advantage of the Mwave
digital signal processing (DSP) platform that drives WindSurfer.
Try out the magic of a software upgradeable and programmable
Mwave PC solution. You'll be developing for the future and using
it today! And you can do it for an incredibly low price!
FAXcetera #:

Ours: $355

FAXcetera #:

3614-0002

1008-6001

GUARANTEED BEST PRICES!

with IBM WindSurfer
by Interrnetrics, Inc.

Ours: $495

7"
8
"7111

release of the first BASIC compiler for

tion that you create or modir anywhere

List: $900

2602-0005

ml

GFA SOFTWARE announces the

ReferencePoint Personal Assistant automatically makes an index of any informa-

Ours: $79

FAXcetera #:

for Windows
by GFA Software
Technologies, Inc.

by RelérencePoint

List: $99

Ours: $439

GFA-BASIC Compiler

ReferencePoint
Personal Assistant

Windows, Mac. OS/2 and UNIX also
Programmer's Paradise'. Call for pricing.

$499

1012-4601

(Call for Details)

To order call: 800-445-7899
sYr

11>

Corporate (CORSOFT): 800 422-6507
FAX: 908 389-9227
International: 908 389-9228
Customer Service: 908 389-9229
Programmer's Paradise Italia:
39-2-480-16053
For more information on the
products featured on these pages call
FAX etergi :(201) 762-1378

01.11.11.1Wffluilep,
W I, wy
h
rrrefir.1 rulripurs

,

163 Shrewsbury Avenue
hrewsbury, NJ 07702

•All prices are sub"'
•Call for details on return
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COMPONE
Object technology failed to deliver on the promise
of reuse. Visual Basic's custom controls succeeded.
What role will object-oriented programming play
in the component-software revolution
that's now finally under way?
JON UDELL

11.

om Button, Microsoft's Visual Basic czar,
loves to show how Visual Basic's custom
controls have galvanized the componentsoftware business. "Here are the 16 controls
we shipped with Visual Basic for Windows
1.0," he says, positioning the Toolbox window in the lower left corner of the screen. "When we shipped
version 2.0, third-party custom controls were already becoming common." He sweeps the Toolbox upward to reveal
several dozen controls. "And here's the situation today." Now
the Toolbox fills the screen with adense mosaic of all the
custom controls the machine's memory and disk can hold.
The fact that VBXes (Visual Basic custom controls) today
best exemplify the decades-old notion of reusable software has
been asurprise for everyone, including Microsoft. VBXes
aren't just for 3-D buttons, gauges, and scrollable grids. National Instruments (Austin, TX) will sell you aVBX that controls GPIB (general-purpose interface bus) instruments. Cimflex Teknowledge (Palo Alto, CA) offers aVBX-based expert
system. Distinct (Saratoga, CA) packages its TCP/IP programming kit into aVBX. Diamond Head Software (Honolulu, HI) offers asuite of image-handling VBXes. Stylus
Innovation (Cambridge, MA) sells one that you use to build
voice-response and fax-on-demand applications.
These are all actual "off-the-shelf" components that you can
use to build real applications in ahurry. They are not, however,
objects—at least, not the sort of objects that aficionados of
C++, Smalltalk, or Objective-C embrace.
Real objects, as 00P (object-oriented programming) experts
rightly point out, rest on the tripod of inheritance, polymorphism, and encapsulation, while VBXes stand only on the
single leg of encapsulation. But if that's acrippling limitation,
why has VBX—rather than OOP—ignited the component
revolution? Why have C++ vendors such as Microsoft and
Borland had to reverse-engineer Visual Basic so that programmers, lacking reusable C++ objects, can tap the rich
VBX component market?
40
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These ironies have spurred all the major players in the softiali
ware industry to rethink the role of object technology vis-à-vis
reusable components. What has emerged is anew, more realistic understanding of how acomponent-software industry
can work.
Rethinking Reuse
The traditional 00P vision was, at best, vague on the subject
of reuse: Objects would appear as by-products of software development, amarket would emerge, and programmers would
become producers and consumers of objects. Why didn't this
happen? There were two major roadblocks. Most 00P language systems, including C++, lack the means to package and
distribute objects effectively in binary form. More subtly, the
skills and disciplines needed to build components are often
quite different from those needed to use them.
Apple, DEC, IBM, Microsoft, Novell, Sun, and others are
busily revamping their system software and tools in an effort to break through these roadblocks. Despite incessant
bickering, they're all headed down the same path.
An alphabet soup of standards, including Microsoft's COM
(Common Object Model), IBM's DSOM (Distributed Sys-
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tern Object Model), Sun's DOE (Distributed Objects Everywhere), Hewlett-Packard's DOMF (Distributed Object Management Facility), Next's PDO (Portable Distributed Objects), Novell's AppWare Bus, and the Object Management
Group's all-embracing CORBA (Common Object Request
Broker Architecture), will provide the mechanisms for component exchange that pure 00P failed to deliver. Meanwhile,
arestructuring of the software industry will define niches
and appropriate technologies for the component builders who
create reusable packages, as well as for the solution builders
who assemble components into end-user applications.
At the end of the day, applications are all that really matters.
Thirty years ago, we began hearing about asoftware crisis. The
crisis was, simply, an applications backlog—too few programmers, too little time, and too much demand. Since then, every
new paradigm for the construction of software—structured
programming, CASE, 00P—has been billed as the way out
of the software crisis. Yet we've hardly made adent in the
backlog. True, we're far better served by commercial software than in the past, but it remains horribly expensive to
build custom software that automates processes unique to
particular industries or individual companies.
ILLUSTRATION: JOHN CORBITT
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To drive down the cost of custom software development,
you have to apply aprinciple that software theorists have
known for years. The best programmers aren't just alittle
better than average programmers; they're shockingly better-10 times, maybe 100 times more productive. And yet,
says Richard Probst, SunSoft's manager of business development for project DOE, today we see virtually no division of
labor in the software industry. "The way you work is about the
same no matter what kind of software you work on," he says,
"and that's asure sign of an immature industry."
The VBX phenomenon is an important first step toward
maturity. VBX-enabled programming differs markedly from
conventional programming. You create applications by arranging controls on forms, editing the controls' properties,
and writing afew—often surprisingly few—lines of event-handling code in Visual Basic, or C++, or whatever language is
native to the environment that hosts the VBX.
This simple discipline, which is standard across all domains served by VBX controls, enables average programmers (like me) to build custom applications in hours or days.
It took me just two days to put together auseful client/server
database application using Coromandel's Integra VDB. And
/MAY 1994
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while Ihaven't yet tried Stylus Innovation's Visual Voice, I'm certain that Icould
leverage the programming expertise it encapsulates to build the fax-on-demand system our editorial assistants have been asking for, and do the job in the day or two I
could justify spending on it.

compilers, Powersoft's PowerBuilder, and
Gupta's SQLWindows. These tools jump
through hoops to emulate the Visual Basic
run-time environment—with varying degrees of success. "Hosting VBXes was not
the most pleasant engineering task we've
undertaken," says Bill Rabkin, senior technical evangelist with Powersoft (BurlingThe Dark Side of VBX
ton, MA), "and we got no cooperation from
Despite its success, VBX is aflawed comMicrosoft."
ponent architecture. Most glaringly, it's
Other critics find the boundary between
tied to Windows and (less tightly) to Visual
the VBX and its environment too rigid.
Basic. That puts the cart before the horse.
The allure of real object technology, after
As aprospective buyer, notes SunSoft's
all, is that you can modify acomponent
Probst, "you should ask first about acomthat does 90 percent of what you need,
ponent's functionality, quality, and price,
adding the last 10 percent yourself. Nextand its supplier's track record, not about its
Step programmers find it ridiculous that
required operating system and language
you can't extend VBXes in this way. Their
environments."
equivalent to aVBX is the palettized obMoreover, arich supply of components ject, which other objects can freely inhercannot erase the inherent limitations of
it from and specialize.
Windows 3.x—segmentation, cooperative
In NextStep, component builders and
multitasking, and fragility. "Some of our
component users share the same Objeccustomers want to build T1 voice-response
tive-C messaging and inheritance mechasystems that handle 24 lines," says Mike
nisms. Doesn't that violate the principle
Cassidy, president of Stylus Innovation,
of division of labor? Not when program"but Windows can handle only about 15
mers use their own components. Alex
connections."
Cone, president of Objective TechnoloIn the realm of Windows 3.x, VBXes
gies (New York, NY), markets NextStep
are further restricted to Visual Basic and a components and also uses them in his consmall number of other development tools,
sulting work. "The power of NextStep,"
including Microsoft's and Borland's C++
he says, "is that Ialways use the same

App roaches to

Component Software

messaging model, Ialways build objects
and systems the same way, and Inever
have to shift paradigms."
From VBX to OCX

Recognizing these limitations, Microsoft
has created anew component model based
on OLE. When Visual C++ 2.0 ships,
probably this summer, developers will gain
access to the tools needed to build anew
generation of VBX—the OLE custom control, or OCX. OLE controls won't silence
all the criticisms of VBXes, but they will
move the Windows component market
onto amuch firmer foundation.
Some of the infrastructure for OLE controls is already visible in Visual C++ 1.5
and MFC (Microsoft Foundation Classes)
2.5. That tool set radically simplified the
creation of OLE 2.0 in-process servers that
can embed themselves in container documents and export their internal methods
to callers by means of the OLE automation interface, IDispatch.
Note that Visual Basic—or its embeddable variant, VBA (Visual Basic, Applications Edition)—is only the first of potentially many languages that will be
optimized to control OLE automation servers. Lisp, Smalltalk, and other interpretive
languages, once they are retrofitted with
IDispatch support, will be able to wield

Document, object, and communication models for six leading component architectures. Adocument model, such as OLE or OpenDoc,

defines how acomponent fits into the GUI application environment. An object model, such as COM, DSOM, or DOE, defines at ahigh level how components talk to other components that may be local or remote. A
communication model supports conversations between components across anetwork. The object models shown connecting to aCORM "cloud—DOE and DSOM—are CORBA-compliant. There is interoperability within
agiven CORBA implementation, such as DSOM, but not yet across implementations—for example, from DSOM to DOE.

Microsoft

DEC

Sun

OSF/1,
VMS, AIX,
Chicago

OSF/1

Today, OLE 2.0 and COM support Windows land soon,
Macintosh) components. A distributed version of OLE
2.0 that will support networked components is also in
the works, and it has been demonstrated using a
version of COM licensed to DEC.
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HP/UX,
others
DEC plans to bridge the worlds of OLE/COM and
CORBA. ObjectBroker, acting as agateway, will enable
OLE components to communicate with CORBA
components running on avariety of platforms,
including OSF/1, VMS, AIX, and HP/UX.

OpenStep brings to the Solaris platform the rich
application environment of NextStep and its wealth of
object-oriented components. Sun plans to support OLE
and OpenDoc. DOE components will communicate with
each other and with other CORBA implementations.

Cover Story
aWin32 layer that in turn
OLE controls just as they can
talks to the native Mac Toolnow call DLLs.
box. FoxPro 2.5 for the Mac,
Visual C++ 2.0, with MFC
which is built with an internal
3.0 and the OLE Custom
version of this technology,
Control Developer's Kit, will
validates what Microsoft has
enable such automation"The way you work is
long claimed: that the Winaware in-process servers to
about the same no
dows API has the ability to
mutate into full-blown OLE
serve as across-platform API
controls that maintain edmatter what kind of
capable of expressing the
itable properties, generate
software you work
core of substantial commerevents, and can bind to data
on, and that's a
cial applications.
the way VBXes do today.
If Visual C++ 2.0, MFC
The redistributable run-time
sure sign of an im3.0, and OLE 2.0 all materiDLL containing support for
mature industry."
alize on the Mac as planned,
these extensions will be availthere's every reason to expect
able in 16- and 32-bit verRichard Probst.
that OCXes will become
sions; unlike VBXes, OCXes
manager of
portable, at least across those
will run natively on Windows
business development.
operating systems that mat3.x, NT, and their successors.
SunSoli
ter to Microsoft—the WinThey will not initially exploit
dows variants and System 7.
multithreading, however,
Prospects for OS/2 and Unix, where Mieven though the enabling substrate—MFC
crosoft has no commercial interest, are
3.0—will itself finally be thread-aware
rather dim, as members of the OpenDoc
and thread-safe.
consortium like to point out.
It's very likely that OCXes will also apVBXes talk to hosts by firing events.
pear on the Macintosh, as aby-product of
To implement OCXes in asimilar way,
work that Microsoft is doing to support its
the run-time DLL will add new interfaces
own Mac applications. Versions of Visuto OLE 2.0 to implement an event mechaal C++ 2.0 that are hosted on Windows
nism. It will also supply common dialog
NT—but target 680x0- and PowerPCboxes for property editing; stock properbased Macs—are in the pipeline. These
ties, events, and methods; and mechanisms
tool sets support an MFC layer that rests on

IBM

Novell

for self-registration, persistence, and licensing. From the developer's perspective, an OLE control will be just one more
target the tool set can crank out, not noticeably different from aDLL or an EXE.
The transition from VBX to OCX is not
hard at all, VBX vendors say, in part because Microsoft provides ajump-start tool
that can look at the properties and events
supported by aVBX and generate the skeleton of acompatible OCX. "It's afairly
mechanical port," says Joe Modica, vice
president for R&D at Sheridan Software
Systems (Melville, NY), "although if your
VBX was written in C, you may want to
think about converting to C++."
Dorai Swamy, executive vice president
of Coromandel (Forest Hills, NY), also
reports that the VBX-to-OCX transition
is ano-brainer and that OCX performance
seems fairly snappy. Especially interesting to him, in view of Coromandel's growing consultancy business, is the tool support for building OCX hosts. Just as
controls are specialized OLE in-process
servers, hosts are specialized OLE containers—thanks, again, to new MFC abstractions. The next version of Visual Basic will be one such host, but the idea
is that any application should, with minimal effort, be able to host OLE controls.
"We're defining frameworks for specific

Apple

_

7,
A/UX,
Power Open
System

NetWare,
OS/2,
NT, Unix
Novell's AppWare strategy encompasses Windows-,
Mac-, and Motif OpenDoc—based components. ALMs
running on multiple operating systems will
communicate across multiple network substrates.
Novell is also considering DSOM and COM support.

IBM will support visual and interactive Windows- and
Presentation Manager—based components using
Openr)oc. The real payoff, though, will come from
DSOM's ability to integrate these components into
large-scale distributed systems.

For Apple, OpenDoc represents away for the Macintosh
to duplicate—and, it is hoped, improve upon—the
kinds of document- and component-based applications
that have flowered on Windows, thanks to OLE.
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industries, such as retail and finance,"
scripting, and components—to create an
Swamy says, "and the ability to plug OLE
attractive Smalltalk-based development
controls into our own applications will be
kit for Windows, NT, and OS/2. Like Provery important to us."
graph CPX from Prograph International
Doesn't all this dependence on MFC
(Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada) and Noand OLE extensions tie developers to the
vell's Visual AppBuilder, Parts pushes
Microsoft tool set? In principle,
visual programming to the limit. In
no. "Everything works in terms
these systems you program, at the
of OLE 2.0," says Eric Lang, Mihighest level, by creating diagrams.
crosoft program manager for OLE
You drag icons representing comcustom controls, "so anyponents, functions, and synone who understands those
tactic constructs onto the
interfaces can reproduce
surface of aform and conwhat we've done." In pracnect them with links. To entice, however, that will be
capsulate acomplex part of
very difficult.
adiagram—thereby creatIn principle, OLE coning a component—you
"The power of NextStep
trols, unlike VBXes, can be
draw aboundary that hides
is that Ialways use the
extended—not by inheriwhat's inside, exposing a
same messaging modtance, which COM doesn't
few inputs and outputs.
support, but by aggregation
In Digitalk's system, the
el, Ialways build obof interface pointers. In
simplest parts to create are
jects and systems the
practice, that, too, will be
those that encapsulate code
same way, and Inever
difficult. Most developers
expressed entirely in the disay that, until Microsoft
agrammatic language. More
have to shift paradigms."
evolves tools that simplify
advanced parts wrap objects
the mechanics of aggregawritten in the system's naAlex Cone.
tion, they aren't willing to
tive language, Smalltalk, or
president.
wrestle with it. Note, howwrap DLLs that employ C,
Objective Technologies
ever, that the audience for
COBOL, CICS, SQL, or
whom OCXes are intended
other languages. "Many of
won't necessarily find multiple inheritance
the most critical components come from
any more congenial than inheritance. The
technology specialists who cannot necVBX model succeeded precisely because
essarily write VBXes in C," notes Mike
it hid this level of complexity from corArrigo, vice president of marketing for
porate developers.
Digitalk. Fortune 1000 companies with
hundreds of millions of dollars invested
Alternative Approaches
in legacy systems can benefit enormously
Years ago, Visual Basic's spiritual ancesfrom the ability to componentize those
tor, HyperCard, popularized the visualsystems so that, for example, ahost-based
prototyping, script-oriented programming
CICS transaction becomes just another
style that now fuels the success of Visual
part that can be assembled using the Parts
Basic. It also defined acomponent stanworkbench.
dard of sorts—the XCMD/XFCN mechDarrell Deming, manager of brokerage
anism that's used to surface C or Pascal
systems for USAA (San Antonio, TX),
modules as HyperCard primitives.
finds this approach highly productive.
Why, given these ingredients, did the
"We've built asophisticated discount broHyperCard component industry stagnate?
kerage application, with aclient/server
It happened in part because the Mac OS
connect, and we've stayed true to the parhas lacked an effective way to load genadigm of Parts as an object assembler,"
eral-purpose extensions dynamically. As a he says. What hasn't yet evolved is any
result, XCMDs and XFCNs are awkward
significant exchange of components beconstructs, limited in their access to memtween the brokerage group and other units
ory, global data, and toolbox calls. The
within USAA. It's feasible, using DLLs
new DLL technology in the PowerPC veras the medium of exchange, but so far it
sion of System 7will solve that problem,
hasn't happened. "Component distribution
according to BYTE' sMacintosh expert
has to be driven by business needs," says
Tom Thompson. At this late date, howevDeming, "and because our specialized
er, Macintosh DLLs will mean more to
parts aren't useful to other groups, we're
the emerging OpenDoc standard than the
not being driven to distribute them."
aging XCMD standard.
While Parts today is aproprietary comMore recently, Parts from Digitalk (Sanponent model, Digitalk plans to support
ta Ana, CA) has stirred up many of the
OCX controls and has already demonsame ingredients—visual programming,
strated that Parts can work with DSOM,
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the exchange standard that underlies OpenDoc. Another proprietary component model that's portable across Windows, NT,
the Mac, Unix, and OS/2 is available today from XVT Software (Boulder, CO).
XVT's thin, operating-system-neutral GUI
layer is the linchpin of one of the premier
cross-platform development toolkits.
Last year, XVT Software extended the
kit with XVT-PowerObjects, which are
modeled on VBXes but are portable across
all XVT-supported platforms. The first set
of components included toolbars, toggle
buttons, status windows, and table and
spreadsheet widgets. XVT Software, its
partners, and its customers are busily extending the PowerObjects catalog. Because
the company has always preferred to use
native services where available, it's eyeing
the emerging component-exchange standards with great interest.
Despite the incessant "Windows everywhere" mantra, Roger Oberg, XVT Software's marketing vice president, reports
no slackening of Mac sales, and particularly strong demand on the Motif side. "If
Microsoft's portable object technology
doesn't address Motif," he says, "then it
won't meet the XVT need." OpenDoc's
multivendor heritage and CORBA-compliant DSOM foundation appeal to the
company, however.
Rediscovering NextStep
One of the great strengths of the VBX
approach is that it boils down alot of traditional programming tasks to simple
design-time editing. NextStep's Interface
Builder was doing that—and in amore sophisticated way—long before VBXes ever
existed. Objects that appear on the Interface Builder palette are true first-class citizens in the NextStep environment. Next's
ObjectWare catalog lists dozens of these
components—some for general-purpose
use, others specialized for the financialservices realm, where NextStep has established astrong beachhead.
Next developers say that it's straightforward to palettize an object for use with
Interface Builder. The job does require
that you extend the system's generic inspector to create the specialized one used
to display and edit the object's state, but
even that task will be streamlined in the
forthcoming version 3.3 of NextStep. The
ability to drag links between the outputs of
one object and the inputs of another comes
essentially for free. Clearly, components
arise more naturally from the normal NextStep development process than VBXes do
from routine Windows development.
Moreover, says Dirk Fromhein, president of Watershed Technologies (Marl-
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borough, MA), objects that use the NXConnection class get networking for free.
That means that Watershed's GraphRight,
acharting component, is able to serve both
local and remote clients. "The NXConnection object traverses the whole netinfo
domain automatically," says Fromhein,
"so the client literally does not know
whether the service is being provided lo-

cally or remotely."
Despite NextStep's undisputed virtues
and its much-heralded port to Intel hardware, it continues to struggle for mind
and market share. It's too early to know
whether SunSoft's licensing of Next's application framework and tool set will turn
the tide, but the once-unthinkable alliance
between former rivals is aresounding af-

Obj ect Wars
C

4- 4- created apeculiar sort of
doublethink in the software industry. The object-oriented features of
C++ presumably explain why it is slowly but surely eclipsing C. Yet it clearly
has not delivered on one of the major
promises of 00P (object-oriented programming): software reuse.
In terms of packaging and distributing
binary modules, C++ arguably represents ahuge step backward. Statically
linked C libraries have always been an
effective way to exchange reusable code.
Dynamically linked C libraries worked
even better. Freed from the burden of
static linking, DLL-based operating systems such as Windows and OS/2 became
collections of field-upgradable parts.
When C++ class libraries change,
however, their clients typically have to
recompile to accommodate them. Tom
Pennello, vice president of MetaWare
(Santa Cruz, CA), says that operatingsystem developers working in C++ are
hard-pressed to explain to their managers why they can't release object-oriented libraries. The reaction, Pennello
says, is invariably something like, "What
do you mean? We've been doing this
for years with procedure libraries!"
There is also the vexing problem
of link compatibility across compilers.
"This is where the type safety of C++
comes back to bite you," says Tom Keffer, president of Rogue Wave Software
(Corvallis, OR), aleading vendor of C++
class libraries.
Although we reflexively equate 00P
with muse, Jim Bonine, former vice president of engineering and now aconsultant to StepStone (Sandy Hook, CT),
says that C++ was never even meant to
solve the problem of large-scale component exchange. "When we pressed
Bjarne on that point," says Bonine, recalling a1987 debate between AT&T's
Bjarne Stroustrup (inventor of C++) and
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StepStone's Brad Cox (inventor of Objective-C), "he admitted that the appropriate scope for reuse of C++ modules
was probably [at] the project or department level."
StepStone's Objective-C was one response to this problem; IBM's SOM
(System Object Model) is another. Each
of these technologies employs aruntime engine to enable objects to bind
dynamically while preserving the flow
of inheritance across object boundaries.
"With SOM, you can add virtual functions, or even refactor the class hierarchy," says MetaWare's Pennello.
The DirectToSOM feature Pennello
is adding to MetaWare's High C/C++
parallels the compiler's internal object
model with IBM's SOM, solving the
problems of component exchange and
link compatibility. The benefits of this
tactic, Pennello says, more than repay
its cost in performance. When IBM's
C++ compiler adds the same feature,
says Cliff Reeves, IBM's director of object-technology products, "you'll see the
first [direct] binary exchanges between
different C++ compilers."
StepStone's Bonine thinks that SOM
makes sense for harnessing components
written in multiple languages, but he
questions the notion of retrofitting C++
in this way. "It's unclear how much mom
baggage C++ can take," he says. Mike
Potel, vice president for technology development at Taligent (Cupertino, CA),
says the DirectToSOM compiler won't
initially handle the full complexity of
C++. Taligent has built extensions to
its C++ compilers to get the dynamic
binding capability that is needed for its
forthcoming object-oriented operating
system.
Not surprisingly, the harshest criticisms of IBM's SOM and DSOM (Distributed System Object Model) come
from the Microsoft camp. "We take se-

firmation of the value of Next's technology. "I used to have trouble getting IS
people on Wall Street or in health care to
consider aNext-based solution," says Objective Technologies' Cone, "but now the
Sun deal has validated the whole concept."
SunSoft has intentions of grafting the
NextStep (or rather, the OpenStep) application framework and tools onto its own

riously the idea that interfaces are signatures, separate from implementations,"
says Microsoft's Mark Ryland. "None
of the CORBA [Common Object Request Broker Architecture] schemes, including SOM, face up to what it really
means to have millions of binary objects
out there."
SOM will break, he says, in cases
where vendors supply competing implementations of the same interface—
implementations that are at first equivalent but diverge over time. Microsoft's
COM (Common Object Model), he argues, avoids such problems by spawning
interfaces: A single object can simultaneously express multiple versions and
varying sets of capabilities.
CILabs' (Component Integration Laboratories) executive manager Jed Harris
responds heatedly. "It's abroken example," he says. "The two implementations
would no longer be valid subtypes, and
that's just abug that you can detect mechanically." Neither SOM nor CORBA
requires asingly rooted inheritance tree,
he adds. Clients can use mixed-in multiple inheritance to select from asmorgasbord of components.
While that's possible with SOM, says
Mark Bramhall, DEC's technical director for distributed computing services,
it's less efficient than with COM. (DEC
has licensed COM so that its own component toolkit, ObjectBroker, will be
able to act as agateway between OLE
and the CORBA technologies.) "In the
distributed case, with DSOM, thousands
of remote objects means thousands of
proxies," he says. "With COM, on the
other hand, you can quantize these into
asmaller set of interfaces so that things
scale nonlinearly. You can get away with
just tens or hundreds of proxies and
avoid exploding the type environment."
Although the debate rages on, with
no end in sight, there is asubtext of
tacit consensus: Components are crucial;
C++ alone can't deliver them; and new
mechanisms need to evolve. The ferment
is asign of healthy growth.
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CORB A-compl i
ant distributed-objectplumbing layer, DOE. SunSoft's Probst
likens this to IBM's plan to layer the Taligent application framework on top of the
CORBA-compliant DSOM. A wrapper of
CORBA IDL (Interface Definition Language) around Next components, says
Probst, will enable them to plug into the
same sockets that accept C++, Smalltalk,
or Ada components.
Won't that destroy the seamlessness of
pure Objective-C development that Next
programmers so highly prize? Not necessarily. It's true that Objective-C objects
can't converse intimately with foreign objects. But alibrary that internally exploits
all the power of Objective-C can export
multiple interfaces and so appear, to clients, as acollection of independent components.
The OpenDoc Alternative
OpenDoc is the cross-platform compounddocument standard that will be licensed
by CILabs (Component Integration Laboratories), with the backing of Apple, IBM,
Novell, WordPerfect, and others. OpenDoc's charter, like that of OLE 2.0, goes
beyond compound documents; it defines
afull-blown component architecture (see
"A Close-Up of OpenDoc," March BYTE).
OpenDoc parts, like OCXes and OLE servers, can load dynamically, embed themselves in containers, and respond to commands issued from avariety of languages.
Four foundation technologies underly
OpenDoc—a compound-document framework for OLE-like embeddings, acompound file format (Apple's Bento), alanguage-neutral automation architecture
(modeled on Apple Events), and alanguage-neutral run-time mechanism for
dynamic object linking and binary component exchange (IBM's DSOM). (See
"IBM's Assault on Distributed Objects,"
November 1993 BYTE.)
CILabs will license the source code for
all four technologies to interested parties.
"There aren't any secrets," says David
Austin, Apple's manager of OpenDoc development. The first developer's releases
of OpenDoc for at least three platforms
should start appearing around the time you
read this, from Apple (for the Mac), WordPerfect (Windows), and IBM (0S/2).
CILabs claims that OpenDoc will have
anumber of advantages over OLE. In the
realm of compound documents, these include support for nonrectangular content
and multiple active objects. "OpenDoc's
screen-brokering technology is much
better than OLE's," says Doug Donzelli,
vice president for AppWare foundation
technology in Novell's AppWare Systems
5 e
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Group. "ClarisWorks, which internally
Jed Harris, executive manager of CIuses ahighly sophisticated component inLabs, argues that Microsoft's approach
tegration scheme, was one of the benchforces the programmer to predetermine
marks for the OpenDoc designers; you
the boundary between acomponent and
could not build ClarisWorks with OLE 2."
its environment. But that boundary can't
As ageneral component model, Openbe known in advance; it must be discovDoc's strengths flow from its scripting
ered during iterative, exploratory develtechnology and DSOM. To support scriptopment. "You can never get it right the
ing, OpenDoc will support the
first time," says Harris, "and that's why
registration of standard protoyou don't want two different procols, or event suites, for magramming models."
jor classes of applications.
The uses of OpenDoc are
The event "advance to
as varied as the companies
next word," for example,
backing it. Apple, focused on
will mean the same thing
the desktop, needs to enable
in any word processing
the Mac to duplicate—and
"If Microsoft continues
application. OpenDoc prohopefully improve upon—the
ponents argue that this
kinds of document- and comto ignore the non-PC
discipline, like the Apple
ponent-based applications that
Motif platfor ms, then
Events model, ensures at
have flowered on Windows,
OpenDoc will have
least some level of script
thanks to OLE. IBM, focused
reusability across applithe edge."
on the enterprise, wants to
cations and components,
build complex, heterogeneous,
whereas OLE's approach
Kimbo Mundy.
distributed systems using stanguarantees none.
Imerlete's chief architect
dard interchangeable parts.
Microsoft's response?
WordPerfect sees OpenDoc as
"We wanted to standardaplatform-neutral way to deize on suites of OLE automation verbs,"
compose amonolithic application into
says Mark Ryland, senior program manpieces that can be specialized for particuager on the Cairo project, "but the major
lar markets and to enable that application
independent software vendors couldn't
to accept pluggable third-party extensions.
come to aconsensus. Do you leave the
So far, developers have mixed reactions
cursor at the beginning of the next word?
to OpenDoc. "I'm focusing on OLE 2,"
The end? What about punctuation? We
says Ray Côté, president of Appropriate
would have had to mandate these things
Solutions (Antrim, NH). "It's the holy grail
like Apple does, and we chose not to."
of reusable code, and it will be mature on
IBM's DSOM, say the CILabs backers,
the Mac and Windows by the time Openwill endow all OpenDoc platforms with a Doc arrives." Interleaf's (Waltham, MA)
network-capable, language-neutral mechchief architect Kimbo Mundy says, "If
anism for packaging and distributing comOpenDoc does afew more things than
ponents. The CORBA-compliant interOLE 2, then, frankly, Idon't care; Ijust
face-definition language used to describe
want one interface that will keep me comtheir interfaces means that users of competitive on multiple platforms." But Mundy
ponents can extend them—without access
cautions that "if Microsoft continues to
to source code—using multiple inheriignore the non-PC Motif platforms, then
tance. Microsoft disputes these claims, and
OpenDoc will have the edge."
the COM-versus-DSOM debate has lately
Acceptance of OpenDoc will certainly
turned into apitched battle (see the text
depend, in part, on how effectively it can
box "Object Wars" and "Extensible Softintemperate with OLE. Can two such comware Systems" on page 57). Microsoft's
plex standards really play together? "After
Ryland argues that COM's aggregation,
months of analysis, we're convinced it will
unlike DSOM's inheritance, cleanly sepawork," says Novell's Donzelli. "Otherrates interfaces from implementations.
wise we wouldn't have backed OpenDoc."
A related argument is that while inheritance is useful—perhaps even essential
Novell's AppWare Bus
as aprivate discipline for builders of comAnother toolkit for the construction of
ponents—it's inappropriate as apublic disportable components, due out by the time
cipline for users of components. OpenDoc
you read this, is Novell's AppWare. Verproponents vehemently disagree. "Obvision 1.0 will include about 70 bundled
ously, awell-encapsulated object has valcomponents, or ALMs (AppWare loadable
ue," says Cliff Reeves, IBM's director of
modules), and will support development
object-technology products. "But at what
of ALMs—for Windows and the Macinpoint does it stop being something for
tosh—in C and BASIC.
which inheritance is useful?"
Novell's AppWare Systems Group will
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unite technology from two acquisitions,
tions-intensive applications. But version
Serius and Software Transformation. Se1.0 does not let you distribute an applicarius provided the pictorial programming
tion based on ALM components. The next
environment, which is now called Visual
version, due around September, will proAppBuilder, and the AppWare Bus, which
vide two mechanisms—PeerLogic's Pipes,
defines how ALMs plug into and
and one of the CORBA-compliant
communicate with hosts. Softtechnologies, possibly DSOM.
ware Transformation supplied
cross-platform foundation
Specialized Applications
classes that will make exMainstream applications
isting Windows and Mac
can profit from component
components more robust,
technology, notes Mark
and it will also extend AppEricson, object architect for
Ware's reach to OS/2 and
WordPerfect (Provo, UT),
"How will component
Unix platforms.
who thinks that internal use
vendors compete when
Central to the AppWare
of OpenDoc parts will enfoundation is the notion of
able his company's word
afew hundred dollars
scalable families of compoprocessor to handle new
buys you awhole applinents. AppWare's text widkinds of content and thus
get, for example, comes in
cation—or even a
appeal to specialty markets.
several API-compatible ver"WordPerfect has ageneral
suite—that's also an
sions, ranging from alightequation editor," he says,
integrated developweight multiline edit con"but scientists or engineers
trol to anear-full-function
ment environment with
may require specialized
word processor. This founequation editors."
most of the objects
dation won't be part of the
In an era of shrinking
you want and very few
initial AppWare products;
margins, the ability to create
Novell plans adeveloper's
and manage premium prodmissing pieces?"
release of foundation-based
ucts could become critical
versions of the AppWare
Jeffrey Tarter.
to vendors of what has truBus and Visual App Builder
pahliSh er
Seater
ly become commodity softby the end of 1994, with fiware. The same OpenDoc
nal versions due in 1995.
technology used internally
Concurrently, Borland is working to
to specialize WordPerfect for particular
graft its OWL (Object Windows Library)
markets, Ericson adds, will give Wordframework onto the AppWare foundation,
Perfect users access to third-party compotransforming OWL into across-platform
nents. That means the company won't have
API and making ALMs an easy target
to invent, maintain, and evangelize aprofor Borland C-H- developers. Eventually,
prietary extension mechanism.
claims Novell's Donzelli, "you'll be able
But Microsoft desktop marketing prodto write an OLE part or an OpenDoc part
uct manager Mike Risse doesn't yet see
or an ALM from asingle source. In fact,
aneed to differentiate Excel by varying
OWL programmers are doing this today,
its core components. "We give you the obalthough they don't realize it."
ject set and the tools to customize Excel for
While Visual AppBuilder's pictorial apamedical office or an electrical-engineerproach to programming will likely receive
ing firm," he says. The next version will be
the lion's share of attention at first, Noeven more customizable, he adds, because
vell says the product's main purpose is to
you'll be able to export user-written Viexpose the AppWare Bus and jump-start
sual Basic for Applications functions to
the ALM binary standard. "We're giving
OLE automation controllers.
away the bus—the tool interface, the runHowever, in Microsoft's development
time event engine, the messaging system,"
labs, experiments are validating an OLE
says Joe Firmage, vice president for Appbuilding-block approach to applications.
Ware Bus technology in Novell's App"We've been playing with aword procesWare Systems Group. Early adopters insor built out of components," says OLE
clude Gupta, which has announced that a architect Tony Williams, "and it's blindfuture version of its SQLWindows will be
ingly fast." What's more, the user interable to accept plug-in ALMs.
face of Cairo, the Windows NT successor
Why might developers prefer AppWare
due in 1995, is literally acollection of userover OLE or OpenDoc? These technolocustomizable OLE components.
gies are tuned for the desktop—for visual,
interactive tasks, Firmage argues—whereApplications vs. Components
as AppWare's inherently asynchronous
Today's applications not only are in comapproach favors distributed, communicapetition with the new pluggable compo56
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nents but also are growing increasingly
component-like themselves. That's especially true on the Macintosh, where Apple Events are now widely exploited.
Symantec C++, for example, is actually acollection of independent components
that talk to each other by means of Apple
Events. When the debugger needs to evaluate an expression, it pipes it to the compiler. As aresult, the debugger is able to
handle very complex expressions, and it
automatically benefits from compiler upgrades. Now that the Think Class Library
encapsulates the Apple Events APIs, it's
easier than ever before for users of Symantec C++ to achieve the same effect in their
own applications.
Excel 5.0, Windows' bellwether application, exposes dozens of objects—and
hundreds of methods and properties—to
programs written in its own internal scripting language or in Visual Basic 3.0. This
OLE automation capability, coupled with
Excel's OLE embeddability, lets Visual
Basic programmers use the application as
though it were ahigh-powered custom
control for charting or data analysis.
The increasing programmability of mainstream applications raises some interesting
questions. "How will component vendors
compete," asks Jeffrey Tarter, publisher of
Softletter (Watertown, MA), "when afew
hundred dollars buys you awhole application—or even asuite—that's also an integrated development environment with
most of the objects you want and very few
missing pieces?"
Peter Mullen, development manager for
Shapeware (Seattle, WA), shares that concern. Shapeware's Visio, an intelligent
business graphics application, was one of
the first implementers of OLE automation.
Visio Express, the first pure OLE 2.0 server, exists only to embed the graphics within OLE 2.0 containers.
Will Shapeware also cast its technology in the OCX mold? Mullen's not sure.
"Resellers love Express because it's asecondary sell along with an application like
Word," he says. "But where's the mass
market for an OCX?"
While the VBX example proves that
component vendors can find comfortable
niches, these questions are extremely pertinent. Nearly everyone agrees that the issues of cost, distribution, and support will
have to be worked out before asoftwarecomponents market can really thrive. The
technical foundations are being laid, but
the business model is still up in the air. •
Jon Udell is aBYTE senior technical editor at
large. You can reach him on the Internet or BIX at
judell@bix.com.
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Extensible Software Systems
DICK POUNTAIN AND
CLEMENS SZYPERSKI

plished the software engineer's nirvana—fully
extensible software—
when you can add new functionality to
asystem by interchangeably mixing
and matching code modules at run time,
without having to recompile anything.
For example, if you can add one spelling-checker module to your system that
immediately becomes usable from any
application, then you no longer have to
worry about multiple dictionaries and
interfaces and can work more efficiently. Such ((tensible systems hold the
promise • increased economy and reliability. ut what's the reality?
For th, last decade, operating systems and applications have grown in
an ad hoc fashion—in the way you
might add outbuildings to afarmhouse.
A new generation of microkernel-based
operating systems promises to replace
this haphazard, unreliable growth with
anew kind of controlled extensibility.
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ou know you've accom-

Making software fully

You can even add what amounts to
awhole new operating system—
extensible means you
Extensibility: What Is It?
Windows 3.1. This is astronger kind
In one sense, all application programs
of extensibility, though still limited.
can mix and match code
are extensions of the operating system,
It certainly won't guarantee reliabilmodules at run time,
because they add new functionality
ity, as anyone who has wrestled with
without forcing you to recompile the
TSR conflicts can testify. These probwithout recompilation
operating system. For example, MSlems persist because the extension
DOS can open and close text files, but
interfaces have been hacked out and
it doesn't know how to edit them; for that, you must run an apmodified by generations of third-party programmers, often using
plication (i.e., load an extension) such as EDLIN or WordPerfect.
undocumented features. More important, this is one-way extenMany large applications—such as AutoCAD and Lotus 1-2-3—
sibility: Newly added code can use old code (e.g., DOS funcare extensible, letting you load extra modules that add new function calls), but old code cannot generally call new code, except for
tions. Unfortunately, this is alimited and proprietary extensibilafew well-defined cases such as printer drivers. Sharing code
ity; you can't add AutoCAD tools to Lotus 1-2-3 or vice versa.
modules also implies that once amodule (e.g., the text-editing enYou can also extend MS-DOS with modules that any appligine) is debugged and stable, it will be reliable throughout the syscation can use. For example, loading anew driver via CONtem. At present, every new application introduces its own textFIG.SYS at boot time might extend the system to support aCDediting code and its own new bugs. But software doesn't need to
ROM drive. You can add TSR programs at run time that alter the
be this way. DLLs, as used in Windows, suggest another apway DOS manages memory.
proach for extensible systems, which could consist of atiny fixed
MAY 1994
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microkerriel augmented by DLLs. To get
there from here, though, you need new
programming tools to help enforce the required discipline.

SUMPING OR SUBCLASSING?
Inheritance and polymorphism
Subtyping vs. Subclassing
are important concepts in 00P
(object-oriented programming),
Object-oriented
but more subtle distinctions are
languages ought to
distinguish between
usually not explained. One funsubtyping, which
damental issue is the distinction
expresses conformance
between types and classes, some(i.e., is-a-kind-of)
relations, and
thing not reflected in current comsubclassing, which
mercial OOPSes (object-oriented
merely means
programming systems).
reusing code.
Type distinguishes kinds of obT is asubtype of T.
jects; its purpose is to control what
values can be assigned to variables or used in
C—T C impements T
operations. Polymorphic variables and operaC-0-0 0 C is asubclass of Co
tions can accept objects of many types, but only
if these conform to the declared base Delegation can avoid
Dynamic Subclassing
type. This means they must be sub_ the formation of such
types (i.e., specialized kinds) of the w
remlan
u
e
onsubtYyru can
base type. Expressed in aprogram- subclass another
ming language, an object's type is class li.e use its
its externally visible interface, rep- sa
cod
me
e)
t
w
im
it e
hoeut
rea
a
t
t
ia
thge
a

by Delegation
.
0

resented by the names and formal subtype-basetype
parameters of its methods.
relationship.
Class concerns how atype works (i.e., the code
that implements those methods and thus defines the
behavior of objects of the type). A class that reuses
some code from apreviously defined class is called
asubclass and is said to inherit from its base class, or superclass. This subclass relation only involves sharing code and does not imply that the corresponding type is asubtype of the other.
Most 00P languages don't distinguish subtyping from subclassing, though it would
often be desirable for atype to inherit code without having to create asubtype of the
base type. If class and type are identical, you must use forwarding to simulate inheritance or introduce wrong subtype relations (as most OOPSes do, including Smalltalk).
As an example, in the original Smalltalk Collection class library, aset is implemented
as asubclass of abag, conveniently inheriting most of its code since their implementations are similar. Mathematically speaking, aset is not just akind of abag,
since they behave differently under the multiple update operation. But atyped language
like Ci--F will lead you into making aset asubtype of abag, and hence to the common
design error where afunction that expects abag may be called with aset, and will fail.
Static type-checking cannot catch this kind of error if wrong subtype relations exist.
Why do current OOPSes allow wrong subtypes? Because acompiler can't check the
behavioral (as opposed to syntactic) conformance of asubtype. It would have to check
the mathematical definitions of sets and bags against the implementations. Unfortunately,
such checks are equivalent to Turing's Halting Problem: undecidable in principle.
Another fundamental difference between 00P and traditional programming is the
complexity introduced by recursion. Whenever amethod invokes another method
on the special "self' object, the code that is actually executed may be located in asubclass that overrode the original method. In other words, recursion can cause asubtle
interaction of aclass with its subclasses and superclasses.
Like Ethos, Microsoft's Component Object Model separates extensions from abase
class's implicit recursion pattern. The only way to pass control from aclass to its base
class is by forwarding through an instance variable containing an object of the base class.
For the base object to call the caller back, acallback object must be explicitly passed.
A more powerful scheme than forwarding is delegation, where the callback object
is the caller itself and gets passed with every invocation of the base object. Delegation
has the same expressive power as inheritance, so either can simulate the other. Forwarding can simulate delegation only in acumbersome way by adding an extra callback parameter to each and every method. See the text box "Inheritance or Delegation."
SS
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Objects, Classes, and Extensibility
Extensi I): I
ity is one of many benefits that
OOPSes (object-oriented programming systems) promise to deliver through encapsulation, polymorphism, and late binding.
An encapsulated object behaves like a
black box whose internal state can be
changed only via awell-defined interface.
Changing the internal implementations
(i.e., methods) of such objects should not
break any application programs that use
them, if the interfaces remain unchanged.
A polymorphic operation can be applied
to different types and classes of objects.
With late binding, you don't need to know
which kind of object until run time. Combining polymorphism with late binding
(called virtual methods) allows you to write
code that will work propely for types and
classes that do not yet exist. This is essential for truly extensible systems, which
are by definition never finished. Other programmers must be able to extend your
work in ways you cannot anticipate. Late
binding is what enables old code to call
new code. Inheritance is the ability to derive child objects that inherit (i.e., reuse)
the interface code of their parents.
The Real World Intrudes
In the real world, extensibility is more elusive than this story would suggest. A fully
extensible system should be able to add
and remove compiled code modules without forcing the recompilation of any modules already present (e.g., adding the new
spelling checker must not force you to upgrade to a new version of your word
processor). This presupposes that the OOPS
supports separately compilable modules,
but some object-oriented languages (e.g.,
Smalltalk) do not. In fact, an extensible
OOPS needs to support aseparate compilation unit whose granularity is typically
larger than asingle class, because some
program constructs (e.g., cyclically dependent type definitions) cannot normally
be compiled across module boundaries,
and some definitions use auxiliary constructs that should not be visible outside
the module.
Current object-oriented languages vary
enormously in their attitude to type-safety,
which is the detection of the illegal use of
operations (see the text box "Subtyping or
Subclassing?"). Smalltalk has no concept
of type, so any operation can be applied
to any object and only run-time checks
can determine if aparticular method call
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will succeed. Object Pascal and Oberon
use strong typing, so the legality of many
operations can be checked at compile time.
C++ falls in between—most operations
are type-safe, but unchecked type-casts
perform the important type-narrowing operation (i.e., going from ageneral type to
amore specific subtype).

Needless to say, you must be able to
compile new modules for an extensible
system without needing the source for all
the old code, and compiling anew module
must not affect the correctness of older
code, as can happen with some type-checking systems based on global program
analysis.

SOM, COM, and Fragile Base Classes
It's highly desirable to be able to extend a
system using avariety of compilers and
languages, but we're not there yet. You
can't use Microsoft C++ to extend Borland class libraries or inherit from Microsoft C++ libraries into Turbo Pascal.
We need avendor-independent object

Inheritance or Delegation?

T

oillustrate the difference between inheritance and delegation, consider the following code, which implements a
rather poorly designed class called pri nter that supports the
printing of documents:
Printer = POINTER TO PrinterDesc;
PrinterDesc —
RECORD
pageno: INTEGER;
(* variable is private
PROCEDURE (p: Printer) PageNo(): INTEGER;
PROCEDURE (p: Printer) SetupNextPage
(VAR end0fDoc: BOOLEAN);
PROCEDURE (p: Printer) PrintPage:
PROCEDURE (p: Printer) PrintDoc;
END;

*)

(The language used here is Oberon-2, whose syntax bears
afamily resemblance to Object Pascal. The parameter (p:
Printer) in front of each method name specifies the static
type to which the methods are bound and is called the receiver; methods are invoked on an object of this [or aconformant] type as, for example, P.PageNo.)
Pri ntDoc prints an entire document by alternating calls to
SetupNextPage with calls to PrintPage until the former returns with end0fDoc true. PageNo returns the page number of
the page currently printed. Print Doc also contains alot of
nasty code to locate, open, and close printer drivers, which cannot sensibly be reimplemented and must be reused.
The first implementation of Pri nter increments the page
number before calling Pri ntPage and after calling Setup
NextPage; however, the documentation says nothing about this
order of execution. Later on, the implementation is changed to
increment the page number before calling SetupNextPage.
This does not violate any previously documented rules. But it
may well break extensions that have been written in the meantime.
For example, asubclass IndexP rinter inherits from
Printer and extends SetupNextPage to add marked words to
an index; it takes Pa geNo( )+I as the current page position,
which worked fine with the original Pr inter. With the new
implementation, the results are all off by one. Here, you have
afragile base class intertwined with its subclasses in such intricate ways that changing it becomes virtually impossible.
Now if you prohibit inheritance and extend Pr inter using
only forwarding as follows:
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IndexPrinter = POINTER TO
RECORD (PrinterDesc)
(* A type extension *)
base: Printer; (* Pointer to the base class *)
PROCEDURE (p: Printer) PrintDoc:
END;
As it stands, this version of IndexPri nter can't do the
job, because without inheritance or late binding, it can only call
the original Pri ntDocument method and can't regain control
after Pri nter calls SetupNextPage to add its own actions.
Forcing the system to rely on pure forwarding reveals the design weakness in Pri nter the first time you try to extend it.
However, by using explicit callback parameters, the Pri nter
interface can be changed to make IndexPri nter work:
PrinterDesc —
RECORD
PROCEDURE (p: Printer) PrintDoc (q: Printer):
END:
This last implementation of Pr intDocument calls the
methods of its callback parameter qinstead of sel fto perform
its job using callback "hooks":
PROCEDURE (p: Printer) PrintDoc (q: Printer);
BEGIN
(* nasty driver code *)
IF q — NIL THEN
(* no delegator *)
(* as original version
ELSE (* pass control back to delegator * )
WHILE —endDoc DO
q.SetupNextPage(endDoc);
q.PrintPage
END
END:
(* more nasty driver code *)
END PrintDocument:
The result of this interaction enables qto delegate Pri nt Doc to p, which in turn returns sel finvocations to q, thus
achieving the effect of late binding (i.e., old code calling new).
Now IndexPri nter must keep track of page numbers itself,
relying on its own implementation instead of that in Pri nter.
Making the callback explicit reduces the likelihood of afragile base class.
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model to define astandard binary format
power. One of the authors (Szyperslci) has
for passing messages and parameters beresearched such techniques, which he calls
tween objects.
E00 (extensible object orientation) at ETH
Predictably, there are two rival models:
(EidgenDssische Technische Hochschule)
Microsoft's COM (Component Object
in Zurich. E00 amounts to object-orienModel), which underlies OLE 2.0, and
tation plus separate compilation plus typeIBM's SOM (System Object Model),
safety.
which was originally introduced to support OS/2 2.0's Workplace Shell but also
Overriding Concerns
forms the basis of OpenDoc, anew comIn OOPSes that employ inheritance, depound document model that IBM, Apple,
rived types inherit all the procedures or
Sun, and others support.
methods of their parent type but can overThe two models are significantly difride them and define new implementaferent. SOM is language-independent and
tions. This powerful feature allows you to
supports full inheritance, while COM is
replace or modify inherited behaviors, but
intimately tied to
and supports only
you must follow strict rules to avoid the
forwarding, aweakened form of inherifragile base-class problem.
tance that Microsoft calls aggregation.
To be safe, the overriding procedure
The only way to reuse code from aparent
must be both syntactically and semanticlass is by explicitly putting apointer to an
cally compatible with the original proceobject of that class into a
dure. A language can express
private data member of the
syntactic conformance by uschild; this object then acts
ing astrong typing scheme
as aproxy for its parent
derived
that the compiler can check.
class and forwards all releSemantic compatibility is
types, you can
vant messages to it (see the
difficult to check, and no exreplace or modify
text box "Subtyping or
isting programming language
Subclassing?").
has amechanism for speciparent-class
Microsoft says it pulled
fying behavioral conforbehavior, but you
back from full inheritance
mance. Nevertheless, certain
to avoid the "fragile basedesign principles can help.
must follow strict
class problem" (see "ObIn general, it is only safe
rules.
jects on the March," Januto extend procedures whose
ary BYTE). This problem
complete behavior is known.
arises when adding new variables or methUsing a"super" call to the parent proceods to abase class forces all its derived
dure within the extended procedure can't
classes to be recompiled or modified. Here,
guarantee safety; the parent may have had
even though the class's interface was unside effects or hidden behaviors that, when
changed, hidden semantic dependencies
changed at alater date, caused the extended
had violated the black-box walls that encode to break. When replacing, rather than
capsulation was supposed to provide.
extending, the default behavior of abase
Changing the self-recursion pattern of the
procedure, the only safe course is to rebase class (i.e., the way that its own methplace it totally, without making asuper
ods call one another) often causes these decall. You must define completely the bependencies (see the text box "Inheritance or
havior of such base procedures, with no
Delegation?").
hidden actions, and you must export everyIn essence, Microsoft says that full inthing needed for the implementation so
heritance offers programmers too much
that reimplementers can use it.
freedom, which they will inevitably abuse
Since an empty procedure does nothby designing unsafe extensions and thus
ing, it can always be overridden safely.
hinder easy upgrading of the product. HowAn empty procedure meant only to appear
ever unpopular this argument, it contains
in an object's interface is called an abakernel of truth that 00P supporters must
stract procedure; atype that provides at
face: Module interfaces for truly extensileast one abstract procedure is often called
ble systems need stricter controls than curan abstract class. You may not create inrent OOPSes provide.
stances of such types—they are just interAggregation is one solution, disabling
faces whose code must be implemented
full-code inheritance and providing only
within some extension type. To avoid the
the weaker alternative of forwarding to a fragile base-class problem, you only exbase class. Unfortunately, this gives up
port and extend abstract classes, keeping
much of the extensibility 00P was supthe nonabstract classes that extend and imposed to deliver. Other design techniques
plement them hidden within modules.
can restrict the potential for inheritance
If you don't export the extended type,
mischief while retaining its expressive
how can you create and use objects of that
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type? By exporting along with each abstract type acorresponding directory object
(accessed via aglobal variable) that contains methods to create and manipulate
new objects of the extended type. For example, afile directory object might contain
methods to create new files and to look
up existing files by name. Directory objects
can be replaced at run time, allowing you
to add and integrate extended services and
thus support complete extensibility.
Future Directions for Safe Extensibility
These design principles emerged from
research at ETH on an experimental extensible operating system called Ethos,
implemented in Oberon-2, astrongly
typed, modular 00P language that offers
late binding and code inheritance but does
not differentiate between subtyping and
subclassing (see "Oberon: A Glimpse at
the Future," May 1993 BYTE). Ethos
demonstrated that strong typing and strong
modularity are powerful means for achieving full extensibility. Ethos has led to
Oberon/F, acommercial application framework for standard GUIs (e.g., Macintosh,
Windows, and Motif) from Oberon Microsystems' (Solothurnerstrasse 45, CH4053, Basel, Switzerland). Oberon/F extensions are platform-independent, provide
native look and feel, and are documentcentered rather than application-centered.
Restricting the use of inheritance proved
to be the key to system manageability and
extensibility in Ethos, allowing easy addition of extensions that are themselves extensible. But relying purely on forwarding
to extend existing objects often proved too
weak for adequate code reuse. Inheritance
was no longer an option because the use
of directory objects meant that the base objects were not visible at compile time. In
such cases, delegation proved to be ahighly effective substitute for inheritance, but
since Oberon can only simulate delegation,
it was too cumbersome to use everywhere.
It may be desirable to build support for
delegation into the programming language,
just as current 00P languages support inheritance. No current 00P language supports both delegation and inheritance, and
whether such support can be implemented
in atype-safe and efficient way remains
atopic for further research. •

Dick Pountain, aBYTE contributing editor, has
written many articles on object orientation and
operating systems. He can be reached on the Internet or BIX at dickp@ bix.com. Clemens Szyperski is associate professor of computing at Queensland University in Brisbane, Australia, following
a doctorate under Professor Niklaus Wirth at
Eidgenlissische Technische Hochschule.
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A heritage
of precision
craftsmanship
and attention
to detail has been
designed into Nanao's
family of display monitors.

OuriZenitor family teams ultra high
resolution with alist of impressive
technical specifications.

NANAO USA CORPORATION
23535 Tela Avenue, Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 325-5202 Fax: (310) 530-1679
Superior in every detail is aregistered trademark of Nanao Corporation. All product names are trademarks of their respective companies.
01994 Nanao USA Corporation. The Energy Star emblem does not represent EPA endorsement of any product or service.
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«Nnen all else fails,
here
are three types of computer
i
users: those who have lost data due
to apower problem, those who are going
to, and those who have protected themselves against the inevitable surge, blackout or brownout with the most reliable
UPS they can buy: Back-UPS by APC. In
fact, editors and users alike agree that if
your system demands absolute reliability,
you can depend on APC Back-UPS.
According to astudy by Bell Labs,
undervoltages represent the overwhelming
majority of power problems likely to hit
your computer. The question is not if a
T

Starting at

$139!
he clear
inner in price
formance...it's
MAGAZINE
unbeatable..."
1993
APC Back UPS 1250

APC Voted most reliable • 3-to-1
Tripp

In arecent poll by PC
Magazine's Ma,gNet,
APC was voted the
most reliable UPS
manufacturer by a3to-1 margin. That's
dependability that will
see you though years of
unmatched power
protection.

Best

failure will occur, but when. Whether due to
construction, wiring, weather, other office
equipment, or accidents, power problems
are as inevitable as death and taxes. That's
why you need instantaneous battery backup
power from the Back-UPS to prevent
data loss, hard disk crashes, and hardware damage.
If you're concerned about
lightning, rest assured that
when measured using the
ANSI/IEEE 587 Category Atest wave,
Back-UPS are
superior to

Back-UPS
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0 1994, APC. Back--UPS, PowerChute are trademarks of APC. Other trademarks arc the property of their owners. Specs subject to change without

Back-UPS prevail
"All other brands of UPS die regularly in this
lightning prone environment. My APC won't
die!" said Paul Sisilli, Systems Analyst, City of
Port St. Lucie. "With other brands, users don't
find out until it is too late. The power
interruptions here are very hard to live with.
The other brands are dying off. Typically they
last just beyond their warranty period. My
Back-UPS is going on three years...no other
brand is as reliable."

virtually all separate surge suppressors.
Surge performance is even backed by a
$25,000 Lifetime Equipment Protection
Guarantee.
If you're protecting anetwork server, a
communications interface port (on models
Back-UPS 400 and higher) provides the
security of an automatic shutdown to all
major OS including NetWare, Windows,
Windows NT, LAN Server, LAN Manager,
LANtastic, SCO Unix, OS/2, Banyan Vines,
AppleShare/System7 and more, so your data
is safe whether the system is attended or not.
(PowerChute software and interface kits
sold separately.)
And since data processed
MADE IN on networked clients needs
protection too, the $139
Back-UPS 250 provides an

Don TM= knows first hand about Back-UPS
reliability: "It ought to beagainst the law to
buy acomputer without an APC Back-UPS
250. Irecently had adirect lightning hit right
outside the house...my computer never blinked.
Each morning Iget asurge down the line and
both APC's hate it -they simultaneously `holler
'n clamp' while my 'Brand T' quietly sleeps in.
I've relegated that unit to non-critical
household stuff like my VCR."

More than...

1,000,000
Satisfied Users

APC has won more awards for performance
and reliability than all other UPS vendors
combirwd...including four consecutive LAN
Times Readers Choice awards...
ResdO-Niems
MUM
READERS
CHOICE

PC World
top 20
Upgrade

M.
Read. Orma

economical solution for all your LAN workstations.
Discovering how essential Back-UPS
protection is can be hard...if you wait for
the next storm to roll through. But discovering how afforable it has become is easy...
Call today and find out (the easy way)
why more than 1,000,000 satisfied users
bank on Back-UPS from APC. With more
awards than all other
brands combined, fieldproven reliability, and atwo
INetY4.0
YOM /I /WS mmd.nd
year warranty, Back-UPS
are power protection you
-4.,AN:f (SOFT'
can purchase with confidence.

Andrew Wargo, Manager at Baxter Land
Company, tried two other brands before BackUPS. "One lasted afew days, asecond one
went up in smoke after 48 hours, athird lasted
less than 24 hours! Ithen bought my BackUPS for less than half of what Ihad paid for
the others. We've purchased three more BackUPS and for the past 14 months they've been
just hummin' away on the same power line that
was eating the other brands alive!"

AWARD-WINNING FEATURES
Instantaneous backup power beats
blackouts and brownouts
Unmatched lightning (tested to UL1449)
and surge protection for maximum
hardware safety
Network-grade line conditioning and EMU
RFI filters prevent glitches
LAN Interface (on Back-UPS 400 and up)
provides automatic shutdown to all major
OS: Windows, NT, NetWare, LAN Server,
LAN Manager, LANtastic,Unix, OS/2,
Vines, AppleShare/System7 and more.
Site diagnostics automatically spot missing
ground and reversed polarity, two common
miswirings which usually require an
electrician's visit to diagnose.
Option switches allow you to customize
transfer voltage and alarm settings.
Test Switch for ongoing peace of mind
2year warranty and full safety approvals
$25,000 Lifetime Equipment Protection

110
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Back-UPS (R to L) Application

Suu. List

250

LAN nodes, internet hardware, POS

$139

400
450
600

Desktop 486, 386 systems, servers
Tower 486, 386 systems, servers
Heavily configured systems, CAD/
CAM workstations
Multiple systems, longer runtime
applications
Multiple systems, LAN hubs,
small minis, telecom equipment

$229
$279

900
1250

I

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION

800-800-4APC

$399
$599

APC EUROPE (+33) 64625900 /ASIA/PACIFIC FAX: 401-789-1631 /
LAMERICA FAX: 401-789-9771 /Compuserve: GO APCSUPPORT

$799
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Using amixed bag of
UNIX development tools raises

SPARCworks/TeamWare

SUNP
RO WORKS
HOP FOR OK

afew questions.

code management tools allow easy
distribution and coordination of

Like, are the tools compatiè
,

ble? Do you have everything you
need to complete the job? And,

tures our new ToolTalle interfaces
e•-;

Is there abetter way?

best and brightest tools for C, C++,

that extend our core development

1

1

SPARCworks:
Proven tools

SPARCompiler

SPARCworks/

C.: Our new,

TeamWare:

for building

native C. com-

Graphical code

better applications, faster

piler supports

management for

latest language

group projects.

Definitely.
WorkShop7 For the first time, our

SunProWorkShop also fea-

é

.14

will you get home before dawn?

Introducing SunPro

group projects.

standards.

or FORTRAN development—
SPARCworks; SPARCompilee
SPARCworks/iMPact, and
SPARCworks/TeamWare—are

SPARCworks/

SPARCompiler

IPAPact: Power-

C: Industry

tul tools for
multithreaded

guage system

development.

leading C lanfor last, robust
applications.

now together in one boxed suite.
All the core tools you need

tools so you can add other tools
to the mix.
There's simply nothing like
SunProWorkShop for C,

version, it's an unbelievable value.
Just call 1-800-2SUNPRO
and we'll send you either avideo
demonstration or our 30-day Try

It includes our advanced

and Buy CD to

Debugget with enough bells and

evaluate. Ask

411111.1e.

whistles—like Runtime Error

about our

Checking and Fix and Continue—

Trade-up

to fill up another ad.

Program.

Each product
has been carefully
designed to work
You'll save so much
time, you can send the
coffee machine on a
much-deserved vacation.

Then, our new SPARCompiler

After all,

hand in hand with

language systems compile source

why piece toget

the others. Yet

files 30-40% fastet And our new

tools when you can get them

they're all strong

code optimizers boost runtime

all in one box.

enough to stand on their own.
First, our new SPARCworks

and

And at just $2995 for the C++

for fastet smoother, easier Solari?
development.

C++,

FORTRAN.

execution performance 10-15%.
Our brand new SPARCworks/

development tools are the most

iMPact tools are the ultimate in

powerful, most graphical, easiest-

multi-processing development and

to-use version evet

feature athread-aware debugget

e
evelopment

With SunProWorkShop.

• SunPro
ASun Microsystems, Inc Business

Outside the U.S. please contact your local Sun Pre Resellen For the name of rise SunPro Reseller nearest you call .1 415-336-61348. SunPro, 2550 Garcia Ave., Mountain Vic, CA 94043-1100. Sun, the Sun
logo, Sun Microsystems, SunPro, the StinPro logo, Solaris and ToolTelk ere trademarks or registered tredemults of Sun Microsystems, Inc. All SPARC trackmarks, including the SCD Compliant logo, are tradernuks or
registered trademuks of SPARC International, Inc SPARCompiler, and SPARCworks are licensed exclusively to Sun Microsystems, In+. Products bearing the SPARC trademark are based on an vchitecture developed by
Sun Microsystems, Inc. UNIX is aregistered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories. All other products or services mentioned herein are trademadu of their respective owners. 01994 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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Feature

The Computerized Patient Record
NI edicine, like many
scientific activities,
cannot be practiced
effectively without
accurate and timely information: information about patients and their problems, appropriate care-giving procedures and their benefits and limitations,
the medical and institutional resources
available to support care providers and
their patients, and the cost and result
of care. Today, the vast bulk of this information can be found not on-line but
in hard copy of one form or another:
paper-based patient records derived
from provider-patient encounters; filmbased x-rays and scans from diagnostic
procedures; strip charts and other output from laboratory and patient-monitoring equipment; and voice recordings
of clinicians' notes. All are critical components of what, in the aggregate, is
called the patient record.
For many years, the medical community and its IT (information techHuge benefits in the
sued areport called The Comnology) suppliers have sought to imputer-Based Patient Record: An
prove, refine, and extend the support
quality of health care along
Essential Technology for Health
that computer-based systems offer in
Care. The report, which focused
the delivery and administration of
with financial savings
on the computerization and
health care. Understandably enough,
center on a broadly
communication of patient and
patient data has been aprominent focus
provider information, identified
in this effort. More recently, the health
accessible computerized
five objectives for the CPR
industry has been joined by regulatory
(computerized patient record)
and market interests eager to underpatient record
of the future. The CPR must 1)
stand and contain the costs of healthsupport patient care and imcare delivery. According to aDecision
prove quality of care; 2) enhance productivity of health-care proResources report, 25 cents of every hospital dollar spent in 1990
paid administrative costs (many of which are associated with the
fessionals and reduce administrative costs of health-care delivery
management of patient information). Computerizing the patient
and financing; 3) support clinical and health services research; 4)
accommodate future developments in health-care technology,
record seems an excellent way to reduce administrative costs
and deliver better health care.
policy, management, and finance; and 5) ensure patient data confidentiality at all times. Neither paper-based records nor conFocus OR the Data
temporary computer-based records can effectively support all
In 1991, after serious and comprehensive study of prospective
these objectives today.
health-care-delivery improvements, the Institute of Medicine isThe Institute of Medicine report also noted that the future CPR
MAY 1994
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Feature
The Computerized Patient Record nTransition
Institutional CPR—centralized model

Institutional CPR—distributed model

Virtual CPA—longitudinal

Radiology
systerzri2

Treatment
record
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—

Pharmacy
ta
Prescription
record

=

Hospital A

0
0
0
00
Hospital B

Users

00
Hospital C
Treatment
record

Source: Decision Resources, Inc., 1994
Decentralization of health-care delivery—combined with the movement from mainframes and minicomputers to dientherver architectures—is driving the transition
of the CPR from acentralized through adistributed to avirtual longitudinal model.

must be "far more flexible, allowing its
users to design and utilize reporting formats tailored to their own special needs
and to organize and display data in various
ways. The patient-record system of the futare must provide other capabilities as well,
including links to administrative, bibliographic, clinical knowledge, and research
databases. To meet the needs of clinicians,
CPR systems must be linked to decisionsupport systems; they must also support
video or picture graphics and must provide electronic-mail capability within and
between provider settings." Given that
telecommunications and computing infrastructures at health-care institutions typically lag five years behind mainstream
business users of IT, the report poses quite
an aggressive challenge.
Although the scope of the technical and
operational tasks associated with realizing
this vision of the CPR are monumental, so
are the incentives. New purchasing patterns conjoined with institutional efforts to
contain costs are "flattening" the healthcare industry—creating new alliances of
purchasers as well as of providers who supplement and compete with traditional hospital services. This has created an unprecedented need to share clinical and patient
encounter information. At the same time,
patients are becoming more mobile, routinely receiving treatment—and incurring
billings—at many institutions even within
asingle episode. As aresult, the need for
accurate, accessible, timely, secure sharing of information has reached critical
S8
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mass. And demand to apply the appropriate
information and communications resources
to the problem will only increase as ITsavvy stakeholders (e.g., insurance companies and Fortune 100 employers paying
health-care bills for thousands of workers)
exercise more prominent influence. The
result is the need for anew system for delivering and accounting for health care.
CPR Today
The CPR systems found in hospitals today typically treat the hospital as the primary, and often sole, provider and venue of
care delivery. Until recently, this orientation was appropriate and relatively effective. With the decentralization of healthcare delivery and the consequent rise in
specialty services and organizational alliances, this centralized model for patient
information management is becoming less
appropriate. Further, within individual institutions, patient record information is becoming decentralized, driven largely by
an industrywide transition from centralized minicomputer and mainframe systems toward distributed, client/server systems (see the figure "The Computerized
Patient Record in Transition"). Healthcare providers, patients. and payers are restructuring their relationships, and the CPR
is changing as well. It is being transformed
from acentralized model through adistributed model to alongitudinal model.
In May 1992, the General Assembly of
the state of Vermont created aHealth Care
Authority charged with developing plans to

support universal access to health care for
residents. In support of that goal, anonprofit corporation called the Vermont
Health Care Information Consortium, or
VHIC, was formed. Its mission is to plan
and develop amodern, regional, integrated
health-care information system. Bruce Post,
president of VHIC, oversees research and
policy development activities. Post has
been working with all stakeholders—vendors, providers, payee organizations, and
consumers—to develop definitions of functionality for the system and to identify interface standards and telecommunications
policies that support the individual needs of
institutions and the needs of the population
at large. He sees collaboration as critical
to the success of regional, communitybased health information systems. "Healthcare institutions can no longer operate as
Towers of Babel. While there may be different languages and needs, we have to
build asystem with effective communications and information sharing. This means
some kind of integrated database and communications system," says Post.
Post is not alone in his interest in developing regional health information networks. Last December, the C. Everett
Koop Institute at Dartmouth sponsored a
conference for health-care professionals,
policymakers, and technologists to discuss
the ways and means of developing an integrated health-care information network
to serve the populations of Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont. "We all know
that the information highways of the future

When protecting your software against piracy and

code should never be held in the key's memory, where it can be read and
altered.

unauthorized use, make sure that your protection
system has all the following qualities:

A GOOD HARDWARE KEY
Hardware-based software protection systems are now the
standard worldwide. However, not all keys are the
same. Agood key should have all the following
features:
V Compatibility and transparency. The key
should work without any problem on your
customers' computers. The user should be
able to forget the key after connecting it.

V ARead/Write Memory inside the key should be
available. The memory should be writable in the
field, on any PC, without any special programming
equipment.
V Very low power consumption, enabling the
key to work even under the most adverse power
conditions, on PCs and laptops, with or without aprinter.

POWERFUL SOFTWARE
V ALinkable Protection Module with which calls can be made to
the key from any point in the protected program.

V Unbreakable electronics. Acustomized ASIC
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) component
integrated into the key to pro-vent reverse engineering and make cracking
the hardware virtually impossible.

V An "Envelope" encryption program. Such programs enhance security
while making it possible to protect asoftware application even without its
source code.

V Aunique and inaccessible developer's code burnt into the ASIC. This

V Sophisticated antidebugging and encryption mechanisms.

HASP®- The Professional Software
Protection System

MacHASP -The Profsional Software i'mtection System for the Macintosh

HASP was designed by ateam of computer experts, professional cryptologists, and electrical
engineers. As aresult, HASP keys are supported
by what is probably the best software in the market, and the HASP system has worked on every
computer it has been tried on. In addition to all
the features mentioned above, HASP provides:
V AFull Authorization System for protecting
dozens of programs using only one key.
V APattern Code Security System (PCS) which
enables parallel processing of multiple calls by
the Linkable Protection Module.
V AVirus Detection option that can be incorporated in the protected program to check
whether it has been infected by avirus.
V Several HASP keys can be connected one
behind the other. Small physical size ensures
maximum convenience for your customers.

NETHASP- THE ULTIMATE
SOFTWARE PROTECTION
FOR NETWORKS
V Only one NetHASP key is needed to run a

protected program from any station in anetwork.
NetHASP provides full support for protecting DOS
and WINDOWS software under network
environments, including Novell dedicated &
non-dedicated servers, Lan Manager, Lantastic,
Banyan, DLink, and NET-BIOS based LANs.
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In all the products we tested, except the HASP,
we could see through the encrypting and
questioning procedures... and crack them.
CF Magazine (Germany)
MemoHASP: ...of all the protection devices tested
is without any doubt, the one which combines
the best features.
PCompatible (Spain)
Trying to crack aprogram... that was protected
utilizing all of HASP's features -is like searching
for the Holy Grail.
Micro Systems (France)
PC dongles... come with varying claims as to
their transparency. The majority suffer from
problems when aprinter is connected... the
DESkey and HASP-3 are not affected...
Program Now (Britain)
Of all keys tested, HASP is the most ambitious
one... the quality of HASP manufacturing seems
excellent.
PC Compatible (France)
An easy to use software protection system for
the Macintosh, which ensures an effective
defense against software piracy..
Life is difficult for pirates... MacHASP is an
optimal protection method, for the
programmers... and for the users...
Bit Magazine (Italy)
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OPERATING
ENVIRONMENTS

LISTEN TO THE EXPERTS:

Holland Alckemuns 45 241444

PC: DOS, WINDOWS, WINDOWS -NT, OS/2,
SCO UNIX, SCO XENIX, INTERACTIVE UNIX,
AIX, AUTOCAD, DOS EXTENDERS, [ANS
MAC (ADS pod): System 6.0.5 and up
NEC (Serial Port): DOS, WINDOWS

AND THE

sorrom

LINE:

We offer some of the most competitive
prices in the market.
Since 1984, HASP has enabled thousands
of software producers in more than 50
countries, including several Fortune 500
companies, to protect their software.
Call now for your HASP evaluation package.

ALADDIN
The Professional's Choice
North
America

Aladdin Software Security Inc
The Empire State Building
350
Avenue, Suite 7204
New York, NY 10118, USA
Tel: (800) 223 4277
212-564
Fax: 212-564 3377
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International
Office

Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd.
15 Ben Ovni St., Tel Aviv, Israel
P.0.1k)x 11141, Tel Aviv 61110
TeL 972-3-5375795
Fax: 972-3-5375796
Applelink: ALADD1N.KNOW
puserve: 100274,434

France

Aladdin France SA
TeL 33 14085 9885
Fax: 33 141 2190 56

• Czech

ATLAS

2 766085 I Chile

Micrologica

2 222

0 Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd. 1985-1993 (1.94)

HASP® OFFERS YOU
ALL THESE FEATURES
AND MORE:
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Feature
are blocked by obstacles. We need to identify those obstacles and come up with plans
to remove them," said former Surgeon
General Koop at the conference. "How do
we communicate now? What is our vision
for communications in the future? What
do we want to communicate? To whom
should it be communicated?" These questions must be addressed before robust and
effective networks can be implemented
(see the figure "CPR: Many Users, Many
Uses"). While the answers will differ from
community to community and institution to
institution, aset of common architectural
and solution elements are emerging.
CPR at the Brigham
Today, one would be hard-pressed to find
an institution with amore viable information architecture—or one that supports its
care providers with more comprehensive or
broadly accessible on-line patient data—
than Brigham and Women's Hospital in
Boston, Massachusetts. The Brigham is a
teaching arm of Harvard Medical School

and, like most hospitals, has aheavy legacy of centralized, minicomputer-based support systems. Unlike most institutions, the
Brigham has successfully migrated to a
LAN-based, distributed, client/server,
desktop environment at the same time as
dramatically increasing the availability of
on-line patient information and the number
of supporting applications.
At the hospital's main campus, over
3300 Intel clients and 120 servers are connected via 70 4-Mb Novell NetWare 3.0
token rings and two 16-Mb backbones (see
the figure "Brigham and Women's Hospital Information Systems Infrastructure").
This infrastructure supports more than 65
applications software systems, such as
Pathology Laboratories, Patient Accounting, Results Retrieval, and Physician Order
Entry. Applications are written in resourceconserving MUMPS (Massachusetts General Hospital Utility Multi-Programming
System), aclient/server applications development and run-time environment.
(MUMPS was originally developed in the

late 1960s and early 1970s for minicomputer systems at Massachusetts General
Hospital, and it still has astrong presence
in health care as well as engineering and
scientific markets.)
In part, because of the sophistication
and effectiveness of its systems and, in
part, because it provides health-care services to clinics remote from the main campus, the Brigham has ajump on most
institutions trying to develop the next-generation CPRs required to support adistributed health-care-delivery system. Support for decentralized access is akey
feature of the CPR.
John Glaser, vice president of information systems, says there are three basic purposes of the CPR. "[The CPR] makes data
available, so that no matter where or when
the data was produced, you can get at it. It
helps streamline the processes that surround
the provision of care. And it makes ordering
care more efficient. For example, [the CPR]
allows us to put logic on top of the content
to guide the care-giving process."
continued

CPR: Many Users, Many Uses
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The CPR must accommodate awide variety of users and uses. These uses as well as the types of data of the CPR will change over time to accommodate evolving
operational requirements and computing and communications platforms.
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with MicroEmi...,sioe far surpass even

distortion. Nokia monitors offer the utmost

TC0*—the toughest emissions stan-

in ease and precision of adjustment via

NOKIA
CONNECTING PEOPLE

dards in the world—employing bonded
display par,els and full metal encasement.
Then, like othia-clicinguished examples
of European enaeering, they supplement their safety with comfort.
0
.e. Wane. “i*Vri
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445M-21 '
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I
SHOWN ABOVE )

9P4, Not.ia Display Products, Inc. MicroEmission, D-giContrd, Mu'tigroph, and FullScreen cre trademarks of Nokia Consumer Electronics. *Tc0 is The Swedish Confederation of Professional
Er-Flayees..Alother trademarks ore the sole property d their esrzective compan.es. The Energy Star emblem does not represent EPA endorsement of ony product or service.
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15 Data General MV series
minicomputer systems

Source Brigham and Women's Hosm al. 1994

This large, urban teaching hospital is today transitioning from a legacy of minicomputers to a modern client/server architecture. The result: an institution uniquely prepared
to support the modern CPR.

An example of guiding the care-giving
process can be found in the hospital's
fledgling expert systems that support care
givers planning and ordering processes
through protocol-based analytics. Perhaps
aCPR contains recent lab data on apatient's potassium levels and acare giver
enters an order for adrug that has contraindications in patients with high potassium levels. If the potassium level was
high, the system would alert the clinician
to the contraindication and ask for confirmation of the order. If the level was normal, the order would be processed without
query. Messages presented at the time of
entry can also be delivered by E-mail or
over the hospital's paging system. This
degree of support is not afundamental part
of the CPR, but the CPR is afundamental
prerequisite to systems like this that rely on
72
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patient data to improve treatment planning, patient outcome, and quality of care.
CPR Data
For the most part, data in the CPR today at
the Brigham is entered through akeyboard,
although some diagnostic and laboratory
devices output data via interfaces directly
to workstations for ultimate inclusion in
the patient record. This machine-to-machine interface is considered atactic critical to reducing CPR misinformation, the
vast bulk of which is induced by human
error. Such linkages are not yet effectively
standardized and thus require significant
development effort to establish_
The radiology department at the Brigham uses these interfaces and offers agood
example of how departmental data is generated, stored, and then accessed enter-

prise-wide. The primary computer for radiological support services is aDEC VAX,
but hundreds of PCs and Unix workstations provide client, server, and computational support. Links to the hospital information system transfer not only patient
scheduling and billing data but, through a
new system emerging from development,
image data from CAT and MRI (Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) scans, as well as nuclear-medicine imagery.
A typical CAT scan results in 60 images, each 512 by 512 pixels requiring 2
bytes of storage—that's 32 MB of data
per exam. In the course of treatment, apatient will often have more than one scan.
The result is ahospitalwide accumulation
of about 3GB of image data per day.
Typically, these images are reviewed by
primary-care physicians planning treatment
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YOUR dBASE FILES FORWARD.
OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

$99
Risk free

Run dBASE reports, queries, screens, and
apps on the fastest PC database around.
The Microsoft I- oxPre database

fact, take advantage of this $99`
offer now, and if FoxPro 2.6 doesn't
run your dBASE applications, we'll

has always been the fastest. And

give you your money back. No

now it's even easier to use, especially

questions asked.
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because Microsoft FoxPro 2.6 for the

Wizards make short work of reports,
mail-merge, tables, queries, and more.

ms-Dos. operating
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Windows' and

wizards to make complex tasks simple.

Keep track of all

Create "group/total reports" quickly

your related files
using the new
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Catalog Manager.

or multiuser data entry screens with a
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other word processors in seconds. It's
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To get your copy of new Microsoft
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SOLID-STEEL DEAL.
7drive bays:

Reliable 205 watt
Energy-Star power supply
with variable-speed fan
and international
safety approvals.

3exposed 5.25"
2exposed 3.5"
2interior 3.5"

16.2" w, 16.6" d, 6.2" h
20 lbs. (net weight)

System-saving 110 Alert
over-temperature alarm.

Professional front
panel controls.

Handsome, all-steel desktop
enclosure with more rigidity
and EMI suppression than a
plastic case. Made in the USA.

Save $174

Enclosure

$295

205W power supply $89
110 Alert
$29
Total (as of 12/93)
$413

Now just $239
Solid-Steel Deal with a
Turbo-Cool 300 power supply
upgrade only $299. Save $194.

Quiet auxiliary fan with
filtered air inlet.

For ahandsome,
premium-quality
enclosure and a
power supply that
won't skip abeat,
take advantage of
our value-packed
Solid-Steel Deal.
The foundation
for aperfect PC.

Choice of standard or locking front cover,
available in beige or black.

PO PONIEll & SOWN& INC,

5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008, (619) 931-5700, (800) 722-6555, Fax (619) 931-6988
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AirLinics go where wires won't!
AirLink - digital wireless modems can transmit data, voice, video, or anything else you want to
send, up to 30 miles away. They're perfect for that small remote site, tetherless videoconferencing,
or acost-effective, quickly deployed link. Speeds range from 1.2 kb/s to fractional TI. No license is
necessary. And you can count on your data arriving at its destination; our users all over the world
have reported their wireless links are more trouble-free than their wired links! So next time wire is
too much hassle or too much money for the application,
call the company that pioneered digital wireless
modems. Cylink Corporation, 310 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, California, USA, 94086. Toll-free (USA):
800-533-3958,

FAX: 408-720-8294, Telephone: 408-

735-5800. For instant, faxed information, call 800-735-

on Sun Microsystems' workstations with
19-inch 1280- by 1024-pixel displays. A
doctor specifies the patient images desired,
and in about 5to 20 seconds, depending
on the workstation and the network load,
images appear on the screen. Initially, an
overview showing thumbnail images of all
60 frames is displayed. The clinician would
reference the radiologist's on-line audio or
text interpretation and select individual
frames for viewing in full resolution. "It
takes about a second to get a half-amegabyte frame transmitted over the network to the workstation," says Ethan Fenner, director of Radiology Information
Systems. "The frame is 12 bits deep and
must be reprocessed for an 8-bit-display
buffer; that happens in about asecond and
ahalf."
Right now, Fenner and his colleagues
have 10 GB of storage with Sun workstations acting as servers. This supports about
three days of images. While the system
has been well received by clinicians, storage limitations must be overcome, and
broader access to the radiological databases must be established. "We have
passed the feasibility test, and we're trying
now to pass the test of scale," Fenner notes.
Plans call for an increase in storage capacity to 30 or 60 GB (supporting one to
two months of patient image data) and an
increase in the number of supporting workstations from three in the radiology department to 10 or 15 stations distributed
throughout the hospital.
Remote access to the images, scheduled
for more full-scale implementation in the
future, has been tested in limited fashion.
The Brigham is part of the LMAnet (Longwood Medical Association network), a
fiber-optic link connecting many healthcare institutions in the Boston area, including the radiation therapy planning lab
at the Dana Farber Cancer Institute. Clinicians can solicit images over the LMAnet
from the Brigham to be used for local
analysis and radiation treatment planning.
While this use has proved the technologies, broader use requires more development. "These planners are basically physicists and are very competent Unix users,"
says Fenner. "They've been able to tap
into the existing database and file system
without alot of application development.
It will be difficult for us to support these
kinds of applications outside the institution, and we need to develop some inhouse operations experience before we
open the floodgates to outside users."

6614, then enter 301. Worldwide sales & support.
England: Cylink, Ltd.. Hampshire—TEL: +44-256.468186 •FAX,44-256-24156
Singapore: Cylink Corporation—TEL: 45-336-6577 •FAX: +65-334.1429
0 1994 Cyllnk Corporafion
Cyhnk rs ametered trademark. and Airünk is atrademark of Cyhnk Corporahon.
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CPR Challenges
Broad, distributed, timely access to patient information is an absolute element

You are out ot business, every minute your data is unavailable.
Mega Drive has created the MR and MK RAID Disk Arrays to be the most advanced, fault tolerant storage systems available.

With 2to 490+ GB's of

bulletproof reliability and superior performance,

At the center of the Me

Drive

Mega Drive announces the
safest, fastest RAID storage
systems ever created

RAID Disk Arrays is an Active
Backplane that provides billions of
hours of reliable performance.
Built on ahardware-based RAID
architecture, and

they meet and exceed all of your mission critical computing demands.

hot swappable

drives, power supplies, and fans,
Mega Drive RAID Disk Arrays run
complex applications year after year
without skipping abeat.
To further increase the Mega Drive
RAID Disk Arrays'

fault tolerance,

we've added optional remote pager
modules, tape backup units, and even a
built-in UPS.
But real world storage systems
require more than relentless reliability.
They demand performance and
power to handle your graphics, imaging,

multimedia,

server, database,

and general office applications. Which

Mega Drive's MR and MK RAID Disk Arrays Feature:
A Support of RAM Levels 0, 3and 5

A Scalable 2GB to 490 GB of Safe Storage

A Dual Optional DAT or 8mm Tape Drims

A Up to 128 Mild Cache

A HO Throughput Fast &Wide SCSI-2

A Optional Remote Pager Notification

A Intel 1960 RISC-Based RAID Controller

A Front Panel LCD Array Control Center

A Sin4e-Ended/Differential SCSI Options

A Het-Capacity, No Downtime System

A Hot Swappable DrIAPS. P/S. and Fans

Cableless

eBackplane

is why we've designed the MR and
MK RAID Disk Arrays with a20 MB/sec. SCSI-2 Fast &Wide interface, ascreaming fast i960 RISC processor, and up to 128 Megabytes of cache.
And, just as important as reliability and performance is your need for flexibility. So naturally, all of Mega Drive's RAID Disk Arrays are
PC, Novell, Windows, NT, and OS/2,

ready. In addition, they support Macintosh, PowerPC, UNIX, SUN, DEC, RS/6000, HP, SGI, Apple

Workgroup Server and 4/UX. And for your evolving needs, they provide a

zero-cost upgrade

our Mercury Removable Drive System.
Reliability. Performance. Flexibility. It all adds up to this: the Mega Drive RAID Disk
Arrays solve all your real world storage needs. For more informationon the most advanced
storage systems available, call

1-800-664-MEGA ext. 330.
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Rackmount

•ENCLOSURES
•KEYBOARDS
•MONITORS
•DRIVE ENCLOSURES
111111111111111111111111111111
Integrand's unique enclosure design uses
modular construction. We have 3basic
models for ISA/EISA bus computers. Over
100 interchangable modules allow you to
customize them to nearly any requirement.
Integrand offers high quality, advanced
design hardware and strong support. Why
settle for less?

Monitor: 10" Super VGA Color from $650
PC Enclosures from $300
Keyboards: Drawer, Shelf &Panel from $85

Made in U.S.A.
Rack &Desk Models
Accepts Most Motherboards and
Passive Backplanes
Up to 20 Slots
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow &Cooling
200 &300 Watt Supplies, UL, CSA, TUV
Call or write for descriptive brochures, prices
or applications assistance:

INTEGRAND
asimananzimaimisma

8620 Roosevelt Ave. •Visalia. CA 93291

209/651-1203
FAX 209/651-1353
We accept VISA and MasterCard
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Feature
of the CPR, and the practices and systems
required to support it must be mastered.
"At aminimum, you have to make sure
that an authorized user at aworkstation
anywhere on the health-care network has
the ability to get into any clinical database
on the network," says Glaser. "So, if your
doctor's office has aMac sitting there but
I've got applications written in Windows at
the Brigham, what are we going to do?
That's got to be resolved."
Other major issues requiring resolution
include establishing and evolving networks
to interconnect institutions, and buying
and managing the storage systems required
to keep thousands of patients' clinical information on-line for tens of years. Once
these technical and operational issues are
resolved, lesser challenges remain. "To
effectively track apatient over the course
of multiple visits, there must be 'glue data'
that allows me to link Mrs. Smith's visit to
the Brigham with Mrs. Smith's visit to
Mass. General two months or two years
later," Glaser says. "This means Ineed a
common identifier, common definitions
of diagnoses, and definitions of medicine—there's probably adozen different
types of data standards needed. And then
the standards must be enforced."
There will be no dearth of interested
parties ready, able and anxious to contribute to the standards development and
deployment process. Professional healthcare organizations (e.g., the American
Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, the College of Healthcare
Information Management Executives, and
the Healthcare Information Management
Systems Society), data exchange standards
bodies (e.g., the IEEE, the ISO, the Health
Industry Standards Coordinating Council,
and the American College of Radiology
and National Electrical Manufacturers Association), state and federal agencies (e.g.,
the Health Care Financing Administration,
the Center for Disease Control, the National Institutes of Health, the FDA, the
DoD, and the Veterans Administration),
and other interested parties (e.g., CPR system vendors, communications suppliers,
consumer advocates, and special-interest
groups such as large-scale employers and
insurers) are already involved. Balancing
these interests, although essential, will be
difficult.
Trouble Ahead?
As if the procedural and technical challenges weren't enough, finally, there are
the legal obligations—and liabilities—associated with the distributed CPR. Care
giving has become distributed more quickly than the information that supports that

care, which creates acatch-22 of sorts.
Hospitals, HMOs (Health Maintenance
Organizations), and other providers are responsible not only for the quality of their
services, which in today's evolving market
implies responsibility for supporting broad
and timely access to patient data by coproviders, but for the confidentiality of
that information. Yet the infrastructure required to support secure storage, distribution, and management of that information
simply doesn't exist. "I think we're heading for atrain wreck," observes Glaser.
"The technology and the transformation
of the delivery system are moving faster
than the legal apparatus is moving."
Clearly, patients want clinicians to have
all the information necessary to provide
quality care. And clinicians want to have
on hand all the information needed to make
informed decisions about their patients.
Resolving security and confidentiality issues to the satisfaction of all parties—and
there are quite afew of them—is anecessary and critical step in widespread CPR
deployment.
CPR as aUniversal Model
Developing arobust, effective CPR is a
challenging task. However, clinicians,
patients, technologists, and other stakeholders can clearly see the needs and the
benefits of aviable CPR. It is of note that
better-quality, lower-cost, more-available
health care may not, in the long run, be
the most important benefit the CPR
provides.
If health-care institutions succeed in
supporting broadly accessible, near-realtime, secure collection and use of data—
data that is distributed throughout geographical regions on diverse hardware and
software platforms—and are able to offer
authorized users access and services contoured to their specific needs, then amodel for the distributed use of information
appropriate to any industry and to nearly
any application will have been developed.
The incentives and the technology are here
today. With all businesses—not just the
health-care industry—standing to benefit,
the prognosis for the CPR is guardedly
hopeful u
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IF THIS IS HOW YOU

)Datapro on CD-ROM
Now you gain virtually instant
access to Datapro's product and technology services from your own PC,
with Datapro on CD-ROM.
Menu-driven software makes it
simple to browse through the table of
contents or search by keywords and
subject to get fast answers to all your
technology questions. And you can
simultaneously view multiple reports
and cut and paste between applications to custom-tailor analyses.
Available in both Windows and DOS.

(EIEP PACE WITH THE NEWEST
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES,
YOU NEED PROFESSIONAL HELP
PRESENTING THE FULL LINE OF
DATAPRO INFORMATION SERVICES
Downsizing. Wireless. Client-server computing. Multimedia. ATM. Strategic planning and sound business decisions
depend upon keeping up with the latest
information technologies.
But you probably need a supercomputer to sort through all the publications
that end up on your desk. Sure, consultants can help, as long as you're willing to
pay as you go.
Isn't it time you turned to
Datapro information services?
For over two decades Datapro's
unmatched information services have
helped users, buyers, and managers of
information technology plan effectively.
And Datapro has been there every step of
the way—from mainframes and dumb
terminals, through the PC revolution, to
the rise of intemetworks.
Today, with its staff of over 400 specialists and more than 100 expert analysts, Datapro has the resources to
address virtually every critical issue in
computing and communications.
An essential resource for anyone
who must evaluate, implement,
or manage technology.
Whether you want aquick overview
or are looking to build acomplete libraiy
of research materials, Datapro's comprehensive information technology services
can help you make decisions quickly.
Charts, tables, and graphs make it asnap
to compare product features, functions,
and prices. And once your system is up
and running, Datapro is there to help you
manage and maintain it.
That's why IT professionals use Datapro to stay up to date. Sales and marketing professionals count on us to help'
them track trends. And vendors turn to
Datapro to size up the competition.
Datapro's line of comprehensive
information services can meet all
your needs.
With Datapro's complete line of information services, you're always in the
know no matter what your concerns.
Product and Technology Services
Co First Looks. Keep tabs on major
developments in information technology
• Available on CD-ROM.

until acomplete report is available.
• User Ratings. Get beyond the hype
and find out which vendors can really
deliver on their promises.
• Technology Concepts. Stay ahead of
the game when it comes to vendor strategies and other vital issues.
0 Market Overviews. Discover the market's promising vendors and products.
0 Comparison Columns. The effortless
way to make side-by-side appraisals.
Competitive Outlooks. Put products
and underlying technology in perspective.
09 Product Reports. An in-depth look at
specs, features and functions, pricing,
interoperability, and other issues.
O Management Reports. Practical
advice from professionals that takes the
mystery out of managing information
technology.
Business Services
Datapro Online. Tap into three online
databases from the office, at home, or
even on the road.
Reprints. A cost-efficient way to deliver your product message and verify product features and benefits.
Feature Reports. Cull just what you
need from Datapro's database of information services and put asharp focus on
strategic business decisions.
Custom Publishing. Package the latest
product information in aconvenient, single source tailored to keep sales personnel one step ahead of the competition.
Consulting Services
Help Desk. A telephone inquiry service
to help you make the best use of your
Datapro information service.
Assist On Demand. Pay only for the

information you need about a specific
product, vendor, or technology.
Surveys. Determine the strengths and
limitations of your products—and your
competitors'—from actual users.
On-Call Consulting. Fast answers to
most inquiries within minutes—via
phone, fax, or electronic mail.
Educational Services
On-Site Seminars. Custom-tailor acurriculum in any aspect of information technology right where you do business.
Computer-Based Training. Get a
grounding in the fundamentals or master
advanced topics right on your own PC.
Teleconsulting. Let a conference call
between students and instructors address implementation issues that come
up in later stages of aproject.
International Services
O Datapro International. Get up-tothe-minute industry analyses and indepth evaluations into the hands of professionals whose responsibilities extend
beyond the U.S.
Market Research Services
Northern Business Information. A Datapro subsidiary, Northern Business Information is the world's foremost strategic
telecom research company.
Send for a free demo disk today.

DATAPRO
Datapro USA, 600 Delran Parkway. Delran, New Jersey USA
08075. Tel WO-328-2776, Fax: 609-764-2812
Datapro International, McGraw-Hill House Shoppenhangers
Road. Maidenhead. Berkshire. England SL6 2QL, •
Tel -44 (0) 628 773277. Fax .44 c0) 628 773628
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Please send me more information on the following Datapro services:
Product & Technology Services
Computer Systems

Business Services
Datapro Online
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PROTECT YOUR SOFTWARE

U4341./.

NO BUTTON,
NO ACCESS.

Snap-In, Snap-Out

Dallas Semiconductor is re-shaping the world of software
protection and distribution control with anew family of
microchips called Authorization Buttons.
Put a Lid on It
We put the lid on software piracy by packaging microchips
in button-shaped, stainless steel cans. The chips contain
missing but critical information to make the software run.
Execution rights are determined by possession of the
Authorization Button. And thanks to the high-volume,
low-cost nature of canning, Buttons are the lowest cost way
to protect software.
Pick Your Button, Name Your Price
We offer avariety of Authorization Buttons and features so
you can select the level of protection and price point
that are right for you.
Current offerings include alaser-engraved serial number,
amemory with an expiration date, and amulti-level,
password-protected memory.
Security Continuum
Button Type

Unique Read/Write Password
Serial # Memory
Protection

DS1420 ID Button

X

DS1427 Time Button

X

4K bits

DS1425 Multi Button

X

2K bits

Expiration

Decoy

Timer

Responses

X
X

X

Buttons interface to the PC's parallel port via the DS1410
Button Holder. They simply snap in and out. So an
inexpensive Button can be sent out for anew release, a
security update, or alease extension. Each Button Holder
accepts two Buttons, so your customers don't have to
piggy-back dongles to protect multiple packages.
The future will be adongleless world. New computers
that accept Buttons directly, including palm and notebooks, are being designed at OEM's today. Buttons are not
parallel port-dependent.
Software Protection with Complete
Compatibility
Dallas Semiconductor Buttons are compatible across all
ISA, EISA, and MCA machines — on underpowered
notebooks as well as the anti-compatible Brand X's. We
achieve this total compatibility through microchips that
are self-powered, unlike other protection devices that must
draw power from the host machine.
Made in the U.S.A.
At Dallas Semiconductor, we design and manufacture our
own microchips. And we're the only ones in the software
protection business who do. Sixty intricate process steps
and a64-bit unique serial number lasered into each chip
prevent duplication.
To learn how to button down your software, give us acall.

Encourage the Trial
With the DS1427 Time Button, you can actually encourage software trials (and still sleep
at night). Trial or lease plans can be based on
calendar time, elapsed time, or the number of
times an application has been accessed.
When the trial period that you specify is up,
the software no longer functions.
Circle 168 on Inquiry Card.

FREE!
Authorization Button.
Call 800-258-5061" „AiL à

DALLAS

*mid

SEMICONDUCTOR
4401 South Beltwood Parkway

Dallas, Texas 75244-3292

Telephone: 214-450-0448

FAX: 214-450-3715
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Desktop Data Conferencing
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A

revolution is quietly
changing the desktop
computing landscape.
The resolution of DSP
(digital signal processor) standards and
the development of programming interfaces promise to dramatically change
the nature of the PC peripheral board
business. In ashort time, companies
marketing dedicated modem, sound,
codec, and similar add-in cards will replace those dedicated cards with single-card multifunction products. What
is making this feasible are new (RAMbased) DSP chips and the multitasking
software that enables asingle board to
take on multiple personalities: You simply download the appropriate algorithms for communications, speech processing, sound editing, or even image/
video decompression (see the text box
"The High Cost of Videoconferencing?").
While business users have been slow
to embrace desktop multimedia, this
Data conferencing
laboration, or to improve employee quality of
new breed of mixed-media modems is
life with work-at-home programs, desktop data
appealing because it holds the potential
might be the first
conferencing is an increasingly viable option.
to save time and money as it changes
Indeed, data conferencing might be the first
for the better the way many of us do our
"killer" multimedia
"killer" commercial multimedia application.
work. The mixed-media modem can
application
bring real-time, remote, interactive
Teleconferencing
sharing of data to the desktop in alowEarly teleconferencing products were essencost, easy-to-use platform that takes
tially sophisticated telephones that provided aconvenient way for
advantage not only of universal POTS (plain old telephone sysone group of people in aroom to converse with another group at
tem) lines but of newer LAN and WAN (wide-area network)
the other end of the phone line. The current generation of these
connectivity as well.
products relies on DSP technology to provide high-fidelity audio
Companies are embracing mixed-media audiographics, or data
by balancing multiple microphones and providing signal proconferencing, as an enabling technology for avariety of nextcessing that effectively eliminates room echoes and line delays.
generation applications. These include lower-cost, higher-perVideoconferencing—which adds video of the meeting rooms
formance customer technical-support centers, remote presentations
and sales calls, distance learning, teleconunuting, and avariety of to the transmission—allows distant colleagues to meet without the
expense, waste, and inconvenience of traveling. Because videoother remote collaboration applications. Whether the business
conferencing requires significant investments in equipment and
driver is aneed to reduce office space, to comply with the Ameroften entails the use of dedicated facilities with special commuicans with Disabilities Act, to meet local air pollution/trafficnications lines, its applicability and appeal have been limited.
control regulations, to enhance the effectiveness of remote col-

Feature

The High Cost of Videoconferencing
R

ising transportation costs and the
time-wasteful aspects of travel
have focused corporate attention on expensive broadcast-quality videoconferencing systems. But video on the desktop remains aproblem. Although many
solutions are available, the combination of desktop video and telephony is
sure to disappoint—unless users are
willing to make hardware investments
that represent an order-of-magnitude
increase over traditional desktop peripherals. Serious videoconferencing
requires dedicated compression components and general-purpose DSP (digital signal processors) to handle the audio and modem algorithms.
Multimedia authoring systems that
compress and decompress 24-bit-color,
full-screen video at 30 frames per second require relatively wide, within-platform data transfer channels and are not
adaptable to telecommunications applications. Teleconferencing systems
must squeeze information into lowbandwidth POTS (plain old telephone
system) lines. The bit stream weighs
in at 18 Kbps even when images are
small 160- by 120-pixel snapshots with
8-bit color (typically talking head
shots), JPEG-compressed at a35-to-1
ratio, and updated only four times per
second (thus losing lip sync). Sun Microsystems published results stating
that researchers "found no evidence
that groups are more effective or efficient at solving problems or making
decisions when they are connected

through avideo and audio link than
when they use only an audio link."
Hence, in adesktop environment
with an analog phone line, users will
give up 90 percent of their communications bandwidth to information that
adds, perhaps, 5percent to the value
of the communication. Most PC-based
desktop videoconferencing vendors offer solutions that require costly, dedicated, high-bandwidth lines. This limits these products' market appeal.
Video has its strength in group-togroup conferencing, where dedicated
systems are used. It may offer advantages in long (more than 60 minutes)
person-to-person conferencing, since
video provides more of the feel of a
face-to-face meeting. But for individual
business communications, data conferencing is probably the best solution.
Bandwidth utilization is more sensible;
the information is more useful, and systems without video cost 50 percent to
90 percent less than those with video.
Most important, data-conferencing solutions provide high-productivity communications on POTS lines.
The present market attention on PCbased video for multimedia recording,
playback, and desktop videoconferencing is misleading. The Apple Quadra
840AV and recent Windows-based machines announced by Acer America and
NCR (now AT&T Global Information
Solutions/NCR) lend insight into why.
Customers generally applaud the Macintosh's sound capabilities but often de-

scribe the video as small, grainy, and
too slow. Apple, in fact, has focused
attention on the machines' new GeoPort telecommunications architecture,
asoftware-based fax/voice/modem running on the motherboard's DSP32 1
coprocessor.
Acer and NCR also recognize the
limitations of video. They introduced
computers with separate dedicated DSP
subsystems for videoconferencing functions (which are based on AT&T's AVP
4000 chip set) and general-purpose
DSPs for sound, audio, and telecommunications. The Acer motherboard includes two DSP3207s to support the
bandwidth required for sound encoding
and decoding, sampled synthesis, and
echo cancellation, as well as modem,
fax, voice coding, and telephone functions. AT&T's VCOS operating system
supports multiple DSPs via autility that
balances compute tasks and I/O lines
across DSP resources. The NCR architecture is similar, except that the general-purpose DSP for audio/modem and
the dedicated ICs for video compression/
decompression are on separate add-in
boards, not the motherboard.
The Acer and NCR configurations
are reflective not only of the compute
horsepower needed for videoconferencing on the desktop but of the bandwidth requirements as well—both require ISDN connections. The question
that begs an answer is, Why not just
use data conferencing—videoconferencing without the video?

VIDEO BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS
Image resolution, pixel depth, compression, and the number of frames transmitted per second all affect bandwidth requirements.
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HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

PIXEL

FRAMES

COMPRESSION

COMPRESSION

RESOLUTION

RATIO TO V.32BIS

RESOLUTION (PIXELS)

RESOLUTION (PIXELS)

DEPTH

PER SECOND

RATIO

METHOD

BANDWIDTH (KBPS)

(19.2 KBPS)

640

480

24

30

None

221,184

11,520.00

640

480

8

30

None

73,728

3840.00

320

240

8

10

None

6144

320.00

320

240

8

10

16

JPEG

384

20.00

320

240

8

24

120

Indeo

6.40

160

120

10

JPEG

77

4.00

352

288

30

JPEG

54

2.80

352

288

8
8
8

123

10

200

MPEG

41

2.10

320

240

8

10

200

MPEG

31

1.60

120

100

2

10

JPEG

19

1.00

4

35

JPEG

18

0.90

2

120

Indeo

14

0.70

160

120

8
8

352

288
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TELECONFERENCING OPTIONS
Users can match features to operational requirements and communications links.
STANDARD

AUDIO

DEDICATED VIDEO-

DOCUMENT

PC DATA

PC VIDEO-

PHONE/FAX

CONFERENCING

AUDIOCRAPHICS

COMMENCING

CONFERENCIMG

CONFERENCING

CONFERENCING

Voice

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Fax/modem

Yes/no

No/no

No/no

No/no

Yes/yes

Yes/yes

Yes/yes

Whiteboard/file sharing

No/no

No/no

Yes/no

Yes/no

Yes/some

Yes/some

Yes/some

Video

No

No

No

Yes

Still image

Still image

Still image

PC/stand-alone

Stand-alone

Stand-alone

Stand-alone

Stand-alone

PC

PC

PC

Suitable for POTS

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Conference focus

Two-way

Group-to-group

Group-to-group

Group-to-group

Individuals

Individuals

Individuals

isting information from aspreadsheet or
other file available, you must "cut" from
the application and "paste" the bit map
onto the common whiteboard. The whiteboard data is static—changes made in the
collaborative window do not affect and
are not affected by the "real" data.
A variation on this theme involves pasting objects—rather than bit maps—onto
the whiteboard. Using Windows' OLE features, an OLE-compliant application such
as aspreadsheet can provide server services to the collaborative program acting as
aclient. Embedded objects can be edited in
the server application, and the editing
changes are reflected in the client (whiteboard) application, after an Update command has been executed.
The next step up in document-conferencing capabilities is interactive file or
application sharing. Here, you select awindow or file that aremote partner can access, and then both of you can review and
modify the document through the shared
session. The main advantage is that you
can directly modify source data, not an intermediate bit map. Most of the vendors
marketing whiteboard products intend to
Document Conferencing
add file sharing to their offerings.
Various technical approaches can be
Document conferencing is anew variant
used to enable application sharing. One apof screen sharing (previously called remote
log-in). Instead of having full control of a proach captures the Windows GDI (Graphical Device Interface) screen drawing comlocal system, aremote user shares one or
mands and sends these commands over the
more designated windows with alocal user.
phone line to the receiving system, where
Most document-conferencing solutions use
awhiteboard model. After establishing a they are executed in parallel. Sending drawing commands and not bit-mapped images
desktop-to-desktop connection, the session
makes efficient use of the communications
presents awhiteboard window that both
bandwidth while granting the remote and
participants view and manipulate.
The whiteboard software includes a local users access to the same screen.
With document conferencing, you can
complement of drawing, painting, and
send text, images, graphics, spreadsheets,
annotation tools for brainstorming and
and drawings over standard telephone lines
sketching, enabling you to emulate the inusing common modems, but voice is not
teractive discussions that often take place
part of the transaction. Because the data is
in real meeting rooms. Bit maps of the
digital, document conferencing readily lends
whiteboard are JPEG-compressed prior to
itself to any computer-compatible commubeing sent over the wire, and you can save
nications channel, including LANs and
snapshots of the whiteboard for future refWANs. Many of the document-conferencerence. However, if you want to make ex-

While traditional videoconferencing systems enable groups to see and hear each
other, these systems are not optimized to
share on-line information such as spreadsheets, word processing documents, presentation files, databases, scanned or acquired images, and so on. Unfortunately,
much of today's business information is
on-line—generated and stored on PCs and
other desktop workstations. Recognizing
this disconnection, several vendors of
dedicated videoconferencing equipment
are incorporating the data elements into
their desktop systems, even though most of
these systems today suffer from video
compression bottlenecks and requirements
for relatively expensive, high-speed communications interfaces (see the text box
"DSPs and the PC Mainstream"). While
these limitations rule out truly interactive,
broadcast-quality desktop videoconferencing on PCs using low-cost multimedia
peripherals, what's practical today are data
conferencing, collaborative computing,
and individual-to-individual communications over astandard phone line (see the
table "Teleconferencing Options").

ing solutions available today for POTS and
LANs require the use of aseparate phone
line for simultaneous voice and data conferencing. This obviously doesn't work if
access is limited to asingle phone line or if
you are working from alaptop on the road.
Data Conferencing
Data conferencing adds akey element to
the document-conferencing equation: simultaneous voice and data transmission on
the same communications line. Data-conferencing solutions digitize voice and treat
it as one more element in the data stream.
Many data-conferencing products were developed and marketed as subsets of desktop-based videoconferencing solutions.
While the host PC can readily handle
document conferencing, voice coding for
real-time interactive communications over
aphone line requires the greater processing power DSPs provide. Fortunately, the
new breed of mixed-media modems can
accommodate voice coding as one more
element in the data management library,
although performance may be affected.
Voice is typically digitized at a 12-bit
resolution (72-decibel dynamic range) at
8000 samples per second; this is sufficient
to handle the approximately 3500-Hz bandwidth of most human speech. A simple
"companding" system encodes each speech
sample into an 8-bit value, producing a64Kbps data stream that exceeds the bandwidth of most modems and phone lines.
This results in the need for speech compression, and numerous algorithms have
been developed, reflecting awide range of
performance, voice quality, and cost tradeoffs. For data-conferencing applications,
the goal is to code an analog speech signal into compressed digital format, transmit
the data, and then decode to an analog
waveform in real time. For personal conferencing using POTS, transmission bandwidth is the primary obstacle.
Two types of voice coding technology
exist today. The first type is waveform
coders, which deal with signals on asampleMAY 1994 BYTE
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DSPs and the PC Mainstream
D

Standards are asecond reason to pay
velop applications that are independent
SPs (digital signal processors)
are not new, even to desktop
attention to DSPs on the desktop. DSPs
of the underlying DSP hardware. A
computers. If you use atraditional mohave had limited applicability because,
standardized API is the beginning of a
dem or sound board, then you are likeuntil now, DSP architectures were pronew era of multimedia capabilities for
ly using dedicated DSPs. What is new,
prietary. This meant that developers
Windows. At the center of the evolving
however, is the availability of low-cost,
had to write high-level applications for
standards architecture is the DSP rehigh-performance, multipurpose DSPs
each specific DSP hardware implesource manager, which connects any
capable of running several different
mentation. Now, under the auspices of
compliant DSP hardware/software entasks concurrently. General-purpose
the ¡MA (Interactive Multimedia Asgine to standard multimedia device
DSPs with sophisticated operating syssociation) Digital Signal Processing
drivers used by high-level applications.
tems, algorithm libraries, and friendly
Technical Working Group, aset of
Finally, DSPs are entering mainprogramming interfaces are poised to
Windows-based standards is evolvstream computing because the price/
enter the desktop mainstream.
ing—standards that promise to make
performance of general-purpose DSPs
There are several reasons for this.
it feasible for software vendors to dehas reached the point where multiFirst, DSP vendors are working
function single-board peripherwith PC and workstation develals cost less than the collection of
DSP Operating Systems
opers to provide tight integraindividual fax, modem, sound,
tion with host environments.
MIDI, or CD-ROM boards they
Products encompass not only
High-level application
replace. The appeal of asingle
Host
the DSP ICs but also sophistimultimedia peripheral, sharing
operating
Application API
cated, preemptive multitasking
the cost of hardware across mulsystem
System programming interface
DSP operating systems, clean
tiple applications, is so strong
interfaces to the host hardware
that anumber of vendors (e.g.,
Multimedia device driver
and software, and multimedia
Apple, NCR, and Acer AmeriDSP API
libraries addressing a wide
ca) have designed the DSP right
range of needs. One example is
DSP resourca manager
into the motherboard. This apAT&T's VCOS operating sysproach makes the motherboard
DSP operating-system API
tem, which has an architecture
more expensive, but it lowers the
VCOS
SPDX
MWAVE
based on aDSP kernel, an apoverall system cost—and it also
plications server running on the
reduces demand on limited-chasDSP hardware
I Host CPU
host, and separate APIs for both.
sis I/O connect space. Expect
IBM's MWAVE structure is
more vendors—and the market
similar (see the figure "DSP Op- With new DSP operating systems, software development efforts can be
in general—to move in this dieffectively applied to multiple DSP platforms.
erating Systems").
rection.

by-sample basis, using only the output signal in the coding process. Waveform coders
such as ADPCM (adaptive differential pulse
code modulation) make no assumption
about the source of the input signal. Computationally simple ADPCM techniques
produce bit streams with unacceptable voice
quality at data rates below 24 Kbps and
with unintelligible speech at rates below 16
Kbps, making them unsuitable for widespread POTS-based telecommunications.
Source or parametric coders (or vocoders)
encode speech signals in terms of parameters that drive aspeech production model
based on human vocal tract shape and excitation levels. Vocoders are computationally demanding but can operate at much
lower bit rates than waveform coders (see
the table "Telecommunications and Speech
Coders"). Some speech-coding algorithms
84
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combine various techniques.
The most common vocoder technology
in use today is CELP, or code excited linear prediction, which uses "codeboolcs" to
quantize the input signal. Basic sounds are
stored in the codebook and are then modified in amplitude and pitch to reproduce—
in afashion consistent with human vocalcord anatomy and function—the input
voice. The transmitter decomposes sounds
into their codebook values and sends pointers plus modifying parameters to enable
the receiver to reconstruct the source voice.
The CELP algorithm provides excellent
speech quality and is well suited for teleconferencing, although some listeners complain that the resulting voices sound somewhat artificial. CELP is compute-intensive,
however, straining even DSP resources.
On a 16.7-MIPS DSP, 4800-bps CELP

compression can consume approximately
90 percent of the DSP processing resources.
Variations on CELP take advantage of
higher output bit streams (less compression) or enhanced codebook search algorithms to reduce the computational load.
One recent modification is CELP+, developed by Bell Labs and used in AT&T's
PC-based TeleMedia conferencing system.
CELP+ produces high voice quality at
6400-bps bit streams and consumes fewer
DSP MIPS than earlier CELP approaches.
The CELP+ algorithm and the V.32terbo
modem algorithm can execute on asingle
DSP3210-based communications subsystem. Coded speech data is multiplexed with
other digital data within the overall transmission envelope provided by the modem
(19.2 Kbps), resulting in aPOTS-compatible, desktop audiographics engine.
continued
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V MultiPro CTV is the newest output solution in

AlTech 's line of VGA-to-TV encoders. Whether you use aPC or

PrOWd IV MIS AlTech's ProPC/TV Plus is an extemal
pocket-size encoder. Its portability and easy installation make it aperfect

Macintosh, MultiPro CTV lets you record, edit and playback audio and

companion for giving traveling computer presentations. educational

video for your training materials or just plain entertainment. Other

training. compter slide shows or playing computer games on TV.

features include:

The ProPC/TV Plus also includes:

with most TVs

Built-in RF mutilator for compatibility
Freeze feature that allows TV

display

image to be frozen at any time for

TV/VGA concurrent

VGA Hi-color and True color

mode support An advanced
hotkey and TSR software program

independent computer usage
Overscan and underscan control

that al:ows you '.0 activate and

On-screen vertical adjustment

control he output of your TV screen
or computer screen.

The MultiPro CTV is easy to use and
easy to install—just plug and play.

amhoSHOW

AlTech's audioSHOW combines the ability to
display your computer's output en aTV or VCR with full-featured 16-bit
stereo sound capabilities. You can record your VGA screen to videotape
and add amusic soundtrack consisting of CD music, MIDI synthesizer

garnePlayeriV

Maximize your PC game-playing excitement

by playing them cri alarger TV screen with gamePlayer1V. Now you
can sit in front of your 20" TV playing your favorite computer game and
for the first time. sea and hear the power of 24-bit computer graphics.

orchestrations, sampled sound effects and narration. Adding greater
impact to your presentations, training videos and other computer

GamePlayerTV is also well-suited for business presentations, video

activities. AudioSHOW also

gamePlayerTV you get:

gives you:

digital audio record and playback

Built-in SCSI

CD-ROM interface

recording and all lime and business audio apolications Witn
H:gh-quality

capabilitias for all your Windows

Compatibility with

-

Sound System, SoundBlaster

SoundBlaster Pro, ProAudio

and AdLib games and educational

Spectrum, AdLib. Microsoft Windows

and business software

and Video for Windows

user-friendly on-line TV adjustment screen

Stereo 16-bit ADC/DAC

for high-fidelity sound reprodt.ction.

An easy and

Sound editing software.

Four easy ways to
getyotruieasonlV.
AlTech has the most complete line of VGA-to-TV encoders for the PC and Mac markets. Whether you are developing or giving presentations or training programs, recording back to video, or just enjoying playing PC games on your
N screen, AlTech has an encoder to fit your needs and budget All of our encoders convert to NTSC or PAL signals,
provide S-VHS and flicker-free output for enhanced TV viewing and video recording, and are Windows compatible.
For information on AlTech's products, call your local dealer or call us at 1-800-K32-8184 or 1-510-226-8960, or fax
1-510-226-8996. From outside the U.S., call 1-510-226-9169.
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AlTech offers several
full-motion video capture
boards including
VideoBlender. VideoSurge
and WavelNatcherTV.
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AlTech fntemational
47971 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538
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DSP Resource Allocation
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Typical percentage of DSP !MIPS
Typical demands on modem bandwidth during audiographics teleconferencing sessions. Acombination of highspeed modem services and speech compression can consume nearly all of atypical DSP's resources (16.7 MIPS).

based on speech coding or analog signal
compression. In fact, voice is not converted to bits-per-second data. Rather, VoiceSpan channel coding is based on an
extension to the digital data techniques
employed in full-duplex, equalized, echocanceled modems that provide simultaneous communication of both digital and
analog information. A DSP digitizes and
maps the analog voice signal into acombined analog-and-data signal suitable for
communication through aPOTS line over
modems using QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) techniques.
VoiceSpan also defines methods for automatically or manually originating and
answering calls, as well as for interoperating with standard phones, faxes, and
modems. The first product to embed VoiceSpan technology is the Paradyne DataPort
2001 modem. The 2001 provides 14.4Kbps transmission when acting as astandard modem, or 4800 bps for data while
simultaneously transmitting voice. AT&T
Paradyne bundles the product with FarSite
whiteboard software from DataBeam, and
the technology has been licensed by various
companies in the phone, games, computer,
fax, and copier businesses.
Early this year, Radish Communications
Systems announced avoice-modem technology, called VoiceView, that enables the
integration of voice, data, and fax over a
POTS line within asingle phone call. The
mixed-media communications are not simultaneous, however; you switch between
them sequentially.

Performance Considerations
turn, accommodates less compressed, more
Data conferencing applications can place
realistic speech.
strenuous demands on desktop computers.
Analysis of the MIPS requirements for difVoiceSpan and VoiceView
ferent DSP tasks shows that the combination
An alternative technique to incorporating
of high-speed modem services and concurvoice in PC-based personal conferencing is
rent speech compression consumes nearly
now available through VoiceSpan techall of today's mixed-media modem DSP
nology from the AT&T Bell Laboratories
(16.7-MIPS) resources (see the figure "DSP
group. VoiceSpan increases the capacity
Resource Allocation"). Attempting such a of existing phone lines by splitting asingle
task without aDSP, even on the new Penline into three virtual channels: one for
tium and PowerPC processors, won't provoice or low-quality audio, one for data,
vide satisfactory performance.
and athird virtual channel for control inOnce the connection is made, all data
formation. With VoiceSpan, users can talk
must fit into the performance envelope of
over the phone while simultaneously sendthe modem; this is where modem speed
ing data, faxes, still images, or data from
really counts. V.32 is the practical bottom
file-sharing applications.
end for data conferencing, and the new
Unlike other products, VoiceSpan is not
V.34 modems with 28,800-bps
capabilities promise to make
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND SPEECH CODERS
personal teleconferencing even
BIT STREAM
DSP REQUIREMENTS
easier and more interactive. DeALGORITHM
(KBPS)
(MIPS)
pending on the compression
algorithm executed and the
Parametric coders
throughput of the modem, voice
LPC10 (FS1015)
2.4
9toll
will consume 30 percent to 60
CELP (FS1016)
4.8, 7.2
15
percent of the modem bandCELP+
6.4, 6.8
5.8 to 6.3 (AT&T)
width.
VCELP (cellular phones)
7.95
15 to 19
Data-conferencing applicaLMCELP (low-memory CELP)
4.8, 7.4
13 to 15
LDCELP (low-delay CELP)
tions present multidimensional
8
19.6
G.728
challenges to hardware and
12.8, 14.4, 16
16.5
TrueSpeech
6.8, 7.2, 8, 11
7(DSP group)
software designers. Design tradeoffs involve compression factor,
Waveform coders
speech quality, computational
G.726
16,24,32,40
5to 8
complexity, and line delay. ComG.722
48,56,64
9to 10.2
pression algorithms are boundG.711
48,56,64
0.6
ed on the high end by available
Modems
MIPS and on the low end by the
V.22bis
2.4
-5
output bit stream, which must
not exceed transmission-line
bandwidth. More sophisticated
modem algorithms like V.34
consume more MIPS but support more bandwidth, which, in
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V.32bis

14.4

V.32terbo

19.2

10

CCITT G3 fax

9.6

9.3

Data courtesy of DSP Software Engineering, Inc. (Bedford, MA)

9.6 to 9.9 (AT&T)

Future
For professionals working on PCs
and workstations who need to
collaborate with others at different locations, the new DSP-based
multimedia peripherals could become an important computing
companion. Combining collaborative data sharing with simultaneous voice and operating over
standard phone lines, data-conferencing solutions will let globally dispersed users with phone
access work as if they were in
their offices and at their desks. •
Andrew W. Davis is an independent
marketing consultant in Southborough,
Massachusetts, focusing on high-technology business development and marketing communications. His special interests include data acquisition and
image processing for multimedia, scientific, and business applications. He
can be reached on AppleLink as MacSciTech or on the Internet or BIX at
editors@bix.com.
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No MORE E
XCUSES.
NOW THERE'S A16-BIT SOUND BLASTER FOR EVERY APPLICATION AND BUDGET...
AND NO MORE EXCUSES FOR OWNING ANYTHING LESS.
SOUND

SCSI-2 devices. At an SRP of $279.95, you
can't beat this card's dynamite software
bundle and rich sound.

BLASTER-16 BASIC EDITION: MORE VALUE.

Abest buy at $199.95*, our basic 16-bit board gives
you everything you need for high-quality PC
sound. It's the ideal tool for enhancing your multimedia presentations, interactive software, and
sound-enhanced games. And you can upgrade
with our optional Wave Blasteedaughterboard
to sampled wave synthesis, or add our Advanced
Signal Processor DSP.
BLASTER 16 MuLTICDT:
MORE CDROM OrnoNs.

SOUND

Sound Blaster 16 MultiCD is amulti-functional
audio solution that includes aCD-ROM interface
for the most popular drives from Creative, Sony
and Mitsumi—no additional interface is needed!
For $249.95*, you get Creative's high-performance
16-bit audio plus avariety of multimedia titles.

Boost CPU
efficiency by up
to 6.5% with an
Advanced Signal
Processing
upgrade.

SOUND BLASTER AWE32: MORE FIDELITY.

Our most advanced 16-bit card for the
discriminating audio enthusiast, Sound
Blaster AWE32 combines our
state-of-the-art digital
audio technology with E-mu
Systems' Advanced WavEffecte
synthesis for pro-audio sound.
It features 32-note symphonicAdva
quality MIDI playback, and
WavEffect synthesis
digital signal processing.
.from E-mu, with
Plus it's 100% General MIDI .downloadable sound
sampling and DSP
and Sound Blaster compatible.
special effects!
All for just $399.95*.

I

NOMORE EXCUSES, PC OWNERS.

SOUND BusTER 16

SCSI-2
MORE SCSI COMPATIBILITY.

Specifically developed for those with data-intensive devices, our SCSI-2 card features CD-quality
stereo sound phis compatibility with SCSI-1 and

Now with Creative's great selection of advancedtechnology 16-bit boards, there are no more
excuses for not upgrading your PC with enhanced
audio capabilities.

'All prices listed are maludacturer's suggested retail

BL A ST
ZR

THE 16-B1
TSOUND STANDARD. CREATIVE
CREATIVE

LASS,

INC.

U.S. inquiries:Creative Labs 1-800-998-5227 or 1-408-428-6600. International inquiries:Creative Technology lAd., Singapore. TIL 65-773-02.33 FAX 65-773-0353.Sound Blaster, Sound Blater 16 MulliCD, Sound Bastee
16 SCSI-2, Sound Blasior AWE32, Wave Blaster, Advanced WavEffects,and the Sound Blaster and Creative logos are trademarks of Creative Technology W. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
holders. ©Copy:1411994 Creative Technology Ltd. All nets reserverk Note: Sound Blaster 16 MultiCD marks with Sony CD1131A ;
Mitswni CIMC-LU006, -FI001; and Creative Labs:Panasonic CDR-523 and -563.
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This is your
career.

If you're adesktop developer hungry for new
opportunities, Powersoft is serving up something

databases already residing on your network.
For starters, you can create your own client/server

you're sure to like. A $249» desktop version of our

applications using acommon object technology.

award winning PowerBuilder," the application develop-

A technology that lets your programs, as well as your

ment software that's helped thousands of companies

programming know-how, be scaled to run against any

make the transition to client/server computing.

database from .DBF to DB2..

With PowerBuilder Desktop you get many of

With PowerBuilder Desktop you also get to take

the same ingredients in our Enterprise edition in

advantage of hundreds of built-in functions to access

portions that make sense for the desktop-class

and manipulate data, perform calculations, and

Purl

This

is your career on

new PowerBuilder Desktop.
Any questions?

communicate with other applications.
Something you'll appreciate very quickly

our one-day comprehensive client/server training class

once you realize how much time it saves.

for only $399 that includes your personal copy of

Of course you'll want more on
Introductory
Price: $249*

If we still haven't whet your appetite, consider

your plate than that. So there's also

new PowerBuilder Desktop. Just call Powersoft at
1-800-946-3500 for dates and alocation near you. Or if

our "SQL Smart" DataWindow .
"' to build applications

you want to get your career cooking even sooner, call

without coding SQL. A built-in data dictionary to

your corporate reseller, stop by CompUSA, or call

increase productivity and ensure standards. And the full

Powersoft at 1-800-642-1421 today.

32-bit relational power of theWATCOM .'SQL database.

Building on the power of people.

p
aying

*Introductory price; suggested retail price: $695. Powersoft Corporation, 70 Blanchard Road, Burlington, MA 01803
Powersoft Europe, Thames House, 1Bell Street, Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 1BU, United Kingdom
All trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners. Prices listed do not include sales tax, shipping and handling. 30-day money back guarantee.
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State of the Art

WIRELESS G
ETS REAL
Wide-area wired communications and network-access services are rapidly being augmented
by more flexible wireless solutions

DAVID A. HARVEY AND RICHARD SANTALESA

T

he year 1921 marks the first recorded
use of mobile wireless in the form of
two-way radio communications by the Detroit Police Department. A quarter of a
century later, in 1946, the first mobile telephone rang through the air. Until recently,
however, ubiquitous wireless connectivity
seemed as fanciful as the communicators
used on Star Trek. Not any more.
Today, wide-area wireless communications span the radio spectrum from the low
kilohertz bands to the ultrahigh microwave
frequencies (see the figure "Frequencies
for Wireless Data Communications").
Even Orbit, aproposed telecommunications device from Bell Northern, is supposed to affix (in the best Captain Picard
style) to your clothing. The wired ties that
bind you to your wide-area communications, data transmission, and network-access services are rapidly being augmented
by more flexible wireless solutions.
Catch the Wave
Since our last look at wireless mobile communications (February 1993 BYTE), the
wireless market has evolved dramatically. CDPD (cellular digital packet data),
which rides atop the existing analog cellular infrastructure to provide adigital data
capability, has moved from the drawing
board into the market with the backing of
industry big guns such as AT&T, Bell Atlantic Mobile Systems, Nynex, GTE Mobilnet, PacTel, Southwestern Bell, McCaw
Cellular, and Sprint. In response, RAM
Mobile Data (Woodbridge, NJ), adatapacket-radio joint venture of BellSouth
Mobile Systems and RAM Broadcasting,
announced in early March flat monthly
rates of $25 for up to 100 KB of messaging, $75 for up to 400 KB with additional
messaging at 20 cents per KB—approximately 10 cents per packet—and $135 for
unlimited messaging. The effects of such
competition will be to bring wireless more

quickly within the reach of more users.
In addition to wireless service providers,
aslew of value-added companies are riding
the wireless wave to double-digit growth.
RadioMail, which provides links between
user-wired E-mail services and the Ardis or
RAM Mobile Data networks, and Wireless Telecom, awireless hardware and
gateway distributor, have experienced
rapid expansion. In fact, RadioMail announcements of additional services and
alliances are almost aweekly phenomena; its latest announcement introduced a
wireless fax service complete with customized cover sheets at 99 cents per domestic page.
Further fueling the wireless marketplace
is an increasingly broad range of wirelessenabled hardware and software products.
On the hardware side, Dell Computer's
new line of Latitude notebooks ship with a
comprehensive communications package
called Comm Works from Traveling Software, as well as afree subscription to RadioMail. Also, IBM's recent ThinkPads
offer wireless connectivity, and AST's
newly released PalmPad lists similar capabilities as an option.
On the software side, nearly every major LAN E-mail package and numerous
stand-alone communications packages
have added or are scrambling to add wireless support. Lotus cc:Mail, Microsoft
Mail, WordPerfect Office, Da Vinci eMail,
CE Software's QuickMail, and Connect
Software's E-Mail Connection 2.0 all work
with wireless services. E-mail is quickly
moving beyond the LAN.
At the Speed of Light
Wireless technology breaks down into oneway and two-way communications. Oneway communications, best typified by
paging services, allows broadcasts of information to single or multiple receivers.
Perfect for dispatching messages, news
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Universal Wireless LANs

Agents Away

The wireless revolution is coming to acomputer near you
90

Anew media-access-control
protocol promises to tie wireless LANs together
99

Telescript-aware networks let
you use intelligent software
objects
13
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updates, pricing information, and routing
assignments, one-way communication is
acost-effective method for delivering information to those who are able to easily
respond through terrestrial means. For example, anumber of financial institutions
are using EMBARC's (Boynton, FL) oneway messaging service to post up-to-theminute mortgage rates to all their branches
and field-loan officers. The most interesting developments in one-way messaging
come from products like Motorola's NewsStream PCMCIA cards coupled with providers like EMBARC to deliver information from various news services anytime,
anyplace.
While one-way broadcasts play an important role—their lower price and oneto-many broadcast abilities make them
extremely useful for information delivery—two-way communications will shape
your untethered working future by allowing connection to LANs, wireless pay
phones, real-time conferencing, and more.
The three most important two-way technologies are analog cellular, RF packet radio, and CDPD.
Signals and Packets
One of the simplest forms of wireless communication is analog cellular. Designed
originally for voice communications, analog cellular operates much like aland-linebased telephone—indeed acellular call
travels for most of its distance via land
lines. Transmitting data over analog cellular requires amodem that links to your
cellular service or phone.
Cellular gets its name from the hexagonal cells (which are roughly 8miles in
diameter but smaller in densely populated
areas with heavy traffic) served by asingle
base station (i.e., asetup common to most
wireless services). Moving between cells
requires that your signal be handed off between adjacent cells. This is no problem for
voice signals filled with gaps and pauses;
however, add in data, and without special
protocols or equipment, every handoff is a
potential fouled transmission. Indeed, the
problems with data transmission over analog cellular are manifold and are so inherently related to the nature of analog that
in the long run, packet-based communications will be the way to go.
Packet-based communications represents the next step up the ladder of complexity. The basis for services such as
RAM Mobile Data and Ardis and for technologies such as CDPD, packet-based
communications is far better suited for
MAY 1994
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Cellular

Private land
mobile

Narrowband PCS

Industrial

Common carrier
paging

Point-to-multipoint
Point-to-point

PCS

Industrial

824-849 MHz
869-894 MHz

896-901 MHz
930-931 MHz

901-902 MHz
930-931 MHz

902 -928 MHz

931-932 MHz

932-935 MHz
941-944 MHz

2400-2483.5 MHz

Unlicensed
commercial use
such as
cordless phones
and LANs

Includes national
paging services
such as SkyTel

1850-1970 MHz
2130-2150 MHz
2180-2200 MHz

Includes RF packet
radio services
such as
RAM Mobile Data

Unlicensed
commercial use
such as LANs

Frequencies for Wireless Data Communications
The FCC has divided the available spectrum to support avariety of radio-based services. It is responsible for defining the limits of each class of INHVICIII.

data transmission than analog. Even voice
is moving to packets. In the future, voice
cellular will take the packet route using
CDMA (code division multiple access)
and TDMA (time division multiple access). Both of these technologies increase
the cellular capacity: TDMA by afactor of
three and CDMA by 10 times over existing
analog cellular systems. In part, this increase is due to their packet nature.
The advantages that packet transmission has over conventional circuit switching include the following:
•Robustness: Carrier loss between
packets is typically not aproblem.
•Security: Encryption on small packets
is easily handled.
•Per-packet billing: Short messages,
which encompass the majority of
E-mail traffic, can be sent inexpensively, charging only for transmission
air time.
The logic behind packet use is irrefutable. Radio is synonymous with interference, drop-outs, and static. This, in turn,
dictates that wireless data transmission
(where every bit counts) include robust error correction, either via cellular protocols—such as Microcom's MNP10, AT&T
Paradyne's ETC (enhanced throughput cellular), and USRobotics' HST Cellular—
or through the actual transmission mechanism (i.e., CDPD's TCP/IP or the Mobitex
packet-based transmission architecture that
RAM Mobile Data uses).
Analog radio transmission, particularly voice transmissions, maintain one advantage over pure digital wireless. Analog radios degrade more gracefully than
digital radios as determined by aconcept
known as fade margins. Fade margin
refers to the tolerated level of signal decay before communications cease. With
digital, the distance between acompletely
92
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valid signal and one that's totally useless is
small and abrupt.
Using RF Packet Radio
Unlike analog cellular, packet communications is not connection-oriented; with
RAM Mobile Data, for example, your radio modem is connected as long as it's
turned on.
The message path from RAM Mobile
Data to CompuServe is typical of packet
wireless operation. Once powered on, the
wireless modem identifies itself to the local base station, each of which provides
up to 16 separate radio channels. If you
need additional capacity, more than one
base station can serve service areas known
as MSAs (Metropolitan Statistical Areas).
According to RAM Mobile Data, each
channel can handle between 1500 and
5000 packets per hour.
To communicate, existing RAM Mobile Data-compatible modems, such as the
Mobidem (Ericcson GE Mobile Communications), broadcast at 896 to 902 MHz
and receive at 935 to 941 MHz. The modem establishes alink with your computer, and as the message text arrives from
your system, the modem breaks it into
packets with amaximum size of 512 bytes.
Each packet is preceded by aheader that
can be up to 33 bytes long. The header
contains a3-byte sender code, a3-byte addressee code, a1-byte flag, a1-byte packet-type marker, a22-byte space for other
addressees, and finally, a3-byte network
time stamp.
To ensure against multipath interference, the modem applies aGaussian Minimum Shift Keying, or GMSK, modulation to the signal. In addition, it levels
16-bit CCITT standard CRC (cyclic
redundancy check) error detection and
correction on top of the Hamming errorcorrection coding applied to each byte.
'Before transmission, the modem inter-

leaves the data blocks. According to
RAM Mobile Data, the interleaving
means that afade-induced error burst of
20-bit duration results in no more than
20 correctable single-bit errors in the 20
Hamming-encoded data words; therefore,
no retransmission is required.
As it assembles the packet, the modem
checks signal strength, verifies the connection to the base station, and transmits at
8Kbps. At the base station, the received
packet is verified, and areceipt verification
is transmitted back to the Mobidem. From
the base station, the header information is
analyzed, and the data is relayed to alocal
switch—usually over awired network or
system. From there, it passes to alongdistance carrier switch that confers with a
national control center. Here, RadioMail's
system tallies billing charges and routes
the complete final message through its Internet gateway to CompuServe's Internet
gateway for delivery. At present, RAM
Mobile Data transmissions are limited
to text-only messages delivered by means
of the RAM Mobile Data-compatible
modems and services.
CDPD Hops
Compared to the packet-radio networks,
the nascent implementations of CDPD are
more flexible, allowing aCDPD-compliant
modem to serve both packet-based data
and analog voice communications. CDPD
is aclever hybrid of packet-based transmission and channel hopping that takes
advantage of the natural pauses within
voice transmissions. Like the RAM Mobile
Data and Ardis schemata, CDPD breaks
data into packets. (It uses GMSK modulation and Reed-Solomon forward errorcorrection code.) Also, as with packet networks, CDPD sends data on one set of
frequencies and receives it on another.
What differs is that CDPD was designed to
work on top of the same bandwidth as
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STATISTICA/w - (for Windows) Complete Statistical System with thousands of on-screen customizable, presentation-quality
graphs fully integrated with all procedures •Complete Windows 3.1
support, DDE, OLE, fl-fonts, multiple toolbars, right mouse button
support •Unlimited numbers of data-, results-, and graph-windows
•Inter-window integration: data, results, and graphs can be treated
as objects and converted into one another in anumber of ways
The largest selection of statistics and graphs in asingle system;
comprehensive implementations of: Exploratory techniques; multiway tables with banners (presentation-quality reports); nonparametrics; distribution fitting; multiple regression; general nonlinear
estimation; stepwise logit/probit; general ANCOVA/MANCOVA; stepwise discriminant analysis; log-linear analysis; factor analysis; cluster analysis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item
analysis/reliability; survival analysis; time series modeling; forecasting; lags analysis; quality control; process analysis; experimental design (with Taguchi); and much more Manuals with comprehensive introductions to each procedure and examples • Hypertext-
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language and macros also supported, "turn-key system" options @
All output displayed in Scrollsheete (dynamic, customizable, presentation-quality tables with toolbars, pop-up windows, and instant
2D, 3D and multiple graphs) • Extremely large analysis designs
(e.g., correlation matrices up to 32,000x32,000, unlimited ANOVA
designs) • Megafde Manager with up to 32,000 variables (8 Mb)
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per record •Unlimited size of files; extended ("quadruple") precision; unmatched speed •Exchanges data and graphs with other applications via DDE or an extensive selection of file import/export facilities •Hundreds of types of graphs, including categorized multiple 2D and 3D graphs, matrix plots, icons, and unique multivariate
(e.g., 4D) graphs @Facilities to custom design new graphs and add
them permanently to menu u On-screen graph customization with
advanced drawing tools, interactive stretching and resizing of complex objects, interactive embedding of graphs and artwork, special
effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management, page layout control for slides and printouts; unmatched speed of graph redraw.
Interactive rotation, perspective and cross-sections of all 3D and 41)
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graphs u Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration of
data: fitting, smoothing, overlaying, spectral planes, projections, layered compressions, marked subsets to Price $995.
Quick STATISTICA/w - (for Windows) Acomprehensive selection of basic statistics and the full graphics capabilities of
STATISTICA/w Price $495.
STATISTICA/cos- (for DOS) A STATISTICA/w-compatible data analysis system am Price $795.
Quick STATISTICA/cos - (for DOS) Asubset of STATISTICA/Dos statistics and graphics Price $295.
Domestic sh/h $10 per product; 14-day money back guarantee.
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2325 E. 13th St. •Tulsa, OK 74104 •(918) 583-4149
Fax: (918) 583-4376

STATISTICA/FAac - (for macintosh) A STATISTICA/w-compatible,
comprehensive data analysis and graphics system designed for the Macintosh
Large selection of statistical methods fully integrated with presentation-quality
graphics (incl. EDA, muldplots, awide selection of interactively rotatable 3D
graphs; MacDraw-style tools) •Unlimited size of files •Full support for System
7, incl. "Publish and Subscribe" •Price $695.

Quick STATISTICA/PAac- (for Macintosh) Asubset of STAT1SOverseas Offices: Statsoft of Europe (Hamburg, FRG), ph: 040/
TICA/Mac: acomprehensive selection of basic statistics and the full graphics ca4200347, fax: 040/4911310: StatSoft UK (London, UK), ph: 0462/482822,
pabilities of STATISTICA/Mac •Price $395.
fax: 0462/482855; StatSoft Pacific (Melbourne, Australia), ph: (03) 663
6580, fax: (03) 663 6117; StatSoft Canada CCO (Ontario), ph: 905-849-0737, fax: 905-849-0918. Available From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Representatives Worldwide: Holland: MAB Julsing, 071-230410; France: Version US (1) 40590913; Sweden: AkaaemiData 018 -240035; Hungary: Dagent KS 186 -5782; Belgium: TEXMA 10 61 16 28; South Africa: Osiris 12 663-4500;
0
Japan (Macintosh): Three's Company, Inc., 03-3770-n00; Japan (DOS and Windows): Design Technologies ,Inc. ,03-3667SatSolt. STATISTIC. Oueck STATISTICA/W, STATISTICAMm. Quid, STATISTICANac. STATISTICAIDOS, Quick STAllS11CA/DOS, end Scrohlwet are Iradortwrice of StatSoft. Inc.
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PCSes Are Coming

T

oday, anew form of wireless service is generating alot of excitement. While CDPD (cellular digital packet data), packet radio, and
eventually digital cellular will play the
dominant roles in long-distance wireless communications, anew set of services called PCS (personal communication services) could change the face
of short-distance wireless.
PCS denotes agroup of wireless
services ranging from pay phones to
sophisticated PCNs (personal communication networks). PCS is not intended as areplacement for existing
fixed-wire or cellular-based systems;
rather, it will coexist by providing localized services such as inter-office
and campus-wide voice, fax, and data.
For the most part, PCS will be facilitated by PCNs operated by licensed
providers, but some bandwidth will be
reserved for unlicensed usage such as
ad hoc LANs.
PCS is designed for localized implementations: The cells are smaller
than conventional cellular, and the
transmitters are less powerful. The advantage PCS brings to the airwaves
over existing packet- and cellular-based
systems is wider bandwidth.
Making Room
Regardless of the type of the transmission and service—whether cellular, microwave, AM, FM, HAM, or
shortwave—all wireless technologies
use wavelengths of different frequencies that occupy the electromagnetic
spectrum. Most radio bands for digital
information exchange (including
voice) lie between cellular's 800 to
900 MHz and the unlicensed 2.4-GHz
bandwidth slated for wireless LANs.
Above that, you will find products
such as Motorola's 18-GHz Altair Plus
II LAN.
In the U.S., frequency allocation
and licensing is the province of the
FCC. In the case of unlicensed frequencies, the FCC simply allocates
the band and sets the guidelines for
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proper usage. With licensed bands, the
FCC actually decides who will be able
to transmit in the band.
While unlicensed frequencies
are used for wireless LAN and
cordless telephone equipment,
the frequencies for cellular
and RF packet radio are licensed by the FCC. While
this adds to the cost of
wireless via licensing fees
and limits the number of
users and providers, it
defuses apotential radio babel of rampant,
uncontrolled broadcasts. In the cellular bandwidths, for example,
the FCC allows one land-line-based
provider and one alternative provider
per metropolitan area.
The FCC has allocated 160 Mi-lz of
bandwidth for PCS, 40 MHz is allocated for unlicensed users, and 120
MHz for licensed providers between
1.85 GHz and 2.2 GHz. The FCC auction of the commercial bandwidths of
the spectrum is slated for this month,
with announcements of projected PCS
services likely by this summer.
One of the hurdles that PCS faces is
that there are already occupants within its licensed bandwidth. FCC rules
require that PCS licensees pay for the
relocation of current tenants. This is
certain to add to the time it will take
PCS to come of age. Thus, the winners in the looming auction of PCS
frequencies may not be home free once
the auction is over.
Once frequencies are cleared and
established, the methods through which
voice and data are transmitted and received need to be determined and standardized. Except in rare cases, these
methods are frequency-independent;
what governs their use is the type of
information being transmitted, the
range of the transmission, the sensitivity of the transmission to error, and
of course, the broad morass of politics
and industry infighting. In other words,
don't look for PCS anytime soon.

analog voice transmissions. This feat of
packetized contortion is achieved by
CDPD's channel-hopping protocol.
A CDPD device works by "listening"
for the idle time within voice calls.
When the device detects asufficient idle interval, it sends apacket
using the full 30-kHz bandwidth
of the channel. If the channel is
full, aCDPD device "hops" to another
channel and repeats the listening/sending/hopping cycle. Corporate connectivity
is greatly facilitated through CDPD's builtin support of TCP/IP, allowing interconnection of LANs, WANs, the Internet, and
other information services.
CDPD-compliant devices, just beginning to roll off the assembly lines, allow
users access to both traditional voice cellular, as well as packet-switched CDPD
transmission. This is aneeded step, especially for personal communication devices that need to incorporate existing
wireless phones to make amove toward
ubiquity.
The only problem with CDPD is that it
has limited coverage. At the time of this
writing, all that exists are test networks
in Las Vegas and California. Although
promised for early 1994, current estimates
see most providers (including McCaw,
GTE, and Bell Atlantic) rolling back startup dates to the second or third quarter of
this year.
Packets to PDAs
An added boost to wireless transmission is
the newly formed wireless modem standards committee of the Portable Computer
and Communications Association. By the
end of the year, it will approve astandard
interface for wireless modems based on
the same Hayes AT modem command set
that wired modems currently use. This will
greatly ease the problems of software developers and make it easy to interoperate
wired and wireless modems.
The interface standard will merge nicely with the current move away from 1pound wireless modems, exemplified by
the Ericcson GE Mobidem and Motorola's InfoTac, to newer PCMCIA form-factor wireless modems. Today, the range of
wireless PCMCIA devices available is restricted to paging cards and two-way wireless LAN cards. You can buy aHewlettPackard 100LX with aMobidem wireless
modem, but imagine how much more attractive the bundle would be if the modem
were alow-power PCMCIA card.
The introduction of wide-area wireless

Lowest Prices on the SX and New DX2-501
Rave Reviews! Read what the experts say:

—7-7 "Scoring high in overall value and
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design, the Micro Electronics WinBook
,*d_ 'J gives you alot for your money, includMM: ing an outstanding integral trackball."
PC MAGAZINE, Cuide to Portable Computing, 8/93
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SHOPPeR

"If you're aWindows user on
abudget, or just have abad
case of Mac ervy...you should take alook at the
WinBook. It's amachine that can hold its own
with more expensive, less thoughtfully designed
systems from other direct vendors."

"The WinBook is agreat examole
of what a Windows notebook
WINDOWS should be....fast, easy-to-use and a
MAGAZINE miser on battery life....It's also inexpensive: nearly 50% less than some comparable notebooks."

COMPUTER SHOPPER, This Powerbook Twin Acts Like aPC, 9/93

WINDOWS MAGAZINE, Transcontinental Portable, 9/93
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Longer battery life
The WinBook features NiMH
2200 MA batteries with goldplated contacts, allowing it
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13:1 with previous passive
matrix technology.
SHADOWING PERCENTAGE

Ergonomically
engineered & designed
by award-winning
Palo Alto Design
The WinBook's unique
ergonomic features include
asloping wrist rest and keyboard with full-size keys,
plus acentered, dual-button
trackball—allowing you to
work in total comfort away
from your desk.

Clear, sharp color display
gives you near-active
matrix quality at a
passive matrix price!
Images are sharper and clearer
with less cursor loss. And the
WinBook's advanced dualscan color display gives you
99% shadow-free performance
compared to other single-scan
passive matrix displays. You
get abrighter, crisper, wider
angle of view with an 18:1
contrast ratio—compared to

OWL SCSI ref
ISM" 081

Ms SUMP,
Cleie crue

to run much longer than
units with traditional NiCAD
batteries—and there's no
memory effect!

The »Book offers you
more features for less!
•9600 baud send/4800
baud receive fax/2400
baud modem
•Industry-standard type II
PCMCIA slot

Docking station gives
you desktop power!
Two expansion slots and
drive bays let you add
peripherals such as monitors, hard drives, CD ROMs,
I/O cards or an extended
keyboard. Includes parallel,
serial, PS/2 mouse, external
keyboard and VGA ports.
And it's just $399!

Mouse/keyboard, parallel,
serial and VGA ports
plus PCMCIA expansion
e
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•512k video RAM
•Fast-acting LCD screen
•Built-in centered dualbutton trackball

Diffl.414111M01.3M10117.CCICICICORFI IMIWY.F.111).,1.111

Sates, Eastem Region

Upgradable processor!

Monochrome

Color Dual-Scan

$1599 $1999

4MB RAMMOOMB HOD
• SL Enhanced Intel
486SX 25Mitz

4MB RAM/200MB HIM

• Fax modem included!
• DOS and Windows

Call for the lowest DX2-50 prices!
Convenient payment
options

Service, warranty, support

Use your MasterCard,
VISA, Discover Card,
Micro Center charge, personal check or P.O. with
credit approval.

•30-day unconditional moneyback guarantee.
•24-hour burn-in protection.

==111
Thank-you for your order!

•72-hour service turnaround.

•One-year limited warranty
on parts and labor.
•Toll-free technical support for
the life of the computer.

30-day unconditional money-back guarantee
Your sabstaction is uncondMonally
guaranteed tot 30 days from date of
purchase Ilion any reason you are not
satisfied voth your purchase from us, kst
mil be glad to give you your money
back
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COMPUTER CORPORATION
aSubsidiary of Mere Electrones. Inc

Hurry! Order today!
Call 1-800-468-0366
Monday-Friday, 8am-9pm EST • Saturday, 9am-4pm
1160 Sleelwood Rd., Columbus, OH 43212 • FAX 1-800-448-0308
.SI other trademarks and registered trademarks are properly Il their respective corporahons

State of the Art Wireless Gets Real

Unlike earlier assays in PDAs, the Motorola Envoy is
built from the ground up to support ubiquitous wireless
connectivity.

PCMCIA devices will drive the young
PDA market. Anywhere, anytime communications is the ultimate killer application for PDAs, alesson that many companies have taken to heart seeing the
disappointing sales of the Apple Newton.
One of those paying attention has been
Motorola, which introduced its Envoy

communicator in March. Built around GenSharp's Expert Pad lack built-in two-way
eral Magic's Magic Cap operating system
wireless ability, third parties are stepping
and Telescript communications language,
in to fill the gap. ETE offers the ETE Comthe $1500, 1.6-pound Envoy boasts awide
municator for Sharp's Expert Pad. Pricrange of software and hardware telecoming starts at $500 for aversion sporting a
munications capabilities, both wireless and
cellular phone with awired 14.4-Kbps
wired. It includes subscriptions to America
data/fax modem. An optional wireless moOnline, AT&T PersonaLink, and Radiodem ties the Expert Pad into the RAM MoMail. With Telescript support in AT&T's
bile Data network.
PersonaLink, you can use the Envoy to
Even though the wireless world still has
send intelligent agents to other users or
much work ahead of it in laying the final
service providers (see "Agents Away" on
touches on anationwide infrastructure that
page 113).
reaches even rural amas, the moving curves
Of main interest to wireless communiof falling prices, increased wireless comcations is the Envoy's integrated 4800-bps
petition, new pocket-size devices, and the
MDC wireless packet modem that taps
competitive business advantage that wireinto the Ardis network. Combined with a less brings points to one conclusion: The
range of applications powered by a32-bit
end of the decade will mark acommuprocessor, the Envoy is an advanced look
nications landscape where wireless is
at what the wireless future storming its
mainstream. •
way into the business world holds. MoDavid A. Harvey and Richard Santalesa are the
torola plans to introduce additional wirepublishers of PDA and Wireless World, an inless PDAs using Newton Intelligence and
dustry newsletter. They can be reached on the InMicrosoft's WinPad operating systems,
ternet or BIX at daharvey@bix.com or ediboth of which it licensed.
tors@bix.com, respectively, or on MCI Mail at
While Apple's Newton MessagePad and
405-6117.

FRACTAL I
MAGE COMPRESSION REDUCES
WHALE-SIZED I
MAGES To GUPPY-SIZED FILES.
Imagine storing up to 100 high-quality full screen
images on asingle floppy disk with enough room
left over for the program to display them.
Fractal compression files average between 10KB and
32KB and display at barracuda speeds. These incredibly small files provide unmatched space savings in
whatever storage media you may use. Using fractal
compression, Microsoft Encarta was reduced from
four CD-ROM disks to one.
Whether it's stills or full motion video,
DOS or Windows, Iterated Systems'
.OBJ and .DLL family of toolkits will
help you conserve your resources.
illek
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Iterated Systems, Inc.

FOR ADDITIONAL I
NFORMATION:

TEL: 800 437-2285 FAX: 404 840-0806
5550A PEACHTREE PARKWAY NORCROSS, GEORGIA 30092
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Get AF
PC Buyers jump for joy!

You're

entering the exciting and competitive game of
computer buying! We know you want to finish
first with high-performance PCs and prizewinning service at the most affordable prices in
the industry. It's no contest — with Gateway
2000- you'll always be the winner!
And here are the stars of our show,
Gateway's Pentium-based systems! You'll
get ashining performance with our new
incredible 90MHz P5 system! And the
stupendous performance of new lightening-fast
hard drive systems! Screaming graphics
controllers on the top two P5 models! Along
with the most powerful Intel® processors
available today! And (drumroll please) —
all at 486 prices!
Intel's new 90MHz processor gives our topof-the-line, power-packed Pentium-based
system the edge — it's one of the fastest PCs
available today. And now in all Gateway 2000
P5 and 486 PCI systems, anew PCl/IDE
controller allows the hard drive to transfer data
up to twice as fast as non-PCI-based systems.
The PCl/IDE controller enhances our Intel
Pentium processor and PCI local bus for fasterthan-ever data access!
Take full advantage of the performance-boosting PCI bus
with high-end graphics controllers with 2MB VRAM on our

The Bonus Round
Win big with a486 PCI system that blows the competition

top two P5 systems, for virtually unbeatable graphics! All

away! You'll get the pinnacle of 486 performance with

other Gateway Pentium and 486 PCI-based systems come

Gateway's new 100MHz DX4 machine priced at $2,495.

with astandard graphics with 1MB or 2MB graphics memory

The Gateway P4D-100 includes 8MB RAM, a540MB hard

giving you up to 64,000 colors at 1024 x768 resolutions.

drive, double-speed CD-ROM, 15-inch color CrystalScan®

Been spinning your wheels on how to get tomorrow's

monitor, 128KB cache, 1MB PCI local bus graphics and your

technology today and still pay 486 prices? With prices

choice of application software. And you can upgrade all of

between $2,495 and $3,995, the puzzle is solved when you

our 486 systems to Pentium technology in the future. It's

buy aPentium-based system from Gateway 2000!

another sure winner from Gateway 2000!

The Home Version
Fun and games are only part of what you get with
the Gateway DX2-66 Family PC," our best-selling
Family PC model priced at only $1,995! All Family
PC configurations include full multimedia capabilities
and software choices for the whole family,
bringing productivity, education and
entertainment into your home.

GATEWAY2609
"You've got afriend in the husiness." 0

pentium
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Looking for the perfect portable
PC? You'll get acelebrity performance when
you choose Gateway 2000" for the most
value-packed portable PCs in the industry!

•

GATEWAY2000

C OLOR B OOKT"

Gateway has all the right answers for

incredible values with the ColorBook!
Performance-enhancing features ... fast 486
processors and an incredibly big 10.3-inch
screen on two ColorBooks models! ... make
the ColorBook an undisputed champion.
Introducing the ColorBook DX4-75 with
afaster-than-ever processor! The substantial
power boost of the 75MHz processor has
made this model the fastest 486 portable
available today. And that's not all. For your
extreme viewing pleasure, an extra-huge 10.3inch dual-scan VGA color screen is standard
on the DX2-50 and DX4-75 models. You
won't fmd anyone else with a10.3-inch screen
at abetter price.
All ColorBook models — 4SX-33, DX2-40,
DX2-50 and DX4-75 — have ahost of great
features. At less than 5.7 pounds and
measuring an ultra-thin 1.77 inches, the
ColorBook supports simultaneous video; has an
easy-to-use, built-in trackball; two PCM CIA Type II slots;

go. It's ano-brainer. The HandBook is so small (about the

great battery life; and asuspend/resume feature so you can

size ofaday planner) and so lightweight (its less than three

stop work anytime and resume later without losing data or

pounds) that you'll never want to be without it!

restarting the system.
41
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A N D B 00 Ke 486

The revolutionary Gateway HandBook 486 is perfect for
all your worldly travels. This powerful little performer will
forever change the way you use aPC. And you won't have to
think twice about taking it with you —no matter where you

Unless you mind all the extra attention, as described by a
leading columnist: "I almost got mobbed the other day on the
train. Iwas doing what Iusually do on the commute: writing
on anotebook computer. The only difference was that Iwas
using aGateway 2000 HandBook 486 ... Ican't wait until
everyone has one. Then they'll leave mine alone."

INTEREST

The HandBook is areal PC with a
powerful 486 processor; an IDE hard
drive up to 130MB; standard 4MB or
8MB RAM upgradable to 20MB; a7.9-inch bright, backlit
VGA display screen; 78-key keyboard; EZ Point integraled
pointer; excellent battery life; and suspend/resume feature.
Looking for asquare deal on the best portables around?
The odds are stacked in your favor with Gateway's
ColorBook and HandBook portable PCs.

"You've got afriend in the business."e
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Scratch gold bars to reveal answers!

Gateway 2000TM is the naine of the game when it

Hands Down Winner in Service and Reliability

comes to the best service and support. The Gateway family is

Abig thank you to readers of PC Magazine who responded

made up of hard-working Midwesterners who are dedicated to

to aService and Reliability survey with impressive results:

satisfying our customers. And although we're aFortune 500

"In our latest survey, only Gateway 2000 gets our highest rating

company, we haven't forgotten our simple philosophy of

in both the desktop and laptop categories." The survey covered

providing an honest value, asuperior product and the best

reliability, satisfaction with repair experience, satisfaction

service possible. In return, Gateway's loyal customers are

with technical support, and the likelihood

always there to cheer us on. But you don't have to just take our

of buying new PCs from the same

word for it. The surveys prove it!

vendor again.

All the talented people appearing in this ad are Gateway 2000 employees.

Ready For Action

transactions, you get avariable interest rate of
13.9% APR and alow $18 annual fee.*

Gateway 2000's friendly employees
will take care of you from your first phone

*Cash advance fee is $1 plus 2% of the amount of the cash

call throughout the life of your system

advance, hut not less than $5 nor more than $10. Financing is

with lifetime technical support. We've

available on approved credit with the Gateway DuoLine

also made it easy for you to buy one of our
world-famous PCs.

MasterCard, issued by Dial National Bank, Des Moines, Iowa.

Internationally Known
Gateway 2000 also makes it easy for
our neighbors in Canada and Puerto Rico to
h
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buy Gateway systems. You get award:41)
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winning technical support, CSA approvals,
and on-site service that is available in most
Canadian and Puerto Rican locations. Our
international shipping rates are some of the
most competitive in the industry. Canadian
and Puerto Rican customers can reach us
toll free at 800-846-3609. All other
international customers can call us at
605-232-2000.
Our Family PC comes with aI4-inch
color SVGA monitor, /01-key keyboard.
double-speed CD-ROM, sound card,
speakers joystick, fax/modem and
mulitmedia software. You choose

Easy Payment Options

one software option from five great
Family PC multi-tide packages.

Gateway accepts most major credit
cards and C.O.D. terms, with net 30-day
terms and leasing options available to
qualified commercial customers.

World Class Winning
PC World's 1993 World Class Awards found readers honoring

Good Answers!
Computer Shopper summarized its readers' responses best:

Gateway 2000 with top honors in five categories including Best

"Gateway, dominator of Best Buy balloting for the past three years, is

Service and Support (for the second year in arow!) and Best Mail

your choice as Best Overall Supplier of computer systems ... For state-

Order Company. Thank you, PC World readers!

of-the-art PCs at bargain prices, North Sioux City is where Shopper

Jesse Berst, editor of Windows Watcher

readers look first." And "...Gateway 2000 has

was quoted in PC World: "Gateway has

inspired ahigh degree of confidence and

discovered an amazing secret, give people

brand loyalty among Shopper's readers,

more for less and they are going to like you."

who continue to rank Gateway's service

We knew
. our secret wouldn't be safe for long!

and support as the best of all direct-channel
PC vendors." Thanks Shopper readers!

You can also apply for our new
Gateway 2000 DuoLine

-----------

MasterCard Card, issued
by Dial National Bank,
which lets you make
purchases from Gateway and
anywhere else MasterCard is accepted by giving you

4•Rufs,

é éi
•

•

•

two lines of credit — one for Gateway purchases
and one for all other purchases. For Gateway
purchases, the card has no annual fee and alow
variable interest rate of just 12.9% APR. For other

"You've got afriend in the business."®
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PORTABLES

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
HANDBOOK° 486

• Weight: 2.94 Lbs.
111 Dimensions: 9.75" x5.9" x1.6"
• SL Enhanced Intel® 486 or DX2
Processor
• 4MB or 8MB RAM
(expands to 20MB)
• 80 to 130MB IDE Hard Drive
• 7.9" Backlit VGA Display
• NiMH Battery & AC Pack
• Suspend/Resume Feature
II 1PCMCIA Type II Slot
• EZ Point" Integrated Pointer
II 78-Key Keyboard
• Parallel, Serial & PS/2 e Ports
• MS Works for Windows'" 3.0
• MS-DOS 6.2, WFW 3.11 &
Serial Transfer Cable

HANDBOOK

PORTABLE OPTIONS
HANDBOOK 4DX2-40

With 40MHz 486DX2 CPU,
8MB RAM, 130MB Hard Drive,
With 25MHz 486SX CPU,
Extra NiMI-I Battery and Leather
4MB RAM and 80MB
Carrying Case
Hard Drive

4SX-25

$1495

(with 130MB Hard Drive)

$1595

$2295

HANDBOOK 4SX-25
With 25MHz 486SX CPU, 8MB
RAM, 130MB Hard Drive and
Leather Carrying Case

$1895

PCMCIA Cards:
• TelePath 14400/14400 fax/
modem. $249
I 9600/2400 fax/modem. $149
II Ethernet adapter. $149
• Token Ring adapter. $449
• HandBook VGA adapter. $229
Batteries:
▪ 2.2Ah NiMH batteries. $89
• Alkaline battery pack. $29
Diskette Drive:
• HandBook external I
.44MB. $99
Cases:
▪ ColorBook $49, HandBook $55
Extended VIP Warranty:
Ill We'll ship areplacement
within 24 hours during warranty.
Point of sale only. $100

4SX-33
4DX-33

4DX2-66 °FAMILY PC

4SX-33*FAMILY PC '"

4SX-3374DX-33°
▪ Inte I 33MHz 486SX or DX CPU
▪ 4MB RAM
▪ 340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
▪ Local Bus Graphics with 1MB
▪ 3.5" Diskette Drive
II 14" Color CrystalScan® 1024NI
▪ Mini Desktop Case
• 516-Bit ISA Slots
▪ 101-Key Keyboard & MS Mouse
▪ MS-DOS®6.2 & WFW'" 3.11
II MS Works for Windows" 3.0
I EPA Energy Star Compliant

$1295
$1495

• Intel 33MHz 486SX CPU
II 4MB RAM
▪ 340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
• Local Bus Graphics with 1MB
• Double-Speed CD-ROM, 16-Bit
Sound Card & Speakers
• 2400/9600 Data/Fax Modem
• 3.5" Diskette Drive
• 14" Color SVGA Monitor
II Mini Desktop Case
II 516-Bit ISA Slots
• 101-Key Keyboard, MS Mouse &
Joystick
II MS-DOS 6.2 & WFW 3.11
• Choice of Family PC Software
II EPA Energy Star Compliant

▪
•
▪
I
•
•
II
•
II
II
•
•
•
3

$1495

Intel 66MHz 486DX2 CPU
8MB RAM, 128KB Cache
340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
Local Bus Graphics with 1MB
Double-Speed CD-ROM, 16-Bit
Sound Card & Speakers
2400/9600 Data/Fax Modem
3.5" Diskette Drive
14" Color SVGA Monitor
Mini Desktop Case
516-Bit ISA Slots
10I-Key Keyboard, MS Mouse &
Joystick
MS-DOS 6.2 & WFW 3.11
Choice of Family PC Software
EPA Energy Star Compliant

MULTIMEDIA KIT
Here's everything you need to add
multimedia to aGateway desktop
PC that has aCD-ROM drive. You
won't fmd abetter price anywhere!
II Gateway 2000 16-Bit Sound
Card, Sound Blaster-"Compatible
3 2Labtee CS-180 Speakers
Microsoft Encarta & Corel
Photos CD Software

$132 (with system purchase)

Get the multimedia kit with a
CD-ROM drive for $299 (with
system purchase).

$1995

486 PCI SYSTEMS
COLORBOOK'
• Weight: Under 5.7 Lbs.
• Dimensions: 11.7" x8.5" x1.77"
• SL Enhanced Intel 486, DX2 or With 75MHz DX4 CPU, 8MB RAM,
DX4 Processors
250MB Hard Drive and 10.3" LCD
• 4MB or 8MB RAM (expands to
8, 12 or 20MB)
II 3.5" 1.44MB Diskette Drive
COLORBOOK DX2-50
COLORBOOK 4SX-33
• Removable 120 to 250MB IDE
With 50MHz DX2 CPU,
With 33MHz 486SX CPU,
Drive
4MB RAM, 120MB Hard Drive 8MB RAM 250MB Hard Drive
• 10.3" or 9.4" VGA Dual-Scan
and 10.3" LCD
and 9.4" LCD
STN Color Display
• NiMH Battery & AC Pack
• Suspend/Resume Feature
• 2PCMCIA Type II Slots
COLORBOOK DX2-40
• Integrated Trackball (2 buttons) With 40MHz DX2 CPU,
• 85-Key Keyboard
4MB RAM 250MB Hard Drive
• Parallel, Serial & PS/2 Ports
and 9.4" LCD
• External VGA Port
• MS Works for Windows 3.0
▪ MS-DOS 6.2 & WFW 3.11

COLORBOOK DX4-75

$3495

$1995

COLORBOOK PA CKS

P4D-33`

PID-66*

P4D-100

Traveler's Packs:
• Case, extra battery & PCMCIA
9600/2400 fax/modem. $279
• Case, extra battery & PCMCIA
TelePath fax/modem. $369

• Intel 33MHz 486DX CPU
II 8MB RAM, 128KB Cache
▪ 540MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
▪ PCI Fast IDE Interface
▪ PCI Local Bus Graphics with 1MB
• Double-Speed CD-ROM
▪ 3.5" Diskette Drive
3 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI
3 Baby AT Case
• 4ISA, 2PCI & 1PCl/ISA Slots
▪ AnyKey Keyboard &MS Mouse
• MS-DOS 6.2 &WFW 3.11
• MS Works Multimedia Edition 3.0

II Intel 66MHz 486DX2 CPU
II 8MB RAM, 128KB Cache
II 540MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
▪ PCI Fast IDE Interface
▪ PCI Local Bus Graphics with I
MB
II Double-Speed CD-ROM
▪ 3.5" Diskette Drive
II 15" Color CrystalScan Monitor
II Baby AT Case
▪ 5ISA &2VESA/ISA Slots
• AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse
II MS-DOS 6.2 &WFW 3.11
II Choice of Application Software

II Intel 100MHz 486DX4 CPU
▪ 8MB RAM, 128KB Cache
II 540MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
• PCI Fast IDE Interface
▪ PCI Local Bus Graphics with I
MB
II Double-Speed CD-ROM
II 3.5" Diskette Drive
▪ 15" Color CrystalScan Monitor
▪ Baby AT Case
• 4ISA, 2PCI & 1PCl/ISA Slots
• AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse
▪ MS-DOS 6.2 &WFW 3.11
▪ Choice of Application Software

$2995

$2495

SERVICE

SOFTW,1RE &EXTRAS
If asystem comes with "choice of
application software," choose one
of the following packages:
• Microsoft Excel for Windows'"
• Microsoft Word for Windows'
• Microsoft Word and Bookshelf,®
CD-ROM Edition
• Microsoft PowerPoint for
Windows'
II Microsoft Project for Windows'"
• Microsoft Access' for Windows
• Publisher's Pack (CD-ROM
only; includes CorelDRAW 3,"
ArtShow, MS Publisher 2.0 &
MS Design Pack)

e

Printed on recycled
paper with soy inks.

Gateway 2000 is a
corporate sponsor of
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• The Entrepreneur Pack (Works,'"
Publisher,'" Money'" &games)
II Borland Paradox ®and Quattro®
Pro for Windows spreadsheet
• Borland Paradox® and C++
(CD-ROM only)
With desktop and selected
portables you also get the
following software and extras at
no additional charge:
• MS-DOS 6.2 & Windows
for Workgroups 3.11
• CoSession" Host Remote
Diagnostics (with all modems)

• QAPlus Diagnostics
• Gateway Computer Glossary
• Gateway Mouse Pad
Systems with CDs also include:
• Gateway System CD
II On-Line User's Guide
• Gateway Mall On-Line Catalog

$2295

$1995

$2495

PENTIUM SYSTEMS

Every Gateway system is backed by:
• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• One-Year Limited Warranty
• Lifetime Toll-Free Technical
Support
• On-Site Service Available To
Most Locations
• Lifetime BBS Membership
• FaxBack Automated Fax Service

P5-60

P5-66

II Intel 60MHz Pentium' CPU
II 8MB RAM, 256KB Cache
II 340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
▪ PC! Fast IDE Interface
▪ PCI Local Bus Graphics with 1MB
• Double-Speed CD-ROM
▪ 3.5" Diskette Drive
II 15" Color CrystalScan Monitor
II Baby AT Case
▪ 4ISA, 2PCI & 1PCl/ISA Slots
• AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse
II MS-DOS 6.2 &WFW 3.11
▪ MS Works Multimedia Edition 3.0

II Intel 66MHz Pentium CPU
II 8MB RAM, 256KB Cache
II 540MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
▪ PCI Fast IDE Interface
▪ PCI Local Bus Graphics with 2MB
▪ Double-Speed CD-ROM
▪ 3.5" Diskette Drive
II 15" Color CrystalScan Monitor
• Baby AT Case
II 4ISA, 2PCI & 1PCl/ISA Slots
▪ AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse
• MS-DOS 6.2 & WFW 3.11
• Choice of Application Software

$2495

$2795

Our money-back guarantee does not
include shipping. On-site service is
provided at no charge during
warranty if our technicians
determine it is necessary. Ifyou'd
like to read our warranty and
guarantee policies, please callfor a
free copy.

P5-90

P5-66 BEST BUY
II
▪
•
▪
▪

Intel 66MHz Pentium CPU
I6MB RAM, 256KB Cache
540MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
PCI Fast IDE Interface
High-Performance PCI Local Bus
Graphics with 2MB VRAM
II Double-Speed CD-ROM
▪ 16-Bit Sound Blaster-Compatible
Sound Card &Yamaha Speakers
II 3.5" Diskette Drive
▪ 15" Color CrystalScan Monitor
I Baby AT Case
▪ 4ISA, 2PCI & 1PCl/ISA Slots
MI AnyKey Keyboard &MS Mouse
I MS-DOS 6.2 & WFW 3.11
▪ Choice of Application Software

• Intel 90MHz Pentium CPU
I 16MB RAM, 256KB Cache
I 540MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
▪ PCI Fast IDE Interface
II High-Performance PCI Local Bus
Graphics with 2MB VRAM
▪ Double-Speed CD-ROM
▪ 3.5" Diskette Drive
II 17" Color CrystalScan 1776LE
▪ Tower Case
▪ 4ISA, 2PCI & 1PCl/ISA Slots
▪ AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse
▪ MS-DOS 6.2 &WFW 3.11
I Choice of Application Software

$3995

$3295
•
••
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Extra Winnings
You'll score bonus points with the peripherals listed below,

Networking

sold only with the purchase of asystem. Call our special

Intel EtherExpresim

component add-ons division at 800-846-2080 for our complete

A 16-bit Ethernet adapter from aworld leader in networking.

line of extras for Gateway customers.

$105 Twisted Pair or BNC
Ethernet Adapter from 3Com®

Multimedia

Manufactured by 3Com for Gateway.

Multimedia Kit
Here's everything you need to add multimedia to aGateway PC

$105 Twisted Pair $125 BNC

that has aCD-ROM drive:

Token Ring

•Gateway 2000" 16-bit CD-quality sound card, compatible

IBM® 16-bit ISA Token Ring card.

with Sound Blaster' cards, with MIDI/game port, mic in,
stereo line in/out

$429

Monitors
CrystalScan ® 17-Inch Monitor

•2Labtec® CS-180 speakers

Non-interlaced color monitor with intelligent multiscanning

•Microsoft® Encarta Multimedia Encyclopedia

analog color display capable of ultra-high resolution up to

•Corel Professional Photos CD Sampler

1280 x1024 in non-interlaced mode and .26mm dot pitch.

$132 (with system purchase)
Get the multimedia kit with aCD-ROM for $299 (with system
purchase).

Upgrade from a14-inch monitor $430
Upgrade from a15-inch monitor $350
(Prices good only for upgrades at the time of system purchase.)

Printers

Yamaha® YST-M10 Multimedia Speakers
The small speakers that sound big and come with atiny price!
This free-standing, self-powered speaker set is agreat value!

$75

Great laser quality at an ever greater value. Measuring only
17 inches by 10.5 inches, the Stylus 800 has seven different
typefaces and prints an extra-quiet 150 characters per second

Altec Lansing ACS-300 Multimedia Speakers
Get superior stereo sound with these top-rated Altec Lansing
ACS-300 speakers with separate powered subwoofer.

Epson ® Stylus 800 Ink Jet Printer

$219

at 360dpi. Parallel cable included.

$289

Epson ActionLaser 1500 Laser Printer
The ActionLaser delivers professional-quality printouts. Fast

Communications & Storage

six-page per minute speed, 14 resident fonts, 300 x300dpi,

TelePath' II Fax/Modem

and 1MB memory expandable to 5MB. Parallel cable

Internal fax/modem, 14,400bps modem, V.32bis, with

included.

14,400bps fax capability. Package includes data and fax
communication software, plus aCompuServe® trial
membership.

$149

Colorado Memory Systems® TBU
250MB internal automatic tape backup unit copies up to
9.5MB per minute. Comes with MS Windows' and DOS'
software, one tape and cable.

$159

$669

Home Office Pack
Add these peripherals to your new Gateway desktop, and you
have everything you need for an efficient home office.
•Epson Stylus 800 Ink Jet Printer
•TelePath II Fax/Modem
•1Parallel Cable

$399

C 1994 Gateway 2000, Inc. AnyKey, CrystalScan, HandBook, black-and-white spot design, "G" logo and "You've got afriend in the business" slogan are registered trademarks, and Gateway 2000, ColorBook, DuoLine. Family PC, EZ Point and
TelePath are trademarks of Gateway 2000, Inc. The Intel Inside Logo, Intel, Pentium and OverDrive are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation. All other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective companies. All prices and configurations are subject to change without notice or obligation. Prices do not include shipping. Energy Star compliant systems may not remain within EPA guidelines if upgraded to aPentium processor.
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State of the Art

U
NIVERSAL WIRELESS L
ANs
A new IEEE standard promises to bring interoperability to the wireless LAN marketplace
CEES LINKS, WIIVI DIEPSTRATEN, AND VIC HAYES

ar

RAPHAEL LOPEZ O 1994

he wireless LAN marketplace is heating up. By giving you the ability to
roam throughout acoverage area while remaining connected to your LAN-based
services, wifeless technology is anatural fit
for today's horizontal corporations and
mobile workforce. But as the market is
flooded by interested parties—hardware
manufacturers, system integrators, and
computer manufacturers—the need grows
for interoperability between competing
products.
The worldwide authority on standardization in wireless LANs is the Wireless
Local-Area Networks Standards Working
Group, IEEE Project 802.11. Since 1990,
the Project 802.11 committee has worked
to establish auniversal standard for the
wireless marketplace. Recently, the committee selected the DFWMAC (distributed
foundation wireless media access control)
protocol proposal from AT&T Global Information Solutions/NCR Microelectronic
Products Division's Wireless Communications and Networking Division, Symbol Technologies, and Xircom as the foundation for the development of awireless
LAN standard. Widespread adoption of
the technology embodied in DFWMAC
will ensure avital and interoperable wireless LAN marketplace.
Requirements and Architecture
The initial task ot the Project 802.11 committee was to analyze the applications and
environments in which wireless networks
are used. As early as March 1992, the cornmittee formally established the functional
requirements for awireless LAN protocol.
The Project 802.11 committee established the minimum functional bandwidth
at 1Mbps. This was deemed necessary for
common operations such as file transfer,
program loading, transaction processing,
multimedia, and manufacturing process
control. For applications such as digital
voice and process control, which require
transmission of real-time data, the committee decided to require support for timeMAY 1994
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State of the Art Universal Wireless LANs
lustrates the basic architecture of wireless LANs.

Architecture for Wireless LANs

Defines the extended
service area

(

Ad hoc
station
Station

Station

Station

\

Ad hoc
station

Station

First BSS

BSS i,„/Ad hoc network

In this example, two BSSes are interconnected by asingle distribution system that also provides agateway to offsite networks. The ad hoc network coexists with the infrastructure network and interoperates with it.

bounded services, which limit the packet
ferent components of awireless LAN. A
delay variance. It also identified the need
single cell within an infrastructure-based
for reliable operation in awide range of
network is called aBasic Service Area, or
environments, including financial, retail,
BSA. The size of any cell is dependent
office, school, and industrial settings. In
on the environment and the power of the
addition, it was decided that mobile comwireless transceivers. Any single BSA
puting should at least support pedestrian
can contain anumber of discrete groups
speeds of several miles per hour, with a of wireless stations. Multiple BSAs can
vehicular-speed option for industrial users.
cover larger areas, interconnected by APs
To address these requirements, the Proj(Access Points) and adistribution system
ect 802. II committee formulated abasic
(which is usually wired). Such interconarchitecture for wireless LAN systems.
nected BSAs form an ESA (Extended
Generally speaking, wireless networks
Service Area). The group of stations that
break into two types. The first type is inare associated to the same AP is called
frastructure-based networks that let you
the Basic Service Set, or BSS. The set of
roam through abuilding (e.g., astore, a stations within multiple BSSes that are
hospital, or amanufacturing floor) while
connected via adistribution system forms
maintaining aconnection with the orgaan ESS (Extended Service Set). The fignization's computer resources. Usually.
ure "Architecture for Wireless LANs" ilwired networks form the
foundation for wireless-netU.S.
One MAC Specification for All
work infrastructures. The second type is an ad hoc network
osl model
that any number of users can
7
set up instantly, as might be
desired when meeting in a
conference room, for example. The 802.11 architecture
allows for overlap by using
the same basic access protocol for both ad hoc and infrastructure-based networks.
The basic architecture lets
multiple networks share the
same medium, using the
same channel, thus ensuring a
high degree of efficiency in
frequency usage.
The Project 802.11 committee also defined the dif100

E
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The Reference Model
The Project 802.11 committee uses areference model that divides protocols for
wireless communications into two main
groups. The first group of protocols is a
common MAC (media access control) specification for all wireless networks. A single,
medium-independent MAC protocol provides aunified network interface between
different wireless and wired networks.
The second group of protocols are the
PHY (physical) specifications for medium-dependent protocols. In wireless communications, the medium is defined by
signal characteristics in aparticular bandwidth of frequencies. There are different
PHY specifications for each frequency
bandwidth supported in Project 802.11.
For example, there are different PHY
specifications for the 915 -MHz bandwidth, the 2.4- and 5.2-GHz bandwidths,
the infrared bandwidth, and so on. The
figure "One MAC for All" shows PHY
layers supported by the IEEE Project
802.11 proposal.
Defining the reference model resulted
in alist of criteria that any MAC proposal had to address, with support for multiple PHY specifications being one of the
most important. Because NCR, Symbol
Technologies, and Xircom individually
use different PHY layers, support for multiple PHY technologies was built into the
DFWMAC protocol proposal. Other proposals on the table were more focused
toward aspecific PHY layer. Other important criteria that must be met include

6
5
Layers

4
3
2

Europe

Japan

5.2-GHz
HIPERLAN only

5.2-GHz
(future?)

2.4-GHz
(ISM)

2.4-GHz
(ISM)

1.9-GHz PCS
WinForum

1
ism =industrial Scientific Medical
OSI =Open Systems Interconnection

Wireless LAN frequency allocation

Wa..less networks use many (afferent unlicensed frequencies, including regions in the infrared, 915-MHz, and 2.4-Gliz bandwidths.
The DFWMAC layer supports underlying PHY layers in multiple-frequency bandwidths in multiple regions of the world.

WE JUST PUT MORE DISTANCE
BETWEEN RLN AND OTHER
REMOTE ACCESS SOLUTIONS.
For some time, Remote
LAN Node® has been acknowledged as the best
remote
node
solution
you can
buy, letting users
dial into
their
LANs
RLN comes preconfigured
on arack-mountable
and work
486 server for 4, 8or 16
just
as if
simultaneous users, or as
software-only for 2-16
they were
simultaneous users.
locally
connected. And it's been proven in use across the world.
Now RLN- 2.0 has really left
the others in the dust.
RLN now supports tokenring as well as Ethernet. In
fact, you can access either
one with the same client
software. RLN is the only
remote access solution that
works in virtually any single
or interconnected network
environment.
There's also new SNMP
support, and abuilt-in
Windows"-based Remote
Manager console for server
management from any
remote PC. You can also
simultaneously update user
information on multiple
servers from asingle location. And RLN has a
Custom Client Build
utility, so configuring
NetWou

your remote clients is easier.
RLN has always included
powerful security features.
But now that we've added
enhanced data
encryption, password aging and
support for
Challenge
Handshake
Authentication
Protocol
RI.\ Server
(CHAP), it's
the most
,A1CreSS
secure solution
you can buy.
So call for
more information and
afree demo
copy of RLN software that
will let you dial in and see
what it's like to be aremote
node. We'll also send you an
informative white paper on
remote computing.
Like RLN users the
world over, you'll see what
lengths we've gone to, to
make sure no other remote
solution comes close.
1-800-348-3221, ext. 5'7DD*

CA

The Freedom To Communicate.
'Or call (404)475-8380.
1994 Digital Communications
Associates, Inc. All rights reserved. DCA and Remote LAN
Node are registered trademarks and RLN is atrademark of
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks are the
property of their owners.
Circle 84 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 85).
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THE EVOLUTION OF ASTANDARD
D

FWMAC (distributed foundation wireless media access control) has an involved parentage that

demonstrates the standards-definition process in the
1990s. AT&T Global Information Solutions/NCR Microelectronic Products Division's Wireless Communications and Networking Division entered the wireless market in 1990, specializing in direct-sequence spread-spectrum
technology. NCR became amarket leader and in 1992, was joined

(the WHO protocol from National Semiconductor). At
that time, the CODIAC and WHO protocol proposals incorporated asecondary mode that mimicked aspects
of the WHAT protocol at certain times.
Also, at the September 1993 meeting, NCR. Symbol,
and Xircom decided to integrate their proposals, resulting in the enhanced WMAC protocol called DFWMAC (Distributed Foundation WMAC) that was introduced in the November

by Symbol Technologies (San Jose, CA) in proposing awireless

meeting. The resulting DFWMAC protocol contained 95 percent of

LAN standard. The NCR/Symbol integration began due to customer

the tunctionality of the WMAC protocol, adding improvements in

demand to both companies for interoperability of their products.
The NCR/Symbol proposal was not alone, however. In the past

the areas of optional hidden-node protection from the WHAT pro-

three and ahalf years, the Wireless Local-Area Networks Stan-

tocol and PHY (physical) independence and synchronization support for extemporaneous ad hoc networks. Thus, the DFWMAC

dards Working Group, IEEE Project 802.11 has received over 11

protocol ultimately has become an improvement over the individ-

proposals for a MAC (media access control) specification from

ual protocols, and its popularity has been strengthened by the

various market players. These proposals have fallen into two

number of companies involved.

main groups: distributed-access protocols, which, like Ethernet.

At the November 1993 meeting, the 802.11 committee re-

distribute the decision to transmit over all the nodes using acar-

viewed the above proposals. At that time, National Semiconduc-

rier-sense mechanism, and centralized-access protocols, which

tor's WHO proposal was voted down, and it decided to support

involve single-node transmission regulated by acentralized deci-

the DFWMAC protocol proposal. A voting procedure was held,

sion maker. IBM submitted one example of acentralized protocol

and the required 75 percent majority then selected DFWMAC as

in July 1991.

the 802.11 foundation protocol for the MAC specification.

Work began on the original NCR/Symbol proposal—called
WMAC (wireless media access control)—in November 1992.

Global Considerations

WMAC used adistributed-access protocol as afoundation for

To achieve worldwide standardization, the 802.11 committee is

more advanced functionality. This functionality included power

coordinating its efforts with other standards organizations where
appropriate. These include the T1P1 group in the Ti Accredited

management, synchronization, and optional support for timebounded services. In March 1993, Xircom proposed the WHAT

Standards Committee and the TR32/TR45 groups in the

(wireless hybrid asynchronous time-bounded) MAC protocol. Xir-

Telecommunications Industry Association. T1P1 aims to provide

corn's WHAT protocol also used adistributed-access protocol,

public telephone, ISDN, and cellular telephone interoperability.

supporting hidden nodes as well as time-bounded services.

The TR32/TR45 groups are primarily interested in digital-voice

In May 1993, several companies proposed rival MAC specifications. While NCR and Symbol introduced the WMAC protocol,

communications on cordless and mobile telephones.
The 802.11 committee is also well connected with the ETSI (Eu-

Spectrix offered the CODIAC (centralized or distributed integrated

ropean Telecommunications Standards Group). The ETSI-RES 2

access control) MAC protocol; shortly thereafter, National Semi-

committee defines standards for land mobile systems operating

conductor (Sunnyvale, CA) proposed merging IBM's and Xircom's

in the 2.4-GHz bandwidth. The ETSI-RES 10 committee is drafting

proposals into ahybrid protocol.

astandard for aHIPERLAN (high-performance LAN), that will pro-

In September 1993, the Project 802.11 committee selected
five of the original 11 proposals for further consideration with a
goal of selecting afinal protocol at the November meeting. The

vide 10- to 20-Mbps bandwidths in the 5.2-GHz bandwidth.
AMD, DEC, International Computers, National Semiconductor,
NEC, Norand, Telxon, and Toshiba have already put their voices

five selected proposals included two distributed-access protocols

behind DFWMAC, and more companies are joining the motion.

(the WMAC protocol from NCR/Symbol and the WHAT protocol

Together with efforts to broaden the geographical reach of the

from Xircom), two centralized access protocols (the IBM protocol

standard, these endorsements will go a long way to ensure that

and the CODIAC protocol from Spectrix), and one hybrid protocol

any wireless LAN equipment you purchase will be interoperable.

power management and time-bounded

that allows for automatic medium sharing

rier-sense mechanism determines whether

services.

between similar and dissimilar systems.

the signal energy in aparticular frequency

Contention between multiple stations wish-

bandwidth is above acertain threshold. If

Access Control

ing to access the same medium is resolved

the signal strength is below the threshold,

The lowest protocol level in DFWMAC

through a mechanism called CSMA/CA

that frequency bandwidth is available for

is the DCF (Distributed Coordination

(carrier-sense multiple access/collision

wireless data communications, and the

Function), which supports asynchronous

avoidance) with acknowledgment.

transmitter sends aparcel of data called a

communication between multiple stations.

The CSMA function in DFWMAC is

frame. If the signal strength is above the

DCF supplies the basic medium access

similar to the one Ethernet uses. The car-

threshold, the medium is considered busy.
continued
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Congratulations, Apple
on aday we've both
looked forward to seeing.

IBM

Microelectronics On March 14th
Total Technology Solutions
Apple launched
Power Macintosh systems, afamily of personal computers using our revolutionary, RISCbased PowerPC microprocessors. As aMember
of the PowerPC alliance with Apple and
Motorola, we're proud to see such tangible
proof that our vision has become areality. Yet

while IBM is delighted to celebrate today,
we're still determined to anticipate tomorrow.
With products, applications and support
designed to make PowerPC microprocessors,
and the systems they run, the future of computing. It's achallenge IBM Microelectronics'
Division and Apple welcome. In fact, we look
forward to it.

Power Macintosh is atrademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark and PowerPC, the PowerPC logo and IBM Microelectronics
are trademarks of the International Business Machines Corporation. © 1994 IBM Corp.

State of the Art Universal Wireless LANs
When the carrier-sense mechanism determines that such multiple accesses to the
medium are occurring (i.e., that the
medium is busy), the transmitter waits for
ashort while before trying to retransmit.
This waiting period is called backoff. To
reduce the probability of access collisions
and provide fair access to the medium by
all stations, the time gap between stations
accessing the medium is varied by backoff

•er

•

periods of random lengths.
DFWMAC's CSMA/CA and Ethernet's
CSMA/CD (carrier-sense multiple access/collision detection) use acarrier-sense
mechanism to determine whether other
transmitters are using the medium. In both
cases, if the transmitter senses the medium
is free, then the transmission of the frame
starts immediately. However, if the transmitter senses the medium is busy, CSMA/

•
••
•

A NEW FACE ON YOUR HOST DATA...
VT EMULATION GIVES YOUR
A A FACELIFT—THE WINDOWS
E!
Be ore I term, host data was dull,
colorless, and limited by aging host
applications. ICEAterm transforms your host
data—making it better looking, and more
useable.
Apply the power and ease of Windows
tools, like Excel, 1-2-3, WordPerfect, Visual
Basic.. to your host data using ICEAterm's
DDE, hot links, file transfer, and user-defined
menus and dialog boxes. And you'll get
more done faster with multiple ICEAterm
sessions.

ICIAterm 420—a powerful link to
your VAX and UNIX text
applications.
REAterm 340—tor applications
requiring ReG1S. Tektronix. or sixel
graphics.
KEAterm—for Windows NT
available soonil

ammeter yew desktop no
Call

1-800-663-8702

KEA Systems Ltd.
3738 North Fraser Way. Unit 101
Burnaby, B.C. Canada V5J 5G1
Phone: (604) 431-0727
Fax: (604) 431-0818

Advanced features include apowerful
macro language and definable on-screen
button pads, to make your work even
easier. ICEAterm speeds your work with high
throughput over your serial port or installed z
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Circle 101 on Inquiry Card.

CD and CSMA/CA use slightly different
methods to resolve the contention.
In Ethernet, when the transmitter detects abusy medium, it defers access until
the end of the current frame plus an IFS
(interframe space), or silence period. It
then transmits its frame. If more than one
station is deferring simultaneously, they
will possibly start transmitting at the same
time, causing acollision. Note that the
probability of acollision occurring is highest when the medium becomes free. Collision frequency also depends on the total
network load.
In Ethernet, the CD (collision detection)
function detects this collision: All colliding
transmitters sense collisions and generate
arandom backoff delay. After the delay,
the transmitters reexamine the medium
again to see if it has become free. By contrast, in wireless networks, the CD function
is not viable. This is because the dynamic
range of the signals on the medium used by
multiple networks or stations is very large.
As aresult, no CD techniques can be used
to resolve access contention. As collisions
cannot be detected, the likelihood of transmission failures increases; therefore, lost
frames in awireless CSMA-only implementation become more likely.
To keep collisions from destroying data,
DFWMAC uses aCA mechanism. Backing off and waiting until the medium is
free is not sufficient to provide reliable
communications, so the CA (collision detection) mechanism adds aMAC-level acknowledgment to ensure the integrity of
individual packets.
The acknowledgment protocol allows
for data recovery at alow level, which is essential in awireless environment to resolve
reliability problems arising from access
collisions and interference. To allow detection of alost frame due to interference or
collisions, the destination station (or stations) returns an acknowledgment immediately following asuccessfully received
frame. When the acknowledgment fails to
return, aMAC transmitter can recover from
this error by retransmitting the frame after
arandom retransmission backoff.
DFWMAC defines an efficient backoff
algorithm that is stable at high loads. The
algorithm uses exponential backoff for retransmissions. To support coexisting asynchronous and time-bounded services, the
algorithm also supports different priority
levels that different IFS delays control.
The figure "Avoiding Collisions" shows
the basic access mechanism. The key procedure is that astation that wants access to

"You asked for apowerful and affordable
tool to develop client/server applications. That's
why Ideveloped System Architect 3.0." ===.N.
Developers and project teams looking
for a CASE-based tool for client/
server application development will find
the answer in System Architect' 3.0.
This latest version of the CASE
price/performance leader includes
the features of expensive tools for a
fraction of the cost.

System Architect 3.0.
SA 3.0 simplifies the development of
client/server applications by supporting multiple methodologies including
Information Engineering, Gane &
Sarson, Yourdon, IDEF, 00A&D,
SSADM IV, Shlaer/Mellor, and
Ward & Mellor. It also features an
integrated data repository you can
customize. And it runs under MS
Windows® or IBM's OS/2 PM.®

Flexibility And
Functionality.
The ideal combination of flexibility and functionality has made SA the undisputed
price/performance leader. As the needs
m‘":
.
icRosoFT of developers have changed, so has the
WINDOWS- scope of SA's features and options:
SA Screen Painter: Allows repositorybased development of GUI screens and menus
or character-based screens.
SA Object-Oriented Version: Supports
Booch '91 and Coad/Yourdon.
SA Reverse Data Engineer: Reverse engineers SQL databases, including SQL Server,
SYBASE, DB2, Informix, and Orade.
SA Schema Generator: Generates DDL
and SQL triggers from entity models for
Oracle, Informix, Ingres, PROGRESS,
Paradox, dBASE III, DB2, SQL Server,
SYBASE, and other SQL and 4GL databases.
SA Project Documentation Facility:
Enables the automatic generation of
deliverables
with desktop publishing quality
from
SA
Encyclopedia.
ePaint GUI
screens from
data in
repository.

Choose Your Development
Environment.
SA/PowerBuilder Link: Allows the
exchange of design information between SA
and PowerBuilder for the development of
more robust client/server applications.
SA/SQL Windows Link: Works with
Gupta's SQL Windows.
SA

REPOSITOR

SYSTEM ARCHITECT 3.0
AA

•
1
,

SA

BJE£T-ORIENTED

Is ' SA REVERSE DATA ENGINEER

•

REQUIREMENTS

I

ANALYSIS

SAiSQL WINDOWS LINK

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

•System Architect 3.0 covers your development lifètycle
with acomplete range offèatures and options.

sharing the SA Repository by locking diagram
and data dictionary records.
Network Securie: Allows Project Managers
to uniquely identify and classify personnel with
appropriate levels of authorization.
Access Control. Allows team members to
check-out, check-in, or freeze encyclopedia
objects with defined authorization.
Version Control. Allows projea encydopedias, and their related files, to be saved and stored
with appropriate version-identifying data.
(Available in version 3,1)

Call Us Today At
800-REAL-CASE, X138.
To find out how to qualify for your free
30-day evaluation copy, call us today, or fax
us at 212-571-3436_

SYSTEM
ARCHITECT

Put Your Project Team In
A Class Of Its Own.

Popkin Software & Systems, Inc.,
11 Park Place, New York, NY 10007

System Architect 3.0 makes your project team
more productive with arange of capabilities
including:
Network Version: Allows multiple team members to work concurrently on aproject while

England 44-926-881186; Benelux 31-3406-65530;
Germany 49-6151-82077; Italy 39-49-8700366;
Switzerland 41-61-6922666; Denmark 45-45-823200;
Australia 61-02-346499; Sweden 46-8-626-8100;
Elsewhere 1-212-571-3434

RD 1994 Popkin Software & Ny.rms. Inc. Ihe System Architect logo is atrademark of Popkin Software & Systems, IrK. All other brand and product names arc trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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Avoiding Collisions
Free access when medium
is free longer than DIFS
DIFS

Contention window

PIFS

DIFS
Busy medium

/

SIFS

.1

kickoff window/ /

Next frame

Slot time

Select slot and decrement back-off as long as medium is busy

Defer Access
v.

4

To resolve contention among users for the wireless data channel, DFWMAC uses CSMA/CA. When the medium is
busy, access is deferred. Multiple access attempted during abusy period will defer until the end of that period, after
which arandom backoff resolves the contention. The scheme reduces collisions where they are most likely to occur.

sures the reliability of transmitted wireless
frames and the efficient recovery of transmission failures at the MAC layer itself.

Two-Headed Access
Time-bounded services/
asynchronous
Asynchronous

Contentionfree
service

Contention
service
DCF
(CSMA/CA)
mom
PHY

layer

/1

o

The DFWMAC offers time-bounded services through the
PCF access method. This can coexist with the standard
DCF access method because it uses DCF with priority.

ore
an 50
rcent of
Il business
ftware in
se today is
irated. If you
uy it. you could
nd up with virusdden, phony software that has no
ocumentation or product support.
elling or copying pirated software without
uthorizatioe against the law, with severe
riminal and civil penalties including
prisonment of up to five years, fines of up
$250,000, or both. If you suspect the sale
ruse of pirated software, call the BSA Antiiracy hotline:
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the medium needs to sense the medium
first to ensure that aminimum IFS has
been assigned.
The protocol defines three backoff priorities. The exact backoff period varies
randomly. The priorities are as follows:
•SIFS (short IFS). This, the shortest IFS,
is used for all immediate response actions. These actions include acknowledgment frames, RTS (request-to-send)
frames followed by CTS (clear-to-send)
frames, and any contention-free response
frame sent during time-bounded services.
•PIFS (point coordination function IFS). A
mid-length IFS, this is used for station
polling for time-bounded services.
•DIFS (distributed coordination function
IFS). The longest IFS, this is used as a
minimum delay for asynchronous frames
in the contention period.
In general, using aDCF-based CSMA/
CA access technique extended with a
MAC-level acknowledgment protocol en-

Power Management
The mobile nodes used for wireless transmission are usually small, hand-held, battery-operated devices. Power conservation management functions in DFWMAC
allow efficient battery operation while
maintaining connectivity and netwovk
throughput.
Current wireless-network protocols
assume that nodes are always ready to
receive frames from the network. With
power management, station receivers can
be turned off most of the time, saving battery power without affecting functionality.
The DFWMAC includes aprotocol that
lets you switch mobile computers from
full-power (running) mode to low-power or
sleep mode, where special mechanisms
ensure delivery of all wireless data communications. The power conservation provisions are provided in both infrastructure
and ad hoc modes. With these mechanisms, battery life in infrequently used
scanners or palmtop devices can last for
months.
Time-Bounded Services
In DFWMAC, time-bounded services are
available via an optional PCF (Point Coordination Function). The PCF runs on top
of the basic-access protocol to ensure coexistence of both time-bounded and nontime sensitive applications (see the figure
"Two-Headed Access").
The PCF uses asuperframe concept to
ensure contention-free service. Within a
given superframe period, the PCF is active in the contention-free period, while
the DCF is active in the contention period.
continued
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State of the Art Universal Wireless LANs
The Superframe

Superframe stretching
Superframe

Contention-free period

Superframe period

Contention period
DCF

Busy medium

PCF (optional)

PCF
defer

Variable length
(per superframe)

CF-Burst

Asynchronous traffic defer

When mixing PCF and DCF access, the DFWMAC uses asuperframe to ensure that every frame has both acontention-free period for time-bounded applications and aperiod
where normal, contentious asynchronous transfers can occur.

The contention-free period can be variable in length on aper-superframe basis
without incurring any additional overhead
(see the figure "The Superfranie").
At the beginning of the superframe, if
the transmitter senses that the medium is
free, the PCF gains control over the medium. If the transmitter senses that the
medium is busy, then the PCF defers until
the end of the frame; but when the transmitter gains control over the medium, the
data channel is available for the PCF period. In the DCF, aframe can still start near
the end of the DCF period. This causes
stretching of the superframe, which, in turn,
causes the contention-free period to start
at variable intervals.
Asynchronous data traffic using DCF
automatically defers until after the contention-free period. This is because the

PCF uses the PCF priority level of the
CSMA/CA access protocol, which causes
aburst of traffic with interframe gaps that
are smaller than the minimum DIFS period that the CSMA/CA needs. As DCF is
the basic access scheme for both asynchronous and time-bounded services, with
DCF running under PCF for time-bounded services, both asynchronous and timebounded traffic defer to each other when
appropriate.
Finalizing the Standard
Ultimately, the DFWMAC protocol proposes to solve the wireless standard debate by providing acomplete wireless
LAN system that would accommodate
both the ad hoc wireless LAN environment and an infrastructure wireless LAN.
By accommodating both environments

with the same access protocol, DFWMAC
bridges the gap in protocol intemperability.
The breakthrough Project 802.11 MAC
protocol vote, in particular, will bring computing and data communications solutions
together to provide people access to information and to each other—anytime,
anywhere. III
Cees Links is director of product management for
AT&T Global Information Solutions/NCR Microelectronic Products Division's Wireless Conununications and Networking Division (Utrecht, The
Netherlands). Wim Diepstraten is one of the
authors of the DFWMAC protocol proposal .and
represents NCR in the IEEE Project 802.11 .and
ETSI-RES 10 standard committees. Vic Hayes is
principal specialist for standards, and he chairs the
IEEE Project 802.11 committee. All work for
AT&T/NCR. You can contact them on the Internet
or RIX at editors@bitcom.
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WITH MUSICTIME
YOUR SOUND CARD
MusicTime is the most entertaining way to make
music with your sound card, multimedia computer,
or MIDI instrument.
Write songs, create lead sheets, arrange for small
combos, compose hit singles, orchestrate church
music, or simply explore music with nothing more
than MusicTime and your soundcard.
Play your music into the computer with your
MIDI or computer keyboard, and MusicTime records
and displays your composition. Use MusicTime's
award winning interface to arrange your music for
virtually any instrumental or vocal group. Create,
play, print. It's that easy!
COLOR, LETS YOU SEE INDIVIDUAL
PARTS INSTANTLY.

ISN'T IT TIME YOU
STARTED PLAYING
MUSIC AGAIN? 0

NEW QWERTY
KEYBOARD INPUT
ALLOWS YOU TO PLAY YOUR
PC KEYBOARD LIKE APIANO,
AND INSTANTLY CREATE

Available at COMP USA, Software Etc,

BEAUTIFUL, SHEET MUSIC
RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES.!

Fry's, and wherever fine software is sold.
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Music Retailers: Thinkware (415) 777-987
Austrailia: Mainly Multitrac 61 (03) 528-1555 EleNeLux: ay.
Micro Solution Bierges 32 (010) 41 90 51 France: Cornus
France 33 (01)4339 4055 Germany: Magic Music 49 (079)
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PLAYS MORE
HAN GAMES
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He's not
(t
superhuman,
yet he walks around with
steel beams, bricks and over
200 tvoes of concrete in his

ocket
w

alls with his eyes. You can almost see

the light from Randy Popp's imagination when he looks at aspace. Architects
are like that, you know. So it's no surprise Randy keeps his designs and his
dreams on aMobileMax- 131 megabyte PCMCIA hard drive. Amazing.
All that data, like CAD drawings and construction schedules, on aportable
drive not much bigger than acredit card. But this little structure is built
like abrick house. It easily handles 600 Gs of shock. And it uses very little
battery power, which appeals nicely to Randy's sense of energy conservation.
But most important, Maxtor's MobileMax fits
the way Randy works. Going from job site, to
office, to home, to client meetings. Using more
than one computer. (Who doesn't these days?)
But that's no big deal. He simply plugs his
MobileMax drive into any Type III PCMCIA slot. No slot?
No problem. A Maxtor MobileMax DeskRunner- PC Card drive provides full
PCMCIA capability. Now if carrying your business around in your pocket sounds
appealing, visit your computer retailer. Or for more concrete information call
1-800-4-MAXTOR. MobileMax. It's where work is going.
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The AP PROFESSIONAL ToolKit—More tools, solutions,
and references .... Right at your fingertips.
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Authoring Interactive Multimedia
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Foreword by Walter R. Smith
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Describes the NewtonScriptTM development environment and teaches the reader how to write
Newton® software on the Macintosh® for awide
variety of applications.

fi

May 1994
Paperback, $29.95, c. 352 pp
ISBN: 0-12484800-1
The enclosed 3.5" disk provides a sample Newton' application, as
well as a Demonstration version of NTIC..

Authoring Interactive Multimedia is packaged with The IBM® Ultimedia® Tool Ser i
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January 1994
Paperback, $49.95, 298 pp.
ISBN: G-12-460430-7

As seen on

Sights & Sounds
on the Discovery Channel

The Fuzzy Systems Handbook
A Practitioner's Guide to Building, Using,
and Maintaining Fuzzy Systems

Graphics Gems IV

Earl Cox

Edited by Paul S. Heckbert

Foreword by Lotfi Zadeh

Includes the latest techniques in rendering,
color, ray tracing, and much more.
May 1994 Hardback, $49.95, c. 512 pp.
IBM Version Includes one 3.5" disk. ISBN: 0-12-336155-9
Mac Version Includes one 3.5" disk. ISBN: 0-12-336156-7

February 1994
Paperback, $49.95, 615 pp.
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Include. one 3.5" IBM disk with C++ source .ode for a complete fuzzy
modeling system as well as for the book's case studies.
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The jargon-free guide to network design and
implementation has arrived.
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with Microsoft Visual C++"".
April 1994
Paperback, $39.95, c. 400 pp.
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excmp'es found in the book.
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State of the Art

AGENTS A
WAY
Telescript is asophisticated communications language that is the centerpiece of anew style
of information network—the electronic marketplace

PETER VVAYNER

O

ne of the promises of PDAs (personal digital assistants) is portable,
seamless, interactive access to information. The biggest challenge to realizing
this goal is not the wireless communications hardware but rather the polyglot of
protocols used in data communications.
Getting different computers and networks
to work together is analogous to building
the Tower of Babel. And adding ease of
use and transparency just multiplies the
difficulties. From acommunications point
of view, Microsoft CEO Bill Gates's "information at your fingertips" seems far
away indeed.
General Magic (Mountain View, CA)
thinks it has asolution to the communications problem. Called Telescript, it is an
interpreted language that works independently of any and all protocols and transports. It aspires to be the centerpiece of
the global information network.

New Wodd View
A common communications language is
especially important in wireless communications. PDAs and their ilk are meant to
be more than simply smart pieces of paper,
they're supposed to be gateways to the
world, letting you send and receive mail,
make appointments, access data repositories, book aflight, and perform ahost of
other moderately intelligent tasks to make
your life easier.
In General Magic's view, Telescript is
necessary to aglobal interactive network,
because the greatest limitation to interactivity is the time its takes for messages to
travel across the network during acommunications session. Each character travels in asmall packet across the network
to acomputer that will often respond with
another character or asmall burst of in•f
ormation. Answering nquestions would
8
1 take 2n times the network travel time.
General Magic wants to do away with
MAY 1994
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State of the Art Agents Away
all this communications chatter. Telescript lets you bundle your messages, requests,
and preferences into an intelligent program that travels to
adistant computer, gets answers to all your queries, and
then returns with the answers.
This results in just two trips
across the network—a big
saving in time, bandwidth,
and money.

ANew Way ta Interact

The Telescript Difference
Built-in intelligence about
how to interact with other
systems is the major difference between Telescript and
all the other software communications systems. As a
language, Telescript is just as
computationally powerful as
Telescript bundles functionality into an agent that is sent across the network.
C or BASIC. In contrast, requests and answers dont need to travel over the network
most networking protocols
like Novell's IPX or the Internet's IP merealthough NTT has not announced any
ly pass packets of data between computers.
plans to field aTelescript network. EvenThe software running on the machines
tually, General Magic hopes to see Telemust know what to do with the bits when
script adopted for everything from perthey arrive. A Telescript-ready machine
sonal E-mail to enterprise computing.
will be able to understand any arbitrary
Telescript program that arrives over the
What's in aName
network.
The idea of using afull-fledged language
You use this built-in intelligence to creto transfer data is not new. Telescript's
ate messages that aren't just requests—
namesake, the PostScript language from
they're smart programs that can make deAdobe Systems (Mountain View, CA).
cisions based on your preferences. General
revolutionized printing by using programs
Magic likes to refer to the packets of Tele- to control the layout of text and graphics on
script code as Telescript agents, which,
apage. This approach is much more flexyou'll admit, sounds alot cooler than Tele- ible and efficient than sending simple bit
script programs.
maps to the printer in terms of both size
Of course, aTelescript agent is nothing
and speed. Most important, PostScript is
without anetwork filled with computers
machine-independent; the same program
running Telescript interpreters. AT&T
will run on printers of different capabilities,
Easy-Link division (Parsippany, NJ) plans
letting you render your page at the best
to be the first to offer such anetwork. It has
available resolution and ensuring that the
teamed up with wireless-network providers
page you see on your 600-dot-per-inch
such as Ardis (Schaumberg, IL), SkyTel
laser printer will match the one created on
(Washington, DC), and RAM Mobile Data
acommercial quality printer.
(Woodbridge, NJ) to provide aTelescriptTelescript promises to bring the same
aware seamless domain of wired and wireinteroperability to the networked world.
less communication. Called AT&T PerLike PostScript, it is an interpreted lansonal Link, the network is scheduled to go
guage. You won't have to worry about bion-line this summer.
nary-level incompatibilities when your
Beyond AT&T Personal Link, General
Macintosh-produced Telescript agent finds
Magic has ambitious plans to push Tele- itself running on aDEC VAX cluster.
script as astandard for any type of netIn addition to Telescript, General Magic
work interaction. The company recently
is offering Magic Cap, anice user interface
announced that Nippon Telephone and
cum general utility package for PDAs.
Telegraph (Tokyo, Japan), the world's
Magic Cap includes many features for
largest telecommunications company, has
making phone numbers, calendar infortaken an equity position in General Magic,
mation, addresses, and the like easily ac11.4
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cessible. When Magic Cap
wants to communicate with
the world, it spits out Telescript agents. Telescript does
not require Magic Cap, however. Any operating system
can host Telescript, and General Magic is trying to get the
language adopted as a de
facto standard for agent-based
interaction over commercial
data networks.
How It Wodus
Telescript comes in two flavors, high Telescript and low
Telescript, although the analogy to spoken languages that
this nomenclature implies is a
bit misleading. High Telescript is amodem, high-level
object-oriented language that
Intermediate
General Magic says bears a
striking resemblance to Smalltalk and Modula-3. The semantics are said
to be clean and simple. Ican't comment on
these claims, however, because General
Magic declined to provide code samples—
perhaps to avoid giving clone makers a
head start. But General Magic plans to release complete descriptions of the language at aTelescript developer's conference this September.
Telescript is similar to an object-oriented version of Lisp; the code is dynamically bound at run time, and the Telescript
engine handles garbage collection and
memory management. The dynamic binding is necessary because Telescript code
needs to interface with routines on both
the local and remote systems. Having the
interpreter handle garbage collection and
memory management is essential to plugging security gaps. If an agent were able to
access memory directly, it could then
change or damage host systems.
When generated, high Telescript is sent
to the locally residing Telescript engine,
which consists of aconverter and the Telescript interpreter. The converter translates
high Telescript into the low variety.
Low Telescript is asimple stack-based
language similar to Forth and PostScript
that runs on the Telescript interpreter. General Magic designed high Telescript to be
easy for programmers to use. Low Telescript's design makes tasks easy for the
computer. Its simplicity keeps the size of
the interpreter down, minimizes the memory usage of agents, and also makes the
interpreter easy to port from one platform

There are people who have aneed for speed. And
people who are going places. Many times it's even the
same person. That's why we created Rend.'

stereo headphones, aprotective carrying case and a
standard SCSI 2interface.
So if you've got the drive for power, we've got
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and Macs and available as part of acomplete

Take it to work, bring it home, or slip it in your
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briefcase and take it on the road. Reno is compatible

near you call 1-800-845-5870. Reno from

with most notebook computers and comes equipped

Media Vision. It'll take you where you want to
go—and go

with an AC power
adapter, rechargeable batteries,

With Reno's power you
can play CD-ROM
games and create
multimedia presentations.

ATLAST, A
CD-ROM DRIVE
WITH REAL
GET-UP-AND-GO.

wherever you
want to take it.
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agreat portable
CD-audio player.
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State of the Art Agents Away
to another. Low Telescript interpreters are
much easier to create because they need
only run code that acomputer generates.
Thus, the interpreter does not have to worry much about semantic errors. Also, the
stack-based nature of low Telescript is
harder for humans to read but much easier for computers to parse. A system on a
network that provides services need implement only low Telescript, while the
client machines need the more complicated high Telescript capability.
Just as you can use PostScript without
ever seeing PostScript code, you will
rarely, if ever, see either of the Telescript
languages. The applications developer will
create skeletal agents in high Telescript
and add an interface to collect the parameters for the agent. This interface can be
written in any language.
Going Places

the Telescript engine finishes converting anew agent into low Telescript
and commences execution, most agents
will promptly ask to go somewhere on the
network. The key command, called Go,
initiates the move. When an agent executes this command, the local Telescript
engine bundles up the agent, finds its destination, and sends it on its way.
The Telescript engine saves an agent
by bundling up the agent's low-Telescript
code, the program counter, the stack, and
any of the memory-based objects that the
agent owns. These states are captured into
one big file and then sent over whatever
network transports are appropriate.
An agent can specify adestination—a
place, in Telescript-ese—in one of four
ways. The first two—providing aname
or an address—are similar. Both the name
and address are 16-byte Telescript-generated entities that are unique to aparticular
place. The name consists of the authority
and identity of the place, while the address
consists of the authority and location of
the place. This scheme provides flexibility
as the nature of the network changes with
the introduction of new services and new
offerings. Of course, an agent has to first
acquire the name or address of adestination before it can use them. Some names
and addresses will be included with agents
that service providers supply; others will be
learned by agents themselves as they cruise
the network.
The third way an agent can specify a
destination is to ask to be sent to amachine offering aparticular class of service.
The Telescript engine would find the closWhen
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est or least expensive service offering a can check the identity of each computer
particular class of information and then
sending arequest and then allow access
ship the agent off to it. One common serto preauthorized users only. When runvice will be adirectory that matches realning an agent, the interpreter can limit the
world names, addresses, and phone numamount of CPU time that aparticular agent
bers with Telescript addresses.
consumes by counting the number of
The fourth method used to designate a Teleclicks it uses. Intrusive or nosy Teledestination is called "the way." In this
script agents can also be stopped because
method, the interpreter not only details the
the Telescript interpreter can limit the acaddress of the destination but also specifies
cess to files. These features are aneceshow to get to the address. For example, it
sary precaution if your computer is going
might specify that the address can be
to participate in aworldwide network filled
reached through only the public telephone
with good and evil people, agents, and
network and will provide the appropriate
programs.
telephone number. This final method marThe biggest danger of any networkwide
ries the destination with aspecific means
system that allows intelligent agents is that
of communication.
some of the agents will deliberately or acTelescript includes another version of cidentally run amuck. Agents have much in
the Go command called Send. This incommon with viruses: Both are little prostruction lets an agent create subagents
grams that get to seize control of aforeign
and send them every which way in search
machine. The only real difference between
of parts of the final answer. In this case, the
viruses and Telescript agents is that Teleentire agent does not move to anew locascript agents have invitations and can extion—it simply spawns versions of itself.
ecute on asystem only after presenting the
correct credentials.
Security Matters
Invitations are an important distinction.
Running Telescript on an interpreter may
The local Telescript engine decides how
be slower than using object code, but it is
visiting agents can use local features, memimportant for many reasons such as maory, and services. Computer viruses find it
chine independence and ease of porting.
easy to survive in the personal computer
Another reason to use an interpreter is that
world because all the software is compiled.
it bolsters security.
The virus can insert its string of instrucThe Telescript interpreter, for example,
tions into another string, and the CPU will
not notice because it executes its compiled
code without question. Being interpreted,
AVocabulary for Telescript
Telescript acts as an intermediate layer
111P
that examines and executes each instrucAgént—a program you create and send
tion. It can stop avisiting agent that tries to
across anetwork. An agent carries out your
insert instructions into aplace where they
ptransactions on aTelescript-aware network.
don't belong. In fact, avisiting agent canPlace—a logical location on aTelescript
not read from and write to memory or the
network that corresponds to aTelescript
file system directly. It can only create obengine. Your communicator is aplace and
jects and access their contents. The interso is an electronic shopping center or a
preter intercepts calls to objects that don't
directory of services. Places can be nested.
exist or don't belong to the visiting agent.
Travel—the movement of agents from your
These measures are important security
place to other places. Travel is enabled by
features that will stop most problems. The
the Telescript Go instruction, which indionly danger is that there will be some hole
bates that the next instruction should be
in the Telescript engine that mistakenly
executed at the agent's destination.
allows an agent to access memory directMeeting—describes the interaction of two
ly. The famous Internet virus from 1987
agents carrying out atransaction in the
exploited aprogramming error in the "fmsame place.
ger demon" software. This simple software protocol acts as adirectory service
Connection—interaction between two
for the Internet by offering astandard foragents in two different places. Telescript
supports connections, but it is designed
mat by which each machine takes aname
with meetings in mind.
and checks to see if that person has an
account. In theory, this shouldn't be danPortal—a place where an agent can access
gerous because the local machine is only
systems and services that are not part of
answering simple questions; it isn't exethe Telescript network.
r‘4 ,
cuting programs or giving the outside user
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The success of AutoCAD has inspired
dozens of cheap imitations.
If you need a CAD package but don't need all the

yourself with aquestion, you'll have access to on-line help

sophistication of AutoCADc software, don't settle for a

as well as free 90-day product support. And since AutoCAD

cheap imitation. Get new AutoCAD® LT for Windowr

LT reads and writes data just like AutoCAD software, your

Unlike those "bargain" packages, it's based on the world

work will be compatible with over amillion AutoCAD users

standard—AutoCAD—and gives you features the others

worldwide. Chances are your clients and colleagues are

can't duplicate. Like more accurate 2D drawing tools

among them. So beware of cheap imitations. Visit your

for designing

And one inexpensive one.

Authorized

discrete parts. 3D design and layout tools

AutoCAD Dealer or leading retail

and full support for layers and blocks.

software store. Or, for afree demo disk,

And drawings you can link, so changes on

call 1-800-228-3601 and ask us for

the master are automatically reflected

Demopack A214. Outside the U.S. and

in other drawings. What's more, making

Canada, fax 415-491-8311.

these drawings is as easy as using afew
simple icons and tools. But if you do find

10 Autodesk

01994 A/dales], Inc. Autodesk, the Autodesk logo and AiatoCAD are registered trademarks of Autodesk, Inc. Windows is atrademark ol sIss,onoft Cotponition.
Company and product naines other than Autodesk and Amodesk precincts am intended to be fictitious. Any resemblance to actual mumany or product naine is accidental.

State of the Art Agents Away

Speaking the Same Languag
elescript lets you create agents that
can represent your needs and preferences to other agents on the network.
For example, to make aplane reservation, you cast the request as aTelescript
agent and send it off to aboolcing service
on the network. The Telescript engine
at this service would execute your agent,
find the least expensive flight for the
date you want, and choose the best seat
available, knowing that you prefer midplane window seats or rear aisle seats.
To perform such afeat, your agent
has to know more than just how to find
the booking service and how to transmit
your preferences. It must be able to cast
your requests into aform that is understandable to the service agent.
Telescript is ageneral-purpose Ian-

access to more information other than the
name of the person. The security hole was
that some versions of the software did not
check the length of the name. The Internet
virus stuck itself onto the end of the name
and then let the finger program write the
name and the attached virus onto the program stack. When the finger program
stopped and erased the name, the virus
was still left in memory. General Magic
stresses that it is examining all its code to
protect itself against these types of attacks.
Cash Cache
The second, and perhaps most important
security feature, is anetwork version of
money called Teleclicks. Local engines
will use Teleclicks to regulate the consumption of resources such as computation time, memory, or communication
bandwidth. When an agent hitches aride to
another machine or executes some local
command, it spends some of its allotment
of Teleclicks. The amount it spends depends on the local cost of services.
For most purposes, Teleclicks limit the
action of an agent. When you create an
agent, you give it acertain amount of
Teleclicks to do its job. This prevents it
from spending too much time or resources
in its search for asolution. A limitation is
important because in many cases, you will
12.8
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guage; it provides aframework for agent
interaction, but it doesn't have built-in
knowledge of airline reservations, medical databases, electronic shopping, and
other services. These services each require aspecialized vocabulary extension analogous to an API. At first, service providers will need to supply client
agents that have the required vocabulary
built-in. But the eventual goal is to develop astandard interface so that agents
from aservice provider can visit your
system, make you aware of anew service and its options, and even deposit
an appropriate client agent in your
toolbox. Such "traveling salesperson"
agents are afew years off but will greatly
enhance the electronic marketplace that
General Magic wants to create.

end up paying in one way or another for
the resources that your Telescript agent
uses. If you sent off arequest to abig text
database asking for information with acertain keyword, you'll probably be charged
based on the CPU time that your agent
consumes. Teleclicks can prevent unwelcome surprises on your credit-card bill.
The host Telescript engine can also limit
the amount of Teleclicks that avisiting
agent consumes. This is important because
ahost can't really know what avisiting
agent is doing, even as the agent is caught
in an infinite loop. Teleclicks provide the
means for the host machine to stop memory or CPU hogs.

one who will pay the bills. General Magic
considered the more robust cryptographically secure digital cash systems, but it
has put off decisions on these ideas.
In addition to identity services, Telescript uses software from RSA to do public- and private-key encryption based on
certificate-guaranteed software. In many
cases, the actual contents of any communication can be encrypted using acipher
like RSA's RC-4. At this time, the current
version of Telescript will include encryption routines that are weak enough to pass
through the State Department's division
regulating export of military technology.
The software, however, can be easily modified to use more sophisticated encryption
algorithms, if necessary.
Telescript in the Real World
When it comes on-line, AT&T Personal
Link will define the limits of the Telescript-aware world. Services from AT&T
and others will populate this world. For
example, AT&T has already signed up
Mead Data Central (Dayton, OH), the giant
owner of database services Lexis and Nexus, and News Electronic Data (Clinton,
NJ), which is part of Rupert Murdoch's
publishing empire. More radical offerings
will come from companies such as eShop
(San Mateo, CA) that plan to offer personalized stores, malls, and other shopping experiences. The real promise of Telescript won't be realized, however, until
many more network providers make their
systems Telescript-aware.
Until then, connectivity among the Telescript network and other networks will
come via portals. An agent that needs to
communicate with amachine on anonTelescript network lodges its request at the
appropriate portal, which establishes atraditional connection and performs atraditional transaction. The portal then passes
the results of the transaction to the agent.
Despite the initial limitations of Telescript's reach, the technology is an important step forward. It allows you to perform complex network operations easily
and it provides aglimpse of what future
network-based computing might be like.
One thing's for sure, no one else in network communications has come forward
with avision as broad as that defined by
Telescript.•

Who Are You?
Telescript also includes athird aspect of security: namely, identity. Each Telescript
agent comes sealed with acryptographically secure signature constructed by taking asecure checksum of the data and then
signing this with an RSA Data Securities
(Redwood City, CA) private key. The
Telescript host can use this signature to
verify that the packet of instructions and
objects arrived securely from its owner.
The signature is also important for
Peter Wayner is aBYTE consulting editor based in
billing purposes. Networks offering TeleBaltimore, Maryland He can be reached on the Inscript services will need asecure way to
ternet at pcw@access.digex.com or on BIX as
ensure that the agent is operating for some"pwayner."
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Why Not Keep Them UM One Place?
Getting PCs to co-exist with diverse computing standards means
keeping alot of balls in the air. XVision 5lets you juggle the whole
range of enterprise-wide operating environments, right from your PC.
As the pioneer in developing PC XServers for Microsoft
Windows, Visionware understands how to unite
Windows, X, NT, networks, UNIX and VMS,
to bring all your computing standards together
at the PC desktop.

Integrated Communications
XVision 5delivers workstation functionality through your
choice of anetwork transport and supports all common network protocols such as TCP/IP, DECnet, Novell NetWare
and serial connections.

Easy Access to UNIX and VMS
XVision 5lets you access host-based character and
graphical applications, including X applications,
from the familiar Microsoft Windows environment.

Built-in Intelligence
XVision 5automatically builds aconnection to your
host system and, during installation, automatically optimizes
itself to deliver maximum graphics performance for X applications.

Data Sharing
XVision 5provides you with data sharing capabilities that make
file transfer, local printing and copy & paste quick and easy.

Easy to Use
XVision 5is easy to use, easy to install and easy to
configure. On-line help and toll-free technical
support make XVision 5the easiest PC X
Server to use.
XVision 5ties it all together. Instead of another ball
to keep in the air, XVision 5provides areal solution that
finally frees you from the whole juggling act.

Call 1-800-949-8474 today.

XVision 5

The Smart PC X Server
from Visionware.

<0>visionware
Visionware is aree, tered trademark and the
Visionware logo, XVision, XVision 5are
trademarks on/isionware Ltd. Al other
trademarks are recognized as property of
their respective companies.

US Headquarters

4500 Bohannon Drive, #280 •Menlo Park, CA 94025 -1029
Tel: (415) 325-2113 •Fax: (415) 325-8710

See us at Interop/Networld
booth #2168,
and at Windows World
booth #6734

International Headquarters

57 Cardigan Lane •Leeds LS4 2LE •England
Tel: +44 532 788858 •Fax: +44 532 304676
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Before connecting your people, connect
Now IBM PC Direct saves you time and
acustomized LAN that's loaded, tested
Franklin Nanney is
part of our exclusive
team of Network
Specialists who
are specially trained
to configure a
customized LAN
right over the phone.

That's right, we deliver. Introducing
NET Select"' —acomplete Local Area
Network from IBM PC Direct"1.
Servers. Client workstations. Network
and operating system software.
Network interface cards. Cabling.
The works.
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NET Select can increase your productivity almost immediately. Just connect
and plug in your systems to get started.

If you need onsite installation, we offer
optional setup and cabling services. And if
you order any of our ValuePoinem client workstations, we can even preload popular business
software available from IBM Soft Seleetile.
The net result? You save time, money and
frustration. Just call one of our IBM PC Direct
Network Specialists-They're trained to help
you configure your dream LAN. On the phone.
At aprice you'll like.

1IBM PC Direct
We're putting the personal
in personal computing.

IBM quality from one end to the other.
For your server, choose acustomized IBM
ValuePoint Mini-Tower ® or IBM PS/2 ®
Server 85. Then pick any IBM ValuePoint
system for your client workstations. Your
choice of NetWare ® from IBM or IBM OS/2 ®
LAN Server is part of the package, too, plus
the choice of preinstalled Ethernet® or
Token-Rine cards.
IBM HelpWare® support around the clock.
Here's one of the best support programs
anywhere, with around-the-clock assistance
from the Personal Systems Hel
pCenter ®
for your IBM hardware (via phone, fax or
electronic bulletin board), plus a30-day
moneyback guarantee.' And there's onsite
service anywhere in the U.S.' from dedicated
IBM customer engineers.
There's more. Network Support HelpPacks
give you the flexibility to buy the technical
assistance —for both hardware and network
operating systems — that's right for your
entire network. At affordable prices.

'IBM PC Direct prim orgy. Inciudes $10 Soft Select preload fee per dentsystern The offerings, prices and products are subject ti ch,inge or withdrawal without prior notice.
Offer is not availablt outside Mi. United Stales. Products you acguireAray not be counted under any existing Volume Purchase Agr.emont. The same offerings and products may
be available through I3M Autiarized Remarketers Remarkeler prices nay vary. Sh pping and handling charges are extra. "Some 4B6Dig/33MHz chips may be otanulachued by
IBM. 1. Copies of warranty and 3O-da wmoryback guarantee inlormotiin available through IBM and IBM Authorized Dealers. Pleas call 1800 426-2968 for details regarding

•••
•

NET Select:
A complete LAN, from server to
clients and everything in between.
Whether you're networking 2or 250 users, there's an IBM server that can do the job.
Through NET Select, you can choose from either an IBM ValuePoint Mini-Tower or an
IBM PS/2 Server 85 466.
ValuePoint Mini-Tower 6387
•CPU: 486DX/33MHz** or
i486DX2/66MHz processor
•Storage: 527MB Hard Disk,
and one optional 170,
245, 340, 424 or 527MB
Hard Disk
•Memory: 8MB RAM standard, upgradable to 64MB
•Network Interface Card:
Ethernet or Token-Ring
•Operating Environment: IBM DOS with
NetWare from IBM V.3.12 or IBM OS/2
LAN Server 3.0, Entry
•Prices start at $3,029* (monitor not included)

with us.
money with
and network ready.

ValuePoint Mini-Tower 6387 Server
•i486DX2/66MHz processor
•527MB Hard Disk
•8MB RAM
•IBM 14L8 14" Color Monitor (SVGA)
•Ethernet interface card
•IBM DOS and NetWare from
IBM V.3.12 — 5users
ValuePoint Si Clients (3)
•i486SX/25MHz processor
•120MB Hard Disk
•4MB RAM
•IBM 14L8 14" Color Monitor (SVGA)
•Ethernet interface card
•IBM DOS and NetWare from IBM Client

CPU: i486DX2/66MHz
processor with 256KB L2
(write-back) cache,
upgradable to Intel ®
Pentium ® OverDriven'
Storage: 540MB or 1GB
SCSI-2 fast Hard Disk and
four optional 540MB, 1GB
or 2GB Hard Disks.
Standard SCSI-2 fast and
wide data streaming busmaster controller
Memory: 8MB RAM standard, upgradable
to 232MB
Network Interface Card: Ethernet or
Token-Ring
Operating Environment: IBM DOS with
NetWare from IBM V.3.12 or IBM OS/2
LAN Server 3.0, Entry
Prices start at $5,779*(monitor not included)

ValuePoint client configuration options

An affordable three-user LAN
Our sample configuration (shown above)
is the economical and easy way to set up
anetwork for three users. It's delivered
preloaded with the operating system and
network software to meet your needs.

PS/2 Server 85 466

There's aValuePoint client workstation
that's right for your business.
Your NET Select LAN comes with one
of the world's favorite PCs as clients: the
IBM ValuePoint
Most ValuePoint systems can be preloaded
with your network requester and popular
application software, through IBM's Soft
Select service. You choose from the world's
best-selling business software at great
prices. And we'll preload, test and optimize
all your selections on your LAN for asingle
fee of just $10 per client.

•CPU: i486SX/25MHz to i486DX2/66MHz
processor
•Storage: 120MB Hard Disk, up to 527MB
•Memory: 4MB RAM standard, upgradable
to 64MB
•Monitor: IBM 14L8 14" Color Monitor
(SVGA)
•Network Interface Card: Ethernet or
Token-Ring
•LAN Requester: NetWare from IBM
Client, or OS/2 LAN Server Requester
•Applications: Choose from popular
business software applications available
preloaded from IBM Soft Select
•Prices start at $1,519*
(prices may vary depending
on configuration selected)

•Price: $8,359*

To order:
Call 1800 426-7850

IBM's moneyback guarantee and limited warranty. 2. At no additiona, charge during warranty period. Onsite service available Monday-Friday Bam-5pm in your time zone. IBM, PS/2,
OS/2, Mini-Tower, HelpCenter and HeloWere are metered trademarks, anc ValuePoint, NET Select and Soft Select are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
All other brands and product names are registered trademarks, trademarks or service marks of their respective holders. PC Direct is atrademark of Ziff Communications Company and
is used by IBM under license. @ 1994 International Business Machines Comoration.

8am-10pm M-F, EST
9am-5pm Sat., EST
Purchase orders available for qualifying customers.
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E-Mail from Afar
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Lotus cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail provide

Jim Nord

the necessary tools if you need to
communicate with offices in far-flung
Iocations
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HOWARD EGLOWSTEIN AND
BEN SMITH
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usinesses all over the globe are
looking to E-mail as away of communicating with remote offices. It's
usually alot less expensive than installing
WAN (wide-area network) services, and Email permits people to take their work with
them when they travel. In this review, we
focus on two packages that command the
lion's share of the E-mail market: Lotus's
cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail.
Both packages are all-encompassing
LAN-based E-mail systems that can run
on just about any computing platform and
can effectively tie large organizations together. Both support clients running DOS,
Windows, the Mac, and OS/2; cc:Mail
adds Solaris. As options, both packages
provide remote client software and gateways to other major mail systems.
The two packages use ashared file access model, where aseries of applications
use ashared file area on aserver to manage, transfer, and exchange E-mail. Administration software allows anetwork administrator to add users, mailing lists, and
BBSes and perform other management
tasks, such as directory synchronization.
We've looked at earlier versions of these
E-mail giants before (see "Mixed Messaging," March 1993 BYTE), but much
has changed since then (and is still changing). Of the two companies, Lotus has
made more changes; it has revised its Windows client interface, for example, and
added remote client software for Windows.
(Since our review, Lotus has also added
support for NetWare MHS and more flexible directory synchronization.) Microsoft
has added MAPI support and X.25 and
AT&T EasyLink gateways, along with
more minor changes.
Both cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail still
have good user interfaces, but when it
comes to ease of setup and administration,
cc:Mail comes out ahead. However, the
fact that Microsoft Mail hasn't changed
as much as cc:Mail may have an explanation: Microsoft is working on atotally new
2.22
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E-mail system with capabilities similar to those of Lotus Notes. The new
mail server, EMS, will run on Windows NT.
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The Mac version of cc:Mail has large, clearly marked
icons for the selection of major mail functions. The
global name directory is annotated with colorful icons
that tell you at aglance whether the recipient is local to
your post office or at aremote post office. Selecting a
post office as the recipient is ahandy way to send mail
to someone who may not be in your directory.

Lotus cc:Mail
Lotus's cc:Mail is easy for the administrator to configure, easy for users to handle
without elaborate instruction, and
reliable. Its faults are few. It suffers
Or.,
Ido Mtg.
M OO
ed.,
TOO!.
WindOW fielp
from alack of consistency between
LEV
I
platforms, which can complicate
training. From amanagement peror•-•••=7,,,MInm-ono.,oro
spective, it also lacks tracking ability,
jiM11111111fflil
so you can't determine the status of a
iOn Roceiring Now Ilmugo in loboo
be*
particular message.
A cc:Mail implementation uses one
With Condihono
Subject comma Activito imf
or more central post offices. In EAND Subtect does wt
hr.-ish
AND Author coroarno
mail-speak, apost office is aplace to
A.... Novo to
looe
collect messages and maintain adatabase of users. A post office can be
physically adedicated machine or a
frTve-71
shared file area on anetwork. Local
IIIMINOZ/5
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cc:Mail users run the cc:Mail client
The Windows version of cc:Mail adds aspiffy new rules
software on aDOS, Windows, or OS/2
function that processes mail messages for you
automatically. This example shows arule that, when
system, aMacintosh, or aSun workstareceiving anew mail message, looks to see if it comes
tion running Solaris.
from auser named "Robomail" with asubject of
The user interfaces on the client pack"Activity log." When it finds anew message, it
ages look and feel like other applications
automatically moves it to astorage folder
you might be familiar with. The DOS client software uses character-based menus,
cc:Mail system to other mail systems. The
while the other versions use pull-down
most common gateway in atypical cc:Mail
menus in the style of their respective enconfiguration runs acopy of Router 4.0
vironments. The Windows interface, for
($1295) under DOS. It serves to connect
instance, uses drag-and-drop functions to
two cc:Mail post offices by aphone link or
do things such as adding recipients to a aLAN connection.
mail header.
Lotus also offers gateways for many
To establish acc:Mail post office, you
common mail systems. The SMTP Unix
need aLAN with enough shared file space
mail gateway ($349) uses aLAN's TCP/IP
for your user database and messages, and
connection to amail-equipped Unix system
dedicated DOS or OS/2 machines for any
to transfer mail between your cc:Mail users
gateways you want to install. Once the
and any standard Unix mail system. Other
post office is established, the mail admingateways include aUUCP Unix mail gateistrator runs aMac- or DOS-based utility
way ($495), an MCI Mail gateway ($1295),
to add users and additional post offices to
and afax gateway ($1995) for converting
the system directory.
ASCII mail messages to outgoing faxes.
,
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Have My Gateway Call Yours
A key part of acc:Mail setup is its collection of optional gateways, software that
you run on dedicated PCs to connect your

»

Lotus's Router doesn't need big hardware, and it's easy to configure. To run
the standard Router program, you need a
DOS workstation (an old 286 or 386 will
do nicely) with anetwork connection to

Mli 11,(1111.1:111
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chine running Router for that post office, the naine of another valid post
M CC.,
office that has the target post office
in its directory, or the drive and path
I
through anetwork connection of the
Oeen Dbeck no
other post office. We successfully used
p...ortalbere,Lo
the test post office to exchange mail
01.0tPuHallerera
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with our production department's E104051001
mail system with all three methods.
her
E
When acc:Mail router is not conMI1
=ea
:Se767
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necting two post offices on the same
LAN, it's calling another router to
Ih—J1
transfer mail or waiting for another
7ene5see, 7unmad
router or aremote user to dial in. Once
Microsoft Mail draws heavily on the Windows
two post offices connect, they identify
interface for most of its look and feel, making it easy
each
other by post-office name and passfor Windows users to learn. When you compose a
word; they then transfer their mail through
new message, you can select the recipients from a
full post-office list or from one of several alternative
an error-correcting protocol. Incoming
lists.
mail for alocal post-office user is posted
directly into the mail database, and mail
that needs to be forwarded to another
:penal
l•nlu
D 25 PM
+In m.o. 1.1en1
post office is queued for the router to
resend.
Unfortunately, Router can handle
only one phone line. If you want mulRdores,1ng
tiple phone lines servicing your mail
Sena re Recip.tn.
system, you'll need several machines,
1:/ OM, Rowel
Rewnisketor
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each running acopy of Router, or you
GDope Rowell
Slerrolon
can install amultiport serial board
in an OS/2 machine and run cc:Mail
Multisession Router 1.0 ($3495) with
up to eight modems.
¡c«,o
A router or multisession gateway
connection accesses the mail database
through aLAN connection. Besides
Unlike the Windows version, Microsoft Mail's
the mail access, the gateway also needs a
Macintosh client software has aSpartan
monochrome look about it. While it does the same
call list that defines each of the events that
things as the Windows package, the Mac package
you want the gateway to handle. For inlacks features that Mac users typically expect, such
stance, you might set up your gateway to
as drag-and-drop icons.
automatically scan the database every 5
_j
11111IL
minutes and dial out to your California ofthe post office it's going to serve, and a fice if there's any urgent mail waiting to go
out. (Mail can be of low, normal, or urmodem and phone line if you expect to
gent priority.) You might choose to have
share mail with cc:Remote users or other
normal-priority mail go out in batches a
Router-equipped post offices. When sevfew times aday and have low-priority mail
eral post offices coexist on one physical
wait to go out until 11:30 p.m., when the
LAN, Router doesn't require amodem to
rates are lower.
transfer messages from one post office to
Mail administrators will appreciate that
another.
Router can keep alog of everything it does.
To try out Lotus's latest version of RoutHowever, the logs are in anonreadable
er (4.0), we created anew post office on
format. To decipher them, you need the
BYTE's editorial LAN, on adifferent file
help of athird-party or custom software
server than the one we use for everyday
package. The logs are useful for debugE-mail. Then we put a33-MHz 486 PC
ging afinicky modem connection and also
with an AT&T DataPort 2001 14A-Kbps
serve as aform of mail tracking. Lotus
voice/data modem on the network to serve
cc:Mail has no mail-transaction tracking
as the gateway running Router. Novell Netof its own—once you send amessage,
Ware allowed our 486 to access the two
there's no way to tell if it's on its way.
different post offices as different drives.
Mail sent through Router will, at the
In the post-office database, aremote
very least, have the post-office transfer
post-office entry can be one of three types
noted by date, author, and subject. BYTE's
of addresses: the phone number of amarile
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production mail system uses these logs for
arobot mailer that summarizes the previous day's activity and sends the summary
to an administrative mailing list each morning. Lotus plans to add tracking capability
later this year, but in the meantime, the
logs work well enough for interoffice mail.
From the Road
For the most part, the software for accessing acc:Mail post office from aportable
computer is nearly identical to the desktop
version for any particular platform. The
only real difference between the remote
and LAN-based client software is that the
remote software must establish amodem
connection to apost-office gateway before exchanging mail. Remote packages
cost $295 per client.
The Mac remote-access software uses
the same clean front end as its desktop
cousin (shown in the screen at left). The
icons are large and clearly labeled; the
clean screen design and simple operation
make it abreeze to run from the small
640- by 480-pixel screen of aportable
Mac. The latest versions of both the stationary and mobile software also support
Apple Events for automating your mail
sessions through AppleScript.
For folks who insist on the smallest
possible E-mail system, Hewlett-Packard
continues to bundle areduced version of
cc:Mail Mobile into the HP 100LX palmtop computer (see the text box "E-Mail in
Your Pocket" on page 124).
The biggest change in cc:Mail's mobile
lineup is the new cc:Mail Mobile for Windows software. Except for its added dialing
directory and modem support, it's the spitting image of the desktop version 2.01
Windows client. In addition to pull-down
menus, you get alarge number of icons
that you can build into any number of tool
palettes. Drag-and-drop operation is the
norm for most functions; to add aname
to an address field, you simply select the
name from the directory and drag it to the
address field.
While the rich functionality of the Windows remote version is handy to have, the
software is also difficult to use without a
mouse. When you're already juggling a
briefcase, your carry-on bag, and acomputer while you're traveling, you may not
want to pack aclip-on trackball as well.
Windows Rules
The shining feature in the Windows software (both remote and desktop versions) is
its support for rules. They let you predefine
certain events that cc:Mail automatically
MAY 1994 BYTE
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watches for. When you go on vacation,
for example, you can have your desktop
system check the subject heading of your
incoming mail. If it's asystem log that
doesn't require your attention until you
return, you can set up arule to move that
type of message into afolder.
Using rules both in and out of the office can greatly cut down on connect time,
and it makes using the mail system much
more efficient. We're looking forward to
seeing rule support incorporated into the
other clients as well.
Microsoft Mail
Microsoft Mail has different faces, depending on whether you're auser or an

administrator. Users get an easy-touse interface that is consistent with
that of other Microsoft Office products on the same platform. Administrators, however, see something less
attractive behind the scenes—an inconsistent, hard-to-use set of utilities
for setup and management.
You can tell agood user interface

by two things: the ease with which a
new user learns it and the facilities that
it offers for efficient long-term heavy use.
Microsoft Mail does well in both of these
categories. As proof, look at the user's
guide—the core section is only 12 pages
long. You simply don't need amanual.
Also, because there are several ways of

E-Mail in Your Pocket
HOWARD EGLOWSTEIN

In its 100LX palmtop PC, He w l
ettII Packard has managed to stuff a7.91MHz 8086-compatible processor, afullfunction keyboard, 2MB
of memory, and aPCMCIA
2.0 slot into apackage that
easily slips into your jacket
pocket. More important, HP
includes aspecial version of
cc:Mail Mobile in ROM,
along with ahalf dozen or so
other software packages. I
recently took the tiny 100LX along with
me on atrip that took me through several
thousand miles and several airports.
The HP cc:Mail package shares some
similarities with Lotus's cc:Mail DOS
Remote client software. The interface is
character-based and uses pull-down
menus accessed through the 100LX's
Menu key. Function keys across the bottom of the screen offer you relevant
choices, depending on what you're working on. As you move from screen to
screen, the function-key labels constantly update to suggest your next action.
Squeezing afull mail package into
a 100LX requires some compromises.
When you enter aname into the directory of any other cc:Mail client, for example, you store the post-office name
and address first; then you use that post
office to address other names. On the
100LX, you have to enter the post office
as part of every name. It seems like a
small thing, but when you're standing
by an airport pay phone juggling luggage,
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it seems especially annoying.
HP doesn't sell aPCMCIA modem for
the 100LX, but you can use athird-party
modem card, or you can
connect apocket modem
to the 100LX's serial port.
A PCMCIA modem is
much more convenient, but
they suck the very life out
of your batteries. Depending on the model you use,
aPCMCIA modem can
reduce the HP's normal 60-plus hours of
operation to less than 15. It's best to save
the PCMCIA slot for astorage card.
The rest of the software is quite handy,
too. Iwould have liked the 100LX alot
better if it had security features to protect
sensitive information. My electronic address book holds backup credit-card information and sensitive phone numbers. If
Iwere planning to replace this gadget
with an HP 100LX, I'd want some way of
keeping prying eyes from reading it.
While Iam not ready to replace my
Toshiba T4600C (which weighs 12
pounds with batteries and case) with the
svelte HP 100LX, Ifound that the HP
unit makes aperfectly usable second machine. The next time Ihave to write areview while I'm on the road, Icould happily leave the Toshiba at home and rely
on just the 100LX. I'll end up fixing a
lot of typographical errors that Iwouldn't
have made with alarger machine's bigger
keyboard and more capable software, but
that's the price you pay for progress.

ACorn arisen of Ke Features
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Lotus cc:Mail

Microsoft Mall 3.2

4. Easy-to-learn client
user interface

4. Easy-to-learn client
user interface

• Lack of interface consistency between
client platforms

• Lack of interface and
feature consistency between client platforms

+ Easy setup and administration
• No message tracking

• Inconsistent administrative tools; disorganized documentation
4. Message tracking

accomplishing the same task with Microsoft Mail, you can use the product in a
manner that reflects your personal style of
working. Even the character-based MSDOS interface is easy to navigate around
in, but, as with any other DOS interface,
you have to learn afew not-so-obvious
keystrokes to move in and out of different modes—between text-entry mode and
command mode, for instance.
Microsoft Mail provides aconvenient
set of options for every user. You can use
system-defined address directories and
personal address books, to which you add
addresses either from system directories
or on the fly. For DOS, the structure of
the message folders and address books follows the same model as the DOS file system; for the Windows interface, it follows
the same model as the File Manager.
The optional remote user interfaces,
which let you connect to your E-mail system via modem rather than from directly
on the network, are nearly identical to the
on-line interfaces. The workstation and remote versions of Microsoft Mail allow you
to create and view messages off-line while
you're disconnected from the mail server, afeature that allows user productivity even while the network or server is not
working. Lotus cc:Mail remote packages
provide asimilar capability.
The only real difficulty with the Microsoft Mail user interfaces is the differences
among the DOS, Mac, and Windows interfaces; they are completely different,
both visually and in their command organization. If it takes training for auser to
learn the DOS interface, it will require retraining for that person to learn the Windows-based interface.
Installing Microsoft Mail
Microsoft Mail requires either aMicrosoft
LAN Manager—compatible network or a
Novell NetWare network, aminimum of
4.5 MB of disk space on the server, plus
an additional 6MB for the DOS and Windows client programs. A DOS-based client workstation only needs to be aPC
with 512 KB of free RAM, but aWindows
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client should be at least a386-based workstation with 4 MB of RAM (although it
will run—more slowly—on a286 with
less memory). An OS/2 Presentation Manager client should have 8MB, although,
again, it will also work on less memory.
Without training, you may find the first
Post Office (the E-mail server database)
installation difficult. The documentation
doesn't clearly define what model of Email server the system uses, nor does it
distinguish between afile server and an
E-mail server, referring to both as just
"server." The model that Microsoft Mail
uses is that of ashared file system sitting
on anetwork server, by default mapped

imiummummor

to drive M for all the PC clients. Each client user runs an interface that allows him
or her to read and compose messages that
are retrieved from and sent to the server
either directly over the network or, in the
case of aremote client, through aDOSbased MTA (Message Transfer Agent) that
runs on aseparate PC connected to the
network.
The planning guides and installation instructions never explain aprocedure as
they lead you through it, so you never
know if you're on the correct path until
the module you've installed either works or
fails. Even worse, every module and option
has its own installation method; there is

no standard overall installation interface,
an attribute of almost all PC software today. Once installed, nearly every administrative module has its own interface as
well. Some are command-line, some are
character-based windows, and some are
even Microsoft Windows—based.
Most pieces of aMicrosoft Mail system require an INI file, whether or not
they're Windows applications. Unfortunately, nearly every INI file has to be either
created or edited by hand and placed in an
appropriate directory path. The administration manual is full of examples, but it's
not always specific about where these files
need to reside. On the positive side, once

INOMMF

Can PC E-Mail Be the Wrong Choice?
BEN SMITH

F

Ivor so many of us, most of our communications are necessarily beyond
the boundaries of our own organization. We demand that our phone, fax,
and mail systems have the ability to
connect to the outside world. The same
applies to E-mail.
Even though both Lotus cc:Mail and
Microsoft Mail have gateways to other
systems—to the Internet- and X.400based E-mail worlds in particular—
these connections come only with extra
effort and optional licenses. Compared
to the E-mail capabilities of most Unix
systems, they're kludges at best.
PC-based E-mail systems require
separate PCs to run the gateways, as
well as extra installation and management for each E-mail post office. They
also obfuscate on-the-fly Internet addressing with address directories. In
short, they complicate life for the user
and the mail administrator.
If your organization needs to communicate via E-mail with the rest of
the world, it's possible to have very
good PC LAN access to the Internet
E-mail backbone without building a
PC LAN E-mail system. The major
TCP/IP providers for PCs—for example, FTP Software (North Andover,
MA) and Spry (Seattle, WA)—provide
DOS- or Microsoft Windows—based
user interfaces to Internet E-mail. With
some user agents, such as Portable Mail
for Windows from Qualix Group (San
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Mateo, CA), you can work with messages while you're off-line.
The Internet E-mail server is typically aUnix computer, which can be
either local or remote. E-mail is astandard part of Unix systems: You don't
need to license separate software to
have E-mail available on them. Networking also comes with Unix systems.
Unix E-mail is the global de facto standard, despite its limitations on delivering nontext messages and attachments. But even these limitations can
be avoided by the adoption of MIME
(Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) and new MIME-intelligent user
interfaces such as Z-Mail from Code
Software (Novato, CA).
But open E-mail systems aren't always what is needed, and PC LAN—
based E-mail works well for small- to
medium-size organizations that want
to improve their internal communications without changing the way they
communicate with the outside world.
Packages such as cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail are strong on security. A
closed world not only protects inside
communications from intrusions from
the outside but also protects against vital information leaking out. Some very
large installations have successfully
based themselves on PC LAN E-mail,
in spite of the complications of upscaling.
On the other hand, there are some
real advantages to starting with asystem designed from the ground up for

alarge organization's specific needs,
systems where the E-mail server is built
on afault-tolerant database system that
could serve any other corporate DBMS
need. Because aPC LAN—based E-mail
system requires that the database run
aPC network server, the server is capable of handling only transaction loads
that are appropriate for aPC. You don't
want more than afew hundred E-mail
accounts on asingle server.
If you have 10,000 E-mail users, you
need 50 to 100 E-mail servers. That
means 50 to 100 mail directories must
be synchronized. Directory synchronization is aproblem that grows geometrically with the number of directories; in other words, synchronization
of 50 to 100 directories is avery large
problem. One alternative is asingle
server/directory with PC clients—for
example, the products from Fischer International Systems (Naples, FL).
How does the Internet solve the directory-synchronization problem when
it has literally millions of E-mail hosts?
Actually, it doesn't solve the problem at
all; it avoids it. It has no E-mail directory. You don't use Internet mail to find
people; you use it only to communicate with people you've already found
by some other means: meeting people
and exchanging business cards, browsing through Usenet news messages for
subjects and authors that interest you,
and any of the other ways that people
have been meeting each other over the
last thousand years of commerce.
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Work Smarter
Excel 5Complete Special Edition

Nearly 1000 pages of Excel know-how! Excel 5
Complete emphasizes effective and timesaving
ways to use the program, whether you have to
create anumerical analysis or design amultimedia
presentation. This book also shows how to harness
Excel's impressive chart, table, and presentation
capabilities. You'll learn about connecting your
spreadsheet data to other applications, how to use
Excel as adatabase, and much more. And for added
value, PackRat Personal Information Manager
from Polaris and dozens of Excel worksheet samples
are FREE on the companion disks that come with
the book!
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The most authoritative and upto-date DOS reference book
available.Your guide to Microsoft's latest version of DOS. It's
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you have worked this out for yourself, Microsoft Mail is fairly consistent.
Once things are set up, you have aconsiderable amount of control over how directory synchronization takes place. When
you have remote post offices, the data
communications gateway can double as
the connection between post offices. The
remote post offices use the same message
format as users do for keeping their user directories synchronized. There must be one
directory server to and from which the other post offices (i.e., the requestors) pass
and receive their changes, but you control
when the updates occur, which users and
groups get updated, and the address types
to be updated other than Microsoft Mail
directories (e.g., SMTP and X.400).
The server utilities include aprogram
for building atext file to use for importing
NetWare users' accounts into Microsoft
Mail. Unfortunately, Microsoft still hasn't
extended the character set for this directory to include all the characters supported by NetWare's name bindery. You must
edit entries containing characters such as
the underscore, acommon character in
both NetWare and Unix account naming.
There is also aname-extraction utility
for LAN Manager. But even though LAN
Manager is aMicrosoft product, Microsoft
Mail account naming is more restricted
than it is in LAN Manager. The name-importing function is slow; it takes almost a
second to process each name on a33-MHz
486 server with the administration application running on a50-MHz 486 machine.
A very positive element for Microsoft
Mail is its transaction logging. You can
follow just about any kind of activity using
these tools. Lotus provides transaction logs
only with its Router software, but it doesn't
give you any way of reading them.
Branching Out
For going beyond the LAN, there is ahost
of optional gateways and enhancers for
Microsoft Mail, including those that support Fax ($1995), MCI Mail ($995), IBM
Profs ($14,995), X.400 ($4495), and NetWare's MHS ($995). We evaluated the
TCP/IP SMTP gateway ($4995), afeature
that we believe should be built into all professional E-mail systems today. The most
difficult part of this installation was adding
asecond network-protocol stack on the
gateway machine.
Because of the load on the database and
server, areasonable maximum number of
users for aPC-based E-mail system such as
Microsoft Mail is about 300. Large installations require more than one E-mail post
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office. Even though the second and third
installations are easier, they introduce the
complication of installing the necessary
gateway for keeping the system E-mail
directories synchronized. Microsoft Mail
includes the modules for doing this, but
its model scales well only up to afew thousand total E-mail users.
The problem is that this is aPC network
with aPC DBMS, and the database operations must occur on aclient PC across
the network; the result is too small aserver and too slow adatabase. Any organization with more than 300 users will probably want to develop its own E-mail directory scheme. Fortunately, Microsoft Mail
can import and export directories, as well
as interface to other programs, through
DLLs and the MAPI protocol.
In other words, you can extend and automate Microsoft Mail by running external
applications written in both C and Visual
Basic. Despite Microsoft Mail's shortcomings as far as administration is concerned,
the extensibility of the product is the one
feature that makes it stand out in large and
sophisticated installations.
An organization we talked to that has a
very large Microsoft Mail installation indicated that the fact that it had standardized
on asingle mail system was far more important than the fact that it had to build
its own directory service and write its own
installation and administration manuals.
Having one well-designed, consistent interface to E-mail is more important to this
organization than the difficulties of adjusting aPC-scale product to awidely dispersed network of 20,000 users.
Easier Access
Lotus and Microsoft may own the bulk of
the LAN-based E-mail market, but there
are other contenders you may want to look
into. Many run on top of MHS, atransport layer from Novell that uses astandardized shared file space on aserver. An
MHS mail package uses this transport layer to provide its communication services.
In theory, this means any MHS package
should work seamlessly with any other;
many users find this to be true in practice.
Lotus is constantly tuning and enhancing cc:Mail. The latest new tool is the
cc:Mail Mobile client for Windows. It's
atremendous tool for remote offices, although it might be abit cumbersome to
handle on your portable computer due to its
heavy reliance on apointing device. While
the Mac mobile client also requires a
mouse, it manages to accomplish its task
with simpler motions.

Microsoft's totally new NT-based Email engine should be ready now, although
client software is currently available only
for Windows for Worlcgroups (and will be
included in Chicago). The new engine will
provide group functionality similar to that
of Lotus Notes, and, with MAPI support, it
should be just as open as Microsoft Mail.
If it also includes access to the global Email community without optional packages, customization, and modification, it
will be an attractive package. For now,
Microsoft Mail is agood choice if you
need aclosed E-mail system with just a
few post offices.
For LANs with around 300 users or
fewer, aPC-based E-mail system such as
cc:Mail or Microsoft Mail makes alot of
sense. Beyond that, finding names in the
directory becomes achore for users. With
that said, we find both packages easy to
use for clients (which should be one of
your strongest considerations) and roughly comparable otherwise. The pros and
cons cancel each other out. Either package provides you with the necessary administration tools as well as the means to
connect with the outside world. •
Howard Eglowstein and Ben Smith are testing editors for the BYTE Lab. You can reach Howard
on the Internet or B1X at heglowstein@ bix.com.
Ben is the author of Unix Step-by-Step (Hayden,
1990). You can reach him on the Internet at ben®
bytepb.byte.com or on B1X as "bensmith."

About the Products
cc:Mail
DOS (version 4.0)

$295*

Windows (version 2.01), Mac (version 2.0),
OS/2 (version 1.0)

$495*

Unix (version 1.0)
10-user upgrade

$895*
$345

25-user upgrade
100-user upgrade

$845
$3295

*Per post office.

Lotus Development Corp.
800 El Camino Real West
Mountain View, CA 94040
(800) 448-2500
(415) 961-8800
fax: (415) 961 0215
Circle 1340 on Inquiry Card.
Microsoft Mail for PC Networks 3.2
10 users
20-user upgrade

$695
$1349

100-user upgrade

$5500

Microsoft Corp.
1Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
fax: (206) 936-7329
arde 1341 on inquiry Card.
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Here is the whole truth.
Today, having a 'green' monitor is anice start but it's along
way from actually running green. To be truly green, even 4-Stage
VES,e-DPMS - compliant monitors must be instructed to power
down when idle, if not they stay on at full power... ever with a
screen-saver installed.

FAZIO!
OP We at Optiquest have made it our goal
to become the Complete Green Solution. To do this, for
alimited time Optiquest will include Opti-Green" Energy
Saving Software for free ($29.95 value) when you purchase any of our 14';
15", 17" or 20" Optiquest 'green' color monitors. Opti-Green" Software will
enable your monitor to automatically power down when idle after your
programmed period of time.
Our full line of Optiquest energysaving color monitors is

What if my existing
hardware isn't green?

environmentally efficient, each fully
compliant with all VESA®-DPMS" and EPA Energy
Star" performance standards. So, when choosing a
monitor that combines quality, value, and truly green
energy and cost performance, choose from the company
that provides the Complete Green Solution.
Above and beyond energy and cost

We even make an Energy
Saving Adapter that can
suspend power to your monitor
& printer, eel", if none of the
present hardware is green.

savings, we're getting great reviews too. Our 1500D won this
year's PC Magazine's Editors Choice Award for the second year in
arow, calling it "an excellent buy that's very hard to pass up."
And PC World picked our 4000DC for its Best Buy Award,
saying "the extra-large display and on-screen controls make the
Optiquest 4000DC aBest Buy."
Check out Optiquest's high quality, energy-saving monitors and power-saving
accessories for yourself. You'll see that the Optiquest Complete Green Solution is
the one for you. For more information, call 1-800-THE-OPT1.
PC WORLD
AGA/IN
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CHOICE
OPOI.ol 15000

OPTIGUES T.

COMDEX'
Booth M4346

ne
cow. 401013C

01994 OptIquast. Mo. 20490 &minim Parkway, Walnut, California 91789 USA • Tel: (909) 488-3780 • ral, (909) 068.3 770
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486/Pentium Cross Platform Tools
The Fastest 32-bit Code

NDP Fortran, NDP CI C+ +

and NDP Fortran-90
3rd Order Polynomials

correspona co .4,constant conte.
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Besse' Function J21 * Cos (2*theta)

DOS

OS/2

Windows

NDP Fortran has come with DOS
screen graphics since it was introduced
in 1987. The problem with this approach
today is that just writing to the screen is
not enough. You also have to be able to
interface the 32-bit API that comes vtith
your OS and possibly other API's. However, taking advantage of a single API is
a lime consuming tedious task

VOP solves the AF1 interface problem
with a universal vector output format that
can be converted into EPS, T1F, GEM,
HPGL2, CGM, \NMF, etc. You create plots
or graphics yÁth calls to NDP Fortran or C.
Included WII1 the compiler is a DISPLAY
program that runs on the OS you ordered.
If you want to export your work, import PS
or TT fonts or do real time screen plots by

binding IMP into your program, you can
purchase one of several upgrades, or the
source! Best of all, you get the same output independent of the OS you are using
and VOP supports over 20 different types
of plots, making it easy to create displays
which communicate your ideas.
DISPLAY Export Extensions
$145
Binary/C Source library
$395/695

386, 486 &Pentium Compilers

i860 Supercomputers

Pentium/486 Workstations

Mcroway's NDP family of 32-bit compilers
generate globally optimized mainframe
quality code that runs on the 386, 486,
Pentium and i860. They run on 32-bit
operating systems such as OSP, UNIX,
Salons, Coherent, and DP1V1I/VCP1 DOS
Extenders.

Gigacubtim -Your choice of QuadFuters or
ArrayProXFs -a Ggcrflop starling at
$50K

NDP Fortran -90tm
a complete Fortran-90
which runs In conjunction with the NDP Fortran.
NDP Fortrantm is a full F77 Wth F66, DOD,
V1V1S and MS extensions.
NDP CIC+ + compiles K&R and ANSI C plus
is C+ + Release 2.1 compliant.
NDP Paster is a full ISO Level 1Pascal Witt
BSD extensions that can interface the NDP C
runtime libraries.
NDP Language Pricing
DOS versions include a VCFIA4V1 DOS Extender, DPMI interface layer, support for x87
and Weitek coprocessors, NDFUnk, NDPUb and
OR« -our DOS graphics library. The Pentium
release adds new code generation, royally
free DPMI and \CFI plus symbolic debugging.
DOS 386/486 version

3695

DOS Pentium version

$995

OS/1 Developer's Pack includes IBM OS/2
WorkFrame and Toollát. These tools use the IBM
li-tker. Deduct $100 if you don't need the
\Norkframe, 386,486
$595
Pentium
$795
UNIX 386/486 use the native tools and are
available for SCO or ISC UNIX
$1195
Coherent version
$295
NDP Fortran-90

$395

ArrayProXle - EISA Array Processor features a zero wait state 50 Mliz 64-bit
memory system. The 400 MB/Sec memory
bandwidth in conjunction Witt 100 megaflop
1860XP results in 28.96 Unpack megcrtiops, 94
megcrflops doing dot products and 70
megaflops doing FFTs. The card bursts on the
EISA bus at 33 MB/Sec and holds up to 256
megabytes of RAM from
$8995
QuadPutee860 -The world's most cost
effective Supercomputer. The QuadPuter Includes four modules, each containing a 25
MHz i86o and two megabytes of local memory. The modules plug Into an EISA card that
provides 32 megabytes of shared memory. A
single QuadPuter has an aggregate throughput
of 200 megcrliops! Wth software from
$9995
Number Smashee 860
-our ISA 860
card comes y.ith 8 or 32 megabytes. It includes an NDP Language -80 megallops of
throughput starting at just
$2995

486-3X Workstations -a Nicroway Tov.er Is
the ideal solution to your 486/Pentium needs.
They feature industrial grade American power
supplies, heavy duly cooling and easy access.
AJI motherboards are carefully burned in and
equipped wit 50 Amp connectors. Some of our
motherboards can be upgraded or purchased
with Pentiums. Our BX Towers make great Woikstations, file servers, and CAD/CAM stations. They
vere originally engineered to house i860 arrays,
configured as NFS computational servers. Each
system Is customized with the OS of your choice,
including ISO UNIX, 0S12, DOS and Wndows.
Mat differentiates Mcrowcry towers is our ability
to integrate the peripherals you need, Including
SCSI tape drives and CD-ROM, networkrçards
and high quality hard disk and graphics adapters. 486-BX systems are used worldwide performing demanding tasks from testing jet engines to
searching for oil. Call today for our BX Catalogue.

Search Engines & Libraries
MSE-I60 -Free Text Search Engine ISA card
processes 160 megabytes of data per second.
Includes Text Retrieval software
$950

IMSL Nicroway compiled and validated version of the INSL mainframe libraries, available
for
the
386/486
or
i860,
Complete
Package
32,00C
NAG Mcroway compiled and validated
Foundation x86/1860
$1195/1995
PPStm
-860
poslprocessing scheduler, takes
FortLP
$1195/1995
assembler output and converts scalar operaWorkstation
$2995/3995
tions into pipelined operations running in dual
instruction mode. Scalar speed ups in the
KUCK t ASSOCIATES hand coded i860 libraries. DSP library does 1024 real FFT In 500
range of 10 to 50% are common
$500
microseconds!
VAST-II Vectorizer speeds up vector codes
DSP
$750 BLAS
$500
100 to 300%. Includes a library of 700 vector
LAPACK and
BLAS, sources Included.
primitives
$1495 386/486
$195 i860
$295
NDP Fertraffe860
along \kith our
010+ + and Pascal utilize advanced scalar
code generation techniques to optimize the
1860's numeric scalar performance
$1995

Microway

Technology you can count on!
Research Park Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508)746-7341 FAX 746-4678
U.K. 81-541-5466, Poland 22-414115, Greece 1-2915672, France 130-541767
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Without Peer
Zenith Data Systems' $999 file server dramatically lowers the entry
point for peer-to-peer networking
BARRY NANCE

p

eer-to-peer LANs are an inexpensive networking option for workgroups and small businesses. But
peer-to-peer design has drawbacks. Complex setup can be one, because there are so
many possible arrangements for sharing
resources compared to asimilar-size client/
server LAN. Depending on how many
workstations double as servers, assigning
drive mappings between machines can actually be harder with apeer-to-peer LAN.
More important, having aPC act as both
workstation and server increases the risk of
data loss. In aDOS or Windows environment, an application bug can lock up a
shared server. At best, such acrash will
cost you the time it takes to reestablish
your connection to the shared hard drive.
At worst, you may lose the file you were
saving to the shared disk.
You can buy aseparate PC to act as a
dedicated server, but then you're getting
away from alow-cost solution. You'll also
find that people tend to ignore the "hands
off" signs you attach to the server and use
it to run applications anyway.
Collaborating with Novell, Zenith Data
Systems has brought out asolution for
these and other peer-to-peer LAN pitfalls:
the Z-Stor Personal Server. It's asmall,
inexpensive PC with most of the functions
you'd want in asmall workgroup server,
few of the functions you'd need to run applications on the server, and a$999 price
that fits into apeer-to-peer budget. The ZStor also offers quick, simple setup, almost installing itself. You simply connect
it to an Ethernet LAN and power it on to
provide shared file and print services.
Defining "Personal"
in naming the Z-Stor a"personal server,"
ZDS has defined anew product category,
one that also blurs the distinction between
peer-to-peer and client/server LANs. This
product is unusual in other ways, too. It's
asmall (8- by 11- by 12-inch) box that
comes preloaded with Novell's Personal
NetWare operating system. It provides
built-in Ethernet, SCSI, and PCMCIA connections, but it doesn't provide keyboard or
monitor connectors and it lacks expansion

slots. It sets up in minutes
and automatically reconfigures when you add the
expansion options ZDS
provides.
The Z-Stor comes with
Cyrix's Cx486SLC CPU,
running at 25 MHz, and 2
MB of RAM. The $999
Model 400 has a210-MB
IDE hard drive, while the
$1599 Model 1000 runs
alarger (540-MB) IDE
drive. The server uses the
on-the-fly file compression facility of Novell
DOS 7to give you about
400 MB of storage on the standard 210MB IDE disk and around 1GB on the
Model 1000's 540-MB disk.
ZDS doesn't provide akeyboard or a
monitor with the Z-Stor—or even connectors to attach them. You configure the
unit remotely from aworkstation using a
utility preloaded on the server. Omitting
the keyboard and monitor reduces the ZStor's price, discourages people from running applications at the server, and reduces
the server's user interface to just the on/off
switch. But the Z-Stor is only apartial solution in this regard, because you can still
run character-based DOS applications on
the server through remote control.
Connectivity and Storage
While you can't hook akeyboard and
monitor to the Z-Stor, you can connect to,
control, and share its resources through
Ethernet or Token Ring or by modem. You
also get an SNMP agent that you can optionally load at each PC running Personal
NetWare. The Z-Stor doesn't have aserial port or an expansion slot. You can connect amodem through its PCMCIA 2.0
Type II slot, and ashared printer or anotebook PC to its 25-pin parallel port.
The on-board NE2000 Ethernet adapter
in the Z-Stor provides an RI-45 port for
connecting to a10Base-T Ethernet LAN,
and aFriendlyNet port for connecting to
thin or thick Ethernet. ZDS will sell you
an optional Asunte adapter ($69 for thick-

The 8- by 11- by 12inch Z-Stor Personal
Server provides
dedicated file and
printer sharing for
peer-to-peer
Ethernet LANs. The
optional internal
CD-ROM adds $499
to the $999 baseunit price of the
Model 400. Hooking
to coaxial cable
requires an optional
FriendlyNet
connector (inset).

net, $89 for thinnet)
if your LAN doesn't
use 10Base-T unshielded twisted pair.
The optional Token Ring PCMCIA card
($579) auto-senses your LAN's ring speed.
(The card attempts to join the LAN first
at 4Mbps, then at 16 Mbps.) Installing the
Token Ring adapter automatically disables
the built-in Ethernet. ZDS also offers an
optional 14.4-Kbps PCMCIA modem for
$299. Because the Z-Stor has just one
PCMCIA slot, you cannot simultaneously
use Token Ring and connect to the server
through the PC-card modem.
In addition to the internal 3'h-inch IDE
drive bay, two half-height 574-inch storage bays open to the rear of the Z-Stor.
The server accepts up to two SCSI devices
through its built-in SCSI-2 connector.
SCSI hard drive options comprise a500MB drive for $999 and a 1-GB unit for
$1599, letting you add up to 2GB of additional storage space (and perhaps double
that with Novell DOS 7file compression).
A Toshiba CD-ROM drive ($499) is another SCSI option, and you can also purchase afloppy drive (3'h- or 574-inch, or
both); the Z-Stor comes with none. For
backup, ZDS offers a$449 250-MB minicartridge quarter-inch tape drive or a$1599
1-GB DAT (digital audiotape) drive. The
Z-Stor complies with EPA Energy Star
guidelines and consumes only about 30 W
of power while running.
continued
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Loaded and Ready
cess other servers when you connect to the
The Z-Stor comes with Novell DOS 7and
server through amodem. If you opt for a
Novell Personal NetWare loaded on its
tape backup unit in your Z-Stor, you can
hard drive, along with installation and reuse the tape-drive menu option to back up
mote maintenance utilities. DOS 7is a your server. ZDS preinstalls modified Connew version of Novell's competitor to IBM
nor tape-backup software in the server.
PC-DOS and Microsoft MS-DOS. Novell
You can't change the Z-Stor's AUTODOS 7offers features similar to those of EXEC.BAT or CONFIG.SYS files, nor
PC-DOS and MS-DOS, including builtdirectly modify the server's NET.CFG file.
in file compression, but Novell's DOS also
These prohibitions keep you
offers multitasking and comes with Perfrom inadvertently reducing the
Çonnedion
sonal NetWare. Novell's latest peer-toserver to anonbooting, expenpeer NOS (network operating system) ensive paperweight. The Z-Stor
ables you to access NetWare file servers
uses preloaded NE2000.CFG,
and also lets your PC play the role of file
TOKEN.CFG, MODEM.CFG,
server to other workstations on the LAN. If IPXROUTE.CFG, and OTHyou use just the Z-Stor as your file server,
ER.CFG files to dynamically
you have aLAN environment similar to
build the NET.CFG file at boot
but slightly slower than that provided by
time. If you edit these files, the
the server-based NetWare 3.x or 4.x.
Z-Stor software checks your
41
With the Z-Stor you get one copy of changes before applying them
Novell Personal NetWare to install on a to the NET.CFG file.
workstation; for more workstations, you'll
To run aparticular program at boot time,
need to buy additional copies. The Z-Stor
you create aPROFILE.BAT file the same
comes configured for amaximum of 25
way you'd create an AUTOEXEC.BAT
workstations, but aworkgroup size of two
file on aregular PC. Unfortunately, the
to 10 people is amore realistic load.
Z-Stor does not remember the time of day
The Personal Server Extended Services
across apower-off reboot; you must use
utility gives you remote control of the servthe NET NTIME command each time you
er from aworkstation. Through its menus
boot to synchronize the server's date and
you can install the server, run DOS comtime with that of your workstation.
mands, view or change the server's status
One of the software modules (codeveland configuration information, and reboot
oped with Novell) running on the server is
the server from aworkstation.
anetwork watchdog program that can deTo discourage using the server to run
termine if the network has failed. If the
applications, the remote-control function
watchdog program senses aproblem, it
won't run graphical software (e.g., Winshuts down the server, reboots, and atdows), nor can you use your mouse through
tempts to reestablish previous connections.
the remote-control link. Only text-mode,
ZDS offers aspecial PCMCIA card
command-line software will run. You can
($149) to easily reinitialize the Z-Stor if
connect to and administer the Z-Stor rethe server's hard drive fails. To recover
motely via the optional PCMCIA modem
from acrash, you insert the PCMCIA card
as well as through aLAN connection.
and power on the server. No CNE (cerThe Extended Services software runs
tified NetWare engineer) need be present.
in text mode or under Windows. You run
the Extended Services installation after
Up and Running
connecting to the Z-Stor. The server-status
After only afew minutes out of the box,
menu option displays the amount of RAM,
the Z-Stor was up and running as afile
server disk space (free/
and print server. The
About the Product
total), number of refloppy disk—based inboots hours in operastallation of Personal
Z-Stor Personal Server
tion, and whether to
NetWare on aworkModel 400 (210-MB hard drive)
$999
run CHKDSK.
Model 1000 (540-MB hard drive)...$1599
station actually took
Tested configuration (Model 400
The server configlonger than putting the
with CD-ROM drive and
uration option lets you
file server on the LAN.
FriendlyNet thinnet adapter)
$1587
see and modify the
Total set-up time was
Zenith Data Systems
server's workgroup
less than 8minutes.
2150 East Lake Cook Rd.
name, language, EtherBuffalo Grove, IL 60089
Itested the Z-Stor
(800) 553-0331
net frame type, and Toon a10Base-2 (thinnet)
(708) 808-5000
ken Ring speed. The
Ethernet LAN with
fax: (800) 472-7211
server's built-in router
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card.
several other PCs. One
function lets you acwas a25-MHz Corn,
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pudyne 486 machine running Windows
for Workgroups that Iset up to be aPersonal NetWare workstation. The Personal
NetWare installation process transformed
Windows for Workgroups to work cooperatively on the new LAN. A NetWare
3.11 server on the Ethernet segment allowed me to evaluate how the Z-Stor
would work on an existing NetWare LAN.
1-1-
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With the Personal Server Extended Services utility you
can remotely view the status and configuration of the
Z-Stor Personal Server from aworkstation.

And aLaserJet printer, which Iattached
to the Z-Stor's parallel port, became a
shared resource for hard-copy output.
From the Compudyne system, Personal
NetWare let me access the Z-Stor as easily as the NetWare 3.11 file server. Copying files between the servers and running
applications, with astopwatch to time the
operations, told me the Z-Stor wasn't quite
as fast as NetWare 3.11 running on an
equivalent 25-MHz 486 machine. However, atypical workgroup of 2to 10 workstations should be able to use it without
significant performance penalties.
The Personal Server Extended Services
utilities work well, but you probably will
rarely need to use them; the Z-Stor Personal Server doesn't need alot of babysitting. Except for making tape backups
of your files at the server, there's simply no
need to run any software on the server other than the NOS itself. Small, utilitarian,
and easy to set up, the inexpensive Z-Stor
is just right for peer-to-peer LAN workgroups that need to share files and aprinter but want the reliability that aserverbased LAN offers. •

Barry Nance, a BYTE contributing editor and a
programmerfor the past 20 years, is the author of
Using OS/2 2.1 (Que, 1993), Introduction to Networking (Que, 1992), and Network Programming
in C (Que, 1990). You can reach him on the Internet or BIX at barryn@bix.com.
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Once in awhile, something is created that goes

Call us to find out more about how Hardlock can

above and beyond the ordinary.

provide your masterpiece with the security it

Something better than the rest.

deserves.

In the realm of copy protection locks, the Hardlock"
copy protection system rises above the others in
securing your applications against unauthorized use.
Hardlock is the only lock that uses aprogrammable
algorithm, far more complex to decode than simply
reading the contents of amemory chip. Hardlock also

1-800-562-2543

features selectable anti-debugging and reverse
engineering protection as well as protection against
hardware emulators, which no other lock has.
Security. Quality. Technology.
Hardlock is state of the art.

For DOS, Windows, Windows NT, OS/2, Unix, Xenix, DES
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CD-Crypt
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HUMMINGBIRD,
OUR GOAL IN
PC X-SERVER
TECHNOLOGY
IS TO FINISH
EVERY RACE
EITHER FIRST
OR FIRST
In the race for innovation, the best
place to finish is first. And the surest way
to do that is to start dean, and stay ahead.
In that, Humrnffigbird eXceed PC X-Server
software has aremarkable track record.
Htunrningbircl was first to implement
PC X-Servers for both DOS and
MS-Windows. First with NT and OS/2.
First to bring you the Virtual Desktop. First
with Xpress, for the fastest dial-up access
over standard phone lines. And we're
always first to implement versions that
take advantage of major releases of PC and
X-Window products.
We are first, in fact, in performance,
features, support, stability and standards.
And you can be sure we'll make the extra
effort to stay ahead of everyone else.
If you'd like to see how far ahead a
PC X-Server can be, call 1-905-470-1203.
We'll make sure things get off to agood start.

r
-HUMMINGBIRD
Open the X-Window Wider.

l
ie

lL.1
HUMMINGBIRD
CONBAUNICATKINS LTD.

2900 John Street, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 5G3 Tel: 1-905-470-1203 Fax: 1-905-470-1207

Circle 96 on Inquiry Card.

In Europe Tel: 41-22-733-18-58 Fax: 41-22-733-64-03
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Poet in Motion
Poet 2-1 combines an object-oriented model with the best features of
a multiuser database

RICK GREHAN

Poet -IDE -advanced
Eue

Edit

Project

Build

Class-Dict.

Base

Options

Help

Windows

W

Poet Project
ith everything in the
Dire
programming world
eme
IDE -Editor -1:\POET\EXAMPLES\ADVANCEMINC\ADDRESS.HCD
turning, it seems,
// ******** ee*********.liee******eoo*oe*.4t0004teee*000e.o*** *****
C‘poe
into an object of one sort or another, athIrt-soilcd
//
it's inevitable that the trend of 00P
//
Filename:
person.hcd
//
(object-oriented programming)
//
should spill into the database world.
//
Author:
You would hope, of course, that
Rt
IT
II
such spillage would occur with alitClass Browser
tle thought behind it, not just as a
,- --1Person
consequence of technological inertia. Poet 2.1 puts the object-oriented
Address I
model to good use and includes all
4
the accoutrements you'll find in afullPoet 2.1 is atrue object-oriented
blown multiuser database: compound indatabase that uses the same
dexes, locks, even multilevel transactions.
structures as C++ programs.
Iexplored the single-user personal edition for Windows 3.1 and Microsoft ViThe Front End
struct dept
sual C++. Versions are available for other
From the programmer's point of view,
char
name[10];
compilers and platforms, including NT,
working with Poet is amatter of dealing
struct employee* depthead;
OS/2, Mac System 7, NextStep, and sevwith the preprocessor, PTXX. Actually
eral Unix variants. A professional edition
1;
more than just apreprocessor, PTXX takes
(multiuser) is available on most of these
This scheme could produce anumber of aspecial header file (identified by a.hcd
platforms.
extension) into which you have placed the
problems. First, the C++ structures repredefinitions of the classes whose objects
sent the connections between employees
Beyond Relational Data
will reside in your database and, from that
and departments using pointers, while the
As justification for the move to ODBMSfile, generates all the C++ source needed to
database
system
(if
it
is
relational)
will
es (object-oriented database management
manipulate those objects.
handle these connections via foreign keys,
systems), proponents claim that certain
Suppose you're working for an organiwhich will likely be stored as strings.
problems crop up when trying to manipuNext, the employee structure includes a zation that has need of aclient database
late arelational DBMS from within aC++
member of type date, which could be a and you decide to use Poet for the task.
or Pascal program. In particular, there has
Since this is, after all, 00P, I'll assume
class for which you've built methods that
appeared the notion of impedance misthat you've defined aclass called Client
allow your program to easily perform sortmatching, aterm borrowed from the electhat will hold each client's data. I'll also asing or comparison operations on calendar
tronics world. Working with arelational
sume that you're aPoet pro: You've built
dates.
If
the
internal
storage
format
of
a
database from within alanguage such as
your application's source code, you've fed
date as handled by the database is different,
C++ forces your data to undergo astruceverything to PTXX, and you're ready to
you'll have to build conversion functions
tural transformation when it passes from
include what PTXX has given you into
to move data from one format to the other.
your application to the database or vice
your C++ program and hand it all to the
Poet seeks to alleviate these problems by
versa.
compiler. What, precisely, has PTXX
creating
a
DML
(database
management
For example, suppose you have adatagiven you?
language) within the structure of the C++
base consisting of an EMPLOYEE table
First, it has made acontainer class called
class syntax. At the heart of this idea is
and aDEPARTMENT table. In your proClientAllSet, apotentially humongous set
the notion of persistent objects: objects
gram, you might be tempted to lay out
whose elements are of class Client. Memthat have the look and feel of instantiastructures that will hold rows fetched from
ber
functions allow you to traverse the set
tions
of
C++
classes
but
can
be
placed
in
each table:
in various ways, retrieve elements from
permanent storage in adatabase.
it, store new elements into it, delete elePoet manages the storage and retrieval
struct employee 1
ments, and so on. ClientAllSet is attached
of
contained
or
referenced
objects
invisichar name[20];
to the database of persistent objects out
bly. When you load an object from the
date birthdate;
on disk. (This process of attaching aclass
database, all referenced objects are also
struct dept* department;
to adatabase amounts to issuing acall to
loaded,
with
pointers
properly
"wired."
I;
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"connect" the CliInformation Retrieval: Relational vs. Object-Oriented Approach
entAllSet class to a
named database.
Application
From that point on,
Poet handles the
traffic flow of objects between disk
and memory automatically.)
Second, PTXX
defines a query
class called ClientApplicaton
Query. The member
functions of ClientQuery allow you to
specify aquery's
parameters. These
specifications get
assembled into an
object of class ClientQuery, which
you then pass to Retrieving information from atypical relational database (a) usually means pulling a
the Query member row from atable structure, disassembling the fields, and translating them into
variables your program can use. Poet (b) lets you pull objects from the database and
function of Client- place them directly into C++ class structures—all pointers and references intact.
AllSet.
Queries and Sorting
Finally, PTXX defines another container
Querying is handled by the query class
class, ClientSet. The behavior of ClientSet
that Poet automatically builds for every
is much like that of ClientAllSet; its funcpersistent object class. Poet fills query
tion is to hold an arbitrary number of obclasses with methods corresponding to
jects of class Client, and you usually use
each member of its parent class. If you
ClientSet objects as arepository for query
define
results. It is, however, not persistent.
All these classes are placed in .hxx and
persistent class Client I
.cxx files, which you tie into your proshort clientid;
gram via include statements. Simplest
char name[30]:
among the database manipulation methods are Put ()and Get ), which, respectively, store objects into and retrieve obPoet builds the following query class (I've
jects from the database. Simple as they
left out some of the details of the member
seem, however, things can get complex.
An object of one class may contain as a functions for clarity's sake):

17=

Decisions,
Decisions,
Decisions.
Downsizing, upgrading,
multiplatforrn environments.
Today's computer hardware issues are more
numerous, more difficult, more critical than
ever.
So how do companies
make decisions?
They count on
BYTE reader!

—the

Decider,
Decider,
Decider.
It Doesn't
Get Bought
Without
BYTE!

member an object of another class. So an
operation that appears to fetch asingle object may actually fetch anested Russian
doll of objects containing objects. Furthermore, objects of class A may contain
apointer to an object of class B; fetching
aclassmember of A would require fetching the proper classmember B and resolving A's pointer to B. Poet handles it all,
loading referenced objects and resolving
pointers. Poet even allows you to control
how much gets loaded.
For example, in the preceding case, you
might want afetch operation to retrieve
only object A—leaving the pointer to B
dangling—and retrieve object B only
when you specifically issue acall to do
so. Poet allows this via the ondemand
keyword: The system will not retrieve an
object of type ondemnd unless it is explicitly told to.

class CI ientsOuery: publ ic PtOuery
public:
Setclientid(...):
Setname(...):

You can see that each member of Client
has caused Poet to generate corresponding Set xxx functions. To locate the client
whose ID is 47, the query would look like
this:
ClientAllSet *clall —
new ClientAllSeit(objbase):
ClientSet *result—new CTientSet:
ClientOuery clquery;
clquery.Setclientid(47,PtEQ):
call->Ouery(&clquery.result):
MAY 1994 BYTE
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The Setcl ientid() member function of
c1query lets you specify the parameters of
the query. You then pass apointer to this
query object to the Query member function
of cl al 1, which performs the query and
places the results in result, acontainer
class that can hold an arbitrary number of
Client objects. Once the query has completed, you can use member functions defined for objects of class ClientSet to
"browse" the query's results.
Finally, Poet also builds query class
member functions that allow you to sort
the query results. So, if you've built a
query that locates all client IDs greater
than 100 and you want to sort by name,
you simply issue cl all .
SortByName (Pt ASCENDING) before building the query.
The items will be loaded into the result set
in ascending order by client name.

Indexes
Indexes can significantly speed the querying and sorting process. If you create a
class to which you wish to attach an index, you must build one or more class
members of type useindex. The name of
that member will appear elsewhere, in an
indexdef definition. An indexdef looks
like atypical C++—derived class definition, but it contains no methods—only data
members. This is best illustrated by the
following code:
persistent class Client I
short clientid:
char name[30]:
Address address;
Phone phonenum;
useindex IdIndex:
useindex NameIndex;
I;
indexdef IdIndex: ClubMember I
clientid:
1:
indexdef NameIndex; ClubMember I
name[[20]];
clientid;

Objects of class Client have two indexes associated: IdIndex and Name Index.
The first has only one component, c1ien ti d(in this example, aunique ID number assigned to each client). The second
is acompound index, consisting of name
and cli entid. Notice the double brackets
in the name member of Name Index. This
tells Poet to use only the first 20 characters

Ilse Aga: lea« ANGOSS
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Help.
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be.
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of the name field in constructing the index. Poet is intelligent enough to use indexes whenever such use would speed a
query. For example, Poet would use IdIndex for handling aquery along the lines
of "Which client's ID number is 400?"
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Transactions
All Poet operations include some form of
transactioning. Whenever you store an object, you may also be storing all other objects referenced by that object. (I say may
because how much is actually stored can
be controlled by the depth mode parameter
in the store operation. This depth indicator
has four settings, ranging from "store only
the object itself' to "store the object and all
objects it references.") When you issue a
store operation that triggers placing multiple objects into the database, Poet stores
either everything or—if any part of the
operation fails—nothing.
If you're particularly antsy about the
safety of your data, Poet does provide an
optional two-phase commit. In this case,
Poet builds aforward recovery file—a file
that contains the write operations Poet intends to perform on the database—before
making any updates. Even if the system
crashes, Poet can use the forward recovery
file to rebuild the database. Of course, enabling the two-phase commit option means
that database I/O runs more slowly, since
it requires twice the usual write operations.
The transactions I've described are system-level transactions. Poet also supports
user-level transactions, which are handled
using the time-honored begin/commit
bracketing structures. Specifically, once
you've connected to adatabase, you can issue aBeg inTransacti on( )method call,
carry on database operations, and conclude
with aCommi tTransacti on( )call. All
operations between the two calls are posted to the database only when Commi tTransacti on( )executes. If something
goes awry during the transaction, you can
issue an AbortTransacti on( )call and
the database will be left in its original state.
Locks
Where transactions provide one form of
concurrency mechanism, locks provide
another. It's important to note that some
locking goes on "under the sheets" when
you enable transactions. Specifically, if
you store or delete an object from within a
transaction, Poet automatically places a
transaction lock on that object to ensure
that no other processes will mess with
the object until the transaction is safely
committed.
continued
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In the case of explicit locks, Poet provides seven lock types, ranging from no
locking to exclusive locking. In between,
locks are classified based on what your
process intends to do, along with what
your process wants to prevent other
processes from doing. For example, the
Pt LK_READvWRITE lock level indicates
that your process will be reading the locked
object so no other processes should try to
write (or delete) it.
Since Poet is an object-oriented system,
the question arises of how much in the
database is being locked. Poet has four
lock depths, from flat (which locks only
the object being locked) to deep (which
locks the object and all its referenced
objects).

Client(short clientid.
char* cname):
Client();
virtual int Notify(PtOnDemand
*Object, PtOnDemand *Root,
PtWatchMode Action):
I;
Client MyClient(44."Bob");
PtWatchSpec WatchDel
(PtWATCH_DELETE,PtDEEP):
MyClient.Watch(&WatchDel);

•
.
•

In this example, I've defined the persistent class Client and overridden its virtual Not ify( )member function. Later in
this hypothetical application, I've created
Events
anew Client object, "Bob," to which is
Suppose you've initiated aquery on adataattached awatch specification. The parambase that's likely to take along time. It
eters of the specification tell Poet that I
would be nice if you could keep the user
want my Not ify( )routine called whenapprised of the progress of the query and
ever someone tries to delete "Bob."
allow her to cancel the query if she deYou can create more than one watch
cides it's taking too long.
specification for agiven object. Poet alAssociated with each Poet database is
lows you to set watches for store, update,
an exception manager, and within the exlock, and unlock operations. Furthermore,
ception manager are
you can set the depth
methods that let you
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tions for progress
ilar to setting the
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back function being a MB of free disk space; versions available for
ation, which IdeMicrosoft Visual C++, Borland C++, and
routine in your appliscribed earlier.
Symantec C++. Other platforms supported.
cation that Poet calls).
You can build callCoda
Poet Professional Edition SDK
back functions that
Hard-core, meat-eat(multiuser), compatible with Windows for
are triggered at the
Workgroups and Microsoft Visual C++
$1995
ing C++ programOther platforms are supported; contact Poet
beginning, during,
mers faced with their
Software for prices.
and at the conclusion
next database project
Poet Software Corp.
of adatabase operawould do well to ex4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Suite 110
tion. If you really
amine the possibiliSanta Clara, CA 95054
want aspyglass into
ties offered by Poet,
(800) 950-8845
your database, every
(408) 970-4640
since it allows them
fax: (408) 970-4630
persistent class that is
to use the structures
Circle 1078 on Inquiry Card.
built by Poet inherits
they'll be coding into
member functions
their programs as the
Watch( )and Notify( ), which your prosame structures that will feed the database.
gram can use to track what operations othIf you couple Poet with agood class lier processes may be performing on an
brary that allows the rapid construction of
object. The Watch() member function
GUI objects (e.g., Microsoft Foundation
accepts awatch speccation as its arguClasses), you've got aplatform that apment; if the conditions of the watch specproaches—and in terms of flexibility,
ification are satisfied, the object's Not
probably exceeds—many of the self-pro)function is called. Again, some code
claimed fourth-generation GUI/database
will clarify this:
applications generators that are on the market today. MI
persistent class Client i
short clientid;
Rick Grehan is technical director of the BYTE
char name[30];
Lab. You can reach him on the Internet or BIX at
public:
rick_g@bix.com.
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Desktop Dictation
The IBM Personal Dictation System delivers a voice-controlled computer
interface and sophisticated speech-to-text software—on a 486-based PC
STANFORD DIEHL

ir

he IBM Personal Dictation System, or IPDS, brings computerbased dictation services to amainstream corporate audience. The system
combines avoice-controlled application
interface with asophisticated dictation
system. Less than two years ago, this type
of system required the horsepower of an
RS/6000, but the system Ievaluated ran
on a486-based OS/2 desktop. IBM is currently working on aWindows version.

enter system commands
with your voice.
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Since you live nearby. Iwas hoping we could meet for unch on the twentieth
an hour. The process can of this month. We could talk about your article and have a bite on BYTE.
call me to confirm. Ican also provide direc ions fyou need them. Itook
get abit tedious, but you Please
forward to meeting with you. Ithink you are the ight author to write this
can pause the session at any piece, Mr. Wright.
Next word
Next word
time and resume training Sincerely,
Select word
later. Once you have comMINIWW8
pleted the training session, The IPDS includes voice control of the OS/2 desktop and asophistica ed
The Technology of Speech
the system requires another dictation application. When you correct aword, the system offers alist of
The IPDS requires asingle adapter, along
2hours to process the data. possible alternatives. Note the button for turning the microphone on and off
with OS/2 2.1 software. The adapter proand the history of voice commands.
The system builds an
vides audio input and output and also
words will be used. It is much less accurate
icon for you on the desktop. Double-click
includes aDSP (digital signal processor)
on more free-form prose, such as anovel,
on it, and the system loads the IPDS.
that handles the computationally intensive
but in general, the system is very accuClicking on the microphone button at the
dictation algorithms. The system must be
rate—considerably better than other combottom right corner of the screen turns the
able to immediately access the acoustic
puter-based dictation systems I've used.
microphone on and off. Say "dictation winmodels of up to 32,000 words as well as
dow," and the dictation application starts
the parameters stored for the speaker's
Hands-Free, Eyes-Free
up. You are presented with awindow that
voice.
When you first start using the system, you
looks much like ablank word processing
Naturally, this requires some memory.
have to correct quite afew words. Luckily,
document. Say "start dictation," and the
IBM recommends 16 MB of RAM-8
system will begin translating your speech
you can complete adictation session withMB for IPDS, the rest for OS/2. IPDS ocout watching the screen to check for any
into text. Once Igot the hang of speaking
cupies 32 MB of hard disk space and conerrors that are being made. This makes the
with apause between words, Idictated
sumes an additional, recoverable, 30 MB
system "eyes-free" as well as "hands-free."
fairly quickly, up to 70 words per minute.
during training. After training, 2MB or
When you go back to correct the mistakes,
Idictated anumber of different types
less should hold your voice parameters,
you select the offending word, and the sysof documents into the system: press rebut optional dictionaries add 10 to 15 MB
tem plays back your pronunciation of the
leases, magazine articles, excerpts from
each to the hard disk requirements. During
popular novels, technical manuals, office
word. So even if the system really manadictation session, the system stores data
gles the translation, you can always go
memos, business letters, and even some
for the correction phase, including audio
poetry. In each case, the system improved
back and hear what you said. The system
data (for playback) and possible alternative
also lists possible alternatives for an inas Iread additional documents into it. The
words. So you'll need lots of space durcorrect word. Often, the correct word is
ing adictation session—over half amegaadaptive language model does its job well.
on this list, and you simply select it (see the
byte per minute of speech. At the end of a It entered new words into the dictionary
screen). If the word is not on the list, you
so that the system understood words Icomsession, those resources are recovered.
type it in. New words are added to the dicmonly use, including special formatting
Discrete-speech systems support large
(e.g., capitalizing all the letters in BYTE).
tionary in this way.
vocabularies. IBM's dictation system ships
Over afew weeks, not only did the sysBut it also updated data on my word-usage
with a20,000-word office correspondence
dictionary. Optional specialized dictiopatterns; in effect, it learned the frame of tern adapt to me, but Iadapted to the system. Ispoke more rapidly and rarely ran
naries range from 16,000 to 30,000 words;
reference for aparticular set of documents.
words together. Ialso learned how to corFor instance, the more that Iread press reyou can add 2000 words to each dictioleases into the system, the better it got at
rect words quickly. Itransferred docunary. You must pause discretely between
ments to aword processor and completed
translating press releases.
each word you speak, and you have to train
Ifound that the system works much betany final edits there. Voice macros were
the system to understand your voice. Combining acommand interface with dictater for documents (e.g., legal papers and
simple to create and extremely convenient.
technical manuals) that abide by aconsisFor instance, Icould say "open letter," and
tion technology enables you to create and
save documents in acompletely "handstent language structure; with such docuthe system would print my name and
free" environment: You can dictate and
ments, the system can better predict what
address, the current date, and ageneral
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1

Learning to Listen

T

otranslate speech into text, the IBM
Personal Dictation System, or IPDS,
employs four distinct but interwoven procedures. The first one is acoustic processing, which extracts usable information from raw audio data. The process
also uses an adaptation mechanism to filter out steady-state background audio
(e.g., the hum of acomputer fan) and to
adjust to different microphones. The system collects your raw speech and breaks
it down into centisecond (1/100-second)
frames. Spectrum analysis determines
the distinct frequency characteristics (i.e.,
feature vectors) of the centisecond frame.
A statistical model, called the Hidden
Markov Model, predicts which feature
vectors are likely to represent asubphonetic sound (such as the tsound). These
subphonemes are called labels. So, for
example, the Hidden Markov Model for
atsound will most likely predict t-type
labels. The system knows what sounds
you are making during training because
you are following aknown script. It
learns how you make atsound, how you
salutation. You can generate often-used
phrases or paragraphs by simply saying a
single word. The system can be frustrating
at first, but it gets more accurate and much
easier to work with as you go along.
The IPDS should appeal to markets
where voice recognition has traditionally
done well. The ideal environment for the
IPDS is a"hands-free/eyes-free" one, such
as ahospital where anurse could enter
patient data while taking ablood sample.
The alternative is amanual procedure (e.g.,
apen and clipboard) that requires the use
of your hands. Legal applications are also
well suited for IPDS. IBM sells supplemental dictionaries for journalism ($499),
emergency medical ($499), and radiology
($599) applications, and more are in the
works. IBM is also porting RS/6000 European language versions to the PC.

make an asound, how you make an a
sound when it follows at, and so on.
The next step, acoustic matching, compares the extracted labels to the acoustic
models in the dictionary. Every word in
the dictionary is broken down into these
subphonetic labels, so the labels generated through acoustic processing can be
matched to the dictionary entries.
The system does not decide on the best
word based on acoustic matching alone.
It also employs an adaptive language
model to enhance recognition accuracy.
The language model is based on uni grams (single words), bigrams (sets of
two words), and trigrams (sets of three
words). The model maintains data on
word usage and knows the probability
that any single word or set of words will
be used.
For instance, there is arelatively high
probability that the word the will be spoken, and alower probability that the word
creed will be spoken. The system then
looks at apair of words and determines
the probability that aparticular pair of

words will appear together. Next, it considers aset of three words and checks its
probability data again. The system constantly refines its recognition of aparticular word by looking ahead and back. As
you dictate, you can watch the system
dynamically alter its word guesses as the
frame of reference around that word expands.
The last step of the process, the hypothesis search, combines the results of
both the acoustic matching and the language model to determine the most probable word string.
In addition to adding new words to the
dictionary as you specify them, the system updates the probability models to reflect your unique word-usage patterns.
This adaptive process allows the system
to become more accurate as you use it. It
also explains why the system works better with documents that share consistent
terminology and phraseology: It can better predict what words you are likely to
say if you follow consistent patterns of
word usage.

However, the corporate environment is
should appeal to you. It's easy to use and
not as amenable to speech recognition as
employs the most natural interface of all:
traditional voice applications are. The
Just talk to it.
range of documents is more diverse, and
Voice recognition is becoming viable.
the physical environment might be unIBM is on the right track, and the future
suitable. Although the training process aclooks exciting. The company showed me a
counts for steady backprototype system running
ground noise, the system
on aThinkPad with a
About the Product
will still pick up any loud
PCMCIA adapter, promIBM Personal Dictation System
stray noises. In asharedising that speech recogSoftware and microphone headset
$499
office or cubicled arrangenition for mobile appliMicro Channel adapter
$579
ment, you give up confiISA adapter
$499
cations will be available
dentiality when reciting
soon. And IBM believes
IBM Corp.
Speech Recognition Support Center
your documents, and your
that the PowerPC proMail Stop 2236, Route 100
coworkers might grow
cessor has the horsepowSomers, NY 10589
weary of listening to your
er required to support the
(914) 766-9251
dictation sessions.
IPDS without the need of
fax: (914) 766-2788
Circle 1338 on Inquky Card.
If you are accustomed
additional DSP hardware.
to regular typing, you will
A PowerPC-based pergenerate correspondence more quickly
sonal digital assistant may then adopt a
from your keyboard. If you currently use a voice-activated interface. Voice-controlled
Breaking Tradition
stenographer, you must consider the tradecomputers are no longer relegated to the
Beyond the traditional markets, IBM is
offs. The IPDS involves more work (i.e.,
realm of science fiction or even to spetargeting IPDS for general business cortraining the system and correcting miscialized niche markets; viable speech recrespondence. During my evaluation, I takes), but it costs much less than astenogognition has arrived on the desktop. •
found that most of my correspondence
rapher, is always available when you need
shares consistent terminology and phraseit, and requires no health insurance. If you
Stanford Diehl is director of the BYTE Lab. You
ology. The system became quite accurate
don't type well or don't feel comfortable
can reach him on the Internet or BIX at sdiehl@
at creating memos and business letters.
working with acomputer, the IPDS system
bix.com.
1.4.6
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For more information or the number of asales representative
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WHY IN THE WORLD
WOULD YOU PUT
UNIX ON YOUR PC?
UNIX on your Intel 386,486 or Pentium -based PC can give
you unparalleled solutions for your most demanding systems
needs. Here are just a few of the solutions available from ...

Information Foundation -the Open Systems Migration Experts!

UnixWare is the latest release of UNIX SVR4.2. Capable of
running UNIX, XENIX, DOS and MS-Windows applications
in an easy-to-use, Motif-based graphical desktop!

UnixWare Personal Edition ... From $166!

Now the UnixWare Personal Edition comes with TCP/IP
and NetWare networking at no extra charge!
Supports Ethernet, Token Ring, SLIP and PPP.

Solaris for your PC. Complete multimedia UNIX
runtime environment supporting TCP/IP & NFS.
WABI now included to run Windows applications.

Get on the information highway ... From $166!

Solaris x86 Desktop ... From $636!

,
UNIX SERVER SOLUTIDN

Complete X11 & Motif UNIX development system
supporting graphical, character-based and networking
development. Comes with complete on-line manuals.

Complete graphical UNIX system supporting
unlimited network and terminal-based clients.
Includes free development system!

UnixWare Personal Edition & UnixWare
Software Development Kit ... From $255!

UnixWare Application Server ... $974
Add LAN Manager Server for $995

Complete UNIX SVR4.2 including TCP/IP & NFS
networking, X11 & Motif, full development system,
DOS & Windows support, on-line manuals and more!

Intel 486DX VESA bus workstation with 16 MB RAM,
270 MB hard disk, SVGA video card 8c monitor,
keyboard & mouse. UNIX pre-installed!

UnixWare Personal Edition, UnixWare NFS &
Software Development Kit ... From $399!

Above configuration for only $2295!
Call for Pentium & custom upgrades.

INFORMATION FOUNDATION (IF) offers Novell's UnixWare,
SunSoft's Solaris and a range of complementary software,
UNIX documentation, networking products 8( hardware.

Information
Foundation

Each month IF offers special featured products and free
giveaways. IF's prices and service are unmatched in the
industry. Call now and find out why Information Foundation
is changing the way the world buys UNIX!

•PRODUCTS
AS ALWAYS ONLY *Free product support
INFORMATION FOUNDATION eFree Click-Start" Training
OFFERS THESE EXTRAS: •No question money-back guarantee

CALL: 1-800-GET-UNIX
WM a',Leaved trademark of Inforenatirm Foundation

UNIX

reentered trademark fX/Opert Company Limited.
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•TRAINING
•ID EVE LOPMENT SERVICES
1200 17th Street, Suite 1900
Denver, Colorado 80202
Phone: 303/572-6486
Facsimile: 303/572-6484
E-mail: sales@if.com
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Printer at Work
Microsoft At VVork makes Lexmark's VVinVVriter 600 a capable personal
laser printer- It's not a good choice for most networks, however.
ED PERRATORE

IVI icrosoft outlined its broad At
Work strategy for integrating
office equipment and PCs in
June 1993, specifying five types of hardware as potential At Work devices: fax
machines, photocopiers, telephones, printers, and, incongruously, hand-held PDAs
(personal digital assistants). Microsoft's
At Work partners previewed some pieces
of the technology during the official At
Work debut to show its potential. Ricoh,
for example, demonstrated aprototype of
its networkable IFS66 fax machine (which
is due this quarter). The fax capability in
Microsoft Windows for Workgroups 3.11
also adds to the At Work picture.
The first available At Work device from
acompany other than Microsoft, however,
is Lexmark's WinWriter 600. The $1399
WinWriter provides anearly complete
model of what At Work can do for printers.
In doing so, it demonstrates both goals
of Microsoft's At Work strategy. The first
goal is to make complex, feature-laden office equipment and PC peripherals more
useful through acommon GUI (not necessarily Windows) that guides you through
setup and operation. The second At Work
objective is to integrate office peripherals
and PCs as much as possible. This happens through communications capabilities
and document-rendering standards that
move digital data from point to point in
the most useful form permitted by aparticular communications channel.
Hooked to anetwork, an At Work office
copier could, for example, serve to scan
documents into digital form and send them
via E-mail around the LAN. Likewise, a
networked At Work fax machine, with a
touchscreen LCD to display the At Work
GUI, could give you the same control features that fax software now provides for
PC-based fax boards, such as off-hours
fax mailing and routing to mailboxes.
It's agrand plan, and one that's still
evolving, with implications yet to be realized. Microsoft's total At Work strategy,
however, will succeed only if it receives
support from other companies in the hardware, software, and telecommunications
industries and if customers are willing to

pay for the added functions. My
experience while testing the WinWriter 600 indicated that at least
some parts of the At Work technology will survive, whether the
total Microsoft initiative catches
on or not.
A Familiar Story

Microsoft's At Work Printing Software gives the WinWriter two advantages: unusual ease of use and
RISC-like performance that belies
its fairly slow (and inexpensive)
CISC processor. The former advantage comes from the At Work
user interface, and the latter from Lexmark's $1399 10-ppm WinWriter laser printer has aminimalist
having the host PC preprocess the front panel. It relies on Microsoft At Work Printing Software as an
interface for configuration and feedback.
print image. Using aslow processor also helps to keep the printer's price
to the possible dismay of some users, outdown.
puts (collated if you want) to only a100This printing approach should sound fasheet upper tray. A snap-on front tray can
miliar. Microsoft's Windows Printing Sysaccept 20 sheets of face-up heavy- and
tem provides the same benefits for Hewsensitive-stock output, fed through arear
removable manual-input tray. Options inlett-Packard's LaserJet II and III printers.
Indeed, the At Work software is ascalclude a$349 500-sheet feeder that goes
underneath the printer ($359 for legal size),
able update of this older cartridge-based
system, which has become an official At
and $229 100-sheet auxiliary and $349
Work product by default.
75-envelope feeders that go in the same
The WinWriter 600, which has the same
rear position as the manual-input tray.
laser engine as Lexmark's 4029 printers,
The WinWriter comes with a4000-page
provides high-quality output and arated
toner cartridge. Replacements cost $199
printing speed of 8pages per minute with
for a7000-page cartridge and $259 for a
600-dot-per-inch resolution, and 10 ppm
9500-page cartridge, all based an 5perwhen printing 300-dpi output. The Wincent toner coverage.
Writer 600 also has IEEE 1284—compatiFiner Feedback
ble bidirectional communication, allowing the printer to provide detailed feedback
The WinWriter's At Work Printing Softto the host computer—a key requirement
ware takes up awhopping 6MB of hard
for At Work printing.
disk storage. However, it provides perforLexmark was able to meet its undermance benefits and an exceptionally well$1400 price point by focusing on Windesigned setup and feedback interface.
dows. It didn't build in support for HPGL
You also get the 44 TrueType fonts of the
(Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language) or
Microsoft Font Pack. The At Work softthe ability to take aPostScript printing
ware turns the WinWriter into avery smart
option. If you're printing from DOS, you
printer, one that can converse with your
do get PCL 4(Printer Control Language)
PC about print-job status and any probemulation, six printer-resident bit-mapped
lems requiring attention.
PCL fonts, and aprinter-control utility.
During the approximately 10-minute inBut from DOS you miss out on the At
stallation process. the software looks for
Work software's performance advantages
your printer (it must be on-line) and deand the pleasurable user interface.
termines the resources of both PC and
For paper handling in the WinWriter
printer. Changes in setup are asnap, thanks
600, you get a200-sheet input tray that,
to several graphical panels in the setup
MAY 1994 BYTE
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printer processor does as
much of the work as possiWinWriter 600 Printing Performance
ble. Taking the processor
and memory configuration
Font Handling
,
Text
Paper Handling
of both printer and host PC
Swan 386SX-16 (600 dpi)
911.9
98.9
97.4
into account, the At Work
Compaq Deskpro 4/661(300 dpi)
72.9
software divides each page
72.7
of adocument's Windows
Compaq Deskpro 4/66i (600 dpi)
90.7
90.6
metafile representation into
0
200
400
600
800 1000 ,
20
40
60
80
100 0
20
40
60
80
100
bands, analyzes each band
Graphic
Color Graphic
for the complexity of its
printed objects, and then
Swan 386SX-16 (600 dpi)
390.6'
444.3'
allocates CPU horsepower
Compaq Deskpro 4/66i (300 dpi)
and RAM as needed. TypCompaq Deskpro 4/66i (600 dpi)
ically, At Work assigns the
0
100
200
300
400 0
150
300
450
0
200
400
600
800
printer processor as much
work as it can handle in
Microsoft At Work printed the document at 300 dpi after issuing awarning and recommending aRAM upgrade.
real time, but on occasion
The Lexmark WinWriter 600 had 2MB of memory; the Compaq Deskpro 4/661 had an Intel 66-MHz 486DX2 CPU, 8MB of RAM,
the software will assign it
and a240-MB hard disk; the Swan 386SX-16 had a16-MHz Intel 386SX CPU, 4MB of RAM, and a50-MB hard disk.
and the host PC the preprocessing of difficult bands
Due to preprocessing by Microsoft's At Work Printing Software, the processing abilities of the host PC have abig performance effect. All
before starting up the laser
results are from using NSTL's printer-performance tests. All times are in seconds.
engine.
dialog box that replace the usual (often
out" take plenty of the guesswork out of
The At Work Printing Software requires
unintuitive) click-on options. The panels
your printing.
aminimum Windows configuration of a
range from graphical representations of
Unfortunately, bidirectional communi386SX processor and 4MB of RAM. The
portrait versus landscape to adot-pattern
cations doesn't work across anetwork.
faster the host CPU and the greater the
diagram that changes when you adjust
However, Microsoft intends to issue an
available memory, the faster the WinWriter
brightness or contrast levels.
upgrade to the software (no date has been
600 prints, to the limit of the 8- or 10-ppm
When you print adocument, apop-up
specified yet) that will handle this shortprint-engine speed.
window gives you an accurate estimation
coming. This piece of software will take
Another benefit of the At Work softcare of the added communications hop beware is that every page always prints. Lextween the client PC and the PC that's hostmark guarantees that if your PC meets the
ing the printer. No hardware changes are
minimum configuration, astandard 2-MB
required.
WinWriter will always give you output,
The WinWriter has aminimalist front
though perhaps not at 600 dpi. On some
panel. Two buttons give you cancel, form- tests Iran, for example, the At Work softfeed, and pause/resume functions; four
ware dropped resolution from 600 dpi to
LEDs indicate ready, printing in progress,
300 dpi with adisplayed warning indicatpaper status, and service needed. The rest
ing which pages required this action. If
is handled nicely through the At Work
you need detailed bit maps at 600 dpi, get
software, as described above.
the $279 upgrade to 6MB.

JAM

The WinWriter 600's Microsoft At Work user interface,
which runs on the host PC, provides detailed feedback
during the printer process (shown here) and if any
problems pop up.

of the time required until the last page
drops into the printer's output bin. A status
bar at the bottom of the window tells you
how many pages of the total have been
printed thus far, and amasculine voice
from your PC's speaker announces such
things as "printing completed." Ipersonally
tired of the voice and disabled it.
The animated window also provides
valuable feedback on printing problems.
Its flair for diagnostics isn't flawless, but
messages such as "toner low," "check cover/cartridge," "clear paper jam" (I had no
jams in nearly 4000 pages), and "paper
150
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At Work Printing
Performance Tests
Unlike previous Windows printers, the
To test the WinWriter 600, Iran the same
WinWriter isn't dumb. It has arelatively
NSTL benchmarks used for this month's
inexpensive 16.7-MHz Motorola 68000
Lab Report (see "Head to Head: 71 PrintCPU, and it comes standard with 2MB of ers" on page 164). To show the effect of
RAM. The Motorola chip isn't fast by curthe host PC configuration, Itested the
rent printer standards, but it's good enough
printer attached to two different machines,
to handle the built-in PCL 4for DOS apaSwan 386SX-16 with 4MB of RAM and
plications and to team up with the CPU in
aCompaq Deskpro 4/66i with 8MB of
your PC.
RAM. Except for the text
about the Product
The At Work software
and paper-handling tests,
is quite sophisticated in
where laser-engine speed
WinWriter 600
$1399
getting maximum speed
was the determining factor,
Lexmark International, Inc.
from the printer while in740 New Circle Rd. NW
printing with the 66-MHz
Lexington, KY 40511
volving the host CPU as
Compaq was five to seven
little as possible. It uses a (800) 358-5835
times faster than with the
(606> 232-2000
process that Microsoft calls
386SX-powered Swan (see
fax: (606) 232-2380
load balancing to distribCircle 1339 on Inquiry Card.
the figure "WinWriter 600
ute the wookload so that the
Printing Performance").
continued
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Reviews Printer at Work
L,exmark suggests that if you regularly
print complex bit maps, you should upgrade your printer from the standard 2MB
to 4or even 6MB. (The maximum is 8
MB, for which you must discard the standard 2MB and install two 4-MB SIMMs.)
The whole rendered page must fit in the
printer's RAM to print as intended.
Lexmark claims that the WinWriter 600
should print faster than HP's LaserJet 4,
despite the WinWriter's slower processor.
Comparing my WinWriter test results with
the Compaq Deskpro 4/66i to results from
NSTL's testing of the LaserJet 4, Ican't
verify Lexmark's claim. The NSTL results
came from testing with aslightly faster
Compaq Deskpro 4/66m (also with 8MB
of RAM), and the tested LaserJet 4had
4MB of memory. Still, Ican say that the
results for both printers are in the same
ballpark, although HP has just released a
faster version of the LaserJet 4.
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Weighing In
Your first consideration of the WinWriter
600 must take Windows into account. The
printer's most important features, including performance, depend on the Windowsbased At Work Printing Software. Performance also depends on the host system.
The At Work user interface is an important feature, but you must determine if
the challenges you now face in printing
from Windows applications necessitate a
printer that says and shows so much. HP's
LaserJet 4L and 4P printers provide similar, though less complete, feedback.
As useful as printing feedback would
be on anetwork, the WinWriter 600 is not
anetwork printer. The status feedback does
not yet go any farther than the PC that the
printer is attached to.
The WinWriter's lack of PostScript support will be agreater shortcoming for many
networks, especially where people use
high-end graphics applications or systems
other than Windows-using PCs. The WinWriter supports PCL 4, but without the
benefit of host processing.
If you don't need anetwork printer, but
you do need fast graphics speed in aWindows environment, you will have much to
like in the WinWriter 600: quality output
with ahelping hand and reasonable graphics speed, plus guaranteed compatibility
with Chicago, Windows for Workgroups,
and, eventually, Windows NT clients.
Ed Perratore is aBYTE news editor based in New
York. You can contact him on the Internet or BIX
at eperratore@bix.com or on MCI Mail as "eperratore/byte."
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There are acouple of ways to stand out in acrowd: either be exceptionally good—or exceptionally had. The EtheRx 10Base-T and 10Base2

PCMCIA Ethernet adapters are definitely designed to catch your eye—for all the right reasons.

«Bhp 5

For starters, they support over

twenty leading Type II compliant laptop and notebook systems. They're priced over ahundred dollars less than the competition, yet offer industry leading

throughput. 714y're exceptionally easy to configure and come bundled with Card and Socket Services software for trouble-free installation. Need more

$1.79"

invinang; Call your local dealer or Kingston at (800) 435-2620. Then try us on fee se —well make you look good.
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Dicom (5)328-1100
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¡est monitors to face for hours and hours: ours.

If you spend a lot of time in front of a big monitor,
our feeling is that it had better be agreat big monitor. Our
new Professional Series 17" MultiSync' 5FGp and 21" 6FGp
monitors: for example. They're ideal for CAD/CAM, advanced
desktop publishing, document imaging and more, because
they give you the crisp, rock-steady images and vibrant colors
NEC has long been known for. Plus, many other advanced features. Like our new intelligent Power Manager system. And
new OptiClear - surface, which virtually eliminates glare without
sacrificing focus, brightness or color. Add to that our 3-year
limited warranty and it's obvious: these are monitors that will
make you very happy, not just for hours and hours. But for
years and years For more information, call 1-800-NEC-INFO.
Or, for :
immediate response via fax, call 1-800-366-0476
and request document #174101 and 214101.

•17" and 21" CRTs yeld 15 6" and 19 8" vawab!e screen armas
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URGENT

YOUR INPUT NEEDED

Dear Reader—
One of BYTE's important sections is our unique "State of the Art" (SOTA), where every month we take anarrow slice of
computer technology and examine it in the kind of depth that you, as atechnically sophisticated reader, demand.
We plan our SOTA coverage based on what we hear from users, what's new on the market, emerging technology that BYTE
editors hear about in our ongoing discussions with vendors, and last—but far from least—feedback from you, our readers.
With this issue, we're trying to get that all-important reader input well before the fact. Specifically, the October 1994
SOTA will deal with some aspect of the general topic of Data Acquisition in Business. This is clearly much too broad asubject to cover comprehensively; therefore, we want to identify the appropriate slice or slices of this topic that will be of greatest interest and most use to you, our readers.
Therefore, please take aminute to fill out this form and fax it back to us. Your cooperation will help make BYTE abetter
magazine and will allow us to focus on those areas that you're most interested in. Thanks.

DATA ACQUISITION IN
For each question, please rate your interest in these topics using the following scale:

Not at all interested

1

2

3

4

5

Very interested

If there is an important answer that we haven't offered you, please write that in on one of the provided lines.
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ND conversion

4. PROCESS CONTROL

IIfeedback loop design

bar coding

mark-sense

telecommunications

Ireal-time systems

survey research
lab/instrumentation

Li

medical

5. ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE

financial services

OCR

interface design

service tracking

other optical scanning

integrity verification

point-of-sale terminals

touchscreen

origination verification/
nonrepudiation

public information kiosks

video

authorizations, signatures,
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voice recognition

forms technology
standards
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algorithms
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exception queues
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graphics-based systems
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Phone

6. A/D & D/A CONVERSION

IIsampling techniques
1 automated systems
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Company

1 I boundary controls
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manufacturing

sensor technologies

brainwaves

IIhandwriting recognition
IIhandprinting recognition

7. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS FOCUS
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FAX the completed form
(without acover sheet,
please!) to 603-924-2530 OR
603-924-7620. If you do not
have access to afax, you may
contact us by mail. Please
photocopy the entire form
and mail it to:
BYTE SOTA Poll
c/o Market Research Dept.
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
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Big-Screen Stars
Nanao's and Nokia's best monitors set a new benchmark for 21-inch
CIITs--flicker-free at 1600 by 1200 pixels
STEVE APIKI

F

or the manufacturers of
the next generation of
high-resolution displays,
high-quality 1600- by 1200-pixel
resolution on a21-inch screen
presents formidable technical
challenges. The Nanao FlexScan
F780iW ($3999) and the Nokia
Multigraph 445X ($3225) are the
first mainstream PC and Macintosh monitors capable of flickerfree 80-Hz refresh at 1600 by
1200 pixels. But while both are
excellent displays, they arrive at
the next high-resolution frontier
Nanao's FlexScan F780iW (left) and Nokia's Multigraph 445X define the leading edge in monitor technology, with
by two very different paths, and
1600- by 1200-pixel resolution at an 80-Hz refresh rate. The FlexScan sacrifices low-end graphics support for excellent
not without trade-offs.
performance at high resolution, while the Multigraph 445X relies on digital fine-tuning to enhance display quality. Both
The technical challenge in
monitors provide awide variety of configuration options—the FlexScan through the front panel, and the Multigraph through
building ahigh-quality, high-resaconfiguration menu.
olution display is simply one of
numbers. Displaying 1600- by
Nanao's fix is to offer the FlexScan buntitative tests in the BYTE Lab to measure
1200-pixel resolution on a21-inch screen
dled with amodified 4-MB Matrox MGA
performance. By both quantitative and
requires adot pitch of 0.26 mm or finer,
Ultima Plus graphics board ($4999 for
qualitative measures, the FlexScan is the
but putting more phosphor dots on abig
monitor and board). The MGA Ultima's
better monitor, despite Nokia's more revscreen increases the chance of manufacbuilt-in VGA can drive the F780iW at
olutionary architecture.
turing defects. The combination of large
boot-up; equally important, the modified
tube and small spot size also calls for more
MGA Ultima includes a200-MHz color
Nanao FlexScan F780iW
precise electronics because the alignment
DAC (D/A converter) chip and is set to
As the new top of the FlexScan line, the
of the scanning electron beams is more
support refresh rates of up to 76 Hz at 1600
F780iW has agreat pedigree. Like the othcritical.
Because so much of alarge screen imer models in that very successful line of by 1200 pixels.
For almost any application except CAD,
monitors, Nanao's latest FlexScan is well
age falls in your flicker-sensitive peripheral
asecond monitor for booting is an unreadesigned and delivers outstanding display
vision, the electronics in a21-inch monitor
sonable requirement. Iran the FlexScan
performance: sharp, bright, uniform, and
are further pushed by the need for ahigh
with an MGA Ultima, so using it as apriflicker-free at 1600- by 1200-pixel resovertical refresh rate. A 76-Hz refresh rate
mary monitor for Windows applications
lution.
is flicker-free for many people, but 80 Hz
was practical, and the board and monitor
The cost of great high-resolution peris better. Displaying 1600 pixels by 1200
combination worked fine.
pixels by 80 screens per second requires a formance, unfortunately, is lack of supOnce past the boot, the FlexScan's disport for standard VGA modes. This is the
very large bandwidth. (In fact, very few
play was great. Running AutoCAD, the
F780iW's weak spot. Monitors can pergraphics cards can drive these monitors at
form optimally over only alimited range of monitor's ability to run the visible image to
the 200-MHz bandwidth required for this
frequencies, even within theii specified
the edge of the display bezel without black
screen mode.)
borders (a capability that Nokia's monibandwidth. Rather than sacrifice optimal
To meet these demands, Nanao has chotor shares) was wonderful. It put Autoperformance at high resolution, Nanao desen atraditional approach that provides
CAD's top and right menu borders square
cided to shift the horizontal frequency
uncompromised image quality at high resup against the edge of the screen.
range upward, putting the lowest supportolution but limits the FlexScan's capabilWindows is often astringent test of
ed horizontal scan frequency at 45 kHz—
ities on the low end. Nokia's design is
monitor capability, as the large, bright
more radical, relying on digital tuning of above the standard VGA scan rate of 31.5
display background easily shows any nonkHz. That means that the F780iW is unable
display parameters to overcome display
uniform brightness characteristics. The
to support the boot video mode of most
defects and provide more flexible configFlexScan showed abright Windows disPCs, so it's relegated to use as asecond
uration. Iworked with both of these highplay with high contrast, although there was
monitor.
end monitors and ran them through quanMAY 1994 BYTE
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The Multigraph is also unusual for the
level of control the user has over monitor
parameters. In addition to the image size,
location, and trapezoid and pincushion settings typically found on high-end moniFile
Print
Co nit el
tors, you can also set convergence, color
Manager
Manage+
Pe;nel
temperature, white uniformity, and other
parameters through amenu that pops up
341
on-screen when you hit abutton on the
tnciows
PIF Edeeir
eat'.
front panel.
Fir; F.Idficir
Setup
The on-screen menu has afew glitches.
It sometimes has trouble displaying when
you switch the frequency of the main display, and although it's designed to appear
when the monitor loses sync, it sometimes
Comparing screens between the FlexScan F780iW (left) and the Multigraph 445X shows that both displays
continues to flicker on and off well after
provide clean, sharp lines and good convergence. However, despite tuning monitor parameters for this
sync is lost. However, compared to the
shot, the FlexScan provided somewhat better contrast and less luminance variation over the white areas.
FlexScan with its limited palette of frontpanel adjustments, the Multigraph is considerably easier to tweak to your liking.
asmall, slightly pink diagonal region.
monitor if it changes over time.
Although Nokia's monitor held arockWhen it was running in one area of the
Despite these compensations, the Multi- steady 1600- by 1200-pixel image at 80
BYTE Lab, near alarge linear power supgraph simply did not perform as well as
Hz, the display had some minor problems.
ply, the FlexScan also showed some flickthe FlexScan. In fact, Nokia's own ratings
Despite making numerous adjustments to
er interference that did not affect the Multifor misconvergence (0.3 mm at center)
contrast, brightness, and focus, Iwas not
graph. As an FCC Class A device, the
and luminance uniformity over the screen
able to get quite as clear or bright adisFlexScan may also generate more EMI/
(70 percent) are only average among 21play on the Multigraph as Icould get on
RFI in addition to being more sensitive to
inch monitors.
the FlexScan. Convergence also remained
interference.
The FlexScan's display was sharp at all
MONITOR CAPABILMES COMPARED
corners. Nanao uses two optimizations,
Top-of-the-line monitors use the best consumer technology to present accurate, clear images
Dynamic Focus and Dynamic Beam Spot
on large screens and at high resolution. Among the optimizations both share are 200-MHz
Control, which help to improve sharpness
bandwidth, antireflection screen panels, a full-screen viewing range, Invar shadow masks,
away from the center of the screen. These
. and phosphors with a wide chromaticity range.
technologies compensate for changes in
focal length across ascan and keep the
NANA° FLEXSCAN FISOIW
NOKIA MULTICRAPN 4451
electron-beam spot circular on all areas of
Size (in.)
21
21
the tube.
g)ot pitch (mm)
0.26
.1111111111111

4

+
2-2

Nokia Multigraph 445X
Nokia's Multigraph tackles the image-consistency problem from anew angle. Instead of having asingle set of analog beam
adjustments that optimize display quality
at the center of the screen, the Multigraph
provides digital control over 16 adjustment points, which cover the center, the
corners, and selected points in between.
This is new technology—as of this writing,
only Nokia offers amonitor with this capability. Philips, which has announced a
similar system, was not able to deliver a
production unit in time for this review.
Parameter adjustments are made on the
fly, but the targets for each adjustment
point are preset, since there is no feedback
mechanism to enable the monitor to measure its own performance. The targets,
stored in EEPROM, are set at the factory to
compensate for individual variances in
each tube and to provide auniform image.
A service technician can also readjust a
1.58
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Maximum resolution (pixels)

pefresh rate at highest resolution (Hz)
Horizontal scanning frequency (kHz)

1600 x 1200

1600 x 1200

80

80

45-100

30-102

_Vertical egnping frequency (Hz)
Visible screen

area

(mm)

50-120
493 x298

Controls
Control type
Presets (factory/user)

111111.1.1111

400 x300

Wideo bandwidth (MHz)
Screen treatment

AIIMIMINi

200
Conductive
antireflection panel

Conductive
antireflection panel

Front panel
9/19

On-screen menu
14/14

Shadow mask type

Invar

Invar

Phosphor type

Medium-short

Medium-short

160
16
11.2

160
15
8

MPH -Il, TCO 92
ISO 9241-3
FCC Class A

MPR-II, TCO 92
ISO 9241-3
FCC Class
20.4 x20.2 x 19.7

, Power consumption (W)
I Active
Standby
Power-down
Regulatory approvals
Emission
Flicker
EMI/RFI
Dimensions (H xW xD; in.)

19

Weight (lb.)

83

71

Warranty

3years

3years

19.7

21

AMME

1,111111111111.111
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May the Fittest Survive.
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,
Vicroprocessor-based,

17-inch color-monitor

MSRP

DX17F

digitally controllel

'
e t•JEC 4FGE

Micropliocessor-based, digitally controlled
15-inch color monitor

'

$799

MSRP

THIS MONITOR HAS A LOT OF CONCERN FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT (G REEN
VESA DPMS , NO

E NERGY- EPA E NERGY S TAR,

CFO , SWEDAC

MRP II ).

THIS MONITOR HAS A LOT OF DISPLAY AREA (1 113
SQ UARE INCHES),
DOT PITCH,

ANO

1280 x 1024 MAXIMUM RESOLUTION,

WHICH MEANS WHILE THIS MONITOR HAS ENORMOUS
RESPECT FOR YOUR WALLET,
T HAT'S WHY THIS MONITOR SHOULD ALSO APPEAL
TO YOUR SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY AND VALUE.

SO

CALL US AT

VESA

DPMS . SWEDAC

(EPA

E NERGY S TAR,

MRP II ).

T HIS MONITOR HAS A LOT LESS.

(27 SQ UARE

INCHES LESS).

A NO THIS MONITOR HAS A 0.26MM
A

$799

THIS MONITOR HAS IT, TOO

1-S00-827-399S

(1- 714

T HIS MONITOR HAS NEITHER.

THIS MONITOR

DOES NOT.

A ND THIS MONITOR SHOULD NOT.

- 751-2008

IN

CA)

FOR

MORE
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Big-Screen Stars
for each screen using an optical sensor and computercontrolled display patterns. I
4 Better
Worse II>
made these measurements at
Horizontal vs. Vertical Line Width
Convergence Error (mm)
Luminance Variation over Time (%)
(°. change)
1024- by 768-pixel resolution
Nanao FlexScan
with a60-Hz refresh rate, so
5.74
F780iW
keep in mind that these tests
Nokia Multigraph
15.24
don't push the monitors to
0.17
445X
their limits.
C
2
4
6
8 10
12
14
16 0
Ievaluated the FlexScan
Time Variation
F780iW with the special MaJitter (mm)
Swim (mm)
Drift (mm)
trox Ultima card Nanao recNanao FlexScan
0.02
0.03
0.05
ommends; Nokia supplied an
F780iW
Infotronic IGP64 PCI1600
Nokia Multigraph
0.02
0.05
0.06
445X
card with the Multigraph
o
002
004
0OE 0
0.02
004
00.0
0.02
0.04
445X. Both cards use the
200-MHz color DAC necesBYTE's display-quality measurements show aslight but consistent advantage for Nanao's FlexScan over Nokia's Multigraph 445X. Note sary to drive 1600- by 1200that all measurements were made at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution at 60 Hz, so these tests do not fully stress either monitor. The toppixel resolution at an 80-Hz
left graph shows the difference in size between horizontal and vertical lines, ameasure of the sharpness of the electron beam. The top- refresh rate, although the Macenter graph shows convergence error at the center of the screen; both monitors have excellent convergence (BYTE tuned the
trox card goes to only 76 Hz
Multigraph for best convergence). The remaining graphs chart image variations over time, which reflects the steadiness of the display.
at that resolution. Both monAlthough the FlexScan performs somewhat better than the Multigraph, both of these monitors show almost negligible luminance and
itors work with either card.
position variation.
Many of the SuperSpot's
test results, including those
noticeably off at the sides of the display,
the Multigraph use Invar shadow masks
for line width, were very close for these
again despite adjusting it through the
(which are less sensitive to thermal
two monitors, so only the few results that
menu. Finally, running Windows with a changes) and medium-short-persistence
show differentiation are graphed in the figbright white background showed alarge
phosphors (which have awide chromaticure. The FlexScan was uniformly better
yellowish area just off the center of the
ity range). These elefor the following tests:
screen, as well as afew smaller spots in
ments are common in
about the Products
difference between horother areas.
most high-end CRTs.
izontal and vertical line
Nauseo Flextime F780IW
$3999
These two monitors
sizes, convergence, and
Bundled with Matrox MGA Ultima
The Best Parts
also include roughly
time
variations for luPlus 200-MHz controller
$4999
These are high-end monitors by any meacomparable power conminance and beam poNanao USA Corp.
sure, including price: The FlexScan sells
23535 Telo Ave.
servation features for
sition. But for each of
Torrance, CA 90505
for $3999, and the Multigraph for $3225.
reduced power conthese tests, the results
(800) 800-5202
At these stellar levels, you expect atopsumption in standby
for both the Multigraph
(310) 325-5202
quality monitor, so both Nanao and Nokia
modes. The FlexScan
and the FlexScan are
fax: (310) 530-1679
have included high-end design elements
supports the VESA
Circle 1075 on Inquiry Card.
very good relative to
beyond those directly related to bandwidth
DPMS (Display Powresults for lower-resoNokia Muffigraph 445X
$3225
and image uniformity.
er Management Siglution devices.
Nokia Display Products, Inc.
Both monitors have aconductive antinaling) specification,
Taking both the Su3000 Bridgeway Blvd.
reflection panel that provides the best
while the Multigraph
Sausalito, CA 94965
perSpot measurements
(800) 296-6542
antiglare/antireflection performance availcomplies with the
and the qualitative re(415) 331-0322
able on PC displays. Unlike adiffusion
Swedish NuTek stansults into consideration,
fax: (415) 331-0424
coating, which diffuses reflected light, the
dard. However, both of
the Nanao FlexScan
Circle 1076 on Inquiry Card.
antireflection panel absorbs most incident
the monitors impleF780iW is the clear
light without diffusing transmitted light
ment their power-down
winner. While neither
from the image. Both the FlexScan and
features in such away that they will work
monitor is inexpensive, the FlexScan costs
the Multigraph had very low reflections
even if you don't have a"green" PC or
over $750 more than the Multigraph 445X.
and were easy to use even in an office lit
workstation; all they require is ablank
But in the display-sensitive CAD and
by fluorescent tubes.
screen saver.
imaging arenas where these monitors will
Besides cutting reflections, the antifirst make their mark, the price difference
reflection panel includes aconductive eleSpot Comparisons
will not be much of an issue. II
ment that cuts static buildup and electroBesides the qualitative comparisons
magnetic radiation through the screen. This
gleaned from Windows and AutoCAD, I
Steve Apiki is aBYTE contributing editor and forsecond characteristic gives both CRTs lowmade quantitative measurements of dismer director of the BYTE Lab. He is senior deenough emissions to conform to Sweden's
play quality using aMicrovision Superveloper at Appropriate Solutions, Inc., a consultTCO standard, which is more rigorous than
Spot monitor-test unit (seethe figure "Suing firm based in Peterborough, New Hampshire.
MPR-II.
perSpot Test"). The SuperSpot measures
You can reach him on the Internet or BIX at apiki
Behind the glass, both the FlexScan and
line size and ahost of other parameters
@bix.com.

SuperSpot Test

1.00
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SITcomm Is Serious
Advanced features make this $120 terminal emulator for the
IVIncintcush

TOM THOMPSON

A

am standout
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Windows

Edit
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SITcomm

most of the other lac viruses, ¡NIT 9403 is very destructive. After
laddin Systems is well Ahlike
a certain number of other files have been infected, the virus will erase
known for its Mac utility 'disks connected to the system: it attempts to destroy disk information on
all connected hard drives 0 16 Mb> and attempts to completely erase the
programs. This visibility
boot volume.
comes from the quality of its prodThe virus only spreads under the Italian versi
SITcomm «2MODEM» ucts—and the offbeat names some of
It appears that the virus was initially spread
these programs sport. For example,
Receiving:
disinfectant34.cpt
More. .n
its file compression and archiver utilStatus:
Receiving Data
Type RETURN to continue. ..
ity goes by the frank title of StuffIt
Method:
2MODEM MacBinary
File Area: MACINTOSH
Subarea: ALL
File Des(
Deluxe. Now Aladdin has aterminalStop
•
1
AREA
Select a file area
emulator program called SITcomm.
2
SUBAREA.
Select a subarea
v.
1.0.
©1993
Aladdin
Systems,
Inc.
At first you may wonder whether to
3
LIST
List files
4
BROWSE
Browse through files
take SITcomm seriously—not be5
SEND
Send a file to BIX
6
RECEIVE.
Receive a file from BIX
12,288
Bytes Transferred:
cause of the pun, but because the tele7
TYPE
Type a file
167,936
Out of:
communications market is amature
8
CHECK
Check the contents of a file
9
OPTIONS.
Set options
Est. Remaining Time:
04:00
one with fierce competition and lit10
MODERATE
Enter moderator subsystem
11.
QUIT
Leave the listings subsystem
Elapsed Time:
00:17
tle room for newcomers. What can
Total Session Time:
00:19
Yet Another Terminal Program offer?
Selection: 6
File?
disinf34.cpt
Data Rate (cps):
646
Surprisingly, SITcomm offers alot
Get ready to receive using ZMODEM batch....
Retries:
O
of features, several of which make it
Ou:03:22 13
stand out in the crowd. These include
one-button log-on sequences for popTurn On CapturIn
1r Flresei
D,sconnect
ular on-line services such as CompuTurn On PhMing
•3 ICtEl
Serve and GEnie, automatic decompression of incoming archive files,
Afloating toolbar below SITcomm's terminal window displays current line speed, terminal emulation, and protocol
and, most important, full-blown Apple
settings on buttons. You can press these buttons to configure the settings.
Event support. This last capability lets you
minal emulation. Aladdin supplies Took to
box, an API that supplies basic networking
record and edit on-line sessions to create
manage XMODEM, YMODEM, ZMOand communications services. Using the
automated scripts—to log on and downDEM, and Kermit file transfer protocols.
API to handle the details of modem conload your mail, for example. Finally, at
As the company introduces new. Tools with
nections and terminal emulation, Aladdin's
$120, the price is right.
new capabilities, you just add the files to
software engineers only had to write the
the Extensions folder.
Good Things Come
application-specific code. Because the
Communications Toolbox is part of SysWith all these bells and whistles, you'd
tem 7, SITcomm requires this version of Serious Features
expect SITcomm to be massive, but the
SITcomm provides asparse but informathe Mac OS to run.
complete package fits on two 800-KB
tive display (see the screen above). A floatThe Communications Toolbox's modfloppy disks and takes up just 2.5 MB of
ing Toolbar below the terminal window
ular design allows great flexibility in how
disk space after installation. The SITconun
sums up the current line speed, terminal
aprogram establishes acommunications
application itself weighs in at 343 KB and
emulation, and protocol settings, displaysession. Its API provides ahardwarerequires only 600 KB of memory.
ing them on buttons; you can click on the
independent interface, while separate plugA custom Installer application (built by
buttons to change the settings. Other Toolin modules called Tools handle such hardanother Aladdin utility, InstallerMaker)
bar buttons activate functions such as storware- or implementation-specific details
lets you pick the desired configuration.
ing text selected in the terminal window to
as the serial connection, modem type, terAfter installation, you get the SITcomm
anotepad file, capturing the terminal's I/O
minal emulated, and file transfer protoapplication, an Address Book file that
cols. There is, for example, aSerial Tool
stream to afile, or routing it to aprinter.
stores frequently called services and setSITcomm uses an Address Book file
for establishing direct serial connections.
tings, two terminal fonts, plug-in tool files
that lets you organize on-line contacts by
An Apple Modem Tool lets you choose
that implement various connections and
name. With each name you can store a
the serial port, the modem type (which
transfer protocols, and sample scripts in
phone number, baud rate, file transfer proconfigures the modem command set), and
both the AppleScript and UserLand Frontocol, and terminal emulation to use. The
the baud rate as well as stop bit, parity,
tier languages.
and other hardware-specific settings. A program maintains aseparate notepad for
Aladdin achieved its economy of size
each Address Book name. When you select
VT102 Tool and aTTY Tool handle terby using Apple's Communications Toolt

.
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Sample AppleScript to Log On to BIX
tell application "SITcomm"
activate (* Launch SITcomm and make it the foreground app *)
Load Address "BIX" (* Load the speed and transfer protocol settings
Connect
Wait For Text "bix\"): " (* Look for the TYMNet prompt *)
(* Tell it we want BIX *)
Send Text

for BIX

"bix

Wait For Text "Name? " (* Log-on name and password prompts
Send Text "scriptsavant

*)

Wait For Text "sword: "
Send Text "notapassword
set banner to 1 (*

Prime escape flag to loop at the beginning *)

repeat while (banner = 1)
(Wait For Text (":", "more...")

timeout 6)

(* Look for these 2 strings

copy result to messResult

(* Save returned.string in variable *)

if messResult = "more..."
Send Text "

then

(* We're caught

*)

in system banner *)

(* Fire off returns to push through the banner text .)
else if messResult = ":" then (* Found regular prompt, escape loop *)
set banner to 0
end if
end repeat
(* Go to the mail service *)
Send Text "mail
(Wait For Text "No unread inbasket messages." timeout 6) (* Save response *)
copy result to messResult
if messResult = "No unread inbasket messages." then (* No mail, quit service *)
Send Text "q
else
(* File and download mail here *)
end if
Wait For Text ":"
Send Text "bye

timeout 6 (* We're done,

sign off

*)

end tell

aname from the pop-up menu in the Toolthe stream of high-level event traffic into
bar, SITcomm configures each Tool setting
an editable script file. You can then edit
and dials the number.
this script and save it as an executable file.
The program contains automated seWhen you launch the resulting applicaquences for several popular on-line sertion, it issues asequence of Apple Events
vices, including CompuServe, Dow Jones,
that steers SITcomm through the log-on
MCI Mail, EasyLink, and GEnie. There
process for your service. This capability
are also canned sequences for connecting
is one of the greatest features of the Mac
to several types of BBSes (i.e., FirstClass,
OS, and SITcomm excels at it.
TBBS, and TeleFinder), amedley of Unix
systems, and even aVAX. You configure
Lacking Examples
them via the Address Book item in the
Having said how wonderfully SITcomm
Session menu. A session is then only a handles high-level events, Imust also repop-up menu away in the Toolbar.
port that the manual is woefully short on
If your service isn't on SITcomm's list,
information on how to use them. To be
there's no easy way to crefair, the manual provides an
ate an automatic sequence
appendix detailing the events
About the Product
entry. The best solution is
SITcomm understands, in817comm 1.0
$120
to use the manual log-on
cluding descriptions of any
Aladdi n Systems
setting and create an Applerequired arguments and re165 Westridge Dr.
Script that drives SITcomm
turned results. But it's served
Watsonville, CA 95076
(408) 761-6200
through the service's log-on
up as reference material only;
fax: (408) 761-6206
sequence. However, you
there are no useful examples.
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card.
need the developer version
As aresult, it took me
of AppleScript or UserLand
hours of experimenting and
Frontier to gain access to ascript editor.
intense study of the AppleScript manual
Because SITcomm fully supports Apto figure out how to write ascript that
ple Events, the script editor can capture
could retrieve any new E-mail or messages
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if they are present and then disconnect.
I've provided the resulting AppleScript
(see the listing).
SITcomm's support of high-level
events, its most significant feature, gives it
the potential to act as acommunications
engine in avariety of component-based
applications, or in environments such as
OpenDoc. But it won't be of much use if
these features aren't documented better.
Putting On the Squeeze
Because Aladdin makes Stufflt Deluxe,
one of the Mac standards for file compression and archiving, the company incorporated this technology into SITcomm
in away that makes file transfers painless.
Once you've received several files and
want to leave SITcomm, it automatically
decompresses any Stuffit Deluxe, Compact Pro, AppleLink package, or encoded
BinHex files before it quits.
For downloading file archives with oddball formats, SITcomm comes with an
army of format translator modules that you
can pick and use from its Translate menu.
Just afew of the translators are PC .ZIP
and .ARC, and Unix tar, compress, and
uuencode. If you send files, SITcomm can
automatically compress them before transmitting them. This eliminates one more
annoying intermediate step in the process
of moving data over the phone wires.
Itested SITcomm on aQuadra 840AV,
aQuadra 800, aPowerBook 170, and a
PowerBook Duo 270c. Sending and receiving files using the various Aladdin
transfer protocol Tools went without a
hitch, and it was nice to have immediate
access to decompressed files once Iexited
SITcomm. Setting up an Address Book
entry for my GEnie account took only a
minute or two, and SITcomm nailed the
connection perfectly the first time.
SITcomm is alatecomer to the communications scene, but its unique features
give it ahefty advantage over the competition. Its small footprint makes it essential
for the PowerBook-toting crowd, and its
transparent compression and decompression of files eliminates one more nuisance
when dealing with matters in Cyberspace.
With better documentation, its high-level
event capabilities can make it acommunications component for custom in-house
solutions. Check it out.•
Tom Thompson is aBYTE senior technical editor
at large with aB.S.E.E. from Memphis State University. He is an Associate Apple Developer. Contact him on AppleLink as T.THOMPSON, or on
the Internet or BIX at tom_thompson@bix.com.
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HANDS-ON TESTING

H
EAD TO H
EAD:

The newest laser, ink-jet, dot-matrix, and color printers vie

for top honors in our applications-based rankings
SCOTT HIGGS AND CHANDRIKA MYSORE

T

he printer market continues to be one of the most competitive segments of the computer industry, thanks to an almost constant supply of new models and falling prices. This Lab Report, our
third on printers in the last year, tracks these changes with evaluations of 71 laser, ink-jet, dot-matrix, and color printers. Thirty-eight of those printers weren't available when we compiled our last
printer Lab Report (see "176 Printers Face Off," November 1993 BYTE). Among the new models is Apple's LaserWriter Select 360, a10-page-per-minute laser printer with exceptional print
quality. Also new are lasers from Alps and Genicom, built around a10-ppm, 600-dpi engine from Brother that's
teamed with a20-MHz Motorola 68030 processor. These are among the fastest midrange lasers we tested: Genicorn's Model 7610 won our General Business rankings, while the Alps LSX 1000 and Brother's HL-10h (a
similar configuration that was ranked in November's report) placed as close runners-up in that category.
New designs and lower costs account for different winners in some categories. For example, Canon's recently introduced BJC-600 now ranks as the ink-jet printer with the best print quality, supplanting the Epson
Stylus 800, November's winner. But some past winners still reign: Hewlett-Packard's LaserJet 4Si remains
the top printer for workgroups (as in all three printer reports), and the Compaq PageMarq 20 still leads for CAD
and DTP (for an update on Compaq's plans to support this printer, see "As We Went to Press..." on page 166).
Compared to the printers we tested in our last report, prices have fallen in each segment of the market. The
average cost has dropped from $1000 to $700 for PCL-only lasers rated at 4ppm. Ink-jet prices overall
now average about 10 percent lower than for comparable models in the November report.
In all, we tested 31 general-business printers (10
How to use this guide
ppm or less), eight workgroup lasers (12 ppm or
We used our standard suite of PC- and
We summarize test details about the
faster, with Ethernet supMacintosh-based printer tests to choose
winners and important runners-up in each of
port),
and six CAD and
printers with the best speed and output
the categories, using charts like the one
quality for six key business applications.
desktop
publishing lasers
shown here.
(able to handle 11- by 17Combined engine
Vendor's rating
inch paper). We also ranked
BEST OVERALL
Genkom Model 7610
and processor
for engine or
speed when
eight draft-quality printers
print-head
running our test
speed; does not
(ink-jets under $1000) and
files, measured
include printer
in ppm. Higher
11 general-purpose color
processing time.
numbers
printers
(ink-jet, ther malsmaer
indicate faster
ea
performance.
wax-transfer,
and dye-sub9e
e to-rat«
limation printers costing no
more than $5000). Finally,
we evaluated 10 large-forA composite rating for text and graphics output
Retail price; may include optional memory
quality; based on a 10-point scale, with higher
mat dot-matrix printers deto conform to our testing specifications
numbers indicating better print quality.
(see "How We Tested").
signed for high-volume
print jobs.
This printer deeped through our performance tests with the

second fastest PostScript score in this group Although the
Model 7tilli ranks filth arnongges1 Overall contenders in
OvenféII Wake

outility ina 60041p redone p
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71 P
RINTERS

G2136G1

BEST

General Business
Genicom Model 7610
This 10-ppm laser printer
offers a 600-dpi engine and a
20-MHz 68030 processor to
produce clear text at speeds
that lead or compete closely
with every other midrange
laser printer. PAGE 166

Workgroups
Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet 4Si

What to Look For in aPrinter

This 17-ppm printer continues
its year-long reign as the

Color Ink-Jet

best-performing laser for
networks. At $3749, it's also

PRINT HEAD
For affordable color printing and
output that's appropriate for
business reports, ink-jets perform
well. Choose thermal-transfer
printers for higher-quality color with

one of the least expensive in
this group. PAGE 169

CAD and DTP

intense colors and subtle dithering.

Compaq PageMarq 20
Although Compaq is withdrawing from the printer

PROCESSOR
Select lasers with afast RISC
processor (the most common we
saw were from Intel, AMD, or
Weitek). Fast processing is
essential for printing graphics
and PostScript.

Laser

TONER CARTRIDGE
The printers that are easiest to service are

ENGINE
Low-cost lasers typically rely
on 300-dpi engines rated at
from 4-6 ppm. Output
quality from these engines is
acceptable for business
correspondence, especially if
you primarily print tee and
little graphics. For better
quality, choose a printer
with a600-dpi engine.

those with an integrated toner cartridge
and drum.

market, it will continue to sell
this 20-ppm laser for the
immediate future. There's
still no laser better for fast
speed and support for 11- by
17-inch paper. PAGE 171

Color
General Parametrics
Spectra Star GT
In addition to speed, this
thermal-wax-transfer printer

PAPER INPUT TRAY
Capacities of 100 pages or

offers excellent color quality

less are adequate for lasers
used by one person or a

It has parallel, serial, and

small workgroup, but
consider optional paper
trays and total capacities of
1000 sheets or more for
large networks and highvolume word processing

and smooth paper handling.
LocalTalk ports. PAGE 173

\

Draft Quality
Canon 131-200e

applications.

This ink-jet delivers clean
output at speeds comparable
to a 4-ppm laser's for half the
cost. Its on-line documentation
is a plus. PAGE 175

Listings and Forms
FONT SLOT
If you plan to use avariety
of fonts, make sure the
printer offers one or more
built-in slots that easily
accept font cartridges.

Texas Instruments
Omni 800 Model 8930
For high-volume printing of
multipart forms and continuous-feed stock, no other
printer matches the Omni's

PAPER PATH
Choose printers with a straight-through
paper path if you print envelopes and
heavy stock. The curved path (depicted
here) is typical for standard size and
weight paper.

ILLUSTRATION. BRUCE SANDERS ID 1994

output quality. It ranks
second for this category in
our high-quality-mode performance tests. PAGE 177
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THE BEST PRINTERS FOR

GENERAL BUSINESS
W

hether you print reports, memos, spreadsheets, graphics, or simple desktop-published documents, high-quality
laser output is the standard for business. The good news is that 300-dpi quality no longer commands apremium price;
if you mainly print only text, we found four 4- to 6-ppm lasers (see Low Cost chart on page 167) with good speed
and output for less
than $1000. One of them, NEC's
host-based Silentwriter Superscript 610, retails for only $600
(it lacks memory and relies on
the host computer for this reHere are some updates on changes in important printers we evaluated:
source).
If your print jobs often combine text and graphics, 600-dpi
printers offer sharper images for
Both the 12R and the 161 will be replaced in the second quarter of this year with new modprices that run about $500 to
els
that offer bidirectional communications, among other features. The print engines
$1000 more than the lowest-cost
and processors will remain the same, however, and Lexmark will sell an upgrade kit (at
300-dpi lasers. Today, 600-dpi
press time, $350 for either model) for existing 4039 printers. The upgrade consists of new
output is more than ever the stansoftware and aSIMM module that will allow the printers to send and receive status mesdard for laser printers: All but
sages to and from anetwork administrator. The administrator could change default setfour of the 14 lasers we ranked
tings
or make other adjustments to a printer from any connected computer. The comfor General Business support this
munications protocol is based on one developed by the Network Printing Alliance. In
resolution. In addition to sharpaddition, upgraded printers will have enhanced PCL 5and PostScript Level 2support. (See
er output, these midrange models
"Printer at Work" on page 149 for details on another new Lexmark laser printer that
offer faster speed, with print enshipped too late to be included in this Lab Report.)
gines rated at 6 to 10 ppm (see

AS WE WENT TO PRESS...
Lexmark IBM LaserPrinter 4039 famil

Best Overall chart on page 167).
Only three of the printers that
we ranked for General Business
in the November report appear
in our rankings this month: HP's
LaserJet 4, NEC's Silentwriter
Superscript 610, and Texas Instruments' MicroLaser Pro 600
PS23. Price cuts for these models
currently average over 15 percent. You can take home today's
winners for Macintosh and High
Quality for 18 percent less than
the comparable models in November's report cost.
Several printers that did not
win one of the General Business
categories outright deserve attention as runners-up, and one
of these may be the best printer
for you, depending on your
needs. For example, Canon's
new LBP-860, the first runnerup for Best Overall, is ideal if
your work is graphics intensive.
This printer tied with Apple's
LaserWriter Select 360 for the
second-highest quality score for
lasers ranked here. Although the
LBP-860 fell afew percentage
1643

Compaq PageMarq 20
Compaq announced late last year that it will discontinue future development of the PageMarq printer family and won't compete in the printer market with new products. However,
as we went to press, the company said it plans to support existing PageMarq printers for
the next five years and will continue to manufacture units based on the existing design to
meet demand. Compaq says inventories and future production will keep PageMarqs in the
market into the second half of the year.

Canon LBP-860
APostScript option, the first ever offered by Canon, is due to be available by the time you
read this. According to Canon, the $495 upgrade will use a controller from Peerless
Systems that requires only 2 MB of memory to produce PostScript Level 2 files that
would need 6MB of memory with standard controllers. (See the summary chart for General Business Best Overall category and the Roll Call for data about the PCL version of this
new printer. Because the PostScript option wasn't yet shipping, we weren't able to test
it or the memory claim for this Lab Report.)

DEC PrinterServer 17/600
DEC plans to be shipping its new network printer by the end of the first quarter (we received
apreproduction version of the printer during our test cycle, but aproduction unit didn't
arrive in time for inclusion in this report.) The 17-ppm, 600-dpi printer is designed for
Ethernet environments and accepts Windows NT, NetWare, Unix, OS/2, and Macintosh print
jobs simultaneously. The printer can also communicate print-job status and print-job
problems to users on the network. At press time, the PrinterServer 17/600 was priced at
$4695.
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GENERAL BUSINESS

points behind the LaserWriter
BY-TE BEST
and Sharp's JX-9460PS for text
quality, it beat all printers we
For best combination of speed and quality
tested (including the 1200-dpi
models) in rendering fine lines.
Genicom Model 7610
BEST OVERALL
For detailed graphics and excellent bit-map rendering, the
This printer breezed through our performance tests with the
LBP-860 will serve admirably.
second-fastest PostScript score in this group. Although the
However, during our test cyscato. "
Model 7610 ranks fifth among Best Overall contenders in
cle, Canon was not yet shiplices
Oprell4 overall output quality, its 600-dpi engine produces text with
ping the optional PostScript upexcellent clarity.
grade (see "As We Went to
Press..." on page 166).
CLASS
RESOLUTION RESIDENT
SPEED (PPM)
QUALITY
The Brother HL-10h is the
(PPM) PROCESSOR
PRICE
(DPI)
FONTS
PCL
POSTSCRIPT MAC
INDEX
only printer that gave the top10
20-MHz 68030
$2283'
600
83
BEST
Genicom
Model
7610
6.35
6.04
N/A
8.79
rated Genicom serious compe8
16-MHz i960
$2199
600
45
RUNNER-UP Canon LBP-860
5.50 N/A
N/A
9.48
tition in performance tests. This
10
20-MHz 68EC030
$1890
600
83
RUNNER-UP Brother HL-10h
6.19 6.15
N/A
7.84
is not surprising, since both use
8
20-MHz i960
$1839
600
80
RUNNER-UP HP LaserJet 4
5.56 3.38
N/A
8.90
the same engine and class of
RUNNER-UP Sharp JX-9460PS
4.29 3.22
N/A
9.77
6
16-MHz AMD29005/14
$1428
600
62
processor. On every PCL test,
only acouple of seconds sepaNeed good performance for under $1.000?
rate these printers. The sole exception to this rule is the bitOkidata OL 410e
LOW COST
map test, which takes almost
50 percent longer with the HLPriced under $1000, this 4-ppm printer posted the highest quality score in this group.
10h. Their positions are reHowever, the trade-off is slow print speed. If you need PostScript for under $1000,
versed in PostScript, again with
choose the TI MicroWriter PS23.
matching speeds except on the
bit-map test, where the GeniRESOLUTION RESIDENT
SPEED (PPM)
QUALITY
CLASS
corn takes 40 percent longer.
PRICE
(DPI)
FONTS
PCL
POSTSCMPP RAC
11118
(PPM) PROCESSOR
Members of HP's LaserJet
$899
300
14
8.76
4
BEST
Okidata OL 410e
2.59 N/A
N/A
4family appear as runners-up
8.46
5
$997
300
23
1.82
RUNNER-UP TI MicroWriter PS23
3.17
1.20
in each of the four General
7.87
4
18.5-MHz i960
$849
300
80
RUNNER-UP HP LaserJet 4L
N/A
3.29
N/A
Business categories. The 4L is
8.10
6
8-MHz NEC 87C51
$600
300
Host-based
N/A
RUNNER-UP NEC Slientwriter Superscript 610 2.98
N/A
arunner-up for Low Cost, with
300-dpi resolution and the
For unmatched Mac speed.fastest PCL score for printers
in that group. The 4M is agood
Texas Instruments MicroLaser Pro 600 PS23
MACINTOSH
choice for Macintosh, with text
quality second only to that of
None of the General Business printers we tested came close to the MicroLaser in our Mac
the top-rated Apple Laserspeed tests. In addition to fast speed in our text tests, the MicroLaser Pro renders fonts 15
Writer Select 360. The LaserJet
percent faster than its closest competitor, the HP LaserJet 4ML.
4ranks high in overall quality
for the same reason: excellent
SPEED (PPM)
QUAIJIY
CLASS
RESOLUTION RESIDENT
clarity of text and better line
PCL
POSTSCRIPT' MAC
INDEX
(PPM) PROCESSOR
PRICE
(DPI)
FONTS
rendering than all but the three
4.26
8.43
8
20-MHz Platinum
$1599
600
31
TI MicroLaser Pro 600 PS23 3.15 2.44
BEST
top printers.
4.09
3.76
9.48
10
16-MHz AMD29200
$1599
600
64
RUNNER-UP Apple LaserWriter Select 360 N/A
Note that the Sharp JX5.56 3.38
3.98
8.90
8
20-MHz i960
$2479
600
80
RUNNER-UP HP LaserJet 4M
9460PS was the lowest-cost
RUNNER-UP NEC Silentwriter 1097
5.14 3.73
3.97
7.97
10
20-MHz i960
$1400
600
57
PostScript printer ranked here,
and its stunning 600-dpi outWhen print quality matters
put achieved the highest score
in this group (the JX-9460PS's
HIGH QUALITY
Apple LaserWriter Select 360
text sharpness rivaled that of
some 1200-dpi printers). HowThis new printer has a parallel port for PCs and generates exquisite output. Particularly
ever, we penalized this printer
good are its fine lines and bit-map graphics. Its text quality is the highest in this class.
because it couldn't print our
bit-map test in 600-dpi resoluSPEED (PPM)
QUALITY
CLASS
RESOLUTION RESIDENT
tion (the test printed with no
POSTSCRIPT' MAC
INDEX
(PPM) PROCESSOR
PRICE
(DPI)
FONTS
PCL
problem at 300 dpi). We con4.09
3.76
9.48
10
16-MHz AMD29200
$1599
600
64
BEST
Apple LaserWriter Select 360 N/A
sulted Sharp, but we weren't
RUNNER-UP Genicom Model 7610
6.35 6.04
N/A
8.79
10
20-MHz 68030
$2283'
600
83
able to solve the problem durN/A
9.77
6
16-MHz AMD29005/14
$1428
600
62
RUNNER-UP Sharp JX-9460PS
4.29 3.22
ing our test cycle. Accordingly,
N/A
8.90
8
20-MHz i960
$1839
600
ao
RUNNER-UP HP LaserJet 4
5.56 3.38
the printer placed as arunnerN/A
7.84
10
20-MHz 68EC030
$1890
600
83
RUNNER-UP Brother HL-10h
6.19 6.15
up rather than the winner for
5.19
N/A
7.96
10
20-MHz 68EC030
$1599
600
8.3
RUNNER-UP Alps LSX 1000
5.41
High Quality.
PC

Price includes 10 MB of memory.

N/A =not applicable

- =data not available at press time
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HowWe Tested
0

nthe PC, we ran tests at each
printer's highest resolution and
at the lowest resolution available in each category. Whenever possible, we also tested the printers
on the Macintosh platform.

PERFORMANCE
Our nine speed tests measure each
printer's ability to print documents with
dense or sparse text, graphics, and fonts
in arange of styles and sizes. The densetext test requires printing a2-KB file of
ASCII text with little white space. Performance in this test correlates to raw
speed, since there are no fonts or graphics for the printer to interpret. A second
text document consists of ASCII text
blocks broken up by areas of white
space. Designed to simulate the printing of invoices and forms, this test is
geared primarily to evaluating how fast
dot-matrix printers can advance paper.
The graphics tests use bit-mapped images to simulate documents with custom fonts or screen shots. These tests
help us determine how efficiently each
printer communicates with acomputer.
One test component measures the printer's ability to draw complex lines and
filled areas. A second test concentrates
on producing curves and gray scales.
We use the font test to measure the
speed of the printer's processor. The test
requires printers to create serif and sansserif fonts in regular and bold faces in 30
different point sizes.
We generated aperformance index
for each printer by combining individual
test scores with weightings that emphasized the tests that were most significant for an application category. For example, the results of the graphics tests
counted for more of acolor printer's
overall speed score than did the results of
the paper-handling test.

example, the line-squeeze test
forces aprinter to draw two
lines successively closer together until the gap between
them vanishes—indicating that
the printer can no longer make
the black-to-white-to-black
transition. The monochrome
suite also gauges more esoteric
features, such as how accurately the printer positions paper and how well the printer
displays reversed (i.e., white
on black) text and graphics.
The color-quality tests, also
written in PostScript, stress a The evaluation team: Seated, from left: Chandrika Mysore,
color printer's ability to print a Scott Higgs; standing, from left: Alan loch, Morgan Nec.
wide range of hues and to
blend hues. Other parts of the test exers with 540-MB hard drives, 8MB of
amine ink placement: the ability of the
RAM, and DOS 6.0 and Windows 3.1.
printer to accurately place lines without
For Macintosh testing, we used Quadra
misregistration or smearing.
640AV computers with System 7.1, 16
Although we wrote the monochrome
MB of RAM, and 400-MB hard drives.
and color tests in PostScript, we were
Test data for this report cannot be diable to test printers that don't support
rectly compared to previous printer Lab
PostScript by using Freedom of Press, a Reports. In addition to running anew
PostScript interpreter from ColorAge
version of our quality tests, we upgradthat translates PostScript into low-level
ed our PC test-bed for this report (for
printer driver calls.
previous reports, we used 33-MHz Compaq systems to run our tests).
This month's test sample focuses on
FEATURES AND
printers for high-end business and proEASE OF USE
fessional applications. We selected only
high-end dot-matrix printers; we think
For each printer, we evaluated how easy
this is the most important niche for this
it was to set up and configure the matechnology. We tested all available new
chine, load paper, and replace consummodels of laser and ink-jet printers, but
ables. For individual application catewe didn't retest models that received
gories, we used the presence or absence
low speed scores in previous reports.
of important features to determine whether aprinter was eligible. For example,
Contributors
the CAD and DTP category considered
Suit
His, Project Manager/NSTL, has tested
only laser printers that could accommohardware for NSTL for six years. He spent last year
date 11- by 17-inch paper.
in Europe, where he helped establish atesting
facility in France.

THE TEST
CONFIGURATION

Alan loch,

Senior Editor/BYTE, coordinates the

coinhined tecting between the BYTE Lab and NSTL

Chandrika Mysore, Printer Report Project
Munager/NSTL, manages evaluations of printers,

Tins month we introduce the second
version of our monochrome print-quality tests. As in past reports, these PostScript-based tests measure aprinter's
ability to reproduce aphotographic image; print attractive, legible text in a
wide range of sizes; and draw lines. For

Our printer benchmarks are applications that run under Windows 3.1 or Apple's System 7. We disabled print servers, spoolers, and buffers during testing.
We required workgroup lasers to have at
least 8MB of RAM and PostScript, if
available. Other lasers had at least 4MB
of RAM and PostScript, if available.
We ran PC-based tests using Compaq Deskpro 66M (66-MHz) comput-

1.11313
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systems, and peripherals.

Morgan Nee, Consultant/NSTL, has tested printers
and systems for NSTL since 1988.
The Lab Report is an ongoing collaborative project
between BYTE Magazine and National Software Testing
laboratories (NSTL). BYTE Magazine and NSTL are both
operating units of McGraw-Hill, Inc. Contact the NSTL
staff tia She Internet at editors@nsticom; at NSTL. Inc.,
Plymouth Corporate Center, Plymouth Meeting, PA
19462; or at (610)941-9600. Contact BYTE on BIX via
the Internet at ajoch@bix.com or at (603)924-9281.

WORKGROUPS

BYTE
BEST

W etested eight printers that
led the laser field in print speed

For speed and networking ease BEST OVERALL

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 4 Si

and high-quality output. To be
This fast, high-quality printer continues to reign as the leading choice

ranked for this category, alaser
printer had to be rated at 12 ppm
or faster, and, as aminimum,

cese
e llt
e,

ION

PCL speed, the LaserJet provides significantly better quality than all

agtl
s

the other workgroup printers. It has 10 MB of base memory, 600- by

it had to provide an Ethernet
connector.

for workgroups. Although it's rated behind the Genicom 7170 for

600-dpi resolution, 2000-sheet capacity (in three trays), and an
Ethernet connection. And it's among the least expensive printers in this group.

Three printers, the Compaq
PageMarq 20, the Genicom
Model 7170, and the HP LaserJet
4Si, save Novell network users
the cost of adedicated PC print

PCL

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT MAC

QUALITY CLASS
INN]
(PPM)

PROCESSOR

PIKE

RESOLUDON
(DPI)

MAXIMUM
INPUT (SHEETS)

7.91 5.63

N/A

9.10

17

25-MHz 1960CP

$3749

600 .600

2000

8.96 3.54

3.20

8.52

17

20-MHz 68030

$9775

300. 300

2000

RUNNER-UP Lexmark LaserPrinter 40391211 5.66 3.47

4.56

8.63

12

16-MHz AMD29000

$1999

600 .600

700

BEST

HP LaserJet 4Si

RUNNER-UP Genicom Model 7170

server. All three use coaxial
Ethernet connections and their

When price matters-

own software to act as print servers in themselves. The remain-

Lexmark IBM LaserPrinter 4039 12R

LOW COST

ing printers that we looked at
connected to adedicated print

This is the only workgroup-class printer we tested that offers asignificant price difference

server via an EtherTalk connec-

from the rest of the pack: At $1999, it costs nearly half as much as the HP LaserJet 4 Si
(which doesn't support Macs). But the LaserPrinter 4039 12R's speed and quality scores are

tion, which is the setup we used

good enough to rank it third among workgroup printers, even with a 12-ppm engine.

for testing.
These full-featured printers
range in price from $1999 for
Lexmark's IBM LaserPrinter

PCL
BEST

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT MAC

Lexmark LaserPrinter 4039 12R 5.66 3.47

4.56

QUALM CLASS
INDE(
(PPM)

PROCESSOR

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

MAXIMUM
INPUT (SHEETS)

8.63

16-MHz AMD29000

51999

600 x600

700

12

4039 12R to $9775 for the Genicorn Model 7170. Apple's Laser-

Need top Mae speed?

Writer Pro 810 offered the highest resolution, at 800 by 800 dpi,

MACINTOSH

but its quality score fell below

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 4 SiMX

In the MX configuration (which boosts the base price of the LaserJet 4 Si by $1750), this 17-ppm

that of the ranked printers.

printer significantly outperforms all other workgroup printers in Mac speed and output quality. With

The Genicom and HP prod-

both EtherTalk and AppleTalk connectors standard, this printer is easy to install on any Mac network.

ucts provide abase paper-tray
capacity of 2000 sheets. Except
for the two Lexmark printers we

PCL

tested, all the printers offer at

BEST

least three paper trays (the Lex-

RUNNER-UP Compaq PageMarq 20

marks have two trays standard).
Multiple paper trays are useful
if you print on standard U.S. letter and legal sizes as well as European A4 paper. The Genicom

HP LaserJet 4SiMX

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT MAC

QUALM CLASS
IMO
(PPM)

PROCESSOR

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

MAXIMUM
INPUT (SHEETS)

7.91 5.63

7.87

9.10

17

25-MHz 1960CR

$5499

600 x600

2000

6.76 6.10

6.45

8.59

20

20-MHz AMD29000

$4636

400 x800

1500

RUNNER-UP Lexmark LaserPrinter 4039 16L 6.90 3.60

5.10

8.24

16

16-MHz AMD29000

$4137

600 x600

1000

RUNNER-UP Lexmark LaserPrinter 4039 1211 5.66 3.47

4.56

8.63

12

16-MHz AMD29000

$1999

600 x600

700

Want the highest quality for networks?
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 4 Si

HIGH QUALITY

was the most generous, with four
trays.

This printer uses 600- by 600-dpi resolution to produce the best quality scores in this category. It did especially well in our line tests, scoring roughly 25 percent better than the other

The unranked 16-ppm Alps

products. However, when reproducing photographic images, it lagged the Compaq PageMarq,

LSX 1600e laser printer (see the

the Dataproducts LZR 2080, and the two Lexmark IBM 4039 printers by about 10 percent.

Roll Call on page 180) is anew
product targeted for networks. It
offers amaximum input-tray ca-

PCL

pacity of 750 sheets and 35 en-

BEST

velopes. However, it didn't sup-

RUNNER-UP Compaq PageMarq 20

QUALM' CLASS
INDEX
(PPM)

PROCESSOR

PRICE

RESOLIMON
(DPI)

MAXIMUM
INPUT (SHEETS)

7.91 5.63

N/A

9.10

17

25-MHz i960CF

$3749

600 x600

2000

6.76 6.10

6.45

8.59

20

20-MHz AMD29000

$4636

400. 800

1500

port Ethernet, and its PostScript

RUNNER-UP Lexmark LaserPrinter 4039 121,
1 5.66 3.47

4.56

8.63

12

16-MHz AMD29000

$1999

600 x600

700

option wasn't available during

RUNNER-UP Genicom Model 7170

8.96 3.54

3.20

8.52

17

20-MHz 68030

$9775

300. 300

2000

RUNNER-UP Lexmark LaserPrinter 4039 16L 6.90 3.60

5.10

8.24

16

16-MHz AMD29000

$4137

600 x600

1000

our test cycle.

'PC

HP LaserJet 4Si

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT MAC

NIA =not applicable
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After all these years,
isn't it time you got the
big box of crayons?
There comes a time in your

Which is twice as quick as its

life when you just have to stop

award-winning predecessor.

and say, Iwant all the colors

On top of all this, the Phaser

and Iwant them now. If you

300 gives you PANTONEe

have reached that point, con-

approved color matching and

gratulations: you're ready for

connects to any Mac, PC or

the new Tektronix® Phaser'" 300.

workstation. Color me flexible.

We've taken the top-selling

For a free Phaser 300 print

printer in its market and made

sample or the name of your

it better. For starters, we've

nearest Tektronix dealer, call

improved the Phaser 300's

800/835-6100, Department

image quality. So what was

33J. For faxed information,

once great color is now really
great color. Crisper, richer and
more detailed. And because

call 503/682-7450 and ask
The new Phaser 300 can print afull bleed 11"x 17"
page on nearly any kind ofpaper in two minutes.
Think fast.

for document #5002. You'll
be amazed at what the big

we know you don't like sitting around watching

box of crayons can do. Of course, the Phaser 300

paint dry, we've made it faster. Now you can spit

may not come with its own built-in sharpener,

out up to an 11"x 17" full bleed image on nearly

but, hey, with color that looks this good, you can

any kind of paper in two minutes.

Tektronix

forget about things ever getting dull.

Phase, is atrademark of Tektronix, Inc. All other marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

•
Circle 150 on Inquiry Card.

CAD AND DTP

BYTE
BEST

W hile midrange lasers suffice
for business memos, correspondence, and reports, desktop publishing and CAD applications require high-resolution lasers that
can handle 11- by 17-inch paper.

Need fast speed for 1.1.- by 17-inch paper?
BEST OVERALL

re
e

The printers we evaluated for this

Compaq PageMarq 20

The PageMarq ran almost twice as fast as any other printer in this category in
400-PostScript
our
by
800-dpitests. Its output quality ranked third, however, hampered by a
print engine in aclass dominated by higher-resolution printers.

clulaele Standard are PCL 5, PostScript, and HPGL. For excellent output quality for less
cost but far slower speed, choose the 600- by 600-dpi GCC SelectPress 600.

category represent the luxury
models of their respective printPCI.

er families. All come with at

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT' MAC

QUALITY CLASS
INDEX
(PPM)

PROCESSOR

PRICE

MAXIMUM
MEMORY

RESIDENT
FONTS

least 35 resident PostScript fonts

BEST

Compaq PageMarq 20

6.76 6.10

6.45

8.59

20-MHz AMD29000

$4636 400 x800

20 MB

50

and at least 4 MB of memory.

RUNNER-UP GCC SelectPress 600

4.26 3.12

3.25

9.53

8

25-MHz AMD29030

$4499 600 x600

16 MB

50

RUNNER-UP LaserMaster Unity 1200XL-0 3.63 2.99

2.82

10.00

8

33-MHz Unity

$8995 1200 x1200 48 MB

The Compaq PageMarq 20 and
the GCC SelectPress 600 cater
to PC users with PCL 5support.
The Apple LaserWriter Pro 810
includes PCL 4 emulation. A

20

RESOLLMON
(DPI)

241

Is your budget limited to $5000?
Compaq PageMarq 20

LOW COST

built-in hard drive on the Laser-

Only three printers in this category retail for less than $5000, and none comes close to

Master Unity 1200XL-0 holds

matching the PageMarq's speed. The trade-off is lower resolution (see above).

over 200 resident fonts.
In addition to printing in any
style, these printers operate in
any environment. In almost all
cases, built-in ports or low-cost

PCI.
REST

Compaq PageMarq 20

RUNNER-UP GCC SelectPress 600

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT' MAC

QUALITY CLASS
INDEX
(PPM) PROCESSOR

PRICE

20-MHz AMD29000
25-MHz AMD29030
Weitek 8200

6.76 6.10

6.45

8.59

4.26 3.12

3.25

9.53

4.12

8.21

RUNNER-UP Apple LaserWriter Pro 810 N/A

N/A

20
8
20

RESOLURON
(DPI)

MAXIMUM
MEMORY

RESIDENT
FONTS

$4636 400 x800

20 MB

50

$4499 600 x600

16 MB

50

$4899 800 x800

32 MB

0

options include RS-232, parallel, LocalTalk, and Ethernet (the

For top Mac performance- .

Dataproducts LZR 2080 and the
Apple LaserWriter Pro 810 we

Compaq PageMarq 20

MACINTOSH

tested lacked aparallel port). All
The PageMarq's performance looks even more impressive in the Mac environment. It com-

except the Apple LaserWriter

pleted BYTE's tests 56 percent faster than the second-place (for speed) Apple LaserWriter

Pro 810 include auto-sensing to

Pro 810, and 125 percent faster than the 1200-dpi LaserMaster Unity 1200XL-0. If price and

switch into an appropriate mode

quality matter more to you than speed, both the Dataproducts LZR 2080 and the GCC Select-

depending on the data received.

Press 600 are excellent candidates for Macintosh environments.

Performance and quality vary
considerably, because the print
PCL

engines in this category cover a

PROCESSOR

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

MAXIMUM
MEMORY

RESIDENT
FONTS

6.45

8.59

20

20-MHz AMD29000

$4636 400 x800

20 MB

50

N/A

N/A

3.85

8.69

20

7.25-MHz Weitek 8200 $5495 800 x800

32 MB

35

RUNNER-UP Apple LaserWriter Pro 810 N/A

N/A

4.12

8.21

20

Weitek 8200

$4899 800 x800

32 MB

0

4.26 3.12

3.25

9.53

8

25-MHz AMD29030

$4499 600 x600

16 MB

RUNNER-UP LaserMaster Unity 1200XL-0 3.63 2.99

2.82

10.00

8

33-MHz Unity

$8995 1200 x1200 48 MB

REST

GCC SelectPress 600, NewGen

RUNNER-UP Dataproducts LZR 2080

ter Unity 1200XL-0 are rated at

QUALITY CLASS
(PPM)
INDEX

6.76 6.10

wide range of resolutions. The
ImagerPlus 12, and LaserMas-

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT MAC

Compaq PageMarq 20

RUNNER-UP GCC SelectPress 600

50
241

8ppm, with resolutions of 600
dpi for the GCC SelectPress 600

Do you require unexcelled quality?

and 1200 dpi for the others. The
Apple LaserWriter Pro 810,

LaserMaster Unity 1200X1-0

HIGH QUALITY

Dataproducts LZR 2080, and
The Unity 1200XL-0 is designed to serve those who want camera-ready copy from their

Compaq PageMarq 20 are 20-

desktops. Speed is not its forte, but the quality of the output rewards your patience.

ppm printers. The first two offer

With over 240 fonts preloaded on its internal hard drive, the Unity 1200XL-0 delivers

800-dpi output; the last prints

unrivaled capabilities for serious desktop publishing.

400 by 800 dpi. Given these differences, it is no surprise to find
PCL

that the Compaq PageMarq 20

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT' MAC

QUALITY CLASS
INDEX
(PPM)

PROCESSOR

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

33-MHz Unity

$8995

1200 x1200 48 MB

20-MHz AMD29000

$4636 400 x800

20 MB

50

25-MHz AMD29030

$4499 600 x600

16 MB

50

ran performance tests 52 percent

BEST

2.82

10.00

faster than the second-fastest, the

RUNNER-UP Compaq PageMarq 20

6.76 6.10

6.45

8.59

RUNNER-UP GCC SelectPress 600

4.26 3.12

3.25

9.53

GCC SelectPress 600.

PC

LaserMaster Unity 1200XL-0 3.63 2.99

8
20
8

MAXIMUM
MEMORY

RESIDENT
FONTS
241

N/A= not applicable
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Simultaneous
•High-Volume Printing
for IBM® Systems
and PC Networks
r
daing

Afflume.

The ENTERPRISE PRINTERS
From Mannesmann Tally
Auto-Switching Support for
IBM® Systems and PC Networks
(or DEC ® Systems): Auto-switching
serial &parallel 1/0 on all models
supports local and remote hosts at the
same time (Optional: IBM Twinax/Coax
&parallel).

High-Speed
Text
mT350

112 -225 1pm'
(540 cps)

Monthly
Workload

18 '000 pages

-300 Ipm*
M1360 150(720
cps)
22,400 pages

Auto-Switching Emulations:
The host-selected PC and System printer
emulations switch with the interfaces.

MT645

450 Ipm**

MT661

800 Ipm

M1691

80,000 pages
145,000 pages

1,400 Ipm 250,000 pages

bar code capability and all models print
POSTNET bar codes at text speeds. All
line matrix models now provide built-in
QMS CODE VT'' Version 2compatibility
at no additional cost.
Heavy Forms Printers: Straight
paper paths and easy front loading make
these printers ideal for high-volume printing of heavy multi-part forms and labels.

To find out more about Mannesmann Tally
Enterprise Printers, just call:

'vanes &column wdth "mes per minute

Full Speed & Functionality for All Platforms:
All of the speed and functionality of Mannesmann Tally
printers is maintained in avariety of line printer and dot
matrix printer emulations.

1-800-843-1347 Ext. 31
MANNESMANN

POSTNET & Industrial Bar codes: All Enterprise
Printers from Mannesmann Tally offer built-in industrial

Tally

IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
QMS is aregistered trademark and CODE V is atrademark of QM S, Inc.
DEC is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Mannesmann Tally Corporation
Kent, Washington

Circle 106 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 107).

COLOR

BY- TE

BE

ST

Color printouts enhance presentations and reports, and the

Want the best color fcbr general business?
BEST OVERALL

General Parametrics Spectra Star GT

general-purpose color printers
we tested perform well when
producing both monochrome text
and color graphics. We limited

mark mix faster than 1 ppm. To complement its good speed, the Spectra

lenellei

Star offers color quality second only to the DEC ColorWriter 1000's and
has excellent paper handling that avoided jams during the intricate

our evaluations to printers priced
under $5000, and, in general, the

The Spectra Star was the only color printer to complete BYTE's PC bench

releo
.
1
rle
11

thermal-printing process. The printer comes with parallel, serial, and
LocalTalk ports (with automatic switching) and PostScript Level II.

ink-jet, thermal-transfer, and
dye-sublimation printers we received will not serve for specialized applications such as color proofing and photographicquality output.
Ink-jets offer the most affordable color technology, with over

*

QUALITY
INDEX

CLASS
(PPM)

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

INTERNAL
HARD DRIVE

1.67

1.09

1.54

1.17

5.88

2

$4495

300 .300

Yes

RUNNER-UP DEC ColorWriter 1000

1.43

0.84

1.48

1.09

6.15

2

53999

300 .600

No

RUNNER-UP Tektronix Phaser 200e

1.05

0.68

0.90

0.73

5.67

2

$4480

300 a300

No

RUNNER-UP HP DeskJet 1200 C/PS

1.69

0.35

1.59

0.66

4.96

7

$2749

600 X 300

No

RBI

General Parametrics Spectra StarGT

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT'
MAC
B&W
COLOR
B&W
COLOR

Need economical color?

half of our test models qualifying
for the low-cost category (under

Fargo Primera Color (Thermal)

LOW COST

$1300). What's more, some inkAmong the printers available for under $1500, the Primera occupies aunique niche. With

jets, including the Canon BJC-

its ability to change modes from thermal to dye sublimation (with a $250 option), you can

600 and Lexmark IBM Color

invest abit more time and money to achieve even greater quality. However, our tests

JetPrinter PS 4079, provide ex-

showed that the dye-sublimation mode took three times longer to print.

cellent dithering and shading that
place their output quality among
the leaders. In this regard, the
Canon's $719 price tag is nothing short of remarkable. The
Lexmark's ability to handle 11by 17-inch paper is aunique advantage in this category. Still.
ink-jet output, including that
from these two printers, lacked

SPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT'
MAC
B&W
COLOR
B&W
COLOR

QUALM'
INDEX

CLASS
(PPM)

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

INTERNAL
HARD DRIVE

*

N/A

N/A

0.87

0.38

4.55

0.5

$995

203 a203

No

RUNNER-UP Canon BJC-600

•

1.35'

0.14'

N/A

N/A

5.60

240 cps $719

360 a360

No

RUNNER-UP HP DeskJet 560C

•

1.52'

0.27'

N/A

N/A

4.81

3

600

No

BEST

Fargo Primera Color

$719

300

Do you require Mac support?
General Parametrics Spectra Star GT

MACINTOSH

the intensity of color that we saw

Performance differences are particularly marked on the Mac, with the three leaders running

from thermal-wax technology.

34 to 60 percent faster than the runners-up. The Spectra Star's built-in LocalTalk port gives it

Among the thermal-wax print-

an additional advantage over the runners-up in this category.

ers, the DEC ColorWriter 1000
provides the top quality overall,

SPEEDIPPME
POSTSCRIPT
MAC
B&W
COLOR
B&W
COLOR

with intense colors and subtle
dithering. It consistently placed

QUALM(
INDEX

CLASS
(PPM)

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

INTERNAL
HARD DRIVE

1.67

1.09

1.54

1.17

5.88

2

$4495

300 .300

Yes

second, about 0.15 ppm behind

RUNNER-UP DEC ColorWriter 1000

1.43

0.84

1.48

1.09

6.15

2

$3999

300

600

No

the speed-leading General Para-

RUNNER-UP Tektronix Phaser 200e

1.05

0.68

0.90

0.73

5.67

2

$4480

300

x 300

No

metrics Spectra Star GT.

KST

General Parametrics Spectra Star GT

For top print quality...

The Fargo Primera uses thermal technology. For an extra

General Parametrics Spectra Star GT

HIGH QUALITY

$250, you can add adye-sublimation cartridge, making it the

For ultimate quality, the DEC and Tektronix printers offer slightly better color transitions. We

only dye-sublimation printer un-

still favor the Spectra Star, however, because of its print quality and speed.

der our $5000 price limit on colSPEED (PPM)
POSTSCRIPT'
MAC

or. But its speed was slow and

QUALITY

CLASS

B&W

COLOR

B&W

COLOR

ICE(

(PPM)

PRICE

(DPI)

General Parametrics Spectra Star GT *

1.67

1.09

1.54

1.17

5.88

2

$4495

300

300

RUNNER-UP DEC ColorWriter 1000

•

1.43

0.84

1.48

1.09

6.15

2

$3999

300

x 600

No

PARER-UP HP DeskJet 1200 C/PS

•

1.69

0.35

1.59

0.66

4.96

1-2

S2749

600 .300

No

RUNNER-UP Tektronix Phaser 200e

*

1.05

0.68

0.90

0.73

5.67

2

S4480

300

No

its print quality only marginally
better than the thermal version's.
KEY
* Thermal

• Ink-jet

BEST

•PC

Native mode, not PostScript

RESOLUTION

INTERNAL
HARD DRIVE
Yes

300

N/A =not applicable
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VIDEO
MACHINE

Simply the best all-in-one Desktop Video Studio, for
111 video editing

VIdeo Machine
Ille

• animation-to-video

Nol Sludlo

0 IAr.r Ileeltonlc

Ldlt

CJ

MI video presentations

CIO

All hard- and software included. And it runs on you(
standard Windows-PC or Macintosh!

torabe•

CO Olt

Features include an edit controller for 260+ VCRs and

1.14.0te

0,113,610

RIC.

00.11T,

PLC.

°OWE,'

Duda

0,i00604

0.6eedr

Aci

O5004

camcorders, avideo mixer with 6 inputs, acharacter
and graphics generator for titling, a300+ digital video
effects unit, and 4-channel audio re-recording in CD
stereo quality.

malice

citoázzlij

.
590iXce

000hiOO

—

m]

Ju lb

0.1«.

...ix rem.«

me

or..

E] r] II
.ralit

M.

.47,52-fia rt..tC1

in 1110
UMW

ea..
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liolabon WI— es ''''''

Video Machine and Video Machine lite give you full
studio quality for aprice you can afford!

1110,3500.1

11/.0, 24

1:4'«
COC13.1-1
7161110O
C".'
091;05 1

5r

But don't just take our word for it:

Podel

finte.
MVO

"A Dream Machine... FAST has produced areal win-

œoescl

Strobes
,leelei.Clea

Ot
OpOteabon

a.
MN ,

0031,10

Slrabel

Duleenri
P.I

Prer$

ner" AV Video
"Seems like magic... an outstanding achievement..."
Byte
"The FAST Video Machine is the closest thing to aonestep solution you will find. Video Machine offers the

,

Emm.
RIE

gab
1992e
-br d

most bang for the buck of any solution on any platform" High Color Magazine
"Add up prices for stand-alone gear, and you'd be
hard-pressed to top this board for ten times the money" Videomaker

BEST

"Seeing is believing!" Broadcast Hardware

We couldn't say it any better.

1111FRET

The Art of Digital Video.

USA:
FAST Electronic U.S. Inc.
One Twin Dolphin Drive
Redwood City, CA 94065
Tel. 1800) 248-FAST
International:
FAST Electronic GmbH
P.O. Box 20 07 19
D-80007 München
Tel. ++49 89 50206-0
Fax ++49 89 50206-199
Circle 190 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 191).

FAST. The Art of Digital Video.

YES, Itake your word for it! Send me
more information about:

E
Ell

Video Machine for PC
Video Machine for Macintosh

Address

DRAFT QUALITY
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Need the best in Ink-jet economy and speed?
If your budget is limited and you
print only a small number of

BEST OVERALL

Canon 13.1-200e

pages a day, one of today's
The BJ-200e delivers clean, readable output at speeds comparable

monochrome ink-jet printers can
offer quality competitive with a

ostellit

to those of a4-ppm laser, for about half the cost. It easily outpaced
the runners-up in draft-mode speed, and its high-quality-mode score

laser's for half the price.

also set the pace for this category. Its quality score lagged that of

We tested eight monochrome

0"
,000'

its big brother, the BJC-600.

ink-jets that sell for under $1000.
The five that support both monochrome and color printing start

QUALM CLASS
INDEX
(PPM)

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

STANDARD
MEMORY

WARRANTY MAXIMUM
(YEARS)
INPUT (SHEETS)

at $719, while the monochrome-

BEST

2.81

N/A

5.98

4

$399

360 x360

256 KB (host-based) 2

100

only models average under $400.

RUNNER-UP CalComp TechJet Personal

2.41

N/A

6.20

3

$699

360 x360

40 KB

1

100

RUNNER-UP TI MicroMarc

2.16

N/A

5.61

4

$329

300 x300

24 KB

1

100

RUNNER-UP Canon BJC-600

1.76

N/A

7.04

240 cps

$719

360 x360

60 KB

2

100

(For rankings in this section, we

Canon BJ-200e

SPEED(
PPM)
PC
MAC

considered only monochrome
performance.)

Is $500 your limit?

The four ink-jets that we
ranked Best Overall help the

Canon BJ-200e

LOW COST

technology overcome its lowspeed stereotype: Performance

The BJ-200e outclasses the under-$500 competition with fast speed-almost 20
percent faster than its closest competitor, the TI MicroMarc. The Bi-200e also offers

as agroup approached the ppm

the best print quality in this price range.

rate of under-$1000 lasers. In ad,
44,

dition, ink-jets can be more flex-

111li
ji

ible than low-cost lasers; for ex-

SPEED (PPM)
PC
MAC

QUALITY CLASS
INDEX
(PPM)

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

STANDARD
MEMORY

2.81

WARRANTY MAXIMUM
(YEARS)
INPUT (SHEETS)

ample, the CalComp TechJet

BEST

N/A

5.98

4

$399

360 x360

256 KB (host-based) 2

100

Personal can handle 11- by 17-

RUNNER-UP TI MicroMarc

2.16

N/A

5.61

4

$329

300 x300

24 KB

1

100

inch paper.

RUNNER-UP Lexmark IBM ExecJet II 4076 2.03'

N/A

5.02

3

$349

600 x300

21-KB buffer

2

150

RUNNER-UP HP DeskJet 520

1.66

N/A

5.67

3

$365

600 x300

-

3

100

RUNNER-UP Citizen Projet II

1.91

N/A

5.09

3

$349

300 x300

128 KB

2

70

Another notable runner-up is
the Texas Instruments MicroMarc, which doesn't win any categories outright but bundles fast
speed and high quality in an affordable ($329) package. Its per-

Canon BJ-200e

Not for PCs only...
Brother Hi-400

MACINTOSH

formance (third-fastest among

This was the only monochrome ink-jet in our test sample to support the Mac. It gives Macintosh

all ink-jets in draft mode and sec-

users output quality that ranks above average and acceptable print speed.

ond-fastest in high-quality mode)
is even more remarkable given
that this was the lowest-priced
Brother HJ-400

printer in the entire sample.
Macintosh support was lacking in the test sample of monochrome ink-jet printers we received. HP does sell aMacintosh

SPEED (PPM)
PC
MAC

QUALITY CLASS
INDEX
(PPM)

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

STANDARD
MEMORY

WARRANTY MAXIMUM
(YEARS)
INPUT (SHEETS)

1.18

5.91

$419

360x360

64KB

2

1.08

2

Need high quality at a

low price?

Canon BJC-600

HIGH QUALITY

version of the new DeskJet 520.

100

The BJC-600 took almost twice as long to complete our printer tests as its sibling, but the

called the Desk Writer 520. Like

BJC-600 compensates with top-notch output. Text was sharper and line rendering clearer

its PC cousin, the Desk Writer of-

than with any other printer in this class.

fers 600- by 300-dpi resolution
SPEED IPPM)
PC
MAC

and sells for $365. We did not
receive aDeskWriter for testing.

QUALITY CLASS
(PPM)
INDEX

PRICE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

STANDARD
MEMORY

WARRANTY MAXIMUM
(YEARS)
INPUT (SHEETS)

1.76

N/A

704

240 cps

S719

360 x360

60 KB

2

100

RUNNER-UP CalComp TechJet Personal

2.41

N/A

6.20

3

$699

360 x360

40 KB

1

100

RUNNER-UP Canon BJ-200e

2.81

N/A

5.98

4

$399

360 x360

256 KB (host-based) 2

100

easy connection to aMacintosh.

RUNNER-UP Brother HJ-400

1.18

1.08

5.91

2

$419

360 x360

64 KB

2

100

However, it is the slowest print-

RUNNER-UP HP DeskJet 560C

1.55

N/A

5.87

3

$719

600 x300

-

3

100

RUNNER-UP HP DeskJet 520

1.66

N/A

5.67

3

$365

600 x300

_

3

100

RUNNER-UP TI MicroMarc

2.16

N/A

5.61

4

$329

300 x300

24 KB

1

100

'
Native mode, not PostScript

N/A =not applicable

The Brother HJ-400, with an
8-pin serial port, comes ready for

er in this category (40 percent
slower than the Bi-200e).

BEST

Canon BJC-600

- =data not available at press time
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I
T'S TIME F
OR A
REALITY CHECK I
NDESKTOP
COLOR PROOFING.

Do you find that obtaining accurate desktop color proofing is just afantasy? If so, step
into reality with the NewGen Systems Corporation Chromax Color Printer. NewGen has
developed this new full-bleed tabloid size dye-sublimation color printer to break
through barriers that only existed as afantasy. Accurate color, true photographic quality
and unmatched performance can now be achieved at a price that seems like afigment
of your imagination!
The Chromax Color Printer produces uniform color that is unattainable from other dyesublimation printers. Streaking, banding and ghosting are virtually non-existent with the
Chromax; allowing you to rely on a Chromax proof for your design, proofing and prepress applications. Furthermore, support for the EFIColor'm color management system
assures color reliability. NewGen delivers the Chromax with proven
PostScript' Level 2compatibility, RISC-based performance and networking
capability second to none.

NewGen Systems Corporation

So, when you are finally tired of paying for expensive proofs, it's time to
stop fantasizing, and move up to reality. Visit your NewGen dealer today,
or call (800) 756-0556 for more information.

17550 Newhope Street, fountain Valley, CA 92708
TEL: 714/641-800 FAX: 714/641-2800
Circle 116 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 117

Copyright 1994. All rights reserves. NewGen

is

aregistered trademark of NewGen Systems Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.

LISTINGS AND FORMS
Dot-matrix technology continues to fill an important niche for

Want the loader for multipart forms?
BEST OVERALL

Texas Instruments Omni 800 Model 8930

those who need workhorse printers for multipart forms, large
runs of labels, and oversize pa-

tee

0000111111

per. We evaluated 10 high-end

18-pin Omni. In our high-quality-mode speed tests, this printer

lTgo
s airetell
ranks second to the 24-pin Mannesmann Tally MT 360-21,

dot-matrix models (none supported the Mac) that serve these

For high-volume printing of multipart forms and continuousfeed stock, no other printer matches the output quality of the

which places fourth among printers here for print quality. The
Omni is also only one of two printers we ranked that offers as standard the

needs as no laser or ink-jet print-

ability to print bar codes. If print-head noise is aconcern, however, note

er can. Several of these printers,

that the Omni's decibel rating is the highest of all the dot-matrix printers

all priced above $1000, run faster

we ranked.

than typical low-end lasers.

SPEED
(HIGH
QUALITY)

However, there are two tradeoffs for this speed: noise and inferior print quality.
These printers emphasize raw
output over fancy formatting.
None offers PostScript, PCL,
HPGL, or scalable fonts. All dis-

QUALITY CLASS
INDEX (CPS)

PRICE

RESOLUTION STANDARD
(DPI)
MEMORY

WARRANTY
(YEARS)

RESIDENT OPERATING
FONTS
NOISE (DB)

NUMBER OF
PINS

2.96 ppm 4.42

600

$2545

216

32 KB

1

2

63

18

RUNNER-UP Mannesmann Tally MT 360-2T 3.52 ppm 3.89

720

$2795

360

128 KB

1

9

55

24

RUNNER-UP Dataproducts Dot Matrix 8524 2.70 ppm 4.14

TI Omni 800 Model 8930

BEST

780

$2395

360

60 KB

1

10

55

24

RUNNER-UP Epson DFX-8000

2.03 ppm 3.72

1066

$3199

300

32 KB

1

3

55

9(two rows)

RUNNER-UP Brother M4309-A

2.24 ppm 4.11

800

$2195

216

96 KB

1

9

57

18

RUNNER-UP Genicom Model 3840EP

2.16 ppm 3.56

600

$2922

400

64 KB

1

9

55

18

tinguish draft from letter-quality
mode, at typical speed differentials of 500 percent. All offer at
least two paper-feed paths to accommodate your preferred set-

Want high quality for an economical price?

Okidata Microline 395

LOW COST

up. For those who do not require

The Microline 395 combines economy with highly readable output. It ranked second

presentation-quality output, the

among all the dot-matrix printers we tested in overall quality and costs about $1000

Advanced Matrix Technologies

less than the other quality leaders. Its speed is much slower than that of the Best

AMT Acce1-535dsi, Brother

Overall contenders, but the Microline easily outruns the only other Low Cost candidate. As abonus, the standard-configuration Microline 395 can print bar codes (like

M4309-A, Okidata Microline

the Omni; bar code printing is an option on the Ake Acce1-535dsi).

395, and TI Omni 800 Model
8930 support color printing.

SPEED
(HICK
QUALITY)

The Mannesmann Tally MT
360-2T provides the fastest available output and more font options (nine) than most of the oth-

BEST

Okidata Microline 395

RUNNER-UP AMT Acce1-294d

QUALITY CLASS
INDEX (CPS)

PRICE

RESOLUTION STANDARD
(DPI)
MEMORY

WARRANTY RESIDENT OPERATING
(YEARS)
FONTS
NOISE (DE)

NUMBER OF
PINS

2.78 ppm 4.14

607

$1499

360

64 KB

1

12

58

24

1.61 ppm 3.96

540

$1190

240

8KB

1

4

55

9(dual heads)

er printers. The Dataproducts Dot
Matrix 8524 scores just behind

Want the speed leader?

the TI Omni 800 Model 8930 in
most categories, but it gave our

Epson DOC-8000

HIGH SPEED

testers trouble aligning margins.
This is the dot-matrix printer to choose if flat-out speed for large print runs is an

Although the Advanced Ma-

tar»

trix Technologies AMT TracJet
III doesn't quite fit in this category, it deserves mention as the

overriding requirement for you. Although its quality is acceptable, this printer's
forte is fast print-head and paper-handling performance, as evidenced by its draftmode speed score of 4.77-6 percent faster than that of the nearest competitor,
Genicom's Model 3840EP. The DFX-8000 comes standard with aCentronics port

only laser printer tested that uses

and offers RS-232 as an option. For only slightly slower performance with aprice saving of about $300,

pin-feed instead of sheet-feed pa-

consider the Genicom 3840EP.

per. Its quality is comparable to
SPED
(DRAFT
QUALITY)

that of the best dot-matrix printers; however, it cannot handle
wide paper or multipart forms.

BEST

If you need good pririt quality on

RUNNER-UP Genicom Model 3840EP

QUAIJIY CUSS
INDEX (CPS)

PRICE

RESOLUTION STANDARD
(DPI)
MEMORY

WARRANTY
(YEARS)

RESIDENT OPERATING
FONTS
NOISE (DR)

NUMBER OF
PINS
9(two rows)

4.77 ppm 3.72

1066

$3199

300

32 KB

1

3

55

4.47 ppm 356

600

$2922

400

64 KB

1

9

55

18

narrow-width, pin-feed paper,

RUNNER-UP Dataproducts Dot Matrix 8524 4.07 ppm 4.14

780

$2395

360

60 KB

1

10

55

24

consider this unusual and (at

RUNNER-UP Mannesmann Tally MT 360-2T 4.02 ppm 3.89

720

$2795

360

128 KB

1

9

<55

24

RUNNER-UP TI Omni 800 Model 8930

600

$2545

216

32 KB

1

2

63

18

$7995) expensive niche product.

Epson DFX-8000

4.00 ppm 4.42
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The reduction mode on Canon's 13.1-200e

is aunique

SETUP INTERFACE MENU

SET
NTERFAC

feature that enables you to print wide documents such as

PRINTOUT

spreadsheets on regular-size paper. It reduces the output file to

MENU

two-thirds or one-half of its full size.

PARALLEL

Filer
Pc

gelecls an gem °roes to the nem menu ugh -level
backs up a Owl
gfuno matt, aseleOlon

gleou

goes to .

top of Me mum menu

PRINTOUT NI.0 mtnIg afelt,

••-••

bel•
Prgue Type

OR
gg-u-

n

—
Ikg1O,NUOt
MCP Yu

The Apple LaserWriter Select 360 and Apple
LaserWriter Pro 810

offer

NETWORK

6ide IMP
Préme 'FM

STIVIBCPPg

PO.

•••3-1.
Mum II

fax modules. This capability means
the printers can act as stand-

APPLETALK

WORST

STOW PPS
go,

•Psino.seam.
STD Pmagve

alone fax machines that receive
SERIAL

faxes and deliver them as plain-

Roue Tom

BCPP•eaugut
Plegrumeolo
TOPPPS

«11--10
•
ReeOmmi
4•0111.
ROOM.
Pa,
MOP*,

paper documents.

.UPPoTe•
glagOomblele

OggefIgg,
Reba PaatOug
Ogg

IRO
.R»

Ou•
Odom

A "paper out" flag

geigg
1.0

on the HP LaserJet 4MP tells you at a
glance when the input

C0/17PAtl

tray is low on paper. The

PAGE/71Atia 20

bright-orange flag,
which is easily seen

Finding your way using the menu tree

whether the printer is at

can be difficult unless you're using the TI MicroWriter

your desk or connected

PS23 or the Compaq PageMarq 20. Both have acomplex

remotely ta anetwork,

control-panel menu system. However, each also lets you

drops automatically. The

print out the entire system, which makes it easy to find

printer need not be on

the proper buttons and sequences to reconfigure

for this feature to work.

the printers.

Dubious Achievements
The GCC SelectPress 600, LaserMaster Unity
1200XL-0, and NewGen ImagerPlus 12 all have a
plastic security key for letter, legal, and larger-size paper. The
corresponding keys must be installed in the paper tray for the
paper to load properly. We found this an added nuisance when
switching to different-size paper, and we wony that amisplaced
key might be responsible for bringing your printing resource
to astandstill.
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SEE TO IT THAT THE PRINTER YOU CHOOSE TODAY
IS THE PRINTER YOU'LL USE TOMORROW.
Insist upon aprinter with genuine Adobe - PostScript- software inside.
It's the industry standard and the only way to guarantee that your printer will work
with virtually every software application and hardware environment, today
and tomorrow. Adobe PostScript software sets the standard for new color and network
printers. In fact, leading printer manufacturers offer over 300 Adobe PostScript
printers. Adobe PostScript is your assurance of the highest-quality output—
every time—whether you're printing from DOS, Windows -,OS/2®, Macintosh®, or
UNIX®. So if you're anyone from asmall business owner to aprofessional publisher, an
Adobe PostScript printer is the best long term value for your company, today and
tomorrow. For afree guide on how to choose aprinter,
call 1-800-833-6687, Dept E, Ext. 0106.

SET YOUR SIGHTS O N G ENUINE A DOBE POST SCRIPT D EVICES:
BLACK-AND- W HITE, C OLOR, N ETWORK AND FAX PRINTERS.

I
T'S NOT JUST PRINTING,
IT'S ADOBE POSTSCRIPT PRINTING.
Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, the PostScript logo and the tagline, "It's not just printing, it's Adobe PostScript printing" are trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated which
may be registered in certain jurisdictions. All other marks and trademarks are the property of their respective companies. 61994 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved.
Circle 63 on Inquiry Card.

ROLL

CALL

OF

PRINTERS
SPEED (PAGES PER MINUTE)
PRICE

VENDOR
Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.
Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.
Brother International Corp.
Dataproducts Corp.
Epson America

MAC

INDEX

(SPEED)

MODEL

(AS TESTED) QUALITY

AMT Acce1-535dsi
AMT Acce1-294d

$2495
$1190

0.89
0.82

1.88
1.61

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

4.03
3.96

480 cps
540 cps

M4309-A
Dot Matrix 8524

$2195
$2395

2.24
2.70

3.80
4.07

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

4.11
4.14

800 cps
780 cps

$3199

2.03

4.77

N/A

N/A

3.72

1066 cps

Model 3840EP
MT 360-2T

$2922
$2795

2.16
3.52

4.47
4.02

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

3.56
3.89

600 cps @ 12 cpi
720 cps

Okidata

Microline 395
Model 850XL

$1499
$2095

1.81
1.67

2.78
2.92

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

4.14
3.81

607 cps rei, 15 cpi
850 cps
600 cps

Omni 800 Model 8930

92545

2.96

4.00

N/A

N/A

4.42

Brother International Corp.

HJ-400

$419

1.12

1.18

N/A

1.08

5.91

110 cps

CalComp

TechJet Personal
BJ-200e

$699
$399

2.22
2.43

2.41
2.81

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

6.20
5.98

248 cps
248 cps
180 cps

Projet II

$349

1.78

1.91

N/A

N/A

5.09

Epson America

Stylus 800

5399

1.97

1.96

N/A

N/A

4.28

150 cps

Hewlett-Packard Co.

HP DeskJet 520

$365

1.55

1.66

N/A

N/A

5.67

240 cps

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM ExecJet II 4076

$349

2.03

N/A

N/A

N/A

5.02

300 cps

Texas Instruments

MicroMarc

$329

2.23

2.16

N/A

N/A

5.61

300 cps

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.

AMT TracJet III
LSX 1000

$7995
$1599

8.96
5.41

N/A
N/A

3.95
5.19

N/A
N/A

7.47
7.96

16 ppm
10 ppm

LSX 1600e
Personal LaserWriter 320
LaserWriter Select 360

$3295
$959
$1599

4.82
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
4.09

N/A
2.26
3.76

8.33
8.24
9.48

16 ppm
N/A
10 ppm
20 ppm

Alps Electric
Alps Electric
Apple Computer, Inc.
Apple Computer, Inc.
Apple Computer, Inc.

LaserWriter Pro 810

$4899

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.12

8.21

Brother International Corp.

HL-10h

$1890

6.19

6.85

6.15

N/A

7.84

10 ppm

Brother International Corp.
Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

HL-6V
LBP-860

$1643
$2199

4.14
5.50

N/A
5.93

0.67
N/A

N/A
N/A

8.09
9.48

6ppm
8 ppm

N/A
N/A

N/A
6.1

N/A
6.45

8.30
8.59

4ppm
20 ppm

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.
ISe Compaq Computer Corp.

LBP-430
PageMarq 20

$799
$4636

2.58
6.76

Dataproducts Corp.
Epson America

LZR 2080
ActionLaser 1500

$5495
$1028

N/A
4.54

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

3.85
N/A

8.69
7.83

20 ppm
6ppm

GCC Technologies
Genicom Corp.

SelectPress 600
Model 7170

$4499
$9775

4.26
8.96

4.43
N/A

3.12
3.54

3.25
3.20

9.53
8.52

8ppm
17 ppm

Genicom Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewlen-Packard Co.

Model 7610
HP LaserJet 4MP
HP LaserJet 4P
HP LaserJet 4M

$2283
$1729
$1229
$2479

6.35
3.19
3.19
5.56

6.93
N/A
N/A
N/A

6.04
2.44
N/A
3.38

N/A
2.52
N/A
3.98

8.79
8.27
8.27
8.90

10 ppm
4ppm
4ppm
8ppm

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewlen-Packard Co.

HP LaserJet 4
HP LaserJet 4SiMX

$1839
$5499

5.56
7.91

N/A
9.91

3.38
5.63

N/A
7.87

8.90
9.10

8ppm
17 ppm

HP LaserJet 4SI
HP LaserJet 4ML

S3749
$1279

7.91
3.29

9.91
N/A

5.63
2.47

N/A
2.65

9.10
7.87

17 ppm
4ppm

HP LaserJet 4L
Ecosys FS-1500A

$849
$3300

3.29
4.05

N/A
N/A

N/A
1.08

N/A
1.18

7.87
8.72

4ppm
10 ppm

LaserMaster Corp.

Ecosys FS-3500 A
Unity 1200XL-0

$5380
$8995

6.63
3.63

N/A
N/A

5.57
2.99

8.05
2.82

8.66
10.00

18 ppm
8ppm

Lexmark International, Inc.
Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM LaserPrinter 4039 12R
IBM LaserPrinter 4039 16L

$1999
$4137

5.66
6.90

8.52
7.37

3.47
3.60

4.56
5.10

8.63
8.24

12 ppm
16 ppm

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM 4037 5E
Silentwriter Model 1097

$1078
$1400

3.22
5.14

N/A
N/A

N/A
3.73

N/A
3.97

8.71
7.97

5ppm
10 ppm

Slientwriter Superscript 610

$600

2.98

N/A

N/A

N/A

8.10

6ppm

Silentwriter Model 640
ImagerPlus 12

$800
$8193

N/A
3.34

N/A
N/A

N/A
2.54

2.04
2.06

7.75
8.13

6ppm
8ppm

OL 410e
OL 850

$899
$1999

2.59
4.24

3.38
N/A

N/A
1.31

N/A
2.36

8.76
8.66

4ppm
8ppm

KXP 4440
SideWriter KX-P4400

$1549
$1048

4.38
2.77

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

6.97
8.50

10 ppm
4ppm

JX-9460PS

$1428

4.29

N/A

3.22

N/A

9.77

6ppm

MicroLaser Pro 600 PS23

$1599

3.15

3.27

2.44

4.26

8.43

8ppm

Texas Instruments

MicroWriter PS23

8997

3.17

N/A

1.20

1.82

8.46

5

ppm

Xerox Corp.

Xerox 4011 Desktop

$1599

4.21

N/A

1.43

N/A

7.80

8

PPm

e

le Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Kyocera Electronics, Inc.
Kyocera Electronics, Inc.

NEC Technologies, Inc.
NEC Technologies, Inc.
NEC Technologies, Inc.
NewGen Systems Corp.
Okidata
Okidata
Panasonic Communications
Panasonic Communications
Sharp Electronics Corp.
Texas Instruments

C
I)

CLASS

POSTSCRIPT

DFX-8000

%Canon Computer Systems, Inc.
Citizen America Corp.

o
o

QUALITY

DRAFT

Genicom Corp.
Mannesmann Tally Corp.
Output Technology Corp.
%Texas Instruments

WI

HIGH-

TESTED

TECHNOLOGY

PRICE

B&W SPEED (PPM)

(AS TESTED)

PC

MAC

COLOR SPEED (PPM)
HIGH-

DRAFT

POSTSCRIPT

QUALITY
Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

BJC-600

•

$719

1.35

N/A

0.14

Dataproducts Corp.
Digital Equipment Corp.

Jolt PSe

0.33

N/A

III

$4995

1.09

1.15

N/A

0.31

Fargo Electronics, Inc.

DEC ColorWriter 1000
Primera Color

N/A

*
*

$3999
$995

1.61
1.28

1.48
0.87

0.94
0.32

N/A

0.84

Fargo Electronics, Inc.

Primera Dyesub Color

N/A

N/A

*

$1245

0.18

0.15

0.10

Spectra Star GT
HP DeskJet 560C

N/A

N/A

*
II

$4495
$719

1.67
1.52

1.54
N/A

N/A
0.27

N/A
0.30

1.09
N/A

HP DeskJet 1200 C/PS

a
3
*

$2749
S3199
$599

2.96
1.11
1.24

1.59
0.79
N/A

0.49
N/A
0.31

0.89
N/A

0.35
0.37

*

$4480

1.05

0.90

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
0.68

%General ParametrIcs Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM Color JetPrinter PS 4079
SJ-144
Phaser 200e

Star Micronics America
Tektronix, Inc.
= BYTE Best
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N/A = not applicable
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LAR

- = Data not available at press time
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•= Ink-jet

* =Thermal • =Dye-sublimation

FEAIURES CONIINUE ON NEXT PAGE

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

EMULATIONS
AUTO-

HP DESKJET

SENSING

500/500C/550C

POSTSCRIPT

TRUE

PCL 5

PCL 4

HPGL

IMAGE

DIABLO

EPSON

IBM

IBM

LO/FA

PROPRINTER

GRAPHICS

630

480

No

No

No

No

No

No

Optional

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

240
216

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

360
300
400

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

360

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

360
216
216

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

360
360

Yes
No

No
No

No
Level I

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
No

No
No

360

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

300

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

360
600

No
No

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

600
300

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

No
No

300

Yes

No

Level II optional

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

600
300

Yes
Yes

No
No

Level I
Level II

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

300
600

No
Yes

No
No

Level It
Level II

No
No

No
Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

800
600
300

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Level II
Level I
Level Ior II optional

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

600

Yes

No

Level II

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

300
400

No
Yes

No
No

No
Level 1or Il

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

800

Yes

No

Level II

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

300

Yes

No

Level Ior II optional

No

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

No

No

No

600
300
600

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No

Level Ior Il
Level Ioptional
Level 1

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
Yes

600

Yes

No

Level II

No

Enhanced

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

600
600

Yes
Yes

No
No

Level It
Level II

No
No

Enhanced
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Optional

No
Optional

No
No

No
No

600

Yes

No

Level II

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

No

No

600
600

Yes
Yes

No
No

Level II
Level II

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Optional
Optional

Optional
Optional

No
No

No
No

300

Yes

No

Level II

No

Enhanced

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

300
300
300

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

No
Level Ioptional
Level Ioptional

No
No
No

Enhanced
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

1200
600

Yes
Yes

No
No

Level I
Level I

Yes
No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

600
300

Yes
Yes

No
No

Level I
No

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

600
300
300

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

Level II
Level Ioptional
Level II

No
No
No

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

1200

Yes

No

Level I

Yes

Optional

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

300

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

300
300

No
No

No
No

Level I
No

No
No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

300

No

No

Level Il optional

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

600
600

Yes
Yes

No
No

Level I
Level II

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

No
No

300

Yes

Yes

Level I

No

No

Yes

No

Optional

Optional

No

Yes

300

No

No

Level Ioptional

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

MAC

QUALITY
INDEX

CLASS
(SPEED)

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

AUTO-

PCL 5C

SENSING

HP DESKJET

EMULATIONS
PCL 5
PCL 4

POSTSCRIPT

HPGL

500/500C/550C

EPSON

IBM

IBM

LO/FX

PROPRINTER

GRAPHICS

N/A

7.04

240 cps

360

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.52

5.22

2ppm

300

No

No

No

Level Il

No

No

No

No

No

No

1.09
0.38
011
1.17

6.15
4.55
570
5.88

2ppm
1/2 ppm
1/5 ppm
2CIPM

300
203
203
300

Yes
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Level II
No
No
Levels I, II

Yes
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

N/A
0.66

5.87
4.96

7

ppm
PM

600
600

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
No

Level II optional
Levels I, II

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

Yes
No

No
No

0.49

5.23

3

ppm

360

Yes

No

No

Level I

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

N/A
0.73

5.28'
5.67

459 cps
2ppm

360
300

Yes
No

No
No

No
No

No
Level II

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

No
No

3

'The Sharp JX-9460PS could not complete our bit-map test in PostScript in 600 dpi.

The Star SJ-144 printed banding in all the graphics and quality outputs.
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BYTE/NSTE EAR

REPORT

1.81

ROLL

CALI,

OF

PRINTERS

TESTED

I.
MEMORY
VENDOR

o

MAXIMUM

MODEL

(AS TESTED) MEMORY

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.
Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.
Brother International Corp.

AMT Acce1-535dsi

32 KB

480 KB

AMT Acce1-294d
M4309-A

8KB
96 KB

512 KB
96 KB

Dataproducts Corp.
Epson America

Dot Matrix 8524
DFX-8000

60 KB
3KB

Genicom Corp.
Mannesmann Tally Corp.

Model 3840EP
MT 360-2T

Okidata

CONSUMABLES

FCC

PRINT ENGINE

RATING

VENDOR

$13.33

•

Advanced Matrix

$11.03
$34.90

•

Advanced Matrix

RATING

COST

900 pages

•

Brother

60 KB
32 KB

•

N/A

15 million characters

$45
$33

•

Epson

64 KB
128 KB

64 KB
128 KB

15 million characters
15 million characters

$31.70
$27.95

•
•

N/A
Mannesmann Tally

Microline 395
Model 850XL
Omni 800 Model 8930

64 KB
2MB

64 KB
2MB

5million characters
76 million characters

$29.95
$21.38

•
•

Okidata
N/A

32 KB

32 KB

15,000 characters

$20

A

Texas Instruments

HJ-400

64 KB

64 KB

900 pages

CalComp

$26 mono

TechJet Personal

N/A

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.
Citizen America Corp.

BJ-200e

40 KB
256 KB

40 KB
Host-based

450 pages
450 pages

$25 mono
25

Projet Il
Stuln ÑÛÛ

Canon
Canon

128 KB

384 KB

300 pages
200 poyco

$8.00

•

N/A

no 4(F1

$31.95

•

Hewlett-Packard

1MB (for fonts)
24 KB

1000 pages
1000 pages

$31.95

•

Lexmark

1400 pages

$32

•

N/A

8000 pages

$120

B

Pentax Technologies

$99
$168

A
A

Brother
Matsushita

Output Technology Corp.
%Texas Instruments
Brother International Corp.

e

Epson America
Hewlett-Packard Co.

HP DeskJet 520

Lexmark International, inc.

IBM Execjet Il 4076

21 KB

Texas Instruments

MicroMarc

24 KB

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.
Alps Electric

AMT TracJet Ill

4MB

9MB

LSX 1000
LSX 1600e

4MB

34 MB

Alps Electric
Apple Computer, Inc.

4MB
4MB

nn
e.ce

34 MB

4MB

8MB
16 MB

e
B

True Laser
Fuji/Xerox

8MB
4MB

32 MB
34 MB

4000 pages
11,000 pages
4000 pages

$79
$99

Brother International Corp.

LaserWriter Select 360
LaserWriter Pro 810
HL-10h

Brother International Corp.
Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

$279
$130

A
B

Fuji/Xerox
Brother

HL-6V
LBP-860

3MB

5MB

3500 pages

$114

B

Brother

6MB
5MB

32 MB
5MB

6000 pages

$150
$85

A
B

Canon
Canon

12 MB

20 MB
32 MB
5MB

$259
$309

A
A

Fuji/Xerox
—

6000 pages

$159
—

B
B

Minolta
Toshiba

13,000 pages

Toshiba

Personal LaserWriter 320

Apple Computer, Inc.
Apple Computer, lnc.

e

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.
Compaq Computer Corp.
Dataproducts Corp.

LBP-430
PageMarq 20
LZR 2080

Epson America

ActionLaser 1500

8MB
3MB

GCC Technologies
Genicom Corp.

SelectPress 600

8MB

16 MB

Model 7170

9MB

9MB

3000 pages

3000 pages
14,000 pages
11,000 pages

Model 7610

$269

B

10 MB

34 MB

Hewlett-Packard Co.

4000 pages

HP LaserJet 4MP

$125

B

Brother

6MB

22 MB

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewleh-Packard Co.

HP LaserJet 4P
HP LaserJet 4M

$89

B

Canon

6MB
6MB

22 MB
22 MB

3000 pages
3000 pages

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hewleh-Packard Co.

HP LaserJet 4

B

Canon
Canon

6MB
10 MB

22 MB
26 MB

6000 pages
8000 pages

10MB

26 MB
4MB

%Genlcom Corp.

HP LaserJet 4SiMX

laiHewlett-Packard Co.
Hewlett-Packard Co.

HP LaserJet 4SI
HP LaserJet 4ML

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Kyocera Electronics, Inc.
Kyocera Electronics, Inc.
LaserMaster Corp.

HP LaserJet 4L
Ecosys FS-1500A

Lexmark International, Inc.
Lexmark International, Inc.
Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM LaserPrinter 4039 12R
IBM LaserPrinter 4039 16L
IBM 4037 5E

NEC Technologies, Inc.

Silentwriter Model 1097
Slientwriter Superscript 610
Silentwriter Model 640

NewGen Systems Corp.
Okidata

ImagerPlus 12

•

Canon

A, B
A, B

Canon

8000 pages

$169
$169

4MB

3000 pages
3000 pages

$89
$89

5MB

7000 pages

$49

18 MB
48 MB

7000 pages
5000 pages
7000 pages

$49
$59

12,800 pages

$269

3500 pages

$114
$200
$115

4MB
10 MB

Ecosys FS-3500 A
Unity 1200XL-0

NEC Technologies, Inc.
NEC Technologies, Inc.

e

4MB
4MB

$89
$155
$155

32 MB
4MB

16 MB
16 MB

8MB
4.5 MB
7MB
Host-based
3MB
40 MB

6000 pages

4.5 MB
9MB
Host-based
3MB

4000 pages
4000 pages

Canon
Kyocera
Kyocera
A

$199

8000 pages

$115
$49

Canon
Canon

Toshiba
Lexmark
Lexmark
Lexmark
Minolta
NEC
NEC

OL 410e

4MB

96 MB
5MB

5000 pages
2000 pages

2MB

4MB

Panasonic Communications

OL 850
KXP 4440

2500 pages

$29
$33

4MB

5MB

5000 pages

Panasonic Communications
Sharp Electronics Corp.

SideWriter KX-P4400
JX-9460PS

$54

4MB

5MB
9MB

Texas Instruments

$14.95
$210

Panasonic

4MB

1600 pages
15,000 pages

MicroLaser Pro 600 PS23

22 MB
4MB

15,000 pages
2500 pages

$199
$48

Sharp

5MB

1500 pages

$32

Okidata

Texas Instruments

MicroWriter PS23

6MB
4MB

Xerox Corp.

Xerox 4011 Desktop

3MB

VENDOR

MODEL

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.
Dataproducts Corp.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Fargo Electronics, Inc.
Fargo Electronics, Inc.

MEMORY
(AS TESTED)

MEMORY
MAXIMUM

CONSUMABLES
COST

60 KB
10 MB

A

Canon

16-MHz Toshiba

O
•

Dataproducts
Tektronix

24-MHz Weitek 8220
16-MHz AMD29000

Fargo
Fargo

Primera Color

32 KB
32 KB

32 KB
32 KB

$45

O
•

6MB

32 MB

$342 (3 colora)

A

Sharp

$34.95

•

Hewlett-Packard

$34.95 (1 color)

•

Hewlett-Packard

General Parametrics Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Co.

HP DeskJet 560C

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Lexmark International, Inc.

HP DeskJet 1200 C/PS
IBM Color JetPrinter PS 4079

4MB
4MB

16 MB

Star Micronics America
Tektronix, Inc.

$34.95

•

Canon

SJ-144

176 KB

176 KB

$7.50

O

Star

6MB

8MB

-

Sharp

182
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— = Data not available at press time
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Samsung
Tokyo Electric

$7.50
$179.95 Color pack
$125

Host-based

Phaser 200e

Sharp

PRINT ENGINE

6MB
8MB

N/A .not applicable

Panasonic

VENDOR

BJC-600

26 MB

Okidata

FCC

Jolt PSe
DEC ColorWriter 1000

8MB

Toshiba
Okidata

RATING

Primera Dyesub Color
Spectra Star GT

= BYTE Best

A

CONTROLLER

33-MHz 1960ca RISC

16.7-MHz AMD29200
16-MHz RISC AMD29000

FEATURES CONTINUE ON NEXT PACE

INTERFACES
AUTO-

CENTRONICS

RS-232

RS-422A

LOCAL-

ETHERNET

TALK

TOKEN

FONTS

FONT

STANDARD

SLOTS

Twinax, coaxial

4

2

Twinax, coaxial

4

o

None
None

10
3

0

No
No

10Base-T, TCP/IP
Twinax, coaxial

9
9

1
0

No
No
No

None
None
None

12
—
2

0

SCSI

CONTROLLER

SWITCHING

AMT Acce1-535dsi

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

AMT Acce1-294d

Yes
-"es
Y

Yes

Yes
"14U

No
,.,_
No

No

No

No

INV

INV

—

No
NO
No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Optional

Optional
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

—
MT 360

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Optional
No

No
No

Optional
No

No
No

—
—
—

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

TUb

OTHER

RING

I,VIIU

0

N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
No
Yes
No
No
m`"."
No
1
.-

No
No
No
No
No
No
Mrs
No
ni,-,
n

No
No
No

None
None
None

0
7
2n

0
0
—

N/A

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

None

9

0

N/A
N/A

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

None
None

10-MHz 68000
N/A

No
No

Yes
Yes

Optional
No

Optional
No

No
No

Optional
No

Optional
No

No
No

None
None

6-MHz i960 & i961

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

No

Optional

Optional

20-MHz MC68EC030

Yes
Yes

Yes
v
leb

Yes
s,ICD

No
v
IUD

No

No

—

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Weitek 8200
68EC030
16-MHz 68000

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

16-MHz i960
—
20-MHz AMD29000

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

7.25-MHz Weitek 8200

Yes

16.67-MHz 68000

Yes

25-MHz AMD29030
—
20-MHz 68030
2n-m H7 igOOKA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

20-MHz 19601<A
20-MHz i960

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

lo,vmummyeecyy
AMD29205
16-MHz AMD29200

20-MHz i960
25-MHz i960CF
25-MHz 1960CF

55
14

u
2

o

3

No

Twinax, coaxial

7

2

No

No

None

Mr,

KIn

83
77

1
9

No

No

No

None

35

0

Yes

No

No

No

None

64

0

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
No

Yes
No
No

None
None
HP Bitronics

0
83
50

0
1
1

No
No
Yes

No
No
No

Optional
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

PCMCIA
None
EtherTalk, TCP/IP

45
15
50

1PCMCIA
0
Unlimited

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

None

35

0

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

No

No

No

Twinax, coaxial (optional)

0

1

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Optional
Optional
Yes

Yes
Optional
Optional
Optional
.

No
Optional
Optional
Optional
.

No
N/A
Optional
No

TCP/IP
TCP/IP
M10 interface
Jet Direct HP Bitronics parallel

50
0
80

0
2
2
0

Yes

No

No

No

Optional

Optional

No

Jet Direct HP Bitronics parallel

80

0

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Optional
Optional

Optional
Optional

No
No

None
None

80
80

1
1

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Optional
Optional

No
No

None
None

81
81

2
2

KI

83

18.5-MHz i960KA

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Optional

Optional

No

None

80

0

18.5-MHz i960KA

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Optional

Optional

No

None

80

0

16-MHz MC68000
16-MHz AMD29000

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Optional
Optional

Optional
Optional

Optional
Optional

No
No

None
None

92
146

2PCMCIA
2PCMCIA

33-MHz Unity
16-MHz AMD29200

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Optional

Yes
Optional

No
Optional

Yes
No

None
None

241
14

0
1

16-MHz AMD29000
10-MHz 68000

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Optional

No
Optional

Optional
No

Optional
No

Optional
No

No
No

None
None

0
0

1
0

20-MHz i960

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

Yes

Optional

57

0

8-MHz SuperScript 87C51

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

None

Host-based

0

NEC custom ASIC

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

None

17

0

25-MHz XL-8220
—

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Optional
No

No
No

Yes
No

None
None

35
14 bar code

—
1

—
16-MHz i960SA

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

AppleTalk
None

26
36

1
1

15-MHz NS32CG16
16-MHz AMD29005/14
20-MHz Platinum

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Optional
Optional
Optional

No
No
Optional

No
Optional
Yes

No
No
Optional

No
No
No

No
No
Optional

—
None
High-speed parallel

28
62
31

0
1
—

No

s
,,
,
.,

Optional

Optional

Yes

Optional

Optional

No

None

No

Yes

Optional

No

No

No

No

No

None

23
15

0
2

16-MHz 68302

FONTS

FONT

AUTO SWITCHING

CENTRONICS

RS-232

RS-422A

LOCALTALK

ETHERNET

TOKEN RING

SCSI

OTHER

STANDARD

SLOTS

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

No
Optional

No
No

No
No

None
AppleTalk

8
39

0
0

Yac
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

Optional
No

No
No

No
No

0

KI
re/

KI

KI

No

Mn

AppleTalk
..
Serial to Mac
Serial to Mac

12
1

KI

INTERFACES

pdo

lUb

Yes
N/A

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No

Yes

No

No

No

None

52

2

No

No

No

No

No

None

6(DOS), 14 (TrueType), 35 (Mac)

2

Yes
Vex

Yes
Yac

No
Yac

No
No

Yes
Yes

Optional
Optional

Optional
Optional

No
No

Ethemet/10Base-T and BNC
None

45
35

1
0

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

None
None

8
17

0
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PAPER SIZES

VENDOR

o
E

MODEL

LETTER

LEGAL

A4

11" x17"

TOLL-FREE
ENVELOPE

PHONE

PHONE

INQUIRY
NUMBER

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.

AMT Acce1-535dsi

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(800) 992-2264

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.

(805) 388-5799

1105

AMT Acce1-294d

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Brother International Corp.

(800) 992-2264

(805) 388-5799

1106

M4309-A

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

(800) 276-7746

(714) 859-9700

Dataproducts Corp.

1107

Dot Matriz 8524

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Epson America

(800) 283-1932

(818) 887-8000

DFX-8000

1108

Yes

Yes

No

(800) 922-8911

Genicom Corp.

(310) 782-0770

1109

Model 3840EP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mannesmann Tally Corp.

(800) 443-6426

(703) 949-1708

MT 360-2T

1110

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Okidata

(800) 458-4701

(206) 251-5593

Microline 395

Yes

Yes

No

(800) 654-3282

(609) 235-2600

1112

Model 850XL

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

None

(509) 536-0468

1113

Omni 800 Model 8930

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(800) 848-3927

(817) 774-6001

1114

Brother International Corp.

HJ-400

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

CalComp

(800) 276-7746

(714) 859-9700

1115

TechJet Personal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

111s

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Citizen America Corp.

(800)
932-1212
„
-(800) 423-2366

(714) S21-2000

BJ -200e

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

None

(714)
. .438-3000
(310) 453-0614

1117

Projet II

Epson America

Stylus 800

Yes

Yes

No

No

Hewlett-Packard Co.

Yes

(800) 922-8911

(310) 782-0770

1119

HP DeskJet ron

lUb

(800) 752-0900

Lexmark International, Inc.
_.
iexas instruments

(208) 323-2551

IBM Exec-Jet II 4076

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(800) 358-2380

(606) 232-2000

1121

MicroMarc

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(800) 848-3927

(817) 774-6724

1122

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.

1

Output Technology Corp.

1) Texas Instrumenta

lit Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

i==

1111

1118
1120

AMT TracJet 111

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Alps Electric

Yes

(800) 992-2264

LSX 1000

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Alps Electric

(800) 825-2577

(805)
. .388-5799
(408) 432-6000

1124

Yes

Yes

1123

LSX 1600e

Yes

No

Apple Computer, Inc.

Yes

(800) 825-2577

(408) 432-6000

1125

Personal LaserWriter 320

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Apple Computer, Inc.

(800) 767-2775

(408) 996-1010

1126

LaserWriter Select 360

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Apple Computer, Inc.

LaserWriter Pro 810

(800) 767-2775

(408) 996-1010

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Brother International Corp.

(800) 767-2775

(408) 996-1010

1128

HL-10h

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(800) 276-7746

(714) 859-9700

1129

1127

Brother International Corp.

HL -6V

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

(800) 276-7746

(714) 859-9700

1130

LBP-860

Yes

Optional

Optional

No

Optional

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

LBP-430

(800) 423-2366

(714) 438-3000

1346

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Compaq Computer Corp.

Yes

(800) 423-2366

(714) 438-3000

1347
1348

PageMarq 20

Yes

Optional

Yes

Optional

No

Dataproducts Corp.

(800) 345-1518

(713) 378-8820

LZR 2080

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Epson America

(800) 283-1932

(818) 887-8000

1349

ActionLaser 1500

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

GCC Technologies

(800) 922-8911

(310) 782-0770

1350

SelectPress 600

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(800) 422-7777

(617) 276-8620

1351

Genicom Corp.

Model 7170

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Genicom Corp.

Yes

(800) 443-6426

(703) 949-1708

1352

Model 7610

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(800) 443-6426

(703) 949-1708

1353

Hewlett-Packard Co.

HP LaserJet 4MP

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Hewler-Packard Co.

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1354

HP LaserJet 4P

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Hewlett-Packard Co.

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1355

HP LaserJet 4M

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Hewlett-Packard Co.

Yes

HP LaserJet 4

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1356

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1357

HP LaserJet 4SiMX
HP LaserJet 4SI

Yes

Yes

Optionat

Optional

No

Optional

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1358

Yes

Optional

Optional

No

Optional

Hewlett-Packard Co.

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1359

HP LaserJet 4ML

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Hewlett-Packard Co.

Yes

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1360

HP LaserJet 4L

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Kyocera Electronics, Inc.

Yes

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

1361

Ecosys FS-1500A

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Kyocera Electronics, Inc.

(800) 367-7437

(510) 748-6680

1362

Ecosys FS-3500 A

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

LaserMaster Corp.

Unity 1200XL-O

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(800) 367-7437
None

(510) 748-6680
(612) 944-9331

1363
1364

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM LaserPrinter 4039 12R

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Optional

Lexmark International, Inc.

None

(606) 232-3000

1365

IBM LaserPrinter 4039 16L

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

None

(606) 232-3000

1366

0

Hewlett-Packard Co.

,1 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM 4037 5E

Yes

Optional

Yes

No

NEC Technologies, Inc.

Yes

Silentwriter Model 1097

None

(606) 232-3000

1367

Yes

Optional

Yes

No

Yes

NEC Technologies, Inc.

Slientwriter Superscript 610

(800) 388-8888

(508) 264-8000

1368

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

NEC Technologies, Inc.

(800) 388-8888

(508) 264-8000

1369

Silentwriter Model 640

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

NewGen Systems Corp.

Yes

(800) 388-8888

(508) 264-8000

1370

ImagerPlus 12

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Okidata

Yes

(800) 888-1689

(714) 436-5150

1371

OL 410e

Optional

Optional

No

No

Okidata

Yes

(800) 654-3282

(609) 235-2600

1372

OL 850

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Panasonic Communications

(800) 654-3282

(609) 235-2600

1373

KXP 4440

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Panasonic Communications

(800) 222-0584

(201) 863-7845

SideWriter KX-P4400

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

(800) 222-0584

(201) 863-7845

1375

Sharp Electronics Corp.

JX-9460P5

Yes

Optional

No

Texas Instruments

No

Optional

(800) 732-8221

(201) 529-8200

1376

MicroLaser Pro 600 PS23

Yes

Optional

Optional

No

Optional

Texas Instruments

(800) 848-3927

(817) 774-6001

MicroWriter PS23

1377

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Xerox Corp.

(800) 848-3927

Xerox 4011 Desktop

(817) 774-6001

1378

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(800) 821-2797

(310) 333-2192

1379

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

BJC-600

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Dataproducts Corp.

(800) 423-2366

(714) 438-3000

1380

Jolt PSe

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Digital Equipment Corp.

(800) 283-1932

(818) 887-8000

DEC ColorWriter 1000

1381

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Fargo Electronics, Inc.

(800) 777-4343

Primera Color

(508) 493-5111

1382

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fargo Electronics, Inc.

(800) 327-4622

(612) 941-9470

Primera Dyesub Color

1383

Yes

Yes

Yes

(800) 327-4622

Spectra Star GT

(612) 941-9470

Yes

No

1384

Yes

No

No

Hewlett-Packard Co.

None

(510) 524-1060

1385

HP DeskJet 560C

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Hewlett-Packard Co.

Yes

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

HP DeskJet 1200 C/PS

Yes

1386

Yes

No

Yes

Lexmark International, Inc.

Yes

(800) 752-0900

(208) 323-2551

IBM Color JetPrinter PS 4079Yes

1387

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Star Micronics America

None

SJ-144

Yes

(606) 232-3000

1388

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Tektronix, Inc.

(800) 447-4700

(908) 572-3300

Phaser 200e

Yes

1389

No

No

No

No

(800) 835-6100

(503) 682-7377

1390

%General

10

Parametrics Corp.
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Pacific DirectNet.
It takes the pain out of sharing
Laserjet printers on anetwork.
What arelief. At last
there's anetwork print
server card that eases the
pain associated with
managing networked
printers.
It's called Pacific
DirectNet. And painlessly, it connects HP® printers and plotters to virtually any Ethernet or
Token Ring network, while simultaneously
es
supporting Novell NetWare, UND( TCP/IP Net%
and EtherTalk operating systems.
Approved
Pacific DirectNet is engineered to simplify the
entire printer sharing process, from installation to
everyday use. Software is included that allows
automatic setup on Novell networks. And with
support for LPR/LPD, FTP, TFTE and RShell, it's
easy to setup and connect printers to any UNIX
network—Sun, HE IBM, DEC, SCO, Solaris,
and Interactive UNIX.
For network managers, upgrading to the latest
network operating system or to new features of an
existing one is surprisingly simple. Just slip adisk
into aPC and update Pacific DirectNet's Flash
memory. There's even an SNMP agent that allows
network management software to recognize and
manage printers just like it does other network
devices.
With Pacific DirectNet, sharing anetworked
printer is no longer aheadache for users either.
Because with automatic switching between operating systems, they won't be troubled by frequent
trips to the printer front panel to switch protocols.
Pacific DirectNet boards are available for HP
LaserJet® III, IIID, IIISi, 4, 4M, 4Si, 4Si MX,
PaintJet® XL300, DeskJet®1200C, and DesignJet®
printers and plotters. For more information, a
dealer near you, or to order direct from Pacific
Data Products, call us today at (619) 625-3685.

PACIFIC DATA
PRODUCTS

Paoli( Data Readers, Inc .91. 5Renee Rd.. Sào Dupe. CA 92' à1 In Europe. all 13X3/ 61 475609 Paok Duras
tNet uarradernark
of hone Marl Pruden, Inc. Id', Larder. Pontler. and Desagnitr ate Ts:peered trademarks of Hmeleat t
Packard Co Neel and
NeWare ate maned olden& of Novell UNIX rs reajumed trademark of UNIX *um laboratoriesInc. Sun oatrademark of
Son Murammns Inc IBM Is atrademark c4 hummed Bat. Machines Co, blurnes oatrademark .f X. Corp AR mite
brands and protium Turner me trademarks or regotered srademel of duo respect. nude.. 1019'M Red< Dam Product, Ins.

COMING MAY 2-6, LAS VEGAS. PRE-REGISTER FREE! SAVE $50!

Announcing the most
important networking and
computing event ever held.

The Summit for Networking
Professionals.

Networking changes minute-tominute. LAN, WAN and telecommunications are converging into a
single all-encompassing business
environment—connecting not only
desktop to desktop, but company
to company.
NetWorlr+Interoe 94, The
Networking Summit, was created
specifically to mirror these changes.
This unique forum puts
together the two biggest names
in networking events. NetWorld," the hallmark of the
desktop LAN community.
And Interop? the proving ground of interoperability for the WAN and
telecom worlds.
What you get is the
first truly all-in-one networking forum.

NetWorld+Interop 94 is the gathering place for the industry's best and
brightest Only NetWorld+Interop
94 offers you this comprehensive
educational experience free:
• The InteropNet7 featuring
aguided tour of industry's only live
multi-vendor, multi-protocol network that mirrors the interoperability challenges
you face today.
•Internet Showcase,"
where you can learn
about the richness and
diversity of the Internet
• Start-Up City,-an exhibit
area dedicated to showcasing
innovative new products and
solutions from emerging
companies.
• Configuration Clinic,"
where you can get suggestions
for designing and configuring

your network from the best in
the business.
• CNEPA Labs, aforum for
the transfer of technical information from the vendors to the network computing professional.
• TSANet, where Technical
Service Alliance members join
together to solve your biggest
networking challenges right onthe-floor.
• Solutions Showcase -Demonstrations, cooperative technology
demonstrations by leading vendors including ATM, APPN, Fast
Ethernet and Multimedia.
You will see the hottest new
technologies demonstrated
by more than 600 of the
world's leading networking companies.You'll
leave the show ready
to make the best possible buying decisions
for your company.
Because when you see

it at NetWorld+Interop, you know
it works!
Don't wait. Pre-register
now and attend FREE!
NetWorld+Interop 94 Las Vegas
takes place May 2-6,1994 (exhibits
open May 4-6) at the Las Vegas
Convention Center.
For more information and
details on how to attend FREE
(a $50 savings), or to become an
exhibitor, call 1-800-488-2883
Extension 314.
Outside the U.S., call
415-578-6900, or contact us
over the Internet at
networldeinterop.com!'
Don't miss this
unparalleled chance to
experience the best in
networking.
'More information is available
through Interop's Gopher Server at
programs.interop.com and World Wide
Web (URL http://programs.interop£om).

NetWorld.Interop 94 Is produced by Interop Company. Interop is aregistered trademark and Configuration Clinic. Internet Showcase, InteropNet and Solutions Showcase are trademarks of Interop Company: NetWorld is a
service mark of Novell, Inc. 01994 Interop Company, 303 Vintage Park. Foster City, CA 94404. 415-578-6900. Fax: 415-525-0221. Illustration by Kenneth Gilliam Associates/Michael Kunisaki.

Hands On Under the Hood

The Panose Typeface-Matching System
A system for matching static or distortable fonts
BOGGAN AND

MICHAEL DE LAURENTIS

A

sthe popularity of the dozen or so inexpensive font libraries on the market attests, computer users cannot resist fonts.
Perhaps because fonts deliver on the
promise of personalizing the PC, documents are dressed
in everything from Aachen to Zapf Dingbats.
This creative freedom comes at aprice, however, as
fonts present asignificant barrier to document portability. When documents containing fonts are exchanged between platforms and among networked workgroup users,
problems inevitably occur. For example, aproposal formatted in Century Old Style that's sent to aWindows
system that doesn't have Century Old Style installed will
likely be displayed and printed on the Windows system
in Times New Roman, destroying the document' sline
endings and page breaks in the process.
Or aPC document containing CG Omega
might be sent to aMacintosh counterpart
that doesn't recognize that the font is identical to Optima and instead displays the
document in Courier.
The Panose typeface-matching system
from Else Ware (Seattle, WA) attempts to
solve these font problems. Panose has been
adopted by avariety of software and hardware vendors, including Aldus, Go Corp.,
Hewlett-Packard, Lotus, Microsoft, and
No Hands Software. Many type vendors,
including Agfa, Bitstream, and Microsoft,
have also licensed Panose for use in their
retail font products. By objectively classifying fonts according to their visual characteristics, the Panose system selects and
replaces fonts in documents on avariety
of platforms, including Windows, Macintosh, DOS, Unix, and PenPoint systems.
The Trouble with Fouts
Font-portability problems are not surprising, given the widespread popularity of
font libraries from many vendors. Since font packages
provide users with lots of fonts at acost of just pennies
each, most users have one or two of these packages installed on their system.
The font vendors themselves are partially to blame
for the font-portability problem. Over the past 20 years,
many font vendors have licensed or recut the popular
type designs, marketing the fonts under new names.
Name variations between vendors are the most common.

Linotype-Hell owns atypeface that it calls Optima; Agfa
calls its version of the same design CG Omega. Interplatform font-name variations are also common, even
within asingle vendor's product line. Adobe uses the
name GoudyOldStyle for one of its fonts on the Macintosh but calls its PC version Goudy Old Style (with
spaces). Such confusing name variations alone are enough
to throw amonkey wrench into the process of sharing
documents.
The growing popularity of workgroup products such as
Lotus Notes and Microsoft Windows for Workgroups
aggravates font-portability problems by increasing the
likelihood of shared documents between computers.
Portable computing also adds to the document shuffle
between computers with different font configurations.
Since fonts don't travel with documents, formatting is
lost unless all computers that call up adocument have the
fonts requested by it.

JAMES YANG O 1994

SCOTT

Current Approaches to Font Substitution
Windows and the Macintosh address the font-substitution
problem in very different ways, as do different applications vendors. Even without knowing it, most Windows
users have experienced the Windows solution to missing
fonts: When you open adocument containing amissing
font, the Windows font mapper finds asubstitute and
supplies it to the application. Since the Windows font
mapper provides no notification of this process, it's often
MAY 1994 BYTE
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difficult to tell when afont is missing.
maining nine digits. The standard fonts
Furthermore, there is no easy way to
used for European languages belong
ASample Panose Number
customize Windows font replacements,
to the Latin Text and Display family,
since Microsoft chose not to provide
and the remaining nine digits describe
Times New Roman
an interface to Windows font mapping.
serif style, weight, proportion, con2263545234
How does the Windows font mapper
trast, stroke variation, arm style, leti Attribute
Setting
work? The Windows core mapper uses
terform, midline, and x-height. Script
" x-height
Large
weighted penalties to identify the closfonts belong to the Latin Script fam--, Midline
Standard
est font replacement and then provides
ily, and the remaining nine digits deLetterform
Round
the application with the font having
scribe tool kind, weight, monospace,
Arm style
Straight arms
the smallest penalty. The mapper asaspect ratio, contrast, topology, form,
Stroke variation Transitional
signs large penalties to font attributes
finials, and x-ascent (see the figure "A
Contrast
Medium low
such as character set, output precision,
Sample Panose Number").
Proportion
Modern
variable or fixed pitch, face name, famSince each digit in the Panose numWeight
Medium
ily type, and height. Although these
ber is an integer, it expresses afew
Serif style
Cove
attributes preserve the overall feeling
discrete values. Therefore, afont's
Family kind
Latin text
of the font, they ignore such critical
weight (which can range from light to
visual characteristics as serif style,
extra black) is measured and categoweight, proportion, and contrast. In ad- The Panose typeface classification number is a10-digit description of rized in one of 11 buckets. Similarly,
dition, the Windows mapper doesn't afont's critical visual characteristics.
serif style is placed in one of 14 buckhandle font-name variations very well.
ets according to its shape. This apIn practice, Windows usually replaces missing fonts with either
proach keeps Panose numbers very compact while providing
Anal or Times New Roman.
enough information to find the closest match to agiven font.
The Mac OS takes adifferent approach: If the requested font
Panose classification procedures are the rules and equations
is not available, it notifies the user and displays the missing font
used for determining a 10-digit Panose classification number.
in Courier. Although it effectively highlights the problem, this apFont classification begins by printing selected characters from a
proach forces the user to either install the missing font or reforfont and measuring various attributes. For example, the widest and
mat the document.
narrowest stems on the uppercase 0 are measured, and the ratio
Windows 3.1 provides vendors of applications and fonts with
between the two is used to determine the value of the contrast digasolution to font portability: font embedding. Embedding lets you
it. There are atotal of 65 Panose measurements, but through aproinclude TrueType fonts in adocument file. There are two types
cess of elimination most fonts can be accurately classified in
of font embedding: read-only and read-write. Read-only fonts
five steps (for sans serif) or nine steps (for serif), depending on
allow arecipient of ashared document to use the embedded font
shape complexity.
for viewing and printing only; when the document is closed, the
Once afont has been classified, the Panose classification numfonts are deleted. Read-write embeddable fonts are permanently
ber is registered and stored in adatabase that is distributed with
installed on the system, allowing the user full access to the font
the Panose mapper. Panose numbers are also embedded in docfor editing, viewing, and printing documents.
uments created by applications that are Panose-aware. When
However, font embedding is not apractical solution to the
documents are shared between Panose-aware applications, those
font problem. Few applications vendors support it, and the idea
applications reference the Panose database before referencing
has been coolly received by font vendors, most of whom limit
the Panose numbers that are already embedded in the documents.
their support to read-only access. Most important, embedding
fonts increases document file sizes according to the size of the
The Panose Mapper
font files. For instance, because TrueType fonts range from 35 KB
When adocument is brought into aPanose-aware application, the
to 70 KB, embedding four fonts in adocument increases its size
application or operating system requests afont name from the
by approximately 200 KB.
MAI (Mapper Application Interface), which in turn queries the
Panose Font Mapping
In an effort to resolve font problems in portable-document software, the Panose font mapper uses techniques that differ from
those of font embedding. The key to the Panose font classification
and matching system is the Panose typeface classification number, a10-byte description of afont's visual characteristics.
There are two other components to the Panose system: classification procedures and the Panose mapper. The classification
procedures are used to assign aPanose number to afont. The
Panose mapper accepts the number of each missing font, compares
it against the fonts on the system, and then selects the closest
match. The mapper also provides an interface for the user to
adjust the mapper tolerances and override the replacements it
provides.
The Panose number is an array of 10 digits. The first digit
identifies the font family and determines the meaning of the re1.8.8
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Core Mapper Services. The core mapper returns aPanose number to the MAI, which consults the Panose exceptions database for
acustom mapping. If there is no exception in the database, the
mapper displays aResults dialog box that tells the user what was
found and allows the option to override the mapping. Finally,
the mapper supplies the replacement font to the application or
operating system (see the figure "The Panose Architecture" on
page 190).
The Panose mapper software determines the closest possible
font match on any given system by comparing the Panose numbers of the requested and available fonts. The individual Panose
digits are compared, weighted by their typographic importance
(e.g., weight carries more importance than contrast), and summed
to provide anumerical visual distance.
The components of the Panose mapper include the Core Mapper Services and the MAI. The Panose mapper also includes a
database of registered Panose numbers for most common font
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Hands On Under the Hood
The MAI provides additional
services for Windows and Macintosh applications developers. The
Panose font-matching results
OK I
MAI includes sample dialog boxCancel I
Missing font:
Substituted font:
es for both platforms, database serp}ml r!
vices for retrieving Panose numAnal
Anal
Application
bers, and an API that's designed
Anal Narrow
Anal Narrow
and/or
Book Antique
Book Antique
for simple integration of Panose
operating system
Substituted font Holy (system default)
mapping into the application's ex- isting font-selection mechanism.
Results dialog box
Face namel
The mapper algorithm starts
Exceptions
with two lists: fonts requested by a
database
Environmentdocument, and fonts available on
dependent
MAI
the system. The mapper considers
each font in the requested list inEnvironmentindependent
dependently and looks for the best
Panose number
("core")
choice among the available fonts.
The result is aone-to-many mapPanose
ping from the required list to the
matching
available list.
The mapper first checks the
available fonts; if no matches are
A depiction of the Panose mapper's execution flow when afont is requested by an application and/or the operating system. A
found, it looks at the exceptions
font is requested when adocument is brought into aPanose-aware application.
list. Finally, it compares the required font against the entire list
names. This allows accurate replacements should adocument
of available fonts and maps to the first font returned. If the mapprovide only the missing font's name or request afont without an
per can't find amatch within the specified tolerance, it returns the
embedded Panose number.
default font.
The Core Mapper Services represent the basic Panose services
The MAI also looks at other factors when matching fonts.
for selecting the closest visual match or enumerating fonts by
These include the followiag:
visual distance from atarget font. The mapper looks at several factors when mapping fonts. These include the following:
•Substitution tolerance sets Panose mapping tolerance, which

The Panose Architecture

1

1

•The match value is the number returned by the font mapper to
assess the visual similarity of two fonts. It is obtained by comparing each of the digits of the Panose number, multiplying each
comparison by aweight, and adding them together. A small
match value indicates agood match.
•The threshold is anumber that indicates the highest acceptable
match value. This is used as an optimization by the font mapper
to abort the match process once it has determined that the match
value will be beyond the threshold. If no fonts can be found with
amatch that's less than the threshold, the default font is used. The
threshold can be relaxed so that the mapper computes the match
value regardless of its size.
•Penalty tables contain the numbers that evaluate the closeness
of two Panose digits. The tables can be thought of as 2-D arrays
where the value from one digit indexes the row and the value
from the other digit indexes the column. In reality, the mapper
stores the tables in acompact form since, depending on the digit, there may be agreat deal of repetition or aclear pattern in the
penalty values. Each digit in aPanose number has one penalty
table.
•Mapper weights are numbers that control the impact each penalty table value has on the match value. There is one weight for each
digit. After the mapper computes the penalty value, it multiplies
the result by the weight. All the weighted penalties are added
together to yield the match value.
•Cross-class mapping makes it possible to use aPanose number
from one classification system to select afont in adifferent classification. The current mapper supports cross-class mapping for
Latin text to kanji text and vice versa.
11.90
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determines when the mapper gives up and substitutes the system default.
•The Alternate Spellings feature enables the user to modify the
spelling list that comes with the MAI. This list captures cross-platform naming variations, such as Avant Garde (Macintosh) and
AvantGarde (Windows).
•The Matching Exceptions feature lets the user customize the
behavior of the mapper. Exceptions are typically used to break
ties between two otherwise identical matches. For example,
Times on the Macintosh would typically map to Times New Roman in Windows, but an equally valid match may be Dutch
Roman (a Bitstream font). Exceptions can also be used to create
special mappings should the user want to do so.
The Panose number database contains over 2500 name—to—
Panose number records for common TrueType, Type 1, Unix,
and printer fonts. The database is included with the rest of the
Panose mapper components and is redistributed to the end user.
All the Panose mapper components contribute very little overhead
to aWindows system, consuming only 238 KB of file space.
Overcoming the Limitations
Panose 1.0's bucketizing scheme keeps Panose numbers compact while providing enough information to find the closest match
to agiven font, but it does have some limitations. For instance,
since the font mapper uses lookup tables to calculate the differences between two fonts, classifying anew family (e.g., kanji) under Panose 1.0 requires an updated table for all existing systems.
In addition, alarge number of font attributes don't fit neatly into
buckets, especially with distortable font technologies such as
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power and simplicity. It lets you
analyze and manipulate data
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with acomprehensive range of
advanced statistical procedures,
and present your results with
stunning graphics.
Just point and click
SYSTAT is afull-fledged Windows
application. Just point and click.
SYSTAT's QuickStat' buttons give
you simple, single-click shortcuts
to common statistical analyses.
More statistics, from the basic
to the most sophisticated
Afull range of univariate and
multivariate statistics—from ttests
to multidimensional scaling. With
afew clicks you can turn most statistics into graphs and perform:
• multiway crosstabs with log
linear modeling
• nonparametric statistics
• principal components and
factor analysis
• cluster analysis
• time series
• nonlinear estimation
• correlation matrices
• means, effect, and dummy
models
• post hoc tests

SYSTAT for WINDOWS
SYSTAT offers the most
advanced multivariate general linear model available for Windows.
The most graphics
No other statistical or graphics
package can produce all the scientific and technical graphs that
SYSTAT can—nor surpass its ease of
use. Graphics capabilities include:
• histograms
• single, multiple, stacked, and
range bar graphs
• single and grouped box plots
• stem-and-leaf diagrams
• pie charts
• scatterplot matrices
• 3-D data and function plots
• contour plots
• control charts
• maps with geographic projections
• Chernoff faces
• complete color spectrum
• log and power scales
• confidence intervals and ellipses
• linear, quadratic, step, spline,
polynomial, LOWESS, exponential, and log smoothing
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statistical algorithms, and
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Hands On Under the Hood
Panose Space Properties
1. Each digit represents an axis; thus, Panose space can have up
to m dimensions, where m is the maximum number of Panose digits.
2. Asingle static font is represented as apoint in Panose space.
3. Adistortable font is represented as ahigher-order object, such
as aline, polygon, or cube.
4. The distance between two fonts in Panose space measures the
visual similarity between the fonts: The shorter the distance, the
greater the similarity.
5. Panose space is extensible. In the rare circumstance that afont is
created that does not exist in Panose space, new digits are used to
account for it, thus widening the scope of Panose space to include
the font.

Panose space to the distortable font's space. Thus, once it finds
the point nearest to the requested font, Panose can derive the appropriate settings for the distortable font technology to construct
the font.
This highlights afundamental difference between Panose 1.0
and 2.0. Panose 1.0 digits describe afont, but the logic for assessing the visual distance between two fonts resides in the mapping software. Panose 2.0 digits represent afont's position in a
Panose space where, by definition, the distance between two
fonts is their visual distance. Thus, the logic for assessing visual distance actually happens when the font is classified (i.e.,
when its position in Panose space is determined).
This means the Panose 2.0 mapping algorithm is very simple:
Each digit is stored with an ID number, or tagged digit. The
mapper lines up digits with the same ID value and executes the
distance algorithm. This allows for asmall, fast, scalable algorithm
that never needs to be modified.
The Next Step
Since Panose can provide so much detail about afont, the next
logical step is to use Panose numbers to synthesize fonts. ElseWare's Infinifont system, an extension of the Panose system,
can do just that. For distortable font technologies such as TrueType GX and Multiple Masters, Panose can create many fonts
from one master font. As with Panose 2.0, each of these master
fonts can be represented by ashape (e.g., aline, square, or cube)
in Panose 2.0 space.
Using the 36 Panose 2.0 digits, Infinifont can synthesize a
font that captures the basic serif shape, stem shape, weight, contrast, and width. This provides enough data for Infinifont to recreate the approximate shape of the font, but the font would be
somewhat homogenized and would lack the subtle intricacies
that distinguish the best type designs.
To capture these intricacies, the Infinifont system accepts input from detail strings, which provide additional data for adjusting specific aspects of afont design. Infinifont supports global detail strings that adjust the characteristic of afont (e.g., the thickness
of all uppercase diagonal stems) and local detail strings that adjust the individual aspects of aparticular character (e.g., the distance by which alowercase jextends below the baseline).
The small size of these descriptor files
S
pace
makes Infinifont very efficient. Because
most TrueType fonts consume 30 to 70
KB of disk space, alibrary of 150 fonts
could easily consume 7.5 MB; Infinifont
can store the same library in roughly 500
KB. This makes Infinifont attractive for
such system components as printers, personal digital assistants, operating systems,
and software applications.•

Apple's TrueType GX and Adobe Multiple Masters. Distortable
type allows the user to modify afont's attributes (e.g., weight
or width) to generate thousands of variations from asingle master outline.
The revised Panose system, Panose 2.0, expands the 10 digits
used in Panose 1.0 to define 36 font traits in 100 bytes of data. In
addition, the classification scheme is more quantitative. For example, Panose 1.0 uses asingle value for serif style; Panose 2.0
has individual measurements for serif width, height, tip size, tip
roundness, angle, balance, foot pitch, and more.
Panose 2.0 numbers have an arithmetic relationship and can be
viewed as axes of acoordinate system. In Panose 2.0 terminology,
each Panose 2.0 digit is represented by an axis in Panose space.
The value of asingle Panose digit is represented by apoint along
the axis. The Panose match value is simply aweighted distance
between two points (here, weighted means each axis can be scaled
to place greater emphasis on the distance for that digit). In simple terms, the Panose match value (or visual distance) can be
expressed using the standard Cartesian
distance formula.
Given the Panose-space base propel A2-D Panose 2.0
ties, any font can be defined in terms of
Panose space. This provides acomprehensive system for describing and comparing fonts. In the figure "A 2-D Panose
2.0 Space," the font that is closest to font
A is font G, asingle-axis distortable font
(increasing the axis value for the font increases its contrast and weight). To find
the closest match for aparticular distortable font, Panose first locates the normal through the distortable font (line G
in the figure) that passes through the requested font (point A in the figure). The
distance along that normal is the match
value between the two fonts. In addition,
Weight
that point on the distortable font represents the instance of the font that you want A2-DPanose 2.0 space containing distortable fonts. Known
Panose-classified fonts are represented as asingle point in
to match.
Panose 2.0 space (e.g., points A—F). Distortable fonts can be
A Panose 2.0 number contains suffi- represented by ashape such as aline or asquare (e.g., line G
cient information for converting from and square Ill.
192
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Hands On Some Assembly Required

The Icon Programming Language
A

now way to dual with strings and structuras

RALPH E. GRISWOLD

Icon is avery high-level, general-purpose programming language with a
strong emphasis on processing strings
of characters and complicated structures. It was developed at the University of Arizona under the support of the National Science Foundation as a
byproduct of research on high-level facilities for nonnumeric computation.
That description is accurate, but it doesn't really tell
you what the language is like or why so many programmers love it. I'll explain these things and give some examples that convey the nature of the language.
An important issue in designing Icon was making programming easy, quick, and, we hoped, fun. The success
of this design philosophy is illustrated by
the fact that Icon programs are typically
one-tenth to one-third the size of equivalent C programs and can be written correspondingly faster.
Programming tasks that require extensive manipulations of strings and structures
are surprisingly common. Compilers, word
processors, and databases are examples.
Icon has been used for many things, including text formatting, natural-language
processing, program generation, rapid prototyping, and AI. Because it's easy to program in Icon, programmers often use it for
one-shot, throwaway applications. But this
language is also popular for the most complex applications, including those of aspeculative nature, where quick results and ease
of modification are vital.
Icon started on Unix but is now available for many platforms, ranging from PCs
to mainframes: the Amiga, the Atari ST,
the Macintosh, MS-DOS, MVS, OS/2,
many Unix systems, VAX, and VM/CMS.
Implementations for Win32 and Windows
NT are in progress. All implementations, including the
source code, are in the public domain.
Major Features
Icon has many types of data to support awide range of
computational tasks. Integers, real (i.e., floating-point)
numbers, and strings are familiar. In Icon, structures such
as lists and tables with associative lookup are also data
types. More on this later.
To make programming easier, Icon does not have type
declarations. Type declarations make it easier to implePHOTOGRAPHY: LINDA SALAZAR © 1994

ment alanguage, but they often require tedious, verbose,
and error-prone coding.
Although Icon lacks type declarations, it is astrongly
typed language. During program execution, it checks
types when necessary to ensure that they are correct. It
also converts types automatically when necessary; for
example, it converts numbers to strings for writing without any explicit action in the program. Similarly, in operations that expect anumber, astring that looks like a
number is automatically converted to anumber. In other
words, the implementation handles many matters that
you have to explicitly program in most programming
languages.
Like other powerful programming languages that date
back to Lisp, Icon manages storage automatically. It creates objects as needed during program execution. Space

for them is provided automatically, and unused space is
garbage-collected when necessary. There also is no limit on the size of objects other than the amount of available
memory. Some kinds of objects even grow and shrink
automatically.
With an emphasis on processing strings and structures,
you'd expect Icon to have alarge repertoire of operations for dealing with such data. It does, but more important, it provides new ways of thinking about strings and
structures that make programming easy and natural. For
example, strings in Icon are true first-class values, not
MAY 1994
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Hands On Some Assembly Required
arrays of characters. A string-scanning faFor example, upto( s1,s2 )generates all
cility supports sophisticated pattern matchthe locations, from left to right, at which
ing without tedious bookkeeping. At the
characters of s1occur in s2. If you only ask
Control structures use the
heart of Icon is goal-directed evaluation,
for one, you get the first, as in
which automatically searches among altersuccess or failure of a
native results.
first := upto("=", line)
computation initiated by an Icon
On the face of it, an Icon program looks
alot like aC or Pascal program. A program
expression instead of the
which produces the location of the first equal
consists of acollection of procedures, and
sign in the line. If there is no equal sign,
somewhat
formal
notions
of
each procedure contains expressions that
upto( )fails, and no assignment is made.
true and false. This idea alone
perform computations. Syntax clearly isn't
It's agood idea to check for this. If you want
everything, and as you get into programall locations, there is acontrol structure to do
makes Icon programs shorter
ming in Icon, you'll see how its powerful
that:
and easier to write than those
semantics and automatic handling of details
stand behind afamiliar appearance.
in most programming languages.
every write(upto("=", line))
It's time for afew simple examples.
Here's about as simple aprogram as you'll
writes all the locations.
find—a main procedure that writes out agreeting:
Sometimes asuccessful computation depends on acombination
procedure main()
write("Hello world")
end
Now suppose you have afile that contains alot of numbers, one
per line, and you want to know their sum:
procedure main()
count := 0
while count +:— read()
write(count)
end
Each number that is read increments the count. Note that Icon automatically converts the values read from strings to numbers for
addition, and it automatically converts the final number to a
string for writing. The loop terminates when there is no more
data to read. No test for an end-of-file is needed—read ()simply
fails at the end of data.
Expression Evaluation
Much lies behind expression evaluation. In the real world, we
constantly try to do things that may or may not be possible, and
sometimes our attempts fail. That's fundamental to expression
evaluation in Icon. If acomputation cannot be performed (which
is different from an erroneous computation), the expression fails.
Control structures use the success or failure of acomputation
initiated by an Icon expression instead of the somewhat formal notions of true and false. This idea alone makes Icon programs
shorter and easier to write than those in most programming
languages.
In the real world, there are often many ways of doing things—
alternative courses of action. For example, you may have achoice
of doors by which to leave alarge store. The same situation occurs in many programming tasks. Suppose, for example, that
you want to locate equal signs in aline of aprogram. There may
be many equal signs. You may or may not want to know where
the first one is. You may want to know where all of them are. In
most programming languages, you have to pick your way through
the line, keeping track of where you are, doing index arithmetic,
and so forth.
In Icon, the computation is handled differently. A computation
that has many alternatives generates those alternatives as needed.
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of things. For example, to find out if an equal sign occurs in aline
at alocation greater than 10, all that's needed is
if upto("=", line) > 10 then write("yes")
else write("no")
Here, the comparison operation keeps asking for locations until
one is greater than 10. If there is one, yes is written. If there
isn't, no is written.
The idea of generators opens up all kinds of possibilities. One
useful generator is ito j, which generates the integers from ito
jin sequence. With this, Icon doesn't need afor control structure. For example,
every step := 1 to 10 do
p(step)
calls p(1), p(2),
pactly with just

p(10 ). This can also be done more com-

every p(1 to 10)
Alternation, denoted by avertical bar, generates its arguments.
For example, in
upto("=", linel I line2)
the second argument of up to()is agenerator, so the locations of
equal signs first in li nel and then in li ne2 are generated. You
can even write your own generators using procedures, so the
possibilities are endless.
String Scanning
I'll shift gears now and look at string analysis. Scanning is based
on the idea of asubject string that is the focus of the analysis. A
cursor keeps track of the location of interest in the subject.
String scanning has the form s?expr, where sis the subject
of scanning and expr performs the scanning. The cursor starts at
the beginning of the subject and can be moved by move( i),
which advances it icharacters, and tab(i ), which sets it to the
ith character. These functions fail and don't move the cursor if
it is outside the range of the subject. As an example,
text ? while write(move(1))
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writes the characters of text, one per line.
Much of the power of string scanning comes from using analysis functions like upto ()to provide the argument to tab( )and
to move the cursor accordingly. Suppose, for example, that you
are interested in the op codes that are used in an assembly language program. I'll assume asyntax in which op codes follow the
first blank field of aline and are themselves followed by ablank
field before their operands. Op codes can be found as follows:

EAS

ws := " \t"
line ? I
tab(upto(ws))
tab(many(ws))
opcode := tab(upto(ws))
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The string ws defines white space—blanks or tabs. Several
expressions are needed for scanning, so they are enclosed in
braces. The first expression locates the beginning of the first
blank field. (In string scanning, analysis functions are applied
to the subject and need no second argument.) The second expression skips over this field, using many( ), which produces the
location at the end of asequence of characters. The op code is
whatever follows until the next white-space character.
In practice, alittle bit more is needed to skip comment lines,
handle op codes without operands, and perhaps check for correct
syntax. I've omitted these niceties here to avoid complicating
the example, but you'll find them in the listing "Tabulating Op
Codes."
You can use the scanning expression above in anumber of
ways, which suggests that you should encapsulate the code in a
procedure:
procedure opcode(line)
WS := " \t"
line ? 1
tab(upto(ws))
tab(many(ws))
return tab(upto(ws))
end
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The argument is aline of code, and the value returned is the
op code. For example, you could use this procedure to write out
all the op codes:
while line :
= read() do
write(opcode(line))
This is just one example of the endless possibilities of string
scanning.
Structures
Except for the simplest file analysis and generation, string-processing tasks require structures to organize the data—lists of
strings, symbol tables, and so on. Icon provides four kinds of
built-in structures: records, lists, sets, and tables.
Records are similar to those in other programming languages,
and Iwon't bother to describe them here. Lists in Icon can be used
in two ways: as one-dimensional arrays subscripted by position,
and as stacks and queues in which elements are added and removed at the ends.
continued
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Hands On Some Assembly Required
Sets are collections of distinct values. You can add and remove members to and from sets and compute the union, intersection, and differences of sets.
Tables provide associative lookup; they are like lists, but they
can be subscripted with any kind of value, not just integers. Table
subscripts are called keys, and each key has avalue associated with
it. If atable is subscripted with akey that is not already in the table,
anew table entry is added.
Structures themselves are data values. You can assign them to
variables, pass them as arguments to procedures, and so on. All
structures in Icon can be heterogeneous; that is, they can contain values of any type, and the same structure can contain values
of different types. For example, alist can contain integers, strings,
and even lists.
I'll continue with the example of extracting op codes from an
assembly language file to illustrate how you can use some of
Icon's structures. Writing out all the op codes as illustrated above
might be useful in some situations, but it's usually more helpful
to accumulate all the op codes and process them in some way. A
list of op codes is agood place to start. It can be constructed as
follows:
oplist := list(0)
while line :
= read() do
put(oplist. opcode(line))
The first line assigns an empty list—a list with no elements—
to oplist. In the loop, instead of writing out the op codes produced by opcode (), you can append them to op 1ist using one
of Icon's functions that treat alist as aqueue. The final result is
alist of all op codes in order of appearance. Note that it is not necessary to know in advance how many op codes there are: Lists
grow in size automatically, and there's no limit to their size except the amount of available memory.
You could use the list of op codes in many ways. To get a
listing of the op codes, you could index through the list, writing
each element:
every i := 1 to *oplist do
write(oplist[i])

call (612) 531-0603
to order!

The expression *opl ist gives the number of elements in the
list.
There's abetter way to do this. The expression f
Xgenerates all
the elements of the structure X. For lists, it generates them from
beginning to end. To write all the elements of oplist, all you need
is the following:

Now you can create amultim
presentation in one hour! SST
maximizes Windows 3.1 and I
you produce dynamic preven
lions I
ornplete with scrolling,

every write(!oplist)

text, sound effects, narration;
graphs, pictures, live motion
video -even interactive capabilities
SST works like aslide carousel and aV
player. tt iatss easy-to-learn point & click an
drag & drop dial> it utilizes two revolutionary'
operating techniques that no longer require you to learn complicat
script languages or ,leal with time-baset Iediting systems. It's the easy
way to get into the multimedia action and make your presentations soar!.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. create amultimedia presentation in

Suppose, now, that you want to know which op codes are used
in the program. The complete list almost certainly contains duplicates—probably many. Finding the distinct op codes is ajob
for acomputer, not aperson.
Icon's sets make this easy. By definition, avalue can be a
member of aset only once. A simple change to the code above is
all that's needed for writing the distinct op codes:

sixty minutes or return for arefund. Call for details and limitations.
Ay Me,

7100 Northland Circle, Suite 401
Minneapolis, MN 55428

Aut..i. ear.- (612) 531-0603
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opset :
= set()
while line := read() do
insert(opset, opcode(line))
every write(lopset)
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Hands On Some Assembly Required
The function set ()creates an empty
set. Insertion automatically checks for
values already in the set and doesn't add
them—something you'd have to program
in most languages. Incidentally, Icon does
this efficiently with dynamic hashing—
not something you'd be likely to implement yourself.
Another thing needed to make the code
really useful is sorting. All you need is
an additional function in the last line:
every write(!sort(opset))

procedure main()
# Table for the opcodes
optab := table(0)
# Process the input, counting the opcodes
while line :- read() do
optab[opcode(line)] +:- 1
oplist
sort(optab, 3)

Program Output
Opcode tabulation:

# Write out the results in columns
write("Opcode tabulation:")
write()
while write(left(get(oplist),
end
procedure opcode(line)
ws
" \t"
# Analyze the 1ine
line ? I
if any(":") then fail
if tab(upto(ws)) &
tab(many(ws)) &
code :- tab(upto(ws)
then return code
else fail

Having gotten this far, you can do one
more thing that might be useful in the
analysis of op-code usage: Count the
number of occurrences of each one. Here
is where Icon's table data type comes in:
optab :
= table(0)
while line :
= read() do
optab[opcode(line)] +:= 1
oplist := sort(optab, 3)
while write(get(oplist),

Tabulating Op Codes

6),

right(get(oplist),

6))

# White-space characters

# Skip comment lines
# Find blank field
0)

call
cmp
db
dd
dw
jnz
les
mov
pop
push
ret
X0r

2
1
1
3
8
1
3
22
1
6
2
3

# Skip blank field
# To blank or end of line

end

get(oplist))

The first line assigns an empty table to optab. The 0is not the size
of the table, but rather the initial value used for all entries in it.
Each value that opcode( )produces is used as akey to subscript
the table. For example, if opcode( )returns "mov", the subscripting expression is equivalent to
optab["mov"] +:= 1
which increments the entry for "mov" by 1. The first time optab
is subscripted with this key, anew entry is created with an initial
value of 0, increasing the table size. This new value is then incremented to 1.
The expression sort(optab, 3) sorts the table, producing alist
in which there are two elements for each table entry: one for the
key, and another for the value associated with the key. The value 3sorts the table according to the key so that the op codes are
in alphabetical order. The last line writes out the keys and their associated values with aseparating colon. The function get( )removes the first (i.e., left-most) element of the list—first akey
and then its associated value. Note that wri te( )has three arguments, which are written in order on aline.

A complete program to tabulate op codes is shown in the listing "Tabulating Op Codes." In addition to the improvements on
string scanning mentioned earlier, the output is formatted in
columns, as shown in the sample output.
Other Features
Icon has alarge repertoire of functions. It's not just alanguage for
processing strings and structures. You can do numerical computation if you want. It also has anumber of sophisticated features,
including an expression-level coroutine facility, that Idon't have
room to describe here.
Recently, contributors at the University of Arizona have added
high-level facilities for graphics and window operations to Icon;
these facilities are comparable in power to Icon's repertoire for processing strings and structures. But that's awhole other story.•
Editor's note: The source code for OPCODES is available electronically. See page 5for details.
Ralph E. Griswold is aRegents' Professor in the computer science department
at the University ofArizona. He specializes in programming language design
and implementations. You can reach him on the Internet at ralph@cs.arizona
.edu or on BIX do "editors."

What's Available and Where
There is both an interpreter and an optimizing
compiler for Icon. The interpreter gets into

Implementation of the Icon Programming
Language (Griswold and Griswold, Princeton

execution quickly and is best for program
development. Interpreted code runs fast enough

tains the current version of the most popular PC
implementations of Icon and provides gateways

University Press, 1986, ISBN 0-691-08431-9).
Technical reports provide supplementary
documentation. Afree newsletter about Icon is

to comp.lang.icon and the Arizona FIP site.
To subscribe to the newsletter, order books,
get program material on magnetic media, or just

published three times ayear and is available
from the Icon project.

find out more about Icon, contact

possible execution time. There is also a large
library of programs and procedures that is an
excellent resource for persons new to Icon as

supplementary documentation are available by

for most applications. A 32-bit C compiler can be
used for applications where you need the fastest

well as for experienced Icon programmers.
The main documentation for Icon is The Icon
Programming Language (Griswold and Griswold.
Prentice-Hall, 1990, ISBN 0-13-447889-4). There
is also a book on the implementation: The
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Implementations, the program library, and
anonymous FTP to cs.arizona.edu; cd /icon and
get READ.ME for navigation instructions.
The Internet newsgroup comp.lang.icon provides aforum for discussion about Icon. BIX also
has aconference on Icon, named icon. It main-

Icon Project
Department of Computer Science
The University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-8448
fax: (602) 621-4246
icon-project@cs.arizona.edu

Hands On Beyond DOS

IPX and NetBIOS for OS/2
Programming IPX and Not1310S is easier than you think
BARRY NANCE

If your organization is like the one I
work in, in the past two years you've
grown to have amixture of DOS, DOSand-Windows, and OS/2 machines in
your office. Your file servers probably run Novell NetWare, IBM OS/2 LAN Server, or acombination of the
two. I've found that writing software for such an organization can be interesting, to say the least.
When my team recently developed aSQL Server—
based application that everyone on the LAN could access, Iwrote the over-the-wire message-passing software for each of the three platforms. Ialso wrote the
code that, through SQL Server's 16-bit programming interface, delivered SQL statements to the database manager
and sent responses back to each workstation.
In aheterogeneous LAN environment, message packets don't carry an identifier of the operating system or environment running on each computer. Messages flow
through the wire from PC to PC (most often from workstation to file server and
back—the vast majority of LAN messages
are file-server packets), and it's up to the
sender and receiver to agree on the content
and purpose of each message.
If you transmit amessage packet from a
computer that uses the EBCDIC character
set, an ASCII-based receiver will have to
translate the textual portions of the message from EBCDIC to ASCII. For nontext
(i.e., binary) data fields, some computers
store low-order bytes first, and some computers store high-order bytes first.
However, between computers that use
the same character set and store binary data
in the same format (e.g., DOS, DOS-andWindows, and OS/2 on an Intel CPU), you
can send and receive message packets without worrying about the operating systems
the sender and receiver are using. The programming interface is the only difference
from platform to platform. In aDOS environment, you invoke Interrupt 5Ch to access NetBIOS or
Interrupt 7Ah to access IPX.
From within an OS/2 program, you call functions in a
DLL, which comes with the requester (i.e., LAN Server
or NetWare) that allows the workstation to access the
file server. The NetBIOS function you'll use most often
is NetBiosSubmit O. One of the data items in the NCB
(Network Control Block) indicates which operation that
NCB should perform. While NetBIOS uses NCBs, IPX

uses ECBs (Event Control Blocks). NCBs and ECBs are
data structures containing information about the message packet that you want to send (or that you expect to
receive), including the address and length of the message buffer. IPX has separate functions for different operations: OpenSocket(), Cl oseSocket(), IpxRecei ve( ), and IpxSend().
Requests and Responses
For the new application my team created, SQL Server
runs on an OS/2 2.1 PC. Workstations might run OS/2,
DOS, or Windows. The workstation software, written
by the other team members, calls alow-level client module when the application needs to access the database.
The client module transmits the request over the wire to
the database-server PC.
At the database server, several operations take place.
A computer program receives the request, delivers the
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SQL to SQL Server, binds the result to adata item in
the program, and transmits the data item in amessage
packet back to the client workstation. The program in
the database server, running concurrently alongside and
interfacing with SQL Server, launches adifferent thread
to handle each request.
As is true for most—if not all—relational DBMSes,
SQL Server includes multiplatform enablers that the
team could have used to make the workstation-to-server
MAY 1994
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PEABODY, HERE...
WITH THE
FAX-ON- DEMAN
SYSTEM THAT
WON'T SET YOU
"
WAY BACK."
As arecognized authority in the fields of technology
and history, it is no surprise that COPIA has asked me
to say afew words about their Fax Facts product.
After all, we are both best of breed.
•Retrieve Info via fax/voice

•Fax Broadcast/Fax Mailbox

•Expandable to meet your needs

•Fax from any Windows program

•U.S. Patent holder for same
call fax delivery

•IVR provides realtime queries
•Credit Card charge per fax

acts

TRY THIS DEMO:
708/924-3030
DOC. NO. 889812
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International Ltd.
by

Wheaton, Illinois 60187
708 /682-8898
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ARISTO Graphic Systems
ADivision of 806-AMOUR Inc.
100 Norrh Street. P.O. Box 68,
Bloomsbury. Ni 08804 (3068
Tel (800) 631 •7646
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communications link. The SQL Server enabler is aDOS TSR
program, called DBNMPIPE, which implements named pipes
over NetBIOS. The enabler does essentially what my program
modules do—redirect SQL statements across the LAN.
But the team wanted snappier performance than the enabler,
based on named pipes, would provide. The team wanted the
client software to take as little memory on DOS machines as
possible. And the team wanted an over-the-wire delivery system for SQL statements that would work equally well through either NetBIOS or IPX.
Talking with NetBIOS and IPX
This last criterion became important when asecond group of
people, on aseparate LAN, wanted to use the application. While
the first group used NetBIOS to access LAN Server file servers,
the second group used IPX to access NetWare servers. The second group also strongly resisted adding Novell's NetBIOS emulator on top of the IPX protocol stack they already had in place.
Replacing the NetBIOS calls with IPX calls was almost aonefor-one process. The changes to the low-level code were simple. The programming techniques for NetBIOS datagrams and
IPX datagrams are similar, making it easy to send and receive
over-the-wire messages in OS/2 programs using either protocol.
With the NetBIOS interface, the sender and receiver add their
respective names to the NetBIOS name table using the NB_ADD
_NAME_WAIT command. The name you arbitrarily choose to
give each workstation can have alength of up to 15 printable
characters. NetBIOS returns aname number to each participant
in the NetBIOS dialogue.
The name number is areference point for both sides as the
receiver issues NB_RECEIVE_DATAGRAM_WAIT commands
and the sender issues NB_SEND_DATAGRAM_WAIT commands. Both sides can send and receive messages; you decide how
the dialogue between the participants flows. At the end of the
dialogue, both sides delete their names from the NetBIOS name
table.
The IPX programming interface parallels that of NetBIOS for
sending and receiving datagrams. Both sides open asocket at
the beginning of the conversation between the workstations. At
the end, both sides close their respective sockets. Through an
open socket, one side or the other can send or receive message
packets with their respective program statements.
Message Passing
The IBM and Novell technical references provide more detail
on the NetBIOS and IPX programming interfaces. That detail,
however, is easy to understand if you have abasic understanding
of the functions you use to send and receive message packets. One
of the few difficulties you might run into involves pointers (i.e.,
addresses) that you pass to the NetBIOS and IPX DLLs. NetBIOS.OS2 and IPXCALLS.DLL are 16-bit DLLs that expect
16-bit pointers. The following prototype shows one way to tell the
IBM C/C++ tools compiler to emit the proper 16-bit code for
the NetBi osSubmi t( )function:
extern unsigned short NetBiosSubmit(short, short,
void *);
iipragma linkage (NetBiosSubmit, far16 pascal)
To take advantage of the parallelism between NetBIOS and IPX
datagrams, Ibuilt two DLLs. Iused the same name (NBIPX.DLL)
for each DLL file and the same function names within each DLL
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INCREASE SPEED

COMPATIBILITY

WINProbe uncovers the secrets to faster
Windows operation. Simply click your mouse
on "Tune Up" and ININProbe analyzes your
system, then gives you up to 35 suggestions on
how to speed up your system...

WINProbe requires an IBM AT, 386, 486, PS/2 or
compatible with at least 1MB of RAM, DOS 3.1 or
higher, Windows 3.0 or higher, and either a
Hercules mono, EGA, VGA, or SVGA video. A
mouse is recommended but not required.

• Analyzes SmartDrive settings to improve
hard drive performance
• Identifies and explains how to set up a
permanent swap file
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YOUR OWN PC

2GREAT DEALS!
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WINPROBE..

Few things are more aggravating than computer
downtime and lockups. You waste time waiting for
help and usually pay adear price to get it when you
finally do. Your time is valuable, so let WINProbe
troubleshoot the problem for you. You'll be able to
quickly identify the source of the problem; hardware, software, or configuration. Telephone support
time is slashed. Repair bills drop like arock (SO%
and more of your repair bills are for diagnosing the
problem, WINProbe does it for you at NO COST!).
Tests include...
• CPU and system board in 16 and 32 bit operation
• Math coprocessor
• Memory; conventional, extended, expanded,
and XMS
• COM ports and MODEM control lines
• Floppy drive speed and surface analysis
• Hard drive surface analysis
• Keyboard and scan codes
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WINProbe is available by itself or in aspecial
bundle with PC Certify, Landmark's DOS troubleshooting software and Landmark DOS for Windows, the remarkable DOS-like operating shell for
Windows.

"This $99 toolkit deserves high praise for
ease of use, completeness, and accuracy."
Windows 5ources

"A bargain worth writing home about."
PC Computing

"WINProbe's most impressive offering is its
memory-reclamation capability. This feature
alone is worth the price of admission."
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WINProbe •PC Certify
Landmark DOS for Windows
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PC Computing

RESOLVE SETUP PROBLEMS
Say 'goodbye' to software and hardware configuration and setup problems. WINProbe provides
helpful information on...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installing anew hard drive
CMOS display and edit
IRQ DMA, and UMB usage
What to do when installing an add-in card
Cleaning up *.INI and *.CRP files
Memory allocation and management
Locating and removing duplicated system files

OPTIMIZE MEMORY
WINProbe includes amemory optimization feature
which lets you reclaim memory that Windows applications use but don't properly make available when
you're in another program. Now you can avoid system
crashes and other problems caused by reduced available memory.

90 Day
Money-back
Guarantee!
TO ORDER, OR FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU, CALL

(800) 683-6696
FAX: (813) 443-6603 •Intl (813) 443-1331
Mon-Thur:8AM-9PM, Fri:8AM-6PM, Sat:10AM-3PM
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RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

703 Grand Central Street •Clearwater, FL 34616
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Ever seen agrown pirate cry ?
Just plug this in ... and watch
MEMOPLUG"
The amazing Software protection system based on a
hardware plug. Contains read-write programmable
memory. This system is practical and easy to use for
both programmer and end-user. Supports various
programming languages, operating systems and
types of computers.

U-PLUG"'

The premiere protection plug for UNIX systems
that connects the standard serial port of computers
and workstations.

Design: Zamir studio

LANPLUG"'
Comprehensive network protection starts with
asingle plug. The LANPlug lets you operate
protected software from any workstation on the
network, while supervising anumber of
authorized simultaneous operation applications.

CLOCKPLUG'
This unique Time-limited software protection system is
based on aplug containing areal-time clock. It allows
users limited execution times for leasing and demonstration
applications.
Apassword system allows you to rewind the clock by telephone
U.S. office:

Tel:

1(800) 477-5177

Tel: (813) 744-5177
South Africa:

Holland:
France .
.
Spain:

Fax: (813) 744-5197

LionSoft Tel: 011 640 6002
M.H.P Tel: (31)440612916
C.T.I Tel: (1)47 38 16 17
Eeonomic Data Tel: (34)1 442

Cieck Republic: PC Kompas Fax: (42) 243 II

EliaShim
Al'CROCOMPUTERS
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LTD

5Haganim, P.O. Box 8691
Hadi 35022 ISRAEL
Tel: 972-4-516111, Fax: 972-4-528613

Currently looking for international distributors
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rom time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list
available to other companies whose products or
services would be of interest to our readers. We take
great care to screen these companies, choosing only those
who are reputable. Furthermore, subscriber names are
made available for direct mail purposes only;
telemarketing calls are strictly prohibited.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this carefully managed
program, and look forward to receiving information of
interest to them via the mail. While we believe this
information is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly
respect the wishes of any subscriber who does not want to
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the use of your name, please send your request (including
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subscription account number) to:
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Subscriber Services
PO Box 555
Hightstoun, NJ 08520
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(OpenLANO, Cl oseLAN(), SendMsg( ), and Recel veMsg()). In
one DLL, Icoded to the NetBIOS interface. In the other one, I
coded to the IPX interface.
The main program insulated itself from NetBIOS and IPX by
invoking the functions in the NBIPX DLL. This meant that, on a
given LAN, Ididn't have to distribute adifferent executable file
for NetBIOS and IPX. Icould simply install either the NetBIOS
or IPX version of NBIPX, depending on which protocol that particular LAN uses. The main program is the same for both protocols. For my specific application, Iachieved the same level of generality that named pipes would have offered, without sacrificing
the performance and memory usage that several layers of Novell
or IBM system software would have cost me.

Hidden Awareness
Imanaged to hide the differences between the NetBIOS and IPX
APIs from my program, but Ihad to be constantly aware of the
limitations that using datagrams imposes. The transport protocol
does not guarantee the delivery of datagrams (datagrams are connectiontess), which meant that each message packet had to contain asequence number. The receiver verifies each packet to ensure that no packets in alogical group of packets are dropped.
Ialso designed the dialogue to allow the client workstation to
expect an acknowledgment for each work request packet sent to
the database server. The workstation reissues arequest if it doesn't
get aresponse within ashort time. Iused staggered retry intervals
of hsecond, 1second, 5seconds, and 20 seconds.
Finally, Idesigned the format of each packet to not exceed
the size limitation of datagrams. NetBIOS datagrams can be up
to 512 bytes, while IPX packets can be up to 546 bytes. Stepping
up from datagrams to aconnection-oriented protocol, unfortunately, wasn't asolution to the small-packet problem.
NetBIOS session services, which are connection-oriented and
offer guaranteed delivery, can send and receive 64 KB at atime
and aren't difficult to use. But Novell's session services, provided by the SPX protocol, can send and receive only 534 bytes
at atime. (IPX and SPX can sometimes use larger packets, up to
4202 bytes, depending on the brand of network adapter and software driver in aPC. But Novell's software development kits for
both DOS and OS/2 recommend sticking to the lower size limit.)
Nothing to Fear
Using either NetBIOS or IPX in an OS/2 environment is easier
than you might think. Both protocols are especially good at letting workstations send work requests to software running on unattended PCs on the LAN. Sharing files on afile server, through
the file-redirection functions inherent in the network operating system, is sometimes the wrong way to design aLAN-aware application, particularly if the application uses the file server to store
queues of work requests.
Named pipes are easy to use, of course, but the extra layers of
system software may slow down your application. Going to the
"bare metal" of NetBIOS or IPX will give you better performance and anew perspective on how LANs work. With alittle extra effort, you can even insulate your program from the differences
between NetBIOS and IPX.
Barry Nance, aBYTE contributing editor and aprogrammer for the past 20
years, is the author of Using OS/2 2.1 (Que, 1993), Introduction to Networking (Que, 1992), and Network Programming in C (Que, 1990). He is the
exchange editorfor the IBM Exchange on BIX. He can be reached on the Internet or BIX at barryn@bix.com.
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Crash, Bang Quake
I

had been working late on part 2of my User's Choice Awards
and got to bed about 3:15 a.m. At 4:31 the earthquake hit Chaos
Manor. We knew it was bad because it went on and on, and
we could hear things crashing all over the house. Eventually it
stopped, and we could escape from the bedroom by clambering
over the bookcases that had torn loose and fallen.
We determined that no one in the house was injured, so I
went upstairs to the office. When Igot to the head of the stairs,
Icould go no farther. The Great Hall is 30 feet high, with builtin bookcases extending up 12 feet. Many of those had torn
loose, and all of them had shed their books. Way over at the far
side of the room, Icould see that Percy, the IBM PS/2 Model 77,
was running off the Best Patriot UPS (uninterruptible power
supply), but there was no way Icould get to it. Icould see that both the Cheetah 486/25 and Super Cow, the Gateway 2000 486/66, had fallen over, or at least
their monitors had.
Icould also see that the tropical fish tank had
fallen in shards, making ahorrible "soup" of
books, splinters, fallen plaster, hardware, software, disks, cables, unanswered mail, dead fish,
and everything that had been on the ready-line
tables. It was impossible to get to the other machines, although Iwas pretty sure they were still
turned on because Icould hear the Clary UPS
screaming its "Power Is Off" warning. It would
just have to wait until the morning.
Alex and Igot out the tools and flashlights
and did aquick inspection. Three feet of the
back chimney had fallen into the pool—right
through the pool cover. The front chimney had
new cracks. Amazingly, all the brick facing was
intact. We'll need some repairs, but the outside
of Chaos Manor wasn't badly hurt.
Alex and Ithen went around the block checking on neighbors. Everyone was outside despite
the cold. We noted things like down power lines,
fallen transformers, and burst water mains, which
we reported as soon as telephone service came
back.
Idon't suppose the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power collects these things, but
ILLUSTRATIONS JOSEF GAST 0 1994

I've got abig Chaos Manor Orchid for them.
Within hours, they had patched all the water
lines, got anew transformer up on the pole, and
strapped the dead one so it was harmless; and
well before dark, we had both power and water. Thanks, fellows.

Orchids and Onions
issue forth despite
an earthquake,
operating-system
wars, and aFlying
Windows ordeal

Amazingly, we lost very little. The important computers all work. SuperCow's NEC
MultiSync 4FG monitor fell onto apile of wet
books. Part of the built-in swivel base broke, so
it now rests on awok stove ring; otherwise, SuperCow was undamaged. Big Cheetah fell over
still running, and the Nanao FlexScan T560i
monitor fell on top of it. Neither one seems damaged. The cat ran away and was gone for three
days, but she came back dirty and hungry and
now angrily ignores the aftershocks. The dog
stays close to humans and seems to know when
new shakes are coming.
Ibrought in some help from the Los Angeles
Science Fantasy Society to box everything, so
that Icould get into the office quickly and rebuild. My particular thanks go out to LASFS
Vice President Bob Null and Librarian Leigh
MAY 1994
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Strother-Vien for their assistance.
Although there was alot of destruction,
nothing irreplaceable was ruined. A great
deal of software was part of the soup and
has gone away, as have anumber of CDROM drives, boards, modems, some gadgets, and countless disks. A lot of books
were ruined, but not one rare edition. The
Falcon Iwas awarded by the U.S. Air
Force Academy has been shattered, but I
still have the base with the plaque. We did
lose some Venetian glass, including adecanter of 70-year-old port, but the Apollo
commemorative glasses Mrs. Heinlein
gave me from Robert's collection were
untouched.
Chaos Manor went from its usual mild
but chronic chaos to an acute state, but
we've pretty much returned to normal. The
truly amazing part is that despite all the
stuff that was destroyed, there's still more
to write about than I'll ever get to.

IBM showed up aweek later. Dave
Whittle had made an appointment weeks
before. He brought with him an IBM PS
ValuePoint Pentium, alas incomplete; a
full report on the machine another time.
He also brought Charlie Brown, an OS/2

LAN Server 3.0 Advanced guru. They got
here after the worst was cleaned up, but
there was still plenty of damage control
going on while they set up the system.
The first thing was to install network
cards in both the Pentium (which we have
named Ozzie) and Percy. Ihave always
named my machines and some of you have
laughed at me, but now the network software demands it. Anyway, we had an IBM
Ethernet card for the Pentium; but, alas,
there wasn't one for the Micro Channel
PS/2. We called anumber of electronics
stores: no one stocked either IBM or 3Com
Micro Channel Ethernet cards. We did find
aDanpex EN/2, which is compatible with
NE 2/T (Novell), so Alex went right out
and bought that.
Unfortunately, while the card would
work with NE 2/T, there is no OS/2 driver for it, as we found out after making a
number of phone calls and BBS downloads. (The IBM OS/2 BBS at (919) 5170001 is agreat source of such information, and Ishould have consulted it before
getting the board.) We returned the EN/2
and ordered a3Com EtherLink III board.
It works just fine, but we didn't have it
while the IBM team was here.

Of course, our mission wasn't to demonstrate that two OS/2 machines can talk to
each other, but to get an OS/2 machine
networked with Windows for Workgroups
systems. I'd intended to use an Intel EtherExpress card in the Pentium, because that's
what Ihave in all my other machines, and
under Windows, the EtherExpress card really is "plug and play"; but the IBM team
wasn't sure there was an IBM-certified
driver for that. Ifear Iwas rather rudely
sarcastic about that. Anyway, by sheer accident we did have an ISA-bus genuine
IBM Ethernet card, and while getting that
running under OS/2 wasn't quite as simple
as installing an EtherExpress card in
W4WG, it was easy enough. (As it happens, the EtherExpress card would have
worked as well.)

Then the fun began. First, open up
the OS/2 LAN Server network and look
at what assets are available. Not many.
That turns out to be my fault, sort of; that
is, the name of my workgroup is JERRY
ONE (note the space), and the name of my
Cheetah 486/33 is BIG CHEETAH 486.
The Cheetah 386 is, of course, CHEETAH
386, and the 486/25 is CHEETAH 486/25.
continued
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FREE!
DELPHI is the only major online service to offer you full
access to the Internet. And now ycbu can explcbre this
incredible rescburce with rio risk. You get 5 hours of
evening/vveek.end access to try it out for free!
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Use electronic mail to exchange messages with over 20 million people throughout the
world. Download programs and files using "FTP" and connect in real-time to other networks
using "Telnet." Meet people from around the world with "Internet Relay Chat" and check out
"Usenet News", the world's largest bulletin board with over 4500 topics.

If you're not familiar with these terms, don't worry; DELPHI has expert online assistants
and alarge collection of help files, books, and other resources to help you get started.
After the free trial you can choose from two low-cost membership plans. With rates as low as $1 per hour, no other online
service offers so much for so little.

5-Hour Free Trial!
Dial by modem. 1-800-365-4636
Press return afew times. At Password, enter BYT45
Offer applies for new members•only. Avalid credit card is required for immediate access. Other restrictions apply.
Complete details are provided during the toll-free registration. Questions? Call 1-130o-695-4005 (voice). Send e-mail to INFOffidelphi.com
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PC-EXTENDER Fiats"
Extend the distance between your PC and a
keyboard, VGA monitor, and mouse up to 250 feet!

PC-COMPANION PA tr Tm
Add a second keyboard, monitor and mouse
to your PC up to 250 feet away!

• Supports PC/AT, PS/2 and 100% compatibles
• Combine monochrome and color
VGA monitors

• Supports P
PC/XT, PC/A ,
PS/2 and 100% compatibles

'

Pd"
• Mouse support available at
both local and remote
workstations

• Supports monochrome or
color VGA monitors

• Switch selectable
privacy mode

• PS/2 style or Microsoft/Logitech
serial mouse support available
• Offers conversion from RGB color
to gray-scale

Announcing Macintosh Support!
Open up a new world of applications for
your Macintosh! The new Mediator TM for Macintosh
allows you to connect any of these PS/2 compatible
Cybex products or PS/2 peripherals to your
Macintosh computer.

AutoBoot Commander
Control up to 96 file servers with just 1
keyboard monitor and mouse!
• Supports all 100% IBM compatible computers
• AutoBoot — feature boots computers without user intervention
• New KeyScae feature for keyboard-controlled scanning
• Jumperless support for analog (VGA) and TTL video
• Add asecond control center up to 150 feet away
Each unit controls from 2to 8 PCs;
cascade up to 12 units

Cybex Corporation
4912 Research Drive Huntsville, AL 35805 USA

(205) 430-4000 (205) 430-4030 fax
PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, P5/2 and IBM are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation. Macintosh Is a registered
trademark of Apple computer. Inc. Microsoft and Logitech are trademarks of their respective companies.
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Those are all legal names to W4WG, but
not to OS/2 LAN Server.
Fortunately, there is aworkaround: open
an OS/2 window and issue commands.
NET VIEW "\\ BIG CHEETAH 486" (the
quotation marks are part of the command)
gets the name of all available assets on
Big Cheetah, including the fact that the C
drive there is named BIG C. Then: NET
USE G: "\\ BIG CHEETAH 486\ BIG C"
(once again, the quotation marks are part of
the command) connects the OS/2 machine
to the W4WG network, so that local G is

the C drive on Big Cheetah.
IBM OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Advanced
has aGUI that works well with other OS/2
machines. It supports drag and drop, and
all that sort of thing; but if you try to invoke it for W4WG connections, you get
an error message. OS/2 systems work with
32-bit operations, and W4WG can't support those. [Editor's note: Windows for
Workgroups 3.11 does support 32-bit file
access.] You may now decide just whose
fault that is: Microsoft, for not supporting
full 32-bit network standards, or IBM, for

Flowcharts
Any Way You
Want!
Introducing
Flow Charting4
for Windows!

We've re-worked the basics to make flowcharting easier and more flexible than
ever. We call it sensible technology. The end result is aflowcharting program
that is incredibly powerful, yet remarkably quick to learn and use. And it's
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not making provisions to dumb down its
network requests so they'll work with
W4WG.
Fortunately, Norton Commander, which
is plenty good enough as afile manager,
works just fine across the network. Launch
Commander for DOS, log on to the foreign drive (G in this example), and Bob's
your uncle. You can copy, delete, view,
and edit files; cut and paste from Word
for Windows documents; run programs;
and so forth across the network just fine.
Commander isn't quite drag and drop, but
to me it's intuitive enough. It's quick, too.
Once you figure out how to set up the
network connections from the command
line, you can write a.CMD file (similar
to aDOS batch file) that will do all that
for you, on start-up if you like, and let
Commander take care of the rest.

The next thing to try was printing.
My Hewlett-Packard LaserJet III is physically connected to the Cheetah 486DX2/
33. We had no trouble seeing the printer
across the network, and not much more
connecting the OS/2 machine to it; and
when we sent afile across, the printer lit
up. Alas, what came out was garbage. The
IBM team spent acouple of hours trying to
fix that, but they never did, and Ihave yet
to print afile sent from an OS/2 machine to
aW4WG machine.
It does work the other way; that is, once
you get aW4WG machine to connect to an
OS/2 machine that has aprinter, you can
print easily enough. I'll get to how in a
moment. First, you need to connect your
W4WG machine to the OS/2 LAN Server
3.0 Advanced network.
Go to the W4WG system, open File
Manager, and click on the little share directories button to open awindow called
Connect Network Drive. When you do
that, you will not see any OS/2 systems at
all; but if you go to the area entitled PATH
and type in \\ PERCY (or whatever name
you have given your OS/2 machine), the
connection will be established and the networkable assets on the machine will appear. You can connect them to aphysicaldrive letter in the same point-and-click
way you make any W4WG connection.
Unfortunately, you're still not done:
while you have access to the OS/2 machine's drive, you can't see any files on
it. This is because OS/2 LAN Server 3.0
Advanced has rather sophisticated security provisions, and they have to be turned
off before an outsider can tamper with your
files. You do that by going back to the
OS/2 system, opening the Net Configuration icon, and making account GUEST an
administrator account. Guest is the default
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name for an outsider. Once that's done,
you can access the OS/2 machine from
W4WG.
Now you can connect the printer. Leave
File Manager and go to W4WG's Print
Manager. Do the PATH trick, and you'll
see the OS/2 printer. Select it, leave Print
Manager, and go to the Control Panel.
Open the Printers icon there and assign
your OS/2 printer; in my case, Icalled it
LPT2. It's tedious but simple, and when
you're done, you can print just fine.

OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Advanced is
considerably more complex than W4WG.
In general, it's more powerful, but there
are maddening anomalies. If you want your
W4WG systems to see all the assets available on the OS/2 network, you have two
choices: do as Idescribed above, typing
in the name of the OS/2 machine in the
PATH area in the Connect Network Drive
box; or, seeing that your workgroup name
is the same as the name of the domain you
have set up on the OS/2 LAN Server. Alas,
OS/2 LAN Server requires that both machine and domain names be no more than
eight letters and contain no spaces. W4WG

workgroup names don't have that limit.
The GUI part of OS/2 LAN Server isn't
as consistent as W4WG's interface.
First conclusion: it works, provided that
you have the right equipment. Remember,
it is OS/2, meaning that while there's alot
of hardware it works with, there's alot
more it can't use: recall my first attempt to
find an OS/2-compatible Ethernet board
on short notice. OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Advanced is harder to set up or reconfigure,
but it has considerably more security and
power than W4WG. In fact, it's areal network, comparable to NetWare in capabilities, reliability, and difficulty in using.
It's an expensive way to go if you're
networking only acouple of machines, but
the cost per workstation goes down dramatically as you add to the system. If you
need to network OS/2, DOS, and W4WG
workstations, it will do the job, and if you
have many OS/2 systems to network, it's
clearly agood choice.

Which brings us to the real question:
should you change to OS/2? Ihave no final answer, but Ido have guidelines. If
you run mostly DOS programs, OS/2 remains abetter DOS than DOS, and alot

better DOS than Windows. It's still not a
better Windows than Windows, but if you
have good enough hardware, that may not
matter. We installed aSoundBlaster Pro
16 board in the Pentium and ran Wing
Commander. Even with alot of other stuff,
including the network, running in the
background, it ran absurdly (and unplayably) fast, faster than under DOS with a
486DX2/33.
Moreover, when we ran the Texas Instruments Windows benchmark utility Win
Tachometer on the Pentium (which has
the latest All Technologies Mach 32 video
board with OS/2 drivers), it pegged the
meter. That is, we could see that it was
very fast, but Win Tachometer reported
unrealistically low numbers-11.3 overall. My guess is that we should add 64 to
that total.
Incidentally, the reason Win Tachometer wouldn't run earlier (see my March
column) is that the Win-OS/2 default for
program installation is to have it run in a
windowed session; you must go into the
settings and tell it to run Win Tachometer in afull Win-OS/2 window or it will
crash. Maybe that's not so incidental: if
you hate having to learn little arcana like
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that, you probably won't like OS/2. This is
asystem that gives you agreat deal of control over things, but it demands that you
learn how to use it properly—and comes
with some singularly ill-chosen defaults.
If you do become an OS/2 enthusiast,
be prepared to get on-line to BIX or GEnie
and spend some time learning these tricks
and more. The good news is that OS/2
users are like early computer enthusiasts
(or BYTE readers, for that matter): proud
of their system and willing to go out of
their way to help newcomers.
And that, Iguess, is the real bottom line.
OS/2 will do all that DOS and Windows
will do and more. Many DOS games won't
run in Windows but give OS/2 no trouble
at all. OS/2 networks extremely well to
other OS/2 systems and acceptably well
to W4WG. It's true 32-bit code, it truly
does multitasking, it really knows objects
and object linking in ways Microsoft
doesn't seem to have learned, and as long
as you're not experimenting to find the
limits, it's solid as arock. Technically,
OS/2 is awinner, and it's sure to get better.

On the other hand, the user interface
seems to have been an afterthought, and

changes have to be cleared
by acommittee within the
most hierarchical top-down
company Iknow of. Moreover, its success depends
on IBM learning how to do
mass marketing. The OS/2
2.0 and 2.1 marketing strategy was definitely astep
in the right direction. That strategy was
designed by two very bright people, but
both of them are gone: Lucy Baney is not
with IBM at all, and John Patrick has been
promoted out of OS/2.
Microsoft is abig company, but Bill
Gates gives his managers alot of authority. Big ships like IBM turn slowly; Microsoft is more like afleet of medium-size
ships—some elements turn quite quickly.
Moreover, PC operating systems are Microsoft's heart of hearts, the flagship product of acompany built on software sales;
OS/2 must compete with many other products within IBM. Microsoft will always
give DOS and its follow-ons high priority
and agreat deal of top management attention. OS/2's priority depends on how skillfully its product managers play corporate
power games.

There's alot at stake for
developers, who have to decide where to allocate their
resources. Do they go into
Windows products, where
the market is larger and
likely to stay that way for a
while, but where they may
have to compete head-on
with the Microsoft Applications Group;
or into OS/2, which at the moment has a
distinct technical edge and needs applications badly. I'm glad Idon't have to make
that choice.
It's easier for users. OS/2, particularly
OS/2 for Windows, is cheap enough that
you can afford to try it. Many BYTE readers will love it; every time Iget infuriated
with OS/2, Ifind some new feature that I
just love. It is powerful, and it really does
multitasking.
On the other hand, you should prepare to
be infuriated: while OS/2 is technically
complete, the user interface has lots of
"gotchas." The defaults seem to have been
chosen at random by an unlucky gambler.
If you've been in the PC world very long,
you probably own hardware that OS/2
doesn't support.
continued
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analysts have pronounced the operatingsystem wars over, with Microsoft the winner. I'm not so sure. Ithink IBM has a
window of opportunity for about one year.
It won't be easy to take advantage of it,
because it's not clear that IBM's top management knows what they must do.
First, they must get OS/2 finished;
they've pretty well done that. Technically,
OS/2 2.1 is asuperior product. Second,
make it easy to go from Windows to OS/2.
They took abig step in that direction with
OS/2 for Windows, and if they'll get OS/2
LAN Server out at alow-enough street
price, they'll have finished that job; OS/2
LAN Server is neat. Third, make the user
interface more friendly. That's not hard.
Finally, they need some luck, because
most people aren't going to change operating systems just for alark. There has to
be something you can do with OS/2 that
you can't do with Windows. I'm not real
sure what that will be, but as aguess it
will involve multimedia. Whether it's written by IBM or athird party, they need that
killer application, and they need it soon.
Me, I'll stay with OS/2 for awhile; but
I'm still writing this on Big Cheetah running DOS 5and W4WG. Imay change
that. When Ido, I'll let you know.

Two bug reports, both concerning
W4WG. First, the problem with the Maximum Storage Duette optical drive was
not W4WG, but the Maxsys SCSI driver.
If you run the Duette with aCorel driver,
the problem goes away. Moreover, Icured
the problem we had with the Pioneer
read/write optical drive by switching to
version 3.11 on all W4WG machines.
Second, arare but infuriating bug in
both W4WG 3.1 and 3.11. How we found
it is instructive.
The earthquake put me way behind on
fiction, so Ididn't cancel the afternoon
writing session with Larry Niven when
Whittle showed up by appointment in the
morning to install OS/2 LAN Server. As it
happens, the Cheetah 486DX2/25 that he
usually works with was the most convenient machine for the IBM team to link
up with for their network tests. That should
have been no problem: but suddenly—and
without explanation—Larry's machine
popped up ablank-error dialog box and
completely locked up. Fortunately, we had
lost little text, but this was definitely not
good. Moreover, it appeared that the only
thing that had changed was that the IBM
OS/2 LAN had logged on to that Cheetah.
Idisconnected the Ethernet Tconnector.
We worked until dinner with no problems.
Everyone went home. Ireconnected the
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Now a Full Line of
Ethernet and did some file
transfers from that machine
to the OS/2 network. Nothing happened. Ileft the machine with Norton Commander in the foreground
and went to bed. The next
morning everything was
fine: Commander had
brought up its "twinkling stars" screen
saver. The system was operating perfectly.
Then Iswitched to Program Manager
and left that on-screen while Idid some
more network tests. Within 5minutes, the
machine was locked up tight. This time,
the dialog box wasn't quite blank: it said
"Application Err." Nothing worked, and
Ihad to do hardware reset to recover. Test
again: log on to the machine from the OS/2
system, leave Program Manager up, wait.
Crash in 2 minutes, dialog box totally
blank, hardware reset. Do the same thing
again, but disconnect the Ethernet T connector. Wait an hour. No crash. Connect
the Ethernet. Crash in 5minutes.
It has to be the OS/2 network, right? I
called the IBM people. They reasonably
asked, why didn't it crash any other machine? Clearly, this ancient Cheetah has a
BIOS problem. "Let us send you anew
motherboard. Install that, and Iguarantee
you won't have that problem."
So, what the heck, Idid. Alex bought
16 MB of new memory chips. It took about
2hours to change motherboards, and it really wasn't hard to do. The new board has
VL-Bus slots, which the Cheetah doesn't
have, and an updated AMI BIOS. When I
got the board fastened down, Icarefully
removed the Intel OverDrive chip from
the Cheetah and installed it on the new
motherboard. Plug in the power lead. Turn
it on. Everything works. Do some tests,
and discover that this is about 10 percent
slower than the Cheetah had been. Connect the Ethernet, log on to the system,
wait—and it crashed within 5minutes.
This is getting annoying. What's different about this machine from other systems that are not being crashed by the OS/2
network? Well, surprise: it's running
W4WG 3.1, not 3.11. OK, install version
3.11 from floppy disks. Test that. Crash
again.

the Cheetah 486DX2/25.
And by coincidence, the
night before the IBM troops
came over, Iturned off the
Berkeley screen saver and
turned on the Flying Windows screen saver that
comes with Windows. It
was still turned on.
But surely it couldn't be the Flying Windows screen saver? One way to find out.
Disconnect the IBM machines from the
network. Log on to the 486DX2/25 (no
longer aCheetah, but Idon't have anew
name for it) from another W4WG machine. Wait. Crash within 5minutes. OK,
go into the Control Panel, bring up desktop, and say NO SCREEN SAVER. Exit.
Wait. No crash. Connect the IBM systems
in. Still no crash. Turning off Flying Windows did the job.
Moreover, Ithen installed the newest
version of Berkeley's Star Trek screen
saver and left it on: still no crashes. But
turning on Flying Windows will reliably
and repeatedly bring the machine down if
it's connected to the network and another
machine is logged on to it. This seems to
be specific to this machine, or at least this
speed (486DX2/25). Ihave since got SuperCow up and running and connected to
the network, and it's had Flying Windows
going for two days while I've been moving
files through the network. Incidentally,
SuperCow has that Hercules Dynamite VL
board, and those windows reallyfly.

American
Made
Steel
Chassis

-Rugged all-steel
construction
-Designed for FCC
certification
-Easy assembly
and service
-Full line of models
and sizes
-Competitive prices
-American made
power supplies &
removable drive
modules available

Ihate to give short shrift to User's

Choice Award winners, but that's what
I'm about to do. Igenerally like to write a
short squib on why I've chosen some product for an award, but Ihaven't enough
space.
Hard drive controller: An Orchid to Perceptive Solutions for their WinStore/61DE
controller; drop one into an IDE-drive machine and see real performance improvement. But for solid trouble-free SCSI
caching controllers, this year's User's
Choice Award goes to Distributed Processing Technology's SmartCache III
SCSI host adapters.
Word processor: This tends to be amatter of taste, because many of them are good
enough. For example, WordPerfect 6.0 for
Time to apply logic. Had we ever Windows is now acceptably easy to learn
and gets aChaos Manor Orchid; but Ihave
had problems with this machine locking
up? Well, yes, there had been acouple of found Microsoft Word for Windows 6.0
to be outstanding. Iparticularly like its
times when the Berkeley screen saver
version controls, including document comwould pop up and suddenly the machine
parison and merging. It handles footnotes
would die. Not often; and Iknew it wasn't
splendidly. The user interface has been
really Berkeley's fault to begin with, because, for rather complicated reasons, I improved, the help system is really neat,
the hints and cue cards make it easy to
had an old version of the screen saver on
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Pournelle
learn features Inever knew about, and so
far Ihaven't found anything Ireally dislike. Hands down, this gets my User's
Choice Award for Word Processor.
Italked about Quantum Leap 2.1 in the
December 1993 column. It's an OS/2 business modeling and forecasting program
that's so good you might change to OS/2
just to run it. It easily deserves aUser's
Choice Award.
Monitce A User's Choice Award to
Nanao. The FlexScan T560i monitor survived the earthquake: it fell face-down on
the floor from aconsiderable height. Fortunately, some books had fallen first. Anyway, we set it back up and turned it on,
and there was my bright, colorful, glarefree, rock-steady, eyesight-saving screen.
Ilove this thing.

Micro 2000's Micro-Scope and PostProbe are available separately and in a
small kit (the Toolkit) containing diagnostic software and adiagnostic board. If
your system fails to boot, this will tell you
why, if anything will. If it boots but behaves oddly, this gives you afighting
chance of finding out if it's ahardware er-

ror. Software for low-level formats of IDE,
SCSI, RLL, ESDI, and MFM drives.
Memory tests. IRQ (interrupt request) tests.
You name it, this tests it. If you maintain
PCs, you'll love it. It gets aUser's Choice
Award.
A renewal of last year's User's Choice
Award to BSE for their Flashdrives, which
are pocket hard drives (see my March column). They really work.

The User's Choice Award for
Windows Shareware of the Year: Plug-In
for Program Manager (see my May 1993
column) does neat things for Windows,
and does them unobtrusively. I've seen no
problems with it in nearly ayear of use.
When we decided to change motherboards on the Cheetah 486/25, we wanted
to do abackup, preferably over the network using Palindrome's Network Archivist and Fast 2000 DAT (digital audiotape) drive. Ididn't manage that because I
didn't read the Network Archivist documents correctly. It turns out that it's absurdly simple and can be done from either
Windows or DOS: the W4WG network
works quite well from command-line DOS

once the network is started. Network
Archivist will act as if it wants alot of information, but in fact all you enter is the
drive letter. In my case, the C drive of the
Cheetah 486/25 is X, so X is all Ineeded to
tell Network Archivist. Then tell it to export the contents of that drive to tape and
go to dinner.
Network Archivist gets asmall pearl
Onion for its documents, which have too
few examples; but it also gets the User's
Choice Award as backup and archive manager of the year. Despite rather cryptic
documentation, Network Archivist has
saved my bacon adozen times in the last
year, and Ihave yet to lose 1byte of data
it protects. It even protects against operator stupidity.

The biggest Orchid Ican find for
NASA's Dan Goldin, who came up with
$990,000 for alast-minute save of the
DC/X spaceship after ARPA refused to
spend money already appropriated to keep
her flying. NASA may be changing, moving back toward the gung ho, can-do outfit that flew the X-15 and led America to
dominance in aerospace. Isure hope so.
continued

Product Information
A portable, battery-powered hard
drive that's smaller than acigar
box, the Flashdrive (available in
80 to 520 MB from $499 to
$1149; smaller sizes are also
available) gets a renewal of last
year's User's Choice Award.
Contact The ELSE Co., 2114 North
Fourth St., Flagstaff, AZ 86004,
(602) 527-8843; fax (602) 5271540. Circle 1146 on inquiry
Card.

Microsoft Word for Windows 6.0
($495) gets my User's Choice
Award for Word Processor. The
user interface has been improved,
the help system is really neat, it
has easy-to-learn features Inever
knew about, and so far Ihaven't
found anything Idislike. Contact
Microsoft Corp., 1 Microsoft Way,
Redmond, WA 98052, (800) 4269400 or (206) 882-8080; fax
(206) 883-8101. Circle 1.149.

A User's Choice Award for
Monitors to Nanao's FlexScan
75601 monitor ($1999), hands

Network Archivist ($1695) gets
the User's Choice Award as
backup and archive manager of

down. It's abright, colorful, glare.
free, rock-steady, eyesight-saving
screen. Ilove this thing. Contact
Nanao USA Corp., 23535 Telo
Ave., Torrance, CA 90505, (800)
800-5202 or (310) 325-5202; fax
(310) 530-1679. Circle 1147.

the year. It has saved my bacon a
dozen times in the last year, and I
have yet to lose 1 byte of data it
protects. Contact Palindrome,
600 East Diehl Rd., Naperville, IL
60563, (708) 505-3300; fax

Micro-Scope ($399) and PostProbe ($299) can be bought
separately or as the Tooikit
($698), containing diagnostic
software and adiagnostic board.
You name it, this tests it. If you
maintain PCs, you'll love it. It gets
a User's Choice Award. Contact
Micro 2000, Inc., 1100 East
Broadway, Glendale, CA 91030,
(800) 864-8008 or (818) 5470125; fax (818) 547-0397. Circle
1148.

OS/2 LAN Server 3.0 Advanced
($1460) is areal network
comparable to NetWare in
capabilities, reliability, and
difficulty in using. If you need to
network OS/2, DOS, and W4WG
workstations, it will do the job,
and if you have many OS/2
systems to network, it's clearly a
good choice. Contact IBM Corp.,
1 Old Orchard Dr., Armonk, NY
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(708) 505-7917. Circle 1150.

10504, (800) 342-6672 or (914)
765-1900; fax (313) 225-4020.
Circle 1151.

A User's Choice Award for
Windows Shareware of the Year to
Plugin for Program Manager
($20). It does neat things for
Windows and does them
unobtrusively. Contact Piannet
Crafters, Inc., 2580 Runic Way,
Alpharetta, GA 30202, (800) 6511000 or (404) 740-9821; fax
(404) 740-1914. Circle 1152.
Quantum Leap 2.1 ($695, standalone; $995, client/server)
combines a powerful math tool
set, including simplex and reduced
gradient solution algorithms, with
an easy-to-use spreadsheet
interface, what seems to be afully
relational database, and the
capability to incorporate expertsystem rules. There may be a
more advanced business-modeling
and problem-solving system
available for mainframes, but I
don't know of any for small
computers. Contact Quantum
Development Corp., P.O. Box
970, Claymont, DE 19703, (302)
798-0899: fax (302) 798-6813.
Circle 1153.

SmartCache III SCSI host
adapters (from $285 to $595) are
afamily of solid, trouble-free SCSI
caching hard drive controllers that
receive this year's User's Choice
Award for Controllers. Contact
Distributed Processing
Technology, 140 Cadence Dr.,
Maitland, ft 32751, (800) 3224378 or (407) 830-5522; fax
(407) 260-5366. Circle 1154.
An Orchid to Perceptive Solutions
for their WinStore/6 ($159) IDE
controller; drop one into an IDEdrive machine and see real
performance improvement.
Contact Perceptive Solutions,
Inc., 2700 Flora St., Dallas, TX
75201, (800) 486-3278 or (214)
954-1774; fax (214) 953-1774
Circle 1155.
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows
($495) is now acceptably easy to
learn and gets aChaos Manor
Orchid. Contact WordPerfect
Corp., 1555 North Technology
Way, Orem, UT 84057, (800) 8243323 or (801) 225-5000; fax
(801) 222-5077. Circle 1156.
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With an adjustable lumbar support, anewly designed footrest and the privacy of side headrests, you'll
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Circle 72 on Inquiry Card.

Pournelle
Low-cost routine access to space will
change the world.

An enormous Chaos Manor Onion
to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
which managed to award Dr. Roger
Billings apatent for inventing distributed
file systems in 1982. Specifically, he
claims to have invented the notion of sharing data between computers using devices
known as "dedicated servers" with software "pursuant to an access-control program."
I'm afirm believer in intellectual property, but how could he possibly have invented that? Distributed file systems have
existed since the 1970s. Iwrote about distributed computing, including networking,
in some of my early columns. Billings'
claim is analogous to my getting apatent
on the letter e.
An even larger Onion to Bank of America for paying Billings $125,000 to drop
his lawsuits so Bank of America can use its
Ethernet systems in peace. Iknow that settling was cheaper than fighting, but Bank
of America has done none of us any favors by feeding the energy monster. And
the largest Onion Ican find, with garlic

M

I

clusters, to those who have
"invested" in shares in
Billings' lawsuit.
In any rational world
this mess would be settled
in weeks, but Ihave no
doubt that it will wind its
way through the courts for
years, enriching lawyers
and harassing business users of NetWare
and Isuppose IBM OS/2 LAN Server. No
wonder this nation is in trouble.

On which score, the book of the
month is Edward Luttwak's Reclaiming
the Endangered American Dream (Simon
& Schuster, 1993). In my judgment, Luttwak is better at diagnosing than prescribing, but this book deserves acareful reading by anyone who is concerned with just
where this nation is going. Agree with him
or not, he clearly gives you much to think
about.
There are two computer books of the
month. One is Bill Camarda's Inside Word
for Windows 6(New Riders, 1993). Word
6has many features, and they're all covered in this readable book. Ikeep it right
near my desk. There's also Microsoft Pro-

N

G

fessional Editions' Word
Developer's Kit (Microsoft
Press), which gives you the
software and instructions
for doing Word BASIC
and customizing Word 6.
Some tough slogging, but
all the information is right
in there.
We've been too busy to play games, so
there's no game of the month. Meanwhile,
although floods of soggy software went
out when we cleaned up the horrible mess
in the Great Hall, asteady stream of very
neat stuff has come in. If anything will
save us from Luttwak's fear that we're becoming athird-world country, it will be
this industry. •
Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology
and is ascience fiction writer who also earns a
comfortable living writing about computers present
and future. Jerry welcomes readers' comments
and opinions. Send asee-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE, One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Please put
your address on the letter as well as on the envelope. Due to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee apersonal reply. You can also contact him on the Internet or BIX atjerryp@bix.com.
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IAJTE SPECIAL ISSUE
Buyer's Guide to Computers
and Printers
This special Buyer's Guide edition is available only on newsstands and features BYTE Lab/NSTL
reviews of:
II 90 high-performance 486 and Pentium systems
• 120 dot-matrix, ink-jet, and laser printers
Match the Right System and Printer to Your Needs!
BYTE's Buyer's Guides combine comprehensive testing with easy-to-read results that match the
right product to your application.
Available June 14 on Newsstands Everywhere. Don't Miss It!
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What's New Hardware
F
ULL-F
EATURED P
ORTABLE
WORKSTATION
Preloaded with the Solaris 1or 2operating
environment and version 2.0 of the Nomadic
Computing Environment, Tadpole's Sparcbook 3portable workstation has aremovable
340- or 520-MB hard drive. The unit, which
weighs 61
/ pounds with battery pack. has
2
PCMCIA slots for two Type I/II cards or one
Type Ill card. Other features include an onboard Weitek P9000 graphics accelerator, a
ThinkPad keyboard with an integrated Pointing Stick, a built-in data/fax modem, and
SIMMs that you can upgrade from 16 MB
to 64 MB. With the Sparcbook 3, you get your choice of an internal 12-V nickel-metal-hydride battery pack, an external 12-V nickel-cadmium pack, or both. Prices start at $10,950.
Contact.: Tadpole Technology, Austin, TX, (800) 232-6656 or (512) 219-2200.
Circle 1272. on Inquiry Card.

LET ATROLL TOUCH YOUR
POWERBOOK
Troll Touch PB touchscreen
($695) for the PowerBook 180c
is made of clear, pressure-sensitive, resistive-coated layers of
polyester that will not shatter or
break when in transit. You activate the screen by touching it up
to 60 times per second. Since the
screen is resistive, it will not react to heat or humidity and will
not drift out of calibration. Troll
Technology (Valencia, CA) integrates the screen onto your
PowerBook's LCD when you
send the unit to the company.
Phone: (805) 295-0770.
Circle 1274 on inquiry Card.

COMPUTER
PROJECTIONS
A compact projection system
that works with
most PCs and
Macs, the Lite Pro 540 ($7499)
projects screen images measuring as large as 15 feet on the diagonal. The active-matrix LCD
displays more than 1.4 million
colors simultaneously from a
palette of more than 16.7 million. From In Focus Systems
(Tualatin, OR), the unit includes
220
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ahand-held remote device that
you can configure with the commands you use most frequently.
Phone: (800) 294-6400 or
(503) 692-4968.

to your PC's bus to transfer data
at 2Mbps. Its design eliminates
jumper settings, specialized hubs,
transmitters, and complex wiring.
Phone: (408) 358-1550.

Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1277 on Inquiry Card.

INTERNAL FAX MODEM
An internal fax modem that
transfers data at 2400 bps and
sends and receives faxes at 4800
bps and 9600 bps, respectively,
the MX-2496B ($59) includes
MNP 5and V.42bis capabilities.
From Calpak (Torrance, CA), the
modem ships with software to
send and receive faxes in the
background, send faxes at night,
print faxes on alaser printer, and
prepare cover sheets. You can
also create apersonal phone and
fax directory and automate your
fax/phone answering and receiving capabilities, among other
functions.
Phone: (310) 539-8366.
Circle 1275 on inquiry Card.

SHARE APRINTER
MosesSpool (two-node starter
kit, $149) lets two PCs share a
printer; you can upgrade to a
LAN if you wish. From Moses
Computers (Los Gatos, CA), the
printer sharer connects directly

COLLECT SCIENTIFIC DATA
ON YOUR MAC
The Serial Box Interface ($99)
from Vernier Software (Portland,
OR) connects to the modem port
of your Mac. With your sensors
and the company's Data Logger
software (site license, $30), you
can monitor elements such as
temperature, pH, pressure, heart
rate, light intensity, and voltage.
Phone: (503) 297-5317.
Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card.

AVIDEO CAMERA FOR THE MAC
A color video camera that works
from the top of your monitor, the
PC-7 Multimedia Video Camera
($349.95) has aresolution of 380
horizontal lines. It has automatic white balance and exposure
functions, alow-light-sensitivity
rating of 2lux, and an f1.8, 4.44mm medium-wide-angle lens.
The outputs of the Advanced Microvideo (Austin, TX) camera
are standard composite video and
line-level audio. You can use the

camera for desktop teleconferencing, video mail, and making
QuickTime movies.
Phone: (512) 335-2200.
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card.

FLEXIBLE DIGITAL VIDEO
The Targa 2000 (from $5995)
lets you display aVideo-in-aWindow image while outputting
video in NTSC or PAL format.
From Truevision (Indianapolis,
IN), the Targa 2000 is based on
the company's DVR architecture, which features aset of logical components that encode,
decode, process, and store digital video. The digital video card
supports displays of up to 1152by 870-pixel resolution at 24 bits
per pixel and lets you capture
full-frame, full-motion images
with CD-quality audio. You can
also marquee aportion of the
desktop or resize the entire desktop prior to recording the selected area on video.
Phone: (800) 344-8783 or
(317) 841-0332.
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card.

MAKE YOUR PC
LOCALTALK-READY
The pocket-size PCTalk adapter
($199) from Apexx Technology
(Boise, ID) snaps onto your PC's
parallel port to provide aconnection to LocalTalk. The adapter lets you connect any number
of PCs to an AppleTalk network
or connect your laptop to Macs,
network printers, and other
shared resources. The adapter
supports Farallon Timbuktu for
Windows (kit, $399) and PhoneNet PC software.
Phone: (800) 767-4858 or
(208) 336-9400.
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card.

activity and monitor the status of
attached devices.
Phone: (612) 943-9020.
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Card.

APRINTER FOR THE NETWORK
TCP/IP TERMINAL SERVER
An eight- or 16-port terminal
server that provides native serial
access to aTCP/IP host regardless of where the users are on
the network, the PortServer (from
$1595) eases serial port configuration and management. The
server lets you connect workgroups or clusters of as many as
16 asynchronous RS-232 serial
I/O devices to any Ethernet network that's running the TCP/IP
protocol. From DigiBoard (Eden
Prairie, MN), the PortServer uses
the company's Net C/X protocol
software and includes 1MB of
RAM with athroughput rate of
up to 38.4 Kbps. The PortServer's front-panel display enables
system administrators to track
network and asynchronous line

A 300-dpi color and monochrome printer, the Codonics
(Middleburg Heights, OH) NP1600 Photographic Network
Printer ($9995) uses dye-sublimation technology with 16.7 million simultaneously printable colors to produce continuous-tone
prints. Designed for use with any
TCP/IP or EtherTalk network,
the Codonics NP-1600 can print
files from DOS, Unix, and DEC
VMS systems and recognizes
image file formats such as TIFF,
GIF, PCX, PICT, and PostScript
Level II. The printer's five output
formats range from 8V2 by 11
inches to 9'h by 12 inches, and
it accepts paper and transparencies interchangeably.
Phone: (800) 444-1198 or
(216) 243-1198.
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card.

HUBS WITH S
PLIT P
ERSONALITIES
Available in Ethernet, Token Ring, and terminal-server versions, each INXLink hub has its own internal management
system. This lets you use ahub as an independent, standalone network for a
workgroup of up to 24
Ethernet or 26 Token
Ring users or stack the
hubs to form larger networks. Each hub can be
managed in-band from
aTelnet client or an
SNMP management
station. For out-of-band
management, you can
attach any VT100 terminal or modem to the
console port. Prices
start at $2395.
Contact: Racal-Datacorn, Boxborough, MA,
(800) 722-2555 or
(508) 263-9929.
Circle 1272
on Inquiry Card.

GRAPHICS VIA THE PCI BUS
Designed for the PCI bus, the
GraphMax P12 (from $399) is
based on IBM's XGA architecture. From VidTech Microsystems (Minneapolis, MN), the
card features resolutions as high
as 1600 by 1200 pixels with 16
colors and anoninterlaced refresh rate of 120 Hz. The 1MB
of VRAM on the card is upgradable to 2MB.
Phone: (612) 780-8033.
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card.

ANOTEBOOK DESIGNED FOR CAD
The top-of-the-line Tri-CAD DesignBook ($4595) provides 340
MB of hard disk storage and
12 MB of RAM (expandable to
20 MB). The 486DX2/66 CAD
graphics system has a 10-inch
TFT active-matrix VGA color
display, aPCMCIA Type III slot,
abuilt-in trackball, and a200pin docking port. The optional
Docking Station ($475) includes
two VESA slots, four 16-bit ISA
slots, built-in speakers, and a
SCSI controller. The system is
from Tri-Star Computer (Chan,AZ).
Phone: (800) 755-1000 or
(602) 961-3401.
Cln le 1284 on Inquiry Card.

HIGH-TECH TERMINAL
The QVT520 video display
terminal ($359) from Qume
(San Jose, CA) provides
ANSI emulations such as
DEC PCTerm, VT420,
VT320, VT100, WY-85,
WY-60 native mode, and a
Unix Console mode. The
15-MHz terminal supports
10- by 16-character resolution, selectable full overscan, and the simultaneous
display of 512 distinct characters per session. It has an
85-Hz noninterlaced refresh
rate and 96 KB of highspeed static RAM. Capable
of running dual terminal sessions from two host computers, the QVT520 can si-

multaneously display both sessions on asplit screen.
Phone: (408) 473-1500.
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card.

CD-ROM TOWER OFFERS
FLEXIBILITY
Compatible with ISA, EISA, and
Micro Channel systems, Online
Computer Systems' (Germantown, MD) CD-ROM tower supports from four to seven doublespeed SCSI-2 CD-ROM drives.
Each drive supports 200-ms random-access speeds and sustained
transfer rates of up to 330 KBps.
In addition, each drive has a256KB buffer and fully integrated
audio, is MPC-2 compliant, and
supports multisession Kodak
Photo CD. The CD-ROM tower
(from $3875) can be used as a
stand-alone system or with anetwork.
Phone: (800) 922-9204 or (301)
428-3700.
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card.

STORAGE FOR THE MAC
A rewritable magneto-optical
storage system for publishing,
prepress, CAD/CAM, multimedia, and imaging applications,
the Olympus 128M0 Macintosh
($1195) has acontinuous readtransfer rate of 768 KBps. From
Olympus Image Systems (Irvine,
CA), the system provides 120
MB of storage and has the ability to transfer synchronous and
asynchronous files. It dynamically renders partitions when you
drag ahandle in the interface and
electronically locks files for
read-only security.
Phone: (800) 347-4027 or
(714) 753-5935.
Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card.
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What's New Hardware
POWER DOWN AND
SAVE ENERGY
The 17-inch digitally controlled
DX17F monitor ($849) from
MAO Inn°Vision (Santa Ana,
CA) can power down to 15 W in
its standby and suspend modes
and to 10 W in its off mode. The
video signal circuits are VESA
compatible and meet DPMS requirements. The monitor has a
flat-square screen and anoninterlaced resolution of up to 1280
by 1024 pixels; refresh rates go
up to 76 Hz at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution. The monitor has a
dot pitch of 0.26 nun and abandwidth of 100 MHz.

WIRELESS C
OMMUNICATION
B
ETWEEN B
UILDINGS
The AirPort Wireless Interbuilding Systems
use spread-spectrum radio technology to provide 16-Mbps wireless point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint communications at distances of up to 1.8 miles. The systems combine adata throughput rate of 5.7 Mbps with
full Ethernet compatibility and SNMP network
management. Components include awireless
hub with an antenna, one or more wireless
remote units, and an optional SeePort Network Management System. AirPort Iprovides line-of-sight connectivity between two or more buildings
at distances as far as 1000 feet; AirPort II comes with an indoor antenna or an all-weather outdoor
antenna for arange of 1.8 miles. AirPort Icosts $12,450; prices for AirPort Il start at $22,000.
Contact: Windata, Northborough. MA, (508) 393-3330.
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card.

Phone: (800) 827-3998 or
(714) 751 -2008.
Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card.

TELECOMMUNICATE
IN WINDOWS
A Windows-based telephone
management system, Spectrum
Envoy ($349) provides phone,
data modem,
fax, answering machine,
voice-messaging, and
PC
audio
functions in a
single package that includes DSP
hardware and Octus PTA software. From Spectrum Signal Processing (Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada), Envoy includes
an Mwave discriminator that
recognizes if an incoming call is
afax, modem, or voice call and
handles each one appropriately.
Other features include support for
caller ID, speakerphones, and advanced on- and off-hook sensing.
Phone: (800)667-0018 or
(604) 421-5422.
Circle 1290 on inquiry Card.

REMOTE POWER BY PHONE
Activated by aphone, the Mac
Power On/Off + Aux ($199.95)
remote power-control unit detects incoming phone calls and
powers up aremote Mac, providing remote users access to a
222
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host Mac without keeping the
host running when it's not needed. From Server Technology
(Sunnyvale, CA), the unit operates in three modes. In the remote-power-switch mode, the
host Mac powers on when aspecific number of phone rings is
detected; it automatically powers off when
the call is disconnected. In the AUX -port
mode, the unit permits
the Mac's modem and
answering machine or
fax to share asingle phone line.
The reboot mode lets you phone
the host Mac's modem to reboot
aremote Mac workstation, gate-

1

way, or server that has locked up.
Phone: (800) 835-1515 or
(408) 745-0300.
Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card.

DATA ACQUISITION AND
CONTROL MODULE

battery-operated Model 40 is easily connected to your laptop or
palmtop.
Phone: (608)643-8599.
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card.

LET YOUR NOTEBOOK ANSWER
THE PHONE
The Pocket FaxLink ($299)
PCMCIA fax/modem card automatically answers incoming
phone calls, records messages of
up to several minutes in length,
and prompts the caller to review,
modify, or re-record the message. From Radio, Computer &
Telephone (Minnetonka, MN),
the 14.4-Kbps fax and data modem lets you scroll through a
phone list, select the name you
want, and then touch abutton to
prompt the system to automatically dial that person's number.
You can save arecorded message to afile and download it to
play it back.
Phone: (800)543-0000 or
(612) 542-1081.

A general-purpose measurement
and control device, the Model 40
($99) from Prairie Digital (Prairie du Sac, WI) features 28 programmable digital
lines and
eight analog input channels. The
serial-port unit, which can be
connected to any RS-232 device,

The latest of In Focus Systems'
(Tualatin, OR) PanelBook pro-

also has three stepper-motor-controller ports, four relative resistance channels, and a pulsewidth-modulation output. The

jection panels, the PanelBook
530 ($5299) can project more
than 1.4 million colors simultaneously with aresolution of 640

le

Circle 1292 on Inquiry Card.

by 480 pixels. Compatible with
PCs and Macs, the unit has an
81
/-inch-diagonal active-matrix
2
LCD and fits into abriefcase.
The panel has built-in, full-motion video support for NTSC and
PAL/SECAM video signals. A
hand-held remote control includes acustomizable button for
storing commands.
Phone: (800)294-6400 or
(503)692-4968.
Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card.

MAKE THE CONNECTION WHILE
TRAVELING
The Model 305 Konexx Modem
Koupler ($299) has abuilt-in
2400-/9600-bps data/fax modem
and connects to the serial port of
your PC. Compatible with telephones the world over, including pay and cellular phones, the
Model 305 is powered by a9-V
alkaline battery for 6 hours of
transmission time. The unit is
from Unlimited Systems (San
Diego, CA).
Phone: (619)622-1400.
Circle 1296 on inquiry Card.

PROJECTION PANEL

SC-726UXL
17" Flat Screen
1,280 x 1,024 (60Hz) High Resolution
Mac Compatible

SC-528UXL
15" Flat Screen
1,280 x 1,024 (60Hz) High Resolution

SC-428UXL
14" 1,024 x768 (75Hz) High Resolution

F

,or generations, we have looked to the stars as symbols of that which cannot be reached.

The StarPower Line Features:

To be considered astar, one must display rare talent and ability to rise above the masses.

•Super Fine Dot Pitch

While the average person may never literally reach the stars, it is possible to put one to

•Low Emission, MPR II

work for you. * Consider the Samtron StarPower' line of high resolution monitors. Featuring
digital controls, flicker-free screens to ease eye strain and non-interlaced displays for edge to edge

•VGA, SVGA, XGA, VESA
Compatible

viewing, the entire line complies with EPA Energy Star standards. * In addition, every Samtron

•Multi-Scan

monitor comes with an unparalleled three year parts and two year labor warranty, adding up to

•Power Saving

heavenly performance at down-to-earth prices.
* Contact your local dealer about the StarPower line.
You won't even need atelescope to see them up close.

EPA

POLLUTION ?REPENTER

e.tWONI

SAMTRON DISPLAYS, INC.
14251 E. Firestone Blvd. #101 La Mirada, CA 90638

MONITORS WITH STARPOWER"

Mexico, Tel: 011-525-325-0993

The EPA Energy Star' emblem does not represent EPA endorsement of any pmduct nservice. Specification subject to change without notice. VGA is atrademark of International Business Machines Co.. Ltd Screen asimulated.

Circle 143 on Inquiry Card.

Tel: 310 802-8425 Fax: 310 802-8820
Customer Service: Tel: (800) SAMTRON.
Distributors: Canada, Tel: (4;6) 858-3000
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document, letting you work on the entire
document rather than just individual pages
or sections. The software ($295 per copy) operates via modems, LANs, and ISDN networks.
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Contact: Cromvise, Santa Cruz, CA, (408) 459-9060.
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card,

NETWORK JOB SCHEDULER
A distributed-network job-scheduling and workload management
system, OnSchedule (server version starts at $2500) has the ability to automatically schedule,
execute, and manage processes
over anetwork of heterogeneous
machines. From Paradigm Systems (Newark, CA),
OnSchedule
groups related jobs into
cycles, which
allows interrelated jobs to be executed in aspecific
sequence. The system's GUI identifies all components in the system, the flow of
each cycle, and the relationships
among all components. Users
can customize their own eventdriven scheduling. A Hot BackUp option is available.
Phone: (510) 440-8551.
Circle 1302 on Inquiry Card.

RELATIONAL DATABASE
MANAGEMENT
A contact management program
for the Mac, Full Contact ($169)
uses RAM-based relational technology to keep track of contracts,
activities, and dates. From Fit
Software (Santa Clara, CA), the
program's MultiLinking capa224.
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bility lets you link any item with
any other item (or several other
items) in your database without
having to rekey information. Intelligent filters in the software
let you define aspecific search
for information. The software
can also export and import information to and from other applications or computers.
Phone:
(800) 725-3734 or
(408) 562-5990.
Circle 1303
on Inquiry Card.

PUT YOUR RAM TO THE TEST
RAMexam ($29.95). from Qualitas (Bethesda, MD), helps you
avoid system crashes resulting
from RAM failure. The software
uses aconsistent fault model that
is based on astrategy of specific sequences of bit patterns designed to detect specific types
of memory failures. The DOS-

CONTROL-SYSTEM DESIGNER
The Nonlinear Control Design
Toolbox (Windows version,
$895) from The MathWorks
(Natick, MA) works with the
company's Matlab and Simulink
software to help you design controllers directly in the nonlinear
domain. Targeted for engineers
who design controllers for industries such as automotive
aerospace, process control, and
petrochemicals, the NCD Toolbox lets you use the GUI to interactively specify time-domain
response constraints. You can
conduct live optimizations, displaying responses as they evolve
at each iteration to provide access to intermediate solutions.
You can also seamlessly access
Matlab, Simulink, and optimization routines to automatically
tune controller parameters. The
software is also available for the
Mac and Unix.
Phone: (508) 653-1415.

BUILD ASKYSCRAPER FOR OS/2
From Binar Graphics (San
Rafael, CA), SkyScraper—Desktop Manager for OS/2 ($99) provides avisual representation of
OS/2's multitasking capabilities.
Each video display represents a
desk in avirtual office in which
you can place as many desks as
you wish. Each application or
group of applications sits on its
own desk and is represented by a
button in the on-screen toolbar.
You can open all your OS/2 applications to full-screen size on
different desks and switch among
them with the click of abutton.
You can also organize your desks
into multiple offices on different
floors. You configure the way
SkyScraper looks by defining the
number and arrangement of
desks, offices, and floors.
Phone: (800)228-0666 or
(415) 491-1565.
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card.

PRESENTATION SOFTWARE
FOR UNIX A
A native X Window System application, Ovation presentation
graphics software ($795 per user)
runs on X terminals, workstations, or PCs running X software
on anetwork. From Visual En-

based utility installs automatically and includes six tests based
on the most likely categories of
memory failure. You can configure RAMexam to test system
memory daily, weekly. monthly, or as frequently as you like.
Phone: (800) 733-1377 or
(301) 907-6700.

gineering (San Jose, CA), Ovation allows you to drag and drop
graphics from other Unix applications. It provides hyperlinks to
trigger Unix multimedia features;
graphical on-line help; agraphical slide sorter; built-in outlining to help you quickly develop
presentation text; drawing and
charting tools; and support for
speakers' notes and audience
handouts.
Phone: (408)452-0600.

Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card.

ENCRYPT AND
COMPRESS DATA

FACILITY SCHEDULER •

Crypto/Cram, adata-encryption/data-compression system
(from $30), lets you compress or
encrypt multiple files by wild
card with or without aspecific
file-attribute criterion. The compression engine is based on the
public domain LZ77 slidingwindow-compression algorithm
to achieve, on average, a2-to-1
compression ratio. From Radix2
Software Engineering (Libertyville, IL), the program includes
Auto Path Walking, which allows you to quickly change directories; user-definable encryp-
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tion or compression activity log
files; infinite cipher layering with
intermixed access codes; alternate extension binding; and four
utilities.
Phone: (800) 946-8086 or
(708) 549-6733.
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Card.

A Windows-based program for
scheduling facilities and their related support equipment, Time
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and Place (from $89) enables
you to see and manipulate all
your room schedules at once so
that you can schedule blocks of
rooms and move events from one
room to another. You can create,
stretch, shrink, copy, and move
events by dragging and dropping
them on agrid, and you can enable five controls for any room.
Controls for the relationships between reservations include linking one reservation to another.
From Facility Innovations (Walnut, CA), the multiuser database
application is network ready.
Phone: (818) 810-8031.
Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card.

MAC FILE MANAGEMENT
A file management application
for the Mac, ProFiles ($129) from
Dayna Communications (Salt
Lake City, UT) lets you work in a

AWORKSHOP FOR UNIX
SunPro WorkShop is an integrated product suite for C, C++,
or FORTRAN Unix developers
running the Solaris 2operating
environment for SPARC. The
Sparcompiler Ccomponent aids
in cross-language development
and migration between C and
other programming languages.
The SparcWorks tool set includes integrated run-time error checking and Fix and Continue capabilities. The SparcWorks/TeamWare
code management tools automate software-version control, release
integration, release management, and project building. SparcWorks/Impact extends Sparcompiler FORTRAN to automatically
parallelize FORTRAN applications to run on multiprocessors without any source code changes. SunPro WorkShop for Ccosts S2195;
the version for C++ costs $2995; the FORTRAN version is $3195.
Contact: SunPro, aunit of Sun Microsystems, Mountain View,
CA, (415) 960-1300.
Circle 1299 on Inquiry Card.

window called the Filelist. Here
you can create acustomized list
of files and folders on which you
can synchronize folders and volumes, move and copy in
the background, send an
alias to anew destination,
and compress or expand
files. Find capabilities let
you search by multiple criteria. The program is compatible
with AppleShare, Personal File
Sharing, NetWare, and Unix.
Phone: (801) 269-7394.
Circle 1309 on Inquiry Card.

CD-ROM NETWORK CACHING
Opti-Net Lite (CD-ROM server
license, $179) adds data caching
and data prefetching to shared
CD-ROM drives installed in peerto-peer network servers. According to Online Computer Systems
(Germantown, MD), this boosts
network performance and user
productivity by providing up to
600 percent faster access to CDROM applications. You can store
recently and frequently used applications and data in high-speed
extended memory.
Phone: (301) 428-3700.
Circle 1310 on Inquiry Card.

SEE THE HANDWRITING
ON YOUR PC
Rite-Expressions ($379)
from Inforite (San Mateo,
CA) lets you annotate and
import handwritten information to off-the-shelf
Windows and DOS programs using your MP100
Writing Pad. In Windows,
the PC software works
through the OLE 2.0 and DLL interfaces. You run your application, open adocument file, and select from the Rite-Expressions
toolbar to activate afunction. The
MP100's pressure-sensitive pad
captures the writing, transmits it
to the computer, and puts it into
the open document as an overlay
at the cursor.
Phone: (415) 571-8766.

Software Update
Catalog On Disk for Windows
2.20, Curtis Software (Torrance, CA), improves speed,
adds Format Viewer and the
capability to copy complete
product records to abuffer
and paste them to create new
records, modifies Product
Line files, and adds enhanced
on-screen ordering and importation as options. $1795.
Phone: (310) 320-2451.
Circle 1324 on Inquiry Card.

Pbcar Typestry 2, Pixar (Richmond, CA), includes Adobe
Illustrator
import, aparticle system
tool, new options for building objects, enhanced animation control, a
Looks editor, new perforation
control, editable bevels, new
Environment Looks, and fog.
$299.
Phone: (510) 236-4000.
Circle 1325 on Inquiry Card.

Tech Help 6.0, Flambeaux
Software (Glendale, CA), has
an enlarged hypertext database of BIOS and DOS functions, covers system-extension APIs, and uses the latest
version of the Flambeaux
Help Viewer. $99.95.
Phone: (800) 833-7355 or
(818) 500-0044.
Circle 1326 on Inquiry Card.

Automenu 5.0 Net, Magee Enterprises (Norcross, GA), updates its look with menus
arranged in
overlapping
windows,
improves
setup and maintenance, lets
multiple MDFs (Menu Definition Files) reside on the same
screen, adds asoftware-detection module, supports cutting
and pasting of items between
menu pages and MDFs, and
provides hot-key access for
any displayed menu item.
$399.95 per server.
Phone: (800) 662-4330 or
(404) 446-6611.
Circle 1337 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1322 on Inquiry Card.
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What's New Software
S
OPHISTICATED S
TATISTICS IN WINDOWS
Built specifically for Windows, Statgraphics Plus for Windows
emphasizes the exploration of data and interpretation of results
in its interactive graphics. Available in every procedure, the graphics let you fully interrogate
statistical data on-screen.
The software's StatFolio
ros
function lets you automatically save and reuse work
without writing code or recording macros; when you
run aStatFolio analysis on a
new set of data, the graphics and tables are updated in
real time on the screen. A
DDE link lets you manage
data in a spreadsheet without having to export it to Statgraphics Plus. You can dynamically link the data into the data editor and use it inside the program
as if you had entered it directly into the system. All changes you
make to the spreadsheet are automatically reflected in the updated
statistical output and graphics. The base system includes simple and multiple regression; ANOVA; one-, two-, and multiple-variable analyses; and distribution fitting. The base system costs
$649; each additional module is $399.
STATCOUPNCS PI« le , WIndenn
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Contact: Manui,,istics, Rockville. MD, (301) 984-5000.
Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card.

CHARTING THROUGH WINDOWS
Charts Now ($99.95), a Windows-based graphics editor, lets
you quickly create organizational charts, flowcharts, network
and block diagrams, project
schedules, and viewgraphs. From
Foundation Microsystems (Mountain View, CA), the program includes drag-and-drop editing,
intelligent wizards, and azoom
capability that provides chartediting availability at all times.
You can individually configure
the chart symbols and use the unlimited note field for entering details about the item represented
by asymbol.
Phone: (510) 814-1695.
Circle 1314 on Inquiry Card.

AUTOCAD FILE CONVERTER
An HPOL/2-to-AutoCAD file
converter, HP2Design for Windows ($395) converts HPGL files
to DXF, DXB, or binary DXF formats and works with AutoCAD
releases 10, II, and 12. From Tailor Made Software (Kent, WA),
226
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Software Update

FONTS ON CD-ROM
The Bitstream 500 Font CD for
Windows ($49.95) has more than
500 professional-quality typefaces in TrueType and

HP2Design has aFeature Recognition function that re-creates features such as arcs, circles, and ellipses, rather than transliterating
HPGL line segments. for more
compact converted files. The software also recognizes overlapping
segments. A typical conversion
rate on a33-MHz 386 PC is less
than 15 seconds, according to the
company.
Phone: (206) 631-1513.
Circle 1312 on Inquiry Card.

SCREEN ILLUSIONS
Stereolusions ($49) from I/O
Software (Cucamonga. CA) lets
you turn your Windows- and
Windows NT—compatible drawings and pictures into SIRDSes
(Single Image Random Dot
Stereograms). The SIRDSes consist of apicture containing a
semi-random pattern of dots that
forms a3-D image when viewed
at acertain angle on your computer screen.
Phone: (909) 483-5700.
Circle 1313 on Inquiry Card.

r

PostScript Type 1formats. From Bitstream
(Cambridge, MA), the
CD-ROM disc includes
the Mini-MakeUp standalone Windows mini-ap-

plication, which lets you
stretch, bend, twist, color, shade, fill, and rotate
text to create special effects. Mini-MakeUp can
support OLE as well as
standard Windows graphics file
formats.
Phone: (617) 497-6222.
Circle 1315 on inquiry Card.

DESIGN WITH THESE
WIDGETS
A set of custom controls for Visual Basic, Designer Widgets
($129) lets you add graphical interface design elements to the
applications you design. You use
the Dockable Toolbar to create
floating toolbars of buttons that
the user can attach to the top,
sides, or bottom of aMultiple
Document Interface form. When
the toolbars are not docked, the
user can resize and reshape the
palette. The Index Tabs control
enables you to design efficient
dialog boxes using the index tab
metaphor to group collections of
related options. With the FormFX control, you can customize
the look of your forms by manipulating captions and borders.
The Designer Widgets software
is from Sheridan Software Systems (Melville, NY).
Phone: (516) 753-0985.
Circle 1316 on Inquiry Card.
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Energize 2.5, Lucid (Menlo
Park, CA), supports automatic precompiled header
files, reduces the size of files
by 50 percent, uses automatic dependency analysis
for make files, speeds up
application development,
incorporates compiler technology advancements, and
supports the "long double"
type for more precision in
floating-point arithmetic.
Single unit, $4250.
Phone: (415) 329 -8400.
Circle 1328 on Inquiry Card.

ABC FloviCharter 3.0, Micrograt x(RIchardson. TX),
features expanded shape
palettes, an automatic alignment tool for graphics within flowcharts, improved
quick-and-easy connection
lines, OLE 2.0 implementation, and new keyboard
shortcuts and hot keys.
$495.
Phone: (214)234-1769.
Circle 1329 on Inquiry Card.

CodeBase 5.1, Sequiter Software (Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada), includes the CodeControls Windows interface
designer and the CodeReporter developer's report
writer. $495.
Phone: (403) 437-2410.
Circle 1330 on Inquiry Card.

OS/N (Optical Storage for NetWare) 2.0, LaserData
Tyngsboro, MA), adds NLM
optical drivers with multitasking and multithreaded
capabilities, supports configurations that include amix of
51
/
4and 12-inch WORM and
CD-ROM optical storage
devices, provides direct connection of WORM optical
drives and jukeboxes to
NetWare servers, and provides server-based optical
backup and automatic
synchronization. From
$4476.
Phone: (508) 649-4600.
Circle 1331 on inquiry Card.
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The future of computing is wide open.
If you're working in an open-computing
environment—or are planning to make the change
soon—the choices are more complicated than ever.
You need the right mix of technical and business
information to make the right decisions.
That's why you should be reading
Unix World's Open Computing.
Written for professionals who integrate,
manage, program and resell interoperable
systems, Open Computing gives you the
up-to-the-minute information that you need to:
•reduce information costs
•create strategic computing solutions
•select the right hardware and software
•improve productivity
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Seize the opportunity—the open-computing era
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organizations that can put their knowledge
to use and harness the potential of interoperable
systems. Build your knowledge through the
in-depth features, industry news, comprehensive

Cross-platform
e-mail strategies

product reviews, and programming tips in every
issue of Open Computing.
Here's how to:
Beet the costs
Demand more
from venders
Id the perfect
help desk
Get online

To start receiving Open Computing, just call the
toll-free number below. Receive twelve issues for
just $18.00 per year—half of the newsstand price.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed.

subscribe now
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What's New Software
CREATE LANDSCAPES
IN 3-D
A 3-1) landscape-rendering software program for
the Macintosh, Scenery
Animator ($149) uses
3-D models from the U.S.
Geological Survey to ensure accuracy when rendering pictures of scenes
as diverse as national
parks and asimulated lunar andscape. From Natural Graphics
(Rocklin, CA), the software includes adjustable lighting, landscape color, clouds, trees, and
snow level to use in creating pictures from any perspective or in
drawing aflight path for animation. A built-in fractal landscape
generator helps you create random landscapes.
Phone: (916) 624-1436.
Circle 1318 on Inquiry Card.

AUTOMATIC FILE INTEGRATION
Trans Plus for Windows ($225)
from Intex Solutions (Needham,
MA) converts most ASCII files
into valid spreadsheet files and

Net/Wrk0S2 provides seamless
integration between individual
PCs and LAN platforms running
OS/2, as well as between OS/2
platforms and PCs or LANs running software such as Windows

then autorrhatically launches your
spreadsheet program and opens
the file in aready-to-use format.
The software, which eliminates
the data-parsing procedure, supports standard ASCII text files
and is compatible with most
spreadsheet programs.
Phone: (617) 449-6222.
Circle 1319 on Inquiry Card.

FILE TRANSFER WITH OS/2
Net/Wrk0S2 ($1495) allows you
to transfer files bidirectionally
and remotely execute programs
across similar and dissimilar
hardware platforms without doing any programming. From
KnowledgeNet (Palatine, IL),

WORK IN 3-DWINDOWS
Caligari trueSpace for Windows immerses you in a 3-D-perspective workspace where you can shape objects as if working
in clay and interact with them in real time. You can make
changes as you navigate around the space with amouse and
view 3-D objects from all angles by rotating, bending, twisting, molding, and manipulating them. You can create
beveled metallic 3-D logos
by selecting any TrueType
font and typing in perspective space. The software's
ray-tracing feature lets you
create effects such as refractions and reflections,
and you can combine textures with shadows and
transparencies to add realism. You can drag objects
around or use the spreadsheet-like visual time editor to create
animations. You can then output the animations to videotape or
save them in AV1/Video for Windows format. The program costs
$795.
Contact: Caligari, Mountain View, CA, (415) 390-9600.
Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card.

NT. The software uses asimple
command language to operate
across APPC/APPN networks
and TCP/IP backbones. It supports Dynamic SQL and includes
the Net/Wrk Scheduler and the
API Tool Kit.
Phone: (800) 292-0127 or
(708) 705-0400.
Circle 1317 on inquiry Card.

SCANNING IN UNIX
Unix software that can run on
SunOS, Solaris, RS/6000, and
DEC systems, Imager Desktop
($795) supports Hewlett-Packard
ScanJet IIcx color flatbed scanners. From Advent Imaging
(Princeton, NJ), the software lets
you generate and save color images as monochrome, gray-scale,
or 8- or 24-bit color at up to 1600
dpi. The program's preview
mode lets you view the image
before you scan it.
Phone: (609) 252-6933.
Circle 1320 on Inquiry Card.

DOS EXTENDER
A 386-based DOS extender,
Cause Way for Assembly Language ($147) has an integrated linker with a
morphing feature that allows it to read and use
most linker scripts without modification. You
can nest link-script files
up to 10 levels deep.
From Devore Software
& Consulting (Naperville, IL), the software
also includes asymbolic
debugger for running
programs under protected mode
and afile compressor that allows
you to compress DOS-extended
applications by as much as 50
percent.
Phone: (708) 717-6369.
Circle 1321 on Inquiry Card.
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Software Update
Mathcad 5.0, MathSoft (Cambridge, MA), offers usability
enhancements; learning aids; and
additional
graphics, numeric functions,
and DDE support. $99.95.
Phone: (617) 577-1017.
Circle 1332 on Inquiry Card.

CV Mate/Pro 6.0, Vermont Microsystems (Winooski, VT),
boosts the graphics performance of Computervision's
Personal Designer by as much
as eight times and features
productivity tools such as a
Bird's-Eye View, Magnifying
Glass, and Real-Time AntiAliasing. $295.
Phone: (802)655-2860.
Circle 1333 on Inquiry Card.

HyperHelp 3.1, Bristol Technology (Ridgefield, CT), adds
support for kanji, Frame 4.0,
DEC's Alpha OSF/1 workstation, and Silicon Graphics'
Indigo and Iris workstations.
$5000.
Phone: (203) 438-6969.
Circle 1334 on Inquiry Card.

DP Umbrella 2.5, Vycor (College Park, MD), supports Microsoft Mail and cc:Mail, adds
task dependencies associated
with activities and work orders, provides equipment
searches for equipment items
on any number of fields, and
adds azoom feature in the
Help Desk Monitor module as
well as configuration options
to set counters in activity, personnel, and component windows. $7995 for five simultaneous users.
Phone: (800) 888-9267 or
(301)2204450.
Circle 1335 on Inquiry Card.

MacAnalyst 4.1, Excel Software
(Marshalltown, IA), adds enhanced object-oriented design,
code browsing, and reengineering capabilities. $995.
Phone: (515)752-5359.
Circle 1327 on Inquiry Card.
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than

Osborne

Providers of

delivers the most authoritative question

Tech Support,

& answer books available anywhere.

Answers to the Most

Speed up your computing and stay in

Frequently Asked

the lead with answers to the most

Questions...From

frequently asked end-user questions —

the Simple to

from the simple to the arcane. And

the Arcane.

watch for more books in the series
coming up soon.

Lotus Notes Answers: Certified Tech Support
by Polly Russell Komble $16.95
ISBN: 0-07-882045-6
111111!!!!!!!!!M

Oatinionam•

'INTERNET

YELLOW PAGES
The Internet
Yellow Pages
by Harley Hahn
and Rick Stout
$27.95
ISBN. D-07-882023-5

Sound Blaster:
The Official Book,
Second Edition
by Peter M. Ridge,
David Golden. Ivan Luk.
Scott Sindorf, and
Richard Heimlich.
Includes One 3.5-Inch Disk.
$34.95
ISBN: 0-07-88.2000-6

Available now at your local book and computer stores:
B4.
1
.
P
.7.1
.fA&AqPie

*PPoierffl Borders
nun° cEnr..n
Waldenbooks

or call 1.800.822.8158 any time. Mention key code SF54BYL
and use your American Express, Visa, Discover, or Mastercard.

Osborne Windows
Programming Series
by Herbert Schilch,
Chris H. Pappas, and
William H. Murray, Ill.
Vol. I-Programming
Fundamentals $39.95
ISBN: 0-07-881990-3
Vol. 2-General Purpose
API Functions $49.95
ISBN: 0-07-88199 I
-I
Vol. 3-Special Purpose
API Ffections $49.95
ISBN: 0-07-88 I
992-X

BYTE Guide
to CD-ROM
by Michael Nadeau.
Includes One
CD-ROM Disk
$39.95
ISBN: 0-07-881982-2

Circle 122 on Inquiry Card.

Osborne

Osborne
For Accuracy, Quality and Value

Get Answers- Get

NOTEBOOK

HANDHELD

PCMCIA Brings Them
DESKTOP

PDA

PALMTOP

All Together
LAPTOP

PEN-BASED SYSTEM

The PCMCIA standard allows the information
gathered via laptop, PDA, palmtop, or pen-based
systems to be compatible with desktop PC's.
Quatech manufactures a full line of products that
conform to the PCMCIA standards including Type I
card readers for memory cards, Type Il and Ill
interface adapters, and I/O cards for communications
and data acquisition applications.
Quatech's I/O cards are available in RS-232,
RS-422 and RS-485. Each are PCMCIA PC Card
2.1 compliant and support "hot-swapping"
(insertion and removal of card while system is on).
Quatech also offers a single port IBM PC
compatible Enhanced Parallel Port PCMCIA card
and a 24 digital input/output Type Il PCMCIA card.

cs -1111e,

,;,d 6j.46..a:r?
ECH INC.
U5 .
REV B

p7
)

R5

141 ,, ii n

Call today for more information on
Quatech's PCMCIA products or our
complete line of communication, data
acquisition and industrial I/O products.

1-800-553-1170

GUATECH
Providing quality technology for over a decade

Foreign Distributor Inquiries Welcome
FAX: 216-434-1409
BBS: 216-434-2481

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway, Akron, Ohio 44311 U.S.A. (216) 434-3154. International: Australia/Interworld Electronics & Computer 03-563-5011,
Canada (Western)/Interworld Electronics 604-984-4171 (Toronto office 416-513-7027), Denmark/Jes Rasmussen Aps. 45 4281 6838, England/
Diamond Point International 634-722-390, Finland/Lab Hi-Tech OY 358-0-682-1255, France/Elexo 33-1-69302880, Germany/Jupiter Electronic
Systems GMBH 06181/75041, Israel/RCM Ltd. 972-03-6487885, Italy/N.C.S. Computer Italia 03311 770016, Korea/Sam Boo Systems 82-2-135280, Netherlands/ACAL Auriema 040-502602, Singapore/Bliss Services Pte Ltd (65) 338-1300, Saudi Arabia/Integrated Coputer Operations 966
3895 1827, South Africa Eagle Electronics 27 21 234943, Switzerland Amiro Tech. Engin. 37-2311-18, Spain/SANTA Barbara
Made
SA 34 3418 81 16, Sweden/Systec 46 13 1101 40. IBM PC-XT, AT, and Micro Channel are registered trademarks of IBM Corp.
in
All other trademarks are of their respective companies.
U.S.A.
Circle 138 on Inquiry Card.

ei

BUY IT THROUGH Il VIE
Mail Order

Hardware/Software Showcase

Buyer's Mart

The latest offerings from
vendors supplying
products of all leading
manufacturers at extremely
competitive prices.

This categorized four-color display
section makes it easy to find
Hardware and Software products from
awide variety of manufacturers
and suppliers.

From Accessories to Laptops
to Word Processors, you can
easily find the dealers you are
looking for in this directory of
products and services.

232

257

266

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE"
CDW Is now an
authorized IBM
resealed
Call today for our best
price on IBM products, including:
• ThinkPads • PSNaluePoints
• IBM Options
ThinkPad 500

85mB..qhfr .$1599.00

MAGNAVOLC I

WHY PAY
RETAIL?
CDIAl®Sells

Magnavox 20CM64
20" SuperVGA
Monitor

For Less

CDW 39402

V

Max Resolution: 1280x1024 Non-Interlaced

V

Max Refresh: 90Hz, .31mm Dot Pitch

V

Supports Wide Variety of Video Standards

V

Front Mounted Controls, Tilt/Swivel Base

V

1 Year Warranty

$999.00

20CM64

CDW 20751

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT DISCOUNT PRICES
NETWORKING PRODUCTS

NETWORKING PRODUCTS

bINOVELL.
Netware V4.01
5 USER CD .
848.00
10 USER CD
.1895.00
25 USER CD
50 USER CD ....3748.00
Netware V3.12
5 USER 3.5' .
578.00
10 USER 3.5' ..
1298.00
25 USER 3.5'
50 USER 3.5'
2578.00
100 USER 3.5' ................................................3698.50
Call for Pnang on NetWare CD-ROM
Versions and Upgrades
PERSONAL NETWARE 51.0 NEW
1USER
5 USER

.67.57
265.52

NOVELL PR/CING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE PLEASE CALL
COW FOR THE MOST CURRENT PRICING

e.
.....

COACTIVE STARTER KIT..
COACTIVE ADD.ON KIT

.

..189.99
139.89

11,EAS+0,1531B,1

TC6242 ARCNET 8Brr COAX CARD ....................69.59
TC8245 ARCNET COAX CARD ..
TC6040ARCNET PASSIVE 4PORT HUB COAX .39.50
TC%055 ETHERNET 8PORT CON 1013T.
339.47
TC4045 TOKEN RING 16/4 CARD..
CDW Carries Me Complete Line of TCNS Products.
Call for Details ,

ARTISOFr

Lantastic 06.0 5user
Lantastic V6.0 Starter Kit..

3C503 ETHERLINK II
..159.44
3C509 ETHERLINK III CDAX
.
..115.50
3C509 ETHERLINK III COAX 5 PI<
529.12
3C509 ETHERLINK III 108T ...
115.50
3C509 ETHERLINK III 1513T 5 PK...................527.97
3C509 ETHERLINK Ill COMBO.
135.88
3C509 ETHERLINK III COMBO 5 PK ..............578.84
3C579 ETHERLINK EISA COAX
3C579 ETHERLINK EISA IOBT .
229.91
3C1627 12 PORT LINKBUILDER 1OBT...........638.95
OTHER TOP-QUALITY NAME BRANDS
EAGLE NE2000+ 1OBT
..
94.80
EAGLE NE3200 THIN COAX wriPA
478.34
NATIONAL SEMI NE200D+ COAX.
89.44
NATIONAL SEMI NE20O)... IOBT
84.59
II You Don't See What You Are Looking For...Call.
CDW Cartes the Bs st Networking Selection
in the Industry ,
PE3I0BC POCKET ETHERNET COAX ...
PE310B2 POCKET ETHERNET COAX..
PE31OBT POCKET ETHIERNET IOBT
PA202B6 POCKET ARCNET COAX.
POCKET TOKEN RING II _
PPX03 PARALLEL POW MULTIPLEXOR
XIRCOM 14.4K POCKET MODEM

119.87
667.25

NODERUNNER 2000A
NODERUNNER 20001
NODERUNNER 2000C
NODERUNNER/S1 2000A
NODERUNNER/SI 2000T .
NODERUNNER/SI 2000C.

217.30
170.07
_172.17

.........

REMOVABLE & FLOPPY DRIVES

322.90
......334.31

IOBT 5 PORT INTERNAL HUB
NODERUNNER STARTER KIT WINDOWS _479.29
SIMPLY LANTASTIC START KIT NEW...........204.03
SIMPLY LANTASTIC V1.0 NEW............
T.RUNNER 8 PORT IOBT
1-RUNNER 12 PORT IOBT .

SW'
ULTRA113 ETHERNET COAX
_105.25
ULTRA16 COAX 6PK.,
579.05
ULTRA16 COAX 24PK
2206.96
ULTRA16 ETHERNET 10/3T
105.25
ULTRAI 6 1013T 6PK
578.54
ULTRA16 IOBT 24PK .
2115.36
ULTRA16 ETHERNET COMBO
_119.35
ULTRA16 COMBO 6PK .
_06936
ULTRAII3 COMBO 24Pl< ..
256608
ETHERCARD+ ELITE COAX
119.64
ETHERCARD+ ELITE COAX 6PK ...................628.73
ETHERCARD. ELITE MCA COAX ..................189.26
ETHERCARD0 ELITE 1061
11984
ETHERCARD+ ELITE IOBT 6PK.........
.01022
ETHERCARD+ ELITE MCA IOBT..18955
ETHERCARD+ ELITE EISA IOBT ................ 579.78
ETHERCARD+ ELITE COMBO...
13057
ETHERCARD+ ELITE COMBO 61.K ....... ....._.753.59
3608 ETHERNET 8 PORT CON 1091
32961
3512 ETHERNET 12+2 PORT CON 1OBT......614.76
PC600WS ARCNET CARD COAX- .
...........I1093
PC650WS ARCNET CARD TP .
............ ...........119.88
PC600FS ARCNET CARD COAX .......... ..........199.29
PC130 ARCNET CARD COAX ............... ...........68.50
ARCNET 8 PORT ACTIVE HUB COAX ...........229.41
TOKENCARD ELITE 16/4

If You Find a Better
Price, Call CDW'
Before You Buy
(800) 959-4CDW

IBM

309.89
.224.44
.268.31
.229.30
.455.89
...77.80
.506.19

TOKEN RING

IIBM TOKEN RING 16/4 ISA.............. .. ............ 429.68
IBM TOKEN RING 16/4 MCA........................... 489.56
IBM TOKEN RING MAU................................45888

ETHEREXPRESS 16 COAX .. _....... .......... ...99.33
ETHEREXPRESS 16 COAX &PK
........454.13
ETHEREXPRESS 16 COAX 20PK ...............1698.38
ETHEREXPRESS MCA COAX ........................166.52
ETHEREXPRESS 16 10ET.............
...........99.33
ETHEREXPRESS 16 INIT 5 PK
ETHEREXPRESS 16 1OBT 20PK ..................1698.38
ETHEREXPRESS MCA TOBT
. .....166.52
ETHEREXPRESS 16
.......:::.........116.77
ETHEREXPRESS 16 COMBO 5PK .. ...............545.09
ETHEREXPRESS 16 COMBO 20PK.............2036.93
ETHEREXPRESS FLASH IOBT _...............111.88
ETHEREXPRESS FLASH 1OBT 5RK ..............515.62
ETHEREXPRESS FLASH COMBO ............129.79
ETHEREXPRESS FLASH COMBO 5 PK ........599.00
ETHEREXPRESS EISA COAX..409.88
TOKENEXPRESS 16/4 ..349.94
NETPORT II COAX
....368.85
NETPORT II 1OBT...368.85
ETHEREXPRESS ISA HUB. ...
519 93
ETHEREXPRESS ISA HUB
TAPE

REMOVABLE & FLOPPY DRIVES

Lome2._

JUMBO 120MB INTERNAL.
..... . .. ...........99.80
JUMBO 250MB INTERNAL....... .............. .........167.34
TRAKKER 120MB PARALLEL PORT..............199.45
TRAKKER 250MB PARALLEL PORT..............324.84
POWERTAPE 2.4GB SCSI INTERNAL ...........946.91
POWERTAPE 2.4GB SCE EXTERNAL ........1087.99
POWERDAT 4GB SCSI INTERNAL ..............1188.00

L•MEGA
TAPE 250MB INTERNAL
169.57
TAPE 250 INTERNAL PLUS...
185.13
FLOPTICAL 21MB INSIDER
............ 379.27
BERNOULLI 90MB PC POWERED PRO .......298.49
BERNOULLI 150MB INSIDER SCSI......... ..... ..079.11
BERNOULLI 150MB INSIDER IDE ..................469.59
BERNOULLI 150MB PC POWERED
494.76
BERNOULLI 150MB TRANSPORTABLE
568.26
90MB CARTRIDGE
89.27

MICROSOLUTIONS
BACKPACK 3.5' 1.44143 FLOPPY PARALLEL ........17432
BACKPACK 525' 124B FLOPPY PARALLEL.... 175.89

BACKPACK 250MB TAPE B-U PARALLEL.355.05

NASDAII

WURTIR*

PUMA 88MB PARALLEL ......... .
PUMA 105MB PARALLEL.. .....

1S/ONE 12 % 12 4 BUTTON .
IS/ONE 12 X 12 12 BUTTON
XLP 12 X 124 BUTTON& STYLUS
XLP 12 X 18 16 BUTTON...
XGT 12 X 12 ....... .

..
.44244
...... ...519.60

295.25
298.82
.219.55
442.60
..343.98

vi}CºConep

DB11112%12 4 BUTTON..................................209.37

Mountcdn.

0611112X1218
DB11112%18
W/PRES
BUTTON
PEN"
............. .
299.37
DB III 12X18 16 BUTTON CORDLESS
.
396
6
363
99.
.
"
85
40
SLATE 12X12 W/PRES PEN
SLATE 12%12 W/16 BUTTON

TD-250 250MB INT IDE ......
...... ........... 189.32
FS8500 305MB INT IDE
.... ..............
SIDECAR II 305MB PARALLEL TBU
.358.77
1200-4 4GB EXT SCSI
2045 39
750MB-1.5GB INT TBU W/ADPT
1036.19
750MB-1.5GB EXT TBU W/AOPT
1254.69

Canon

IX4015 COLOR SCANNER

WYSE TERMINALS
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE

30 AMBER OR GREEN...............
50 AMBER OR GREEN
.....
55 AMBER, GREEN. WHITE......
60 AMBER, GREEN, WHITE.......
150 AMBER, GREEN, WHITE....
160 AMBER, GREEN, WHITE.....
325 COLOR .

ALTEC LANSING ACS300 SPKRS/SW
27426
Beethoven Int MM Explorer Kit w/ 16 bit sound332.08
Beethoven Int MM Intro Kit 8/16 bil sound.......188.74
CDW 4 CD EDUTAINMENT BUNDLE'
.....65.16
CDW 5CD BUNDLE'
12017
COW 5CD BUSINESS BUNDLE'
11986
CDW 5CD ENTERTAINMENT BUNDLE' .........79.33
CREATIVE LABS DigitalEdge MM Kit
627 17
CREATIVE LABS DISCOVERY 16 INT
_32808
CREATIVE LABS SB 16 AWE32
.............29504
CREATIVE LABS SB 16 SCSI ................ ......177.90
CREATIVE SB 16 ASP MCD
18379
DIAMOND SONIC SOUND BASIC ..................214.58
DIAMOND SONIC SOUND LX
10930
MEDIA VISION CRITICAL PATH
....... 4453
MEDIA VISION MEMPHIS SYS..
.. .578.75
MEDIA VISION PRO 16 SYSTEM II BUNDLE 49998
MEDIA VISION PRO AUDIO 16 BASIC
9774
MEDIA VISION PRO AUDIO SPECT 16..........123.84
MEDIA VISION PRO AUDIO STUDIO 16 ........157.45
MICROSOFT BOOKSHELF CD
119.89
MICROSOFT CINEMANIA 1994.52.88
MICROSOFT WIN ONO SYS V2.0.
.52.95
MS ENCARTA 1994.6524
MS MULTIMEDIA BEETHOVEN.
.5288
MS WIN SND SYS V2.0 W/BOARD..
_139.20
ORCHID GAMEWAVE 32
138.40
ORCHID SOUNDWAVE 32
21972
PROCOM EXT MULTIMEDIA STATION
78948
PROCOM INT MULTIMEDIA STATION. ........739.16
SONIC SOUND PRO UPG KIT
98.45
SONY DSKTOP LIB EXT W/SND 2X.... ..
..479.54
SONY DSKTOP LIB INT W/SND 20
467.73
SONY DSKTOP LIBRARY INT 20
231.10
SOUND BLASTER PRO DLX
71.00
TURTLE BEACH MONTEREY ONO CRD
349.77
TURTLE BEACH MULTISOUND
.......
'AVAILABLE ONLY WITH CD-ROM DRIVE
PURCHASE. CALL FOR DETAILS
CD-ROM

&

OPTICAL

SUMMASKETCH III 12 X 12 16 BUTTON
SUMMASKETCH III 18 X 12 4 BUTTON.

253.90
524.44

//1 INSTR
H°115":)N
UMENT
HI 7100 A-D SIZE 8 PEN
HI 7200 A.F SIZE 8 PEN

.2598.78
.3387.22

HEWLETT
PACKARD
HP SCANJET IIP
HP SCANJET IIP DOCUMENT FEEDER ....
HP SCANJET IICX W/ ISA ...... ..............._
HP SCANJET IICX DOCUMENT FEEDER.,
IICX TRANSPARENCY ADAPT...................

.734.61
.269.93
.995.50
.474.72
.633.26

EPSON'
ACTIONSCANNER ES600C
ACTIONSCANNER ES800C...
ACTIONSCANNER ES800C PRO ......
VIDEO

.1065.00
_1238.53

PRODUCTS

VGA 11. SUPER VGA MONITORS
AST VISION 4N 14'
369.91
MAG INNOVISION MX15F... ...... ........ ...... ..... ..097.15
MAC INNOVISION DX15F
..... ..... ..... ..... .435.90

MAGNAVOX 20CM64 20' SPECIAL , . .......

999.00
659.00
999.00
... 1127.00
NEC 3V
478.79
NEC3FGE IS' .............................................. ...877.17
NEC 4FGE IS
..629.81
5FGE 17'
998.50
NANAO

NEC 6FGp 21'.
PANASONIC C138I i
PHILIPS I764DC 17 .
PHILIPS BRILLIANCE 2I'...............

DRIVES

Beethoven 260ms Int CD-ROM Kit
178.73
CHINOS CDS535 INT CD-ROM KIT
367.60
CHINOS CDX535 EXT CDROM KIT
427.88
NEC 30E EXTERNAL
..............
558.92
NEC 3X1 INTERNAL .
....
NEC 3Xp Portable
427.59
ORCHID CDS3I10 INT
194.88
PIONEER DRM604X 6 DISC Ouadnaspin
1149.00
PLEXTOR 3028 240MS INT KIT ____
CALLI
PLEXTOR 3028 W/PA SPECTRUM 16
CALL
PLEXTOR 5028 240MS EXT KIT
CALL!
PLEXTOR 5028 W/PA SPECTRUM 16
CALL!
SONY COU -338 Int 2% CD-ROM Kit
179.78
SONY CDU535 INT CD-ROM
274.72
NY CDU561 INT SCSI 20 CD-ROM
299,93
SONY CDU7205N EXT CD-ROM ... ............. 449.88
SYDOS PARALLEL PORT CD-ROM
289.09
Toshiba 3401 EXT SCSI 4 DRIVE TOWER 2535.08
Toshiba 3401 EXT SCSI CD-ROM
468.80
Toshiba 3401 EXT SCSI CD-ROM W/AOPT 599.95
Toshiba 3401 INT SCSI CD.ROM..._ ..... .. ..... _387.50
Toshiba 3401 INT SCSI CD-ROM W/ADP7
519.55

997.42

Surrnagraphics.

.27259
.355.50
.231.86
.279.60
.265.45
.329.88
.458.40

MULTIMEDIA, SOUND, CD

1999.00
..335.78
..719.50
.995.00
2239.45
.497.00
..991.00
_1147.00
2198.00

VGA 8, SUPER VGA DISPLAY CARDS

«ego

No Surcharge For Credit Cards

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
COW® IS A NASDAQ
TRADED COMPANY
TICRER SYMBOL COWC
8 Rare 081
Dun. 10-762-7952

PLOTTERS, DIGITIZERS 8, SCANNERS

SvD0S

Ilircoon

A.

TC5I43 ETHERNET COAX
TC5143 ETHERNET COAX 6PK
TC5I 43 ETHERNET IOBT

TAPE

3Com'

,ned

s.o.ee

=rare
M'Z'r
:et
...go. ewe FP row ma.... ceybe...1.. erg ma edeneem.
mo. eue.• arezzort, *en.,
am...me roe h..

ATI Graphics Ultra Pro 2MB EISA............... ..... 394.92
ATI Graphics Ultra Pro 2MB VLB .....................357.59
CARDINAL WARPSPEED 2MB VLB ...............479.20
CREATIVE LABS VIDEO BLASTER
339.02
CREATIVE LABS VIDEO SPIGOT
237.73
DIAMOND STEALTH PRO 1MB
207.47
DIAMOND STEALTH PRO 2MB ..... ..... .
........ 333.32
DIAMOND SPEEDSTAR PRO 1MB
107.43
DIAMOND VIPER VLB 2MB
387.86
HERCULES GRAPHITE PRO 1MB
255.46
HERCULES GRAPHITE 2MB
368.45
HERCULES DYNAMITE VLB
157.30
INTEL SMART VIDEO RECORDER
4416.88
ORCHID FAHRENHEIT 1280+
10784
ORCHID FAHRENHEIT VA ... ..... ......... ..... . 172.97
ORCHID CELSIUS VLB 1MB
238.97
ORCHID CELSIUS VLB 2MB...............
297.96

CDW •HOURS
Tech Support for Customers

MOST ORDERS
SHIP THE

13:00-7:00 CDT Mee-FO.
9:00-5:00 CDT Sat.

SAME DAY

Saes 7:00 -900 CDT Mon-Frl.
9:00-5:00 CDT Sat.

69

69

WinWriter 600
Laser Printer
integrated Microsoft* At
Work based printer that
utilizes the underlying
technology of the Microsoft
Windows

10

✓

ppem

se

V

Printing System.

e

Emulation:

PCL 4, Microsoft Windows Printing System

✓

Bi-directional Parallel Interlace V

44

TrueType fonts V
200 sheet paper capacity
Energy Star compliant
Requires host PC

✓

e

running Windows 3.1 or higher

gib

$119738

CDW 38332

e

BJ-200e
V 360 dpi BubbleJet Printer
V Up to 33% Faster than BJ-200

II I I

_

V 360 dpi Color BubbleJet Printer
V Optimized for Plain Paper
V Laser-quality Text Output

ÇZ:b

TOSHIBA

299900
339900

T195005/120MB.....2477.17 14800200MB
2299.00
7195005200MB__2697.71 1493302X8AB
3999.00
T1950017120MB
7413000340,4B
4369.00
74700CS/200MB DUAL CLR .
3897 00
74700CS/320MB DUAL CLR ........................423800
747000T/320MB ACT CLR

4849.00

TI3600C/510MB ACT CLR
T6600C/510MB CD ACT CLR

6099.00
6599.00

As:

BRAVO SERIES

LC 433S 12084B.......105100 U9 4/33D 170MB.......1415.64

SHARP

NOTEBOOK 170MB COLOR
.......
.2398.00
NOTEBOOK 170MB COLOR..... .......
.... 2894.60
Call for de/ads on nevi DX4 models

Canon
NOTEJET 4125 120MB COLOR ........„..
NOTEJET 4/25 200MB COLOR
NNOVA 4/33L SO 170MB...
NNOVA 4/33L SX 240MB
NNOVA 4/50L 170MB

....275958
308957
92904
102571
134955

NNOVA 4/66L 240MB ..................... .............1614.88

EPSON
ActionNole
ActionNote
ActionNote
ActionNote

4SLC50 120MBNnodem
4SLC50 180MB+modein
500C 120MB+rnodem..........
500C 180MB+modem

.1656.62
.1738.96
1979.48
.206391

4.1"1:1"b17
=4, 5
ThinkPad 500 4/50DX2 85 MB. .....
ThinkPad 500 4/500X2 170MB ..... ...........

.1599.00
.1899.00

PSNaluePoInt Syeteme

ML591... ............. 585.87
Pecelnelk 3410.1233.92
OL400E
499.98
OL410E
649.31
OL830+
OL850 PS
DOC-IT 4000

EPSON'
AP2250
115.63 L0870...
444.91
AP3250
171.95 L01170.
AP3260
197.00 L02550------------------898.08
LX810
164.95 DFX5000 .............1359.44
FX870
287.59 DFX8000 -------------2269.45
FX1170
354.95 STYLUS 300...
_228.80
L0570+
237.97 STYLUS BOIT
.251.97
L01070+
365.35
ACTION LASER 1500
855.70
ACTION LASER 1500 W/2MB
715.22
'AFTER 525 MANUFACTURER REBATE (ENDS 5/30/941

IBM

LEXUARK LASER PRINTERS

4037 5E 5PPM
657.17
4029-10 lOPPM . , _
4039109 IOPPM ...... .
...... .. .......... ................ -1115.42
0039-10RD 1OPPM .
Difiiiiii::::::: .................. -.1"9."
4039.128
1689.76
4039.12L 12PPM. ....
....2154.24
4039-16L 16PPM
.. ..... WinWnter 600 NEVA .
::::::::::::. ..... .. ..... .
...... ......1197.38

NEC

P3200
... .
_.
._219.00
SuperScnpt 610 _567.78
Silentwriter 840 .....788 58

Silentwnler 95F.....867.70
SlIentwnter 1097 1377.60

Panasonic
1150
133.49 2624
1624......... ........... ..385.20 3123 NEW
2123........ .......... .243.37 4430 LASER
2124
..318.41 4440 LASER..

4E0:K29212M

IMAGE III 4/50
POWERMATE
POWERMATE
POWERMATE

420MB. ..... ..... ....... .......... ........1978.62
4/33SX 170MB.. .
.1129.54
4/5012X2 210MB...... ...... ..........1388.27
4/66DX2 210MB.. .......... ..........1727.72

409.49
249.00
886.91
1019.76

'TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

1756E0 PettEn5E0527843_....037903

VERSA NOTEBOOKS
4/401206E1 Ikno _2564.43 450206W/3 Color...4497.44
4/40120MB Color....381720 4/50 340813 Mono ....3668.79
4/40 ewe
_.299987 4503408IBColcr.....4917.59
4/40 250818Color.....4226.81 4/75 3404ABCc«.....5229.05
450 20961BM:co _3255.00
READY 4/25S 170MB Multimedia .... ..............1436.70
READY 4/335 210MB Multimedia ...................1798.71

1079.11
1199.20
2909.49

canon

LC 4/33D 210M13.....149797 LP 4WD 170MB.......1838.52
LC 4500210.4B__169759 MT 4/3301713,
63......1495.97
LC4) 1216€
172634 Mr47333 340448...... 53046
LC 4/660 21313
.196E89 MT 4136D 170843......1919.15
LP 425.5 1716€ .......113900 5TT466D340MB......2375.82
NOTEBOOK BOMB MONO
159215
NOTEBOOK 120MB MONO.. ..................
1476.70
NOTEBOOK 120MB COLOR _____
2239.35

_2629.37
2997.75

MIElinin2=2IDIM
OKIDATA
184 TURBO .......21914
64L320
30445
ML321
832.43
ML380...
214.95
ML395 .
..... .
..... 98932
ML395C
153974
MLS2X
.36982
49918
ML521.. .
ML590. ...........
429.51

MICROMARC INKJET*
248.00
MICROWRITER BASIC .....
517.16
MICROWRITER PS23
677.22
MICROWRITER PS65_..,.
937.20
MICRO-ASER PFD 600 PS23* • ......
..... .1308.00
MICROLASER PRO 800 PS85 ----------------------1528.25
POWERSTEP UPG- rn1.600. ..... .
..... ;
274.88
•after SOO nanutsnetnnt
reee1610,e)
•• after sco naneracurer reftare lends AXV. I
SHARP

PRINTERS

SHARP JX9400 3000P14PPM
477.09
SHARP JX9460P5 6000P16PPM _________: 949.88

1969.60
1479.97
2609.04
115826
1338.58
1549.47
1979.25
2609.04
1178.39
1549.47
1729.70

*TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TM4000E S0/25 120MB MONO
1697.57
TM4000 00/25 200MB MONO.. ..............
2177.86
TM4000E SX/25 120MB ADV COLOR........ 1988.43
TM4000E DX2J40 200MB PAS COLOR__ 2677.44
TM4000E DX2/50 200MB MONO -----------------242706
TM4000E DX2/50 200MB DUAL COLOR
.2997.00
TM4000E 4/50 200MB ACTIVE COLOR
3778.16
TM4000E DX4/75 340MB COLOR ..........
455986
1644000E 054/75 455MB COLOR
5079 10

CDW Computer Centers, Inc.
1020 E. Lake Cook Road
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

BATTERY

BACKUP

AND

UPS

ziamce
30248Œ------------------------ 3087 cpmecsocwescsi 61115
343,439ZS1
33593 CFP109:61GFIKSI
425643DE
3583.
WESTERN DIGITAL
25496
Cser21CM3DE
22193 Caer422,430E
3079

130MB
200MB
261MB
341MB
452MB

&Seagate

IDE ...187.81 535MB SCSI-2.... 64944
IDE
...214.74 1.0GB SCS1-2........897.20
IDE
237.80 1.05GB SCSI .........899.24
1DE
295.71 1.690BSCS1.2....1599.31
IDE
384.25

CONTROU.ERS
ACCULOGIC IDE W/1PAR, 2SER, IGAME .......35.06
ACCULOGIC IDE WA310S
96.76
ACCULOGIC VLB IDE
89.86
ADAPTEC 1510A SCSI-2 CO KIT
285.45
ADAPTEC 27427 EISA SCSI-2
339.22
ADAPTEC 2842 91.13 SCSI-2.
..
299.45

MODEMS & COMMUNICATIONS

Eilehoned

SPORTSTER MODEMS
14.4
..... .....I39.50 14.4 EXT W/FAX ...169.50
14.4 INT W/FAX _149.50 Worldport 14.4
149.00
COURIER MODEMS
v32Tatort_
_331E0 V32TetoBCT.37821
V32744E011141FAX
24564 V.32TetoIXTV4FAX.33508
DUAL STD TERBO NT W/FAX ....
708.13

WIACCUSA 24008 INT ............. ........
ACCUSA 24EC +FAX 96 INT .....
ACCURA 98 +FAX 98 INT ..... .....

2:;2

.69.49
139.95
.147.90
140.20
156.60
.112.64

ACCUSA 14.40 FAX 14.4 INT
ACCUSA 14.40 FAX 14.4 EXT
OPTIMA 2400 V.42BIS EXT................
OPTIMA 24 +
OPTIMA 9600 EXT ...
.338.50
OPTIMA 96 +FAX 96 EXT.354.42
OPTIMA 14.4 EXT
363.80
OPTIMA 14.40 FAX 14.4 EXT ........ ...........
374.30
OPTIMA 14.4 +FAX 14.4 Pocket.............
296.93
OPTIMA 28.8K V.FC W/FAX FJCT
439.13
ULTRA 9600 EXT
569.18
ULTRA 14.4 EXT
645.20
ESP Accelerated SinglarDual Ser141........79.50/121.12
naggri.
2400B INT
2400 EXT
PM2400FX 2400 INT W/FAX
PM2400EF 2400 V.42 EXT W/FAX
PM9600FX 9600 INT W/FAX ._............
PM9600FXMT 9800 EXT W/FAX.........
PM14400FX 14.4 INT W/FAX
PM14400FXMT 14.4 EXT W/FAX
PM14400FXSA 14.4 EXT W/FAX, LCD
PM14400FXP 14.4 POCKET W/FAX

100 INT

SATISFANMODEMS
.... ... .98.66 400 INT

59.68
69.95
76.95
107.40
139.77
15688
158.50
578.55
374.45
287.50

273.05

BC250
BC400

99.11
155.59

BC600 LAN....
130750 LAN._

80500 LAN. .....

199.40

BC1250 LAN.,

249.00
313.90
359.67
459.10

AMERICAN POWER
BACK UPS 250

_9924

BAP< UPS 1250..... _498.77

BACK UPS 450

189.83

SMART UPS 830........3133.26

SURGEARREST NETWORK NEW ....................34.97
SURGEARREST PRO NEW.. ............ ...... ____33.58
SURGEARREST NETWORK +PHONE.............48.65

IMIB:=03111B
BOCA I4.4K DATA/FAX
..
259.70
DATARACE I4.4K W/FAX
238.24
DATARACE 2400 W/FAX.
168.70
DSP Tech Portable Sound+
15434
EAGLE NE200C ETHERNET COAX ..... ...........18974
EAGLE NE2007 ETHERNET.
20935
HAYES OPTIMA 14.4 W/FAX _____ ...
..267.70
IBM TOKEN RING 16/4
37435
INTEL 14.4W/FM
28800
INTEL 2400 W/FAX
16200
INTEL 9600 W/FAX
24200
175.15
LINKSYS ETHERNET IOBT
LINKSYS ETHERNET COAX
17515
MAXTOR MOB1LEMAX 105MB HD
489.27
MEGAHERTZ 14.4 W/FAX
295.49
MEGAHERTZ 14.4 XJACK W/FAX ........... ..
289.31
MEGAHERTZ 2400 XJACK W/FAX
177.82
MEGAHERTZ 9600 XJACK W/FAX
237.07
MINISTOR 42MB HARD DRV
296.25
NAT SEMI NE41001" ETHERNET IOBT .. ..... _182.56
PRACTICAL 14.4K DATA/FAX ............... _____279.61
T. CONRAD ETHERNET CO«... ...... .... .....
228.44
TRANTOR SLIM SCSI-2
279.45
Turtle Beach Audio Advantage
99.55
USR WORLDPORT 14.4 W/FAX .......... .,
254.15
XIRCOM TOKEN RING ADAPTER
439.78
XIRCOM ETHERNET COMBO ____________252.55
MM2rinill1=1TEMIM
COW Features Delkln, Kingston, Pacific
Data and Simple Technology Memory.
KINGSTON MEMORY
CALL!
AST BRAVO 486L0 2MB
CALLI
AST POWEREXEC 488 4MB
CALLS
AST PREMIUM II 1MB CUPID SIMM
CALLS
AST PREMM1A 8MB UPG
CALLS
COMPAO DESKTOPS-ALL MODELS
CALLI
COMPAO CONTUSA 488 8MB
CALL!
COMPAQ CONTUSA 4MB
CALLS
COMPAO LITE 4/250 4MB
CALLS
EPSON ACTION LASER 2-8MB
CALLS
HP DESKJET 500 & 500C 256KB..
_CALLS
HP LASEFUETS-ALL MODELS .. ............. CALLI
HP PAINTJET XL300 OMB
CALLS
IBM DESKTOPS-ALL MODELS
CALL!
CALLS
NEC S1LENTWRITER 95 2MB
CALLS
NEC VERSA OMB
CAW
OK/LASER 400 2MB
CALLS
OK/LASER 800 2P,
AB
CALL?
PANASONIC 4410. 4430 2-4MB ... .
__CALLS
PANASONIC P4450I 2MB.
.CALLI

FAX MODEMS

PACKARD BELL
Diplomat 4/25 170MB mono
Statesman 4/50DX2 200MB mono
Statesman 4/500X2 200MB color
Force Multimedia 4/25 210MB
Force Multimedia 4/33SX 340MB.. .............
Force Multimedia 4/500X2 420MB
Force Multimedia 4/6612X2 420.413 ...........
Force Multimedia 5/60 420MB... ..............
Force 4/50DX2 340MB
Force 4/660X2 420MB.... .....................
Force MT 4/66DX2 420MB

32009

CONNER

NOTEBOOKS

486/33 200MB PAS CLR W/TRKBALL
486/33 200MB AC' CLR W/TRKBALL

$578.25 CDW

•• [1'7 c:?)f.1 ,:,

HARD DRIVES 8. CONTROLLERS
T1910 12848 ........... 147764 T199000203M8
7191005120MB 2067.56 719500T/320MB

CDW 34907

INC-600

•

• II

$289.00

gib

CDW®
SERVICES YOU
BETTER

600 dpi, 8 ppm/300 dpi,

2MB RAM Std., 8MB Max.

Motorola 68000 CPU, 16.7Mhz

Canon

WHY SETTLE
FOR LESS?

The first optimized, fully

Dee 1200C.....
LaserJet 41

-.1449.61

LaserJet 4M

1969.64

BOCA 14.4K INT W/FAX
BOCA 14.4K EXT W/FAX
V.FC 24K BPS INT W/FAX
V.FC 24K BPS EXT W/165501/0 BOARD

HARD DRIVES & CONTROLLERS
IVIEP4Or .
199.10 345MB IDE..
298.80
IDE
IDE....... _205.08 345MB SCSI ..... ....265.63
1DE....... _238.46 540MB 1DE. ....... ....626.30
SCSI__ _264.44

MICROPOLIS
1990448 10E-----------------624.49

1.05CGB SCS1AV.

1.7GB SCSI .

3GEISCSI..

_112946

14.4 INT W/FAX
14.4 EC' W/FAX.........17428

BOCA

683.97
COSTAR

131MB
170MB
245MB
245MB

2400 V.42BISE(7.....11452
9603 INT W/FAX.......13276

969.35
.2098.1X)

117.22
147.61
199.59
229.64

KLIFE1111:12MGEIXEMII
SMART UPS SERIES NEW
SMART 250 LAN
SMART 400 LAN
SMART 500 LAN
SMART 600 LAN
SMART 750 LAN
SMART 900 LAN
SMART 1250 LAN
ISOBAR 4OUTLET
ISOBAR 6OUTLET. .
.

232.46
279.87
309.09
334.91
428.53
525.54
659.66
38.95

CDW° Sells for Less and Services You Better!

(800) 959-4CDW

FAX (708) 465-6800

721994 COW' Computer Centers, Inc

BYTE921

TOSHIBA NOTEBOOKS-ALL MODELS
CALLS
Due to an Industry-Wide Memory
Shortage, Please Call CDW for the
Beet, Most Current Pricing and
Availability Information.
PROCESSOR/UPGRADES
INTEL OVERDRIVE

6/20MHZ .....

..... ......297.65

KINGSTON SX/NOW 25MHZ ..... ............,......169.45
KINGSTON OX/NOW 33MHZ ..196.25
KINGSTON 488490W 33MH2......
..... ..255.52
KINGSTON 486.490W 33MHZ
. ... ..448.30
MATH COPROCESSORS
INTEL
INTEL
INTEL
INTEL

387SX iwansenriz.. .
3875X 33MHZ
.......
387SL
387DX

......... _76.84
89.90
76.22
79.83

CALL FOR FREE
CDW® CATALOG

I

(FAIT.
RESCUE
1

I

RECOVER DATA FROM PHYSICALLY
DAMAGED FLOPPIES Elf HARD DISKS
IN LESS THAN 60 SECONDS!
RESCUE DATA RECOVERY SOFTWARE"' is the FASTEST EASIEST &
SAFEST method in data recovery anywhere!

settee fi.rhn
Otter OM Ern:,
dOsreic. Easy DA,f
Procure

dcoo, e.rnd

tmtncons d 01,
Fk•rxewy ,-Kw.c

FIX YOUR WINDOWS
FAST!

DO-IT-YOURSELF DATA RECOVERY

For the first time you can recover afile
in less than 60 seconds even when DOS
çapnot read aphysically damaged t
loopy
or hard die.
Recover Text, .Exe, Graphics ti les, etc...You
can even recover entire sub-directories with
asingle key stroke.

In the past. General Failure messages left
you lew options. Norton. Central Point. or
Mace Utilities weren't likely to help. Nom
there is abetter solution... RESCUE can
recover data from all but the most
thoroughly trashed Oisk. RESCUE appears
to work miracles "
"Rescue. Version 40
offers new features and
easy operation that move
it out of the guru's
toolbox and into the average user's library '
INFO WORLD

CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

PC DIAGNOSTICS THAT REALLY FIND THE BUGS!
THE TROUBLESHOOTER"' is unlike other diagnostic programs that rely on DOS. The Troubleshooterm bypasses DOS and
tests all major hardware directly for true accuracy while other programs frequently give erroneous test results. Loaded with all
the tests you need to quickly and accurately isolate the source of PC failures. Newest version includes low level formatting
of I. D.E. drives and cache memory testing. Runs on any PC (with Intel or compatible C.P U.) independent of any operating
system! Priced far below all competitors.
THE DISCOVERY CARD"' is the only tool that truely ends rh the frustration of IRO & DMA channel conflicts! Stop 1
1
,1 ellitia
wasting time trying to "Figure-it-out" when it comes to setting up add-on cards. Perfect for anyone who upgrades
PC's, sets up networks, multimedia, etc...
'If you support PCs. the Discovery Card is likely to become one of your
most important tools

"-INFOWORLD, September 93

THE POCKET POSTE" is the most compact and feature
packed diagnostic power-on self test (post) card in the world.
Debug dead PC's in less than five minutes! Also, tests power
supply and 9bus/clock signals. Comes with adetachable logic probe.

The
Hard Disk
Technical
Guide

-11111116The Troubleshooter Kir"
CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO INSTALL, SET-UP lit
MAINTAIN HARD DRIVES!

DRIVE PRO T" — The all-in-one software utility for the most
efficient and correct installation and maintenance of any hard
The Hard Drive WC'
drive! •Install IDE Drives in less than 60 secondslAutomatically
sets CMOS, Partitions, and DOS formats without re-booting or
user intervention. •DOS Format any size drive in under 30 seconds! •Drive Table Override allows almost any BIOS to have a
user definable drive type. •Drive Boot Fixer is asafealternative to low level formatting bad IDE Drives. Plus too many other features
to mention!
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HARD DRIVES"' — 3volumes with over 1500 pages! The largest compiled reference on Hard
Drives ever published!
Volume One... SET-UP GUIDE •Interface Types and Installation •Hard Drive Specs for over 2100 drives from 1984 to present.
Volume Two... DRIVE SETTINGS •Explanation of Jumper Types, Changes in Make &Model and Default Jumper Settings •Diagrams for over
1000 drives with detailed specil icalions,
Volume Three... CONTROLLERS •Over 400 Diagrams of Controllers with detailed specifications. And Much More!
THE HARD DISK TECHNICAL GUIDE"' — Comprehensive field version of the Encyclopedia with over 400 pages of vital
specs! Compact to carry in the field.
CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

VITAL HARDWARE SUPPORT
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!
Now available for the first time on CD-Rom, this Technical Library contains complete
configurations, specifications, diagrams, settings, component locations, and vital information on 1500 main boards, more than 700 network interface cards, 2100 hard drive models I
and 400 controller cards. Amust for any service department. CALL NOW FOR PRICING! Technical Library on CO-Rom

HEST—
Windows
Troubleshooting
Program
Available!

July 1993

...a model o elegance and clarity. Skykohi
stands out as a product that exudes ace,pence in fund 'on and design."

-PC Magazine, July 93

TUNE, OPTIMIZE

&

Skylight'"

TROUBLESHOOT WINDOWS for
faster speed & top performance!
Any way you can think of to slice it Skylight ..:an show it lo you-how
Windows is using memory, system resources. system metrics. GDI heap
usage. This MOI-based program offers an intrigcing view ire the guts of

Windows User, June 93

Windows." -

NO MORE
SYSTEM CRASHES
COOL CHIPTM is an
inexpensive heat sink
that can lower the operating temperature of
aC.P.U. by as much
as 35°F, thus eliminating system lock-up
due to excessive heat.
Excessive heat buildup within the C.P.U.
is the number one
cause of system
crashes, lock ups, erratic behavior and intermittent failures.
COOL CHIP"' is the most effective means available to
eliminate C.P.U. overheating.
"We had been experiencing various problems with system lockups and shut-downs, and we exhausted all other possibilities
to resolve these various problems (memory, programs, power
supplies, monitors, disk drives)... since the installation of COOL
CHIP we have encountered no other problems."
-M.H., Certified Network Engineer
CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

•Free Tech Support
EJ •Performance Guaranteed
•Next Day Shipping

ORDER DIRECT

CALL

(800) 6534933
AllMicro, Inc.
18820 U.S. Hwy 19 N., #215, Clearwater, FL 34624
INT'L. (813) 539-7283 •Fax (813) 531-0200
Copyright ID 1993. Rescue Data Recovery Software .,The Hard Drive Kif", The
Discovery Core', The Troubleshooter's
and Cool Chip' . me trademarks of
AllMicro, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Other names ore trademarks of their ossaiored
owners.Specificatioas subject !octane. Some systems failures my he beyond repair.

Circle 220 on In ul

Card.

With Backpack's unique printer port connection,
family support has never been easier.

Adding

additional

storage

to

your

IBM

compatible, laptop or notebook has neveF

directly to the backpack drive, you don't have
to disrupt your print operations. With the
backpack family of diskette, hard, tape or

been easier. The backpack® family of no-slot

CD-ROM drives, you can easily transport

drives plugs directly into your parallel

your information wherever you go—just plug

printer port to provide you with additional
storage instantly. Using them one at a

backpack into the parallel printer port of any

time, or daisy chaining up to four together,

IBM compatible or portable. And, of course,
all backpack drives work with Windows

there are no interface cards to install so
you don't have to open the cabinet of you'
computer. And because your printer attaches

enjoy the new member of the family.

Just plug and play.
It's the no-hassle approach
to additional storage.

MicroSolutions

132 W Lincoln Hwy. DeKalb, Illinois 60115

With

backpack, there's no hassle. Just sit back and

Telepnone 815.756.3411

FAX 815.756.2928

Call Toll Free 800.295.1214
Circle 215 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 216).

BREAKTHROUGH PENT

L'i'PERFORMANCE

FOR 12 YEARS, WE'VE BEEN BUILDING COMPUTERS AND SUB-SYSTEMS
The system you need
at a price you can afford.
Platform for platform, the fastest,
most cost-effective and reliable
systems and motherboards
386SX+ 40 MHz = 53.1
386DXC +3311/Hz = 58.7
386DXC +40 MHz = 64.0
486SX 25 MHz
= 114.0
486SX 33 MHz
= 151.0
i486DXC +33 MHz = 151.9
i486DXC +40 MHz = 183.7
i486DX-2 50 MHz = 19.7
i486DX-2 66 MHz = 26.9
i486DX-2 75 MHz = 30.5

Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
MIPS*
MIPS*
1VIIPS*

i586DXC Pentium 66 MHz = 45.0 MIPS*
VESA Available in 386DX, 486,586
C. 64K Write-back Cache (256K available)
*Powermeter -too fast for Landmark Software

ISA or VESA. Your choice
SVC's new VESA Local Bus systems are
ultra-fast, yet affordable answers for file
servers, graphics, workstations and other
data intensive applications. SVC VESA
Local Bus systems offer up to 32 MB per
second performance on Disk Channel.
Exceptional performance
All SVC motherboards are designed,
assembled, tested and supported by SVC.
Each is designed to offer the highest reliability in the industry (300,000 hours MTBF).
All conform to FCC Class Aor Class B
emission standards. All run the full gamut of
PC operating systems. The result is unequaled flexibility, performance and reliability
Dollar-for-dollar, platform-for-platform, you
can't buy more performance and reliability
for less.

INDUSTRIAL QUALITY SYSTEMS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:

Three ),ear limited varramit. MBE 300,000 Hours
•4MB 7Ons zero wait state DRAM
•2or 332-bit VESA LB slots
•1.44 MB Teac FDD
•250W Power Supply Peak/Venting Fan
•210 Megabyte Conner IDE Hard Drive
• 104-key enhanced keyboard
•20 MBPS HD Interface
•Complete technical manuals
•(2) Serial, (1) Parallel, (1) Game Port
• Microsoft software package
•Real time clock & battery backup
•Three-button mouse & audio speaker
• 15ns Static RAM Cache
•72-hour dynamic burn-in.

66 MHz Pentium DXC VESA LB System

Drives and upgrades

Add

•Pentiumr Processor 45 MIPS

•VESA Mirror Board and 2nd
210 MB Hard Drive (upgrade)

$299

•Conner 420 MB IDE HD (upgrade)

$109

•Conner 540 MB IDE HD (upgrade)

$235

•1Gigabyte IDE HD (upgrade)

$545

•250 MB Conner Tape Drive, cable
and backup software

$149

«On-board DRAM to 128 MBytes $1695
•50 MHz/3 VESA Local Bus Slots/256K mile

Total compatibility

75 MHz 30.5 MIPS 486DX275

Software: Microsoft DOS 3.1 to 6.2;
Windows; Windows for Workgroups;
Windows NT; OS/2 2X; SCO UNIX/Xenix;
AT&T UNIX; Interactive UNIX; Novell 21,

•486DX2 Processor @ 75 MHz
•256K 15ns Static RAM Cache

3.X and 4.X

66 MHz 486DX2 ISA/VESA LB and

Hardware: accepts all standard 8and 16-bit
ISA expansion cards. Enhanced 104-key
keyboards, any current hard disk or floppy
VESA LB 32-bit available with all CPUs.

EISA/ISA/VESA Systems
$995
•486DX2 Processor 26.9 MIPS
•64K Cache (expandable to 256K)
•EISA/VESA/ISA Motherboard add: $195

$1195

•232-bit VESA Slots, 37.5 MHz

•Dual-speed CD-ROM, dual-media controller
&software
$189

Total expandability
• Up to 16/32/128 Megabytes of fast DRAM on
the Motherboard
• Past SRAM write-back cache to 512K
• Up to 8hard and floppy drives depending on
chassis
• 1:1 interleave available on all disk
controllers

33 or 40 MHz 486DXC VESA LB Systems
•486DXC Processor

•64K Cache (expandable to 256K)

$945

33MHz 486SXC VESA LB System
•486SXC Processor
•64K Cache (expandable to 256K)

$765

•SoundBlastei" compatible card,
speakers, mike, 2games

$69

•14.4 Pax/Modem &software

$119

Monitors & Accellerators
14" SVGA Interlaced (Hitachi tube)
14" SVGA .28 NI VESA-ready (Hitachi)
15" SVGA .28 NI VESA-ready (Hitachi)
17" SVGA :26 NI VESA-ready (Hitachi)
ISA 16-bit video adapter
VESA 32-bit accellerator 1MB
VESA 32-bit accellerator (S3) 1MB
VESA 32-bit accellerator (Weitec) 2MB

$219
$349
$445
$845
$ 39
$ 69
$149
$379

Intel 8, Pentium are Registered Trademarks of Intel Corp
All Trademarks are the property of their respective owners

.1a

High-performance business and industrial systems. Factory-direct prices
Since 1982, Silicon Valley Computer Corporation has delivered over amillion computer
systems and subsystems worldwide. All motherboards and high-speed I/O cards are
designed, built, tested and supported by SVC. Our location in California's Silicon Valley
means we are among the first to hear of and implement new designs in microprocessor,
chip and board technologies. SVC has aworldwide reputation for the design and
manufacture of PCs, IDE I/O cards and motherboards. SVC VO delivers up to 5times the
throughput of competing cards. Thus, platform-for-platform, SVC provides the highest
overall computing performance available. Today, SVC systems are running in thousands
of industrial, business, and governmental locations around the world. 300,000 hours
MTBF and SVC's three year limited warranty provide an unparalleled level of reliability.
And, SVC technical support lines give you access to the finest designers in the world.

Here's how they work:
SVC Mirror Boards control sets of 2identical IDE drives. All data written to the primary drive is
simultaneously written to the second drive. If either drive fails, an alarm sounds and you are
automatically shifted to the other drive. The average life of ahard disk is 4years. If data integrity
is important to your business, there is no safer, faster or more trouble-free data insurance.

Technical details:
On-board 33MHz or 75MHz (equivalent to Inter 8051) CPU. 16K Static Cache. On-board BIOS is
self installing and totally transparent to the operating system, other controller cards on the bus,
and network software. Operates at the full speed of the bus. No software or expensive software
upgrades are ever required. RAIDI compatible. Fr faster than software based RAID solutions.
Only available from SVC. World leaders in fast VO.
ISA 16-bit

Mirroring IDE Drive Controllers:

ADP104 -Controls 2sets of 2hard drives
to 8GB
$75
ADP108 -Controls 2sets of 2hard drives
to 8GB plus 4mixed capacity
floppy drives to 2.88MB
$125

VESA 32-bit Mirroring IDE Drive Controllers:
ADP111VL Super I/O -Single-board control
for 2sets of 2mirrored hard drives to 8GB, plus
2IDE devices (HD, tape or CD-ROM) and 2
mixed floppy drives to 2,88 MB. 2serial, 1
parallel and 1game port
$145

VESA 32-bit Super I/O Controller
ADP9OVL -Controls 4independent IDE hard
drives of any capacity to 8GB, plus 2mixed
floppy drives to 1.44 MB. Provides 2serial, 1
parallel and 1game port.
$59

32-Bit VESA Local Bus Super I/O, Floppy
and Mirroring IDE Hard Disk Controller.
RAID 1Compatible
CPU
2 Flopp.es
1.44 Mbyte
to 360K

ans.1.111111111.3.141.11 Loam sa

OW*
Faun
Mom

ADP111 VL
Mirroring Disk Controller

Ports
Cers 1Serial
Corn 2Serial
LPT 1Parallel
Game/Joyatick

Two mirrored pairs of (2) IDE
hard drives to 8 Gigabytes each

2 ISA IDE devices
hard disk, tape or CD-ROM

Sustained Transfer Rate (Core Test 2.7)
3624 Kb or 3.6 Mbytes per second in SVC 486
Meets IEEE VESA Standards

Mirroring IDE Drive Kits

ISA 16-bit ADP104 plus 1drive
210 MB

14ms Conner Drive

$295

420 MB

14ms Conner Drive

$385

540 MB

10ms Conner Drive

$485

810 MB

10ms Conner Drive

$685

Building or upgrading systems?

1080 MB 10ms Conner Drive

$785

Ask about SVC's wide selection and lowest prices
on US-designed and built motherboards.

Above kits with ADP111 32-bit VESA

ADP50 8-bit IDE Controller. Interfaces 216-bit
IDE hard drives to the 8-bit bus. Works with all
XT compatibles including IBM, Compaq, Tandy
and ATT. Self-configuring BIOS.
$39

These kits work with any 8or 16-bit ISA
Bus PC or AT machine including Compaq,
IBM, AST, Tandy, ATT, Dell, Gateway and
other ISA-bus compatibles. On-board ROM
BIOSs are sell-installing and co-exist with
other controllers on the bus.

All kits include: High-speed SVC IDE
controller, Conner caching drive, cables
and Installation instructions.
Capacity

Speed

Throughput

Price

210 MB

14ms

7.5 MBPS

$214.00

420 MB

14ms

7.5 MBPS

$324.00

540 MB

10ms 8.0 MBPS

$434.00

810 MB

10ms 8.0 MBPS

$634.00

1080 MB 10ms 8.0 MBPS

$724.00

8-bit kits interface 16-bit drives to any ISA PC
or AT 8-bit slot. Controllers are available
separately.

Universal IDE Controllers
ADP6OF 16-bit IDE Controller. Works with all
16-bit ISA systems. Controls 2IDE drives to 1.6
Gigabytes. Controls 2floppies of any capacity.
On-board intelligent BIOS is relocateable. $39

SVC 8-bit or 16-it Hard Drive Kits
Featuring Fast Conner Hard Drives

Mirroring (automatic backup) add:

You can't buy more performance for
less. All SVC systems, subsystems and
boards are designed, built, manufactured and
warrantied by SVC. All incorporate the latest
technologies to be developed in Silicon Valley,
our home. We offer technical support from
9AN1 to 5PM PST, and a24-hour bulletin
board for questions and the latest device
drivers available. We are now in our twelfth
year of delivering high-speed systems, boards
and sub-systems.
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$45
-

All Trademarks are the property of their respective owners
Circle 232 on Inquiry Card.
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Better Boards
Better Systems
Better Prices
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WE ACCEPT PO'S
FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS

CACHE MEMORY
12NS

15NS
650
900
1100
00
800

80413
32048
64041
641(x4
161(x4
128K48

45NS
-

1Megx4

-

8087
8087.2
8087.1
80287 XL
80387-16 DX
80387-20 DX
80387-DX (Does AII)
80487-SO (Does AII)
Iniel SO (Does A11)
Untel SL Mol0.1
Miel 16SX
Inlel 2056

BONS 7ONS 8086100MS
735
725 675 595
3500 2900 27 00

-

1Megx4
Ph) 2700 2500 23 00 256a4 (Vtdeo Zro)1595 11 95 10 95
25644

8.95

795

695

-

-

256 41

-

4.00

3.50

3.00

2.75

256 x16VRAM-

-

6444

-

-

39.003600
-

125

25NS
550
700
800
800
600
29 00

INTEL Math Chips

MEMORY FOR IBM & APPLE
1Megol

CHANGE YOUR 286 TO A 486
2ONS
600
800
900
900
700
39 00

Individual D-RAM Chips

-

45
49
85
55
45
55
79
309
79
85
49
54

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

AMBRA
Ambra Penlium 60
Ambra S4540SL
Ambra Sprinta 386 Hurdle 386SX
Enlerprise 386 Slirn
Ambra Spra3. Ru. &.15119150486

4/11,16 Mgr
4/16 Meg Err
7,0 Reg Xir

175 OW339 00/693 00
CALL
CALL

4/16 Fleg Bit

Ambra NC 42551
Ambra NSerres
Ambra SN Serres

CALL
109 001209 00/44900
189 00/379 00/56900/82900
189 00/82900

2,18 Mer,
4/8/12/16 Meg
4/6 Meg

CYNX DRx' 386 to 486 Upgrade
Clock Double

•SIngle elop upgrade solutron
•Clock doublong lechnology
•Compabble keth »Must'', standard 3861)/(CPUsedee
•Comoatoble kyat. 005. VAndeves. 3X. OSR 1.3 and 2.1
•Uses industry standard math dito
•Easy to lagon-about 15 meules
IIre Cy115 nomade 'uns ar Iwo, Me speed ol your
mon' 386 mocroprocessor CORIDened yerth a 11(
on.clup cache you wIll enmy aperformance 0.41
ot 100% and more Ideal for any DOS. Windows or
OS/2 applmahon wruch regurres alarge arnount of
nocgoprocessor horsepower

CX486 DRx7-16/32

259 00

CX486 DRx7-20/40

299.00

CX486 ORx 7-25/50

.35900

CX486 098 , 33/66

259.00

CX486 SRX2 10132

.249.00

CX486 SRX2 20/40

24900

CX486 SRX2 25/50

27900

SIMM MODULES (Add $5.00 for SIPP)
IONS
55 00
60 00

1Meg x 9(3 clum
1Meg
9(9 clup)
4Meg x 9
I6Meg 9(9 chie)

SONS
55.00
5900
-

6ONS
42 00
4900
16500
-

IONS
41 00
4800
15900
799 00

SANS
40 00
46 00
84900

MONS
38 00

8900
190.00
35600
389.00
68000
64600
1549.00 149900
CALL
351000

08000

59 00
84 00
175 00
409.00
649 00

AST MEMORY

86,5 911 33
86/3311 4869511 3311
Prern II 386.70 21
385,MM ,4e
.3
3
,,4:655/70

81.1.

.0 91
S33 386/336 maser')
35 XrP3

'4/100

"er

AsT PART
500986001
500987-009
500987003
500987-004
500987 005

1/900
41900

1900
39100
/8900

U1 4
' 1'
06'
4
.159-005

ZENITH MEMORY MODULES
MODEL
AMT UPGRADED
Z386/33. 25, 20, 33E
IMeg
Z386/33. 25, 20, 33E, 486/25E
4Meg
2386SX
2Meg

AST PART I
ZA3800ME
ZA3800MK
Z-605-1 modules

PRICE
5900
18000
11900

MAGNAVOX
286/386SX-16, 3865X-20. 486SX-20 & 386-33 all are 72006 SIMM
1MEG -59 00
4MEG -180 00
8MEG -- 409 00
16MEG -659 00

ME

MORY
tibt
B OA R
IBM Corn.
á si
BOCA AT PLUS

IBM NOTEBOOK & LAPTOP MEMORY
(4Meg)
03Meg)
79E0999 (2Meg)
79E1000 (4Meg)
79E1001 (8Meg)
0701826 2M
0701827 (4Meg)
0708828 (8Meg)
0761414 (2Meg)
0701415 (4Meg)
0701416 18kleg)
6600094 (16Meg)
0701420 (4Meg)
0701421 (8Meg)
6000378 (8Meg)
8000379 (10Meg)
92E8804 eMeg)

Ttunkpad 500
Thmkpad 500
1040. N33SX, PS Note. Thmkpad 7101
LX40. 63350, PS Note. Tbinkpad 350, 350c. Thonkpad 7101
1)(40. N33SX, PS Note. Thmkpad 7107
951 (011)
MOI (all)
1851 (all)
Thmkpad 750. 750c
Munkpad 750, 7500
Dunkpad 750. 750c
Thinkpad /50. 750c
CL57LSX LpTp TbInkpad 700. 7000. 720. 720C
CL57LSX Lpla inmtpad 700. 700C, 720. 720C
Thinkped 350. 350c
Thankpad 350. 3500
N45St.

16 1311 MEMORY BD. FOR 286. 386 AT •OK-8Meg Bd 40 LIM Campai •New 5
Yr Warr Convent .Expnd & Extnd Memory •Supports DOS. 06/2. 1(50/EMS
LEMS •Versafile Spht Memory AddressIng •Operates w/CPU Speeds 10 33 MHZ •

230 00
459 00
10300
199 00
369 00
103 00
199 00
419 00
119 00
19900
389 00
869 00
199 00
389 00
359 00
669 00
109 00

COMPAQ MEMORY MODULES
MODEL
DeskPro 386/33. 386/33L.
486/25. 486/331.
486/501. System Pro
DeskPro 386/331. 486/331
DestPro 386/26. 386/20

AMT. UPGRADED
2Meg Module
811
/1e9 Module
32Meg Module
((Pp Bd)
tMeg Module
4Meg Module
1Meg Ex0 00
4Meg (op Bd
1Meg Module
4Meg Module
1Meg (op Bd
4Meg E40 Bel
1Meg Module
41.4e6 Module
IMeg Module
2Meg Module
4Me9 Module
BUeS

1Meg
4Meg
I-2Meg Fm
4-8Meg Eop
DeskPro 286
5I2K
DeskPro 5/60. 5/6650.5/66061
8Meg
%sigma 5/60
Lmggyg 16Meg
Probant 100 5/60
jaso
32Meg
Prolo. 2000 4/30. 5/66
I MEV
EelMeg
Probant 4000 4/50. 5/66
.1001/LIS 128Meg

ALL

%lama 386 3/25S. 3/252S
Prolonea 486 4/251 4733. 4/50. 4/66. CDS

Kit
Kil
Bd
Bd
KII
led
Krt
led
Kit
KIr

2Meg
8Meg
2Meg
4Meg
8Meg
8Meg
16Meg
32Meg

CMPO PART
115144-001
116561-001
116568-001
116569-001
113131 -00 1
113132601
113633-001
113634-001
113646-001
112534-001
113644-001
113645-001
1131314301
113131001
118688-001
118689-001
118690-001
128877-001
129160601
1080714)01
108072-001
108069-001
108070-001
113012-001
149911-001
149949-001
149912-001
149913-001
149914-001
141738-001
141742-001
141683-001
141684.001
141685-001
141685-001
149320-001
149147-001

PRICE
10000
42000
145600
27600
79 00
21000
14600
27900
79 00
21900
149 00
279 00
79 00
219.00
59.00
89 (IO
180 00
389 00
279 00
99.00
299.00
239 00
437.00
09 00
389 00
739 00
1599 00
2700 00
5900 00
109 00
320 00
95 00
180 00
360 00
360 00
71900
152500

COMPAQ LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS
LIE/286
LIE/286
LIE/3865/20
LIE LITE/20, 25. 25C
LIE 1116/20. 25. 250
LIE 1116.720. 25. 25C
LIE LITE 4/25C. 4/23E. 4331
LTE LITE 4/251 4723E. 433C
LYE LITE 4725C, 4/23E. 4331
SLT/286
SLT/286
SLT/386
SLT/386
SLT/386
Concedo

Conlura 4/25. 4/25C. 4/25CX

ses

27900
279 00
36900
36900

moo

Conflua 320. 325

DS

TOSHIBA LAPTOP MEMORY

25/50 MW
25/50140
33/66 MM
3366 MR/

35SX. 40SX. 55SX. 65SX. 5515. BOLS
18099
55S0. 55LS. 65SX. 405X. 355X. 35LS
180.00
P/S1-286
4600
P/S1 & P/S1/386SX-2121
99.00
P/S1 & P/S1/386SX. Model-2121
I
56. 57. 5758.90. 95. P-75. 57SLC
90.00
Value Porn1 77 486002. 48668, SOB 85
6450128 (4Meg) 57SX. 90. 95. P-75. 57SLC. 56. 56SLC. P/S1. 386SX.
175,00
Mod-2121 2133, 2155, Val PI 77. 486152. 486SX. SVR85
Value Pornt 77 486002. 486SX, OVO 85
6450129 (8Meg) 35SX. 40SX
339 00
6450130 (13Meg) 56. 57. 57SX. 90, 95, P-75. 57SLC
339.00
Value Point 77 486002. 486.58. SUR 85
4010 (16 Meg Int) RISC Systern/6000
769.00
4033 (32 Meg kit) RISC System/6000
1699.00
4036 (64 Meg Mt) RISC Syslem/6000
3319.00

MOU

1.80.
.0780003
100780001
1011190V

4.0

6450608 (2Meg)
78)(8955 (1281()
34E2933 (4Meg)
87E9977 (4Meg(
1057035 (512.1
92E9935 (2Meg)
92E9694 (4Meg)
6450902 (2Meg)

Promu. PC Serve. 486/33
486 DS7(/66

.0780-001

PLCC (Type)
PCLA (Typer
PLCC (Type)
PGALTYPel

WORKS WITH MODEL NO.
PRICE
30-288
37 00
30-28ó. 21286. 50 MOHO BD.
104.00
80-041
79.00
80-111,311-121. 321.081. 161
84.00
80-0.21. 4-61, 80-431. 80-111. 80-311
189 00
70-061. E61. 121. 501, 55SX. 65SX. P-70.
OSLO. 65LS. 0-Slahon 1200 130. 35SX. 35LS. 4006
70-A21, A-61. B-21, B-61, 3500. 3515. 40SX, Vol Pl 3251 90 00

DeskPro 2860. 3869.
38660/20. 386/25M. 486/330.4
4865/25M, 486S/16M
Port 1Serles 4060
M Serres Cep Bd
DeskPro 386/16

Programs executed up to 3X rade, •Prod 6 nPrecl code comPal.
83087-40MH/ -89.80
83087.33M11, 59.00
83687-25SX Ver -89.00
83587-33SX
89.00
PC Weekl. raled 01 oyer all malh chips
5 Year Warranly •"All Downward Cornpallble"

286 (CPU)
286 (CPU)
286 (CPU)
286 (CPO)

IBM PS/1, PS/2 MEMORY MODULES
IBM PART NO.
30E5348 (51261
3065360 (2Meg)
6450375 (1Megl
6450379 (2Meg)
6451060 (
41kleg)
6450604 (2181401)

DeskPro 386/20E
DeskPro 386/25E

CYRIX FASMATH PROCESSOR

MOU
r
yg, UpGRI„
A
tro
:
t 6755 .3 4335 4600 4600
.1.60

•features IBM® 486 SECO %cessa, Clock
Boehm (25/50er 33/661166 el Internai Cache
•Simply Replaces eusbng 286 %cesser' Installs
In 15 moules

DeskPro 3866-16M11,

72 PIN SIMMS (EISA)
256.36 1Meg
512 •36 2Meg
I• 36 4Meg
2 36 8Meg
4,36 16Meg
8 o36 32Meg
16x36 64Meg

2Meg Bd
4Meg Bd
4Meg Module
4Med Module
8Meg Module
I6Meg Module
451eg Module
8Meg Module
16Meg Module
1Meg Module
4Meg Module
'Mec Module
2Meg Module
4Meg Module
4Meg
8Meg
16Meg
2Meg
4Meg
8Meg
4Meg
8Meg
16Meg

117081-002
117081-003
121125602
129769-002
129769-003
129769604
142337-002
142337-003
142337-004
110235-001
110237-001
118303-001
118304-001
118305-001
144790-001
144790-002
144790-003
139497-001
139498-001
139499-001
146520-001
146521-001
146531-001

9600
179.00
20600
209.00
38600
809 00
189.00
379.00
774 00
75 00
249 00
79 00
109 00
219.00
229 00
429 00
CALL
99.00
18000
34600
179.00
339.00
774.00

NO SURCHARGE FOR 005101/007 MIE XVISA OR DISCOVER PURCFME ORDERS 00/10110 FROW FOR
rUNF KOCI GOYERNMENI
INSMulIONS tarama eiders . 825,sales tax Rehimed °ruera* perlera,
1/415 we subel 10 a205.r.09.0 ge rklenary cops ml untaIed w.015 we auget imemnum
eiders smog. vu UPS Au APO FPO mars avercome Ciroomers are exocet*, ro oar customs and (aller
.v065.1999. 161144 Crenn curl cMeoes woreu fer trmiere use SORRY NO REFONDS »TER 30 DAYS
liCHANGES °MY We aciept MC V1SA Dogger AE ormag ora, patcna,e o,ne, 9rre IranSler COO

Supports Descrylew Multdask operatrons •Bd. made °y Boca Research. Ai plus
Pnee

OK - 184 DO 21441 -$159.00 4Meg -$239.00 8Meg -$399.00

BOCA XT 8BIT BUS
1Meg $179.00

OMeg

2Meg -$219.00

$319.00

$499.00

9859.00

OPEN M-F, 9-4 PST

Trademarks are regislered with their respective comparues.

Fe-1

0-32Meg. Ext -Expnd Memory Bd for P/S2 70, 80. 90.11m 40
2Meg
»kg
8Meg
16Meg
32Meg
64Meg
$238.00

clunge

Ail peoducts Braid new &guaranteed •We buy excess inventons,

IBM P/S2 32BIT EXPANSION BD.
$139.00

eelabillei moblea

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECHNICAL:

•Expanded memory lor XT •Lm 40 campai 0-2Meg •Uses 256x1-100
0-0 -999.00

$1599.00

Igloo

PRICES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

USES I ysi
Us
IA

CALL

TOLL FREE

0440050,
149)0
C 14800.14700
SOC 76400
11900
16600
C.11910.11950

22825 Lockness Avenue •Torrance, CA 90501

1-800-433-3726
(US and Canada)

MANU. PART
PC14-P4831211
PC18-P083170
PC-P/58314U
PC14-P48315U
PC-P42000U
PC-PA2001U
PC-1'42002U
PC-P/12004U
PC-PA2005U
PC-F.0.2010U
PC-P0.20121.1
PC-P/12013U
PC-P0.2014U
PC- PA200811
PC-PA2009U
PC-P627190
PC-PA2020V
PC-PA2021V
PC13-P08306
PC8-P083026
PC3-P071356
PC9-PA8340U
PC1 5-PA8308U
PC1 5-PA831011
P06-PA7 1370
PC12 P0830711
PC12 PA8909
PC19-PA8318U
PC19-PA8319U
PC7-PA8301U
PC10-PA8304U
PC10-0083130

3y) 1650,
4Meg
4

14500 1 141100,14700 11900 C.11910.11950 3v) 8Meg
14500 C 14666 147W 11903 1E1910.11950.3 y] 16Meg
7330001
6Meg
1330001
M
1340001
14
6me
eQ
9

IrCU

II 2990E
11600
13100
13100e
T3100SX
T3100SX
13200
T3200SX
7320050
T3200SXC
132005)(C
75100
15200/T8500
15200/T8500

2Meg

gli
hmaÎg
'J
1".41
‘
2
4:1:1
2Meg
4Meg
206g

71Meg

PRICE
94 00
94.00
189.00
36900
9400
18900
38900
199.00
37900
69900
209.00
41900
86900
268 00
699 00
239 00
469 00
88900
9900
99.00
13900
10900
109.00
20900
185.00
11900
209.00
119.00
21900
9600
114 00
41900

NOTEBOOK, LAPTOP MEMORY
MODEL
MO. UPGRACIE0
ACER 730
ACER 750
ALI1 Verdure
414eg
AST Bravo dExplorer
4Meg/16Meg
AST Notebook Prem Exec a469/20,25,29
T
AST Power Exec 3/251425EL
066019
OSO Power Exec 42551
i sf
‘9
9g
ASO Power Eut 4255L
16Meg
AST Power Exec 4/33S1
4Meg/16Meg
418T Salan NSX/20
Bondwel111310. Plus
Boodwell 11310V. SX
1
Bondavell11310V. 50
.'l
A
l
Canon Noleret
4Meq)8 Me?
Chauny Elltra. Hyandai 386
Dec m 425SL
4401143
000,4
Emma Tempe LX. LODO. Carnet
?Mec
Gateway 2000 Nomml 425 DXUSX1
4Meg/ 16
5Mg
Xa4toUe0SD2D309SthI6
Gdd 1720.1755 1755
id
'eP
-Prleg
NEC Pr"
x
I ee lkleg
I
osoeetl
286 38668 16
NEC Prosbeed 280386SX:16
4Meg
NEC Prospeed 3136
?Meg
NEC Pu/50W 386
NEC Prospeed 386.50.20
'
ie"4
4Meg
I
NIÎ '
Cle:11C11120. 1P25C
2149
NEC UltraMelll/SU250
4Meg
NEC Whalle SU20. 20P
6Meg

MAN0. PART 4

Zi%"eatm,7111,

12407980
501255-001. -002
500814-003
501166.001
501166-003
501318-001.002
PEC 37651
23050091W

.e,v,e,104

A808511
KA 000530001
5380.4M
286 3W6X
PC21-21
PC21-22
PC31-21
PC31-22
PC43-2I
PC43-22
PC47-2I
PC47-22
004921
PC47 23
OP4161
286 386SX
CF BA165

CRC Ultra'« Versa
,p.a egr
gr
a
,
e
m
eo1
,,4
6
,
1,,,,i,,,,
M
,,0uN
e
1
0
,,9,,
,
,,
2
,
,
1,,6464
0M
,,
,,,,Q
.e
,
::9
9
000,03,4 010
So 100
N'Imam CF170. 1,270. C1370
PanasonmCF380. 00480
Sanyo 17/18 NB
Sharp 6781.6881.6785
Shaw PC 6220
Tandon. PC Brand. 0800.40
:::7
2
:::
'k
r
,,,,
eg
g
TI Travermate 2000
TI hayeknate 3003
TI 4000
Mea IMeg
Tanit, 1510, 2810. 3810
1549
Tandy 2820, 3820.3830
Twnhead. Mine Conmudine. 48654 tht
Ultra 486
?Mer &Zen 6Meo
/eos 3865X 510109005
'Men
/end,' Masler Sport 386SX
21300
?end) Made, Sport SL SEE
2Meg
Zend5 Su0ei Sport 286 286E
2860 SX
SI Alpha
''I
kle.rj
e'''
Sc Oeta
21444
lenith 2-Note 325L LC
2Meg/8Meg
Zennn Z-Note 4251.0. LOC. LOP
/6/i 601g

!ABC NBMEM2
CE 621B
11838659.20
25680340001
25669961

74-300.1
ZA-4-4
74-180-66
70.-180.61
70.18686
ZA 18687
2437504/5

PCMCIA VERSION 2.0
MODEL
S-RAM Cards 1NI(G
5110M Cards 2MEG
Card Pro (made by Dala 1/())
Transies dala from PCMCIA Lard lo
deshlop PC. sonneils toa paraNel HM
14,4W/14.400 Data/Fax Modems

PRICE
109/209/449
199/459/869
249 00
199 00/1129W
18900
19900
81900
6900
81900
CALL/CALL
25900
10900
109013
229T
21900/419 00
CALL/CALL
CALL/CALL
199 00
109 00
199 00/1549 00
249 00
49 00
10900/199 00
7900
19900
119W
399 00
79 00
199 00
109W
19900
309 00
30800
183/369/799988
109199
4900
CALL/CALL/CM)
10900
10900/19900
7900
119 oo/429 00
7900
8400
199 00/154900
4900
COLE/CALL
19900/859 W
CALL
0900
11400
119W
9903
179 00
179 00
179 00
129 C641903
269519839

(foe Palmtop
Subnotebooks

PRICE MODEL
PINCE
259 00
159 00 9600/9600 Data/Fas Modems
179 00
179 00 2400/9600 Data/Fax Modems
Lan filleule, 10 Base Tl
219 00
Vmual Medm CD Rom. Tape Dr) 279 00
CALL
29900 Bus ¡castel' . HO speed SCSI 11)
319 00 .WaNammer. 16511 stem° sound cage) CALL

RASH LIEMORY 2.9Aeg-79900 51.1eg-389.)0 101AI-599.00 151,4eg-CALL 20669-CALI
et. Men, tares apoear to
nou camper as anard MM.. ln aDOS emecomem
systern
see.eash caro enuch lOte an IDE Nrildskertve and assion oalagacaleree te D1Mo ban, Io dreal rte
Mo dl LIpataers conx
0414 format...6re ro Muer. amant Or MM 06
5010
0/
Oro marle 45.0951

LASER PRINTER MEMORY UPGRADES
Meurt uP984040
OK sd
Laremmol4.41.1e.0.0.0.
Compati Pammarg
Erne 6000. Mon Laser
(P500 khan Lacer Il
Epson 8000
e88881100,,8000.63e00
HP 3.30 3P 1P 2P,
11P4.40.4.51 4511.10 4P 4frIP
HP 4.
HP 351
OP 451
HP Devon Jet 600 650
HP Deskee 500 500C 550
>del 1280C 1200CT
HP Panel 0/300
109
IBM Lacer 4019 4019E
IBM Lacer 4029
11113 Laser 4039 4079
NEC 90 290
NEC 95 97
06400
ON 400 E
01,1830 840
Packard Bell ps 9503
Fackar0 Be119815
nanasone 4420/44501
Panasone 4410/4430
['gamme 4450
TI Xt/P517/P535

256k

-

1

2
[19
gg

3 3.5

15

135

5

6

I

11

22

180
180
110

359
359
359

180
289

159
469

180
- 180

350

83

- 227
299
209
195

99
55

BAP CODES Bar Code Reade, fools
99 00
DESOJO SOLUTION for D0.11 500 8 PI115 92 F01115 4 501-30 61
99 00
IBM 4019. 4019E, FONT CARTRIDGE 209 E01115 111100 Gard
105 00
TURBO 25 Comparable to Pacifie Data', 25 CARTRIDGES IN 050 00 143
Fonls (campa, wdl, Epson Acloon LJSCI Il and ail HP Preers eerepl 074 , 69 00
TURBOSCRIPTP 109, 109 Scalable Fonts Io Any Penn, Sue
(HP 2. 2D - 139. 159. 199)
179 00
TAS a FINANCE FOR IBM 4019. 4019E. 4029
139 00
TAX & FINANCE CARTRIDGE
B4 00
FMI 400. BOO 41 lords. II 1900511105
169 00

ESTAB.
1985

Circle 229 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 230).

SORRY,
NO WILL CALLS

-

I*muni(

59

99
139
99
89
189
109
139
1W
129
126

4

180
369
-229
- 367
- 367
2W
Cod
189
179
180
364

139
89
- 228
89
- 228
-12f .
- 109
101
- 93
59
69
69

H.P. COMPATIBLE FONT CARTRIDGE

CALL

BATee,

MODEL
AMT. UPGRADED
110005E/SE/LE
2Meg
72000/T2000SX
2Meg
T2000S)V71000LE
T2000SX/T1000LE
12(100SXE/2200SX/T1800. 1850. C
T20005XE/2200SX/T1800. 1850. 0
!MM
M1
T20005XE/22006)(7F1800. 1850.0
&Mg
T440050, SOC T6400. 16800
4Meg
1440000, SOC 19400,10000
850,4

•

PS/2 MCA 0-8MEG EXPANSION BD.
0-8Meg Extended and/or Expanded Memory for all IBM
PIS2 Models 50. 5132 60. 55SX 65SX 16 Bd. 40 LIM Compat
OK -119.00 2Meg 4Meg -269.00 8Meg -439.00

310-539-0019
FAX: 310-539-5844

NO SURCHARGE
FOR MC, VISA AE & DISCOVER

- 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PST
12:00 noon

Mon Fri,

Sat. 1000 a.m. to

T
HEY WIRE .flESPERATE,
DARIA1G AND DEADLY!
The relentless gunfire of
Japanese Zeros. Gravitytwisting dive-bomb
attacks. Dropping
torpedo "fish" on unsuspecting carriers. There's no room for error
when you're anaval aviator in 1942, The Pacific Air War, the ultimate
simulation of air combat in the South Pacific.
Taking on the same challenges that World War II fighter pilots faced,
your tour of duty includes some of the most heroic battles ever fought.
Battles that will have you chasing down Wildcats, Corsairs, and Zeros
in death-defying dogfights. Performing high-speed dives upon heavily
defended carriers. And pushing your skills to the limit as you master
WW II air combat in an innovative virtual cockpit.
The outcome of the war in the Pacific turns upon your actions.
Your task force is depending on you. And the skies are yours to
control in 1942, The Pacific Air War.

CHALLENGE the enemy at the battles of Coral Sea, Midway,
Eastern Solomons, Santa Cruz, and the Philippine Sea!
COMMAND U.S. or Japanese forces!
PILOT any of ten histoncally-accurate planes. each with its
authentic cockpit and flight characteristics!
SWEAT over the comprehensive strategy for all naval forces!
EXPERIENCE the thrill of head-to-head dogfights with a
friend via modem connection

e
oar mff
IMW

»1111r111
milb.al/UMikrai
'qglaW M. Wffl•11,

© 1993 MicroProse. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
For IBM-PCtCompatibles.

HARD DRIVE SALE!
&Seagate rim WARRANTY
MOCIEt
ST225
51251.1 .
513316
514096
5141448
5191446
513145A
$132434
573283N
513290A
51339091
513390A
51332660
513550N
5136554
ST360091
5112550N

WE
20MB
42MB
42MB
80MB
125M8
I28MB
130MB
213M8
24 9/
631
260643
343M41
360MB
4.52M13
457MB
545MB
525MB
2,005AB

SPEED
65645
28645
28645
28645
63945
6/65
5MS
3645
2MS
5645
2645
2PAS
2PAS
2MS
2MS
OMS
99.5

TYPE
PRICE
MFM 525 .
$169
MFM 525 .
1249
IDE 35"
$149
MFM
PR
$389
R11 FUJI HT
$399
CE 25.
$270
OE 35.
$198
CE 35*
$208
SCSI .2
$328
IDE 35'
$228
SCSI-2
$398
IDE
$298
I
DE 3.5 .
$418
SCSI -2
$498
CE 353
$579
SCSI -2
$498
SCSI $1999

le

guirvuouwewciro
64000.
CP30384
CP30104
CP30174A
CFA2106
CP30254
C963406
CP30540

assay,

CP30544A
CP3I 370

INIEwsor

MODEL
71316
72136
7213S
7245A
7345A
MX1.540SL
PANTHER (011 P0125
964419088 191917

SIZE
OOPAII
205AB
170AS
210MR
240W3
340MB
540MB
540MB
540168
1370MB

SPEED
7MS
9MS
7MS
5615
26-35
2MS
OMS
2MS
OMS
OMS

SIZE
130910
213M8
213613
245MB
345MB
...540M13
ICOOMB
1500V6

SIZE
420MB
520693
10801AB
1740•68
1750M8
200048

mica:IN-xis

2205 (3 51
2210(3.51
221713 51
1548 1991
19261011
1936 (E11)

SPEED
TYPE
PRICE
15645
IDE
$188
15M5
CE
$228
15PAS
SCSI
$240
1
5PAS
CE
$258
I
4MS
CE
$284
EMS SCSI/IDE $578/448
13M5
SCSI
$998
119S
SCSI
51358

TYPE
COST
SCSI/IDE
$548
SCSI/IDE
5548
SCSI
$874
SCSI $1118
SCSI 51888
DM 81 578

reduced pricing!

In WESTERN DIGITAL
212MB
256MB
310m8
425M8
5/0MB

Intel

WARRANT/

SPEED
OMS
2MS
OPAS
OMS
1145
2M8

560N8
1050MB
1750M13
1748948
2100913
3300M13

1210
2250
2340
2420 ..
2540

MIKE
$168
$199
$199
$224
$228
$298
$548
$478
$598
$1299

10MS
10645
(OMS
14635
1ImS
I1PAS

SCSI/IDE $698/738
SCSI/IDE $888/888
SCSI/IDE $1289
SCSI 51294
SCSI $1688
SCSI 52238

3TEAR WARRANTY
13MS
I2MS
129AS
1281.5
I
2MS

35. IDE
35' OE
35' IDE
3.5' IDE
35310E

1218
$238
$298
$348
5478

Classic Memory Board

Foe 289 and 346 'puns AMO aeagn owes EMS mope, co
hardware for up.90% pridonnorke oven sofmvore EMS Up to 83113
IMB SIMMS Works
6°,41 Bir 16 bit wpo men slots
2MEG-2 178

4MEG-$249

8MEG-$398

Floppy Drives
360E
525"
1/2
720E
35 .
1/2 HT
I2m11 525 3
1/2 HT
I44MB 35 3
1/2 HT
525 3 MOUNTING
FOR 35) DRIVES

$29
$29
$58
$29
55

144/1 2/AWE

$139

IYEAR WARRANTY

Drive Controllers
8Bit
8Bit
8Ebt
16 Bc
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI
(SDI
CE
IDS
Cables
Cables
SCSI 2
SCSI 2
CE
IDEML

2Flog, tigh Dens.ty. 360K, 720K, I44. I2
2Hard Drown MFM
2Hord Drives 131.3
Hord and Floppy 11Interim:3a
DEC 3280 (Supports 7drives)
Adopt« I742A 32 BIT USA
Adapt« 2842 ILK (01131
Adopt.. 1542 CE Bus Mosmong
DTC6282 24
Hard only 168.1
10n1 and Floppy w/10
Hord Dave
Hord and Ekoppy
ULTRA149, 154 BUS/VASTER
ULTRA349 9856183284
VITRAI SC, W/CACHE 0.816B
HARD & FLOPPY (VLB)

549
149
$69
$34
$139
$418
$349
$219
$149
$9
$21
59
$14
$179
$278
$178
$69

WORDS1Ï'R®
I

COPIES LEFT!

ONLY 300

I
▪

Would« 1000 141. 3.3
Th.....0%.1%.ne ,F1
,h
, elimmeeexad
ot

•

Rotor

fockcy mow

ed anct

a $99

CYRIX Coprocessor
xxxx $ 48.00

800-982-2925
For U.S. and Canadian Orders only

qd3.1.386 to

K Mug 60Ava Me
londrnork V2.0
Norton $160
3414110.40
32401 Uppeie

8048651C-25 5(28
80486DLC 33 598

(702) 294-0204
PURCHASE ORDERS & INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

FAX TO: (702) 294-1168
WE BUY EXCESS INVENTORY

4MBX 9. 7ONS 30 Pm or 1036.70NS 72 Pm Cell with your best price

VISA LB MOTHER BOARDS!

486 UPOILADES!

4/16C4C40 48608-33 4136CBC-33 41365%25 1860831
1470
1339
1215
1002
857
130
111.5
107.2
83.6
51 5
656
54.1
70.9
527
477
8048631C 33 $158
804860LC 40 $108

4860%2/66 .................................................$398
4861)X w/o CPU
5118
Mt 3-1684T, 288fT & DEE SOCKET)
We cony., conspiele line of motherboards, Coll with your
requirements!
CLENIROUTS New 61/01 Computer Case w/150 wo6 power
supply, Boy 2fronl/2inkrnal, Xi PAB Caput ,Power, krbn & HD
"ECG, 16 1/ e 019 1/2 . X5
0315149 -YOUR PRICE 549

I/2.

MODEM SALE
1200 laud F12 Adem.1011121. 114)59
2400 301 Atititiwe Brand Ns, Ha, comae cawnowl set Puler
hall.cludex operation 0.5-232C Mark« T
OU(111011•&
p,A,• dial 40
abrader commord3e. Asyndoneronon COTT V21/V 22/V 226sond left
103 2124 cornpotiNe hue doss 3/CCITT 942/42645 km &mad mana
als Soimore
Extend 519.00 Intend $2600
FAX MODEMS
9603/2400 for PC and PSI/ VWdox or Rido. sohwore
144
9600/2400 Laptops & Notebooks
$199
14 4BPSFor PC and PSI
5128
PCM(IA 209603/2400
$178
PCPACIA 14 4/14 4
$318

inte

prpsitomma

•

93755%

S
FF

n 7 91411
KIP &Mt

1
38

80167 Wet
Fee/ Met
8018715ft

544
1E4
SO

44444 /SX CPU'S
80486 08/25
$248
8048609/33
$268

K846MSED14011a K38731914
82287 *At
529 88888
80281 WS
539 50387 SA20

179
Ka
551

80486 00/50
8448
80486 DX 2/50
$348
10414 024/44 $SA

ftlet
top&
mm2 er

SPECIALS
2&Mon Serial Mcase .
101 Key Keyboard
Evevex 0.10MB 1684 Memo, Board
197 SVGA Monitor 1280 % 10241 281
le SVGA Monitor 1280 X768 (28)
1e SVGA Monitor 1280 % 1768 (39)

COPROCESSORS
1101.1,411D4M0fe

59 95
$24 00
$39 00
$398 CO
5259 CO
$219 00

549
134
178

OW
Klpg
8319701

SU
gi
$pc

486(8162-16/32
4869152.20/40
48609X2 .20/40
486DRX2.25/50

80486 511 /25
80486 S8/33
CPU CCOUNG FAH

Pe
5138
$14

COPROCESSORS

Clank Doublers

for

LIQUIDATIONS
16134 Ethan. Combo NE 2030 Compakble CoAxel •Tnnued
YOUR PIDCE...$59.00

l

83D87.33MHZ
83087406912
83587.25MHZ (SX)
83.587.33PAHZ ISO)

$268
5298
$318
$358

$49
184
564
$84

WE CARRY MEMORY FOR ALL SYSTEMS...CALL NOW!
IBM

PS/2 Memory

MODEL
AmBRA Enterprise 386, Hindlo 386,
Sarin. 386 (oll models1

MEMORY

COMPAQ

PART/

24/8
84/8

PR/CE

N/A $93
N/A $328

AMBRA Enterprise 486, Hurdle 486,
Spcirea 486 (all models)

AMB
N/A $188
16M13
N/A $648
95/1 ond 386/5X 12121)
DM 9299935
41411 9299694 5208
PS/2 30/286,25/286, Aript Bed 1497259... 51 2K 3095348 535
2M41 30E5360 $94
P5/2 3558,15, 4050,70-E61, 061; 121, AcIpt Brd 6450609;
34E3011; 34E3077, 502, 55SX, 655SX, 970, 55L5, 6515 %Skeen
1208130
1MB 6450603 $49
2MB 6450604 $88

$me

2.16638 6450609 5368
2-8 MI FOR PS/2 30160, 2618 S159, OM $259, EMS $489
PS/1 Consultant Essenhols 8 Expert models x43, 444 PS/Voluepoint
all models except C.44 mots
MO 96E9290 $194
16MB 9699391 $638
PS/2 70-A21, 2.61, 821861, PS/1
Consultant Essential 8 Expert models 411,
xl 3& x14, PS/Volspepoint Cxx series
I
mB 6450603 549
2MB 6450608 588
PS/2 35SX, 15, 14:60, 555X, LS. 65.5%;
4MB 3492933 $178
85/2 90 XP, 95 XP, 975 (Pairs), 56 57 4111
76, 77, PS/1 Pro 2123
2M8 6450902 575
PS2 90,95 XP, P751PairsI 56, 57, 81111
PS/1 Consultant, Essential, Esfert 411, 013
xI4, PS/1 Pro 2123,ES/6000..
4.9.5 6450128 5178
EIPAB 6450130 5348
F52/2 355X, 15, 40SX
81.18 6450129 $348
6450605 $297
32 BIT BOARDS
2 146313 3493077 $388
32 BR BOARDS
4 16MB 34E3011 $318
PS/2 80-A21,431,461
46313 6451060 $248
PS/2 80.041
1MB 6450375 $88
PS/280111,311,121, 321, 081,161
2MB 6450379 5118
BOCARAM/2 PLUS
POI PS/2 16134 Memory (or IBM MCA 005 and 052 UM EMS
2to 8MB buses 1MEG SIMMS' 2MB 5239 Pr& 5298 8M8-$448
IBM Laptop Memory
Thinkpod 300, Ambro Treko
25AB 3309288
8MI3 3309289
290E 5306958
AMB 5306959
8MB .5306960
CL57SX
2MB 0701419
Thinkpod 700, 700C, 720, 720C
4MB 0701420
OMB 0701421
Thin!pod 7101
4/AB
N/A
8MB
N/A
2MB 92E8804
PS/2 Model N5I, NoMbook SEC, 5%
2MB 0701826
4/318 0701827
8MB 0701828
loptop N335%, L40SX & PSNOTE 182
2/48 79E0999
4MB 7991W
14056. PSNOTE 182 ONLY
8MB 79E1001
ibeiarA

$128
5409
5138
$298
5499
$168
5228
0429
$228
1448
$108
$108
$268
$4718
5118
$198
$388

Laptop & Notebook Memory

MODEL
11000 SE/LE/XE
12000 /120005%
T2OCOSX/T1000 LE

MEMORY
2MB
2MB
4MB
8MB
2M13
26/11

PAUTO
PA8312U
968317U
PA8314U
PA8315U
PA8306U
PA8302U

PRKE

13800

2MB
4M11
81011
2Ma

13100 SO

2/85

94,2000U
PA200IU
PA2002U
PA7135E
PA133410
PA8308U
PA83101.1
PA8307U
PA8309U
PA83181.1
PA8319U
PA713711
PA20061.1
PA20371.1
PA2008U
PA2C091.1
PA2033U
PA21304U
PA2005U
PA201011

$98
$218
$418
$178
$118
$108
$204
$118
$214
$108
$224
$186
5118
$238
$298
5718
$125
$218
$418
$748
$1999
$258
$478
11398
0104
5109
$418

112000E
120005XE/r2200SX/I18C0
T1850, C

13200 $X

2M8
4M11

13200
T330[61.

3M8
2M8
4108
6MB
I6MB
2MB
4MB
8MB
I
6MB
32MB
41141
8A1B
16MB
2M13
2/43
8r413

14100SX, SOC, 16400 SOC, DXC

14500, T4600, TI 900C 3390015

151330
15200/15200C/T8100

M-F 741M -69M / SAT 10AM 3PM PST

TECHNICAL & CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL:

4MB Simms

D8 7 33MHZ for a 386DX

RETAIL $495.02

TOLL FREE

NODES

Call for our updated guaranteed lowest prices!

1 er 2 TRAR WARRANTY

FUrITSU sYEAR
MODEL
26238/5 (3 51
2624A/513 51
26945 (3 51
2217
26525 (FFI)
281/41 IFN)

TYPE
IDE
IDE
CE
CE
CE
CE
SCSI
CE
CE
SCSI

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF MEMORY PRODUCTS

PA20121.1
PA201 3U
PA20141.1
9683018
PA83040
FA83130

588
5218
5418
$102
$10$

Memory

MODEL

MEMORY

PARIR

Deskpro 386/16
2611
4.8MB
IMB
IMES
Deskpro 3865
4M21 Board
4800 Module
41.00
Deskpro 386/33, 386/331;186/25
335501.;Systenspro
2MB
8MB
32MB
Sysrompro, Dekdo
6SOT EXP BRD W/2MB
Comex, .M .
Dedpro 28084. 386N, 38654/20, 20N,
Poetoble 486c, Deskpro PA ,&Menem, IT
Series 129160-001, Compaq Pro &gab,
IA*
2M13
4MB
8MB
Prolints 3/258 252..
2m8
861B
Prolino 4/25e, 4/33, 4/50
2MT3 Module
4MB Module
8MB Module
Compaq Pro Signio
16MB
32MB

08069-001
08069W71
013070-031
13131.001
13132-001
13634.001
12534.001
13645-001

Deskpro 286E; 386-20; 20E; 25, 25E

Laser Printer Memory
PRICE

MODIAE
IMEG »AEG 180,
0448E0 SMEG8MEG
15/eler HL-10V/DV
$165
$264
Come 111P4, 4L11464.
1148 1214
°smog Pogernork 15 & 20
598
$189
.$388
Epson Action law E, 8000 $195
$263
$329
Epson •6030 and mony more
5118
$198
Epson Action Lomr 1000 8 1500
$138
$276
Fujihe 7100 & 72.30
$199 $279
HP Dellijet 500, 500C and 550C
559 (256K)
092,20
5109
5189
3, 3D, 3P, 2P, 24
5133
$199
HP Loser kit 4, 1115i, XL300, 12C0C
5198
5398
BMWs*. 4019, 4019E13.5MB1
5139
$188
RIM Laser 4029 ALL MODELS ..
$139
5198

$238
5448
$398
$59
$308
1299
$248
5299

15144-021 $104
16561-001 $428
6568-03151458
6569-001 5279
29160-001 5278

NEC 95
.5108
OKI 400
------ -----$98
Packard 8.11989505
......... $125
%m.o.., 4410/4430
Ponommic 4420/4450
$138 .
Ponca., 4450
5105
Panasonic 4455
5129
0165. 410 .
1119 .5159 .
30.1304,
$129.5179 .
SksrScript
$128 5178
imam Pope Law 6
$99
11 XL/PS17/P535
$48

118688.001 $49
118689.001 184
118690.001 5188
128877.001 $398
141738.001 $88
141742.031 $348
141683-001 594
141684-031 5188
141685-001 5354
149320-001 5684
149147-00151524

2MB
4MB
8MB
4888
8M41
14468
511/286
.... IN&
4M41
361386 .........................................1M!
2/411
4MB
Ue 286
IMB
2M8
AMB
LM 3865/20
14/8
DA
Ile 1/88/20. 25, 25C ---------------- 26441
AMIS
8MB
I6MB
LIE ale 486/25C
1X4
8MB
16/48

139497-001
I39498.001
I39499.001
146520-001
146521-001
146532.031
110235.001
110237-001
118303-001
1183o400l
118305-001
117081.001
117081.002
117081-004
121125.001
121125.002
129769.001
129769.002
129769-003
129769-004
142337.002
142337-003
I42337-034

$108
$188
$368
$188
5368
5798
575
$218
$79
$loe
5218
379
599
5208
$98
$238
$138
5238
5398
$808
5208
5428
$788

Simrn Modules
Price change up and down call Sipp module, odd $5.00 ea

1501315 120849
5195 $2.25
$1.45

$1.85
$4.40

CACHE MEMORY
15ns 2Ons 25ns
810(8
PI 95
445
395
3268
895
775
6.75
6441
10.95
605
595
64.4
1000
5.95
495
16x4
695
545
495
128x8
4300 33 00
We guarantee lowest prices

100145
$2.4.5

SONS
$2.95
$1.95
$2.40 $3.00
$6.45
$7.95
$4.90
$5.75
$4.95
534.00

MEMORY

PART',

2MB
4M41
IMB
Dec pc 320 Method'
2M13 Mod
4MB Mod
8PAEI Mod
Dell Lagoa 212, 3200.4. 320N, 2MB Mod
Dell 325N, NC
2MB Mod
Dell N120 & F1125
2MB Mad
Epson '88 3Noleboce
4MB
Opoon NE-511
2MT1 Mod
EPSON 25C NoNbook
PIMB Mod
Efflel Tempo LX, LX20
2MB

37650
37651
23050-09100
FR-PCLM-BA
98-90M BB
FR-KIM-BD
3)0-3204
310-3210
310.3213
A808511
A808771
A808781
00160

AT&T Solon

Enema Carrier
Grid 1.500

4/415
Mod
Mod
Pockord13431, Magnavox, Alitsuba . 1MB
4MB
Poncoonic CFI70/270/370
I
PAS
une
2MB
1MB
Sharp 6640,6781,6681,67135
4MB
Shore 4700/42-300
1693
Sharp 8501 ColorPor
2MB
TI Travelrnate 2000..
I
MB
II Travel.. 3C005%. WINS%
2MB
TI Travelmate 4000,
19.90408/23 SX/16, SX25. DX2/40 4168
DX2/50
lbw&

MOOEUI
Pew.

70845

ems

$2.25
$3,15
$8.45
$845

$3.20
$895

um
um
wm woo

PCIACIA 2.0
1111.241 PARN101211
AST POW1REXEC. GEC 1414.100.
OELL 32053i GRIOGRIDPAD, HP
9516,110 PC RADIO, MOWN.
EFNIOP, NCR 3125 NOTEPAD,
WET, vanPPC3302/31CO.
PuRP PC6700/6741/6781/
67135, $HAW PC .68C0/6841/
68131/6691. ZE05 POCKET PC
1120 $18.00 11118 1148.00
MI Site.« F

ATNAMAGE

days. No refunds or exchange after 30 days -WARRANTY ImiTemi

liPtrili

OHL

WISE

,...

REPLACEMENT ONLY, ALL PRICESFINAL. PRICES SUBJECT

MEMORY

4,411
814
16MB
2MB
PAB

2581265 001
40411414.1

1298
51548

208
Me

IART/I
501159001
501159022
501143 WI
500824002

PRICE
$188
$398
$734
598
$398

500962 001
500962 002

PM
5318

500987 001
3098/990
50278D 023

508149003

$108
$198
539
559

5E0718-004
51:07110-005

591
598

5007K 004
5037K OBI

$1118
3330
$178
5788
1169
578

500614 033

$188

monom.

486DX/33.SX/25, 80010

r".":‘

TO CHANGE. Mfg. part It's for onvenience only. Trodernarks

DISCOVER

684 Wells Road

are registered with their respec ve Co.'s. 386, 387, 287 SO
are endernorks of INA Corp.

AD
1594

Boulder City, NV
89005

Circle 209 on Inquiry Card.

0326103
52587
6200203
N/A
N/A
31204E104
3121(104
N/A
N/A
CFRA165
SNM002
SP4M004
M8C.NIIMEM2
CE -621!
N/A
CE A71
N/A
256E0334-00)1
2566996-W)

PRICE
3148
$298
$108
$149
$298
$498
5129
$139
5148
$198
$168
$228
$98
SIDO
$238
$148
$98
$298
$299
5399
$108
$248
$64
5195
5395
$98
578
$198
$198
$398
$78
$88

Memory

FREW. EXEC 286386U/20 25.25(

are non refundable. Purchase orders from Universities,

Me

E01111,1".

UM
PROMS 335/25, 33, 1311 3865X/16,20,25 let
I'M
204694140E 486/25 32,331.5X20,111090
4/33,486/25,910MIM 4/25. 331E, 5E4/33 243
2046
ADVAPRAGE 463/2533:331,5%20,K639
PPDAUM 3/334/31335500,660,
PREMIUM 386/3311,4136/25,5251E,33,3311.
PREMIUM1386/2533,486/33,4865%/20
MANNA SEXPER SE 4/33
490
800
FOWER-EXEC 3/2555 3/255L C,E1.
IV!
1690
POWER toc 4/2551.
41.18
9,
13

CONDITIONS: 25% Rash. ing Fee on refunds wiff,in 30 1
11

Fortune 2000 8, Government Agencies, NET 30 on approv-

Asr

06419HAPAN5ME
MAVO 3/251

TERMS: SHIPPING: UPS (Min. $8.25) Shipping charges

al. COD odd $500 (Cashiers chock)

2M11

Goldstor G5520, 3865%16

ADVMRAGE 38658/20,25 PRO 58/25
&LA90 3/331

D-Rom Chips
DESCRIPTION
64 X4
23601 STATIC
256 X 1
2560 4
IMEG X 1
IMEGIO $TATK
1MEGX4

MODEL

Sanyo 17NB; 'BNB& ZEOS

We buy your Simms
DESCRIPTION
100145 BONS 7ONS BONS WM 40945
256%9
15
512
515
117
1MEGX3
547
549
$52
$59 $64
I
MEG %9
537
545
548
555
$64 578
4MEG %9
CALL W1111 YOUR BEST PRICE
16 MEG X9136 CHIP)
5798
256%36 1ME(1 (72 Pin)
$69
512X36 2MEG 172 Pin)
$98 $108 0128
1836 4MEG (72 Pin1
$179 $184 $248
2%36 8MEG 172 PM)
$369 1378 $448
4%36 I
6MEG (72 Pin)
$698 $738 $848
8436 32MEG 172 PINI
$149551595
16436 6414EG 72 PIN
$3950

..5249
.. 5269
.$258
.$168

Malor Laptop & Notebook Memory

Laptop A Notebook Memory
Comore 320,325

1208
1198
5198

me

„
efilefe/Z

Ageele”

CELLULAR ISN'T Al
FOR TALKING ANYMORE.
NOW PUT THE POWER OF YOUR OFFICE BEHIND
EVERYONE—WHEN THEY'RE ON THE GO.
Turn field reps' typical "I'll get back to you" into
aconfident "Here are the latest figures." Quote
prices and seal the deal on the spot. Beat the
competition to the punch every time.
NYNEX Mobile Wireless ModemAccesssm
Service gives your fast-paced executives and
field forces complete mobility without giving up
access to critical information and systems.*
NYNEX
That keeps them better
Mobile
informed, completely
Wireless
responsive—and more
ModentAttess
productive.
Service

Instant E-mail messages. Immediate remote
access to your LAN. The latest information from
database queries. With NYNEX Mobile Wireless
ModemAccess Service, your people can send
and receive data with complete confidence.
Which is exactly what you'd expect from the only
company to offer voice and enhanced data
capabilities over the saine cellular system.
IT'S COST EFFECTIVE, TOO. The enhanced
modem protocol support you need for reliable,
high speed data communications is built right into
our cellular network. You get this enhanced
wireless data service without having to upgrade or
replace the modems at your host computer site.
So you can get your people started quickly while

you protect your existing modem investment.
To learn how to make your people more
productive, responsive—and competititive—when
they're out of the office, call for our FREE Wireless
Data Solutions Information Kit. Or complete
and mail the attached postage-paid reply card. It's
how you access all the information you need about
NYNEX Mobile Wireless ModemAccess Service.

CALL 1.800-996•DATA

For Your Free Information Kit
Or mail the attached postage-paid card.

NYNEX

Mobile Communications (D
Providing Nationwide MobiLink Services

'Wireless ModemAceemServie is currently operational in the New York metropolitan area. In mid-April it will also be ,merational in the greater Boston area and Rhode Island.
© 1994 NYNEX Mobile Conummicanons. I‘A"NEX Mobile M.-weirs-, ModemAere,, Senice is aservice mark of NYNEX Cormoration.

Circle 558 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 556 on Inquiry Card.

Our standard
structures are
custom built.
• Network Control Centers
▪ Multiple LAN
File Server Racks
Ill 19" & 23" Rack-Mount
Multi-user & Individual
Workstations

HEGOTM
Ergonomic Support Systems, Inc.
A Hertz Technology Group Affiliate

321 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10016
TEL: (212) 684-4666 •FAX: (212) 684-3658

MOVING?
To change your subscription mailing address, please complete the form below and send it to:
BYTE Magazine Subscriber Services
PO Box 555, Hightstown NJ 08520

Fax: 609-426-7087
Phone (9 a.m. to 8p.m., Eastern Time, Monday through Friday):
800-232-2983 (U.S.) or 609-426-7676

Current/Old Address:
Account Number
Name

G
pLP

Company

eEt--

ERE

City/State/Zip

New Address:
Name
Company
Address
City/Ste/Zip
Please allow up to 8weeks for this change to become effective.

"T.

kJ.",

loon

El VIE

THE ULTIMATE

SOUND

CARD

SrielD PRO 11

31‘11:5 CFORTHE MASSES
•

SOUND PRO 11
SPEECH RECOGNITION
' 125 WORD ACTIVE VOCABULARY
• VOICE-INDEPENDENT
SPEECH RECOGNITION
' NEW WORD LEARNING CAPABILITY
' VOICE EXECUTABLE WINDOWS COMMANDS

ULTIMATE SOUND KIT

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
• COMPACT DISK SOUND QUALITY
• 32 SIMULTANEOUS STEREO VOICES
• 127 REAL MIDI INSTRUMENT SOUND
PATCHES
'47 PERCUSSION SOUNDS BULIT-IN
' 5I2K WAVE TABLE

FILES

SOUND PROD
1MB WAVE TABLE

SOUND PRO 11

MIDI SOFT RECORDING
SESSION

VItllt /0,« WeJ

DOUBLE SPEED CD ROM

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING AND PLAYBACK
• PROGRAMMABLE RECORDING RATES
OF 44.1, 31.50, 22.05, 15.75, AND 11.025 KHz
• 16 -BIT DAC AND 10 -BIT ADC

SONY DOUBLE SPEED CD ROM

AMPUF1ED SPEAKERS

SONY AMPLIFIED SPEAKERS

MICROPHONE

MIDI INTERFACE

MICROPHONE

ST ENCYCLOPEDIA
ST

COMPTONS ENCYCLOPEDIA

WORLD ATLAS

ST WORLD ATLAS

ANIMALS

EL3 CD C:1

3

ce-c Lta 'NE It
A DIFFERENT BREED OF COMPUTERS
BASED ON THE
IBM 486SEC
MICROPROCESSOR

2

7

a

Introducing! the IBM 486SLC2 and BL3X, based
systems.
Using the all new clock-doubling and tripling
technology, and 16k internal cache these
processors are able to achieve incredible
price/performance advantage compared to the
Intel based processors.
The VESA Local Bus architecture can boost the
performance of windows by 200% by
incorporating direct access to the CPU.
The Pentium based system exhibited here
shows that Addtech Computer is committed to
providing the latest technology to our
customers.
Addtech is a manufacturer of many PC parts.
We are using our experience to bring our
custom configurable systems directly to you at
a better cost and quality.
Call us for more detailed information on
systems based on the IBM. AMD, Cyrix. Intel.
and POWER PC processors.

ATLANTIC 4SLC-66 VLB

ADRIATIC 48L3X-75 VLB

ANTARTIC P5-60 VLB

* IBM 486SLC2-50MHZ CPU
• 41v1B RAM
• 2501v1B IDE HARD DRIVE
* ISA IDE CONTROLLER
* 1MB SUPER VGA ISA

* IBM 486SLC2-661v1HZ CPU
8MB RAM
* 340MB IDE HARD DRIVE
* VESA LB IDE CONTROLLER
* 1MB CL SUPER VGA VLB

* IBM 486BL3X-75MHZ CPU
• 8MB RAM
* 425MB IDE HARD DRIVE

* 14" SUPER VGA MONITOR

* 14" SUPER VGA MONITOR

• INTEL PEN11UM-601v1HZ CPU
* 16MB RAM
* 540MB IDE HARD DRIVE
* VESA LB IDE CONTROLLER
* 2MB W321 SUPER VGA VLB
* 15" SUPER VGA MONITOR

ARCTIC 4SLC-50 ISA

$1285.00
OS-2/NT

$2295.00

$1685.00
e

* VESA LB IDE CONTROLLER
* 1MB W32 SUPER VGA VLB
* 15" SUPER VGA MONITOR

e Q-

$3695.00

PRICES REFLECT 3% CASH
DISCOUNTS .VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED111110ES

ADDTECH COMPUTER INC.
14E WORLDS FAIR DRIVE, SOMERSET, NJ 08873
TEL: (908) 805-0900 FAX: (908) 805-0856

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
•1.443.5" FLOPPY DRIVE
' DESKTOP MID/TOWER CASE
'101 ENCHANCED KEYBOARD
•DOS WINDOWS MS, MOUSE

Circle 555 on Inquiry Card.

SUBJECT 10 CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE .SHIPTING
INSURANCE. AND COD ARE EXTRA AND
NONREFUNDABLE 130-DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE •IS% RESTOCKING FEE ON ALL RETURNS
AFTER 30-DAYFALL RETURNS MUST HAVE RETURN
MERCHANDISE AUTHORIZATION NUMBEWINCOMPLETE
RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A SERVICE CHARGPONE
YEAR PARTS AND LABOR WARRANIV .FULL TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

Introducing The NEW SPiDER's Graphics Accelerators
64

In the heart of the
SPi
DER 64 VLB /PCI is

a64-bitGUI engine. This
advanced accelerator
incorporates a64-bit
BitBlt (Bit Block Transfer), hardware
cursor, and color expansion in truecolor modes. Display memory
expandable up to 4MB DRAM.
V1,13

let,
,

The powers of the
Black Widow Plus is
an integrated 32-bit
graphics co-processor.
This co-processor and
the fast VRAM assist the main
accelerator to achieve the optimum
processing speed of Windows, CAD,
OS/2 and other "GUI" applications.
Display memory expandable up to
2MB VRAM.
SPiDER
BLACK
WIDOW
PLUS

The SPi
DER 256 Cache

SPiDER is a break-through

256

in

video

graphics
By incorporating additional
DRAM for video caching, processing
Windows, CAD, OS/2, Windows NT,
and any DOS applications can be
achieved at an amazing speed.
Display memory expandable up to
2MB DRAM.

CACHE technology.

Put One Of These SPiDERs
In Your Computer!
Available!
Black Widow Series
Black Widow Plus (VLB/PCl/ISA)
Black Widow (VLB/ISA)

SPiDER Series
SPiDER 64 (VLB/PCI)
SPiDER 256 Cache (VLB)
SPiDER 32 VLB
SPiDER 32 VLB Plus

SPIDER Graphics, Inc. and SPiDER 64 VLB/PCI, SPIDER 256 Cache, SPiDE ,i32 51(3, SPIDER 32 VLB Pits,
SPiDER Black Widow Plus, SPiDER Black Widow are registered trademarks, and all other product or
brand names are properly of their respective owners. 01994 SPiDER Graphics, Inc. All rights reserved
Features and specifications subject to change without notice.

SPiDER
Graphics, Inc.

•;;• •
M li;TISOFf.
WINDOWS.

C
OMPATI ISLE

801 Ames Avenue •Milpitas, California 95035 •408 956-1231
Circle 553 on Inquiry Card.

o.ouo membef of

COMPUTING

'hum

Power User Headquarters

High Performance
Video Cards

p

Video Monitors

NOKIA

ISA SUS

OUTFITTERS

HERCULES
Graphite Pro 1-MB /2-MB .237 /385
Dynamite Pro 1MB /2MB .... 165 /198
MEDIA VISION
Pro Graphics 1024 1MB/2MB 295/395
Pro Graphics 1280 4-MB
795

THE DTP &MULTIMEDIA EXPERTS

NUMBER NINE
tftraMB 14 /16

1-800-989-5155

CALL

SUPERMAC
Soectium/24 /Thunder/24 .895 /1795

LOCAL

SUS

10075 Tyler Place, Suite 18, ljamsville, MD 21754
Phone: (301) 874 5100
Fax: (301) 874 0889

DIAMOND
Vifer VLB /Vioer VLB Pro .. 389/CALL

Optical Disk Drives

HERCULES
Graphite VL Pro 1MB/2MB 237 /385
Dynamite Pro 1-MB /2-MB .165 I198

Nigh-End Laser Printers

Ibluilimedia NAV
FULL-MOTION VIDEO

‘tultiGraph
These are the world's best monitors for
CAD and engineering, DTP, graphics,
medical imaging, and much more. Ultralow radiation design complies with MPR.
TUV, and TCO. MTBF of 40,000 hours.
Muttioraph 449E 15' Invar 0.28-mm
1024 x768, 80-Hz
CALL
Multiaraoh 4478 171 Trinitron tube,
0.25-mm, 1280 01024, 110-Hz .. 999
Multigraoh 445M 21' Invar 0.26-mm
1280 1024, 120-Hz
2295
kftftljgraph 445X 21' Invar 0.26-mm
1600 x1200, 120-Hz895

/Mug The worlds smallest portable 3.5"
optical drive that weighs only 1.8 pounds
and fits in the palm of your hand. Perfect
for desktop or laptop computing. Get high
speed disk storage to 128-MB per optical
cartridge.
Tahoe dnve PC or Mac
Tahoe drive w/ SCSI interface
Battery Pack and Travel Case

CALL
CALL
195

Sierra 1.3-Gigabytes on one small optical cartridge. This unit is the new standard for any data-intensive applications:
graphics, pre-press, imaging, digital audio, digital video, medical and more. 4500rpm, 19-ms effective access time and
2.0-MB per sec data throughput CALL
Smartik_Filfinghl
3.5' M-0 Drive Bundle
Average seek time
less than 45ms,
640-KB/sec data xfer
rate, 3000 disk rpm.
Bundle includes the
external M-0 drive,
OsiirePro,/
SCSI adapter, driver
—Braley.;
software cable, lens
cleaning cartridge,
AddStor's SuperStor 2:1 $ftlfteert te e
disk compression software
(store up to 256-MB per disk).
S8iF M-0 Bundle
128-MB Optical Disk (each)

799
47

CD-ROM Players

(11)

Accel-a-Writer
8100

tOMP1,

The BEST choke for highond prkrting.
Prints oversized 11 -x1T/A3 for full page
edge-to-edge bleeds. Comes with Postscript level 2, output resolution up to
1200 x1200-dpi, 35 fonts, 12-MB RAM,
expandable to 64-MB, ultra-fast RISC
processor, PC, MAC, and Ethernet interfacing. and much more. Call for specifications 8pricing. 30-day money-back guarantee. Prices start at .3845.

1
-1
#

Pro Graphics 1024 2-MB

395

NUMBER NINE
egQ.XE 14 /16

CALL

ORCHID
Kemp 64-bit video processor

CALL

STB
L81131.99e311 2-MB 128001024
Nitro 64-bit processor, 2-MB
Pegasus 4-MB ultra fast video

SUPERMAC
Spectrum/24 /Thunder/24 .895 /1795

PCI

1200-dpi Windows
Printing
Buy our Laserfaaster WinJet1200
HP LaserJet 4 printer bundle and
get the best high-resolution PostScnpt
printing for your money! Fantastic
1203-dpi printing and amazing full-tonal

WinJet 1200 (Only)

MGA II Ultimo 4-MB
MISA II We're 200-MFQ
Impression IMP/3N/H 3-MB

FRRGO

Primera true-color thermal printer
at an affordable cost
695

TOSHIBA
XM-3401.B internal
TX,1i834DIE external

MULTIMEDIA SPEAKER SETS
Altec Lansing eftQ.,5,199
285

everYthine

leR Partner 570 /922
2791 239
Roland MA-I2CP Fma,zie 209 /249

SOLUTIONS
Scarklet lio
790
ScanJet Ilçx
990
Call for HP scanner options

SUS
2±

CD-ROM

Photo-Realistic Color Uoarade Kit
transforms you Pnmera into adye
sublimation color printer
195

CALL
CALL
CALL

Options

Recorders

KODAK

2695

SII « Seiko Instruments
Personal ColorPoint PSE
2495
Call /or other SEIKO Printer models.

SCAM! 800-dpi, color, Photoshop .... 995
UC-1260 1200-dpi. 24-bit color

1565

UC-1200SF 1200-dpi 30-bit color

2895

Scan Office PC is acomplete scanning
solidan for your office. Scan Office PC
conies bundled with: UMAX UC-630 color
scanner, Picture Publisher LE, Windows
Draw LE, Cuneiform OCR and Business
Card Reader OCR s/w. An excellent value.
795

Extaordinary 35-mm color and WSW slide
scanning al 2700-dpi resolution. Complete kits for internal 5.25" bay mounting
or small footprint external units.

does Coffee Mug and Tee-Shirt Heat
Transfers. Call for Details.

LEXMeRK.

Igc.4.30 600-dpi, color, Photoshop ....699

Nikon

Call for Fargo Primera printer supplies
and tee-shirt transfers.
Fargo now

ColorEase PS dye transfer 8.5" x11"
300-dpi, 40-MHz SPARC RISC,
40-MB hard disk included, Adobe
Postscript level 2
6475

ScanMaker 351 35-mm slides ..
ScanMaker II s_e 1-pass color
ScanMaker IIG office scanner

UMAX Scanners Have The Highest
OPTICAL Resolution For Exacting
Detail And Ultra-Accurate Imaging

ScanOttice PC bundle

KODAK

888

MICROTEK

CALL
CALL
CALL
795

Weed NTSC video add-on
895
IldelLEBJ NTSC encoder/output CALL

Roll Your Owl; CD's Titles
Kodak's Writable CD recorder is acomplete CD-ROM publishing system that lets
you create your own industry-standard
CD titles 10 Comes bundled with everything you need. Call us to discuss how you
can make this work for you and for complete specifications. Available for MAC.
Writable CD w/ DOS she
5995
Windows ét MAC version available
580-MB CD blanks (10 pack)
682-MB CD blanks (10 pack)

Open Monday -Friday 9:30 to 6pm
AMERICAN
EXPRESS

385
485

our

t
ilo fuo,

ad lime our ate.*us
to

795
995

190
199

If you find alower price elsewhere,call us before you buy.

3X2 triple speed portable player .. 445
triple speed internal player .... 475
sx.
Etriple speed external player .. 559

ag

Th
Pe
ies2e
ar
s esi

Lease

For your protection we check thoroughly for credit card fraud

345
165
285

HEWLETT
PACKARD

impression PRO IMP/4N 4.5-MB
1280 a 1024 24-bit color III —.. 1285

PCI

129
239
139
239
249
CALL
449
229

Monterey
Maui MIDI add-on
Tahiti 16-bit sound

line of

LOCAL SUS
mc,A II U.11/ma 2- MB/23

Maros AMA

NEC

s p:ffViteCeeaCSar.e

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

IMP/3/MI 3-MB
Imom.ssei IMP/32/AA-1 3-MB

MGAILIglima.4.3152Oadtlz

CALL
CALL

1799

ISA RUS

MGA II Uttima 2-MB
MISA It Ultima 4-MB

pFIM-604X
QBM-1804X

439
879

Advanced Gravis Ultrasound
Diamond grinirFeneind
Midisoft STUDIO for Windows
Orchid SoundWave 32
Passport MasterTrax PRO
Pro AudioStudio 16XL
Roland RAP 10 w/software
SoundBlaster ASP. le

TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS
rry afull

CALL

impmem

Bundle Price

IBM Color Jetprinter ps 4079
Postscript. 11" x 1r

15E 15-inch 0.28mm
VIewSonic 170 17-inch 0.28mm
ViewSonic 21 21-inch 0.25mm,
160001280 NI 152 Hz refresh,
MPR-II low radiation, 8 more

mattox

quality grayscale photo output.
Camera-ready Uno quality pa9esf

Filmera bandied with PhotoRealistic CoielilfelnIde kit

1
/lea/Sonic

STB
EXPIBM 1-MB
NiLM 64-bit processor, 2-MB
&ways 4-MB ultra fast video
PowerGraoh PRO 4-MB

VIDEO PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Magni VGA Producer Pro
1599
Truevision TARGAF systems
CALL
Truevision VideoVGA 16
795

_

SUS

HERCULES
Dynamite PCI Pro

TOUCH SCREEN MONITORS
Microtouch SVGA monitors
CALL

181IRL fllUSIC oDUDIO
-

DIAMOND
tj.or PCI /Viper PCI Pro... 429/CALL

1..ASERtrfASTER

PIONEER'

ln a word. . .WOW tI t Pioneer's
OUADRASPIN' . 604X and 1804X CDROM multichanger disk drives give you
ultimate CD performance. With data rates
of 614-KB/second, you can have your
whole library of CD disc titles accessable
at all times (on a network or on your
personal computer). Supports DOS, Windows, Windows NT, OS/2, Macintosh,
Silicon Graphics, VMS, Sun OS, Salmis,
and UNIX.
Pioneer ORM-6048 features 128-KB
buffer, 6disc magazine, fast SCSI-2 interlace, burst data rates of up to 4.2-MB/
second. Five second on-line disc changing time.
Pioneer DAM-18041f accomodates 18
CD discs (3 magazines) with high speed
disc changing. Excellent for use on a
network, workstation, or personal computer. Ten second on-line disc changing
time.

275
CALL
665

659
259
499
359
484
CALL
380
999
299
1579
2795

TV CONVERTERS & GENLOCKS
Digital Vision TelevEyes Pro
569
Truevision VIDVO
CALL
Video Logic Mediator LC
529
Logic Melillo( (our best) .1699

MEDIA VISION

OPT te .11 ../01,

CardinalSNAP-PLUS
Creative Labs Video Slag°,
Diamond VideoStar Pro
Media Vision Pro Movie Studio
Intel Smart Video Recorder
Orchid Videola
Sigma Designs Beefte_.4 aMc
Truevision Bravado 16
VideoLogic Captivator
VideoLogic DVA__Ogg
VideoLogic ktedia_Sptaçe

COOIScan LS-10 internal
CoolScan LS-10E external

1639
1895

weaicomp
WAC OM
Getapressure-sensitivedrawing /mouse
tablet from Wacom or Calcomp. Comes
with cordless pen or cursor. You'll Doable
to input your ideas faster with more pm
cision. Dump you mouse and get apen
Calcomp Drawing Slate 6" xe
Calcomp Drawing Slate 12" x12'
Wacom 6" 08" UD tablet
Wacom 12" x12" UD tablet

275
395
375
545

AGFA

e

1385
785
490

SIMftbSren color scanner system
includes trie scanner, SCSI interface,
Agfa FotoTune LE, Agfa FotoLook,
and Adobe Photoshop LE
1075
StudioScan Transparency Option 395
Call for other AGFA products

FotoMan Plus
Digital camera system.
Point, shoot, and instantly add photos to
your computer project.
The camera connects to
your serial port when
you're ready to load pictures into the
computer. Software included
579

Canon
Canon RC-570 SV Camera
450-line resolution, 3% fewer zoom lens
(43-130mm), auto focus, auto exposure,
auto flash, auto white balance, takes 3-7
images/second in field mode, built-in video
player (great for presentations), downloads images easily to your computer
application.
Excellent for real estate
appraisals and real estate photo marketing, table-top shoots, travel
photograpy, ID badge systems, medical documentation, accident & insurance recording, and much more.
FIC-570 Still Video Camera ...
1
,
369 Still Video Camera ...
Still Video Camera Accessories
Still Video Supplies

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

Returns equire poor authonzabon. No retums on used products 30-day return policy on unopened products
in original condition. Defective and Dead-On-Arrival items will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within
30 days her arnval. Manufacturers warranty applies. Shipping charges are not refundable. 20% restocking
fee applies to non-defective returns. Due to copynghr laws. opened software is non-returnable. Damaged
disks .1 be replaced within 30 days of the products arrival. Your credit card is not charged until the moment
before our order ships. We do not guaranion ha-dware and software compatibility.
Prices, terms.
evadebui ty, and specifications am subject to change without notice 0 Copyn9ht 1994 PC Outfitters Inc.

Your Full-Line Multimedia, Graphics, 8r DTP Specialists
Circle 557 on Inquiry Card.

NE

NEC & MANCHESTER
WE MAKE IT WORK!

MANCHESTER Equipment Company is an authorized Novell Platinum Dealer. Using
the high quality NEC desktop, tower, and notebook computers, you can have apowerful
and reliable network that is affordable, easy to use, and solves your application needs.
STORAGE OPTIONS UP TO 8 GIGABYTES AND BEYOND
WE PROVIDE FULL TESTING, INITIALIZATION AND INSTALLATION
LEASING AVAILABLE
Circle 554 on Inquiry Card.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION •NETWORKING • CONNECTIVITY • CAD/CAM •RISC/UNIX

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC
"The Computer Supply and Equipment Experts"

50 MARCUS BLVD. • HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 • (516) 435-1199 • (212) 629-6677
New York Citri
J

.
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THE SIMPLE
CONNECTION BEHIND
COMPUTERS A ND
BACKPACK TAPE D RIVES.

It's fast. It's small. It's reliable. It's incredibly compatible.
Backpack is the best selling parallel port tape drive
on the market. We'd like to tell you why.

and I
Mbps transfer rate, Backpack is the smallest
and fastest parallel port tape drive you can buy.

With Backpack, tape backup is quick and simple.
Just plug it into your printer port and it's ready to
use. No hardware conflicts, no slots required. One
model fits all IBM PCs, compatibles and portables,
regardless of CPU speed.

Micro Solutions is dedicated to the perfection
of backup technology.

Backpack can store up to 250MB on atape using
data compression, is completely QIC80 compatible,
and reads QIC40 tapes. With its compact size

CD-ROM, hard drive, and diskette Backpack
drives are also available. Call today for ordering
information and adealer nearest you.
Telephone 815.756.3411 FAX 815.756.2928
MicroSolutions

132 West Lincoln Highway DeKalb. IL 60115

Call toll free: 800-295- I214
Circle 213 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 214).

BRAND NAMES

ENotebooks
Thinkpad 750C MB Stock
8450
with 14.4 fax modem, docking station, internal CD-ROM drive,
lap link, DOS, carrying case, stereo speakers, Win fax, Windows
3.17 and lots of other CD-ROM software
Thinkpad 350/350C 4MB RAM 150/250MB
CALL
Thinkpad 750/750C 4MB RAM 170/340MB
CALL
(Please call for prices and availability
PS/ ValuePoint Local Bus systems
6381 W50 486DX2/66 4/212MB
1830
6382 K50 486DX/33 4/245MB
1459
6384 N70 486DX/33 4/340MB
1725
6384 X70 486DX2/66 4/340MB
2169
6384 V50 486DX2/50 4/212MB
1699
6384 V71 486DX2/50 4/340MB
1899
Mini Tower Models
6387 N50 486DX/33 4/212MB
1699
6387 N70 486DX/33 4/340MB
1850
6387 V50 486DX2/50 4/212MB
1820
6387 V81 486DX2/50 8/420MB
2299
6387 X70 486DX2/66 4/340MB
2298
6387 X91 486DX2/66 8/527MB
2850
All models include DOS +Windows +mouse
Pentium Models (New Release)
6384 model 189 P60/0 16/424MB
call
6384 model 189 P6O/D 16/5274MB
call
(with PCI local bus)
Micro Channel Machines
PS/2 90-OLF 486 DX2/50 8/400MB
call
PS/2 95-0MF 486DX/50 16/400MB
call
PS/2 95-0MT 486DX/50 16/1GB
call
Array Servers
9595 INC 4860X2/66 16/400MB
call
9595 INT 486DX2/50 16/1GB
call
9595 3NT 4860X2/66 16/3 X1GB
call
Array Pentium Servers
9595 3PG P/60MHz 16/3 X540MB
call
9595 3PT P/60MHz 16/3 X1GB
call
9595 301 P/66MHz 16/3 X1GB
call

Netware 3.12
5users
special
10 users
1350
25 users
1995
50 users
2459
00/250 users
call

WE
STOCK:

We export with International Warranty
HEWLETT
PACKARD
SYSTEMS
Omnibook 300 386/25 2MOMB 2/10MB
Omnibook 300 486/25 4/40MB
Netserver LM DX2/66 16/535MB/1GB
Netserver LM 5/6016/0MB
Netserver LM 5/60 16/1GB/2GB
Netserver LE DX2/66 8/535MB
Netserver LE DX2/66 8/1GB
Plotters
Draftmaster AX
DesignJet 600/6000
Printers
HP DeskJet 310
HP 4/4M
DEskJet 560/520
HP 451M)V451
HP 1200C

300
1380/1855
stock
4159/2599
1360

HP 1200 C/ps
HP 550C/5000
ScanJet I
I
p/I Icx
HP 4U4ML
HP 4P/4MP

Netware 4.01
5users
special
10 users
1720
25 users
2750
50 users
3550
100/250 users
call

call
call
4799/5130
5389
6499/10489
3520
3894
best offer
best offer
1847
499/415
700/945
645/999
960/1320

Complete product range available from HP.
Notebooks
Toshiba
11900/1900C 486SX/A 4/120MB/200MB
14600/4600C 486SX/33 4/120MB/200MB
11950CS 486DX2/40 4/120MB/200MB
11950CT 486DX2/40 4/200MB/340MB
16600C/f 6600CD/T6600CDV

....!

New releases
11910/1910C 486SX/4/120MB
13400/3400C 4/120MB
14700/4700C DX2/50 4/200/340MB
TEXAS INTRUMENTS
14000E DX2/50 4/200MB (active color)
14000E 486/75 with over 400MB
NEC Technologies
Versa 486DX2/40 4/200/340MB (color 8mono)
Versa 486DX2/50 4/200/340MB (color 8mono)
We also carry Epson, Canon, lesas Instruments,

, 'NOVELL SPECIALS

C0117PA17

LOW PRICES
LEADER
SINCE 1983

5 ci,c,

E
.) u.
LIJ tg.

O. 0

call
call
call

CO
call
special
call
call
etc.

ADAPTEC

CITIZEN

EPSON

MOUNTAIN

BOCA

INTEL

HAYES

KINGSTON

CALCOMP

CREATIVE LABS

MAYNARD

LOGITECH

Miscellaneous

call
call
call
call
call

Notebooks
Costura Ares 4/25 4/84MB/170MB
1399/1650
Costura Aren 4/33C 4/120MB/250MB
2175/ca II
Concentro 4/25 4/120MB/250MB
2450/2640
Concentro 4/33 4/250MB
2910
Contura Notebook 4/25 4/120
v. special
Contura Notebook 4/25 color 4/120
2575
NEW BIG RELEASESProlinea Mini Tower Series
LIE Lite 4/40C MHz series
CALL
LTE Lite 4/50C MHz series
CALL
LIE Lite 4/4000 &4/5000 MHz series
CALL
LIE Lite 4/75 MHz with 510MB disk
CALL
(all new LIE Lite models have PCMCIA slots)
ProlineaDesktop Serles
Prolinea 4/25S 4/120MB/240MB
1050/1280
Prolinea 4/50 4/240MB
1659
Prolinea 4/66 4/240MB
1875
Prolinea Mini Tower Series
Prolinea 486/33s 4/170MB/340MB
1420/1559
Prolinea 486/33s CDS 4/340MB
special
Prolinea DX2/50 4/340MB/525MB
1899/2230
Prolinea DX2/66 4/340MB/525MB
2099/2299
Deskpro Series
Deskpro 4/33M 4/340M8
CALL
Deskpro 4/50M 8/240MB
CALL
Deskpro 4/66M 8/240MB
CALL
Deskpro 5/60MB 8/270MB/525MB
4250
Deskpro 5/66M 8/525MB
5599
New Cost Effective Servers
Prosignia VS DX2/66 Model 1
CALL
Prosignia VS DX2/66 SCSI 535M0/1GB
CALL
Powerful Servers
Proliant 1000 DX2/66 model 1
CALL
Proliant 1000 5/60 model 1
CALL
Proliant 2000 DX2/66 model 1
CALL
Proliant 2000/4000 5/60 model 1
CALL
Prosignia DX2/66 model 1
CALL
Prosignia 5/60 model 1
CALL
For Nehvork or Unis Server solution special configuration available
upon request.
Hard Drives
Conner 340/540MB. 330/475
Conner 420MB
399
Conner 1.2GB
special
Quantum 245MB
call
Quantum 340/540MB 345/610

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
US ROBOTICS

Apple

Computerlane

24.2

ICYTIC

PRINTERS
Epson L0870/1170
Epson DFX 5000

465/620
136 5

Epson DFX 8000
Epson Laser 1500
Epson Laser 1000
Epson Stylus 800
OKI ML320/321
OKI ML590/591
OKI OL400E/810

2257
675
635
340
315/440

Canon BJ 10SX/BJ-200
Canon BJ 600
Kodak DICONIX 18051
Citizen PN48
Call for all major brands

MAY 1994

440/585
525/899
250/350
1640
235
230

iape
Colorado Jumbo 120/250 Int
Colorado Trakker 120/250 Ext
Syquest 88 meg kit lot/Ext
Colorado Power Tape 2GB lot
Colorado Power Tape 2GB Ext
Colorado Power Tape 4GB lot
Colorado Power Tape 4GB Ext
Wangtek 525MB/1GB lot
.—
vvangtek 4GBInt

135/185
250/359
525/625
985
1120
1199
1365
560/720
1099

We also catty Exabyle, Mountain, etc.

nc

Outside California: 1-800-526-3482
Inside California: 818-884-8644 •FAX: 818-884-8253
7500 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Canoga Park, CA 91303

Hours: Monday -Friday 9-6, Saturday 10-5

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
MEGAHERTZ

MANAGER SPECIALS

MultiMedia
Complete package
Summa Digitizer 12x12 (4 button)
320
NEC 3FGe/4FGe
620(740
Creative Lab Edutainment Kit
439
Summa Digitizer 12x18
520
NEC 5FGe/5GP
1150/1399
ProAudio Multimedia System II
799
Houston Instruments plotter
NEC 6FGP/3PG
2399/2750
Fusion Double CD 16 lot
499
DMP621/DMP62
Special/3040
Sound Cards
IBM Motherboard SLC2
CalCOM plotter/101ine plotters
call
Sound Blaster 16
145
50MHz/66MHz/75MHz
250/300/700
Sound Blaster 16 SCSI/SCSI ASP
220/245
Intel Satisfax 400 Modem
200
IBM Patriot VLB controller/IDE
59
Pro Audio Spectrum 16
145
Intel Satisfax 400E Modem
300
IBM Tomhowk VLB card 1MB
99
CD-ROM Drives
Cordinal 14.4 Fax Modem
140
PageMaker 4.0 (PC/Mac)
299
Sony 33A
189
Best Data 24/9600 Fax Modem
59
Compaq 486SX/33 (tower)
best offer
Sony COU 535/540
299/325
Pinnacle Optical Drive
call
Sony COU 561
459
HP Opt i
ca l
Dri
ve
call
is also available now
NEC 3X1(int/ext)
499/565
Kodak Optical Drive
call
NEC 4X1 (lot/not)
call
Quadra 950 series
call
Toshiba TXM 3401 (int/ext)
call
ACS computer systems
Quadra 900 series
call
Graphics Card & Controller
Quadra 800 series
call
ACS IBM SLC/50MHz
1325
Diamond Viper 2MB VLB
call
Back-UpDrives
Quadra 840 series
call
ACS IBM SLC/66MHz
1379
Diamond Viper 2MB PCI VLB
450
Quadra 605 series
call
ACS IBM 75MHz
1780
Diamond Stealth 24 VLB/1SA
call
Quadra 660 series
call
Above systems include
All Ultra Pro 2MB ISANLB
350/350
Mac Powerbook series
ca ll
•
Mid
Tower
Case
All Ultra Pro 2MB EISA/PCI
399/450
Power PC Models
•4MB Ram & 245MB Hard Drive
Orchid 1280 2MB VLB
225
Power PC 6100/60MHz
call
•1.2MB & 1.44MB Floppy Drives
Adaptec 1542 kit
265
Power PC 7100/66Mhz
call
•IBM Tomhawk VLB Graphics card 1MB
Adaptec 2842 VLB kit
299
Power PC 8100/80MHz
call
Adaptec 2742 EISA kit
320
•IBM Patriot Drive Controller
Full product range available including printers.
•SVGA .28 1024x768 Monitor
Adaptec mini SCSI TraMor
call
scanners, adapters and accessories.
•DOS, Mouse, Windows, 101 Keyboard
Adaptec 1510A SCS116-ISA
79

Corporate Accounts
Volume Discounts
And
Consultant Orders
Welcome

Quantum 1G8
special
Maxtor 170/245MB...189/245
Maxtor 340/540MB...310/575
Maxtor 1GB
special
Micropolis 17/2.4GB
call

Compaq is aRegistered Trademark of
Compaq. IBM is aRegistrered
Trademark of International Business
Machines.
ALL QUOTED PRICES REFLECT A
5% CASH DISCOUNT
Visa, MasterCard and American Express
also accepted
Prices subject to change without notice

Circle 203 on Inquiry Card.

Printer Port Connections Are
The New Tools Of The Trade.
nce you discover just how easy it is to

pwograms and view Kodakn"
Photo CDs too, with

install abackpack CD-ROM drive to your

CD-ROM backpack. Compact and versatile, you can

computer, you'll never be inconvenienced

expect backpack to go wherever you go, bringing with

by conventional installation methods again. Just plug

you the wealth of information CD-ROM storage makes

backpack into your computer and you're ready to go.

possible. Printer pass-through is included. Tape drive,

No interface cards, hardware conflicts or expansion

hard drive and diskette backpack drives are also avail-

slots required. Because of its unique printer port

able. Call today for ordering

interface, backpack fits all IBM PC compatibles and

information

portables regardless of CPU speed. In addition, abuilt-

and adealer

in audio circuit with both headphone and line output

nearest

jacks allows for connection of sound cards or Hi-Fi.

you.

You can run thousands of your favorite multimedia
CD-ROM Drive

MicroSolutions
132 W. Lincoln Hwy.

DeKalb. Illinois 60115

Telephone 815.756.3411

Call Toll Free 800.295.1214
Circle 211 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 212).

Fax 815.756.2928

Photo Cl) symbol
is atrademark used
under license.

•

SAVE
$30
NOW
\

Only

69 95_

en

,N000111101r

Tapejet 250 External
Tape Backup

ScreenExtender 3.0

This external tape backup drive from
Multiport offers mobility. There's absolutely
nothing to install. Just connect it to your
printer port, load the software (1 disk) and
you're in business. Naturally, it can be moved
around the office to backup all your computers, even notebooks, and it's fast, very fast
9.7MB/minute to be exact Order #49206.

Every WordPerfect for DOS user will appreciate the many enhancements that
ScreenExtender brings to this popular wool
processor. ScreenExtender allows you to
choose up to 25 different screen sizes quickly
and easily without ever leaving WordPerfect,
eliminating the need to jump to page preview mode. Requires WordPerfect 5.0 for
DOS or later. Order #32200.

NEW 3.5" TAPE
BACKUP
\

Only

$ 159

....e-

CORE INTERNATIONAL'S 250MB
INTERNAL TAPE BACKUP
This QIC-80 Tape Unit, from CORE International, is aslim, high performance 250MB tape
drive. Here's what makes this tape backup at-

ning Central Point Back-up Program. 4) It will
read and write tapes backed up on other brands.
5) It has an incredible data transfer rate of as
much as 1Mbps. 6) Asimple step-by-step
manual is provided, making installation a
snap. Comes with apreformatted DC2120 data

tractive besides a very competitive price: I)
Ferrite read/write heads. (Brass is used by all
other manufacturers because it costs less). 2)
It'll fit in your 3.5" drive bay, but comes with a cartridge. Includes both DOS and Windows soft5.25" adapter as well which means it going to ware. Quality, Flexibility, Speed and Compatsave you space. 3) It comes with the award win- ibility and look at the price. Order #40209.

'Rim your 286 into a486 with aSingle Chip!
u/ Math t;oproce,or

/POO

$

249 95

Order #40000

$ 299 95
Order #40001

I

WiedPereit

\CALL' '
/
NOW
WORDPERFECT 6.0 FOR WINDOWS
Take full advantage of Windows and have the
convenience of your favorite word processor,
too. WordPerfect for Windows gives you the
built-in desktop publishing features, the Adobe
'type Manager, button bars and much more
for unprecedented PC power! Considered by
the experts to be the most powerful word processing tool, while remaining remarkably user
friendly. DOS Version 6.0 also available.
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows
#36561 3.5" Upgrade from WordPerfect 5.2 '98"
#36562 3.5" Competitive 11-ade-up
'114"
#36560 3.5" Single User
'268"
WordPerfect 6.0 for DOS
#38648 5.25" DOS Upgrade (from WP 5.1)
98"

THE
GUARANTEED
LOWEST
PRICE!
BORLAND OFFICE 2.0 FOR WINDOWS
Aprofessional software packages that gives
you atrio of power for computing solutions,
integrating WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows,
Quattro Pro 5.0 for Windows and Paradox 4.5
for Windows. Designed to give you aconsistent look when switching between programs.
Includes the new Workgroup Desktop that
allows sharing information easily among
your staff. Give your office apower boost!
#38650 5.25" Compeitiveltade-up
'114"
#38631 5.25" Single 'ter (DOS )trsion 6.0) '268"
Borland Office for Windows
#30014 3.5" Upgrade
'233"
#30015 3,5" Ccolpetithe Wade-up
'269"
#30013 3.5" StoJe Um(
'359"

$10 OFF
Each
Video

Just pull out the old 286 chip. Then plug in the new
Make-it 486. Your upgrade is complete! There are no
BIOS changes, no jumpers, no dip switches to set. It will
Nearly 150 different titles available from ViaGrafix's extensive
give you a400% increase in speed, your software will
library of training videos, with advanced and beginner versions.
recognize your system as a486 giving you acces to many
new programs requiring a386 or higher, and you can I Prices range from $29.95 to $59.95. Call for complete list.
run Windows in the enhanced mode.
NETWARE •
•Peachtree 5.0
•C,orelDraw 4.0
•Lotus 1-2-3
•Netware, Setup
DATABASE
•Harvard Graphics
•Quattro Pro
•Netware Bundle (6 tapes) •Paradox 4.0
•Aldus Persuasion 2.X •Improv
WORD PROCESSING
•Learning Q8c A
•Microsoft Powenoint •Excel 5.0
•WordPerfect 5.1
•Intro to Access
DOS &WINDOWS"
PROGRAMMING
•WordPerfect 6.0
•dBase IV 2.0
•Learning DOS
•Programming in C
PLCC
•Microsoft Word 5.5
•FoxPro for Windows •PC Viruses
•Pascal
Specibi type of chip when ordering.
•AmiPro 3.0
DESKTOP PUBLISHING •Windows 3.1
•Basic
Chip is PLCC type. PGA adapter (no
•Profesional Write 2.2
•kntura Publisher
•Advanced Windows 3.1 •Visual Basic
charge) order #40002. Add $49.95
ACCOUNTING
•Freelance for Windows •Notion Utilities 6.0
•learning C++
for LCC Adapter, order #40003.
•Quicken 6,0
•Pagemaker 5.0
PGA
SPREADSHEET
•many, many more!

DAM CAL.
DIRECT

\ Call for
FREE CATALOG

(800) 251-3364

HOW TO ORDER: •Toll Free in US or Canada (800) 251-3368 •International Orders, call (602) 813-3100 •Fax your order to: (602) 545 8090
SHIPPING: •Shipping $3 (in Continental US) •531 E. Elliot Rd., Chandler AZ 85225 •U.K. OFFICE 0734-819960 •GERMANY 0221-39-60-98

•

Your One Stop Component 8( Computer Source 6imirspsT
Jameco Motherboards
•Motherboards also
available without
CPU! Call for details
•Diagnostic and
operating system
software available
•One-year warranty
95231
103966
95222
79214
82333
82350
101821
84945

80486DX 50MHz w/CPU .4799.95
80486SLC 50MHz w/CPU ..399.95
80486DX 33MHz w/CPU ...549.95
80486SX 25MHz w/CPU ...289.95
80386DX 40MHz w/CPU ...239.95
80386DX 33MHz w/CPU ...219.95
80386SX 33MHz w/CPU ...124.95
XT 10MHz w/CPU
79.95

RAM Memory
41371
41398
42251
42219

41256-100
41256-120
511000P-80
511000P-10

SIPPS

256KBx1
256KBx1
1MBx1
1MBx1

$1.95
1.85
6.49
6.25

1111IM

41700
41718
41697

421000A9A-70 ....1MBx9 ..$54.95
421000A9A-80....11M9....49.95
421000A9A-10 ....1MBx9....47.95

SIMMS
41523
41486
41689
41742
41751
41769

41256A9B-80...256KBx9 ..$14.95
41256A9B-10...256KBx9....14.95
421000A8B-80....1MBx8....49.95
421000A9B-60....1MBx9....57.95
421000A9B-70....1MBx9....54.95
421000A96-80 ....1MBx9....49.95

SIPP to SIMM Converter
• Use SIPP's in place
of SIMM's
• Upgrade from aSIPP
motherboard to anew SIMM motherboard
without buying new RAM
•Fits into standard 30 pin SIMM socket
93382

SIPP Module Converter ....$11.95

Keyboards &Keypad
11411211111111•1107111119"

78271
20431
17128
17136

32-key keypad
84-key keyboard
101-key enhanced
130-key enhanced

$59.95
39.95
74.95
99.95

Computer Power Supplies
•Fits most popular desktop,
mini vertical and vertical
cases •One-year warranty
•8088/80286/80386 and
compatible •Built-in fan
19465
67467
19545
19553
65728

150
200
200
200
300

Watt (8088)
Watt (8088)
Watt
Watt mini
Watt

$69.95
89.95
89.95
89.95
139.95

Graphics/Memory Cards
•8088/80286/80386
and compatible
•One-year warranty
•Expand your memory or enhance your
graphics capabilities
93542
67459
91230
29313
19975

VGA Hi-color card
VGA card
Monochrome Graphics
32MB Memory card
(8088) Memory Card

$139.95
59.95
39.95
144.95
49.95

Floppy Disk Drives

74392
74384
40774
17099
17101
79396

FD505
FD235J
356KU
FD55B
FD55G
SD540

PPC
PPC6
PPC12
PPR6

Adapter
6' -straight cable
12' -straight cable
6' -right angle cable

9-Pin Serial Cable
31721 SAT6 9-pin serial cable
0B25-Pin Extension Cable
39538 25M1OM Male to male

3.575.25
2.88MB 3.5'
1.44MB 3.5'
360KB 5.25'
1.2MB
360KB 5.25'

5.2e

$149.95
119.95
79.95
89.95
99.95
59.95

Floppy Controllers
and I/O Cards
•One-year warranty
•8088/80286/80386 and compatible
Multi I/O with Floppy Controller
19895 8088 Multi I/O
19908 286/386 Multi I/O

$89.95
59.95

Floppy Disk Drive Controller Cards
19617 Two-drive controller
$34.95
44.95
19668 Four-drive controller
I/O Card
104109 4Serial, 3parallel

$69.95

RS232 Serial Card
78713 16450 UART

$29.95

Conner IDE
Hard Drives
93286
93294
93307

g
eW

CP30174E 170MB
CP30254 250MB
CP30544 545MB

$249.95
299.95
749.95

Silicon Valley
IDE Disk Drive
Adapter Cards
16-bit hard
16-bit hard/floppy
8-bit hard
16-bit hard w/ BIOS
16-bit hard/
floppy w/ BIOS
74114 ADP65F 16-bit hard/quad
floppy drive adapter
101670 ADP9OVL Super I/O Card (VESA)

$24.95
29.95
59.95
69.95
74.95
99.95
99.95

Monitors
67491:
•Supports video modes
up to 640 x480 with
16 shades of gray

12" Paper White
14"Amber monochrome
14" Super VGA
14" Super VGA (Low radiation)

$99.95
129.95
279.95
429.95

Jameco
Accessories

104441
25970
25961
26307
66261

8-Chip eraser

$89.95

HOT SPECIALS
Part #

Description

32408

40MB MFM Hard Drive

108978

PC/)(7 Case w/ Power
Supply
2400 Baud internal
modem
2400 Baud external
modem

106569

106391
99979
105208

•One-year warranty
•Weight: 1lb.

Serial Mouse
Logitech Serial mouse
Logitech Mouse w/bus
Mouse Pad
Jameco Digitizer tablet

$13.95
74.95
79.95
495
199.95

AMECO

Price
8199.95
89.95
39.95
49.95

Serial Mouse
13.95
16-bit IDE Controller
17.95
PS2/AT 106-Keyboard (82)/
keypad (24) set
59.95
Universal serial parallel
converter
69.95
Wall Plug-in w/Telephone
Protection
9 95
PC to IV Converter Box...199.95

Portable IC Tester

MeMen

4.95
8.95

VIPs
.
5B4

486 Heatsink w/Fan

$12.95

Jameco Desert Cooler
•Exhausts hot air out
•Cools down your
computer by more
than 80%
•Installs on the back
panel of your computer
•Size: 4.81 x1.6"W x1.5H

•CFM: 30

Desert Cooler

$44.95

•Circulates air directly on and around boards
and components prone to overheating
•Can be installed into any PC slot
•Size: 13.4"L x0.7"W x3.3H •CFM: 25
79020

Fancard II

$38.95

Switching Power Supply
for Apple II, II+ and Ile

IMO

•Can handle four floppy disk drives and
up to eight expansion cards
•Short circuit and over load protection
•Fits inside the Apple II, II+, Ile
•Fully regulated +5V 05A, +12V W 2.5A, -5V
05A, -12V@.5A
•Same size as original Apple power supply
•Apple type plug-in power cord included
•110V/220V switchable •Weight: 2.8 lbs
•60 Watt
•Size: 9.875'L x3.5W x2.25'H
•One-year warranty
•Data included
22269

KHP4007

Power supply

$49.95

Switching Power Supply
for Apple IIGS

•Supports TTL, CMOS, DRAM
41, and DRAM 44 Series
•Size:
x3.625W •One-year warranty

85518

73525

Bare bones system
includes motherboard,
computer case and
power supply

Portable IC Tester

$149.95

Microprocessors
26147
26227
43158
43166
43254
43596
51844
51676
52003
52142
52652
52724
52732
52417
53022
53057
53081
52978

MM54104N
MM58274N
6402
65CO2
6522
6821
8031
80C31
8052AH
8088
8251A
8255
8255A-5
82C55A
8748
8749H
8751H
87C51

$24.95
7.49
4.95
5.95
3.75
1.95
3.59
6.95
6.95
3.95
295
2.75
2.95
395
8.75
9.75
24.49
32.95

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
11S.1

67660

•Fully regulated +5VDC @ 6A, +12VDC W 2A,
5VDC W 0.5A, -12VDC W 0.5A •60 Watt
•Input Voltage: 115VAC •One-year warranty

Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002-4100
FAX: 1.800.237.6948 (Domestic)
FAX: 415.592.2503 (International)

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Al

Our hand-held IC tester is an
easy-to-operate, cost effective unit
that includes excellent functions.

T
. 1355

$5.95
4.95
8.95
6.95

Keep your 80486 cool!
•Just snap it in without
i
n
/
i
having to remove your
CPU from the motherboard
•Size: 1.951 x1.95"W x.8(rH •CFM: 6.3

TSM
um.
Fancard II

•Erases all EPROM's
•Erases 1chip in 15 minutes
•Erases 8chips in 21 minutes
•UV intensity: 6800 UW/CM 2
•Size: 9.01 x3.7W x2.6H
•One-year mfg's warranty
DE4

Heatsink/Fan for
80486 CPU!

79011

n.

78676:
•0.39mm dot pitch
•Max. resolution: 1024 x768

104441:
•PC/XT/386/486/PS2
and compatible
computets
•Microsoft® Mouse
compatible

$4.95
6.95
3.95
4.19
4.49
3.75
7.75
4.95
4.49
5.39
5.39
4.75
5.49
5.25
6.49
10.95
4.95

UVP EPROM Eraser

104441
73630
106121

ADP20
ADP2OF
ADP50
ADP60
ADP6OF

67491
87978
78676
66122

2708
TMS2716
2716
2732A-25
2764A-20
27C64-15
27128-25
27128A-20
27128A-25
27C128-15
27256-15
27256-25
27C256-15
27C256-20
27C512-15
27CO20-15
68766-35

106577

•One-year warranty
10233
10250
10268
10276
10284

39909
33611
40002
40125
40230
39829
39933
39968
39984
39677
40037
40061
39714
39722
39781
65699
43692

15712

•One-year warranty

Parallel Printer
Cables and Adapter
28695
28716
28708
28741

EPROMS

•8088/80286/80386 and
compatible
•Additional accessories available

Circle 208 on Inquiry Card.

e•••.--

•

95151

486DLC 40MHz

$419.95

Jameco Computer Cases
•Fits most
Jameco
motherboards
•Some cases
include
power supply
20503
20511
20520
65648
20546

Desktop slide case w/
200 Watt power supply
Desktop slide case
Desktop flip top case
Vertical case/300 Watt
power supply
Mini vertical case w/
200 Watt power supply

$129.95
49.95
39.95
229.95
119.95

7Outlet Surge Protector
-11111111.113

0 1994 Jameco 5/94

Call 1.8009831.4242 to order today!

$69.95

•128KB cache memory
• gom.
(expandable to 256K)
Memory expandable
kigUE......71k
to 32MB
•FCC approved •One-year warranty

Call for our new 1994 Catalog today.
New Hours:
6AM -5PM PST

Switching power supply

486 Bare-bones System

•15 Amps, 120 VAC •Clamp. resp. time <5 nsec
98749

Power Strip

$9.95

Recognized as the two best
PC-diagnostic tools on the market.
NOW AVAILABLE IN ONE GREAT PACKAGE...
ALL NEW

VER. 5.0
1

P-

1

UNIVERSAL DIAGNOSTICS SOFTWARE

Fully operating system independent
diagnostic software.

FICUPGRADE
UTILITY OF THE MONTH

Recently named as PC Upgrade
Magazine's Utility of the Month.

FULLY OPERATING SYSTEM INDEPENDENT,
BIOS INDEPENDENT, AND CMOS INDEPENDENT.
MICRO-SCOPE Universal Computer Diagnostics was developed to
satisfy the expanding need for accurate system diagnosis in the rapidly
growing desktop computer market.

The only Power-On Self-Test card
you need to debug any "dead" PC!

SERVICE N

EWS

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

Named as Product of the Month
in the July issue of Service News.

‘‘ This is the only card that will function in every system on the
1 market. The documentation is extensive, and not only covers
the expected POST Codes for different BIOS versions, but also
includes adetailed reference to the bus signals monitored by
the card."

— Scott Mueller from his globally recognized book,
'Upgrading & Repairing PCs, Second Edition'

• CACHE MEMORY -"Micro-Scope" Ver. 5.0
now fully tests cache memory and the cache
controller subsystem.
• LOW LEVEL FORMAT -Ability to do
factory style initialization of all IDE drives,
together with the ability to do factory style low
level formatting on all drives, including MFM,
RLL, ESDI, SCSI, and all IDE drives.
• OIS, BIOS and CMOS INDEPENDENT Does not rely on 0/S for diagnostics. Talks to
PC on ahardware level regardless of the OIS,
BIOS or CMOS setting.
• TRUE HARDWARE DIAGNOSTICS Accurate testing of CPU, IRQs, DMA, memory,
hard drive, floppy drive, video cards, etc.
• DISPLAY DRIVE TYPE -Reads and displays the actual drive parameters for any drive
type automatically.
• CPU DETERMINATION -This capability is
necessary for accurate system diagnosis on
386SX, 386DX, 486DX and 387 and 487 chip
implementations. Because each of these specific
chips has its own unique instruction set, and
therefore cannot be accurately diagnosed with
any program which cannot recognize these differences!
• MEMORY TEST -"Micro-Scope" 5.0 has no limitations as to the size of
memory it can accurately test. Micro-Scope now also tests up to 2meg of video
memory!
• MEMORY EXAMINE -Displays any physical bit of memory. Very useful for
determining memory conflicts. Very useful for determining available
memory space.
• BATCH CONTROL -All tests, even destructive, may be selected for testing.
• ERROR LOGGING-Automatically inputs errors during testing to an error log.
• AUTOMAPPING -Automatically bad sector maps errors found on hard disks.
• IRQ DISPLAY -Show bits enabled in IRQ chip for finding cards that are
software driven. (Network, etc.)
• IRQ CHECK -Talks directly to hardware and shows I/O address and IRQ of
devices that respond.
• SECTOR EDITOR -Allows the editing of any sector of floppy or hard disk
media (even track 0).
• AND MUCH MORE...We don't have enough space here for everything this
software can do!

• Includes pads for voltmeter to attach
for actual voltage testing under load.
• 4LEDs monitor +5vdc -5vdc
+12vdc -I2vdc.
• Monitors Hi & Lo clock and OSC
cycles to distinguish between clock chip
or crystal failure.
• Monitors I/O Write and I/O Read
to distinguish between write and
read errors.
• Monitors memory write/read to
distinguish between address line
failures and memory chip failures.
• Monitors ALE for proper CPU/DMA
operation.
• Monitors Reset to determine if reset is
occurring during POST, indicating short.
• Monitors progress of POST without
POST codes.
• Reads POST codes from any IBM
or compatible that emits POST codes.
ISA/EISA/MCA.
• Compatible with Micro Channel
computers.
• Dip switch allows easy selection of I/O ports to read.
• Includes estate LOGIC PROBE to determine actual chip failures.
• Manual includes chip layouts and detailed POST procedures for all
major BIOS's.

This is the perfect package for all repair
technicians and self-maintainers.
Call MICRO 2000, Inc. for volume
discounts and after sales service!

800-864-8008

1100 E. Broadway, Suite 301
Glendale, California 91205
818-547-0125 •Fax 818-547-0397 —

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card.
•AUSTRALIA -MICRO 2000 Australia, 47 Central Ave. Oak Flats, NSW 2529. Tel: 61 42 97 3983, Fax: 61 42 56 4446.
•UK -MICRO 2000 Europe, P.O. Box 2000, Latchworth, Herts, S661 TG., England. Tel: +44 462 483483, Fax: +44 462 481484.
•CANADA- Business Data Systems, 169 Burnside Drive, London, Ontario, Canada N5V 1B4. Tel: 1(800) 267-3424 Fax 1(519) 453-5420.

Our best SCSI-Adapters
just got better....
...in Performance, Features, Compatibility, and Price!
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SCSI Storage Manager
,n1 or

1,111041

tIo'v

SmartCache III: The complete SCSI solution!
SmartCache III offers top performance and universal connectivity with all
major SCSI-1, SCSI-2, Fast SCSI devices, including hard drives, tape, CD-ROM,
and WORM.
It comes with built-in support from all major operating systems, including
DOS, Windows, OS/2, NetWare, Windows NT, NextStep, and all versions of
UNIX.
And only SmartCache Ill gives you agrowth path. Optional plug-on
modules let you migrate easily to caching (with up to 64Mb Cache), as well as full
RAID capability. Storage Manager, our GUI utility, makes installation quick, easy,
and automatic. Plus, it gives you on-line and remote control over subsystem
management, diagnostics, performance monitoring, and disk array configuration
and control.
DPT supplies SCSI technology to the world's largest, most demanding
computer manufacturers, and has an unsurpassed record for product reliability
among the foremost distributors in over 40 countries.
Distributed Processing Technology, Inc.
140 Candace Dr. Maitland, FL 32751
Circle 204 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 205).
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See us at Comdex,
Booth #N6754

Call DPT, today!

800-322-4DPT
FAX 407-260-5366

The First Pan-European
Computer Postcard Deck
Targeting the
Exploding European Market!!!

VIE

EURO

DECK

If you are aBYTE subscriber in Europe,
watch for the new EURODECK coming to you in May!
The BYTE EURODECK
contains aselection of
state-of-the-art products
important to you and your business.

Advertisers!
The BYTE EURODECK offers you aunique
direct mail approach to increasing sales
in this fast-paced computer market.

Circulation of the BYTE EURODECK is targeted to
50,000 computer buyers in over 20 countries in
Western Europe. Take full advantage of the benefits

BYTE provides you with this affordable direct
channel to Europe. For information on the next
BYTE EURODECK,

Call Joseph Mahe today at 603-924-2533!
Fax 603-924-2683.

Companies outside of North America, please contact your local representative.

El VIE

eLpack Le..êadSapegeV@II
Rack Mount Chassis

Complete Interactive Kiosks
Point of Purchase Displays
e Demonstration Console
• Data Collections Terminal
e Training Center

moue

Features Include:

Storting From

$450

3C0 WAT1 Power Supply
Extra For) & Filter
(3) Front Drive Boy Openna;

Touchscreen monitors (14'& 1T)- 19' Rack Base Unit-Stylish
8‘ Modular Design -Credit Card Reader -Telephone /
Videophone -Printers -Custom Programming

IDiiçínrod Nreducb Edinrieug

Rack Mount Monitors
le 28 Super PGA COICP (NI)
Rear CR' cover
Optional Touch Screen
17 &20' mode [Nobble

VIdesielender
Series

$785
-Hot Plug Pwr Supply
•Hot Plug Drives
•Each Drive has own
Power supply
•Faun:Tolerant
•Diagnostic LODS
•Audible Alarms
•Variable Speed Fans

•Easy to Configure
•Fault Tolerant
;Hot Swap Power Supply
•Hot Swap Drives
•Drives have their own power
*supplies
:Up to 70 htgh capacity
removable drives.

IIEGA TOWER
- Dimensions:
25.5' 0-I)
x11 .(W)
X17.51(D)
-2color options:
Black, 2-Tone Beige
- Lockable Doom
3Cooling Fans
- Roomfor 14Slots
- 12Drtve Bays
-4lockable wheels
Slide-In Drive Rolls

• Sound Blaster 16 Discovery CD Kit
w/Dual Speed CD ROM & 5 titles
• CANON RC-360 & RC-570 Cameras
• SLIDE SCANNERS
• DIGRAL FILM RECORDERS by Polaroid

PROMOTION
Real Time Frame Grabber
TARGA Boards 16 and 32-s
MATROX multimedia products

•
ALDUS PHOTOSTYLER
.
Image Q Multimedia Software
• MULTIMEDIA EXPLORER for VVindow.
• BRAVO Slide Maker by Polaroid
• UMA)( 24-bit 600-1200 DPI Color Scanners . ANIMATOR PRO
• COLOR POINT CH4104 6MB RAM A-Size
• 3-D STUDIO (with systems only)
• HITACHI Video Printers
1V Bridge Professional (VGA-NTSC)
• MITSUMI CD ROM (FAST 340MS access) •
TV Bridge External (Ext. VGA-NTSC)
• PANASONIC CR562
(320/300KB)
•
JVC Hipes CamCorder (410.000 Pixels)
• TOSHIBA XM3401 (200MS/327KB transfer):
ShadowPro Image database software
• Sony & JVC CD-ROM Recorders
Call For Pricing

DIE rettlIMIE@ffl

The Mother of all Boards!

ce•-c.-- Y0,
ffl

MHz

•
•
•
•
•

Up to 256 MB RAM onboard
Up to 512K write-back CACHE
12 32-BIT EISA Slots, with 8 Bus master slots
Supports 486-33, 50, or DX/2 66
Mode in USA

486-33 -$998
486-50 -$1160
486-66 -$1283
486-80+ -CALL
Pentium -CALL

EIS.A
. \ISA\
VLB

Pentium

Less than $1000

High Performance Multimediai

Rack Mount Disk Array

RaptiJAM

•30 fps Frame Capture Full Screen! •Full Array ot Transistion Effects!
• Editing Software Included
•CaptureVideoupto 16.7 Million Colorsi
• Complete Non-Linear Solution!
•Supportsall video Standards!
• Text and Graphe Overlay

EISA Bus 486/PUT CPU Card
The Ultimate Single Board Computer
(ISA and PC/104 Versions also available)
32 Bit EISA /Pentium Ready

System Includes:
Intel 486 CPU Upgradeable to Pentium
based processor with Intel Pentium
Overdrive ready ZIF socket.
Programable Flash EPROM (optional).
Easy to configure frequency synthesizer.
256K Cache (Exp. To 1meg)
Five 16-bit Expans on Slots
Three VL Bus /32 bit slots
4MB RAM(Upgradoble to 128MB)
IDE HD/FD Controller aáth 2s/lp/lg
1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Drives
101 Enhanced NMB Keyboard
7Bay Mighty Tower (Belge or Black)
2Low Noise Cooling Fans with filters
300W UL CSA Power Supply
Black Mouse/KB/Monitor Options

• Up to 128 Meg RAM /1Meg cache memory
• Compatible with PCXI EISA Backplone Standard
• Reliable design is ideal for industrial applications

EISA Bus 14 Slot Backplane
Supports EISA and PCXI Standadcartis

ISA Bus 4-20 Slot Backplanes

EISA Backplan
13 Master Slots

4,5,6,8, 12,14, 18, &20slotconflguraltons.
Segmented verslonsalsoavalable.

011

19° Rack Color Workstations

• Easy access to boards, power supply, and disk drives

• Holds up to 7full length boards
• Cooling fan controls operating temperature of boards
• Built in membrane keyboard and keypads /external keyboardport.

486 EISA System

Video Options
MISTS Wine X. Diarr,4 Alee.
%umber 0. Metres, ;Amos

lneklas hCoe.

Monitor Options
saxe

Nec,IdeIxHirocFS. viewSoelc CDS.

Hard Drive Options 120 Meg to 70.0 Gig
Comer, Form-Mara, Merman. Sewers Quorum,
Hoskin Pookad. »Men bow Cal °Soot CD-ROM
exl optical aim

CCSI 486-33-$1198 call for
CCSI 486-50-$1374 MAI Pricing!
CCSI 486-66-$1497e
Configured As
Above 256K
Cache On MB,
8 EISA and
1VLB Slots

cell Petite
TEL: (404)491-1131
FAX: (404)493-7033
1510 Stone Ridge Dr.
Stone Mountain, GA 30083

a

ej
st.•

Centre

for demanding TechnoWizards on the gol
386 and 486 EISA, ISA, or VI
MotherBoards Available

6Expansion Slots
3Drive Bays
LCD &Gas Plasma
Cases Available

Color LCD and Color
Portable Systems
NOW AVAILABLE!

Seltdient

11 111t%

Call: 1-800-775-3525
Mayor •POI, r:orcls accepted Personal Err cyporote leaseg avarlable all onces reflect cosh drscounl fortune 1000
corneenurrversdieS. and government Pos welcome. 2% lee on all PO's apply Specffications• Pnalag and
aycrlor.rrlry °e.t.a, to change wmour rotree, AtWayS call la current prees

Now Araling

2Year

emit. Wartanry
On All Custom
Gonfleurea
Computers

0th ANNIVERSAR

Rapid RAID, MegaTower. C.ondrotcr. Universal Bus on° lmagnoter S7oRen ae trade marks of Computer &Control Solutions. Inc Ottler trademarks are properly of their respective ho cern
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Toshiba

Pawed:tee 4/2551.

1EM
'pi

4MB
16MB
PowerEsee 3/2551, 3/25SL-C., EL
4M8
Premium Exec 286, 38650/20, 25, 25( 4MB
Bravo NB 486

5179
S769
.. S189
949

4MB
16MB

Concerto 486

Contort, 4/25 series

4MB
8MB
4MB
564
4MB

LW 3865/20
LTE Lite 20; 25; 25e, 25e

4M8
4M8

Contura 3/20, 3/25, 3/25r

LIB Lite 4/25e

11200XE, 1600, 3100E
1310050, 370058, SOC

$205
$949
$269
$559
$175
$325
$189
$365
5229
$395
5789
5219
5399
0259
$199

IBM
1111(1 PS/1(157SX and ThinkPad 700,
700ç 720, 720,

4M8
8M8
1664
4MB
8MB
2M8
4M8
408
8MB

goo ThInkPod 1101
N5I Notebook (All)
L40SX, 93350, PS/Note 182
L4055, PS/Note 182

$209
5389
51059
5189
5319
5189
5185
5359

NEC
Ultrollte Versa (all models)

4MB
868

U(tralite III, SL/25C

2MB
4618
2MB
6MB
4MB
716B

UltraLite SL/ 20, SL/ 20P
ProSpeed 286, 38650/16
ProSpeed 386

5229
5449
5959
$169
...
5259
...5179
$119

Texas Instruments
TravelMate 3000 (all models)
NON TravelMote 4000 (all models)
TrovelMate WinSIC/ 25

2.48

4M8

5169

41111.

5169

04400,16400 (all models)

4M8
521)9
16111
5699
8648 (3 3
5469
'6M1 53110 5959

DAY
o Guest-mow o
WE SETTHE STANDARD:
High speed Modems

Zenith
▪
▪

Z-Lile 3201.
Z-Nole 3201, 32011, 3251., 325Lc

NAB
2M8

..

ALL PRODUCTS USER INSTALLABLE

5549

VA2/1014” 2.4 Error tonnol end 942 lis/MILPS data rompre,ion
'or highest possible ihroughput Imludes lox sofmore
lull hoe year woo onty on ports ond labor
INTERNAL
14.4904

1148
4MB

AST

.SOS
.... $155
$III

Compaq
3/25s; 3/25os
141738 001
939
8M8
141142.001 _5319
4/25s, 4/33, 4/50
141682 001 .539
MN
141683-001 __ 585
41684 001
5181
NM
141685.001 5354
DeskPra 386-28, 20e, 25
4M8
113132-001 ..... $180
4M111
113645.001 _5244
DeskPro 386,/16
MN
112534 001 ..... S180
4168
113634.001 _ 5255
DeskPro 3/25i; 3314/289; 331; 661, 28611; 38611; 38650/209
2041, SystemPro LT Sflria,
Portable 486e, M Series
NAB
118689 001
4MB
118690 001
5181
811/1
112877.001 ... 5354
ProSignia PC Server 486/33; 802/66

ORDER NOW!

16M8
149320-001 ....5649
DeskPro 386-33, 486.33, SystemPro
2MB
115144 001
599
8968
116561.001... 5379

Dell
Power Desktop 32502 P, 333D, 3331, 433P, 4861, 486D
PowerLine Workstution 420; 425; 433; 450; ISOIN/2, 46650
2MB
310 2466
585
8/118
3104468 ....... 5362
Powerlim Workstation 420; 425; 433; ISO; 4503E/2, 466SE
32MB Ktt
310 2630
51290
P,,Born,.eoe 1,5.0 M series
0181

16MB

310-2317

5640

Hewlett-Packard
Vestra 05/165; 2010, RS/20; 20C; 25, 250
4M8 911
01542 or 16424
5189
Vectra 386/16N, 386/20N, 386/2SN PC
25113
024064
592
8MB
024044 .........53)0
Ventre 486PC; 251; 337; 486./20; 4/259; 3394; 5011; 66N
2MB
223818
__ 585
8MB
021524
5354
Ventre 386/25; 486/2511; 486/330; 486/501.1; 486/6611
2MB
023814
585
8MB
021520
5354
Year° 366/33* 33111
2/68
027(48
... 592
8M8
027114
5310

.594

8MB

4/6

5329

4MB
N/4
5195
1610 NM
.S659
PS/1 286, 313650
2MB
9299935
587
4MB
9299694
.5168
PS/I Consultant Essential, Expert models x43, x44,
PS/Voluepoint all models except Cox series
4MB
9649290
.5199
PS/1 Consultant, Essential, Expert models :76
16MB Kit
PS/2 25/286, 30/286, memory odopter 1497259
2M8
PS/2 35SX; 1S, 4050, 500, 55SX; LS, 65511.; LS, 70, XStation
2MB
6450604
585
PS/2 70-A21; 461; 021; 861, PS/I Consohant, Essential,
II, xI3, xI4, PS/Voluepoint Cox sedes

PS/2 3550; LS, 4050, SOSO; LS, 65SX; IS, Mews, PS/
Voluepoint Cox series, adopter baud 3493011 or 3413077
4MB
3442933 or 8749977
PS/2 35SX; LS, 40SX, PS/Voluepoint Cox series
868
6450129 .. $354
P5/290 XP, 95 SP, P75 (pairs), 56, 57 folt PS/1 Pro 12123
2/68
6450902
585
PS/2 90 XP, 95 XP, P75 (pairs), 56, 57 loll),
PS/1 Consultant, Essentiol, Expert models II, x13, 414,
PS/1 Pro M2123
4M8
8M8
6450130 .
.S354
Expansion boards for 50, 500, 5310, 60, 65SX
28M8 w/1MB

NEC
Image 425, 433, 466
4MB
I
6M8
Ready 425, 433
4M8

410 12002

16MB
4/5
PowerMate 286/12; 55/ 16, 50/ 20
1618 Kit
OP 410-0103
PowerMate SO/20
2MB CPU Upgrode
OP 410 8101
2M8 Sop Board

GOVERNMENT AND

FAX /MODEMS

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

MMe

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AVAILABLE

PCMCIA 2.0

SPECIAL VOLUME PRICING
gr.,..me
allertZ
te..sswz,
XJACK

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS,

Data/fax with
14 400bps FAX/1.1xlem

AND DISCOVER ACCEPTED

24'9601)bps FAX/Modem

979

NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

Internal Dato/Fox w/MNP -S, V.42/V.42bis
14 400bps FAX/Modem
96:9600bps FAX/Modem

_5419

24,'960fibps FAX/Modem .

5399

Pocket Modems for any serial port
14.400tos FAX/Modem

Zenith Z.38650/20, 2861.P., 2-15
2MB Ku
605 1

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS!
eANIre4

S139
5219

WE STOi K
'MEMORY UNMANS
FOR THOUSANDS OF
'COMPUTERS AND
PRINTEI S

•Mit•o5r-on M., 14'. 0.28mm, 1024.768 4112Mo
Mirroormertor hosed digit& room*, 301(.608Hr
S:(59
•MicoScan 40, 15151, 028mm, 128(741024 NI 41 60Mo
Mrcroproressor hosed digue) eantrals, 301(.64KH:
5449
•MicoScon SA, 17757, 0_26mm, 1200x1024111@ 60H:
Mirropromsorbened digital controls, 301( 645H:
.0869

ci CPU UPGRADES
Kingston
SX/Nowl sternum .*
256111,(SX)

.Si69

25M11:110

-5219

cirrIx

e- Es

-

TOLL FREE FROM USA IL CANADA

ItIEF NATIONAL ORDERS

714-448-7750

Cx41161)14x 1.16/32
Cx41160h 1.20/40

5269
5319

Cx411651, 1-16/32
Cx41165V.20/40

.ST69
52.69

FAX ORDERS

714-448-7760
BU

Intel

Intel Math

dts

800-480-9866

SLC/Nowl .14 CPU Upgmh

486 Upgrades

4

803875036, 20, 25Mtlx
8030700 16, 20, 25, 33MMte
8038751 Mobde 16, 20, 25MH: .

S85
S89
585

Intel OverDrive Processors
4865/20 rnth socket
486502) with socket
4860025 without saket
4860133 !without sake!
4860X33 Dr 4865%33 eh waif

NESS HOURS:

Monday -Friday, lam-5pm, P.S.T.
Saturday, 9am-3pm, Orders Only

.1438
5564
.5505

LASER MEMORY
.5181

.5649

Conon LBP-4, 4Lite, 4Plus
IMB
0•3 2230
5106 2M8
Epson EPL 6000
2MB
185401
5•20 4M8
Epson Actionlaser II, EPL-8000

4/0

5145

N/A

...,.... 5198

gilt HP2MB
Laserlet
M'AIllsi, 4, 4M,

45i,
5125451M5,
4MB XL300, inkjet 680.
4MB
9:11654
5181 8MB
C20664
5354
HP Laserlet IIP, III, IIIP, 111D
2MB
34758
597 4M8
334778
•SI 71)
HP Loserlet 118. (ID
2M8
3.144441
5110 4MB
334458
.5195
IBM Loser 4029 all models
2M8
183334
596 4MB
1183335 -------------0(61
OkiLaser 400
1MB
70014701
5.67 2M8
II/X..
.
SI OE
Ponosonic 4410 d4430
2/68
1
9
1-P444
5113 4MB
Panasonic 445011 4420
2MB
KX-P441
5129 4MB
Texas Instruments Microluse and XL
11/8
3225739-0001
S46 4948
25600520002 .599
-

.. S96
5159

Zenith
Merle 425SE, 43318E, 450DE
4MB
M8-432
8468
MF 102
Zenith Z-386/20; 25; 33, 334
I
MB
4MB

CORPORATE POS, APO/FPO'S WELCOME

ADI

IRO AMBRA Eetorprise 486, Her& 486, Spriata 486 (oll models)

Expert models
2118

8173

MONITORS

AMBRA Enlerprise 386, Heath 386, Sprinta 386 (all models)
N/A

14 4FA% .

96,0601 1bps FAX/Modem

IBM
2M8

156

EDUCATIONAL PRICING

$43
$155
$181
$354

1MB x97Ons 19 chrpl
512K x36.70 (2M111
4M8 x9.70ns
IMB x3670 (4MB) ....
2MB. 36 70 181681

0

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED
WITH MOST MEMORY PRODUCTS
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

EXTERNAL

..

SI39
SI99

SIMMS
1x9 (3chip)
4x9
1x36
2x36

COMPATIBLE IN FORM, FIT, AND FUNCTION

5159
5108

NI 13 3n

Z-Note 425 Series
Z-Sport 4205, 4250
MastersPort 38651, SLc SL,
MastersPort 38650
SupersPort SS; 286e; SlimsPort
SupersPort 186; 286e
SupersPort 286e; SfimsPort

•MEMORY GUARANTEED -100%

Sportster 14,400 Faxe

15400,15200; T5200( T8500

PERSONAL COMPUTER MEMORY

Prolineo
2MB
Praline°
I
MB

310-231)

.599
5179
5329
.. 589
579

5179

Prenunia
4MB
501159 001
5157
868
501159 002 5369
Bravo 3/25s
7M8
500710 004 .596
8MB
500824 002 S319
Ad00.4. 9.1 38650420; 25, Advantorl Pro 50/25, It,,. 3/33s
2MB
500962-1
5204
f LC500962-002.33s;
4/25s;
33;
Advantogel Pro 48680733; SX/25, Brows
50d; 4/66d
216B
500987 001 ___. 572
4MB
500987 002 ... 5159
Premium 386/25; 33; 331, Premium II 3865X/16; 20; 25
I
(48
500780-003; 002
Advantage! 486/25; 33; 33p; 5X20, Bravo 4/33; 486/25;
Premium 4/25; 33TE, Server SE 4/33
2M8
5007113-004, 780-005
569
Advantage! 486/25; 33; 33p; SX20, Power Prenime 3/33,
4/33; 33s; 50d; 66d, Premium 386/331E, 486/25; E; 25119
33; 334; 3318, Premium II 386/25; 33, 086/33, 48650/25
Premium Serra SE 4/33
4148
500780 004
$179
85413
500780-001 .. 5358

4MB

2MB
4MB .
11M8
2M8

1330051

(MN TI 900, 14500,14600, 14100 (all models)

sn,

4MB
8MB
4MB
41411

SLT 286
SLT 3861/20

gip

TI
000SF/LF/XF; 2000, 200050; SXe,
1220050, 17800 Series

Compaq

IL„

'ii (Iel «I àr4

-Ra"A 1 v..1 LAI

AST

.5152
$362
.S39
5181
592

MAIL OR FAX ORDERS TO:
first Source International, lac.
7Journey
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
O. Gm*. ko
land•Miademplo ay Mauer oemli
pieta» 1014”41 ,64opral
loo no drop t+.• 444418é. Odom
«Irwin in nplommr..0..41141.44.2.4.441.M4 Ions .4•1444..4
M.04M10441.W.bnrimmeloblkArMoniodeakAokrialutIM>
malorinquelltualmm144.4.4.• mew mil 44.geOlommude
▪
A.441.4.4ss ,Imin ht mr mum MUIR bills plod ee
modems, moor., im
444141111.4.14.141Va.M00.4441.11.
Ma %he Om •tors el mil e. 41 fa
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neeem0eloe4 eabWbulues
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CALL THE UPGRADE EXPERTS 800-480-9866
Circle 206 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 207).

lltadt Mount Pointe
Whether you are looking for rack mount computers,
monitors, keyboards, or printers, now you can experience rack
mount power at an affordable price! Let our specialists help
you design arack mount system that best suits your needs.

Customized systems that are racked with power!
When you order computer systems from
Recortec, you can be assured that you will recieve
high quality, pre-tested, fully configured systemscustomized for your specific requirements.
Now that's apowerful combination!

Warranty
All Recortec rack mount products are backed
with aone-year warranty.

Free Catalog
For a free copy of Recortec Rack
Mount products catalog, call us today at

1-800-729-7654
RECORTEC, INC.
1290 LAWRENCE STATION ROAD
SUNNYVALE, CA 94089
TEL: (408) 734-1290
FAX: (408) 734-2140
Circle 217 on Inquiry Card.
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Circle 200 on Inquiry Card.

and a lot more...
IVUMAN

At 180,000 cps parallel and 115,200 bps serial, Buffalo boxes
are the fastest. Up to 16mb of buffer available.
FASTER PRINTING
Sharing devices so fast they speed up printing using Windows.
Its' twice as fast as the new Windows Printing System.
EASE OF USE
Transparent to users. Optional printer selection software
included. Connect with standard parallel and serial cables.
wmi.mammumal

TY

Eleven models in all parallel, all serial or in combination.
Configurable I/O options. Models are easily cascaded together
VALUE
With non-buffered autoswitches starting at $59 and intelligent
sharing devices from $349, Buffalo has the right sharing
solution for you.

We also make 72 contact

PC SIMMS!

1
800 -34-23 eir_f
137-Ír
=

2805 19th St. SE, Salem, OR 97302
(503)585-3414 •FAX (503)585-4505

Buffalo is aregistered trademark of Mateo. Inc Other brands and product names are bemires or registered Ire/erne*, cMheir respective owners.

There Are 215,000 Good Reasons to Advertise in the BYTE Deck!
The BYTE Deck mails to aselect group of 275,000 BYTE subscribers who are proven direct market buyers.
In fact, BYTE subscriber surveys show that many readers prefer to buy through the mail order/direct channel:

Direct Channel Preference
for Purchases of:

Software

76%

Peripherals

70%

Computer Systems

69%

Networking

48%
Source: 1993 Sul,criber Study

The average BYTE reader influences the purchase decisions of 107 others, works in acompany with more
than 1,000 employees, and influences more computer product purchases than any other person in
his/her organization. The BYTE readership provides quality leads.
Why settle for anything less?

Call Susan Rastellini today at (603) 924-2596 or fax your order to (603) 924-2683.

The BYTE Reader: Simply the Best
252
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TFT Active Matrix Color
640 x480 256 colors
STN Passive Matrix Color
640 x480 256 colors
Monochrome Backlit VGA
640 x480 32-grey scale
Intel 486 SX/DX/DX2 CPU
80M-340M Hard Disk
Built-in 15mm Trackball
4MB, 8MB, 20MB Memory
1.44MB Disk Drive

2x PCMCIA 2.0 Slots

Need the fastest Windows performer?
High Performance

Microbternational HCP Model 65681M

"If you need anotebook with processing power for massive spreadsheets and databases, to perform
gray-scale imaging, or for other demanding tasks, the HCP 65681M is for you. It ran our Windows performance test twice as fast as the Compaq LTE lite 4/25E,... In fact, this was the fastest monochrome
notebook in our entire test sample. The HCP 65681M's monochrome screen quality is the best we saw
from passive-matrix monochrome displays... and an excellent keyboard."
October 1993 BYTE/NSTL LAB REPORT

MICRO-INTERNATIONAL, INC. 10850 Seaboard Loop, Houston, Texas 77099
National Sales: (800) 967-5667•Local Sales:(713) 495-9096•FAX:(713) 495-7791
$2740 for amonochrome 4862/66M system with MS-DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1, 8MB RAM, and 250MB hard disk.
Prices for other configurations are available upon request.

Office hours Monday—Friday 8:00-6:00 •Saturday 10:00-1:00 •Sunday—Closed
Circle 221 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 222).

Circle 227 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 228).

Add COMPLETE imaging to your apps:
AM.

Am.

L
IIJ /
tightest
o ance
LEAD CAW (Now used in CorelDRAW!)
Read •Write •Print
Dither •Display
Process
Convert
PLUS

PRICES SLASHED 50%

LEADTOOLS is alibrary of sophisticated imaging functions for developers. All kits provide blazing

speed, free example applications, clear documentation (including examples), free technical support
and a
flexible programming environment. Satisfaction guaranteed! Supports major C&Xbase

001B
0JPG 0C111P 013111P
°Or 0IlfT 0I51 0CPS
°CCITT 081F 0PCX oMORE!

LEADTOOLS Standard
was $495 NOW S295 Royalty Free!

High level calls for fast and easy handling of all
popular PC file formats.

LEADTOOLS Professional
was $1990 NOW $495 Royalty Freel

Low &high level functions for all the flexibility and
control programmers need

LEADTOOLS Express
was $1990 NOW $995

Obsoletes hardware compression cards.
Decompress to 1MB 24-bit TGA image in 1.5 sec

LEADTOOLS NT
The only set of imaging tools which gives the
was $1495 NOW $995 Royalty Free! sophisticated NT developer the control he demands.
LEADTOOLS NT Express
was $1495

NOW $995

Only tools designed for 32-bit environment.
Decompress to &display a1MB 24-bit TGA in 1sec.

LEADTOOLS Visual Basic All LEADTOOLS power in acustom control. Flexible,
was $495 NOW $295 Royalty Free , yet easy to use.

LEAD Technologies, Inc. Fcr more info call (800) 637-4699
8701 Mallard Creek Rc. • Charlotte, NC 28262
(V) 704-549-5532 • (F) 704-548-8161

*Output only
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• RACkMOUNT SySTEM

Sczigum

-286, 386, 486 ISA /EISA /VESA

?r7

LIPPq0
INTERNATIONAL,

INC.

•

RAC

kMOUNT MON!TORS

-10", 14" and 20"
• RACkMOUNT ENCLOSURES
-Up to 20 Slots & 500W PS
• RACkMOUNT KEybOARd
-Full travel Drawer Mounted 101 K

2032 Bering Dr.

• RACkMOUNT FIARd DRiVE ENCLOSURE

9513

-Up to 4 Full Height w/ 600W PS
• INdusTRiAl DEsk-Top /TOWER ENCLOSUR
-Up to 20 Slots
• REdUNdANT POWER Supply

• 286, 386, 486 ISA /EISA /Vt.
Bus CPU CARds
• PASS.VE

1254

Bli -F1F:

Pt

- 3Slots to 20 Slots

VESA Local Bus SBC
MAY 1994

AP
introduces th- .....ance
32 bit single board computer (SBC)
designed for the 16 bit and 32 bit
VESA Local Bus. It offers atrue 32 bit
computing environment and on-boar
CPU upgrade from 386DX to 486DX2.
Rack
System
Circle 218 on Inquiry Card.
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To receive these special
prices, you must mention

1850 SOUTH 10TH STREET, SAN JOSE CA 95112-4108

Size

Type

Price

SIMM

39 99

Speed

1MX9-70X3
1M X9
7Ons
SPECIAL FOR BYTE CUSTOMERS ONLY!
1M x9
6Ons
1MX9-60X3
4M x9
8Ons
4MX9-80X9

SIMM

54.95

SIMM

154.95

SIMM
SIMM

169.95

4MX9-60X9

4M x9

6Ons

16M09-70X9

16M x9

7Ons

1MX36-70

1M x36

ions

2M x36
4M x36

7Ons

SIMM
SIMM

199.95

2MX36-70

7Ons

SIMM

749.00

1

Modular Circuit Technology's motherboard features a32-bit
VESA Local Bus for quick data transfer! The VL Bus enables
your CPU to share information with 2other interfaces at
speeds up to 33MHz. The 32-bit cache architecture allows
more data per cycle. The VESA Local Bus gives you the
added advantage of economical upgrades-standard 8
and 16-bit ISA cards plug right into the motherboard.

$
39995
..
hu

•33MHz Intel 80486DX or 66MHz Intel
80486DX2 CPU

899.00

•Uses 256K x9, 1M &4M x98Ons SIMMs
(OK installed)

499.95

• DESQview 386, Novell
NetWare & OS/2 compatible

•ZIF CPU socket for upgrades, eight 16-bit
expansion slots

MCT-M4869L-33 33MHz 486DX VESA local bus ... $399.95
MCT-M4869L-66 66MHz 48BDX VESA local bus . $599.00
SPECIAL FOR BYTE CUSTOMERS ONLY!

•MS-DOS &Windows 3.1 compatible
This system provides
outstanding performance,
thanks to Intel's
powerhouse 486DX2 and
VESA Local Bus swift
throughput.

Seagate IDE Hard Drives

kAA

$219e

Upgrade to anew high-quality, high-capacity Seagate drive.
These 3-1/2" drives are designed for general purpose,
medium performance applications.

•66MHz 80486DX2 CPU
•VESA Local Bus compat.
•261Mb 16ms IDE hard drive with 64Kb cache
• 14' non-interlaced 1024 x768 .28mm VGA mon.

•

•32-bit VESA Local Bus video card and IDE card
•4Mb RAM expandable to 32Mb on-board
JDR-V486-66
$1749 00

JDR Price Guarantee
If you purchased any item from
JDR Microdevices in the last
30 days and we've lowered
our price, call us with the
details and we'll promptly
refund the difference

ST-3145A
ST-3243A
ST-3290A
ST-3390A
ST-3550A
ST-11200N
ST-31200N
ST-41650N
ST-42100N
ST-12400N

131Mb, 16ms, IDE
214Mb, 16ms, IDE
261Mb, 12ms, IDE
341Mb, 12ms, IDE
452Mb, 12ms, IDE
1.05Gb, urns, Fast SCSI-2,
1.05Gb, urns, Fast SCSI-2, 1'
1.4Gb, 15ms, SCSI-2
1.9Gb, 13ms, Fast SCSI-2
2.1Gb. 11ms. Fast SCSI-2

$189.95
$219.95
$219.95
$299.95
$419.95
$949.00
$949.00
$1199.00
$1399.00
$1749.00

loppy/I lard Contro It.
This 16-bit card controls up
to 2floppy and 2hard drives.

$1995
Speclell

• 16-bit 286/386/486/
PC compatible card

MCT-IDEFH
MCT-IDE10 Multi I/O controller

$99v8v5
BYTE Speclall

• 16-bit 286/386/486
PC compatible
• Up to 1280 x1024 resolution in 16 colors
MCI-VGA-5000
MCI-VGA-1000 16-bit 640 x480 VGA card

$99.95
$49.95

Make your 486 CPU run
cooler with this easy
snap-in fan.

Extend your parallel
printer up to 1,200 feet
and connect up to 16 cornputers.The transmitter automatically switches
on and off to allow multiple users access to printer.

CXPT-4 Transminef for PC
CXPR-4 Receiver far Drirter

$49.95
$49.95

Internal CD-ROM Drive
r I i
4;4P
;shié."ri,i1.

This internal CD-ROM drive is compatible with multisession Photo CD,
High Siena and ISO 9660 formats.

;411

VVL

$149 95
ern tram

• In-line adaptor taps
power from power
supply

• 16-bit 286/386/486 PC
compatible card

•Snap-in installation

•Drive, interface caed, cables, MS-DOS
CD-ROM extensions, drivers, software & manual
CDROM I
$149.95

486-FAN
$29.95
486-FAN-R Refrigeration tan

•350ms avg access time

$49.95

FREE MR CATALOGS!

FM

Combine both a1.2Mb 5-1/4' and
a1.44 Mb 3-1/2" floppy
drive in the space of
one 5-1/4" halfheight slot.

Features an improved
development interface.
• Programs devices up to
512K bits, plus 27C100,
27C101, 27C301, 27C1000
•8-bit 8088 & 286/386/486 PC compatible card; ZIF
socket accepts 0.6" wide DIP IC's to 32 pins
$199.95
$269.95

,e29

•5-1/4' half-height size
FO-505
FDD-1.2
FDD-1.44A

Sales 800-538-5000

Toll-Free Fax Ordering
800-538-5005

PC PRODUCTS
AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
CALL TOLL-FREE

$109.95
1.2Mb 5-1/4' Floppy drive
$59.95
1.44Mb 3-1/2' Floppy drive ..................$59.95

800-538-5000

Local/International
408-494-1400

Order
24-Hours-A-Day

TERMS: For shipping .5 handling include $5.00 lor ground
07.50 far air. Orders over 1lb. and foreign orders may require additional shipping charges - contact our Sales Sept, for the
amount. CO residents must include applicable sales tar. Prices subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for typographical errors. We reserve the right olimit goaelities
and lo substitute manulacturer. All merchandise subject to prior•sales. Afull copy of our terms is available upon request. Items pictured may only be representative. JDR. the 1011,logo.
JOR Microdevices. and the MCI logo are registered trademarks

Seagate

•DB25P parallel port 8) 2RJ-11 mod connectors
$19.95
$69.95

EPRONIFrogrammer

MOD-MEP-1A
MOD-MEP-4A As above with 4ZIF sockets

e

•Transfers up to 6,000 characters per second

Cooling Fan

R.-

Note: Please order
HD-MHW slot
adaptor ($9.95) to
mount 3-1/2' drive
in 5-1/4' slot.

Parallel Printer Extender

•Supports up to two
IDE HDs and 360Kb,
720Kb, 1.2Mb or 1.44Mb FDs

1k
19,1
11,111PirlIFY7

Upgrade your resolution! Supports
interlaced and non-interlaced,
analog or multi-synch
monitors. VESA
software compatible.

key code #1053

1•111•1•1111•.111•1

VESA 486DX Motherboard

DUE TO CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS,
CALL FOR CURRENT DRAM PRICES!

4MX36-70

Special Prices for
Byte Buyers!
Good Through 6/30/94

JDR Microdevices
c RAM

Part #

/979

BY Phone or Fax

C >
l itehe

JDR Pillcrodevices, loc. Modular Circuit Technology is atrademark of JDR Microdevices, Inc. Copyright 199. JDF lee 'devices.

MAY 1994
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Circle 223 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 224).

We've Made It
Perfectly
Clear.
The most advanced, innovative and best sounding digital audio boards

/ come from Antex. That's why they're preferred by OEMs and integrators
worldwide for broadcast, recording and multimedia applications.
•Multiple compression formats -ISO/MPEG/MUSICAM, Dolby AC-2,
CD-ROM XA, MS ADPCM, IMA
•AES/EBU/SPDIF Digital VO
•Balanced analog VO
•Programmable floating point DSP

•

ANTEX

•Onboard EEPROM for software security
01011.4/
, 0

The Series 2/Model SX-23
Digital Audio Processor

•

16-bit stereo, 64x oversampling Sigma Delta

•High-level DOS/Windows drivers

AUDIO

•Dual-device and multiple adapters
•Wavetable synthesis

ISO/MPEG/MUSICAM Coding

•SCSVMIDI interfaces

AES/EBU/SPDIF Digital I/O

The difference is clear.

Balanced Analog I/O

800/338-4231 • 310/532-3092 • FAX 310/532-8509

90 dB+ Broadcast Quality

1'

digital

16100 South Figueroa Street, Gardena, California USA 90248

pKryw.cpeRTAmiqo

"

4901 Morena Blvd, Suite 1111 •San Diego, CA 92117
FOR SALES CALL TOLL FREE

Fax

P.O.'s accepted from
universities and Qualified Firms

11.1310••••-

1-800-581-6040

VIDEO CARDS --ainerr."-

CD ROMS
DIAMOND

Int., 280ms, 150KB's tray-loading,

LUO0F1
FX001D

multi-session, 16 bit card
Int., double speed, 250ms, 16 bit card

$179
$199

All 486 DX/DLC BOARDS INCLUDE 256 KCACHE, OPTI CHIP
SET MAI BIOS, CLOCK GENERATOR, UPGRADABLE TO 32MB RAM,

TOSHIBA
183401

Int., double speed, 200MS, 330KB'S,
256K butter, multi-session, Kodak photoCD

$369

CYRIX-ISA

PHILIPS
PL206

Double speed CD-ROM, multi-session,
with 16 bit interface

$229

485DLC33
486DLC40

..$229
$239

CYRIX-VLB

4136DLC33 VLB.....5249
4860LC40 VLB
$259

2-8BIT, eidel BIT

3V1.. 3-1Ben 2-8Bri

4116SLC2/66-IBM

ISA 5-16brt,2-8 04
Landmark 153.21..5275
i-lI MO

486SLC2/66 VLB

8Slots: 2-Vt. 6-ISA
Landmark 153.07..5329
61

-4F4r

guy

486,DX2,68 VLB
$809
4860033 VLB
$399
485DX VLB W/O cpu 5119
iut_ siertltlzersœicr

MINI EISA

486002,438 VLB

CAChE.

UPORADABLE TO
in. Tie MB

INTEL VESA LB

w",5,-irly

IBM-PS/2

72 PIN SIMMS

SIMMS/SIPPS

D-RAM

6450604

512X36-70

1X3-70

256X4-80 $5.25

1X36

e l 2X36-70

30E5360
34E2933

4X36-70

CACHE RAM:

v2

1X9-70

256X4-70 $6.25

4X3-70

1X1-80

$525

4X9-70
16X9-70

1X1-70

$625

32KX8-15 $750

$155

1.1111110 ...--- IDE HARD DRIVES --..m111111C

$189

MEMORY

°we

$149

Colorado Jumbo 250

CONNER
CP30174
CP30254
CP30344
CP30544
ST12396...
ST329(14
$13390A
513550A

170mb
25Crrib
34Orre

5185
$229
$275
$459

72130
7245,0
13466
1.1X1940SL

212mb

0219
$235
$275
$379

WD1210
8602250
W02340
WD2420

sga-ro.
Seagate
340mb
43556

0Y

GAZA,

213m1
24540
345M)
54056

$215
4229
$275
$459

Western Digital

SPECIALS

32KK8-20 $7.00

>1110- CONTROLLER BOARDS -.111111‹

MAXTOR

FAX
MODEM

cum
Sur

25386
250nt
340mb
42586

$215
$229
5275
$359

---fflaalle
MAXTOR

lee

50014486
30.

SAME DAY SHIPPING AVAILABLE IF
ORDER PLACED BY 2:30 P.M. P.S.T.
HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM-5:30PM P.S.T.
SAT. 10AM-2 PM P.S.T.

ase

BYTE

MAY

1994

G.nEAT

DiamondS video cards are award-winning and Cost effective video
solutions. Their popular-selling Speed-Star board has won numerous
awards induchng PC Magazine Award's 41 Video Accelerator. Their new Stealth
and Viper are truly the cutting edge in ace color, 24-bit video technology. Five
year landed warranty, unlimited technical support
SpeedStar244
SpeedSterVL
Slealth24VL

-•••«11

Conner 250 With Tape

BSA

CALL FOR BEST PRICE •ALL SPEEDS •OTHERS AVAILABLE

6450902

TAPE DRIVES

5E99

SMAIB
OSA SLOTS.Z

6450608

111111--

lobe

t'tommo, ti,,sir,161(h 581-1439

(6191581-01 25

MITSUMI

)10-MOTHERBOARDS-01r

40

StealthProVL1
ViperVLB

50

Cirrus Logic
Cirrus Logic

ISA, max. 10244768 NI, 72MHz,
24-bit, 16.7 mi. colors
VL-Bus, 16 mil WinMark, 1MB,
16.7 Mil. Colors, 72MHz
VL-Bus, 10244768 NI,
1280e1024 friterlaced...
VL-Bus, S3 928 chip, IMB VFIAM,

tftsç

750

$119
5149
5199

VL-Bus, 74MHz, 2MG VRAM,
Waite& P9000, 60 Million
SVGA VLB 1MG Not
SVGA VLB 1-2, 1MB U

IBM Thinkpad
700 700C 720

Ong
Ban

$119

NOTEBOO
ADDONS
Toshiba
4500

5225
$435

4rno
firog

$999

leric

4600

$229
$399
S9,9

..$89
19

PCMCIA

144 FarAbilan
SCSI Adapter
ethernet

5255
$259
$179

>am.- CPU'S -•••1111r

)0.-MATH CO'S -.1(

1486002-66
14860033
CX486DLC-40
CX486DLC-33

8308733
8308740
83S0733

0459
5269
575
$69

639
649
$45

>um— SPECIAL MULTI MEDIA KIT
SION CD 16

20% Restocking fee on refunds within 30 gays •No refunds after 30 daysl
•Warranty replacement only •All prices final •Prices subject to change

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card.

Polaroid
Circular Polarizing Filters
The Ultimate Glare Control
And Contrast Enhancement
Technology

Polaroid's C-P Filters for computer monitors feature atwo-layer circular polarizer and multi-layer
optical coatings to provide the ultimate technology for glare reduction and contrast enhancement -the difference is immediate and dramatic.
Because of the very efficient ambient light trapping properties of circular polarizers, Polaroid
CP-Filters suppress up to 99% of unwanted
reflected light and are as much as 14 times more
effective than other filters in improving contrast.
Most models also include an electrically conductive coating that eliminates static and reduces up
to 98% EMI for electric field radiation.
Polaroid produces afull range of optical quality anti-glare filters in glass and triacetate to fit
most 9"-21" monitors.

Polaroid Corporation, Polarizer Division,
N2, 1Upland Road, Norwood, MA 02062
1-800-225-2770

Fax 617-446-4600

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card.

gSV3MOHS 3kIVMOilVil

Accessoriesf3upplies•Add-In Boards•Communications/Networking

Bar Coding

Barcoding with
Windows!
MWindowBar
The bar coding software
that's easy to install
and easy to learn!

Ideal for
Compliance o
Labeling!

670

• Full-featured, Network-ready. Fully DDE compatible!
• Supports most popular symbologies, bar code printers
and databases
• Interactive and automatic printing tools via Windows,
not DOS.
TECHNOLOGIES INC.

the best in the field!

• Full design capabilities; Full Windows implementation
• Variable graphics (WYSIWYG)

Call Now for a Free Demo Disk

1-800-289-6293

Competing in today's marketplace demands the
reliability provided by Star Gate's serial I/O
controllers. Our products are proven in the field
— where performance really counts.
Besides built-in reliability and the industry's most complete ESD
protection, Star Gate's I/O controllers include the following
installation and performance options:
EIA-232, EIA-422 and EIA-485 interfaces

1111

Mayer Automation Group

Division of Mayer Electric Supply Co, Inc.

3405 4th Ave. So., Birmingham, AL 35222 •(205) 583-3500 •FAX: (205) 323-0886

Circle 288 on inquiry Card.

flit

kegar

Broad 0/S support including UNIX,
OS/2, Windows and Windows NT
MICROSOFT.
NT.

WINDOWS

COMPATIBLE

2to 64 high-speed ports in a single host PC
Optimized data handling for modem pooling
and print, file and communication servers

Call us at 1-800-782-7428 and let us share
the secrets of our competitive edge with you today!

\

Star Gate Technologies, Inc.
29300 Aurora Road
Solon, OH 44139 •216-349-1860 •FAX 216-349-2056

!I

,
P0004211
•

©7994 Dig International Inc.

Arblq

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card

Communicating with aHigher Intelligence
GMM

Sync TM

ZilogTm85C30, 85230 Based
Async, SDLC, HDLC, Bisync
Built In Null Modem Option
Perfect for PC to Mainframe Apps
Call or Fax Us
OEM and Dealer Inquiries Welcome
(714)752-9447 Fax (714)752-7335

GMM Research Corporation
18092 Sky Park South, Unit E, Irvine CA 92714

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card

004

Vidext
%1\\%
"

Think
If you need aquality
reader small enough to fit iii The
palm of your hand, Videx has a
bar code reader for you.

The Time Wand Ioffers credit-card
sized portability, ideal in time and
document tracking applications.
The rugged DuraWand can take
the punishment typically found in

delivery and security applications.
The Time Wand II offers the
durability and computing power
necessary in applications ranging
from hospital patient care to
warehouse inventory.
Call today to receive afree
information kit on Videz
portable bar code readers.

See us at COMDEX, booth #M5220
1105 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330

e——
e

503-758-0521 •Fax 503-752-5285

v id ex

Video, TimeWand, and DuraWand are registered trademarks of Video, Inc. GC0462B

Circle 261 on Inquiry Card.
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Communications/Networking

Communications/Networking

8-64 Serial Ports in aPC

Rhetorex
Voice Processing boards
make CTI areality.

BBS5504

If you're asking "what's
CTI:' you're missing one

•8 ports, 16550 UARTS

•8 ports, 32K-512K FIFO

•Digi, Galacticomm compatible

•Windows, DOS, UNIX, XENIX,

•Works with all popular BBS

FOSSIL drivers included.

Software

rG111

•RS-232, 422,485 interfaces
lu

lu

800-282-4835

,INC.

PO Box 2310 Bay St. Louis MS 39521 Phone: (601)467-8048 Fax: (601) 467-0935
All product names or company names are the property of their respective holders.

Circle 242 on inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 243).

CONTROL

ALL YOUR PC SERVERS
FROM ONE KEYBOARD & MONITOR

with MasterConsole®

of the hottest new
technologies going.
Computer Telephony
Integration links PCbased computer applications to the telephone
network, providing voice/
fax mail, interactive voice response. voice/fax servers
and more.
Interested? Maybe you're already developing aCTI
application. Then it's time to discover Rhetorex7
For the best value in CTI technology—from our 2and 4
port DSP-based voice and fax processing boards, to our
24-port platform—give Rhetorex acall. And start making
CTI areality today.
-* •

COMPARE QUALITY
AND PRICE PERFORMANCE!

•Save Space, Cut Costs & Centralize
Control with 100% Reliability

Rhetorex, Inc., 200 E. Hacienda Ave., Campbell, CA 95008-6617

•"Plug and Play" Any Mix of PC/ATs
& PS/2s; Supports All Video
ta•anriarialikbi• • •
egMEgU11X.

Tel. (408) 370-0881; Fax (408) 370-1171
All trademarks identified by the
symbol are trademarlcs of Rhetorex, Inc.
All other trademarks belong to their respective owners. 01993 Rhetorex, Inc.

•Desktop or 19" Rackmount Models
for 2, 4, 8, 16 PCs, Expand to 64

.

•Keyboard Emulator for Error Free
PC Autoboot and PC Operation

Circle 254 on Inquiry Card.

•AUTOSCANTm to Monitor All PCs

Hard Drives Motherboards Systems

•PS/2 & Serial Mouse Support
•Remote Access up to 150 Feet
•Thousands in Use Worldwide
GSA Schedule for US Fed. Govt

"No other solution
stacks up."

c

0
.•44

CALL TODAY!
(908) 874-4072 X 71

RCI

RARITAN COMPUTER, INC. 10-1 lene Court, Belle Mead, NJ 08502 Fax (908) 874-5274
30-OlY MONEY BACK (;11 ,MANTEE

FELL 1-YEAR ll'.‘1212 lN I1

See us ut COMDEX/Spring '94, Booth #N4974
Germany -Elsner Computertechnik, Tel: 49-521-889877 Fax: 49-521-889925
Japan -Proside Corp., Tel: 81-3-3254-6131 Fax: 81-3-3254-6134
Taiwan -Raritan Computer Taiwan, Inc., Tel: 886-2 218-1117 Fax: 886-2 218-1221
The Netherlands -Artelcom B.V., Tel: 31-1-442-3313 Fax: 31-10442-3443
United Kingdom -Kemitron LTD, Tel: 44-244-536123 Fax: 44-244-531043
For List of Latin American and Canadian Dealers contact RCI (908) 874-4072

Open 7Days aWeek

• Automated Attendant

Voice/Fax Mail

Unlimited Audiotex

Integrates major voice/fax applications plus
•

VOice

Mail

Menu driven. Easy to use. Full support for
Rhetorex, New Voice, Dialogic, Bicom, Pilca,

I Talking Yellow

rn and Intel voice and fax hardware. Supports
Upto 32 voice lines and up to 8fax lines.

•

Hardware +Software Kits
2 voice lines kit starts at

$650

Fax-on-Demand lines: 818-368-4566 or 818-368-8848

SigmaTech Software

pages

Telemarketing

1. Fax Mail
Fax-on-Demand

IFax Broadcasting

Tell: (818) 368-6132 Fax: (818) 368-7859 • Date/Party lines
10801 Bismarck Ave., Northridge, CA 91326 USA
(Resellers/Dealers/OEMs/Private labels are welcome) • Intl Call Back
258
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Next Wave Systems
7025 Mission St., Suite 103, Daly City, CA 94014

1-800-296-2211

LET YOUR COMPUTER DO THE TALKING!

program control into one full-featured high
performance software. PC-AT/386/486 based.

Call for Other Drives, M/13s, Monitors. Cards &Systems.

1-415-755-7245

Circle 282 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 283).

Integrated

Conners 340
$260
386/40DX isa...$105
386s
Quantum 270 $225 386/486DX VL n/cpu $115
486s
IDE/SCSI Available
ISA/Vesa LocalBus
Pentiums

1-415-755-3741 (FAX)
VISA/Mastert:ard
Circle 292 on Inquiry Card.

ON'T BE cÚT OF TOUCH!
Talking Technokny has multi-line voice
and fax procesing systems so you can
I
stay in touch with
your world.

Data Acquisition

Data Acquisition
for Notebook PCs

• High-speed, PC parallel-port connection
• 2-ch DA & 16-ch, 100-kHz AD
• 32 digital I0
• 16 high-speed digital Inputs
• 5counter timer channels

• AC or battery operable
• MS Windows graphical software

LOtech
10tech, Inc.

25971Cannon ltd

(216) 439-4091

Cleveland, OH 44146

Fax (216) 439-4093

DaqBook/100'"
Circle 245 on Inquiry Card.

$149
KS -7AT equivalent card $289 -q1
NEC V53 CPU 512K Ram, AT bus,
Options: PCMCIA, 4M Ram, 2M Eprom,
512K NV Sram, Clock, VGA, 5Serial,
2Parallel, Keybd, Flop, Modem, 12 bit ND.

Use 'C'
Code
Run with
DOS

DATA ACQUISITION CATALOG
AND REFERENCE GUIDE
FOR IBM PC/XT/AT, MICROCHANNEL
COMPUTERS AND COMPATIBLES

KS -2XT equivalent card $149 -q1

NEC V40 CPU 256K Ram, XT bus
Options: PCMCIA, 512K Eprom, 384K
Sram, Clock, 3Serial, 2 par.. Modem, ND.

Complete Development Support
We provide development systems and
utilities to download, test, and bum your
DOS programs into ROM.

Burn in
ROM

PCirl—Agelk

303-444-7737

Boulder, Colorado 80301

fax: 303-786-9983

suints
NI %V PRODUCTS'

:rpC"'"'

-AID Boards
-Signal Conditioning
-Communication
-PC Instruments
-Scientific Software

KEITH LEY METRABY TE

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOG OR CALL 1-800-348-0033.
FAX: 508-880-0179

Circle 248 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card.

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition

Rackmount Solutions

I

RACKMOLNT COMPONENTS -CITY 25 PRICING
Rackmounr Chassis 19
-47 1
417
$131
Rackmciunt VGA Monitor
$531
Raclonount Monitor Shelf
$113
Rack:runt Chery Keytoard Drawer
8200
RACKMOUNT F1LAIFORMS -Oty 1Pricing
RMS4860X2-66 EISA $1593
RMS486SX-33 $915
RMS486DX•33
$1136
RAFSM6SX-33 $665
RACKMOUNT CHASSIS -15 Models up to 20 Board Slots
SLOT CPU BOARDS -EISA/ISA 486, 4863X, 386, 386SX
RACKMOUNT MONITORS -Super VGA 8Monochrome
RACKMOUNT KEyBOARDS -High Quality Cherry KB
RACKMOUNT SWITCH -Video/KB up to 12 CPUs
RACKMOUNT CABINET -Modular from 21' to se high

DAP 3200e" Data Acquisition Prmissor'''
Digital Signal Processing up to 16 MIPS
10-24 MHz CPU with up to 4M DRAM
20-32 MHz DSP with up to 96K SRAM
DAPLTM Operating System

'PM Willer

Analog I/O to 330K samples per second
Digital I/O to 16M samples per second
Up to 512 analog inputs on one DAP
Up to 128 digital inputs/outputs
12-bit or 16-bit resolution ADCs
FFT and FIR-filtering with on-board DSP
CPU: i186 or i486

2468 Ar mstrong Street, Livermore CA 94550
(510) 447-2030 FAX: (510) 447-4559

Send for FREE catalog and demo diskette.
206-453-2345 /fax 206-453-3199

Exclusse International Distributor Program now Available

TECIMOLOCIr

INC.

•
•
Custom
too. standard
commands
commands
in C

Circle 264 on Inquiry Card.

M

ICROS-FAR

LA BORNIORIES/
2265 116th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card.

59

PC-based Solutions for
Industrial Automation

41,1,11

•Industrial PCs & Workstations
•Enclosures and Card Cages
•486/386/286 CPU Cards
•RAM/ROM Disks
•Industrial I/O Cards
•RS-232/422/485

Pacqea rd,.

cecei

LOW-COST DATA ACQUBS0400N

vuiTkeute„u,Ejecs%,,

1-800-800-6889

PacDong
PARALLEL or SERIAL PORT CONNECTIQUI
I
Self-Powered Models-USE WITH LAPTOM

1-408-245-6678 in CA
Fax: 408-245-8268

ADVANTECH

glicenlion m800-969-44 11

Circle 235 on Inquiry Card.

rp... 'TA=_t.m.

Castlewood Drive San lose CA 95129
Circle 255 on inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 256).
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Computer Systems •Data Acquisition

gSV3MOHS 3HVAI0i1VH

Data Acquisition •Diagnostic Equipment

The Classic Color Trasportable PC
•Available in 486-33/50/66 system or in aSKD enclosure
•Build-in 10" color SVGA SONY Trinitron monitor
•6Slots with 3full 3half arrangement
•2x5.25" DD and 1x3.5" HDD bay

Disk & Optical Drives

American InfoScience

CD-PRODUCER

COMPACT DISC RECORDER SYSTEM WITH;
PHIL PS CDD521

SCSI

RECORDER, CARD

AND OUR CD-PRODUCER

PREMASTERING

SOFTWARE IS ONLY $5995.00 COMPLETE.

Make CrY-ROMg American InfoScience
cf
in' 1948 South I.H. 35
Austin, Texas 78704
512.440.1132 or fax 512.440.0531

Trans 2000, Inc.
11558 E. Washington Blvd. Suite A, Whittier, CA 90606
Tel . 310 -908 -6814
• Fax: 310 -908 -6819
Circle 279 on Inquiry Card

Fix Your PC "FAST"!
with the new UNICORE POSTcard V2TM

The Unicore POSTcard V2'. is aplug-in diagnostic board that monitors POST (power on self test)
routines, provides continuous bum-in testing of
preboot functions, and supports comprehensive
system function and component diagnostics for
IBM and compatible PC/XT, AT, 80386, 80486 and
Pentium class machines. In addition, the
POSTcard V2 has the ability to source actual IRO
usage and actually monitor DMA and IRO lines.
The POSTcard V2 plugs into any standard 8-bit
(PC/XT) or 16-bit (AT) slot and in seconds you will
be able to diagnose even hard-to-find motherboard
failures.

Requires no operating system
On ward ROM diagnostics included
Built-in PreDOS debug capability
Full power-on-self-test (POST) monitoring
Solves all IRO and DMA conflicts
Continuous loop mode for system bum-in
Comprehensive users manual with lots of
trouoleshooting tips.

=

9Bi

800-800-BIOS

(5081 686-6468

;
.„

FAX (508) 683-1630

I
Lte

"The RACER II board is the

,%•-*

-

easiest to use, most powerful
tool for PC troubleshooting
on the market"
SERVicle, NEWS
sCoRESHEET

i

.r

j
i
•

'ef511.1 F(1'11C.
t 7 _
The Professional's Choice
,r/l
àj
'E-2211
in Diagnostic Software
I
A fl.

(Real-Time AT/XT Computer Equipment Repair)
provides Service Technicians, OEMs, System Integrators,
System Engineers, and even End Users with Time-Saving,
Low-Cost Diagnostic Capability needed to quickly repair
System Boards.
S•ngle board tests PC/XT. PC/AT 286/386/486 and compatibles.
D.splays diagnostics & fault trees on system monitor.
Initializes and tests systems that appear completely dead.
Even injects its own test into the system with no RAM installed.
V Trouble-shoots to component level.
Supports
Finds intermittent problems.
M0110d7r0Me. CGA
Call today for more information
EGA. VGA &SVGA

800-539-0123

'1 re Pt le* tre seeef
200
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Circle 293 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 294).
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ONCE CD SYSTEM

a Philips CDD-521 write once drive,
SCSI interface card, cable, software for CDROM and CD-Audio and 5 blank discs.

UNIC1RE tej

U
I

mount
Including

1538 Turnpike Street, North Andover, MA 01845

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 259).
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Circle 291 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 280 on Inquiry Card.

Let your
"true colors shine
through"
when you advertise your
computer products in

BYTE' s
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
SHOWCASE
our newest, affordable,
4-color advertising section!

Call for more details:
(603) 924-2695
or (603) 924-2598

PS/2 50 50z 55sx 60 70 80 P70
INTERNAL DRIVES -May be used as a be performance replacement or to co -exist writ; original IBM (hike
Compatible with DOS J.! to 6.2. OL12 2.0, Di, Windows 3.I. NT, and Novell. Includes IDE or SCSI-2 microchannel
controller hard drive, mounting et. SACO, power cable, manual, hardware, and free technical support.
131mb, 15ms, Internai IDE Drive
245mb, 1555s,, Internal IDE /SCSI Drive .. S46915$44914
9
345mb, 13ms, Internal IDE / SCSI Drive .. 5509/5609
540mb, 8.5ms, Internal SCSI Drive Kit
1.06go. 9ms, Internal SCSI Drive Kit

PS/2 Model 25, 30, 30-286
131mb/2454nb Flard Drive Kit
345m5 Hand Drive Kit

Genera l T
—

r- e-

'4.041004i1, '"'ne

ee

Processor
Upgrades
For
t22533-286.50.stmena
60
10ngston 4865137.250Mhz
10 Tirnes Faster
Fiye Year Warranty

$889
$1,209

.52841$339
$379

hin ics

Only $345

I
EJIM PS/2 rvlemc ry
Call For Latest Prices!
rear WIrronty -(0 Day Money Sack Ouanneee

-

le'llollem`11='10

Call for your FREE

Catalog today'

•
Tel (510 981 9473
For, (S16) 981 5038

//ILI 1111111(.11J. t.11111111

gm COD

NY

„/;.',.

-

"

Circle 275 on Inquiry Card.

RAPID REPRODUCTION
Simple Fast Smart Reliable Duplicators

Adapter/Ci troller
Standard (7 SCSI. 2IDE, 2Floppy. 2Serial. IInalle1)...5 I
75
Enhanced (7 SCSI. 2IDE, 4 Floppy. 4Serial. 2Mralle1)...$195
Price includes cables. software & complete documentation
CALL FOR DETAILS!
0,,gre

Ndvus

Control Concepts, Inc.
8500 Executive Park Avenue
Fairfax. Virginia 22031
Tel: (800) 922-9259
Fax: (703) 876-6416

o

Circle 276 on Inquiry Card.

Terminate
SCSI Vue'
Terminator
Features:
•Active Regulation
•Status Indicators
•Gold Contacts
Benefits:
•Improves SCSI Bus
Performance
•Less Errors; More Reliable
ILila Transfer
Diagnoses Problems
...
.
•••
•Analyzes Signal Quality

I

AX 1000 MANUAL

AX-2X AUTOLOADER

-FORMAT. COPIES,VERIFIES.
-1803.5 H.D./hr.
-COPIES ALL MFM FORMATS
-RELIABLE TEAC DRIVES
-AVG, 100,000 COPIES/DRIVE
-5.25" +3.5" DUPLICATION
-1 YEAR WARRANTY

-FORMATS, COPIES,VERIFIES
-1803.5 H.D./hr.
-COPIES ALL MFM FORMATS
-FULL BIT BY BIT VERIFICATION
-ADJUSTABLE WINDOW MARGIN
-BATCH PROCESSING
-6MONTH WARRANTY

A

A

TECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION
4995 TIMBERLEA BLVD., UNIT 9
MISSISSAUGA. ONT. L4W 2S2
TEL: (905)602 9270 FAX: (905)602 9279
Circle 236 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 237).

Features:
•Diagnostic Indicators
•Large Ferrite Filters
•Triple Shielding
•Double Gold 20u"
Plated Connectors
•Extra Heavy 26
Gauge Wire
Benefits:
•No Loss Of
Important Data
•Faster Performance
•Test Cable Integrity

Granite
1:1•1•G•1•TeA•1.

SCSIVue Gold Cables

DISK FACTORY
111•111EM:11
• ,\ Montt', In ttikI
I
pint, iitr4. on 3!,

3101 Whipple Rd., Union City, CA. 94587

VICTORY

• P,.1 I..

%In> doh,

4111:1119 Or 01111,V1.• 'J01141119

ENTERPRISES

1-800-727-DISK (3475)

Ph: 510-471-6442 Fax 510-471-6267

Circle 273 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 274).
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Disk & Optical Drives •Diskettes/Duplicators

Disk & Optical Drives

gSVJAIOHS gLIVAICHVH

Keyboards • Laptops & Notebooks

Laptops & Notebooks

Rugged Rackmount Keyboards
AML

Antron

Elma offers high quality industrial ruggedized
keyboards. Features include:
• 19" rackmount keyboards
• Take 1U or 1.75" space
• Over 25 models to select from
• Available in full travel and membrane types
• IBM PC XT/AT, PS2 compatible
• US and International versions
• Spring-lock front panel
• 8mm, 2button trackball with serial output
Call Elma at 510-656-3400
Elma Electronic, Inc.
44350 S. Grimmer Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: 510-656-3400
Fax: 510-656-3783

(E LM

If you maintain computers or lasers and want to cut
the cost of repairs, ask for details.
US 508-946-2660

Europe +44 (0)249 821898

Circle 286 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 287).

Circle 295 on Inquiry Card.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYBOARD
•Custom Key Imprinting -all brands!
•Custom Colored keys for IBM', DEC',
Wyse", Key Tronice, Cherry'', and more!
•Custom and stock keytop label kits for
software support & languages.
• Full color keyboard templates made to
your exact specifications.
•Word Perfect Keyboards.
•Cyrillic, Arabic, Hebrew, etc. Keyboards

Notebook Expansion
The Easy Way
LapStation Expansion

CUSTOM HOTLINE 800 937-1337
from the leader in Key top Innovation?'

cofiRPBATIoN

Dept. BYTE, 260 Justin Dr.
Cottonwood, AZ 86326

602 634-7515
FAX 602 634-4620

Circle 244 on Inquiry Card.

FREE CATALOG

HP100LX
EduCALC Mail Store

F49

Everything you can dream of for
your HP 100LX! Flash and RAM
memory cards, connectivity kits,
printers, modems, and over 30
software programs are just some
of the products you will find in
this 72 page catalog — all at
EduCALC's everyday discount
prices! Call today for your
FREE catalog.

27953 Cabot Road
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
(714) 582-2637
202
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HEWLETT
PACKARD

Circle 277 on Inquiry Card.

Systems and
CableMate Port
Replicators let you
attach any desktop
peripheral or PC
enhancement card
to your notebook in
one easy step.
Models with one to
seven slots and bays
support most popular
notebooks.

g0

...

., .., ,

.
—Corpo r
ation —
Mry MBILIK

11a

The Portable Peripherals People

1214 Wilmington Avenue /Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
(801) 466-9797 FAX (801) 485-6204 Toll Free (800) 866-9797

Circle 238 on Inquiry Card.

Laptops & Notebooks • Modems/Multiplexors

Multimedia •Printers/Plotters •Programmable Hardware

PC Screen to TV Screen

Universal
Keypad for
'
s Portable
Computers

Windows, Mac &OS/2
Multimedia Presentations
on Television...

VGA to TV conversion, the
alternative for professionals to deliver
hi-resolution computer graphics and
dynamic presentations on television,
with 16.8 million colors and flickerfree video output. bundled with Award
Winning ACTION! 2.5 SE Software.
*Ask for Adda's exclusive 100% Flicker- USA
Free VGA to TV Convert&
Canada

Available in Ivory Or Black

Boost data entry speed, accuracy and convenience
with Genovation's Micropad,TM the innovative
numeric keypadfor portable computers.
TO COMPUTER
A

•
TO PRINTER
17741 Mitchell, North
Irvine, CA 92714 USA
TEL (714) 833-3355
FAX (714)833-0322
(800) 822-4333

Why not take it with you?
The World's Slimmest lightest
laser-quality portable printer.
•One inch thick
•2.6 pounds
•Plain paper printing
•01-IP transparency printing
•Laser quality resolution, 360 dpi
•48 dot thermal transfer
•67cps in 10cpi, 81cps in 12cpi
•360 dpi x360 dpi
•Centronics 8bit parallel
•Built in NiCd battery pack
For information call

of any MS-DOS computer while providing a
clean pass through connection to the printer.
Power usage is negligible. Lightweight and
compact, the Micropad is fully compatible
with and programmable under both DOS and
Windows. It is also available with connectors
to fit keyboard and serial ports.

1-800-779-7705

Atlantic Technologies
6631 Amsterdam Way, Wilmington NC 28405

)

Circle 296 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 240 on Inquiry Card.
1

Our New Contriblilion,
Your New Pariner
V 32turbo 19200bps

Main products
14400bps+V.42bis+FAX(G3)

Available

jrixiX(1
ADDA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
48501 Warm Springs Blvd,
Suite #109, Fremont, CA 94539
Tel 510-770-9899 Fax 510-623-1803
Tel 604-278-3224 Fax 604-278-2909

Circle 289 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 290)

Is the unhandy numeric section of your
portable computer's keyboard dragging you
down?....Give your productivity aboost by
using our Micropad. The ergonomically
designed Micropad is ideal for spreadsheet
and accounting applications that require fast
and accurate entry of numeric data.
The Micropad attaches to the parallel port

GENOV
vATION

1-800-863-ADDA

9600bps+V.42bis
9600bps+MNP5
2400bps+V.42bis+FAX (G3)

y Fe IL
"

High speed scan rate at afraction of the cost"
Introducing our DWC Speech Processor only $199
Hardware: 20 Seconds of analog permanent storage medium for up to 160
different messages •10K ohm input with adjustable attenuation •g ohm 0.2W
Output with adjustable gain • 1 transistor digital output •on board RS485 •
external expansion bus •64K EPROM program space •optional external RAM
up to 32K •optional DTMF input

Software: Programmable with IBM XT/AT/386/486 compatible and EPROM
programmer or the DWC Programmers Development System •easy to use
,DWC Ladder Logic Compiler or our new DIN O real time software •Software
System includes functions for all of our µPLC products •Includes example
ftware •also available remote I/O networkable software

alog Controller
ital Controller
twork Node
rotor Interface

$269
$154

$199

Real Time C'
Ladder Logic Co
Programmers

$2,59
Programming services available
1-800-668-2707 tel: (519) 850-0637 tax: (519)

2400bps+MNP5
Stand alone
Internal card
flack mounted

Branch office
SA
TEL ,818-2811826

Circle 271 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 272).

FAX ,818-2879825

S4 42b 1
N west IZ-World's line of C-programmable
miniature controllers, the Little Stun' has 16
digital
inputs, 14 high-current driver outputs, RS232/485,
battery-backed
RAN and real-time clock, programmable timers, watchdog, and more. It is also
available with enclosure and Lai/keypad, expansion cards for addtional lío, and
optional 18 MHz clock. Our easy-to-use, yet powerful Dynamic C"' development
system ($195) integrates an editor, compiler, and debugger. The Little Star is ideal
for control, test and data acquisition applications.

Rack Mounted
Network Management
System
- 73

10F,14,LANE609SEC 5CHUNG HSIN RD,SAN CHUNG
CITY,TAIPEI,TAIWAN,R 0 C
TEL
886-2-9995155
FAX
886-2-9094960

03
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,
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Circle 278 on Inquiry Card.

1724 Picasso Avenue
Davis ,CA 95616
916.757.3737
916.753.5141 FAX
Circle 263 on Inquiry Card.

24-Hour AutoFAX
916.753.0618.
Call from your FAX.
Request catalog *18.
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Scanners/OCR/Digitizers • Tape Drives

SPECIAL DEALS ON

Tape Drives

SCANNERS

Avrsoon puts the full-Ilia
scanner In acompact one

HAG

AV100 -AVISION Gray, Desk/Laptop Scanner
600 DPI,Built-in ADF, Direct print to Printer
iPhoto Plus & OCR (Laptop adapter additional)

$599.00

AV680G -AVISION 256 Gray, flatbed scanner
max. 1,600x1,600 DPI, Legal Size, OCR

$799.00

AV660C -AVISION 24-Bit, True Color Flatbed Scanner
Max.1,200 DPI, Legal Size, iPhoto Plus & OCR.

8899.00

AV680C -AVISION 24-Bit,True Color Flatbed Scanner
Max. 1,600 DPI, Legal size, Image Pal & OCR
A V800 -AVISION High-speed (lOppm) Scanner
24 Bit. 1,200 DPI in Flatbed Image Fast &OCR
AV6120 -True Color, 2400 x 2400 dpi

SI.K0

81299.00

S2.X00

81,899.00
Call

$650.00

Multimedia Upgrade Kit w/16 bit sound cards

$99.95

COMPU T2,R S.N. MOR:
1-800-548-3246
A

DIVISION

OF

LITECH

CORPORATION

830 A.M
8.00
MON •
SAT. P.M

LITECH CORP.. 014 N. MAIN STR.. LOUISBURG, N.C. 27549

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: 1-800-LITECH-6
VAR and Dealers welcome' PHONE (919)496-2669 FAX, (919)496-7111
AVISION IS THE RMISTER El/ TR APE NAME OE AVISION INC. •PRICES SIRJF:(7r TO CII VNC F: WITHOUT NIrric

Overland Data

619-571-5555
FAX 619-571-0982

Europe (+44) 734-891891
Your best choice for 1/2 inch
Europe FAX (+44) 734-891897
tape solutions since 1980.
Circle 281 on Inquiry Card

3480/3490 & 9-Track Tape Subsystems
1/4" DAT 8mm Optical
Windows Software Now Available
• Tape Backup and Restore

Circle 251 on Inquiry Card.

TAPEDIS

We

make

tapes

work

like

Inn

disks!

l•r

noluar

• Make Your Own CD ROM
with our CD ROM Maker
• Optical Storage from $995."
• Fujitsu Quality Drives

CALL 1-800-938-TAPE
Get The Very Best For Less

Laguna Data Systems
7340 Smoke Ranch Road, Suite C, Las Vegas, NV 89128
Tel: (702) 254-2648 • Fax: (702) 254-0910
Circle 247 on Inquiry Card

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem
#1-selling 9-track system on desktop.
Gualstar's low cost 1/2-inch 9-track Streaming
tape systems bring full ANSI data interchange to
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving your micro the
freedom to exchange data files with nearly any
mainframe or minicomputer in the world.
Systems include DOS or Xenix compatible
software, coupler card and cables. High reliability
1600 or 6250 BPI capability may be used for disk
backup as well as data interchange.

PURLSTFIR;

Call us today! For details and
to order: Fax (818) 592-0116
Phone (818) 592-0061

6709 Independence Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91303
©1989 Qua'star Corp.

All product and company names and trademarks are the exclusive property of their respective owners.
2E14
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Circle 253 on Inquiry Card

TAPEDISK software turns your SCSI tape drive into a DOS "disk':
DOS assigns adrive letter to your tape drive!
Works with DOS, Windows, and Windows For Workgroups!
Full use of your investment -Use your expensive tape drive all the
time, not just for infrequent backups.
Easy to use - Easy backups make for frequent backups.
Now save valuable data to tape as easily as saving to disk.
Direct data access -Read your data directly from tape.
No need to restore data to disk. Save data directly to tape.
Tape storage is cheaper -less than 1/2 penny per megabyte.
2 gigabyte tapes cost less than $10.00
Supported tape drives
HP JetStore-Conner PythonTurbo Python-WangDAT
Exabyte-WangTEK-LegacyTandberg-Colorado
PowerTape, and others.
Call for detailed list.

03=Z,
hIS

n.

only

$249. 95

800-TAPEDSC
S91910,0
800-827-3372
TAPEDISK Corporation

Circle 284 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 285)

GlinNuar
(8 0
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Database • Utilities • Windows

CAD/CAM • Data Acquisition

Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904

7 4 2 -6 8 0 9

HIWIRE. II Schematic
and PCB Software
With support for expanded and extended
memory, HiWIRE II can
handle your most demanding schematic and
PCB designs. The unique
HiWIRE II editor allows
you to display and edit
schematics and PCBs
simultaneously, using
the same commands for
each. HiWIRE II is $995,
and is guaranteed.
Call (800) 742-6809
or (317) 448-1903

Circle 262 on Inquiry Card.

dBASE Data Entry

1
-' 7 I 8
4 -5

9,
6

BBB

1513
IBM

o

Tr111.11".--

The TransTerm 5is awork station data entry/display terminal
for on-line shop floor data collection into PC/AT/PS-2 systems.
The unit is one of afamily of such terminals which feature LC
displays for operator prompting and data entry via sealed touch
keys or an optional barcode scanner or badge reader
(Code39,UPC-F). Amulti-terminal network controller (up to 250
stations) and adBASE IV compatible software package are also
available. System costs start below $300 per station. Options
include display backlighting, barcode scanning, counter inputs,
control output.
IEEE 488 and
ViMus Control,
Data Acquisition,
and Analysis

IreMk-.

COMPUTERWISEe
302 N. Winchester •Olathe,

KS

66062

913-829-0600 •800-255-3739 •FAX 913-829-0810
Circle 239 on Inquiry Card.

Computer-Based Instrumentation
Free 1994 catalog of hardware and software for computerbased instrumentation. Features instrumentation software for
Windows, Windows NT, Macintosh, UNIX, and DOS,
including LabVIEW, LabWindows, and the new
LabWindows/CVI. Describes IEEE 488.2 interfaces, plug-in
data acquisition boards, VXIbus controllers, and signal
conditioning accessories. Customer education classes also
detailed. Includes tutorials and glossary.

National Instruments

6504 Bridge

Parkway, Austin, TX 78730
(512) 794-0100
(800) 433-3488 (U.S. and Canada)
Fax (512) 794-8411
Point

_FAST LOAD

_

FILE-WISE DISK ACCELERATOR
BEYOND DISK CACHE!

BEYOND RAM-DISK!

• Keeps files you specify in E/XMS for ultrafast access
• Works alone or to speed up existent cache/RAM disk
• Unlike cache, your I
ilesdonl get needlessly flushed
out of RAM, but are always ready for instant access
in Unlike RAM disk, no need to copy files /reconfigure
applications, no RAM wasted on granularity slack
• Reduce LAN/server tratkc. Speed up DOS &WIN.
• Price: $49. Call for OEM adaptations &site license

OMEGA POINT, INC.
25 Birch Rd. Framingham, MA 01701
(1)e7D
.

TEL (508) 877-1819
FAX (608) 877-0915

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 250 on Inquiry Card.

TCP/IP & SNMP
Sell your computer produc s

00

growing markets today!
REACH 78,000 LATIN AMER!
BYTE READERS
Now you can advertise in 1,2, or
all 3Latin editions of BYTE:
BYTE Mexico
BYTE Brazil
BYTE Argentina
Give Liz at Global Ad-Net acall t
info: 603-876-4311.

Add Networking Protocols to your system designs with:

FUSION Developer's Kit

•FUSION TCP/IP protocol suite
FUSION SNMP agent MIB 2+ Version 2(Available Soon)
•Flexible architecture -C source code
•Used in thousands of process control, embedded systems,
and end-user designs
•Easy porting with consulting and training available
•Complete porting services available from our engineering
staff

Ole
.lt

(805

Settion44
484-2128 or

Circle 266 on Inquiry Card.

800

(Peneeilab

541-950$ FAX

805

484-3929
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THE BUYER'S MART
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
THE BUYER'S MART is a unique classified section organized by product category to help readers locate suppliers. Each ad has Inquiry numbers to aid readers requesting information from advertisers.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by
BYTE. Do NOT send logos or camera-ready artwork.
Advertisers should furnish typewritten copy. 2"x1%."
ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), descriptive text (300 characters is the maximum
recommended) plus company name, address, tele-

phone and fax number. 2"x2%" ad has more space for
descriptive text (850 characters is the maximum recommended).
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months
prior to issue date. For example: November issue
closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment
to: THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more information call: Margot Swanson at 603-924-2656.
FAX: 603-924-2683.

ACCESSORIES

BAR CODE

RADIOACTIVE?

Bar Code Readers

Plot it on your PC with The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR
SenatArpenter port. Detects: ALPHA •BETA •GAMMA •X-RAY.
MicroR, 1000 times the resolution of standard geiger counters.
Excellent for tracking RADON GAS. Find sources. New: Version 3.1
4. WINDOWS. Plot: •Background •Cosrnic Rays •Clouds •Foods
Call/Write for PC MAGAZINE review. •TSR •GM Tube
VISA/MC/EURO Phone Orders. Not satisfied? Full refund.

800-729-5397 or Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800
Aware Electronics Corp.
P.O.Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807
$149:50

For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Macintosh
and Serial Terminals

CYBEX CORPORATION
4912 Research Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone: 205-430-4000

12
Issues

13
Issues

BAR CODE
Portable Bar Code Reader
> Use as a PORTABLE, WEDGE, or SERIAL
> 9V Battery Operation with Lithium Backup
> 2x16 Supertwist LCD Display
> 54 Key Keyboard with Separate Numeric Keys
> Real-time Clock Supports Date & Time Stamps

* External or Internal attachment on PC

> Reads all Popular Bar Codes (16 types)

* Wand, CCD, Slot Badge, Magstripe or Laser

> Wand, CCD, Laser, or Serial Input Devices

* Two Scanners per Reader

> Built-In Program Generator
> Create Your Own Custom Programs

* Direct From Manufacturer

Boosts signals up to 600 feet. Control up to 96 PCs
with one keyboard, monitor and mouse.

6-11
Issues

* Reads 2015, 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39, etc.

* 2 Year Warranty, 30 Day $ Back Guarantee

Extend signals from PC with EXTENDER
Split signals with COMPANION/PC EXPANDER
Switch signals among PCs with COMMANDER

3-5
Issues

2"x1%"
1ad
$696 $668 $585
$557
2ads/issue
- 557
529
3ads/issue
- 529
501
2"x2V."
1ad
$1,392 $1,336 $1,170 $1,114
2ads/issue
- 1,114 1,058
3ads/issue
- 1,058 1,002

* Attaches as 2nd Keyboard or to any ADB port

* 100+ Configurable Options

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE, AUDIO

RATES (Jan. 1994)

* Top Rated by Independent Review

> 6 Built-In Inventory Programs
> Up to 250 Programs Can Reside in Memory
> Create up to 250 Data Files per Program
> Up to 250 Look-Up Files in Memory

* Complete with Laser Scanner - $1295

> Built-In Calculator

* Complete with Stainless Steel Wand -$399

> Supports HAYES Compatible Modems

Worthington Data Solutions
3004 Mission Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
408-458-9938

Fax: 205-430-4030

800-345-4220

> 64K Memory with Data Compression
> 30-day $$ Back Guarantee - 1Year Warranty
> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner — $795

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 651.

VGA Splitters

• Connect 2, 4, or more monitors to your computer
• Bright and crisp presentation simultaneously on
all monitors -Guaranteed
• Works with all VGA, SVGA, and ROB monitors
• Small durable metal case. MADE IN USA
• Extension cables available

H&R TECHNOLOGY2m

Santa Ana, CA (714) 641-6607

oco 1.
A lo

VVV" 7tl 7"%MU 7

Portable Reader
* AA Battery Operated, 64K or 256K
* Users voice messages tell operator what to
do at specified errors and at data entry steps.
Messages are pre-recorded by microphone
and broadcast thru built-in speaker or
earphone. EASY! Any language.
* 4x20 Supertwist LCD Display, 36 Rubber Keys

* 3User Defined Programs, & 3 User Data Files

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Al Reverse Engineering Tool

Reverse engineering tool uses expert system to analyze
applications written in COBOL and other 3rd generation
languages.
• Automatic production of system diagrams.
• Analysis reports.
• Powerful script language.
• Can be configured for JCL. FORTRAN, etc.
•Windows 3.1 and OS/2 versions.
FREE DEMO

System Builders
Tel (613) 230-4067

Fax (6131236-3754

> Emulates Keyboard: Works With Any Software
9- Data Appears as Keyboard Input
> Uses Enhanced Decoding Algorithms
> Accepts Wand, Slot/Badge, CCD, Laser,
Magnetic Stripe Reader, 8i RS232 Serial Input
> Reads All Popular Bar Codes (16 types)
> Reads HIGH, MEDIUM, & LOW density codes

* 2 Built-In Inventory Programs

Inquiry 652.

BAR CODE READERS
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, & Serial Terminals

> Auto-Discriminates Between Bar Code Types
> Easily Programmed with aBar Code Menu

* Wand, CCD, or Laser Scanner Input

> Over 140 User Configurable Options

* Serial Interface and Keyboard Interface

> Daisy Chain Up to 96 Readers

* Reads 2of5, UPC/EAN, 128, Code 39, etc.
* 2year Warranty on Reader & Wand
* 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

> Supports NOVELL Networks
> Supports US & INTERNATIONAL Keyboards
> Direct From Manufacturer
> 30-day $$ Back Guarantee, 1Year Warranty

* 64K Complete with Steel Wand - $799

> Complete Unit with LASER Scanner -$1095

* New Smaller Size -weighs only 12.5 oz.

> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner -$395

Worthington Data Solutions

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS

800-345-4220

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232

3004 Mission Street •Santa Cruz, CA 95060

408-458-9938 FAX 408-458-9964

2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

Inquiry 653.

BAR CODE

Labeling Software

Cordless RF Bar Code Wand

SCANNER SALE

On EPSON, IBM, OKI, or LaserJet. Easy
WYSIWYG design. Any format/size. Up to 120
fields per label. 18 text sizes to 3" -readable at
100', AIAG, KMart, Sears, MIL-STD, Penneys, 2of5,
128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input & Scanned
PCX graphics - $279. Other programs from $129.

A cordless RF bar Code wand with a range of 100
feet. Plug-N-Play. No software needed. Attaches
as 2nd keyboard. For IBM and Macintosh or any
serial device. Real-time remote data collection for
$695.0ptional pocket beeper for long range -$295.
Its an exclusive from the PC bar coding leader.

USA Made
•WELCH ALLYN Steel Wand w/decoder $249
•SYMBOL Laser LS2000, LT1700 or SP400 w/decoder $699.
•Sofhvent Wedge (oC6wIN) whIP Wand cc psc Laser $125.
•Mug Stripe Encoder/Reader (2 or 3irks) $1099.
•Print Software (COSMIN) $149. Software: irisen Assets, Tads
•POS Products •30 Day 55 Back •SPANISH Dept. Avail.

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938

800-345-4220

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

BARCODE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS (BIS)
12140 Severn Way, Riverside, CA 92503 1909i 270-0016 Intl
1800(653-4252 I.15 •(800)219-5178 CAN •FAX (909)270-0920

Inquiry 654.
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BAR CODE

CD-ROM

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

A-LINK is YOUR LINK to CD ROM TECHNOLOGY

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER

From the heart of Silicon Valley

BAR CODE
Bar Code Printing Software
Label Works for Windows
> Prints all Popular Bar Code Types (19 Types)
> Desktop Publishing Features: WYSIWYG,
Scalable Fonts, Rulers, Guides, Lines, Shapes,
Page Zooms (25%-400%), Templates
> Rotates Text, Bar Codes, and Graphics
> Supports Windows Compatible Fonts
> Choose From Over One Hundred Popular
Label Formats or Design Your Own

WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• Keyboard wedges (InternaL/External) for IBM PC/UT/AT,
PS/2, and portables
• RS232 wedges for VVYSE. Link, Kimtron terminals
• Bar code and label printing software
• Full two-year warranty
• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts
46560 Frerncet Blvd, Sude 105/Fremont. CA 94538115101440.2870
800-666-4BAR
FAX: (510) 440-2873

Inquiry 658.

Printers (PostScript, Laser, & Dot Matrix)
> 30-day Money-Back Guarantee, $295
•••CALL FOR FREE DEMO SOFTWARE ••*

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS

Visa/MC

BOOKS

> Automatically Prints Serial Numbers

> Supports Virtually all Windows Compatible

Call 24 hours for free catalog

800-529-9222 or Fax (408) 255-6281
Inquiry 664.

> Rich Text Support: Mix Styles, Types, & Sizes

> Imports & Exports Graphic Files:
TIFF, GIFF, BMP, PCX, WPG, Wfv1F, TARGA

* CD Rom Titles *
* CD Rom Drives *
* Multimedia *
Low Prices
Large Selection

Earn Your High-Tech Degree
While Working Full Time
High-Technology Degree Alternatives shows how
to get your college degree without quitting your
job, attending night school for years, or breaking
your budget. $21.95 + $3.75 sm. Use VISA/MC.

Professional Publications Inc.
Dept. 808.

2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

$59 95
$99.95
$14.95
$59.95
$59.95
$49.95

Allegro New Media •387 Passaic Avenue
Fan. 201-808-2645

(800) 426-1178

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232

Allegro Business CD-ROMs
•Allegro Business Library
•Allegro PC Library
•The Clinton Health Security Plan
•InPrint An Library Volume 1
•InPrint Art Library Volume 2
•Multimedia Business 500

Fairfield, NJ 07004

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-424-1992

Inquiry 665.

Inquiry 659.

C++ & DATABASE
BAR CODE EXPERT
•Keyboard wedge readers for PC/UT/AT. PS/2, Mac and Terminals.
•Readers w/RS-233. RS-485 and multidrop protocol.
•Reader w/OTMF output, data transmission over phone line.
•Accepts Wand. Slot. CCD, Laser, Magstripe and MICR
check reader.
•Reseller's discount available. Please call for free catalog.

IBS-Intelligent Barcode systems, Inc.
16031 Kaplan Ave., City of Industry, CA 91744
(800) 765-2271 (818) 968-6265 Fax: (818) 968-5527

C.f-i. Libraries to access and fax toll rom your database:
SyPLUS &OraPLUS Co Libraries for Sybase &Oracle
$189.00
SyPLUS &OraPLUS w/source code
$589.00
Sy FAX &OraFAX Cu. Libraries for Sybase &Oracle
$129.00
Sy FAX &OraFAX w/source code
$52600
Other C++ Products:
In-depth Cr. video course; DOS/UNIX examples, support $249.00
The C.. TOOLBOX, MS/Win, DOS Libraries
$89.00
The Cf. TOOLBOX w/source code
$289.00

Universal Information Systems (Uank)
(soo) 793-7491
72 Van Riepen Avenue, Jersey City, NJ 07306-2806

CD LIGHT
8861 S. Silverstone Way, Sandy, UT 84093
Phone 801-943-0162, Fax 801-943-5633
71141.224@compuserve.com

Inquiry 666.

Inquiry 660.

Inquiry 655.

USA UNZIPPEDTM

Instantly verify any address in the entire USA. Provides
unlimited access on CD-ROM to every street, city, and 9digit ZIP code. Clean up mailing lists. Avoid wasted postage.
Pays for itself many times over. Windows. 30-day moneyback guarantee. Only $29.95. MCNisa.

CAD/CAM
NEED AONE STOP SOURCE
FOR YOUR BAR CODE SOLUTIONS?
NO PROBLEM! WE OFFER
Quality •Performance •Value
A full fine of READERS •PRINTERS •PORTABLES •BAR
CODE READERS FOR NOTEBOOKS •HEWLETT-PACKARD SCANNERS •MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS. Our
readers plug and play with your existing system without additional software. CALL ABOUT OUR 30 DAY GUARANTEE •
TECHNICAL SUPPORT •OEMNAR DISCOUNTS.

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES &SYSTEMS

Eastern USA (800) 826-1688
Western USA 1800) 226-9487

804-272-0138 Intl.
804-272-0357 Fax

FROM APRINTER PORT!
Indexer LPTf. software

NEW

$249

VERSION 3
VISNMC
•Controls up to nix step motors simultaneously.
•Linear and Circular Interpolation.
•New features to accommodate machine control.
•Easy-to-use DOS device driver. Super Manual.
•CAD-CAM interface available.
Corporation, 1422 Arnold Ave.
Roslyn, PA 19001 (215)657.4338
FAX: (215) 657-7815

Ability Systems

DOS 49. WINDOWS BAR CODING
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, costeffective data-entry. They work just like a second
keyboard. Numerous scanners (wand, credit card,
CCD, laser, etc). Bar Tender for Windows designs
labels on screen & outputs on almost any printer.
DOS printing, too. Generous reseller discounts.
Great warranty. 30-day money-back guarantee.

Seagull Scientific Systems, Inc.
15127 N.E. 241h, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052

206-451-8966

FAX 206-451-8982

* TOSHIBA * TEXEL * NEC*
*SCSI INTERFACE*
*MEDIA VISION *TRANTOR *
•CD-ROM TITLES MAC & DOS
•CD ROM CADDIES &ACCESSORIES

Computers at Large
Saratoga, CA
Dedicated to CD-ROM technology.
PLEASE CALI. FOR OUR PRICE LIST

800-642-4194 •408-255-1081
Fax 408-255-2388
VISA & MasterCard accepted

Inquiry 667.

Inquiry 661.

Inquiry 656.

800-758-2001

CONTOURING MOTION CONTROL

International Marketers:
Sell your computer products in one of the
fastest growing markets today!
REACH 78,000 LATIN AMERICAN BYTE READERS
Now you can advertise in
1, 2, or all 3 Latin editions of BYTE
BYTE Mexico • BYTE

Brasil •BYTE

Argentina

Give Liz at Global Ad-Net acall today for more info:

603-876-4311

MULTI-PLATFORM CD-ROMs
GRAPHICS: Graphic applIcabons &source •.

524 95

AUDIO: Audio Apes, Sounds, Effects
$24
LANGUAGES/0S: Largest collection of Languages w/source $39 .9
955
MEGAMEDIA II: 24 bit Images, fonts, sounds

$39.95

DIGITAL CINEMA: AUI &MPEG video clips

$3465

KNOWLEDGE MEDIA
436 Nunneley Rd., Ste B, Paradise, CA 95969
(800) 78-CD-ROM :(916) 872-3826 FAX

Inquiry 668.

Inquiry 662.

CD RECORDABLE
DATA INPUT DEVICES

Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcomputers
& terminals, including IBM PS/2 & others, DEC,
Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All readers connect
on the keyboard cable & are transparent to all software.
UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders, &
portable readers are also available.

TPS Electronics

4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303

415-856-6833
1-800-526-5920
Inquiry 657.

AppleLink: BARCODE
FAX: 415-856-3843

Geared to CD-technology
GEAR, the ultimate CD-Recordable tool tor any CD-Standard
If you demand asimple, easy to use solution to create CD's, GEAR
is everything you need. GEAR supports all major CD-Recorders;
JVC, Kodak. Philips, Ricoh, Sony and Yamaha. GEAR is available on
DOS. Windows, Apple Macintosh, Sun Unix and Hewlett Packard
Unix.

Elektroson

America, 31 Waterloo Avenue, Berwyn, PA 19312, USA
tel 1-215-680-9038, fax 1-215-667-9367
Europe &Asia, P.O. Box 2436.5600 CK Eindhoven, the Netherlands
tel 31-(0) 40-515065, fax 31-(0) 40-514920,
E-mail Eleldroeselkuncl

Inquiry 663.

Put All Your Documents on
CD-ROM for less!

We can assist you in your CD-ROM Development by
convening paper documents, microfilm or fiche. catalogs and
images on to CD-ROM. We also develop search engines for
retrieval purposes.
Competitive prices and excellent customer service
Call for information.

Media Conversion Corp.
800 Roosevelt Road, Building D/Suite 106
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
(800)860-1033 or Fax (708)469-1277

Inquiry 669.
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CD-ROM

COMPUTER BOOKS

CD-ROM Networking for Peer-to-Peer Networks

COMPUTER BOOKS at adiscount

Introducing OPTI-NFTe Lite

OPTI-NET Lire employs data cachinr •.nd prefetching
technologies t” impmve the response times for clients
sharing CD-ROM resources on peer-to-peer networks.
Call for your free catalog featuring our line of CD-ROM
solutions including the complete OPTI-NET software
family, OPTI-CDcacber. CD-ROM caching, mufti-drive
CD-ROM hardware, and networked CD-ROM titles!

ONLINE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
FlashFAX Information Hotline 301401-2120
301-428-3700 or FAX us at 301-428-2903.

Personal, technical service. 15% discount off most books
from 140+ publishers. Networks, Windows, architecture,
CD-ROM, Of+, UNIX, 00P, Internet, Macintosh, TCP/IP,
Novell, Pentium. Worldwide shipping. GO CBK or E-mail
70007.1333 @compuserve.com from Internet. MC, VISA,
AMEX, DISC, JCB cards. Free 16-page catalog.

CompuBooks
Rt. 1, Box 271-D
Cedar Creek, TX 78612

512-321-9652
Fax 512-321-4525

800-880-6818

Inquiry 670.

New and Updated CDROM Titles

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE Computerowner's coverage provides

Giga Garnet CDROM, Garnet for DOS/Windows

$39.95

replacement of hardware, media and purchased
software. As little as $49 a year covers accidents,
theft, power surges and more. One call does it all.

Space and Astronomy. Thsnds NASA images/data

$39.95

CUser Group Library, Csource code Dec 93

$49.95

Simtel MSDOS CDROM. DOS Shareware/Freeware

$29.95

ORZ Ham Radio CDROM, FCC Callsign Ob & Shrwar

$29.95

SAFE WARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Hobbes OS/2 CDROM. OS/2 Shareware/Freeware

$29.95

Source Code CDROM, 650 Mb source. DOS/Unix

$39.95

PO Box 02211, 2929 N. High St.. Columbus. OH 43202
Now available In Ontarlolli

Gutenberg Project, Literature and docs

$39.95

Linux Operating Sys. 386/486 OS, X11, full src

$49.95

FreeBSD Operating Sy .Ver 1.0, krni src, X/GNU

$39.95

Libris Britannia. MSDL/6 Tech/ScVEngineer

$69.95

X1185/Gnu CDROM, Full src, SPARC binaries

$39.95

Nebula for NeXTSTEP, Proms for Intel NeXTSTEP

$59.95

Ada Programming CDROM, Compilers, source, ducs

$39.95

Aminet CDROM. Amiga Shareware/Freeware

$29.95

CDROM Caddies, Lifetime Guarantee

$4.95

Top quality CDROMs. 100% satisfied or full refund.

WALNUT CREEK CDROM
4041 Pike Lane, Ste D-212, Concord, CA 94520

Visa/MC AMEx, Fax: 1-510-674-0821

Inquiry 671.

1-800-800-1492

Inquiry 675.

(708) 459-6010

Cross Assemblers
Simulators
Disassemblers
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PseudoCorp

716 Thimble Shoals Blvd. Newport News, VA 23606

(804) 873-1947
Fax (804) 873-2154
BBS (804) 873-4838

Phone: 310-289-2174
Fax on Demand: 305-346-7674

Inquiry 672.

WORKSTATION PRODUCTS
Disk, optical and tape drives for RISC/Intel
platforms. Reliable, cost-effective solutions.
Supporting IBM PS/2, RS/6000, Sun, HP, DEC,
SG! and others. Installations Worldwide,

COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
625 E. Merritt Ave. Suite l<

Merritt Island, FL 32953 USA
Call 407-453-8783
Fax 407-452-3757

MN:1-800-872-2599 •CA: 1-800-752-7557
UK: 44-81-974-5522. GERMANY: 0130-815-198

•All disk formats, 100% virus checked
•Available in avariety of colors
•Custom silkscreening
•Bulk diskettes also available
Manufacturing diskettes In the U.S. since 1978

Syncom Technologies, Inc.
1000 Syncom Drive, Mitchell, SD 57301

1-800-843-9862

Corp. Headquarters: 6321 Bury (»we. Eden Prarne, MN 55346

Inquiry 677.

Inquiry 682.

EDUCATION
Tape & Optical Data Recovery
Any Tape, Optical, Cartridge of any format whether
partially overwritten or damaged, Vogon the world
leaders M Tape & Optical Data Recovery can recover
any data anywhere on the surface. Recoveries from
1/2", 1/4", DC2000, 4mm, 8mm Exabyte, DEC TKxx,
3480, Worm, Magneto Optical etc.
USA: 405-321-2585
Fax: 405-321-2741
UK: +44 (0) 734-890042
Fax: +44 (0)734-890040
Conversion & Duplication Systems & Bureau

B.S. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE

The American Institute for Computer Sciences offers an indepth home study program to earn your Bachelor of Science
and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science at
home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC, PASCAL,
C, File Processing, Data Structures 8Operating systems.
M.S. program includes subjects in Software Engineering and
Artificial Intelligence.

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES
2101SY Magnolia Ave. South, Ste. 200, Birmingham, AL 35205
800-767-2427

205-323-6191

Inquiry 678.

COMMS SIMULATION

FREE

DISK DRIVES

FULL SERVICE DISKETTE DUPLICATION

VOGON International Ltd.

Call from your tax handset and follow the voice
prompts to receive complete technical specifications

SANTA CLARITA, CA 91350

Ontrack

•Professional service recommended by major hard
drive manufacturers •Expertise in virtually every
operating system & media storage device • 24-hour
support with weekend, priority, & on-site service
available •For fast, successful results, call:

Cellular Press

28861 RAINTREE LN

Tel. (805) 297-6379 Fax (805) 297-7081

DISK DUPLICATION

Our cellular software will allow you to
change phone numbers and electronic serial numbers on

421 N. Rodeo Dr. #15318, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

JUST $49.00

PUMA INSTRUMENTS

DATA RECOVERY
DATA RECOVERY

WHY PAY TWO CELLULAR BILLS?
Put the same number on as many
phones as you like!
Only $495!
We can also sell you a hand held
cellular phone with your existing
number for only $395.00!

US ZIP CODE IN DISKS
INCLUDING CITY, COUNTY AND STATE
FREE ZIP CODE FINDER SOFTWARE

Inquiry 681,

WITH ONLY ONE NUMBER

MOTOROLA •MITSUBISHI •PANASONIC
NEC •RADIO SHACK •NOKIA

DATABASE/ZIP CODE

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

TWO CELLULAR PHONES

Demonstrate,
test or
bundle from fax-scanning
to ISDN, NO line or
installation costs.

WORLDWIDE PHONE- LINE SIMULATORS
Fax Scanner (9 to 18 Volts)
One-way Dial-up (Lile")
Two-way Dial-up ("Damn')
6-way ISDN (rent or buy) from

$45
$125
$189
$599

£28
£79
£119
£370

FREELINK 5 GoodThInKing
+44 (0) 844 291803 Fax..292803

Inquiry 673.
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Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hots. Rd., Dept. 413, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

Inquiry 680.

Inquiry 676.

CELLULAR PHONES
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versions also available. Introducing CD-ROM
conversions. Call for more info.

Inquiry 674.

Cica MS Windows CDROM. Thsnds of Windows prgrms $29.95

Access

CONVERSION SERVICES
Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from
over 5000 formats including 3X", 5%.", 8" disk
formats & word processors. Disk-to-disk con-

(800) Convert

COMPUTER INSURANCE

1800 786 9907

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

euK)

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

FLOW CHARTS

THE #1 CHOICE
in disk & tape conversion

FLOW CHARTING 3

Free test •Satisfaction guaranteed

Graphics Unlimited Inc.

Call for free demo disk!

3000 Second St. North, Minneapolis, MN 55411
(612) 588-7571

Visa

FAX: (612) 588-8783

1-800-745-7571

Inquiry 679.
MAY 1994

•High resolution print outs...
dot matrix or laser
ONLY
•Multi-page charts...
portrait or landscape
•Import/export capabilities
•35 shapes, 10 fonts, 4line styles

for many leading corporations, government agencies,
law firms, and companies in every industry-world-wide.

PATTON & PATTON

800-525-0082 ext. 1317
So f wa re Corporatoone5CochraneCr.MorganHill.CA95037
See our ad on page 208

Inquiry 683.

3.5" FLOPPY DISK
RELIABLE & DURABLE
• We are a manufacturer under the licence
of Sony corporation.
• Our disks are all 100% Tested & Certified
Error Free with guaranteed Clipping Level.
• Available products: 2HD, 2DD, Clam Shell.
• Our own brand MEGA and OEM or bulk
are also available.
• Duplicator & wholesaler are welcome.

INMARK IND. LTD.

(HK)
1A Man Foong Industrial Bldg.
7Cheung Lee Street
Chai Wan, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 558-2203
Fax: (852) 897-3700

YHC CASSETTE IND. LTD.
(TORONTO)

75 Sarntsbury Square, Scarborough
Ont. Canada M1V 3K1
Tel: (416) 321-1179
Fax: (416) 321-8451

LANS

HARDWARE

FLOPPY DISKETTE

IBM BUY •SELL* TRADE

CONNECTIVITY
BM
4MB TOKEN RING
49.00
BM
4MB TOKEN RING MC
99.00
BM
16/4 TOKEN RING MC
249.00
BM
16/4 TOKEN RING AT
349.00
BM
5250 EMULATION AT/MC
249.00
BM
3270 EMULATION AT/MC
99.00
BM
8228 MAU
225.00
BM
8218 COPPER REPEATER
275.00
BM
8220 FIBER OPTIC CONV
675.00
DCA IRMA IBLOWOUT
49.00
DCA IRMA III
199.00
DCA IRMATRAC 16/4
299.00
MADGE TOKEN RING 4MB (wsw)
69.00
SOFTWARE
IRMA WORKSTATION WIN
249.00
IRMA WORKSTATION DOS
249.00
ATTACHMATE EXTRA
200.00
ATTACHMATE EXTENDED
249.00
IBM 3270 PC EMULATION
149.00
IBM PERSONAL 3270 V.2
200.00
IDEA 5250 EMULATION 99.00 MC
Piedmont Data Systems
Atlanta, Georgia
Phone (404) 449-3425 FAX (404) 441-1961

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129

RFF ELECTRONICS

1053 Banyan Court, Loveland, CO 80538
Phone: (303) 663-5767
FAX: (303) 669-4889

Pre-Owned Electronics, IncTM
THE Independent Provider, serving the Dealer,
Professional, Corporate, Government, and
Educational Buyer since 1985

APPLE II « & MACINTOSH «
SYSTEMS •PARTS •EXCHANGE REPAIRS
Call for a Catalog

800-274-5343

INT'L: 617-275-4600 •FAX: 617-275-4848
205 BURLINGTON ROAD •BEDFORD, MA 01730

Inquiry 688.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Arabic, Hebrew, Russian, Chinese, Japanese,
Indian, S.E. Asian - all the world's languages in
Windows. Full support for mixing Arabic, Persian,
Urdu, Hebrew + English. Chinese and Japanese
type vertically/horizontally. Easy to use! From
$149.96 Call or write the WinLanguage - experts!

Tel

Gamma Productions, Inc.

310-478-6774
Fax 310-478-7765
2130 Sawtelle Blvd. #305, Los Angeles, CA 90025

Upgrade slow 386 with
486 33, 50*, 66* Mhz
motherboards from $108.

*Made by IBM-3 year warranty.

486 Systems from $598.
1Year Parts Lifetime labor warranty

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
For immediate information any time, call (718) 335-9725
from your fax and request document number 8101.
Fulmark 73 Spring St., #407, NY, NY 10012

1(800) FULMARK or
(212) 274-1194, fax (212) 274-0803

$ 108
Inquiry 686.

• Share disks and printers, etc.
• Needs only 15K of RAM

Little Big LAN
The most flexible network

•Peer to Peer LAN

to 250 nodes

• $75 total software cost, not per node!

parallel, or Modems

• Link via serial,

•Link via

Ethernet or Arcnet
• Mixed mode routing
•Typically only 40K of

RAM

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information

Modes

P.O. Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202
Tech 817-387-3339
Orders 800-628-7992
Hours 1-5 Mon/Wed, 9-5 TuefThu/FrI CST

*** SHIPMASTER ***
$79.95

Mailing & Shipping Software

Reg $299.00

Limited Offer!!!

•Generates Address Labels, COD Tags & UPS Manifest
Eliminates UPS Calculations & Multi-Chart Look-up
•Easy-to-follow Menu Screens &Pop-Up Colored Windows
•Interfaces with OBS Invoicing/Accounting Packages
Free Bonus! >» Includes Built-in Message Scheduler
CI $79.95 ShipMaster

(Mailing 8Shipping Software)

$49.95 CheckMaster
D$29.95 Budget Master

(Personal/Business Check Book)
(Financial Budgetary Forecaster)

•$7.00 Shipping &Handling (Calif Residents add 7.75% Spin Us)

Buy -Sell - Trade
LaserJet
ColorPro
DeskJet
DraftPro
RuggedWriter
DraftMaster
Electrostatic Plotters
DesignJet
HP 9000 Workstations and Vectras also available.
Ted Dasher & Associates
4117 Second Ave ,
S. Birmingham, AL 35222
Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1106
(800)638-4833

Visa

0 MasterCard

0 Check

Card #

0 COD Cash only
ExpDate

CI 3.5" IBM-PC n 5.25" IBM-PC 0 Apple Macintosh
Please FAX your order w/company name, address 8 phone

Data Business Systems

(Dept 2)

122-A 31st St. Newport Beach, CA 92663
(800) 675-0731
Fax: (714) 675-0741
Inquiry 693.

NOTEBOOK PERIPHERALS

HARDWARE

¿1 86

• Runs at 115K baud -approx 8500 bytes/sec
• Runs in background, totally transparent

HEWLETT-PACKARD

Inquiry 689.

Inquiry 685.

• Uses serial ports and null modem cable

MAILING/SHIPPING SOFTWARE

FLOW CHARTS
RFFlow 3.0 is a professional drawing tool for
flowcharts & org. charts. Requires Microsoft Windows; 200 shapes auto adjust in size; diagonal lines
and curves; auto line routing and re-routing; OLE
server; click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart;
import/export bitmaps and metafiles; Call for free
trial disk.

•Connect 2 or 3 XTs, ATs, 386s, 486s

Inquiry 692.

Inquiry 687.

Inquiry 684.

The $25 Network
Try the 1st truly low-cost LAN

DCA

NEED TO BUY
IBM CAU'S, LAMS, SDLC Card, MC
Store Loop Adapter, Any Quantity

DC POWER? PC APPLICATION?
We have solutions
•12, 24, 48, 72, 125, 250 VDC
•Panel Mount, Rack Mount
Computers and Power Supplies
*Sales and Service Support Since 1976
TRANSDUCTION LIMITED
5155 SPECTRUM WAY, BLDG. 23
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA L4W 5A1
U.S. and Canada Sales 1-800-268-0427
International:
Tel: 905-625-1907 -Fax: 905-625-0531
Inquiry 690.

Second Serial Ports

Texas Instruments, Toshiba, Everex/Sanyo
RS232
•RS422/485
High-speed buffered UART
•$199 to $249
NEW for PCMCIA -RS422/485
Custom I/0 ports for Toshiba
150 pin bust RS232,422/485, IEEE 488
Custom design capability. Also Auto &aircraft power
adapters for portable computers and printers
Designed and made in USA!!

•
•
•
•

Empire Engineering

tel 805/543-2816

California USA

fax 805/543-2820

Inquiry 694.

HARDWARE/DSP

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

DSP & DATA ACQUISITION

E-MAIL Enable Windows Apps!

PC based MP boards for Data Acquisition and general
purpose signal processing, based on the TI TMS320 series of
fixed and floating point DSP processors.
Software for program development, as well as extensive Data
Acquisition, FFT, and other applications software, is included
with each board.
33MFLOPS TMS320C31 based Model 310A with high speed
analog I/O is priced from $700.

Dalanco Spry

89 Westland Avenue, Rochester, NY 14618
Phone 716-473-3610
Fax: 716-271-8380

Inquiry 691.

"OMS, it's powerful stuff!" John Jena MC
Raindrop's Open Mall System works with any
application capable of calling DLLs or VBXs. With OMS
your applications can use VIM, MAP! & MHS e-mell.
OMS is available as aDLL or aVBX. Ask us about the
source code.
•Visa/MC/Amex •

Call: (214) 234-2611
Raindrop Software Corporation

833 E. Arapaho Rd., Suite 104, Richardson, TX 75081

Inquiry 695.
MAY 1994
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THE BUYER'S MART
SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

SECURITY

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION

Scientific &Technical Software

(RINEY SOFTWARE LICENSING SYSTEM

Call for our latest FREE catalog
1.800.622.3345

"Hardware key-like protection without the hardware key"

SelTech is your source for the best value in scientific and
technical software. More than 1250 products.
1.312.472.0444
FAX 1.312.472.0472

2231 N. Clyboum Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614

CrypKey is asales tool, allowing you to sell your program
•by increments -enable the options the customer
purchased
•by number of runs -e.g., sell 100 calculations for $499.00
•by time period -e.g., lease or demo your program
for 60 days

Inquiry 696.

SECURITY
FIGHT PIRACY!
* The New EVERLOCK *
SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION
New Option Board Safe-New Remote Registration
New CPU LOCK-CD ROM LOCK and more

*

EVERKEY HARDWARE LOCKS

CrypKey is asoftware protection tool, offering
•complete security from any disk copy program
•complete compatibility wtih any MS DOS
or MS WINDOWS 3.1 based machine
•complete invisibility -no disk key, no hardware key,
less support calls
•instant disaster recovery

*

Az-Tech Software, Inc.
Call for a
201 East Franklin. Richmond, MO 64085
FREE
(816) T76-2700
Demo (800) 227-0644
FAX (816) 776-8398

Inquiry 697.

CrypKey uses anumeric key that can be transmitted by phone
or fax. Sell your customers more options, more copies, more
time or more runs instantly, just by making atelephone call.
(Great for overseas customers or distributors.)

"NOW AVAILABLE FOR NETWORKS"

BBI Computer Systems, Inc.

Ph: (808) 734-5801

Fax: (808) 735-1105

Inquiry 705.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
Circuit Simulation
New Windows/Windows NT CAE Tools
Introducing The First and Only

Interactive SPICE
Experience Analog and Mixed signal simulation

"Just like being at the Bench"

like you've never seen before

includes:

IsSpice4; Interactive Circuit Simulator

• New

No*Stop Network

The software solution to provide full
Level 3 Fault Tolerance for PC LANs.
•Server Mirroring
•Uninterrupted Processing
•Continuous Backup
•Any Network Operating System or
Server environment

14105 Heritage Lane. Silver Spring, MD 20906

Nonstop Networks Limited, NY, NY

800/TRY-ABBI •800/879-2224 •301/871-1094 •FAX:301/460-7545

212-481-8488, Fax 779-2956

Inquiry 698.

SOFT WAREHOUSE, INC.
3660 Waialae Ave. Ste. 304, Honolulu, HI 96816

Kenai* Controls Limited •7175-12M Street South East •Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2 2S6 •(403)258-6200 afax:14031258-6201

SERVER MIRRORING
• STOPCOPY family - UNCOPIABLE copy protection
• STOPVIEW software encryption
• NETLIMIT network license metering
• DOS. Windows. Macintosh, OS/2, support
• No source code changes required -for ANY of our products in ANY environment
• Our products destroy ALL of our competition
•Call for FREE demo disk, or to discuss our products'
MANY options

driven interface. It solves symbolic & numeric
equations, and does calculus, trig, vector & matrix
algebra and more. It is programmable, & plots in 2 &
3D. Suggested List Price now only $125!
Req: MS-DOS PC compatible & 512K.

CRYPKEY IS PRODUCED BY KENONIC CONTROL ENGINEERING AND SOFTWARE SINCE 1972

Inquiry 701.

THE ULTIMATE SOFTWARE SECURITY

DERIVE® NOW HALF-PRICE!
DERIVE1 A Mathematical Assistant combines the
power of computer algebra with the ease of a menu-

Inquiry 702.

• Real Time Cross Probing between
Schematic editor and Simulator
• Model Libraries, more than 5000 Parts
• For PC, DEC Alpha, Mips, Macintosh
Full SPICE programs starting at $95. Complete
systems with schematic entry, IsSeicE4, models,
and waveform graphics only $2595.
Call or Fax for your Free Demo kit
P.O. Box 710 San Pedro, Ca 90733-0710
Tel (310) 833-0710
FAX (310)833-9658

intusoft
•

Inquiry 706.

SOFTWARE PACKAGING

IS YOUR DATA
SAFE?
Gain the peace of mind that your data
is CORRUPTION-FREE with
FILE ALERT for WINDOWS NT!
Automatically detects and immediately
alerts you to any corruption so you can
act before it becomes adisaster!

FREE SOFTWARE
PACKAGING CATALOG

Everything you will need to Package. Distribute, and Ship Your
Software. ,From manuals and binders to mailers and shippers

LABELS

• LABELS

• LABELS

For your diskettes, plain or custom printed
dot matrix or laser printer... free samples
•••FREE

CATALOG...
Hice Et. Associates

8586 Monticello Dr., West Chester. OH 45069

Phone/Fax:

513-777-8586

Inquiry 703.

ext. 60011

Executive Software
Copyright 1994 Executive Software Int. Inc. All Rights Reserved.
FILE ALERT is atrademark of Executive Software Int. Inc.
Windows NT is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation.

STOCK PACKAGING
to help

you

market your software
ask for catalog 93QS2

Call 708 390-7744
or fax 708 390-9886

PolyQuick Co.

313-663-8810

FAX 313-663-3640

TIFF, PCX. TARR& GIF, DIB, BMP, DCX, EPS, WMF WPG, PICT. JPEG

AccuSoft Image Format Library 4.0
(niive version)
"The most comprehensive raster support library on the marker

Import, export, convert, display. and print all above formats!
Includes several sample programs with source code. Supports
all languages. Format compatibility guarantee 03, 94, TIFF-F,

multi-page images etc. Rotate, zoom, scale, color reduction,
sharpen, special-effects etc. Versions for DOS, Windows, NT,
Watcom, OS/2, MAC, and others.

AccuSoft Corporation

1243 Rand Road, Des Plaines, IL 60016

Inquiry 699,

Tatum Labs, Inc.
1287 N. Silo Ridge Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

(Plus shipping and handling)

Call

• Models: PCBs, stacked plates, heatsinks, multiboard
enclosures. • All heat transfer modes: convection,
radiation, conduction • Interactive menu-driven
• Thermal parameters library • Fast "What ir:
dimension, mat% finish, analyses • Easy to learn & use
• IBM PC & Macintosh II
Call or FAX for free evaluation program

Inquiry 707.

Special introductory price of $99!

1-800-829-HELP

SAUNA: 3D THERMAL ANALYSIS

Inquiry 704.

112 Turnpike Road, Westboro, MA 01581
1800) 525-3577
(508) 898-2770
FAX 1508) 898-9662

Inquiry 708.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
KEY-LOK - SECURITY

Piracy survival 11 years proves effectiveness
of powerful mulfilayered security. Algorithmic
response. Programmable memory. Economical. Transparent to PARALLEL/SERIAL port,
Counters/Real-Time-Clock. Multi-product/
feature licensing. DOS/UNIX/OS2. Also,
access control system and disk drive locks.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122

(303) 770-1917

FAX: (303) 770-1863

Inquiry 700.
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BYTE

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE
Full featured, heads-down data entry
with two-pass verification, edit language,
operator stats, much more! Designed for
the P5/2®, PC, XT, AT or compatibles.
PCs from $395
LAN version available

FREE 30 day trial

Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Rd.,
Woodway, WA 98020

Tel:
Fax:
USA:

206/776/6443
206/776-7210
800/356-0203

CAD/CAM/CAE Developers Kits—Windows/DOS
NEW RELEASE! TG-CAD Professional v.5.0.
Replaces TG-Professional v.4.0. Includes upgraded 2D 8. 3D
geometric development kits, DXF In/Out release 12 and
(NEW) TG-CAD Draw v.1.0. All in C. This four part
development kit is truly "TThe Ultimate CAD/CAM/CAE
Programming Engine." Comes with or without source code.
30 day guarantee. Free 30 page technical paper.

DISK SOFTWARE, Inc.
109 S. Murphy Rd., Plano. TX USA 75094-9971

Tel (214) 423-7288

Inquiry 709.
MAY 1994

Fax (214) 423-7288

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

Sirlin's CAD +4- ENGINE

FREE CATALOG!
AFFORDABLE EARTH SCIENCE SOFTWARE

•Read and Write AutoCAD DWG and DXF files.
•Object oriented, modular, database-like access
to CAD data.
•View, Print (rasterize), Plot (vectorize), and
Pick (interact) modules.
•Available for C/C ++ for DOS, Extended DOS,
Windows, Sun, Macintosh and other Unix systems.

Sirlin Computer Corporation
25 Orchard View Dr.. Londonderry, NH 03053 USA
Phone: (603) 437-0727 •Fax: (603) 437-0737

Over 350 programs for Windows, DOS, Mac,
Amiga, UNIX

800-775-6745

RockWare

4251 Kipling St, Suite 595
Scientific Software
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303) 423-5645 •FAX (303) 423-6171

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

SOFTWARE/TYPESETTING

ORSYS - $299

PC TEX

OPERATIONS RESEARCH SYSTEM
Linear programs up to 3000 by 15000
Mixed-integer and discrete linear programs
Nonlinear objective and quadratic programs
Transportation and Transshipment models

Eastern Software Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309
(703) 360-7600

UNIX Clone for $39.95
Trans-Ameritech presents LINUX Plus and BSD CDROM. Latest versions of LINUX and BSD with Xwindows, TCP/IP development environments.
ALL SOURCES ARE INCLUDED.
!REAL UNIX POWER for the PRICE of DOS!
ONLY $39.95

Trans-Ameritech Enterprises
2342A Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051
408-727-3883
FAX 408-727-3882

Inquiry 719.

Inquiry 710.

•
•
•
•

UNIX ON CD-ROM

Fax (703) 360-7654

The next step
beyond desktop publishing
This complete publishing system makes all
your documents look their best. There is
no limit to what you can do with PC TE X.
Systems for DOS or Windows

PC TEX excels at typesetting:

Inquiry 711.

UTILITIES
PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
FPLOT turns your printer into an HP pen plotter.
Fast hi-res, no jagged lines. Vary line width, color.
Screen preview - zoom, pan. Works with most
CAD programs. Supports most printers. Requires
DOS 2.1 or higher. $119+$3 S&H. VISA/MC/Chic/MO.

FPLOT Corporation
24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103

718-545-3505
Inquiry 720.

• High quality books and articles

SOFTWARE/MODELING

• Scientific notation/math formulas
• Professional technical documents

Announcing GMS 2.0 from Probots, Inc.
Easiest & most powerful modeling & simulation tool avail.
•Now with Super Spread Sheet, Super -User Interface 8Intelligent
Agent Modeling capabilities!
•Specify 8validate models, run simulations, analyze results, optimize systems 8generate spectacular graphics in minutes!
•No special training or programming required!
•Ideal for planning and predicting tasks!

• Foreign languages

PC T
E X is the difference
between average and expert!

Personal TEX, Inc.
800/808-7906 or 415/388-8853
12 Madrona St., Mill Valley, CA 94941

Act now for special Intro prices! DEALERS WANTED.

Probots, Inc.

80 Damon Road. Ste. 3307
Northampton. MA 01060

413-586-8929
800-Sim-Easy

Fax: 415/388-8865

Only 589.958 5 from SEIMAC RESEARCH
Call 902-468-3007
for afaxed brochure on this amazing utility

WINDOWS

SOFTWARENOICE/FAX

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
HP48 MATH-PACK:

DATASCOPE shows you the data that is transferred between serial devices. A must have for
problems with your computer, mouse, modem,
plotter, au serial device!

Inquiry 721.

Inquiry 716.

Inquiry 712.

Serial Troubles?

Watch Your Serial Port Problems
Disappear with DATASCOPE0

HIGH LEVEL C LIBRARIES

300 programs on 3.5"-disc with English guide,
transferable to your HP48S/SX (version S) or
HP 48G/GX (version G): algebra, calculus I/11,
symb. matrices, vectors, integration, complex
funct., diff. geom., dill. eq., plot, statistics, spec.
funct. etc. Please order with check $129.00:

Multi-Voice and Multi-Fax are complete development Ctoolkits to
access all the features for most voice and fax processing boards
available today. It helps you write MULTI-LINE VOICE (and/or) FAX
APPLICATION in minutes. Many example programs and libraries are
delivered with fully commented source code. VISA/MC Accepted.
Multi-Voice for Dialogic. Rhetorex, or Powerline II: $599
Multi-Voice for Single Line Watson Board: $99
Multi-Fax for CAS (Intel SatisFAXtion): $199

Dipl. Phys. C. HEUSON
ZugspItzetr. 4, D 87493 Lauben, Germany
Tel +49-8374-8299
Fax +49-8374-6712

Fax-On-Demand for information: (514) 835-2216
Tel: 514-597-1692 Fax: 514-526-2362 BBS: 514-835-5945

ITI SOFTWARE

THE ULTIMATE BBS
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
Latest Windows and DOS Ut ils, Pgms, Source
Code, Lively CHAT, online games, Internet Access
and more and all FREE. Call from home or office
up to 14.4K and download for FREE. (n/8/1)

217-792-3663
Customer Service 415-281-4429

Inquiry 722.

Inquiry 713.

STATISTICS
VTEX Scientific Desktop Publishing
•Scalable Fonts •Font effects •Typeface customization
•Equations •Tables •Graphics •Foreign languages
•Multi-lingual spell & hyphenation •IDE •On-line help
•Dos, Dos-32 and Windows versions •From $199
'TEX of Tomorrow"-Notices of AMS, March 1991
Call now for a FREE DEMO DISK

NCSS 5.x Series -$125

Easy-to-use menus 8 spread sheet. Multiple regression.
T-tests. ANO VA (up to 10 factors, rep. measures,
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluster, 8 discriminant
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box, scatter, etc. Reads ASCII/Lotus. Many new
add-on modules.

NCSS

MicraPress, Inc.
68-30 Harrow Street, Forest Hills, NY 11375
Tel (718) 575-1816

Fax (718) 575-8038

329 North 1000 East, Kaysville, UT 84037

Phone: 801-546-0445

Fax: 801-546-3907

Inquiry 717.

Inquiry 714.

TRANSLATORS
EXPERIMENTAL DATA-FITTING
SCIENTIST, now on WindowsT., fits experimental
data to any combination of user-defined algebraic
and differential equations, Laplace transforms and
complex numbers - also determines best-fitting
splines, polynomials and interpolating functions.

MicroMath Scientific Software
800-842-6284

Inquiry 715.

fax: 801-942-0299

EASY TRANSLATORS TO "C"
•
•
•
•
•

ASM-IBM ASM/370, Intel ASM86, MASM
COBOL -COBOL 68, 74,85
PU1 -13 dialects, IBM, DRI, VAX, STRATUS etc.
PUM -Intel PUM 51, 80, 86, 96, 286, 386
Translation service; custom dialects; MS-DOS

Micro-Processor Services, Inc.
92 Stonehurst La., Dix Hills, N.Y. 11746
Tel. (516) 499-4461;
Fax (516) 499-4727

Inquiry 718.

YOUR SALES MESSAGE
about the special
computer product or service
that you provide
belongs in print

THE
BUYER'S MART

can help you reach computer
professionals and produce valuable
inquiries for your company!
Call

Margot Swanson
for more information

603-924-2656
or
Fax: 603-924-2683
Inquiry 723.
MAY 1994
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YOUR DIRECT LINK
ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION

To order products or request FREE information, call advertisers directly or send
in the Direct Link Card by mail or fax! Let them know you saw it in BYTE!
Inquiry No.

Page No.

Phone No.

A
280
61-62

2CD-ROM,LLC
ABACUS SOFTWARE

260
128
263

555

ADDTECH COMPUTERS INC

63
550
64-65

ADOBE SYSTEMS INC

179

ADTEK (INTL)

144

ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH

107

67
66
220

240NE 3

AITECH INTERNATIONAL
ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS

85
69

800-451-4319
800-863-ADDA
908-805-0900
800-962-3623
818-597-1578
714-581-6770
800-882-8184
800-223-4277

560

ALLMICRO
234
ALTEX ELECTRONICS
24060 2-3
AMBRA COMPUTER CORP (N.A.) 32-320

800-653-4933
800-531-5369

•

AMERICA ONLINE INC (N.A.)

14471-B

800-827-6364

235
291

AMERICAN ADVANTECH

259

800-800-6889
512-440-1132

68

AMERICAN INFOSCIENCE
260
AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 64-65

198

CYLINK

188
233

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR
DATACAL DIRECT

800-200-3390

800-800-4APC

DATAPRO
DATAPRODUCTS
DATATRONICS TECHNOLOGY

84-85

DCA (N.A)

561

DECUS/TALLEY
MANAGEMENT GRP

•
•

223-224 ANTES ELECTRONICS
295

Inquiry No.

800-533-3958

199

KNOWLEDGE GARDEN
(EUROPE) LTD.

199

516

KUO FENG CORPORATION (INTL)

CIV +886-2-754-8498 -

90

800-258-5061

244

800-251-3364

78-79

609-764-0100

101

24060 1

DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)

CIV
CIII

88
DELPHI INTERNET SERVICES
204-205 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH

206
247

800-348-3221

141

416-593-5077 -

256

310-532-3092

277
87-88

619-699-6446

286-287 ELMA ELECTRONIC
509-510 EUTRON

Page No.

229-230 LA TRADE

238

800-433-3726

551-552 LABTAM (INTL)
247
LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS

130
264

508-393-5780
800-938-TAPE

146-147 LANDMARK RESEARCH INTL CO

203

800-683-6696

4016 24
254

+44-223-237778
800-637-4699
+972-2-513553

541
LANSOURCE
227-228 LEAD TECHNOLOGIES

ext 57D

517

LIGATURE LTD (INTL)

4016 22

517
281

LIGATURE LTD (U.S.)
LITECH CORPORATION

4016 22
264

617-238-6738
800-548-3246

800-626-8260

518

LOGIC PROGRAMMING )INTL(

209

+44-81-874-0449 -

159

800-827-3998

800-626-8260
800-695-4005
800-322-4378
163-164 MAG INNOVISION

EDUCALC
ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS

282
204

714-582-2637
813-744-5177

262
4016 20

510-656-3400
+39-35-692-229 -

32

+31 13 427 516 -

554

MANCHESTER EQUIP

554

MANCHESTER EQUIP

24066 6
240NE 6A-B

533
MANNESMANN TALLY (INTL)
106-107 MANNESMANN TALLY (NA)

ANTRON ELECTRONICS LTD

262
112
254

175-176 ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS (INTL)
175-176 ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS (U.S.)

202
202

177

ASK ME MULTIMEDIA CENTER

198

612-531-0603

69

ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC

196

548-549 F& H SIMULATIONS (INTL)

905-882-2600

296
278

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
ATRIE TECHNOLOGY INC

263

511-512 FAST HARDLOCK (INTL)
190-191 FAST MULTIMEDIA (INTL)

61
+49-89-53980020
174 +49-89-50206-199 -

800-779-7705

•
162

MCGRAW-HILL PROF & REF DIV
MEDIA VISION (N.A.)

263

+886-2-9995155
800-964-6432

190-191 FAST MULTIMEDIA (U.S.)
527
FIRST INTL COMPUTER

174
800-248-FAST
4016 2 +886-2-717-4500 -

519
III

MEGADATA
MEGADRIVE SYSTEMS

800-631-7646

ext 6222

AUTODESK INC
236-237 AXIOMATIC

117
261

905-602-9270

532
238

AXIS COMMUNICATIONS (INTL)
AXONIX CORP

277

446-46136130 -

262

801-466-9797

450
70-71

BIX (NA.)
BORLAND INTL

277
11

800-695-4775
800-336-6464
ext 7853

72

BRITISH AIRWAYS

200

BUFFALO PRODUCTS
BUSINESS WEEK (INTL(
BUSINESS WEEK (INTL)
BYTE BUYERS GUIDE
BYTE CIRCULATION

217
252
147
223
218
2498E 2

800-345-2356
212-512-6012
+41-21-617-44-11

BYTE DECK (N.A.)
BYTE EURODECK

130
248

603-924-2596

BYTE INTERNATIONAL (INTL)
BYTE QUESTIONNAIRE

143
156

603-924-2636

BYTE SHOW SERVICE (INTL)
BYTE SUB MESSAGE

120-121
204
209

603-924-2608

BYTE SUB MESSAGE (INTL)

603-924-2533

206-207 FIRST SOURCE INTL

250

714-588-9866

91

8-9

800-U4FRAME

214
212

ext 603
414-241-4555
713-496-9400

97

800-846-2058

FRAME TECHNOLOGY (N.A.)

89-90
92-93

FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES
FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING

•

GATEWAY 2000

G
•
275

GATEWAY 2000
GENERAL TECHNICS

96A4

800-846-2058

240

GENOVATION, INC.

261
283

800-487-2538
714-833-3355

94-95

GLENCO ENGINEERING

135

800-562-2543

241
OMM RESEARCH CORPORATION
273-274 GRANITE DIGITAL

257
261

714-752-9447

40IS 14

+44-0364-53071 -

258

800-282-4835

513

GREY MATTER LTD

242-243 GTEK INC

510-471-6442

219
MICRO 2000
215-216 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

246

ext 330
800-864-8008

235

800-295-1214

213-214 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
211-212 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
293-294 MICRODATA

241
243
260

800-295-1214
800-295-1214
800-539-0123

221-222 MICRO-INTERNATIONAL INC.

253

800-967-5667

39

800-395-3748
800-879-PLAY

112
210

MICROSOFT CORPORATION
MICROSOFT CORPORATION (N.A.)

MICROSOFT CORPORATION (NA) 72A-B
MICROSTAR LABORATORIES
259
MICROWAY
132

123-124 MINUTEMAN

113-114 NANAO USA CORP (N.A.)

73-74

COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS
12-13
COMMUNICATION INTELLIGENCE
35

800-451-0897

502-503 COMPEX INC
75
COMPUSERVE

4015 7
129

COMPUSERVE (N.A.)
76

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

202

COMPUTER DISC WAREHOUSE

504

COMPUTER FRIENDS

714-630-7302
800-848-8199

128A-B

800-848-8199

151

800-225-5224

232-233

dept 62500
800-959-4CDW

40IS 8

COMPUTER PROF BK SOC (N.A.)

503-626-2291

209

717-794-2191

•
505

COMPUTER PROF BK SOC (N.A.) 208A-B
COMPUTER QUICK (INTL(
106

415-861-8330

201

COMPUTER & CONTROLS SOLUT

249

800-775-3525

203

COMPUTERLANE UNLIMITED

242

818-884-8644

239

COMPUTERWISE

265

800-255-3739

110

CONNER (N.A.)

276

61

800-755-0535

CONTROL CONCEPTS. INC.

261

800-922-9259

COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

202

708-682-8898

31

613-728-3733

78

COREL SOFTWARE

161

CREATIVE LABS INC

ext 28
187-188 CRYSTALOGIC, INC
79-80
81-82

CURTIS INC
CYBEX CORPORATION

506-507 CYBEX CORPORATION (INTL)

272

BYTE

MAY 1994

310-325-5202

602-634-7515

136

250

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

265

905-470-1207 -

800433-3488

NEC MONITORS
154-155
NETWORK COMPUT DEVICES (NA.) 143

800-NEC-INFO

NETNORLD+INTEROP 94
LAS VEGAS

540

IBM
IBM MICROELECTRONICS
IBM PC DIRECT (N.A.)

GMBH (INTL)
415-802-7888

63

262

HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS

•

+49-9643-180

+65-2-87-5679

HOOLEON CORPORATION

800-659-8755
+886-2-298-8989

214-446-7363
+886-2-5018231

88

96
408-637-2250
+886-2-298-8989

112
4015 11

244

198
40)5 21

206-453-2345
508-746-7341
800-238-7272

N

800-232-8737

215
4015 19

MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP

800-845-5870

73

51

520-521 MINUTEMAN (INTL)

CARDIFF SOFTWARE
CHAPLET

138-139

239
19
2-3

•
249

CALIFORNIA PC PRODUCTS INC

CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER

MICROPOLIS CORP
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT CORPORATION

•

165
530

CHAPLET

800-4MAXTOR
800-289-6293
800-822-8158

196

531

192A-B

516-589-6858 310-247-0006

115
•

501

110-111
257

MCGRAW HILL NRI (N.A.)

ext. 19
+49-8403-1555

140
115

800-552-8500
ext 7858

4015 6
163

MAXTOR
MAYER AUTOMATION GROUP

544-545 MITRON COMPUTER (INTL)

HERGO ERGONOMIC SUPPORT 24136E 2
HEWLETT-PACKARD
24-25

516-435-1199

401812
75

536

H
556

538-539 MARX DATENTECHNIK GmbH
108
MATHSOFT INC
109
288

516-435-1199

172 +44-0628-527782 172
800-843-1347

183-184 AP PROFESSIONAL (N.A.)
218
APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC

800-927-5464
49-4054747-111 -

Phone No.

+44 (0) 753 790755

609-845-7258 -

E

dpt A2
ANGOSS SOFTWARE INTL

Phone No.

74

ext 277
98
818-887-8000
40IS 18 +886-2-782-0305 271-272 DAVISON-WORTH CORPORATION
263
800-668-2707
297
508

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 84A-B
189

Page No.

D

214-380-0126
ext B5

289-21» ADDA

Inquiry No.

4016 5
103

444-256-812704

4013-C

800-426-7423

IBM PC DIRECT (N.A.)

CII-1

800-426-7420

IBM PC DIRECT (N.A.)

120-121

800-426-7850

20-21
148

800-3-IBM-062

IBM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
170-171 INFORMATION FOUNDATION
515

INNOVATIVE DATA CNCPTS (INTL)

97
562

INTEGRAND RESEARCH
INTEGRIX INC (INTL)

98

INTEL CORPORATION

99-100

INTERGRAPH (N.A.)

115
76
77

800-438-8649
603-899-9840-

186

800-800-9599
800-488-2883

209
NEVADA COMPUTER
116-117 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP

240
176

800-982-2925
714-641-8600

292

258

800-296-2211
800-BY NOKIA

NEXT WAVE SYSTEMS

NOKIA DISPLAY PRODUCTS INC
71
118-119 NSTLJPENTIUM (N.A.)
138
558
NYNEX MOBILE COMM
240NE 1
•

NYNEX MOBILE COMM

514
288

OLIVETTI SYS & NTWKS (INTL)
OMEGA POINT, INC.

209-651-1203
805-375-1055

o

56A-D

800-538-3373

147

800-345-4856

546-547 INTERSTELLAR SYS LTD (INTL)

209

444-506-460120

245
10 TECH
159-160 ITERATED SYSTEMS

259
96

216-439-4091

528
ON TIME MARKETING
185-186 ON TOP SYSTEMS

800-437-2285

208

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

245

800-831-4242

JDR MICRODEVICES

255

800-538-5000

101

KEA SYSTEMS LTD/

104

87

800-663-8702

800-998-LABS

127
108

615-391-4412
612-631-9512

248
102

ATTACHMATE CANADA
KEITHLEY METRABYTE
KFC (N.A.)

259
400

207

800-348-0033
800-253-2872

205-430-403° -

246

KILA

259

CM

205-430-4030**

103-104 KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY

153

303-444-7737
714-435-2600

ext 314

2406E 1A-B

800-220-NSTL
800-996-DATA
800-996-DATA

88-89
265
4016 12

+49-40-437472

214

800-454-4426

120-121 OPTIOUEST

131

909-468-3750

122

OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL

229

800-822-8158

251

OVERLAND DATA INC

264

800-729-8725

231

PACIFIC COAST MICRO

256

619-581-6040

•
266

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
PACIFIC SOFTWORKS

185
265

619-625-3685
800-541-9508

508-877-1819

125

PASSPORT DESIGNS INC.

109

415-726-0280

126

PATTON & PATTON

208

800-525-0082

557

PC OUTFITTERS INC.

ext 877
129-130 PC POWER & COOLING
127-128 PC POWER & COOLING

240NE 5
53
74

800-989-5155
800-722-6555
800-722-6555

YOUR DIRECT LINK
ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION
Page No.

Inquiry No.
131

PERSOFT INC

522

PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC

523

PHILIPS MONITORS (INTL)

189
4015 9
7

PIONEER HIGH FID (GB) LTD (INTL) 101

134
179

PKWARE INC
POET SOFTWARE (N.A.)

142
40A

414-354-8699

252

POLAROID CORPORATION

257

135

POPKIN S/YV 8SYSTEMS INC

529

PORA CORPORATION

800-225-2770
212-571-3434
+1386-2-883xAA9 -

167
105

POWERSOFT CORP (N.A.)
POWERSOFT CORP (N.A.)

105

OA TRAINING

88-89
884-B
44-45

800-445-7899

136

ONO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD

MIS

Phone No.

inquiry No.

10

+44 285 655 888

36-37

800-363-9001
ext 201

253
137

QUALSTAR CORP
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS

264

818-882-5822

43

310-392-9851

138

QUATECH INC.

230

800-553-1170

Page No.

143

SAMTRON DISPLAYS INC (N.A.)

542

SAMTRON (INTL)

223

SEOUITER SOFTWARE INC

269-270 SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE
232

310-802-8425

SILICON VALLEY COMPUTER

260

UNIXWORLD OPEN

227

V

63 449-61-96-48-38-29
15

415-570-7700
403-437-2410

260

VICTORY ENTERPRISES TECH

261

800-727-3475

258

818-368-6132

261

VIDEX, INC

257

503-758-0521

236-237

415-967-1100

152-153 VIEWSONIC

55

909-869-7976

172-174 VISIONWARE

119

415-325-2113

537

VOCALTEC LTD (INTL)

152

+972-9-562121

40IS 17

206-217-7100

255-256 SILICONSOFT, INC.

259

800-969-4411

169

SOFTARC

125

416-754-1856"

524

SOFTWARE SECURITY

4010 13

203-329-7428"

553

SPIDER GRAPHICS

240NE 4

408-956-1231

564

SPIDER GRAPHICS

240S0 4

408-956-1231

267

STARGATE TECHNOLOGIES

800-782-7428

525

WALKER. RICHER 8QUINN

145

STATSOFT

93

918-583-4149

154

WATCOM

178

SUN PRO (N.A.)

66

800-2SUNPRO

528

SYMANTEC (INTL)

73

408-252-3570

191

708-864-5670

148-149 SYSTAT INC

257

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

257

258

800-685.4884

27

800-265-4555

181-182 WIBU (INTL)

42

+49-721-377455"

181-182 WIBU (U.S.)

42

301-570-3497

180

WINBOOK INC

95

800-468-0366

262

WINTEK CORP

265

800-468-0366

155-157 WOLFRAM RESEARCH

197

800-441-6284

77
16-17

415-898-8649
800-554-5226

263

916-757-3737

59

800-852-8569

284-285 TAPEDISK CORPORATION

264

800-827.3372

282-283 RCI

258

908-874-4072

150

TEKTRONIX

170

000'
035-6100

195

Z-CODE SOFTWARE (N.A.)

217

RECORTEC INC

251

800-729-7654

151

TOSHIBA AMERICA INC

28-29

eat 33J
800-457-7777

158
263

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL
Z-WORLD ENGINEERING

254

RHETOREX, INC.

258

408-370-0881

279

TRANS 2000

260

316908-6814

42

404-512-0600

284

TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC

259

510-447-2030

139-140 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

eat 71

193-194 ROBERTSON-CARUSO & ASSOC

803-800-BIOS

195

SCITOR CORPORATION
144

Phone No.

U

800-333-9343

258-259 UNICORE SOFTWARE

800-950-8845

800-395-3525

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

563

23

210

141-142 ROSE ELECTRONICS

714-727-3300

543

MIS

Page No.

Inquiry No.

+31-40-7639-83"

8-9

132-133 PINNACLE MICRO

Phone No.
800-368-5283
617-661-1510

Correspond directly with company.

" Indicates FAX Number

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
David B. Egan, Associate Publisher, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2678, Fax: (603) 924-7620
Diane Lieberman, Director, Inside Advertising Sales, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2518, Fax: (603) 924-2683
NEW ENGLAND
ME. NH. VT, MA, RI, CT, ONTARIO
CANADA 8 EASTERN CANADA
Sanford L. Fibish (617)860-6344
Patricia Payne (603)924-2654
McGraw-Hill Publications
24 Hartwell Avenue
Lexington, MA 02173
FAX: (617) 860-6899

SOUTHEAST
NC, SC, GA, FL, AL, TN, MS, AR, LA.
KY, DC, MD, VA, WV
MaryAnn Goulding (404) 843-4782
Brian Higgins (603) 924-2651
McGraw-Hill Publications
4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Rd., Suite 520
Atlanta, GA 30319
FAX: (404) 252-4056

SOUTHWEST,
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CO, OK, TX
Jennifer Walker (214) 701-8496
Brian Higgins (603)924-2651
McGraw-Hill Publications
14850 Quorum Dr., Suite 380
Dallas, TX 75240
FAX: (214) 991-6208

EAST COAST
NY. NYC, NJ, DE, PA
Kim Noms (212) 512-2645
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665
McGraw-Hill Publications
1221 Avenue of Americas-28th Floor
New York, NY 10020
FAX: (212) 512-2075

MIDWEST
IL, MO, KS, IA, ND, SD, MN,
WI, NE, IN, MI, OH
Kurt Kelley (312)616-3328
Ed Ware (603) 924-2664
McGraw-Hill Publications
Two Prudential Plaza
180 Nor.h Stetson Ave.
Chicago, IL 60601
FAX: (312)616-3370

SOUTH PACIFIC: Los Angeles, CA
LOS ANGELES COUNTY, AZ, NM. NV
Alan El Faye (213)480-5243
Brad Dixon (603)924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard 4500
Los Angeles, CA 90010
FAX: (213) 480-5235

Peterborough, NH Office: Inside Sales FAX: 603-924-2683
Horrhuere/Software Showcaoe
Mark Stone (603) 924-2695
Ellen Perham (603) 924-2598
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

The Buyer's Mart/Cleselfleds
Margot L. Swanson (603)924-2656
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

NORTH PACIFIC
NORTHERN CA, OR, ID, MT, WY, UT
Roy J. Kops (415) 513-6861
James Bail (603) 924-2662
SILICON VALLEY, HI, WA, AK,
W. CANADA
Bill McAfee (415) 513-6862
James Bail (603) 924-2662
McGraw-Hill Publications
1900 O'Farrell Street, Suite 200
San Mateo, CA 94403
FAX: (415) 513-6867

SOUTH PACIFIC: Irvine, CA
ORANGE COUNTY
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Beth Dudas (714) 753-8140
Brad Dixon 603) 924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
15635 Alton Pkwy., Sude 290
Irvine, CA 92718
FAX: (714) 753-8147

Advertising FAX: 603-924-7507

BYTE Deck
Susan Rastellini (603) 924-2596
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

EURO-DECK
Joseph Mabe (603) 924-2533
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

Reglonel Advertising Sections
Ed Ware (603) 924-2664
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mil Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
UNITED KINGDOM,
FRANCE, BENELUX
Gary Lucas (+44 71 495 6782)
Jonathan McGowan
(+44 71 495 6781)
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
34 Dover St.
London WI X4BR
England
FAX: +44 71 4956734

GERMANY, SWITZERLAND,
AUSTRIA
Jurgen Herse
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Liebigstrasse 19
D-60323 Frankfurt
Germany
Tel: +49 69 7140 7140
FAX: +49 69 7140 7146

Subscription Customer Service
U.S. 1-800-232-2983
Outside U.S. +1-609-426-7676
For a New Subscription
U.S. 1-800-257-9402

ITALY,
SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES
Zena Coupé, Amanda Blaskett
A-Z International Sales Ltd.
70 Chalk Farm Road
London NW1 BAN
England
Tel,F44 71 2843171
FAX: t44 71 2843174

TAIWAN/PACIFIC RIM
Janet Wang
Third Wave Publishing Corp.
2nd FL, No. 19-2, Lane 231
Fu Hsing North Road
Taipei 105
Taiwan R.O.C.
Tel: +886 27136959
FAX: +88627189467

JAPAN
Masaki Mon
Transwodd Media Inc.
702, 2-26-3 Nishigotanda
Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141
Japan
Tel: +81 333887466
FAX: +81 337880674

ISRAEL
Dan Ehrlich
Ehrlich Communication Intl.
P.O. Box 99
Herzliya 46101
Israel
Tel: +972 9586245
Tel: +972 9586246
FAX: +972 9585685

HONG KONG
Zoe Yen
Third Wave Publishing Corp.
Unit 2, 6F Hing Wah Center
82-84 To Kwa Wan Road
Kowloon. Hong Kong
Tel: +852 764 3830
FAX: +852 764 3857

A. Suzuki
Nexus, Inc.
2-35-8, lined, 01w-ku
Tokyo 146
Japan
Tel: +81 337573721
FAX: +81 337572266

KOREA
Young-Seoh Chinn
JES Media International
6th FL, Donghya Bldg.
47-16, Myungil-Dong
Kangdong-Gu
Seoul 134-070, Korea
Tel: +82 24813411
FAX: +8224013414

AUSTRALIA
Phil Bush
National Advertising Services
7-13 Parraween Street
Cremome NOW 2090,
Australia
Tel: +61 2908 9329
FAX: +61 2953 8274
MALAYSIA
H.K. Limo
Servex (Malaysia) Spin. Bhd.
5th Floor, Bena Tower
160, Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
Tel: +60 32624592
FAX: +60 32624591

SINGAPORE
ThirdWave Publishing
One Rochor Canal Road 403-01
Sim Lin Square
Singapore 0718

Outside U.S. +1-609-426-5526
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YOUR DIRECT LINK
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on Your Direct Link Card!
To receive information for an entire product category, circle the category
number on Your Direct Link Card!
Category No.

Category No.

Inquiry No.

Page No.

HARDWARE
1

ANTES ELECTRONICS

256

252

POLAROID CORPORATION

257

ADD-IN BOARDS

Category No.
Page No.

255-256

SILICONSOFT INC.

259

279

TRANS 2000

260

53

ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES

223-224

2

iluladrY No.

DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT

293-294

MICRODATA

260

258-259

UNICORE SOFTWARE

260

7

ÉtriluirY No.

IBM PC DIRECT (N.A.)

CII-1

•

IBM PC DIRECT (N.A.)

4013-C

208

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

221-222

MICRO-INTERNATIONAL INC.

253

209

NEVADA COMPUTER

240

NSTLJPC DIGEST

218

557

DISK & OPTICAL DRIVES

PC OUTFITTERS INC.

223-224

ANTES ELECTRONICS

260

15

256

291

AMERICAN INFOSCIENCE

280

206-207

69

ATI TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED

196

276

CONTROL CONCEPTS, INC.

201

COMPUTER &CONTROLS SOLUTIONS

281

249

79-80

CURTIS INC

79-80

CURTIS INC

108

oe

INTEL CORPORATION

108

275

GENERAL TECHNICS

261

208

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

273-274

GRANITE DIGITAL

281

103-104

KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY

75

229-230

- 204-205

DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH

247

208

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

245

162

MEDIA VISION (NA)

115

138

OUATECH INC.

553

SPIDER GRAPHICS

240NE 4

564

SPIDER GRAPHICS

24060 4

267
257

STARGATE TECHNOLOGIES
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

181-182

WIBU

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS

3

MEGADRIVE SYSTEMS
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

241

211-212

MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

243

16

215-216

MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

235

196

112

MICROPOLIS CORP

257
258

132-133

PINNACLE MICRO

543

PIONEER HIGH FID (GB) LTD own)

42

8

185

BAR CODING
MAYER AUTOMATION GROUP

257

261

VIDES INC

257

COMMUNICATIONS/
NETWORKING
ALTEX ELECTRONICS

532

AXIS COMMUNICATIONS (INTL)

261

260

VICTORY ENTERPRISES TECHNOLOGY

261

9
10

198

CYLINK
DCA (N.A.)

101

241

GMM RESEARCH CORPORATION

257

242-243

GTEK INC

258

556
519

HERGO ERGONOMIC SUPPORT
MEGADATA

2406E 2

544-545

MITRON COMPUTER (INTL)

558

NYNEX MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

os
2406E 1

74

401S 12

DISKETTES/DUPLICATORS
AXIOMATIC

24050 2-3

84-85

101

236-237

529

277

39
7

175-178

11

FAX BOARDS/MACHINES
FORA CORPORATION

CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER GMBH (INTL)

288-287
244

ELMA ELECTRONIC
HOOLEON CORPORATION

12

136-139
262
262

LAN HARDWARE

PACIFIC COAST MICRO

256

129-130
127-128

PC POWER &COOLING
PC POWER &COOLING

74

17
508

DATATRONICS TECHNOLOGY

MONITORS & TERMINALS
400

516
163-164

KUO FENG CORPORATION (INTL)
MAG INNOVISION

CIV

113-114

NANAO USA CORP (N.A.)

115

NEC MONITORS

120-121

OPTIOUEST
PHILIPS MONITORS (INTL)

131
8-9

143

SAMTRON DISPLAYS INC (N.A.)

223

COMPEX INC

81-82

CYBEX CORPORATION

207

269-270

SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE

258

506-507

CYBEX CORPORATION (INTL)

CIII

257

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

258

19

8445

DCA (NA.)

101

556

HERGO ERGONOMIC SUPPORT

240NE 2

289-290

ADDA

IBM PC DIRECT (N.A.)

120-121

555

ADDTECH COMPUTERS INC

544545

MITRON COMPUTER (INTL)

556

NYNEX MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

32-32D

514

OLIVETTI SYS &N7WKS (INTL)

66
240NE 1
8849

63
71

523

502-503

252

159
154-155

NOKIA DISPLAY PRODUCTS INC

203

40IS 7

255

KFC (N.A.)

210

107

263
401S 18

102

258

2406E 3

53

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS

258

ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH
AMBRA COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)

110-111

ATRIE TECHNOLOGY INC

ROSE ELECTRONICS

ADDTECH COMPUTERS INC

as
76

231

RHETOREX INC.

64-65

215

INTEGRAND RESEARCH
MAXTOR

RCI

555

153
238

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

141-142

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

245

CALIFORNIA PC PRODUCTS INC

282-283

5

103
56A-D

ATRADE

254

BUFFALO PRODUCTS

250

COMMUNICATION INTELLIGENCE

18
292

KEYBOARDS

501

FIRST SOURCE INT'L

JDR MICRODEVICES

GRAPHICS TABLETS/
MICE/PEN INPUT
ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS

240NE 5

MEMORY/CHIPS/UPGRADES

97
100

278
401S 23

245

IBM MICROELECTRONICS

111

230

560

2CD-ROM,LLC

213-214

288

4

280

Page No.

542

SAMTRON (INTL)

63

152-153

VIEWSONIC

55

MULTIMEDIA
263
240NE 3

223-224

ANTES ELECTRONICS

256

201

COMPUTER &CONTROLS SOLUTIONS

249

161

CREATIVE LABS INC

190-191

FAST MULTIMEDIA

87
174

218

APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC

254

129-130

PC POWER &COOLING

53

201

COMPUTER &CONTROLS SOLUTIONS
DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA.)

249

127-128

PC POWER &COOLING

182

MEDIA VISION (N.A.)

74

115

125

PASSPORT DESIGNS INC.

109

DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA.)

CIII

GATEWAY 2000

96A-J

GATEWAY 2000

97

IBM PC DIRECT (NA.)

CII-I

IBM PC DIRECT (NA.)

4013-C

562

INTEGRIX INC (INTL)

98

INTEL CORPORATION

246

CIV

KILA

77
56A-D
259

13

LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS
CHAPLET

40IS 21

20

530

CHAPLET

40IS 19

63

ADOBE SYSTEMS INC

179

277

EDUCALC

262

296

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

263

527

FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER

240

GENOVATION INC.

262

40IS 2

200

BUFFALO PRODUCTS

263

504

COMPUTER FRIENDS

297

DATAPRODUCTS

292

NEXT WAVE SYSTEMS

JDR MICRODEVICES

255

NSTUPENTIUM (N.A.)

258
138

•

118-119

221-222

MICRO-INTERNATIONAL INC.

253

231

PACIFIC COAST MICRO

256

536

MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP

217

RECORTEC INC

251

151

TOSHIBA AMERICA INC

232

SILICON VALLEY COMPUTER

236-237

180

WINBOOK INC

264

TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC

259

158

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL

158

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL

IBM PC DIRECT (N A.)

14
580

HEWLETT-PACKARD

252
40IS 8

se

24-25

533

MANNESMANN TALLY (INTL)

172

INS 11

106-107

MANNESMANN TALLY (N.A.)

172

28-29

116-117

NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP

178

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
TEKTRONIX

185

150

95
16-17

MAIL ORDER
ALTEX ELECTRONICS

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

4013-C

253

21
24000 2-3

235

AMERICAN ADVANTECH

259

AMBRA COMPUTER CORP (N A)

245

10 TECH

259

BYTE CIRCULATION

248

KEITHLEY METRABYTE

259

BYTE INTERNATIONAL (INTL)

143

249

MICROSTAR LABORATORIES

259

BYTE SHOW SERVICE (INTL)

120-121

250

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

265

202

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE

232-233

138

QUATECH INC.

230

203

COMPUTERLANE UNLIMITED

274

BYTE

MAY 1994

152

240NE 5

AXONIX CORP

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY

DATA ACQUISITION

259

VOCALTEC LTD (INTL)

531

MICRO-INTERNATIONAL INC.

6

SILICONSOFT INC.

537

238

262

221-222

16-17

PC OUTFITTERS INC.

255-256

ANTRON ELECTRONICS LTD

554

2406E 6

557

295

32-320
2406E 2

242

170

PROGRAMMABLE HARDWARE

271-272

DAVISON-WORTH CORPORATION

263

87-88

ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS

204

511-512

FAST HARDLOCK (INTL)
JDR MICRODEVICES

538-539

MARX DATENTECHNIK Grnel

181-182

WIBU

263

Z-WORLD ENGINEERING

61
255
40IS 6
42
263

YOUR DIRECT LINK
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on Your Direct Link Card!
To receive information for an entire product category, circle the category
number on Your Direct Link Card!
page No.

Inquiry No

22

SCANNERS/OCR/DIGITIZERS

87418
517

ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS
LIGATURE LTD (INTL)

281

LEECH CORPORATION

23

204
40IS 22
264

12-13

COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS

247
213-214

LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS

264
241
235

211-212

MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

251

OVERLAND DATA INC

253

OUALSTAR CORP
TAPEDISK CORPORATION

284-285

24

243
264
264
264

UPS
64-65

Page No.

ktquiry No

175-176

ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS

78

COREL SOFTWARE

227-228

LEAD TECHNOLOGIES

113-114

NANAO USA CORP (NA)

34

TAPE DRIVES

73-74

215-216

Catog'ory No.

Category No.

Category No.

518

35

31
254
83

MACINTOSH
LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC (INTL)

209

MAIL ORDER

202

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE

505

COMPUTER QUICK (INTL)

233

DATACAL DIRECT

513

GREY MATTER LTD

105

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

36

202

232-233
106
244
4010 14
44-45

MATHEMATICAL/STATISTICAL

45

FRAME TECHNOLOGY (N.A.)

8-9

96

HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS

136

170-171

INFORMATION FOUNDATION

148

546-547

INTERSTELLAR SYSTEMS LTD (INTL)

209

551-552

LABTAM (INTL)

130

•

NETWORK COMPUTING DEVICES (N.A.)

143

172-174

VISIONWARE

119

155-157
195

WOLFRAM RESEARCH
Z-CODE SOFTWARE (N.A.)

197

46

ADTEK (INTL)
ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS

144

220
110

ALLMICRO
CONNER (N.A.)

234

187-188

CRYSTALOGIC INC

127

LANDMARK RESEARCH INTL CORP

203

MINUTEMAN
MINUTEMAN (INTL)
PC POWER &COOUNG

51
112

548-549

F&H SIMULATIONS (INTL)

32

145

STATSOFT

93

74

148-149

SYSTAT INC

191

146-147

129-130

PC POWER 8, COOLING

53

155-157

WOLFRAM RESEARCH

197

219

528

ON ME MARKETING

MS 12

25

BUSINESS

165

CARDIFF SOFTWARE

198

•

AMERICA ONLINE INCORPORATED (N.A.)

126

PATTON &PATTON

208

450

BIS (N.A.)

•

COMPUSERVE

128A-8

75

COMPUSERVE

129

86

DELPHI INTERNET SERVICES

206

SCITOR CORPORATION

26

38
15

CAD/CAM
ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS

202

AUTODESK INC

117

99-100

INTERGRAPH (NA.)

147

262

WINTEK CORP

265

175-176

27

COMMUNICATIONS/
NETWORKING

502-503

COMPEX INC

84-85
89-90

DCA (N.A.)
FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES

40IS 7
101
212

FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING

•

IBM PC DIRECT (N.A.)

541
•

LANSOURCE
MICROSOFT CORPORATION

131

PERSOFT INC

189

193-190
169

ROBERTSON-CARUSO &ASSOCIATES
SOFIARC

125

172-174
525

VISIONWARE
WALKER, RICHER &QUINN

195

Z-CODE SOFTWARE (NA.)

250

29

120-121
40IS 24
19
42
119
40IS 17
77

DATA ACQUISITION
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

265

DATABASE

76

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

151

239

COMPUTER WISE
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
MICROSOFT CORPORATION (N.A.)

265

185-186

30

ON TOP SYSTEMS

ABACUS SOFTWARE
MCGRAW HILL NRI (N.A.)

537

VOCALTEC LTD (INTL)

31
548-549
159-160

24
73
214

EDUCATIONAL

61-62

128
192A-111
152

ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC
F& HSIMULATIONS (INTL)
ITERATED SYSTEMS

32
se

146-147

LANDMARK RESEARCH INTL CORP

203

155-157

WOLFRAM RESEARCH

197

32
210

33
67

ENTERTAINMENT
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE

239

136
137

ONO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS

193-194

ROBERTSON-CARUSO &AS-Sex-IATES

as

277

143
36-37
43
42

PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES/TOOLS

189

ANGOSS SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

70-71

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

141
11
202
127

187-188

CRYSTALOGIC INC

540

IBM

•

IBM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

515

INNOVATIVE DATA CONCEPTS (Iarn)

115

199

KNOWLEDGE GARDEN (EUROPE) LTD.

199

227-228

LEAD TECHNOLOGIES

254

518

LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC (INTL)

209

•

MICROWAY

528

ON TIME MARKETING

40IS 5
20-21

132
4019 12
4016 9

69
61

MICRO 2000

246

293-294

MICRODATA

260

268

OMEGA POINT INC.

265

134

PKWARE INC

142

284-285

TAPEDISK CORPORATION

264

47

WINDOWS

6142

ABACUS SOFTWARE

128

177

ASK ME MULTIMEDIA CENTER

198

COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

202

89-90

FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES

214

96

HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS

136

101

KEA SYSTEMS LTD/ATTACHMATE CD

104

146-147
516

LANDMARK RESEARCH INTL CORP
LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC (INTL)

203

210

MICROPROSE SOFTWARE

239

113-114

NANAO USA CORP (N.A.)

209
63

185-186

ON TOP SYSTEMS

214

266

PACIFIC SOFTVVORKS

265

125

PASSPORT DESIGNS INC.

109

131

PERSOFT INC

189

193-194

ROBERTSON-CARUSO &ASSOCIATES
SILICONSOFT INC.

180

WINBOOK INC

48

42
15

SCITOR CORPORATION
255-256

259
95

WORD PROCESSING/DTP
8-9

91

FRAME TECHNOLOGY (NA)

517

LIGATURE LTD (INTL)

40IS 22

517

LIGATURE LTD (U S)

40IS 22

GENERAL

522

PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC

179

POET SOFTWARE (N.A.)

40A

49

135

POPKIN SAN &SYSTEMS INC.

105

61-62

ABACUS SOFTWARE

128

167

POWERSOFT CORPORATION (N.A.)

183-164

AP PROFESSIONAL (N.A.)

112

6848
195

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS
BUSINESS WEEK (INTL)

147

BUSINESS WEEK (INTL)

223

144

SEQUITER SOFTWARE INC

178

SUN PRO (N.A.)

ee

526

SYMANTEC (INTL)

73

BYTE DECK (N.A.)

130

154

WATCOM

27

BYTE EURO DECK
COMPUTER PROF BOOK SOCIETY (N.A)

248

MCGRAW-HILL PROF & REF DIV

140

OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL

229

41
se

SECURITY

501

ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER GMBH (INTL)

168

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR

87-88

ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS

509-510
511-512

EUTRON
FAST HARDLOCK (INTL)

94-95

GLENCO ENGINEERING

538-539
139-140

MARX DATENTECHNIK GmbH
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

524

SOFTWARE SECURITY

181-182

WIBU

43

GRAPHICS
AITECH INTERNATIONAL

NETWORK COMPUTING DEVICES (N.A.)

40

144A4

OPERATING SYSTEMS

•

214

92-93

28

39

ON-LINE SERVICES

77

UTILITIES

550
66

123-124
520-521
127-128

SOFTWARE

202

COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION

MISCELLAENOUS SOFTWARE

UNIX

•
91

68

37

Page No.

Inquiry No

236-237

69
138-139
80

50

204

563

4015 20
61
135
40IS 6

RECRUITMENT
4010 10

OA TRAINING

MISCELLANEOUS
217

•

BRITISH AIRWAYS

•

BYTE CIRCULATION

2485E 2

BYTE SHOW SERVICE

120-121

59
40IS 13

204

BYTE SUB MESSAGE

42

209

BYTE SUB MESSAGE (INTL)

78-79

DATAPRO

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION
AXIOMATIC

51

261

209

561

DECUNIALLEY MANAGEMENT GROUP

•

NETWORLD+INTEROP 94 LAS VEGAS

MAY 1994

BYTE

240SOI
186

275

EDITORIAL INDEX
For more information on any of the companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories
in this issue, circle the appropriate inquiry number on Your Direct Link Card. Each page number
refers to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears. IS pages
appear only in the International edition.
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BIN:Your Coach
to the Internet!
The Internet connects you with
more than 10 million people ,at
universities, companies, and other
online services. Now, get full access
to the Internet free of charge when
you subscribe to BIX! You'll also
get expert assistance from BIX
moderators who can help you find
your way around the Internet.
These experts can guide you through
the many services and features
available, and help you find the
information you're looking for.
Anytime you need help, just join our
special 'internet' conference and get
fast answers to your questions.
As you become more familiar with the
Internet, you'll be able to download
files from all over the world using FTP,
connect to other sites and services
through telnet, read and reply to
Usenet Newsgroups, access utilities
like finger and whois, and much more!
BIX and the Internet together provide
A
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Give BIX a try with our new 5 for Free Offer! Join BIX
today and get 5 hours of evening and weekend access for free!

f0r Free

Take the rest of the calendar month to explore BIX, and then

5lees

continue for our standard $13 monthly membership fee.
Further details and complete rate information are
provided during registration. Using any communications

program, dial 1-800-695-4882. At the "logon" prompt enter bix.

tory

Then at the "name?" prompt enter bix.byte39. If you have any
questions, call us at 1-800-695-4775 (voice). Or fax us at 617-491-6642.

Send Internet mail to info@bix.com. Windows users can order BIXnav, our graphical
interface for BIX, for easy point and click access. Details are available during registration.

Under be 5for Free plan. daytime rates (59/1u.) apply for acceseduring prime time hours. :Te 5for Free offer is yu'id for tast-41 -ne members only.

Circle 450 on Inquiry

card.

the largest and most effective technical
resource for computing professionals.
And with over 600 local access
numbers in the U.S., plus telnet access
via the Internet, SIX makes it easy to
connect. Try BIX today through our
special 5for Free offer -and become
part of the top technical team!

If you

can

hack

it

Commentary Tom R. Haffhill

The Introversion of America
Virtual communitios aro
no substituto for roal
cornmunitios

computers have changed the way we socialize, maintain
relationships, and relate to our neighbors. Most recently,
millions of people have started communicating with each
other via computers and modems plugged into on-line
networks—and soon, via the data superhighway.
The interactive networks make it possible to maintain
far-flung virtual communities of like-minded people. In
itself, this is nothing new. It's the next logical step in a
long trend toward basing relationships on common interests instead of geographical proximity. In the old days,
especially in rural communities, folks had to associate
with their neighbors, because there wasn't much choice.
Nowadays, modern transportation and communication
free us to associate with those who share our views and
interests, and that's good. But they also threaten to isolate
us from our immediate communities, and that's bad.
Unlike some observers, Idon't fear that the expanding
bandwidth of communications will fracture us into virtual
communities that are too narrowly focused. According to
this argument, cable TV channels and on-line forums
are growing so numerous and specialized that we won't
be exposed to differing viewpoints. As viewership declines on broadcast TV networks, say the critics, we'll no
longer share acommon media culture. We'll lose our
278
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alk through any residential neighborhood built in America over the
last 75 years, and you'll notice a
revealing architectural pattern:
Houses erected before World War II almost invariably
have large front porches, while houses that came later
don't. Broad, full-frontage porches have given way to
simple stoops or abbreviated entryways that are more
decorative than functional.
The abrupt demise of the front porch isn't merely symbolic. It says alot about how America has changed over
the last 50 years and how new technology can significantly alter our communities and social relationships.
Consider how front porches once defined our interactions with family members and neighbors. As an external
room attached to the face of the house, the porch represented an intersection between public and private life.
Before air conditioning, porches were ashaded refuge
on hot summer days. Before TV, they were gathering
places for socializing and courting in the evenings. In
urban neighborhoods, they were public parlors, inviting
random encounters with passers-by. Porches were designed for alifestyle that was fundamentally extroverted.
Over the years, that connection to the outside world has
gradually been replaced with electronics that span great
distances. First telephones, then radio, then TV, and now

national identity and become so enmeshed in self-reinforcing feedback loops that we lose touch with reality.
Idon't think that will happen. Sure, some people will
maroon themselves on virtual info-islands, but they already do anyway.. Most will be liberated by the interactivity and finely tuned narrowcasting of the new media.
Whether passive lurker or aggressive flamer, you can't
surf the networks for long without stumbling across a
spirited debate about something that grabs your attention. Log on and see for yourself: Our virtual communities are lively places that roar with the noise of democracy.
Virtual communities are exciting and healthy, but they
become aproblem when they displace similar discourse
in real communities. No matter how little you have in
common with your next-door neighbors, you still have
one thing in common: You are neighbors. If that relationship is. abandoned, the real community begins to lose
its cohesion, just as the virtual community unravels if
everyone stops posting messages. It would be aserious
mistake to sacrifice the old community for the new.
Turn off your computer, take awalk around your neighborhood, and observe how dwellings continue to evolve.
Prison bars disguised as decorative grilles protect doors
and windows from break-ins. Front porches have moved
to the back of the house, where they're called decks, and
become the centerpieces of backyards walled in by privacy fences. Or they're relocated within the house itself,
where they're euphemistically called family rooms (e.g.,
TV rooms), thereby offering even more privacy—plus
easy access to the remote, virtual neighborhoods.
At best, our real communities will become sterile and
boring. At worst, they'll become hostile places where
criminals fill the void of street life. Isolationism doesn't
work any better locally than it does internationally, and
the results can be equally self-destructive.
Torn R. Halfhill is aBYTE senior news editor based in San Mateo,
California. Contact him on the Internet m-BDC at thalfhill@bix.com.

DOUBLE-SPIN
CO ROM
DELL DIMENSION

PCI
LOCAL, BUS VIDEO

250KB WRITE BACK
CACHE

• 8MB RAM

XPS P90

PENTIUM' 90MHz SYSTEM'

$2990

BUSINESS LEASE': $111/MO.

• VS15 MONITOR

• I
28MB MAX RAM

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 13.51

• 450MB HARD DRIVE

• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD

• 256KB EXTERNAL CACHE

• DOUBLE-SPIN CD ROM DRIVE

• 7 EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL (4 ISA, 1PCI,
1PCl/ISA SHARED AVAILABLE)

• MS-DOS" 6.2/MICROSOFr WINDOWS'
3.1/MOUSE

• PCI VIDEO CARD

ORDER CODE #500013

You could blow agasket waiting on your old PC, so call
and order aPentium system that's atotal speed demon.

MILL"

Cel

800-424-1370

NMI/

HOURS. MON-FRI 7AM -9PM Cl SAT 1CAM-MM CI SUN 121-1 M-5PM CI
IN CANADA CALL 800-668-3021. KEYCODE*11EE4

'This device has not been approved by the Federal Communications Commission. This device is not,
and may not be, offered for sale or lease or sold or leased until the approval of the FCC has been obtained.

MORE SCREAM

DELL DIMENSION XP'S 4100V
(Other systems featured not pictured.)
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Respondents ranked Dell "Highest in Customer Satisfaction among Desktop Personal Computer Users"
'This device has not been approved by the Federal Communications Commission. This device is not, and may not be, offered for sale or lease or sold or leased
until the approval of the FCC has been obtained. 'Promotional pricing expires 5/15/94. '1993 J. D. Power and Associates Desktop Personal Compute Satisfaction Study
conducted among 1,956 business user respondents. `Prices valid in the U.S. only. Some products and promotions not available in Canada or Mexko. 'Business leasing arranged
by Leasing Group, Inc. MS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks and Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. The Intel Inside logo and Intel are registered
trademarks and i486, Pentium and Overdrive are trademarks of Intel Corporation. VI....13us is atrademark of Voleo Electronics Standards Association. Peavey is aregistered
trademark of Peavey Electronics Corporation. Dell disclaims proprietary interest in the marks and names of others. ©1994 Dell Computer Corporation. Al/ rights reserved.

ING MACHINES.
XPS 90MHz PENTIUM
LOADED!
DELL DIMENSION XPS P90'

$3299

XPS 100MHz 486
PICTURED SYSTEM: NEW!
DELL DIMENSION XPS 4100Vt

XPS 60MHz PENTIUM

XPS 100MHz 486
NOT PICTURED: NEW!
DELL DIMENSION XPS 4100Nt

DELL DIMENSION XPS P60

9
2699

$2499

8
2199

• 8MB RAM

• 8MB RAM

• 128MB MAX RAM

• 64MB MAX RAM
• 450MB HARD DRIVE

• 8MB RAM
• 128MB MAX RAM

• 8MB RAM
• 64MB MAX RAM

• 450MB HARD DRIVE

• 340MB HARD DRIVE
• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM
OVERDRIVE

BUSINESS LEASE: $122/MO.

• 528MB HARD DRIVE

BUSINESS LEASE: $100/MO.

• 256KB EXTERNAL CACHE
• 7 EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(3 ISA, IPCI, 1PCl/ISA
SHARED AVAILABLE)

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM
OVERDRIVE'

• PCI #9GXE VIDEO CARD
• VS15 MONITOR (15" CRT,
1024 x768, .28mm, NI)
• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 13.51
• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN
CD ROM DRIVE
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.I/MOUSE

• VL #9GXE VIDEO CARD
• VS15 MONITOR (15' CRT,
1024 x768, .28mm, NI)

ORDER CODE #500012

• 7 EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(5 ISA,1 ON VL-BUS' AVAILABLE)

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5')
• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN
CD ROM DRIVE
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE
ORDER CODE #400011

BUSINESS LEASE: $92/MO.

BUSINESS LEASE: $81/MO.

• 256KB EXTERNAL CACHE
• 7EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(4 ISA, 1PCI, 1PCl/ISA
SHARED AVAILABLE)

• 7 EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(6 ISA,ION VL-BUS AVAILABLE)
• VL VIDEO CARD

• PCI VIDEO CARD
• VS14 MONITOR (14' CRT,
1024 x768, 28mm, NI)
• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5)
• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE

• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1 /MOUSE

ORDER CODE #500011

ORDER CODE #400010

• VS14 MONITOR (14" CRT,
1024 x768, .28mm, NI)
• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5")

50/1111z 480 81/2
MS OFFICE/MULTIMEDIA
DELL DIMENSION 450SV

$1999

BUSINESS LEASE $74/MO.

BEST BUY!
DELL DIMENSION 466V

$1899
BUbli

[LASE: $70/MO.

NEW'
DELL DIMENSION 450SV

DELL DIMENSION 433SV

$1599

$1399

BUSINESS LEAL $59/M0

BUSINESS LEASE: $52/MO.

• 4MB RAM
• 64MB MAX RAM
• 340MB HARD DRIVE

• 8MB RAM

• 4MB RAM

• 4MB RAM

• 64MB MAX RAM
• 340MB HARD DRIVE

• 64MB MAX RAM

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM
OVERDRIVE

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM
OVERDRIVE

• 5 EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(4 ISA, 2ON VL-BUS AVAILABLE)
• LOCAL BUS VIDEO

• 5EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(5 ISA, 2ON VL-BUS AVAILABLE)
• LOCAL BUS VIDEO
• VS15 MONITOR (15' CRT,
1024 x768, .28mm, NI)
• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5")
• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE

• 340MB HARD DRIVE
• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM
OVERDRIVE
• 5EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(5 ISA, 2ON VL-BUS AVAILABLE)
• LOCAL BUS VIDEO
• VS14 MONITOR (14" CRT,
1024 x768, .28mm, NI)
• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5")
• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE

• 64MB MAX RAM
• 210MB HARD DRIVE
• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM
OVERDRIVE
• 5EXPANSION SLOTS TOTAL
(5 ISA, 2ON VL-BUS AVAILABLE)
• LOCAL BUS VIDEO
• VS14 MONITOR (14" CRT,
1024 x768, .28mm, NI)
• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 13.51

ORDER CODE #300019

ORDER CODE #300017

• SVGA 10241 MONITOR (14" CRT,
1024 x768, .28mm)
• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5")
• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN
CD ROM DRIVE
• SOUND BLASTER 16 SOUND
CARD
• PEAVEY* 200 SPEAKERS
• PRE-LOADED MS OFFICE,
MS BOOKSHELF QUICKEN
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE
ORDER CODE #300018

• SPACESAVER KEYBOARD
• MS-DOS 6.2/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE
ORDER CODE #300016

NO SCREAMING CUSTOMERS.
No one keeps tabs on customer service more frequently than J.D. Power and
Associates. A few months ago, they asked 1,956 business users how happy
they were with their PC. They call it the "J.D. Power and Associates Highest

DOLL

Customer Satisfaction Among PC Users"
award'. Now we call it "ours':
Give us acall today. And watch
how fast we put asmile on your face.

CAU

800-531-2751

MN

HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM-9'M CT SAT 10AM-6PM CT SUN 12PM-5PM CT
IN CANADA'. CALL 800-668-3021. KEYCODE #11EBE

DUAL-SCAN COLOR

BUILT-IN TRACKBALL
• 170MB HARD DRIVE

FEATURES COMMON TO THESE
CONFIGURATIONS:

ORDER CODE #5000699

• 9.5 DUAL-SCAN SIN COLOR

• 4MB RAM

DELL LATITUDE'
MOBILE COLOR

$2448

DISMAY

• INTEL® i486' SX SL ENHANCED
33MHz PROCESSOR

BUSINESS LEASE: $91/MO.
• 4MB RAM

DELL BEST BUY

• 170MB HARD DRIVE

DELL LATITUDE MOBILE
SALES MANAGER

6
279ma/AA°.

BUSINESS LEASE:

LONG-LIFE BATTERY

• ACT! -CONTACT MANAGER
• MICROSOFT POWERPOINT

• LOCAL BUS VIDEO WITH
512K VRAIV1
• TYPE II/III PCMCIA

EXPANSION SLOT

• MICROSOFT WORKS

• 3.5' DISKETTE DRIVE

• 24/96 TAX MODEM

• NiMH BATTERY

• ATTACHE CARRYING CASE

• MS DOS 6.2/WINDOWS 31

ORDER CODE #5000700

• DIMENSIONS:

8.6" x11.7" x1.7"

DELL LATITUDE MOBILE

• 8MB RAM

POWERPACK

• 170MB HARD DRIVE

• WEIGHT: 6.4 LBS.

• 14.4 FAX MODEM

• COAMAWORKS

$289

IS COMMUNICATION TOOLS

• EXTRA BATTERY

IN 1PACKAGE)

• ATTACHE CARRYING CASE

BUSINESS LEASE: $111/MO.

ORDER CODE #500070I

• AMERICA ONLINE

If you happen to find anotebook that can do more for less, and has
dedicated notebook support, kick your heels together. And then buy it.

DLL

eill

800-G26-4380

IV"

HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM-9PM Cl SA1 1CAM-6PM Cl SUN 12PM-5PM CT
IN CANADA CALL 800-668-3021. MEXICO*, 228-7811. KEYCODE #11EBD

